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This book is dedicated to the memory of
Professor Giustino Tonon: our friend,
colleague, and a co-author of many of these
chapters. Giustino conveyed great passion
and commitment for forests and
conservation; it showed in his words, his
actions, and the intensity of his listening. Yet
his calm and steadfast manner allowed him
to work with everyone. His work brought a
rigorous scientific approach to
understanding the challenges faced by
humans and nature in a time of rapid change.
He was unfailingly caring and considerate of
others, and his positive outlook on life
invariably lifted the mood of those in his
company. When he passed away on 7 July
2021, he was in a place he loved, the
mountain forests of the Dolomites.

Preface

This book is one of the outputs of the COST Action CA15226, Climate-Smart
Forestry in Mountain Regions (CLIMO). Funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 COST
Action programme, CLIMO has been developing in the last few years as a new
concept, which is central to the changes in the way forestry resources are used by
the European community. While climate change is increasingly filling the policy
agenda at global level, mountain regions are extremely vulnerable to its effects.
Because climate change increases the frequency and intensity of ecosystem imbalances, the economic value and adaptive capacity of these regions is jeopardised,
which has led to a call for changes in forestry polices and management.
Initiated in October of 2016 and finished in April of 2021, CLIMO addressed the
complex issue of forest management, which plans for the long term, while dealing
with uncertainties related to the productivity and health of forest ecosystems, and
their adaptation to short-term environmental changes. The establishment of this network, which mobilized more than two hundred researchers from 28 countries,
focused on mountain environments, considered as a climate change hotspot. Given
the growing pressure on mountain regions by climate change, there is a need to
emphasise forest production systems that are resilient to climate-driven disturbances. These climate targets can be mainstreamed through multidisciplinary
Climate-Smart Forestry, paying attention to regional circumstances, opportunities
and challenges. This multidisciplinary approach, from tree to landscape and with a
variety of tools, was made possible through networking and stakeholders’
engagement.
A three-dimensional approach was presented to enhance adaptation and resilience to climate change within forest ecosystems, optimising the provision of ecosystem services. A new definition of Climate-Smart Forestry advocated by this
COST Action, supported by the development of indicators, allowed a balanced
understanding of adaptation and mitigation potentials of mountain forests facing
climate change. CLIMO also contributed to the debate concerning the resilience of
forest and the provision of ecosystem services. This way, the seeds of progress in
forest practices were sown, which hopefully will germinate into results that will
allow for a more sustainable future.
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Preface

The multiscale and multidisciplinary approach allowed evaluating social-
ecological resilience of tree individuals and forest stands to climate change. In particular, the Action advanced our understanding on how to assess adaptation and
mitigation trade-offs and synergies over time, in forest systems of mountain regions.
In addition, a network of about 200 temporary and long-term experimental plots
was established, including major forest tree species (beech, spruce, fir). Monitoring
tools and advances of forest processes and ecosystem services were also addressed
thanks to the collaboration between scientists from different disciplines, also involving colleagues from Brazil and Canada. There is now potential to build process-
based monitoring networks and invest in schemes for payment for ecosystem
services.
All of the above converged in several academic articles and in this book which
has been planned as the way to put together concretely many authors from many
countries on the same topic, while promoting interdisciplinarity. This book appeals
to academics and researchers in forestry and related areas, also providing practical
support to forest managers and decision makers.
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Inverness, UK  Melanie Smith
 
Bolzano, Italy  Pietro Panzacchi
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Chapter 1

An Introduction to Climate-Smart
Forestry in Mountain Regions
Roberto Tognetti, Melanie Smith, and Pietro Panzacchi

Abstract The goal to limit the increase in global temperature below 2 °C requires
reaching a balance between anthropogenic emissions and reductions (sinks) in the
second half of this century. As carbon sinks, forests can potentially play an important role in carbon capture. The Paris Agreement (2015) requires signatory countries
to reduce deforestation, while conserving and enhancing carbon sinks. Innovative
approaches may help foresters take up climate-smart management methods and
identify measures for scaling purposes. The EU’s funding instrument COST has
supported the Action CLIMO (Climate-Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions –
CA15226), with the aim of reorienting forestry in mountain areas to challenge the
adverse impacts of climate change.
Funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020, CLIMO has brought together scientists and
experts in continental and regional focus assessments through a cross-sectoral
approach, facilitating the implementation of climate objectives. CLIMO has provided scientific analysis on issues including criteria and indicators, growth dynamics, management prescriptions, long-term perspectives, monitoring technologies,
economic impacts, and governance tools. This book addresses different combinations of CLIMO’s driving/primary objectives and discusses smarter ways to develop
forestry and monitor forests under current environmental changes, affecting forest
ecosystems.
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Forests and Climate Change

The recent report of IPCC on climate change, desertification, land degradation, sustainable land management, food security, and greenhouse gas (GHG) fluxes in terrestrial ecosystems (IPCC 2019) highlights a considerable increase in mean land
surface air temperature, since the preindustrial period, even in comparison with the
global mean surface temperature. In parallel, an estimated 23% of total anthropogenic GHG emissions has occurred in the decade 2007–2016, due to agriculture,
forestry, and other land uses, which affects more than 70% of the land surface (22%
for managed and plantation forests). Curtis et al. (2018) calculated that 27% of
global forest loss in the 2001–2015 period was due to deforestation, through permanent land use change for commodity production. In the remaining areas, which
maintained the same land use, forest loss was attributed to forestry operations
(26%), shifting agriculture (24%), forest fires (23%), and urban expansion (0.6%).
Forest management strategies may interact with climate forces other than GHG
(e.g., surface albedo, canopy roughness, biogenic emissions, stand evapotranspiration). Indeed, changing forest species composition may affect the emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds, and the formation of secondary organic aerosols,
which, in turn, have warming and cooling effects, depending on time, location, and
type of emission (Šimpraga et al. 2019). Generally, deciduous trees have higher
reflectivity (albedo), with consequent reduced warming effect, than conifer species.
This is nuanced by different forest types and management intensities having different albedos, depending on the degree of exposure of the forest floor toward the
atmosphere, particularly when covered by snow.
Climate change has already caused many changes in forest ecosystems and negative effects prevail, including warming-induced shifts in species distribution
(Lindner et al. 2010; Boisvert-Marsh et al. 2014) and drought-related increases in
tree mortality (Allen et al. 2010; Cailleret et al. 2017). Impacts of climate change
magnify local disturbances (Fig. 1.1), such as environmental pollution, nitrogen
deposition, habitat fragmentation, forest fire, pest outbreak, and alien species, altering forest development trajectories and decreasing capacity for resistance (Millar
and Stephenson 2015; Johnstone et al. 2016). The climate emergency challenges
traditional silvicultural strategies that have evolved through hundreds of years of
relative climate stability. This indicates the necessity of developing and adopting the
adaptable management framework of climate-smart forestry (CSF).
Climate-smart forestry is forestry that sustainably raises timber productivity
(production), increases resilience (adaptation), stores carbon (mitigation), and
enhances the achievement of development goals. Climate-smart forestry involves
monitoring forest functions and anticipating disturbance effects, while undertaking
resilient actions to avoid the negative consequences on the provision of ecosystem
services and forest productivity (Bowditch et al. 2020). Climate-smart forest structure and functions require flexible silvicultural approaches, which may address
mitigation needs and adaptation circumstances at different spatial scales. Climate-
smart forestry, as defined in Chap. 2 of this book (Weatherall et al. 2021), can be
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Fig. 1.1 Conceptual and empirical models that address the impacts of climate and land-use
changes on forest vulnerability need to focus on landscape dynamics and vegetation processes,
integrating disturbance strategies

considered a toolbox for sustainable management of forests, where the goal is to
increase the resilience to environmental disturbance, reduce the deviation from natural structure, and use the wood for carbon storage.
All the climate drivers and relevant sectors (including forestry, agriculture,
energy, transportation, industry, construction) should be considered, when studying
the contribution of land use and biomass systems in reducing the radiative forcing
in the atmosphere over varying time scales. Yet, the interaction among climate
change, human activities, and ecosystem processes (e.g., forest aging and natural
disturbances), as well as the capacity of forests to sequester and store carbon over
time, needs to be addressed for all biogeographic regions. In doing this, the climate
impact of CSF, considering CO2 and other GHG, the effects of albedo and evapotranspiration, biogenic emissions, and the various aspects related to biodiversity and
resilience, needs to be assessed and monitored (Fig. 1.1). Engaging forest managers,
policy makers, and relevant stakeholders is central to ensure applicability of CSF at
different levels (local to European), and to pursue the integration with forest inventory data and decision support systems.
The Paris Agreement sets the global warming target to be “well below +2 °C
compared to the preindustrial levels.” In order to achieve this, the Parties have given
voluntary pledges to decrease their net emissions of GHG (the so-called Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions – INDCs). The latter are clearly not enough to
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reach the +2 °C target, and extra efforts are required as soon as possible. Nevertheless,
the Paris Agreement endorsed the role of forests as the most important carbon sink
that can be managed to balance emissions and removals. Therefore, forest management should aim to reduce CO2 concentration in the atmosphere (Articles 4 and 5),
as well as the radiative imbalance at the top of the atmosphere (Article 2), without
raising the air temperature or decreasing the precipitation amount (Article 7). While
forests subject to prevailing natural drivers are regarded as representing the baseline, most of the European forestland is the result of millennia of human activities,
a dynamic mosaic of disturbance and recovery (Sabatini et al. 2018). Significant
contribution for meeting the Paris Agreement goals may derive from silvicultural
activities (e.g., reforestation, conservation, management) (Griscom et al. 2017).
Demand for forest goods and services is growing in the local, regional, and global
context; at the same time, however, the negative impact of climate change on forests
is increasing and alternative management approaches need to be employed to avoid
the risk of exceeding thresholds for global chronic stress (Hartmann et al. 2018),
stability of long-term ecological processes (Hanewinkel et al. 2013), and discrete
disturbance events (Seidl et al. 2014). Fostering mixed-species and structural heterogeneous forests to preserve productivity (e.g., Hilmers et al. 2019; Torresan et al.
2020) and/or a balanced mosaic forest landscape, combining intensification of sustainable forest production with retention of high value habitats for biodiversity conservation (Ceddia et al. 2014), may provide an efficient solution in countries with
high quality of governance, and a template exemplar for others.

1.2

A Climate-Smart Perspective: Becoming Climate Smart

Trees and forests are passively subject to climate, but are also able to dynamically
modify it, providing important ecosystem services. Indeed, although 5–10 GtCO2e
per year come from deforestation and forest degradation, forest protection and the
reduction of forest degradation represent effective mitigation options, in terms of
social and environmental benefits (0.4–5.8 Gt CO2e per year). Therefore, to maximize the climate benefits of forests, more forest landscapes should be maintained,
and objectives set to restore those lost (Fig. 1.2). Overall, forest should be managed
more sustainably. Managing forests to more closely recall the structure, function,
and composition of natural forests, compared with traditional approaches, has been
the goal of several silvicultural frameworks aimed to sustain the productivity of
healthy forests and to maintain the provision of ecosystem services across successional stages (e.g., Seymour and Hunter 1999; Franklin et al. 2007; Puettmann
et al. 2015).
Traditionally, the main objective of forest management has been to harvest timber Puettmann et al. 2009), often converting uneven-aged mixed-species stands to
even-aged homogeneous monocultures, mimicking an agricultural approach,
increasing the standing volume, volume increment, and allowable cut. The transformation of ecological functions (e.g., watershed conservation, soil retention,
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Fig. 1.2 Lago di Carezza (1534 m a.s.l.) and the Latemar forest, a typical multifunctional landscape of the Dolomites (Italy)

biodiversity protection, carbon sequestration) into environmental services occurs
when people take benefits. Nevertheless, society has historically focused on timber
commodity chains and nonwood forest products, neglecting most environmental
services. Recently, a growing interest has emerged in achieving multiple Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) through effective interactions or synergies among measures and policies (Rio + 20 conference in 2012). In particular, the urgent need of
mitigating climate change has led to promote forest protection (SDG 15) in order to
accumulate carbon in trees and soils, and, therefore, mitigate climate change (SDG
13). Diversification and flexibility of production systems are considered crucial
approaches for increasing resilience of forests to natural disturbances.
More forest area than ever since the Middle Ages, although tree cover cannot
accurately assess the surface of forest ecosystems, poses high expectation on the
European forest sector (Nabuurs et al. 2019). Large mitigation effects from forest in
the European Union (EU) can be expected by increasing sequestration potentials
and through substitution effects (Grassi et al. 2019). However, reducing temperature
increase through forestry (mitigation) may have a limited effect on climate (Fig. 1.3),
since trade-offs exist between options to meet climate objectives (Luyssaert et al.
2018). Therefore, a question arises on whether shifting forest management from
timber-oriented approaches to CSF should privilege adaptation (climate prospect)
rather than mitigation (carbon view), particularly in the vulnerable mountain landscape (Fig. 1.3). Forest ecosystems and local circumstances of European mountains
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Fig. 1.3 Forests store large amounts of carbon in tree biomass, understory vegetation, and soil
compartments, but mitigation may have poor effect on climate

are well suited to address questions associated with climate-smart potentials of the
forest sector (European Environment Agency. 2016). Locally tailored CSF measures need to minimize trade-offs among bioeconomy, adaptation (biodiversity, disturbance), and mitigation (carbon, substitution) options. In Europe, 41% of mountain
areas are covered by forests providing diverse ecosystem services, with an impact
both at local communities’ scale and at regional scale (Price et al. 2011).
Nabuurs et al. (2018), following the Climate-Smart Agriculture concept developed by FAO, proposed a CSF approach for European forests, suggesting safeguarding the mitigation potential of forests against climate change through an array
of regionally tailored measures. Kauppi et al. (2018), focusing on bioeconomy
issues and policy instruments, stressed the need to tackle multiple policy goals with
CSF, by reducing or removing GHG emissions, adapting and building forest resilience, and sustainably increasing forest productivity and incomes. Verkerk et al.
(2020), trying to indicate possible synergies between the mitigation and adaptation
pillars of CSF with other forest functions, considered the sustainable climate mitigation potential of the whole forest and wood product chain, including material and
energy substitution and accounting for local circumstances. However, the implementation of CSF approaches and the establishment of disturbance-resilient forest
systems have not yet become rooted in silvicultural practices and with forest operators that promote sustainable forest management, consequently some significant
open questions remain:
• How to implement adaptation, mitigation, and production options in forestry
systems, in synergy with the development of bioeconomy and the preservation of
biodiversity?
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• How to achieve multifunctional landscapes, through addressing the sustainable
provision of environmental services to accomplish the tenure security of ownership rights?
• How to interconnect local circumstances, opportunities, and challenges with
governance goals to reap the potential of the forest sector in meeting the climate
targets?
Forest managers that want to meet climate change issues through sustainable
forest management practices will need to plan at multiple spatial and temporal
scales and operate with multidisciplinary approaches and design flexibility (Innes
2009). Threats to forest ecosystems can be reduced by increasing the adaptive
capacity, resilience strength, and resource-use efficiency of forestry systems.
Although forest managers have always dealt with patchiness in environmental conditions, particularly in mountain areas, the escalation in climatic variation at the
global level and the increase in uncertainty at the local scale call for more flexible
and rapid response capacity.
A comprehensive definition of CSF and the process for selecting suitable indicators of climate-smartness were proposed by Bowditch et al. (2020). Adaptation and
mitigation issues, as well as the social dimension, were the core focus of this definition, which recognizes the need to integrate and avoid development of these aspects
in isolation. The need for integration derives from the complementarity of the resilience concepts in forestry, quantified as the recovery time after a disturbance
(Nikinmaa et al. 2020): engineering, ecological, and social-ecological resilience.
The complexity of social-ecological and practical challenges, associated with
changing climate, disturbance, and governance, results in difficulties for forest managers in applying resilience concepts and CSF. The COST Action CLIMO (Climate-
Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions) started responding to these multifaceted needs
by laying the foundations of long-term experimental forest sites in mountain areas,
which aim to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and practice and build forest
manager–scientist partnerships.
Climate-smart forestry fosters the integration of scientific knowledge, technical
skill, and policy action toward smart prospects through learning, monitoring, planning, coordinating, supporting, and financing the road to resilient forest systems and
flexible management strategies (Fig. 1.4). Involving local communities and administrations in participatory design of specific solutions has a key role in fostering
successful policies and actions. Operating forestry systems to accomplish climate
targets follows the three pillars of CSF:
1. The development of mitigation opportunities for carbon sequestration in forests
2. The advancement of adaptation strategies for resilience to climate change
3. The intensification of socio-ecological sustainability for natural resource
management
Although these three pillars of CSF require common consideration, the relative
importance of each objective may vary locally, as much as trade-offs and synergies
do (Lipper et al. 2014).
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Fig. 1.4 Linking values to sustainability with climate smartness of the forestry system

Through effective knowledge exchange with forest managers and the entire sector, forestry research has the potential to reorient management practices and utilization approaches, as well as to develop evidence-based policy for CSF. In this context,
CSF builds on well-established sustainable forest management approaches, for
example, close-to-nature forestry (Bauhus et al. 2013), continuous-cover forestry
(Pommerening and Murphy 2004), ecological forestry (Franklin et al. 2007), adaptive silviculture (Nagel et al. 2017), and systemic silviculture (Ciancio and Nocentini
2011). Combinative approaches have been developed to coordinate diverse management objectives on the same land, aimed at satisfying multiple societal demands
(Aggestam et al. 2020); conversely, segregative approaches to land use target the
maximization of specific objectives in separate spatial contexts (Phalan et al. 2011).
To meet the increasing demand for ecosystem services, forestry needs to consider
territorial-specific potentialities and limitations, and land-allocation procedures
(Messier et al. 2019). Climate-smart forestry may also encompass sustainable intensification on abandoned agricultural land, for mitigation purposes (e.g., short-rotation
forestry), and the establishment or strengthening of protected forest areas to compensate for the loss or degradation of biodiversity. Indeed, rapidly changing climatic
conditions and land uses call for continuous updating of forestry practice through
innovation, knowledge exchange, and learning. Whether land sharing or land sparing
may better limit environmental impacts, ensuring the supply of goods, is still a
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matter of debate. Some agricultural studies argue that more intensive and efficient
farming would increase farm productivity on reduced farmed hectarage, this would
reduce the total land required for agriculture, and release land for other ecosystem
services, for example, biodiversity, flood mitigation, and carbon capture. (Phalan
et al. 2016). In contrast, other studies claim that low-intensity agriculture can satisfy
the increased demand for food, while promoting biodiversity and other ecosystem
services (Tscharntke et al. 2012). The latter approach has been traditionally implemented in the EU’s agricultural schemes to compensate potential loss of income by
farmers who mitigate detrimental effects of intensification on biodiversity. As forests
are planted on agricultural land for carbon capture and nature conservation, there is
a need to understand and plan how these forests integrate into emerging dynamic
landscapes. Recently, Messier et al. (2019) have proposed to integrate functional
diversity and redundancy concepts into complex spatial network approaches, as an
adaptable strategy to manage forest systems at multiple scales. This strategy can be
further informed through reference to true long-term ecological data.

1.3

Referencing True Long-Term Ecological Data for CSF

Key to achieving the goals of climate-smart forestry is an understanding of how
species assemblages respond to environmental change. Accessing comprehensive
long-term ecological data is an important part of building this understanding
(Pretzsch et al. 2017; del Río et al. 2021), but until recently, “long term” generally
referred to data sets of decadal records. However, true long-term ecological (tLTE)
data encompasses millennial scale information (Willis et al. 2010; Rull 2014),
drawing upon transdisciplinary sources including paleoecology, archeology, and
history (Fig. 1.5). The epochal scale of the climate change now underway demands
consideration of the last time such changes occurred, for example, at the end of the

Fig. 1.5 Shared window of temporal evidence sources. (Adapted from Rull 2014)
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last ice age. It also demands conceptual tools for analyzing how plant species
assemble into communities.
Messier et al. (2019) describe one set of tools based on the notions of functional
diversity and functional redundancy. High diversity in functional traits (e.g.,
between gymnosperms and angiosperms) can be achieved through the presence of
just two species within a forest stand, but in such a stand, the functional redundancy is potentially low, because the functional traits are only represented by each
of the two species. If one species disappears, the entire representation of those
functional traits also disappears. High functional diversity and redundancy can be
achieved where several different species in the same stand display the same functional traits. By viewing tLTE evidence through the lens of functional trait analyses, it may be possible to infer how species and populations responded to past
climatically induced disturbances. Hamilton et al. (2018) discuss and identify
some of the challenges to furthering the field of functional paleoecology and resilience, primarily the need to identify traits that are ecologically meaningful and
quantifiable in the sediment record. However, considerable advances in techniques
to improve taxonomic resolution are now ready to address some of these challenges. For example, Bálint et al. (2018) describe the application of environmental
DNA, (eDNA) from sediments to create continuous time series to resolve ecological dynamics and move toward the harmonization of multidisciplinary data
(Fig. 1.5).
Davies et al. (2017) show the response of vegetation over long-time series to
microclimatic variations between upland and lowland sites, with local site conditions variously influencing the degree and trajectory of vegetation response to
climate shifts. Analysis of the palynological record shows that where high functional diversity and redundancy are evident, the forest has greater capacity to
change composition, maintenance of continuous canopy cover, and thus resilience. This suggests that tLTE can indicate the temporal and spatial scales at
which complex adaptive forest systems can most effectively deal with changing
conditions and unpredicted disturbances. Bonsall et al. (2020) attempt to assess
ecosystem resilience measured by the role of mycorrhizal association in a plantnitrogen dynamic model in a long-time series palaeoecological record. This demonstrates the potential of synthesizing plant nutrient modelling and palaeoecological
data, but also highlights the significant challenges and questions that still need to
be addressed.
tLTE information can be used to enhance understanding of forests as complex
adaptive systems, informing close to nature forestry (Bauhus et al. 2013; Nocentini
2015), as well as becoming a standard in the toolkit for CSF. The functional complex network approach (Messier et al. 2019) is a useful framework for focusing the
techniques for synthesis and analysis of tLTE data, and with the addition of new
techniques, such as eDNA, there is the opportunity to more effectively inform CSF
practice.
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Integrating Forest Disturbance and Ecological Stability

Forests are increasingly challenged by changing environmental conditions and
growing societal demands. Forest managers and authorities, responsible for forestry operation and decision making, are required to address multiple, sometimes
conflicting, objectives, such as the provision of forest products, the conservation
of biodiversity, and the sequestration of carbon. To tackle these issues, novel management strategies, planning guidance, and policy recommendations are needed,
at stand and regional scales. However, stakeholders and decision makers lack simple indicators to assess the suitability of forest ecosystems to achieve the vast
array of objectives facing global change. This shortcoming hinders the adoption of
appropriate strategies and may cause forest policy and management to be inadequate for addressing multiple future challenges. The strength of CLIMO is the
network of long-term experimental plots, with detailed structural data, which generate operational examples of management options for merging silvicultural strategies with environmental changes and the social dimension (Fig. 1.6). In this
context, engaging stakeholders will be central in developing, testing, and refining
local-level indicators of “smartness,” and producing a practical toolkit to help
implement CSF.
Forest dynamics are changing globally, because of the interplay between the
increasing anthropogenic impact on the environment and the changing course of
natural disturbances. In Europe, during the twentieth century, tree growth and forest
area have been enhanced by the fertilization effect of CO2 and the cessation of
deforestation, though there are signs of carbon sink saturation in forest biomass
(Nabuurs et al. 2013). Legacies of past silvicultural practices have resulted in altered
forest composition, often favoring species more vulnerable to drought (e.g.,

Fig. 1.6 Important recommendations for decision makers, who need to consider the major contribution of emission reductions per produced unit and the consequences of carbon sink saturation of
mountain forests, when sustaining the mitigation potential of forests in mountain landscapes
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European beech, Norway spruce), which adds to increase in warming-induced evaporative demand. Accelerating processes of increased tree mortality, indeed, are
apparently forcing forests to become both younger and shorter (McDowell et al.
2020). Climate-smart forestry warrants to address the consequences of the shifts in
forest dynamics related to these changes, considering multiple plant traits associated with drought resilience and additional stress agents (Coble et al. 2017).
Uncertain climatic conditions and erratic extreme events warrant careful consideration of synergies and trade-offs among mitigation, adaptation, biodiversity conservation, and provisioning of ecosystem services. Accordingly, CSF management
strategies need to be customized to match the different ecological and social contexts, assessing the interconnected implications. The complex dynamics of forest
ecosystems and rapidly accelerating environmental changes increase the uncertainty of historical knowledge and require novel management approaches and silvicultural operations to maintain forest integrity and halt the loss of resilience
(Pretzsch et al. 2020). Yet, the shift in societal expectations and growing socioeconomic disparity, on one hand, add to the simplification of forest structures and
increasing forest fragmentation, on the other, making long-term landscape planning
difficult (Messier et al. 2019). Managing forests for uncertainty calls for approaches
able to adapt promptly and flexibly, and that change in accordance with unexpected
(even extreme) events (Millar et al. 2007).
Flexible forest management approaches have been proposed to address accelerating environmental and societal challenges, including disturbance-based management (Franklin et al. 2007), complexity-related management (Puettmann et al.
2009), and mixed-forest management (Bravo-Oviedo et al. 2018). These approaches
try to incorporate principles of natural forest dynamics, including the role of disturbances in generating the landscape mosaics, applying silvicultural practices and
operations that limit the impact of forest management on environmental functions
and services. Managing forests as natural infrastructures, within a matrix of diverse
land cover types, may provide appropriate “nature-based solutions” for balancing
integration and segregation processes in the landscape mosaics, with respect to different ecological and social contexts. Facing climate change requires, however, a
rethinking of current forest management challenges that promote adaptive (resistance, resilience, and response options) and mitigation strategies, while maintaining
current goals (e.g., wood production, biodiversity conservation, carbon sequestration, water provision, social value) under uncertain climate scenarios (Nagel et al.
2017; Kauppi et al. 2018; Bowditch et al. 2020). In a few words, management
should assure the stability and sustainability of forest ecosystems (Larsen 1995)
(Fig. 1.7). Mimicking disturbance regimes with forestry practices needs trend analysis to extract an underlying pattern or time series analysis to deal with data collected over time.
Trend detection helps determine whether there has been a departure from the
background or historical conditions (see Chap. 6: Pretzsch et al. 2021b), whereas
trend estimation is useful to quantify the nature of the change and investigate models that provide the interpretation of the triggering process. To assess short- and
long-term impacts of climate change on forest resilience and implement indicators
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Fig. 1.7 A climate-smart perspective considers the ecological stability of forests, which comprehends resistance and resilience, and therefore, synergies between climate and other benefits, and
between adaptation and mitigation. The interlinkages between the three dimensions of CSF (stability, productivity, flexibility) need to be taken into consideration for a holistic approach to any
management transformation

of climate-smart forest management and utilization, as well as decision support
tools, for adapting forest systems to changing environmental conditions (Santopuoli
et al. 2020), quality monitoring of permanent plots is mandatory (see Chaps. 3 and
4: del Río et al. 2021; Temperli et al. 2021). Yet, to identify major drivers of forest
change and improve the quality of data, time series and forest inventory analyses
can be integrated with enhanced long-term controlled experiments (see Chap. 10:
Tognetti et al. 2021) and further scaled geographically (see Chap. 11: Torresan et al.
2021). Comparing historical versus current performance, a network of plots for
major forest species (monocultures vs. admixtures) established along adaptation
gradients may allow accommodate a range of potential tree growth trajectories,
across a variety of ecosystem types and geographic regions, for being used at an
operational spatial scale (see Chaps. 5 and 6: Pretzsch et al. 2021a, b). Data collected in permanent plots, designed as long-term studies, together with tLTE data
(see Sect. 1.3), can be used to parametrize growth models to facilitate testing species responses to climate change and CSF patterns (see Chap. 7: Bosela et al. 2021).
Forest managers and landscape planners facing climate-related uncertainty and
unknown forest dynamics require operational examples to inform decision-making
processes and prepare forest ecosystems and silvicultural recommendations for
climate-driven and socially driven challenges (see Chaps. 8 and 9: Pach et al. 2021;
Picchi et al. 2021).
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To inform climate-smart decision making in forest management and utilization,
valuable demonstrations are needed, integrating multiscale indicators to compare
and shape proactive strategies, testing alternative management approaches, conveying the silvicultural implications of climate change, and identifying locally to
regionally appropriate planning processes (see Chap. 13: Bottaro and Pettenella
2021). For generating policy instruments that foster climate-smart responses to
uncertain environmental prospects, interaction between scientists and stakeholders
(forest owners, managers, practitioners, etc.) is compulsory (see Chap. 14: Dubova
et al. 2021). The science-policy partnerships may advance communication on CSF
at the continental to global scale, across countries, weighing the cobenefits and side
effects between climate regulation and other ecosystem services (see Chaps. 15, 16,
17: Vizzarri et al. 2021; Pappas et al. 2021; Giongo Alves et al. 2021). Examples of
climate-smart measures include managing forest disturbances and extreme events,
selecting resilient trees, implementing forest reserves (high-nature value, HNV),
combining carbon storage, sequestration, and substitution, using forest bioenergy
and wood in the construction sector, and valuing ecosystems and their services with
the objective that help halt land degradation. Payment for environmental services
and other forms of monetary incentives may support long-term ecologic, economic,
and social perspectives of CSF, particularly when involving local communities, and
aligning social norms with personal values (see Chaps. 12 and 13: Gežík et al. 2021;
Bottaro and Pettenella 2021).

1.5

The Climate-Smart Forestry Framework

Climate is a dynamic system that is in equilibrium, driven by the amount of energy.
However, if the amount of energy kept by the atmosphere from sunlight increases,
then climate changes. The exchange of energy, water, and CO2 within forests influences climate, interacting with the atmosphere. Anthropogenic impact on forests
(land cover) alters biogeochemical (carbon cycle) and biogeophysical (albedo and
evapotranspiration) cycles, in turn changing the global climate (Bonan 2008).
Forest–atmosphere–human interactions cause complex climate forcing, feedback,
and response (IPCC 2019). Since rapid changes in external factors (e.g., land cover,
GHG concentration) may push the climate system into a new mode, the resulting
augmented level of uncertainty requires urgent actions to increase the resilience of
forests (Vose et al. 2018). Increasing frequency and magnitude of forest disturbances, as well as long-term changes in vegetation dynamics, add concern for forest
productivity, health, and biodiversity and, consequently, for the provision of ecosystem services. Mostly, the knowledge of forest–climate interactions comes from
models that strive to simulate complex physical, chemical, and biological processes.
Nevertheless, understanding of forest functioning needs to be gained from site-
specific permanent sample plots, and management solutions for resilience tested
across biogeographic regions (Fig. 1.8).
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Fig. 1.8 Stakeholder engagement and experimental input to develop adaptable CSF solutions in
different biogeographic regions

Technological advances in manufacturing miniaturized machine tools and
Internet network connecting systems have prompted the development of cyberinfrastructures to address ecological questions (Rundel et al. 2009; Torresan et al. 2021).
The use of satellite imagery and statistical modelling has recently allowed the generation of a spatially continuous map of forest tree density at a global scale (Crowther
et al. 2015). Being able to count the global sum of trees, a question emerges: can we
monitor a representative number of individual trees as biogeo-physical-chemical
units of major forest types and/or biogeographic areas?
To cope with increasing societal demands on forests, a holistic view of the
options is essential, including the provision of wood and nonwood products, as well
as biodiversity and other ecosystem services. Therefore, suitable climate-smart
indicators, for evaluating and monitoring forests and forestry in relation to their
adaptation to changes in disturbance regime and intensity, require to be implemented to assure a stable provision of forest products and ecosystem services
(Bowditch et al. 2020; Santopuoli et al. 2020; see also Chap. 2 of this book,
Weatherall et al. 2021). Indicators can be conveniently used to develop management
tools and design novel forest systems, and continuously monitored to measure progress. European mountain systems are experiencing forest colonization and densification due to land abandonment and, as such, represent good standards to identify
restoration targets and segregative instruments, considering a range of opportunities, risks, and constraints of the forest value chain in the long run. In this context,
the view that mountain forests provide services for lowland uses should be replaced
with a perspective focused on forest health and resilience per se, and on strategies
to reduce forest vulnerability to changing environment, in order to strengthen the
protective functions of these forests.
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Promoting climate-smart governance of mountain forests requires testing: (i)
whether local experiences on forest systems influence manager–environment interactions to meet real goals (expert partnership), (ii) how research methods help
understand the relationships between forests and stakeholders and the feasibility of
silvicultural options (stakeholder dialogue), (iii) whether the monitoring of forests
helps the understanding of past–present relations while envisioning future forest
conditions (scientific contribution), (iv) how the learning process facilitates the generation of novel silvicultural approaches and the interpretation of existing knowledge (manager training), and what trade-offs exist between mitigation of and
adaptation to climate change, and between biodiversity conservation and forest production (Ogden and Innes 2007). Disturbance impacts vary locally and need adaptation and communication strategies at different levels (Lindner et al. 2014),
reconciling global issues and regional objectives, which requires an interdisciplinary approach toward understanding forest systems, dissemination of quantitative
evaluation to forest stakeholders, as well as planning and managing forests sustainably for the long term.
Long-term effects and efficacy of designed smart-management strategies need to
be addressed, considering current policy and future consequences on forests. A participatory approach with forest managers, landowners, decision makers, local communities, and the forest industry is, therefore, crucial to implement CSF practices at
the stand and landscape scales. To this aim, simple indicators to assess the suitability of forest ecosystems to achieve the multiple demands made on these systems and
appropriate tools to quantify these challenges are needed to tailor local policies and
incentives. A multiscale indicator approach may help integrate the research strands
(long-term experimental plots, region-specific case studies), management options,
silvicultural guidelines, and advanced modelling with stakeholder panels.
A CSF network needs to be integrated with that of protected areas (Natura
2000, national schemes), particularly with segregated old-growth forests.
Remaining primary forests are the richest terrestrial ecosystems in biodiversity,
and keep removing carbon from the atmosphere, while storing significant carbon
stocks in biomass and soils (Luyssaert et al. 2008). A trans-biogeographic network
of climate-smart and old-growth forest nodes connected by ecological corridors
may generate a green infrastructure of healthy terrestrial ecosystems at the
European scale. This strategy requires an effort in the restoration of damaged landscapes (including afforestation and reforestation in support of ecosystem restoration), ensuring the long-term productivity of forest capital and the ecological value
of natural habitats. Promoting the health and diversity of forest ecosystems
increases the sector’s resilience to climate change, disturbance risk and economic
crisis, while creating green job opportunities, for example, in small fruit farming
or in forest therapy activities.
In parallel with segregation of high nature value landscapes, sustainable intensification through scientific and technological innovations is important in landscape
zoning that maximizes the efficiency of production and reduces the competition for
land. In this sense, the sustainable use of forest biomass for energy production and
the shift toward advanced biofuels based on residues, as well as the efficient use of
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wood-based products for substitution purposes (the use of wood fuel in place of
fossil fuels, for energy, and the use of wood fiber in place of cement, etc., whose
production emits large amounts of CO2), have great potential for the long-term
reduction of carbon emissions. An important challenge is represented by the need of
integrating biomass production and nature conservation into forest management, as
well as implementing European forest policy (Aggestam et al. 2020).
Changes in disturbance regimes (Seidl et al. 2016), in a cascade effect, may
affect tree growth, stand structure, species composition, and regeneration processes,
that is, forest dynamics, potentially impairing the purposes of forest management.
Consequently, habitat conservation, timber supply, carbon stock, nontimber products, recreation, infrastructure safety, and cultural values can also suffer the consequences of multiple simultaneous changes. An integrated approach is, therefore,
needed to reconcile critical trade-offs between the multiple goals of forest management, and direct adaptation measures in regions with a long legacy of land uses and
cover changes, such as Europe. Because of the uncertain scenarios, disturbance risk
monitoring and early warning recommendations are an important means of improving the efficiency of decision-making process and climate-smart support (Millar
et al. 2007).

1.6

A European Way to Climate-Smart Forestry

Achieving food security and avoiding climate change are two major goals of our
time (FAO 2013). Since deforestation and forest degradation account for about 12%
of global anthropogenic carbon emissions, forests, forestry, and the whole forest-
based sector play an important role in providing sustainable solutions to halting
climate change. Forests and other wooded land cover at least 43% of the surface of
the EU (28 countries; 182 million hectares), and the forest sector employs at least
half a million European citizens directly and 2.6 million indirectly. Forests, the
forest-based sector, and the bioeconomy have a crucial role in meeting the goals of
the European Green Deal and EU’s climate, energy, and environmental objectives.
Yet, the EU’s international commitments, such as the UN SDGs, Kyoto Protocol,
and Paris Agreement, are impossible to achieve without climate benefits of multifunctional resilient forests, CSF, and ecosystem services provided by forests.
Indeed, the EU Forest Strategy needs to address the continuous evolving policy
options (e.g., referring to Bioeconomy Strategy, Deforestation Action Plan, 2030
Climate and Energy Framework) (Fig. 1.9).
The EU Forest Strategy needs to deploy innovation in support of rural development and scale up the role of the forest industry, while protecting the environment
and ensuring circularity. Therefore, forest owners and local administrations, including regional governments, have a key part to play in strengthening CSF. Through
sustainable development plans and local bioeconomy strategies, regional governments may support the deployment of renewable energy and promote entrepreneurship in the forest sector (Fig. 1.10). The EU regulation emphasizes the role of forests
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Fig. 1.9 Driving questions and principles toward a green economy in European mountain regions

Fig. 1.10 Conceptual structure of smartness-related actions and flow chart of ecosystem service
quantification

and wood in reducing emissions and in carbon sequestration, further underpinning
CSF. Yet, Member States have national or sectoral adaptation strategies to climate
change. The European Forest Strategy also emphasizes the potential of forest management plans, or equivalent instruments, for a balanced delivery of ecosystem services and forest products.
Long-term data sets are critical for detecting patterns in environmental disturbance and trends in forest resilience. Forest health and tree productivity in permanent plots serve as benchmarks against which change in the response to natural and
anthropic impacts on the landscape can be gauged. A network of biogeographically
distributed permanent plots has the potential to serve as a long-term multisite
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platform for detection of environmental change over time, for forests of Europe. A
strategy for implementing a multisensor platform, or modernizing existing infrastructures in forest ecosystems, requires developing low-cost wireless technologies
for the collection and transmittal of data at the local to continental scales. Permanent
plots are also useful for monitoring biodiversity. The pandemic of 2020 (COVID-19)
highlighted how forest degradation (biodiversity loss) and landscape fragmentation
(habitat loss) might increase the risk of infectious diseases. Curbing interference
with natural ecosystems and restoring functionality in resilient forests are factors in
preventing the spread of infectious disease outbreaks. Changes in the opportunity
space for pathogens may facilitate mixing of infectious agents and expand grouping
of potential hosts.
The new growth strategy of the EU (The European Green Deal) has the ambition
to transform the Union into a resource-efficient, green, and competitive low-carbon
society. The bioeconomy approach, based on renewable biological resources and
sustainable bio-based solutions, offers a unique opportunity to address these complex and interconnected challenges. Appropriate indicators may help address possibilities and uncertainties related to the potential capacity of forest resources in
contributing to the sustainable development of bioeconomy (Wolfslehner et al.
2016). Key indicators and monitoring tools need to consider differences in forest
resources and management approaches among biogeographic regions and Member
States. A continuous update of monitoring instruments and the adaptation of general
principles to local circumstances are necessary to integrate decision-making processes. Autonomous wireless sensor networks, connected and communicating with
each other, may measure relevant parameters within an area at many sites simultaneously, for a detailed picture about the environmental conditions on site and the
early stages of tree response (Bayne et al. 2017). Forest managers, in general, do not
have access to low-cost and high-frequency measurements of productivity-related
parameters and, therefore, they can hardly be able to monitor the changeable conditions and complex interrelationships in forest stands. Combination of automated
sensor networks of monitored trees, collecting key management data in real time,
with UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) and multi-/hyperspectral remote sensing,
will benefit transfer information wireless with LPWAN (low-power wide-area network) – LoRa (Long Range) and satellite communication, as well as allow forest
inventory based on single tree measurements.
Different regions in Europe can be classified for the purpose of drawing down
structural incentives to establish and play CSF actions. This analysis can be based
on detailed criteria specific to each site and defined to identify thresholds for future
silvicultural actions (Table 1.1). In this sense, the establishment of qualified partnerships is essential to effectively design and implement permanent sample plots, connecting research staff, forest managers, policy makers to develop, test, and monitor
climate-smart management approaches. Information on the impacts of climate
change on forestry systems is also required to build on the present status of sustainable forest management and develop climate-smart measures. Partnership needs to
be adaptable to local circumstances and able to share costs and benefits associated
with research activities and development plans.
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Table 1.1 Challenges and opportunities for CSF (and the wood industry) to align research
activities with development plans at the local to European scales
Complement advanced tradition with local specificity, balancing
supply and demand
Consider forest structure, tree species, size distribution, forest
fragmentation.
Certification bodies
Develop the implementation of forest certification schemes.
Forest ownership
Reduce fragmentation of forest ownership and incentivize
entrepreneurship.
Data availability
Harmonize forest inventories and monitor the results of alternative
treatment.
Forest roads
Improve the quality of road network and mobilization of forest
products.
Forest industries
Distribute costs and benefits between private and public bodies,
and rise competitiveness.
Service networks
Expand the utilization of innovations and the accessibility to digital
platforms.
Support systems
Adopt decision support systems for forestry performance.
Data digitization
Increase the quality of data and their accessibility to small and
medium enterprises.
Local communities
Dialogue with associations, cooperatives, consortia, and other
stakeholders.
Governance quality
Ponder management agencies, institutional incentives, public
policies.
Value-chain development Increase the degree of mechanization, capacity of investment, and
multifunctional material.
Balance landscape intensification vs. ecosystem services, nature
Nongovernmental
organizations
conservation.
Technical skills
Progress the formation of forest practitioners and education
programs.
Communication tools
Interpret public opinion and tackle administrative constraints.
Production value
Challenge market requirements and support new and high-quality
products.
Cross-sectoral cooperation Integration with agriculture and environment, and expansion of
bioeconomy.
Silvicultural traditions
Wood resources

Urban areas host already complex networks of digital infrastructures. The social-
political focus on emerging digital technologies and smart cities risks leaving rural
territories behind, preventing forest managers from using e-services, particularly if
operating in mountain environments. Environmental discrimination is an increasingly growing phenomenon, poorly addressed in forestry research, posing urban
dwellers and rural communities as dichotomous categories. Nevertheless, the proliferation of technology-driven initiatives requires balancing the interests of elite players with the concerns of local stakeholders (Gabrys 2020). Many efforts, from local
to global initiatives (e.g., Bonn Challenge, Initiative 20x20, AFR100 African Forest
Landscape Restoration Initiative, and The United Nations General Assembly
declared 2021–2030 the United Nations Decade on Ecosystem Restoration) are
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underway to support the restoration of degraded forest landscapes and present
Internet of Things (IoT) as necessary to meet global change targets. Therefore, companies that provide technology relevant for precision forestry may try to get benefits
from ecological restoration initiatives, though criticism raises owing to the possible
disconnection between people and nature, as well as the requirements of intellectual, financial, and material resources necessary for collecting, processing, and
interpreting data.

1.7

Pilot Forests

Long-term experiments and permanent plots, addressing consequences of changing
environmental conditions and disturbance regimes to ensure sustainable forestry,
have been generally planned for local targets and with specific designs (tree growth,
stand productivity). Networks of complex research infrastructures, such as the
ESFRI (European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures) infrastructure
ICOS—Integrated Carbon Observing System (www.icos-ri.eu), may provide the
basis for a deeper understanding of forest ecosystem functioning (Rebmann et al.
2018). These infrastructures, designed for long-term monitoring of sources and
sinks of GHG, have several disadvantages, including the relatively high personnel
costs, installation difficulties, power requirements, managing skills, and maintenance needs. At these experimental stations, the principal technique for measuring
ecosystem–atmosphere exchange of CO2 and H2O at the stand scale (forest level) is
the eddy covariance, which is an evolution of physiological measurements of gas
exchange in individual leaves (organ level). Nevertheless, integrated measurements
of CO2 and H2O fluxes at the tree level (stem enlargement, tree transpiration) are
gaining new perspectives (Steppe et al. 2015; Valentini et al. 2019). Applying a
modular approach would be extremely useful to combine various monitoring tools
and contribute toward CSF.
Advances in sensor technology, wireless communications, and software applications have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power multifunctional environmental sensors and sensor networks that can communicate forest conditions to
researchers, managers, and the public in real time. These sensors generate information at unprecedented temporal and spatial scales, and offer transformational opportunities to better understand the physical, chemical, and biological “pulse” of forest
ecosystems. Ground data can be coupled with remote sensing. For example, multitemporal monitoring of forest growth patterns on a plot scale across phenological
stages using light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data and the use of remotely
sensed sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) for tracking forest photosynthesis offer great potential to follow changes in gross primary productivity (GPP) of
forests (Brocks et al. 2016). Wireless sensor nodes designed to provide interoperability with space observations, inventory data, meteorological records, and forest
operations might reduce uncertainties and increase reliability of CSF indicators (see
Chaps. 9, 10 and 11 of this book: Picchi et al. 2021; Tognetti et al. 2021; Torresan
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et al. 2021). These real-time “windows on mountain forests” also provide compelling new ways to engage the public and provide novel tools for resource managers.
They may influence the forestry sector to meet the scientific and technological challenges emerging in mountain environments, providing solutions for proactive silviculture, while bringing trees closer to people (serba me, servabo te).
Traditional systems to collect basic information of forest functioning are labor
intensive and the delivery of data to end users is slow, although reliable, data collection is of difficult expansion in time and space. In addition, traditional systems do
not respond to environmental changes in real time. In this sense, IoT (Internet of
Things) tools for data collection, processing, visualization, and device management
provide an integrated technological platform for advanced monitoring of forests. A
vision for a comprehensive redesign and standardization of environmental data collection and delivery at experimental sites is critically needed. Deployment of cyber
technology can be envisaged in selected experimental forests, in order to develop a
network of sites in which trees are monitored intensively and over time. Collecting
long-term data sets is critical for detecting patterns and trends in climate–productivity relationships in health forests and responding to tree mortality issues.
The establishment of a permanent network of coordinated and distributed
climate-smart forests, in which to test pre- and postdisturbance data collection,
requires a substantial organization capacity and a preliminary analysis of environmental conditions and forest settings (Halbritter et al. 2020). This helps develop
future scenarios and hypothesizes alternative management options, which can be
assessed in local circumstances, following cost–benefit analysis. Continuously
monitoring of forest functions and ecosystem services in long-term sampling plots
is recommended. Climate-smart forestry and its placement into forest management
decision processes need support for addressing trade-offs and synergies (Fig. 1.11).
Technological advances do not come without risks. Climate-smart sensor networks with wireless communication links are keys to monitor tree functions, forest
conditions, and forestry operations. A CSF network should include a common suite
of low-cost sensors for data collection, real-time data delivery to single web access
points, and interactive data visualizations. However, wireless sensors deployed in
forest stands still need improvements for data collection, transmission, control, and
processing. Processors enabling continuous measurement and real-time storage of
data are not always low-cost solutions for forest monitoring and forestry applications. Coordination and standardization of measuring methods and sampling protocols across different sites for establishing CSF networks is also a difficult task.
Large amounts of data generated in long-term monitoring studies and their accessibility require property right analysis (Clarke et al. 2011), in order to make the best
use of information related to the forestry sector. Ground-level data obtained from
sensor nodes need to be related to stand structural complexity and scaled to forest
management units by means of statistical modeling and remote sensing (e.g., UAV
imagery), for being operative. However, environmental conditions near the ground
(due to vegetation and topography) affect tree function and stand structure, and
hardly represent a realistic picture of the tree–environment or stand–environment
interface (Zellweger et al. 2019).
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Fig. 1.11 Key messages in support of CSF

Electronic data collection requires a continuous data flow from the sensor network. Gaps may derive from instrument failures, power interruptions and bad
weather, or instrument problems and maintenance stops (Rundel et al. 2009).
Therefore, gap-filling techniques are required to produce continuous data time
series (Moffat et al. 2007). Sensors and devices expose themselves to aspects of
environmental conditions and material features that may degrade data integrity,
making calibration an essential process. Poor calibration may also cause damage to
hardware and the general infrastructure. Therefore, achieving good-quality data and
maintaining error-free data collection in wireless sensor networks is challenging
and calibration is essential to limit environmental noise and hardware failure
(Barcelo-Ordinas et al. 2019). Energy consumption and sensor connectivity in wireless sensor networks are also crucial issues for the network effectiveness and efficiency in terms of lifetime, cost, and operation. Finally, the deployment of devices
in CSF sites will require experienced and well-trained forestry personnel, which
may cause digital inequalities due to the shift of control from traditional actors to
elite services.
Forest monitoring detects the impacts and trends of climate change, natural disturbances, and human activities and is an essential element in CSF schemes.
Legacies of natural disturbance and land use direct stand development and monitoring and understanding their role are keys to implement management techniques that
contribute to maintaining forest stability (Franklin et al. 2007). Disturbance legacies
and ecosystem conditions comprise ecological memory (Johnstone et al. 2016),
which contributes to draw the trajectories of forest reorganization after disturbance
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(Jõgiste et al. 2018). Forest monitoring must be flexible, adapting tools and methodologies to the targeted objectives and biogeographic regions, for effective reporting
and harmonization. Because of the time lag between management actions and ecosystem responses, essential elements of forest monitoring are a common set of indicators, a remote sensing system, a network of experimental plots, and a national
forest inventory. To report policy makers on the implementation of CSF and provide
forest managers with evidence on smart-adaptation strategies, a decision support
tool is required for dealing with the challenges.
Protecting infrastructures, producing timber, safeguarding habitats, and allowing
recreation are consolidated objectives in mountain forests in Europe, and establishing climate-smart targets in response to projected impacts and vulnerabilities
requires commitment to long-term, large-scale research collaboration and manager
partnership. Highly instrumented sites and permanent sampling plots are both
needed to identify silvicultural strategies tailored to the various biogeographic
regions. Since new prescriptions may deviate from those practitioners traditionally
use, an expert and stakeholder training dialogue approach needs to be searched in
cooperation with local experts and key stakeholders, in order to encompass the need
of balancing the different demands on forests through CSF (Tognetti et al. 2017).
Discussion panels may seek to answer specific questions or build consensus about
management objectives.
Although experimental sites (permanent plots, instrumented sites) exist at the
national level, and can be sampled to gain data and test models, as well as provide
insights on tree responses over time, there can be limitations, due to the original
study target and design (Fig. 1.12).
Building on previous experience and knowledge, new studies may develop local
approaches further, specifically addressing the response of trees and the resilience
of forests to disturbance in the context of climate change. Indeed, while HNV forests can be used as a benchmark for restoring managed forests, to some extent (Jandl
et al. 2018), climate change may push ecosystems beyond historical limits (Millar
et al. 2014; Dumroese et al. 2015). Novel information may contribute to and deliver
a range of prescriptions according to experience and expertise in sustainable forest
management, though durable commitments and consistent resources are required to
ensure long-term operativity and development of management options.
Certainly, flexible forest management strategies are highly desirable to tackle
spatially and temporally variable environmental conditions, with the aim of maintaining species mixtures, complex structures, and multiple functions of forests, as a
way of enhancing the resilience to natural disturbances (Franklin et al. 2007;
Puettmann et al. 2009; O’Hara and Ramage 2013), on a local basis over time. As an
example, in locations where there are recurrent extreme events, for example, windstorms, a decrease in the growing stock can also be envisaged to reduce the vulnerability of the forest stands and support the potential of the forestry industries.
Conversely, remote, HNV forests can be set aside to protect biodiversity. Yet, regeneration of drought-tolerant species may gradually replace that of co-occurring, more
vulnerable species (e.g., Hilmers et al. 2019; Torresan et al. 2020). Genetic materials more adapted to environmental modifications can also be tested and used.
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Fig. 1.12 “Aldo Pavari” permanent experimental plot of Pinus nigra ssp. laricio established in
1919; Foresta Demaniale di Fiorentini, Sardinia, Italy)

Permanent sampling forest plots are the basic unit of functional and structural
indicator measurements. Their size may range, though experimental plots covering
1 ha (100 × 100 m) can be considered suitable for simulating various forestry scenarios and their impacts on the provision of ecosystem services and/or the
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preservation of habitat diversity (Santopuoli et al. 2019). Within these plots, such as
the Marteloscope (Bruciamacchie et al. 2005), all trees are counted, numbered,
marked, and mapped in the census. Circular sampling subplots, with radii ranging
from 4 m up to 20 m, can then be considered to quantify specific indicators
(Lombardi et al. 2015). Repeated measurements of differential forest traits, resulting from changes in governance or environment compared to a defined business-asusual scenario or normality mode, are needed to predict future forest ecosystem
trajectories and new safe operating spaces (Johnstone et al. 2016). These measurements require that modular instruments (soil–plant–atmosphere continuum devices
and ancillary sensors) are in place and monitoring methods are well established
(Chave et al. 2019). Therefore, changes in patterns of tree growth and health status,
as well as successional development and anthropogenic impact, can be recorded.
The information is useful for planning observational networks or storing model data
at different temporal and spatial scales. Since disturbances may shape the structure
of forest stands, boundaries and dimensions of ecological or operational units vary
over time, depending on environmental circumstances or management objectives to
follow the natural stand dynamics (O’Hara and Nagel 2013).

1.8

Putting Climate-Smart Forestry into Practice

Climate-smart forestry integrates the overlaps, synergies, and trade-offs of global
objectives and local needs into forest governance. Indeed, the vulnerability to climate change in the forest sector affects both rural communities and the international
arena. Therefore, climate-smart forest strategies need to flow into policies on rural
development, climate mitigation, and the bioeconomy. Climate-smart forestry may
play an important role in strengthening the resilience of rural communities, by coordinating risk assessment, planning efforts, management activities, support policies,
and incentive strategies. Understanding the role of CSF requires targeting specific
areas of vulnerability, while maintaining a broad vision of forest-related options and
their potential impacts on adaptation to and mitigation of climate change.
While climate change, disturbance regime, and unsustainable exploitation jeopardize natural ecosystems, nature-based solutions, including sustainable forest management, can be fundamental in combating climate and land-use changes (Seddon
et al. 2019). Landowners, forest enterprises, and end users (in addition to decision
makers, forest managers, and research scientists) are key actors in halting biodiversity loss, while benefiting from healthy forests. Reconciling the sustainable supply
of economic goods with a wise demand of ecosystem services is crucial to build
forest resilience and prevent landscape degradation. Climate-smart forestry
approach focuses directly on forest functions and silvicultural systems by assessing
the vulnerability of forest sustainable management objectives, recognizing the need
to balance the three dimensions of development goals, that is, the economic, social,
and environmental. This requires appropriate technological capacity for applying
the conceptual framework in practice, which may form the basis of decision support
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Fig. 1.13 Feedback diagram of the CSF approach

tools that assist in the development and implementation of climate-smart options in
response to system-related vulnerabilities (Fig. 1.13).
Because forests provide essential ecosystem services, the inclusion of payment
schemes for ecosystem services in adaptation plans needs to be strengthened. These
schemes increase the adaptive capacity of vulnerable communities (like those of
mountain areas) and provide an incentive mechanism for long-term sustainability
(adoption of specific support measures). Climate-smart forestry needs to incorporate emerging technology, identifying gaps in capacity building of the forest sector
and changes in development objectives of modern society. Assessing the impact of
climate change on the forest sector is prerequisite to implement management options
that increase the resilience of forest ecosystems and decrease the vulnerability of
rural communities. As an example, forest roads are required to transport timber and
other forest products to markets, generating income to local enterprises, but also to
fight forest fires, reducing risk of extreme events. These efforts need to be cross-
sectoral and require multilevel actions to prepare effective responses of the forest
sector to climate change.
Forest coverage varies considerably among Member States of the EU. In Finland
and Sweden, forests cover more than 60% of the country, while only 11% in the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Although the forest landscape has been
largely shaped by man, in the EU, the area of land covered by forests is growing, as
a result of both natural growth and afforestation work. Only 4% of the forested area
can be considered pristine. However, as the Treaties make no specific reference to
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forests, the European Union does not have a common forestry policy. With the aims
to ensure that Europe’s forests are managed sustainably and to strengthen the EU’s
contribution to promoting sustainable forest management and tackling deforestation
worldwide, the Commission set out a new EU Forest Strategy (beyond 2020). The
new 2030 Biodiversity Strategy and the European Green Deal, developed by the
Commission, are relevant opportunities to put the forest sector on the international
agenda, provided that a common communication and collaboration plan is developed. Country-specific institutional context, in fact, may slow the implementation
of new concepts, like CSF, aiming to assess climate change risks and implement
forest adaptation strategies. A systematic approach to common monitoring and
knowledge sharing across Europe is encouraged by COST (European Cooperation
in Science and Technology), a funding organization for research and innovation
networks enabling collaboration among researchers. Stronger coordination with
institutional and operational levels is, however, essential for harmonizing assessment protocols, managing field trials, and transferring research results at the continental scale.
Establishment of a multidisciplinary partnership approach and commitment to
long-term experimental plot management are keys to the success of CSF that aim to
develop and test large-scale silvicultural alternatives (Nagel et al. 2017). Differences
across European countries in terms of forest industry, governance quality, manager
experience, investment capacity, and training system are challenges that need to be
harmonized by a shared strategy. Cross-site analysis of standardized monitoring
plot networks and perceived ecosystem service benefits in multifunctional forest
landscapes, with varying spatial and temporal resolution, may improve our understanding of forest responses to chronic stresses, extreme events, and successional
processes. A European forest network approach may provide examples of adaptation, mitigation, and production strategies, spanning a range of management and
governance options. Evidence-informed management approach of threatened forests is key to help data-driven gradual transition to more stable ecosystems, as well
as to fine-tune the provision of ecosystem services.
The application of CSF strategies and the bottom-up approach of the Nationally
Determined Contributions (NDCs) in the Paris Agreement may help comply with
the target of reducing climate risks. Nevertheless, the benefits from enhancing carbon sequestration through forest management can be counterbalanced or amplified
by concurrent management-induced changes in complex forest–atmosphere interactions (Bravo et al. 2017). Therefore, managing forests for halting climate warming
through mitigation may result only in compensating CO2 emissions. Carbon extraction and sequestration through bioenergy plantations, forest restoration, and urban
forestry will not suffice alone to thin the atmospheric CO2 blanket and reduce the
risk of CO2-induced global warming. Although these cost-effective land-based sink
options may complement negative emission technologies, they are also vulnerable
to both natural and anthropic disturbances. Should climate benefits from CSF
remain important only on a local scale or in specific geographic circumstances (e.g.,
mountain environments), forest adaptation to changing climate will still be essential
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to sustain the provision of goods and services, while avoiding positive climate feedback from disturbances.
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Abstract Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) is a developing concept to help policymakers and practitioners develop focused forestry governance and management to
adapt to and mitigate climate change. Within the EU COST Action CA15226,
CLIMO (Climate-Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions), a CSF definition was
developed considering three main pillars: (1) adaptation to climate change, (2) mitigation of climate change, and (3) the social dimension. Climate mitigation occurs
through carbon (C) sequestration by trees, C storage in vegetation and soils, and C
substitution by wood. However, present and future climate mitigation depends on
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the adaptation of trees, woods, and forests to adapt to climate change, which is also
driven by societal change.
Criteria and Indicators (C & I) can be used to assess the climate smartness of
forestry in different conditions, and over time. A suite of C & I that quantify the
climate smartness of forestry practices has been developed by experts as guidelines
for CSF. This chapter charts the development of this definition, presents initial feedback from forest managers across Europe, and discusses other gaps and uncertainties, as well as potential future perspectives for the further evolution of this concept.

2.1

Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change has been described as the “defining issue of our
time” (United Nations 2020). This chapter and the whole book will focus on one
potential solution of how to manage our trees, woods, and forests to enable them to
adapt to and mitigate climate change for the benefit of human society and wider
biodiversity. This is Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF).
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Why Do we Need Climate Smart Forestry?

Like all specialist disciplines, forest management is replete with jargon, a language
that is helpful to the subject expert, but alienating to policymakers, the public, and
even practitioners (who may not always keep up with the latest scientific developments in their field). Recent examples of jargon to describe land management
approaches, including forestry, are “ecosystem services” and “natural capital.”
Some jargon such as “nature-based solutions” seem accessible and obvious to the
user, as to a certain extent the phrase describes the purpose, but others such as
“rewilding” clearly mean many different things to many people. Even more established apparently descriptive phrases can be deceptive in their complexity. For
example, although “sustainable forest management” is a term that forestry academics and researchers understand and are able to expand as a definition that:
aims to maintain and enhance the economic, social and environmental values of all types of
forests, for the benefit of present and future generations (FAO 2020).

Most ordinary forest workers and users (stakeholders) are more likely to describe it
as a way of managing trees so that when some of them are harvested, the forest
survives. This is in fact closer to the first published definition of sustainability itself,
which derives from “Sylvicultura Oeconomica,” (von Carlowitz 1713) which
described “the sustainable management of forest resources.”
It could be argued that sustainable forest management (SFM) already addresses
climate change by maintaining and enhancing environmental values for the benefit
of present and future generations. However, a challenge of SFM, and also of an
ecosystem services approach, is that managers aim to fulfill many objectives simultaneously. Inevitably there are trade-offs, which means that some attempt to value,
or rank, objectives in terms of priorities is necessary. For those who believe that
climate change is the greatest challenge of our times, CSF is an approach that identifies the adaptation of trees, woods, and forests to climate change and the use of
forestry to mitigate climate change as the priority for SFM, so that other ecosystem
services can be provided now and in the future.

2.1.2

Definition and Approaches to Climate Smart Forestry

This chapter derives from the work of Working Group 1 in an EU Co-operation in
Science and Technology (COST) Action, CA15226, Climate Smart Forestry in
Mountain Regions (CLIMO). It comprises a brief review of the literature concerning the novel concept of CSF, a definition developed in a participatory approach led
by the working group, an introduction to using criteria and indicators familiar from
SFM approaches for CSF, an analysis of gaps and uncertainties in the definition and
approaches, a consideration of the perspective of forest management and finally, an
indication of how the CSF process should develop to become more than just another
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piece of jargon, but a tool to enable policymakers and practitioners to protect,
improve, and enhance the management of our trees woods and forests in our climate
changed world.

2.2

A Brief History of Climate Smart Forestry

To be able to put CSF in context, it is important to know the evolution of our understanding of the role of forests in the global climate. Keeling (1960) suggested that
the observed seasonal trend in CO2 in the atmosphere (i.e., the zigzag of the Keeling
Curve) was the result of net photosynthesis in the northern hemisphere. Tans et al.
(1990) improved our understanding of the role that global and especially northern
hemisphere forests were playing in the global carbon cycle.
Forests gained a lot of attention because of their large C pools in biomass and soil
(Dixon et al. 1994), especially as C turnover time in forest ecosystems is much longer than agricultural and grassland areas (Harmon 1992). Thus, it became an urgent
issue to determine the amount of C sequestration and fluxes in biomass and soil
pools after large areas of deforestation in tropical forests in the 1980s (Kimmins 1997).
The early and mid-1990s became the time of negotiations working toward the
Kyoto Protocol, the first worldwide legally binding agreement aimed at reducing
global greenhouse gas emissions. With information about the role of forests being
incomplete and scarce at the time, debates in Kyoto swung between encompassing
global forests in a binding agreement to completely omitting their role due to the
lack of insight and genuine concerns that forests might be used for greenwashing
(i.e., the role of forests was confined to strictly human-induced activities). It was
believed that these activities would be clearly discernible (well monitored) and their
role limited. Article 3.3 (and 3.4) stated:
.. direct human induced land use change and forestry activities limited to afforestation,
reforestation, and deforestation since 1990… (UNFCC 1997).

Article 3.4. specified additional measures in forest management. However, since
the overall reduction target was very small, there were fears that forests would be
used for obscuring this small target, rather than actually reducing emissions from
other sectors. Therefore, a long period of uncertainty about rules and the role of
forests began. An IPCC special report on Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry
(LULUCF; Watson et al. 2000) only increased the controversy, partly because of its
complexity and partly because of the very large potentials identified. For example,
under Article 3.4 alone, a potential reduction of 9 Gt CO2/y in 2040 was identified.
For comparison: in the mid-1990s, the total global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from fossil fuels were around 26 Gt CO2/y. However, because of the complexity of rules and guidelines and the low overall reduction targets, not much happened
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in the land use sector as a result of the Kyoto Protocol until forests were specifically
included in Article 5 of the Paris Agreement (UNFCC 2015) and subsequently, the
accounting rules for the inclusion of LULUCF in climate targets (Korosuo et al.
2020) were published.
The scope for activities in the land use sector widened, in part because of a narrow focus on mitigation and also because of controversy over large-scale monoculture plantations for afforestation. Nature-based solution was the term that attempted
to capture biodiversity and social issues at the same time, defined by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature as follows:
Actions to protect, sustainably manage and restore natural or modified ecosystems that
address societal challenges effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human
well-being and biodiversity benefits (Cohen-Shacham et al. 2016).

According to the definition of the Institute of Development Studies:
being “climate smart’” describes an organization’s ability to manage existing and future
climate change risks while taking advantage of opportunities associated with climate
change (IDS 2007).

In agricultural sciences, this term was firstly adopted as Climate Smart Agriculture
(CSA) by the FAO at the Hague Conference on Agriculture, Food Security and
Climate Change in 2010 (FAO 2013) and refined by Lipper et al. (2014), but can be
traced back to the 1990s when the growing awareness of farmers needing to adapt
to new constraints due to climate change was first recognized (Easterling et al.
1992). The CSA definition integrates three main elements: (1) productivity, which
refers to the sustainable increase of agricultural productivity and incomes from
crops, livestock, and fish, without negative impact on the environment; (2) adaptation to climate change refers to make production systems more resilient and better
able to withstand extreme weather events; and (3) mitigation – referring the reduction and/or removal of the greenhouse gases released by agriculture (The World
Bank 2016).
The term “climate smart forestry” was first launched in 2008 (Nitschke and Innes
2008) and the CSF concept was first used in 2015 (Nabuurs et al. 2015) and since
then has been modified through interactions with multiple stakeholders providing
input to develop the concept (Bowditch et al. 2020; Kauppi et al. 2018; Nabuurs
et al. 2017; Nabuurs et al. 2018; Verkerk et al. 2020; Yousefpour et al. 2018). CSF
can arguably be seen as a category of Nature-Based Solutions with a focus on forests and forestry, which increasingly provides evidence on the effects of climate
change (Schelhaas et al. 2003).
In summary, CSF initially developed as a similar concept to the CSA concept of
FAO (FAO 2013) with a focus on using forestry to mitigate climate change (rather
than adapting forest to climate change), while considering regional differences
(Nabuurs et al. 2018).
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 Definition from the EU COST Action Climate Smart
A
Forestry in Mountain Regions

In 2016, an EU Co-Operation in Science and Technology (COST) Action was established to develop a concept of CSF with a particular focus on European mountain
forests (Tognetti 2017). The aim of Working Group 1 within this COST Action
Climate Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions (CLIMO) was to translate the CSA
concept to forestry developing a definition and selecting Criteria and Indicators
C&I) for CSF (COST Action CA15226 2016).
The new CSF definition was developed on three main thematic areas: 1) mitigation, 2) adaptation, and 3) social dimension and integrates the three-dimensions of
sustainable development (economic, social, and environmental) (COST Action
CA15226 2016; Bowditch et al. 2020) (Fig. 2.1).
Within the framework of the COST Action CLIMO, a wide range of experts with
different expertise contributed to the development of a new CSF definition through
interactive discussions during and between three separate meetings of Working Group
1 and cross-Working Group engagement (Bowditch et al. 2020), involving representatives from 28 countries (http://climo.unimol.it/). It was specifically intended that
this definition should be no longer than one page for ease of sharing (Fig. 2.2).
Some of the aspects underlying the definition have been studied experimentally.
Jandl et al. (2018) focusing on climate smart management strategies for Austrian
forests, examined and evaluated carbon dynamics in the stem biomass and soils.
The authors concluded that the production of long-living wood products is the preferred implementation of CSF, and the production of bioenergy is suitable as a by-
product of high-value forest products (Jandl et al. 2018). However, CSF measures
can vary from country to country and region to region depending on different circumstances (e.g. socioecological and technological framework, climate change
impacts, and cultural aspects), and the success of CSF requires the balance between
them (Verkerk et al. 2020). Indeed, case studies in three European regions (Spain,
Czech Republic, and Republic of Ireland) differ in the composition and history of
their forests and forest sectors, clearly demonstrating that CSF mitigation measures
need to consider local- or country-specific conditions (Nabuurs et al. 2018).
Fig. 2.1 The main pillars
of Climate-Smart Forestry
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Fig. 2.2 Climate smart forestry (CSF) definition from the EU COST CA15226, Climate Smart
Forestry in Mountain Regions (Bowditch et al. 2020)
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 riteria and Indicators for the Assessment
C
of Climate-Smart Forestry
Assessing Climate Smart Forestry

Recent advances on the concept of CSF in Europe have encouraged the development of tools and approaches to measure its effects on forest health, function, and
productivity.
Concepts such as CSF are only meaningful if they are developed with suitable
C&I to monitor whether the principles outlined in the definition are being adopted
over time. Indicators need to balance ease of collection against being as detailed as
possible, but general enough to be widely applicable. For CSF, an indicator is a variable, generally quantitative, that enables one to describe the status of forests and
forestry as well as trends in forest development. It needs to be applicable in as many
forest ecosystems and methods of forest management as possible allowing comparisons across temporal and spatial scales.

2.4.2

 riteria and Indicators for Sustainable
C
Forest Management

Rather than reinventing the wheel, the COST Action participants first evaluated the
existing pan-European C&I for SFM (Santopuoli et al. 2016; Wolfslehner and
Baycheva-Merger 2016). In the past 30 years, as a result of several initiatives about
sustainable development, numerous sets of C&I for SFM have been proposed
worldwide (Castañeda 2000; Linser et al. 2018). In Europe, the main driving force
involved in the implementation of C&I for SFM is FOREST EUROPE, a multistakeholder participatory process currently involving 46 European countries and the
European Union (EU) as signatory bodies. Since the 1990s, seven Ministerial
Conferences have taken place (Fig. 2.3), within which C&I for SFM were defined
and adopted.
The first set of C&I for SFM was approved at the Lisbon pan-European conference of 1998 (MCPFE 2001), as were the “Pan-European Operational Level
Guidelines for SFM” that became the basis for the development of the forest certification scheme Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC)
(Rametsteiner and Simula 2003).
The first set of C&I was improved at the Vienna Ministerial Conference (MCPFE
2003), and subsequently updated in Madrid 2015 (Forest Europe 2015). This robust
process has currently led to 6 criteria, 34 quantitative indicators (Table 2.1), and 11
qualitative indicators covering all aspects of SFM.
Although their implementation is not legally binding, the Pan-European C&I for
SFM generated a broad variety of responses among FOREST EUROPE signatory
bodies and were formally adopted by the signatory bodies as a policy framework for
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Fig. 2.3 Forest Europe Ministerial Conference on the Protection of forests in Europe (Former
MCPFE) timeframe. The eighth Ministerial Conference will take place in April 2021 in Bratislava
(Slovakia)

forest management concerns. The Pan-European C&I for SFM are collected in a
harmonized way, are broadly accepted by policy makers, cover the most important
forest ecosystem services, and are publicly available. This makes them a suitable
basis for further development toward an indicator set for the assessment of CSF at a
European scale.

2.4.3

 rom Sustainable Forest Management to Climate-Smart
F
Forestry Indicators

The COST Action participants assessed these SFM C&I and judged twenty-five
indicators to be highly relevant to CSF, four new indicators were also identified by
the CLIMO participants. As a result, a total of 29 indicators were selected as suitable to assess climate adaptation and mitigation by CSF (Bowditch et al. 2020).
Some challenges for C&I implementation across signatory countries are still evident (Santopuoli et al. 2016; Wolfslehner and Baycheva-Merger 2016), even if they
provide great support to assess many aspects of SFM, and most of them are useful
to support the assessment of CSF (Bowditch et al. 2020; Santopuoli et al. 2020).
Selecting or developing new indicators to assess CSF requires a multidisciplinary
approach that covers all the aspects of SFM, which are related to climate change.
Beyond modelling approaches (Mäkelä et al. 2012; Pretzsch et al. 2014; Zeller and
Pretzsch 2019) that provide useful information on long-term forest growth to promote adaptive forest management, CSF should support forest decision-makers and
managers to help adapt to and mitigate climate change while maintaining long-term
ecosystem service provision. For example, focusing on C storage by prioritizing soil
sustainability and extending the life cycle of timber products through the circular
bioeconomy.
Focusing on the climate smart vision, 10 out of 34 quantitative indicators are the
most recurrent indicators used for monitoring the effects of climate change on forest
resources (Santopuoli et al. 2020). Particularly important were the indicators 1.4
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Table 2.1 Criteria and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management. Sources: Updated Pan-
European Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management, as adopted by the FOREST EUROPE
Expert Level Meeting 30 June – 2 July 2015, Madrid, Spain. Accessed (https://foresteurope.org),
June 2020. Accessed 25 Jan 2021. Five qualitative indicators for forest policy are followed by the
6 criteria each with a qualitative indicator and one or more quantitative indicators (34 in all)
Indicator
National Forest Programmes or equivalent
Institutional frameworks
Legal/regulatory framework: National (and/or subnational) and
international commitments
4
Financial and economic instruments
5
Information and communication
Criteria
No. Indicator
Full text
C.1 Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain and appropriately
Criterion 1:
enhance forest resources and their contribution to global carbon cycles
Maintenance
and appropriate 1.1 Forest area
Area of forest and other wooded land, classified by
enhancement
forest type and by availability for wood supply, and
of forest
share of forest and other wooded land in total land area
resources and 1.2 Growing stock
Growing stock on forest and other wooded land,
their
classified by forest type and by availability for wood
contribution to
supply
global carbon
Age structure and/or diameter distribution of forest and
1.3 Age structure
cycles
and/or diameter other wooded land, classified by availability for wood
supply
distribution
1.4 Forest carbon
Carbon stock and carbon stock changes in forest
biomass, forest soils, and in harvested wood products
C.2 Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain forest ecosystems
Criterion 2:
health and vitality
Maintenance
of forest
2.1 Deposition and Deposition and concentration of air pollutants on forest
ecosystem,
concentration of and other wooded land
health, and
air pollutants
vitality
2.2 Soil condition
Chemical soil properties (pH, CEC, C/N, organic C,
base saturation) on forest and other wooded land
related to soil acidity and eutrophication, classified by
main soil types
2.3 Defoliation
Defoliation of one or more main tree species on forest
and other wooded land in each of the defoliation classes
2.4 Forest damage
Forest and other wooded land with damage, classified
by primary damaging agent (abiotic, biotic, and human
induced)
2.5 Forest land
Trends in forest land degradation
degradation

Forest policy
and
governance

No.
1
2
3

(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
No. Indicator
C.3 Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain and encourage the
productive functions of forests
3.1 Increment and
Balance between net annual increment and annual
fellings
fellings of wood on forest available for wood supply
3.2 Roundwood
Quantity and market value of roundwood
3.3 Nonwood goods Quantity and market value of nonwood goods from
forest and other wooded land
3.4 Services
Value of marketed services on forest and other wooded
land
C.4 Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain, conserve, and
Criterion 4:
appropriately enhance the biological diversity in forest ecosystems
Maintenance,
conservation,
4.1 Diversity of tree Area of forest and other wooded land, classified by
and appropriate
species
number of tree species occurring
enhancement
4.2 Regeneration
Total forest area by stand origin and area of annual
of biological
forest regeneration and expansion
diversity in
4.3 Naturalness
Area of forest and other wooded land by class of
forest
naturalness
ecosystems
4.4 Introduced tree Area of forest and other wooded land dominated by
species
introduced tree species
4.5 Deadwood
Volume of standing deadwood and of lying deadwood
on forest and other wooded land
Area managed for conservation and utilization of forest
4.6 Genetic
resources
tree genetic resources (in situ and ex situ genetic
conservation) and area managed for seed production
4.7 Forest
Area of continuous forest and of patches of forest
fragmentation
separated by nonforest lands
4.8 Threatened
Number of threatened forest species, classified
forest species
according to IUCN red list categories in relation to total
number of forest species
4.9 Protected forests Area of forest and other wooded land protected to
conserve biodiversity, landscapes, and specific natural
elements, according to MCPFE categories
4.10 Common forest Occurrence of common breeding bird species related to
bird species
forest ecosystems
C.5 Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain and appropriately
Criterion 5:
enhance the protective functions in forest management
Maintenance
and appropriate 5.1 Protective
Area of forest and other wooded land designated to
enhancement
prevent soil erosion, preserve water resources, maintain
forests – Soil,
of protective
water, and other other protective functions, protect infrastructure, and
functions in
manage natural resources against natural hazards
ecosystem
forest
functions –
management
infrastructure
(notably soil
and managed
and water)
natural resources

Criterion 3:
Maintenance
and
encouragement
of productive
functions of
forests (wood
and nonwood)

(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
No.
C.6
Criterion 6:
Maintenance
of other
6.1
socioeconomic
functions and 6.2
conditions

Indicator
Policies, institutions, and instruments to maintain other socioeconomic
functions and conditions
Forest holdings Number of forest holdings, classified by ownership
categories and size classes
Contribution of Contribution of forestry and manufacturing of wood
and paper products to gross domestic product
forest sector to
GDP
6.3 Net revenue
Net revenue of forest enterprises
Total public and private investments in forests and
6.4 Investments in
forestry
forests and
forestry
Number of persons employed and labor input in the
6.5 Forest sector
workforce
forest sector, classified by gender and age group,
education, and job characteristics
6.6 Occupational
Frequency of occupational accidents and occupational
safety and health diseases in forestry
6.7 Wood
Consumption per head of wood and products derived
consumption
from wood
6.8 Trade in wood
Imports and exports of wood and products derived from
wood
6.9 Wood energy
Share of wood energy in total primary energy supply,
classified by origin of wood
6.10 Recreation in
The use of forests and other wooded land for recreation
forests
in terms of right of access, provision of facilities, and
intensity of use

“Carbon stock,” 4.1 “Tree species composition,” 2.4 “Forest damages,” and 6.9
“Energy from wood resources.” The number of indicators that resulted useful to
support CSF increased significantly when all aspects of SFM, particularly the socioeconomic aspects, are considered (Bowditch et al. 2020). Overall, indicators belonging to the criteria “Forest Biological Diversity” and “Forests Health and Vitality”
are considered particularly important to manage forests according to a climate smart
approach (Fig. 2.4).
Finally, four new indicators, concerning the forest structure, were suggested by
CLIMO participants during the CLIMO meetings (Bowditch et al. 2020). Monitoring
these indicators (management system, slenderness coefficient, and tree crown distribution both vertical and horizontal) allows to observe the impacts of forest management on the forest productivity and growth, as well as the delivery of ecosystem
services, supporting CSF evaluation (Fig. 2.4). These indicators can be evaluated
through remote sensing and thus are particularly important, because they can be
monitored frequently providing timely forest inventory data (e.g., Giannetti
et al. 2020).
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Fig. 2.4 Indicators relevant for assessing Climate-Smart Forestry. The set of indicators refers to
Vienna 2003, since some of the indicators from the updated set (Madrid 2015) require further
development and testing for consideration (Bowditch et al. 2020)

2.5

 Critical Analysis of the Definition, Gaps,
A
and Uncertainties

The definition of the CSF concept derived from the COST Action (Fig. 2.1, Bowditch
et al. 2020) was an important development in reasserting that the climate adaption
of forests is a vital component, in part because this is necessary to secure future
climate mitigation by forestry. This definition also recognized the importance of the
social dimension. However, CSF is an evolving concept and this definition marks
the current stage in its development, not an end point. In particular, it is important
to recognize that the definition is derived by a group working from a European perspective on climate smart forestry in mountain regions.

2.5.1

Gaps and Uncertainties

When scaling-up to global level and beyond mountain environments, several issues
need to be reconsidered. For example, a future definition of CSF should cover a
more global climate change context, reducing emissions from forest degradation
and deforestation is one of the most important ways of combatting climate change.
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It has been suggested that in areas more likely to maintain optimal growth conditions for forests in the long term, forest management should make use of their mitigation capacity (Jandl et al. 2015). The definition does not emphasize that SFM
already provides climate mitigation and that the role of CSF in enhancing this may
benefit from some positive feedbacks. For example, the growth rate of some
European forests has accelerated and total stand volume prior to final cutting is
reached now much earlier than 100 years ago, thus increasing the C sequestration
and substitution (Mäkinen et al. 2017; Pretzsch et al. 2014; Pretzsch et al. 2019;
Socha et al. 2017; Socha and Staniaszek 2015). However, the potential for further
mitigation of climate change is uncertain, since there is a lack of sufficient knowledge of how elevated CO2 and temperature and changing weather pattern will affect
tree growth, nor are there historical parallels (Yousefpour et al. 2012). Furthermore,
the impacts of pests, diseases, and abiotic threats are uncertain. For example,
European countries have recently experienced a series of noticeable forest disturbances, such as several storms in the fall/winter 2017–2018, extended drought in
2018 and 2019 with subsequent bark beetle outbreaks, and disastrous wild forest
fires. Cumulative evidence proves that CC is contributing to the increased frequency
and intensity of these forest disturbances (Forest Europe 2019). Thus, while individual trees may grow faster, forest resilience may decline, so that the overall level
of C sequestration is reduced. This is why trade-offs and conflicts between adaptation and mitigation measures should be considered (Böttcher et al. 2009) and why
adaptation appears before mitigation in the COST Action definition (Bowditch
et al. 2020).
It is important to have a definition of climate smart forestry, just as there is one
for CSA; however, for adaptation and mitigation measures to be truly successful, an
approach that considers the entire land use system is required. It is therefore necessary to harmonize forest management under climate change with respective measures in agriculture, wildlife conservation, and any other objectives with implications
for land management and the bioeconomy. This does not mean that the concept of
CSF is wrong, but a gap exists in defining how it fits within a wider climate smart
landscapes approach.
The focus in the definition on social dimension is a new look at the problem, but
it deserves more attention (Scheffers et al. 2017). In particular, indicators and analysis methods to measure and depict potential trade-offs between fostering adaptation
and mitigation and ecosystem service provision need to be further developed. For
example, the economic costs for adaptation and mitigation treatments need to be
quantified in order to device CSF scenarios that are economically feasible in the
long term. For example, in many mountain areas, the protection efficiency against
rockfall, avalanches, and landslides must be ensured when currently nonautochthonous tree species or provenances are introduced to adapt forests to the future climate. Another example is the potential trade-off between adaptation or mitigation
and the provision of the forests recreational, cultural, and tourism services. The role
of professionals (scientists and forest managers) involved in education and clarification of climate change processes can be important not only for forest owners but
also for the society as the whole and therefore for public acceptance of climate
smart forestry (Laakkonen et al. 2018).
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Developing a Forest Manager Vision of CSF

An important step for implementing CSF on any type of forest policy is ensuring
that concepts are accessible and translatable into practice for forest managers (Groot
et al. 2010; Sousa-Silva et al. 2018; Bowditch et al. 2019). They play a key role in
adopting the mechanisms of policy and turning them into common and best practice, representing a broad behavioral change that can have wide-ranging benefits
(Nichiforel 2010; Carmon-Torresa et al. 2011; Raymond et al. 2016). However, the
science-policy-practice interface has been difficult to navigate with many still
emphasizing a large disconnect in communication (Nijnik et al. 2016). The CSF
definition and indicators are a first step in introducing forest management specifically focused on climate change response. Although these were developed by a
range of forest professionals, only a small number of managers were involved;
therefore, engaging managers was viewed as a crucial stage of the process of refining and testing the accessibility and relevance of the work (Bowditch et al. 2020).
In an online survey, forest managers from 14 European and neighboring countries were asked to critique the CSF definition and indicators from a management
perspective. Representatives from each country involved in the CLIMO project disseminated the survey to public, private, community, or other relevant forest management entities within the country to capture the range of perspectives and challenges.

2.6.1

Forest manager’s Response

Forty-seven percent of all managers viewed climate change as a critical or high risk
to management aims and objectives; however, 42% viewed it as a medium risk and
11% considered it to be a low or nonexistent risk. Around 41% of managers believed
that they were equipped with the tools and knowledge to respond to climate change,
40% were unsure, and the remainder did not believe they were equipped. Examples
of contrasting options included:
“we have knowledge but constraints outside our control prevents us from effective delivery”
“there are more threats than ever before but as professionals would rise to the challenge
through constant pursuit of knowledge”

A main challenge identified by forest managers is the ability to turn knowledge into
action and management approaches with constraints ranging from systemic national
forestry policy and management, to capacity to deliver on aims at stand level due to
available time, resources, and bureaucratic barriers.
The CSF definition presented to managers was generally well-received with 62%
saying it was accessible, clear, and relevant, but 38% either saying it was too complex or that they did not understand the definition. The majority of the negative
responses were in countries where the definition had to be translated into the native
language with a possibility of some meanings and phrases being lost in translation.
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Although 37% of managers found the definition either very useful or useful with
54% finding it moderately or marginally useful, 9% found the definition not useful.
Examples of contrasting responses are:
“it is succinct and clear and brings together useful aims”
“A definition should also include the economic dimension, long-term profitability”
“would become lost in the busy job of a manager but would be good as reference during
design and operational phases”.
“distant from the realities of management in the field”.

The CSF list of indicators based on the pan-European Criteria and Indicators for
Sustainable Forest Management was well received by the forest managers, who all
acknowledged it represented a comprehensive set of management concerns. Despite
the positive attitude toward the indicators, most managers highlighted the limited
scope of using indicators in management plans, as the current systems (national,
regulatory, and company) were not compatible to integrate into plans. Managers
further highlighted that there were too many indicators, which would be time consuming to measure, additionally managers pointed out that they did not have the
knowledge or resources to measure most indicators. “Tree species composition” and
“natural regeneration” were identified as the most important Sustainable Forest
Management (SFM) indicators, whereas the “slenderness coefficient” and “roundwood” were ranked as the least important. “Erosion prevention and maintenance of
soil health” were the top ranked ecosystem services indicators followed by “water
and air purification.” Ranked least important were “pharmaceuticals and bio-
chemicals” followed by “food.” Managers suggested that the indicators could be
streamlined or modified for different forest types or objectives. The current list was
unrealistic to implement but considered appropriate as a checklist and a broader list
that could be classified into different areas of management.

2.6.2

Refinement of Definition and Indicators

The main suggestions to improve the definition and indicators focused around economic and social factors. Most notably profitability or revenue from management
and transport, and the relationship with GHG emissions. Further clarification on the
C cost of producing different forest products and bringing them to market was highlighted by a cross-section of managers, emphasizing the importance of integrating
life cycle knowledge into management decisions (Karvonen et al. 2017). It was also
suggested that measurement of the benefits of direct fossil fuel substitution from
forestry could explicitly translate another element of the definition into an indicator
(Münnich Vass 2017). The use of technology was also mentioned as a potential
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indicator to track integration and use, which either benefits or hinders CSF adaptation (Biggs et al. 2010; Ghaffariyan et al. 2017).
Support of communities and rural areas was mentioned widely by respondents as
an indicator that could evaluate the importance of a forest to the local area and wider
rural economy. Greater recognition of small landowners and their management
needs, as well as recognizing contributions to climate change was viewed as important locally and landscape wide to encourage investment in CSF. The level of public
awareness of forest management and services was identified as a potentially powerful social indicator, which demonstrates the current disconnect between forestry
sector and society about the role of forests and forestry including their benefit to the
wider environment (Upton et al. 2015; Seidl et al. 2016).
A key theme emerged that addressed wider issues of communication among
policy, science, and practice, which highlighted the need to integrate explicit climate change adaptation and mitigation goals into grants and incentives (Opdam
et al. 2013; Fischer et al. 2015; Blades et al. 2016). This was further supported by a
range of forest managers expressing the need to challenge traditional silviculture
and approaches to forest management, as well as considering other land uses such
as agriculture in joined-up approaches:
“We cannot be afraid of having healthy discussion that challenges traditional management’s compatibility with current goals”

Training and education also emerged as a common theme:
“there needs to be a commitment to training those future professionals and current professionals in climate and resilience thinking and practice”.

Other managers identified that scenario planning within management plans and at
higher levels would be crucial to climate change responses (Jandl et al. 2018):
“Local climate change scenarios that address fine scale change will be really important for
managers and provide guidance for planning and redundancies”.

Scenario-driven analyses would give managers response pathways to follow in case
of unexpected or unprecedented events affecting the productivity and integrity of
their forests.
In general, the definition was viewed as a positive start by the majority of forest
managers who saw it as a vision statement to reference broad aims and only lacked
wording on economic implications. The indicators were identified by managers as a
set of tools that could potentially have practical relevance for their work. However,
the indicators required clear instructions and tools for them to be implemented into
management plans. The next step would be to trial a set of indicators with forest
managers to assess the ease of use and interpretation to inform current data and/or
create new baselines.
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Future Perspectives for CSF

With the definition of CSF in this chapter and in Bowditch et al. (2020) and numerous previous applications (e.g., Nabuurs et al. 2017; Yousefpour et al. 2018; Jandl
et al. 2018), the concept of CSF is established in forest science. The next step will
be to implement CSF in practice. This encompasses balancing adaptation, mitigation, and ES provision from the stand to the European scale, and working with
international partners to expand the definition to suit a global understanding of the
concept. While in some cases, all three aspects of CSF may be considered in management decisions at the stand scale, other circumstances may require prioritizing
for one or the other at the landscape scale. Decisions on such sparing versus sharing
strategies may depend on topography, structure of the forest landscape, forest industry and administration, and other circumstances in different countries and regions.
CSF needs to link global priorities with specific local conditions. A clear definition
of CSF and its implementation in practical forest management can contribute to
this link.
The implementation of climate smart management decisions should be embedded within the cyclical adaptive management process of planning, implementing,
monitoring, evaluating, and revising CSF management (Walters 1986). A forward-
looking rather than reactive approach should be adopted for planning (Yousefpour
et al. 2017). This involves considering climate and other environmental and socioeconomic conditions expected for the future as well as their uncertainties in decision making. Results from species distribution models may provide a basis for the
selection of candidate tree species to grow under future conditions (e.g., Hanewinkel
et al. 2012), whereas dynamic forest development models may deliver understanding on successional dynamics and management and disturbance impacts under climate change scenarios (Temperli et al. 2020; Reyer et al. 2015; Seidl et al. 2017;
Gutsch et al. 2018). Specifically, these models can be used to evaluate potential CSF
scenarios, including schemes for natural regeneration and planting (assisted migration), and generally deliver management targets for forward looking adaptive managers at a broad range of spatial and temporal scales (Pretzsch et al. 2008; Yousefpour
et al. 2018; Jandl et al. 2018). In addition, a database of “best practices” from individual forest management agencies, regions, and countries may serve as useful decision tools to promote CSF management.
Indicator system to measure mitigation, adaptation, and ES provision, such as
the one suggested in this chapter based on C& I for sustainable forest management
by Forest Europe (Forest Europe 2015), need to be constantly updated to tackle
upcoming challenges. With C sinks in European forests being limited (Nabuurs
et al. 2013), mitigation strategies need to also focus on storing C in wood products
and buildings and thereby substituting fossil fuel–intensive energy sources. Hence,
indicators to quantify mitigation need to go beyond the C sequestered in the tree
biomass and the soil, but also include the wood value chain (Verkerk et al. 2020).
Challenging questions on system boundaries need to be resolved in that regard
(Sandin et al. 2016). The CSF aspect of adaptation is often captured indirectly as the
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so-called adaptive capacity of forests and the forestry industry (Lindner et al. 2010;
Irauschek et al. 2017). Indicators on provenances, tree species and stand and forest
type diversity, as well as on the density of forest road networks and the regulatory
and economic boundaries of forest enterprises are inter alia used for this purpose. A
step forward would be to assess adaptation directly by quantifying the difference
between the current and a targeted state of the forest. This may include measuring
the progress of assisted migration of climate change-adapted provenances and
(native and nonnative) tree species (Bolte et al. 2009). Indicators could be the percentage of a drought-adapted provenance or tree species, or forest structural parameters that measure disturbance resistance and resilience (Bryant et al. 2019; Temperli
et al. 2020). These difference-indicators could be advantageous for a more targeted
adaptation process, but may also create challenges with regard to comparability
across stands, landscapes, or countries, because management targets need to be
defined specifically for each spatial entity. Efforts to further harmonize indicators
internationally are pivotal for climate smart policy making at European levels
(Alberdi et al. 2016).
Evaluating and revising CSF strategies completes the adaptive management
cycle. Evaluation needs to assess whether targeted ES can be provided sustainably
(also considering social and economic aspects) as forests adapt to climate change
and novel tree species compositions emerge. Thereby climate change may also create opportunities. Expanding deciduous trees in subalpine conifer forests may offer
a broader spectrum of site-adapted tree species that can be promoted following timber harvesting or natural disturbances. This may benefit management toward heterogeneous stand structures and thus the long-term maintenance of the forest’s
protective function against rockfall and landslides (Bebi et al. 2016), as well as positive effects on soil water availability and water cycling at the landscape scale.
Moreover, forest stands with high levels of genetic diversity and species richness
may improve ecosystem service provision including the production of raw materials, medical resources, tourism, recreation, and aesthetic, cultural, and spiritual
experiences. The CSF concept offers the opportunity to connect agriculture and
forestry in submountain regions to create an effective (integrated) climate smart
management system of whole areas. CSF decisions must consider uncertainties
(i.e., by promoting a range of candidate tree species) as CSF paradigms of today
may shift in the next decades as we learn from the effects of past management.
Further developments of the CSF concept need to ensure that it remains flexible and
dynamic such that it can be applied to a broad range of environmental and socioeconomic conditions in an uncertain future.
In summary, CSF is a continuously evolving concept; the definition presented
here from COST Action CA15226 Climate Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions
and use throughout this book aims to help policymakers and practitioners develop
focused governance and management through which forests can adapt and mitigate
climate change, while continuing to deliver wide benefits to society (Bowditch
et al. 2020).
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Chapter 3

Assessment of Indicators for Climate
Smart Management in Mountain Forests
M. del Río, H. Pretzsch, A. Bončina, A. Avdagić, K. Bielak, F. Binder, L. Coll,
T. Hilmers, M. Höhn, M. Kašanin-Grubin, M. Klopčič, B. Neroj,
M. Pfatrisch, B. Stajić, K. Stimm, and E. Uhl

Abstract This chapter addresses the concepts and methods to assess quantitative
indicators of Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) at stand and management unit levels.
First, the basic concepts for developing a framework for assessing CSF were
reviewed. The suitable properties of indicators and methods for normalization,
weighting, and aggregation were summarized. The proposed conceptual approach
considers the CSF assessment as an adaptive learning process, which integrates
scientific knowledge and participatory approaches. Then, climate smart indicators
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were applied on long-term experimental plots to assess CSF of spruce-fir-beech
mixed mountain forest. Redundancy and trade-offs between indicators, as well as
their sensitivity to management regimes, were analyzed with the aim of improving
the practicability of indicators. At the management unit level, the roles of indicators in the different phases of forest management planning were reviewed. A set of
56 indicators were used to assess their importance for management planning in
four European countries. The results indicated that the most relevant indicators
differed from the set of Pan-European indicators of sustainable forest management. Finally, we discussed results obtained and future challenges, including the
following: (i) how to strengthen indicator selections and CSF assessment at stand
level, (ii) the potential integration of CSF indicators into silvicultural guidelines,
and (iii) the main challenges for integrating indicators into climate-smart forest
planning.

3.1

Introduction

In many countries worldwide, a transition from the paradigm of sustainable management focused on wood production (von Carlowitz 1713) toward multi-criteria
forest ecosystem management is observed (Lindner 2000; Bolte et al. 2009; Messier
et al. 2013, 2015; Bončina et al. 2019). The main causes for this paradigmatic shift
(Yaffee 1999) are related to the enhanced need for various ecosystem services
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beyond forest products, such as recreation, protection of biodiversity (De Groot
et al. 2002), but also the finding that diverse forests may have higher stability and
recover capability in view of environmental threats (Knoke et al. 2008; Biber et al.
2015). The tools for monitoring, assessing, and managing forest ecosystems originally developed from sustainable wood production forestry (Hundeshagen 1826,
1828, Speidel 1972, pp. 162–164). In view of the paradigm shift, they need to be
adapted to the extended scope and multiple criteria of forest ecosystem analyses and
forest management (Pretzsch et al. 2008; Schwaiger et al. 2019; Hilmers et al.
2020). Examples for such an extension are criteria and related indicators for addressing biodiversity (Schulze et al. 2004; Geburek et al. 2010; Heym et al. 2021) or
nutrients balance (Stupak et al. 2011), needed for sustainability.
Sustainability indicators quantify the state and the development of specific
aspects of forest ecosystems and management in order to describe, assess, and manage forests regarding ecological, economical, and socioeconomical criteria (Azar
et al. 1996; Pretzsch and Puumalainen 2002). Climate smartness has been introduced as a new concept for sustainable forest management (SFM) in view of climate
change (Bowditch et al. 2020). According to Bowditch et al. (2020), Climate-Smart
Forestry (CSF) is defined as “sustainable adaptive forest management and governance to protect and enhance the potential of forests to adapt to, and mitigate climate changes. The aim is to sustain ecosystem integrity and functions and to assure
the continuous delivery of ecosystem goods and services (ESs), while minimizing
the impact of climate-induced changes on mountain forests on well-being and
nature’s contribution to people”.
This can be perceived as a new dimension of forest management, protection,
health, and stability in terms of the current European perspective of sustainability
(MCPFE 1993; Mayer 2000), which strengthens the delivery of ESs. In order to
make it operational for monitoring and management purposes, climate smartness
may be characterized by criteria and quantitative indicators (Pretzsch 2009,
pp. 536–537).
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate criteria and indicators for CSF assessment
at stand and management unit level. In detail, we (i) review existing approaches for
CSF assessment, (ii) develop a list of indicators for climate smartness quantification
at stand level, (iii) exemplarily apply a set of climate smartness indicators at stand
level to mixed mountain forests, (iv) review concepts to integrate criteria and indicators of CSF in forest management planning; and (v) discuss the developed approaches
and concepts in order to evaluate and demonstrate their potential impact on adaptive
forest ecosystem management in terms of Lindner (2000) and Bolte et al. (2009).
Notice that Chapter 4 of this book (Temperli et al. 2021) further derives the idea of
smartness criteria and indicators at the spatial units beyond the stand and forest
management unit level, i.e., at the regional or national scales.
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 oncepts for Assessing Climate-Smart Forestry at Stand
C
and Forest Management Unit Level

The assessment of CSF can be done at different spatial scales, from stand or management unit levels, both directly linked to forest practice, to large scales such as
regional, national, or global, which are more relevant for forest policy issues.
Criteria and indicators (C&I) selected by Bowditch et al. (2020) in the framework
of (CSF) definition were based on the Pan-European C&I for sustainable forest
management (SFM), which are suitable to address adaptation to and mitigation of
climate change (see also Chap. 2 of this book; Weatheral et al. 2021). Some few
more indicators were added to the existing concept. The assessment of C&I of SFM
and CSF have been widely developed at large scales, such as national scale
(Wijewardana 2008; Pülzl et al. 2012; Santopuoli et al. 2020). However, the selection of indicators and their assessment, including their standardization and weighting for aggregation to a smartness composite indicator, should be adapted at the
scale they are going to be used. Here, we focus on stand and forest management
unit levels.

3.2.1

Indicator Selection

When selecting C&I, there are several recommended characteristics to be considered (e.g., Vacik and Wolfslehner 2004; Hagan and Whitman 2006; Reed et al.
2006), which might be more or less relevant depending on the goals and the scale of
application. Among them, the following properties can be highlighted for CSF
assessment at stand and forest management unit level:
–– Relevance – the indicator is closely related with the criteria, with sound scientific
information that support this relation (e.g., carbon stocks in aboveground
biomass).
–– Sensitivity – the indicator provides a measure so that changes in the indicator
directly reflect observed changes in the climate smartness criteria. They can be
linear (positive or negative) or nonlinear. As the aim is to characterize climate
smartness of forest management, it is important that the indicator is sensitive to
different management options.
–– Practicality – the indicator is easily estimated from the available information or
can simply integrate existing information, i.e., at stand level from forest inventories, remote sensing images, or visual assessments without need for additional
analyses.
–– Understandability and utility – the indicator is clearly understandable and interpretable by different users and can be easily applied in forest practice.
Other characteristics, like the indicator providing a direct measure instead of
using a surrogate function (“validity” in Vacik and Wolfslehner 2004), may be less
relevant at stand or landscape level. For some functions covered by the concept of
CSF, it is not always possible to provide direct indicators at stand level as it would
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Fig. 3.1 Adaptive learning process for developing the framework to assess CSF at stand and management unit levels

require additional measurements, analysis, or even destructive sampling, which
could reduce their practicality and utility. For instance, for assessing biodiversity,
the number of large trees or microhabitats is often used as surrogate of flora and
fauna diversity (Winter and Möller 2008; Alberdi et al. 2013).
In some cases, there is a trade-off between practicality and scientific rigorousness of indicators. Generally, indicators developed based on local context (bottomup approach) prioritize the practicality, while indicators derived from expert and
scientific knowledge (top-down approach) are generally more rigorous (Reed et al.
2006). However, the practicality, understandability, and utility are indeed key characteristics for the implementation of C&I for CSF assessment. Therefore, indicators
based on top-down approach should be tested and evaluated in a local context. This
means that adaptive learning processes for indicator development and assessment
are recommended ways to improve the robustness and utility of methods (Reed
et al. 2006) (Fig. 3.1).

3.2.2

Indicator Normalization

To compare the values of different indicators and to aggregate them into a composite indicator that summarizes the complement of several criteria, in our case for the
CSF at stand and management unit (landscape) level, it is necessary to normalize or
standardize the different indicators as they may be defined in different bit comparable units.
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According to Pollesch and Dale (2016), three aspects can be considered when
normalizing indicators: (i) the indicator bearing, i.e., whether an increase in the
indicator means an approach to the “ideal” (i.e., optimal, theoretical) value or more
distance; (ii) whether the normalization is internal or not, i.e., based on the data set;
and (iii) the normalization scheme or method used. Different methods of normalization have been presented for standardizing indicators (e.g., Pollesch and Dale 2016);
here, we summarized them in three groups:
(a) Ratio and z-score normalization methods. Ratio normalizations use the minimum, the maximum, or both values from the data set, whereas the z-score normalization is based on the mean and standard deviation of the data set. In this
group, the normalization is therefore internal.
(b) Target normalization schemes or goal standardization, which use a baseline
and/or target values for transformation (different functions can be used). The
advantage of the target normalization schemes is that they can be used with
various data sets.
(c) Benchmarking normalization function or value function approach, which
assigns a normalized value to each indicator value based on existing knowledge
(scientific knowledge, expert knowledge, questionnaires, etc.). It can be done
by the direct rating, difference standard sequence technique, or mid-value
method. As with the target normalization schemes, this method is not internal.
The method used for standardization is relevant as it can strongly influence the
results and final climate smartness assessment (Talukder et al. 2017). When developing a framework for CSF assessment at the stand and forest management unit
level, several normalization methods can be jointly applied for indicators, depending on data sources, knowledge, and indicator nature. However, aiming to develop a
CSF assessment process that can be broadly applied internal methods should be
avoided.

3.2.3

Weighting and Aggregating

Once indicators are assessed, a common option is to aggregate them into a composite indicator, which reflects the status of the object under evaluation. In some cases,
different sub-indicators are also aggregated in a composite indicator linked to criteria. However, such aggregation is not always well accepted as the final value can
involve loss of meaning and other disadvantages (OECD 2008, pp. 14). One common option is to avoid aggregation by the use of graphical summary of indicators,
e.g., wheel or amoeba diagrams (Reed et al. 2006).
The way to weight the different indicators is probably the most challenging task
when using composite indicators. Different weighting and aggregation methods to
develop composite indicators were recently reviewed by Greco et al. (2019). Here,
we briefly summarized the most relevant aspects and methods for developing C&I
of CSF at stand and forest management unit level.
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The simplest option is not weighting, i.e., giving the same value to each indicator/sub-indicator and then average or sum them. In this case, it can be particularly
important to aggregate first the sub-indicators of a given indicator (same dimension)
in a unique value or even all the indicators linked to a given criterion. This means
that the final weight of some sub-indicators will vary. This method is often applied
due to its objectivity and simplicity in spite of neglecting different relevance of
indicators and correlations among them.
One option to weight indicators is to focus on data sources and nature of indicators, assigning higher weight to indicators based on more trustworthy and sound
data (Freudenberg 2003). In the case of CSF, it is reasonable to consider to what
extent an indicator is linked to adaptation and mitigation issues, giving more weight
to indicators which are directly and accurately related to them, e.g., carbon stocks
related to mitigation. However, the best approaches to avoid biases related to indicators’ nature and data availability are those based on participatory processes. There
are different participatory approaches such as the budget allocation process, in
which participants have to distribute “n” points among indicators; the analytic hierarchy process based on pairwise comparisons of importance expressed on an ordinal scale; and conjoint analysis based on participant’s preferences. The participatory
approaches are difficult to implement when the aim of the C&I assessment is not
clearly communicated or when there are too many indicators (Greco et al. 2019).
Regarding C&I of CSF, it may be challenging for the participants to balance the
different components of the CSF definition, i.e., sustainability, adaptation, mitigation, and ecosystem service provision (Bowditch et al. 2020).
Other options consider the relationship among indicators/sub-indicators in the
weighting process or data-driven weights. These methods are based on different
statistical methods, such as correlation analysis, multiple linear regression, principal component analysis (PCA), or data envelopment analysis (DEA). For example,
the factor loadings of the first component of the PCA can be used as weights of the
single indicators.
Regarding the aggregation, which is the final step in developing a composite
indicator, different classification approaches are introduced in literature. Following
the review by Greco et al. (2019), they can be divided in compensatory and non-
compensatory aggregation, besides other mixed strategies. In compensatory
approaches, for instance, using averages (arithmetic, geometric, etc.), a low value of
one indicator can be compensated by a high value of another indicator. This approach
bears the risk of hiding existing trade-offs between indicators resulting in undesirable incoherencies with the applied weighting. Using geometric averages instead of
arithmetic averages can reduce the compensability among indicators (OECD 2008).
Non-compensatory methods based on multi-criteria decision analysis avoid compensations among indicators and inconsistencies with the weighting process and
thus involve a more complex analysis. Consequently, the method has not received a
wide application to natural resource management outside of theoretical studies.
While the compensatory technique provides a sound measure of overall performance of a given system (e.g., forest system), the non-compensatory technique
alerts decision makers to presence of particularly poor performance with respect to
individual criteria (cf. Jeffreys 2004).
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 ramework for CSF Assessment at Stand
F
and Management Unit Level

To build up a framework for assessing CSF involves all steps, described above, from
selection to aggregation of indicators into a composite CSF indicator (Fig. 3.1). In
each step, different options with varying degrees of complexity can be selected,
which can result in different weaknesses and strengths of the process and finally in
different smartness assessments. Thus, any developed framework should be tested
several times and iteratively refined until reaching a consolidated version, i.e., the
development should be an adaptive learning process.
Science-based indicators and normalization and aggregation methods frequently
derive in complex approaches, which later can be hardly applied in forest practice
(top-down approaches). Contrary, other approaches focus on end-users’ perceptions
and local context to guarantee further application (bottom-up) but which can fail in
assessment accuracy. Following Reed et al. (2006), an iterative learning process,
which integrates top-down and bottom-up approaches, may result in a scientifically
rigorous and feasible final framework.
Focusing on CSF assessment at stand and management unit level, any approach
may unquestionably consider the integration of forest managers through participatory methods to warranty applicability. The extensive scientific knowledge on forest
dynamics and management can assure the reliability of the process. On the other
hand, information provided by long-term experiments in mountain forests (Pretzsch
et al. 2019, 2021) as well as the more sophisticated and accurate forest models and
decision support systems (Mäkelä et al. 2012) can help to test and improve the
developed framework (Fig. 3.1). In the following paragraphs, we draft an approach
for developing a framework to assess CSF at stand and management unit levels.

3.3

3.3.1

 ssessment of CSF in Mountain Forest Stands:
A
Exemplified by Norway Spruce-Silver Fir-European
Beech Mixed Stands
 evelopment of C&I Framework for Assessing
D
Indicators of CSF at Stand Level

A forest stand is the smallest unit where forest management activities are decided
on and implemented. Type and intensity of the management activities (e.g., thinning
type, regeneration) depend on the management objectives and the current status of
forest stands. Objectives may be manifold like timber production and/or forest for
recreation or protection. Here, we describe an approach for assessing CSF at stand
level when climate smartness (e.g., adaptation, mitigation) is intended to act as a
general management strategy. The method presented can be generally used for
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assessing CSM at stand level. Through subsequent evaluations, the effect of management on the development of climate smartness can be monitored.
The approach was developed by using data from 12 long-term plots in the
Bavarian Alps for assessing CSF in mixed stands of Norway spruce (Picea abies
L- Karst), silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) in
mountain areas. Later, it was adapted to mixed mountain forests in other regions
using six long-term plots in Bosnia and Herzegovina and two plots in Slovenia, as
well tested in long-term experimental plots. However, the developed framework can
be readjusted to other forest types, management systems, and regions by adapting
the normalization of indicators/sub-indicators to specific characteristics of the
respective region.
3.3.1.1

Selection of Indicators

We selected a subset of climate smartness indicators (Bowditch et al. 2020) that
relate to stand-level characteristics (Table 3.1). A standardized protocol for data
recording and assessment was set up (Pfatrisch 2019). This includes the definition
of up to five quantitatively measurable or ratable characteristics of the indicator
(sub-indicators) (Table 3.1). In our study, detailed yield data from long-term experimental plots were used, but the protocol is also applicable using yield data from
common forest inventories and some additional information, which can be easily
compiled in the field.
The values of the stand-specific indicator/sub-indicators were derived from
existing measurements and from estimations in situ following standardized procedures (e.g., Level I protocol for 2.3 defoliation (Forest Europe 2015)). Some indicator values were assessed on species level (e.g., 4.3 naturalness) and then aggregated
at stand level. Others are only evaluated on stand level (e.g., 1.2 growing stock).
3.3.1.2

Normalization

The indicator values need to be normalized to compare different sub-indicators and
to aggregate them. The basic principle of the assessment was to reference the plot-
specific values of the sub-indicators’ characteristics in relation to reference values
derived from existing information and knowledge. For most of the sub-indicators,
target normalization schemes (goal standardization) were employed, using the target values either as a maximum or minimum threshold or as a mean reference value.
For the other indicators/sub-indicators, the direct-rating approach (benchmarking
normalization function approach) was used.
The transforming functions used in the target normalization schemes were linear,
following three main patterns depending on the indicator bearing and reference values. When the benchmarking value represents the maximum value desired an
increasing function was used, having the optimum at the maximum value of 1
(Fig. 3.2a), e.g., the maximum aboveground carbon stock expected for N.
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Table 3.1 Selected climate-smart indicators and corresponding characteristics of assessment
(sub-indicators), required plot data
Nr
1.2
1.3
1.4

Indicator
Growing stock
Diameter
distribution
Carbon stock

Sub-indicators
Growing stock
Diameter/age
distribution
Carbon Stock
Development of
Carbon Stock
Substitution

2.3

Defoliation

Defoliation

2.4

Forest damage

Risk probability
Impact of damage

2.5

Required plot data
Growing stock in m3/ha
Diameter distribution in defined
classes
C_1.4.1
Carbon stock in C t/ha
C_1.4.2
10-year change of carbon stock C
t/ha
C_1.4.3
Total quantity of carbon
substitution in the last 10 years by
products from fellings
Def_2.3
Estimated needle/leaf loss of five
dominant trees per species
Dam_2.4.1 Estimated risk probability of
different forest damages
Dam_2.4.2 Estimated impact of forest
damages
Stb_2.5.1 Slenderness coefficient

3.1

Increment and
fellings

4.1

Tree sp.
suitability

Slenderness
coefficient
Tree height
Stock density
Increment
Fellings
Effect on growing
stock
Tree species
suitability

4.2

Regeneration

Regenerated area

Reg_4.2.1

Height of
regeneration
Density of
regeneration
Regeneration
potential
Browsing
Naturalness (stand
establishment)
Naturalness (sp.
composition)

Reg_4.2.2

4.3

4.4

Stability

Abbrev.
G_1.2
Dd_1.3

Naturalness

Introduced tree
sp.

Stb_2.5.2
Stb_2.5.3
IF_3.1.1
IF_3.1.2
IF_3.1.3
Sp_4.1

Reg_4.2.3
Reg_4.2.4
Reg_4.2.5
Nat_4.3.1
Nat_4.3.2

Soil scarification

Nat_4.3.3

Introduced tree
species

Int_4.4

Tree height in m
Stock density (yield table related)
Annual increment in m3/ha
Average annual fellings in m3/ha
Annual relative rate toward target
growing stock
Site suitability of occurring tree
species weighted by species-
specific basal area proportion
Area proportion of regeneration in
%
Area related height of the
regeneration in cm
Plant density of regeneration in
plants/ha
Number of tree species in
regeneration and main stand
Estimated damage by browsing
Type of stand historic regeneration
and species choice
Tree species basal area in % and
dominance % rate in the
regeneration
Impact factor for and scarification
of soil
Tree species stem number in %
(continued)
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Table 3.1 (continued)
Nr
4.5

Indicator
Deadwood

Sub-indicators
Quantity of
deadwood (total)
Standing deadwood
volume
Decomposition rate
Light exposure

4.6

Genetic
resources

4.8

Threatened
forest sp.
4.91/2 Distribution of
tree crowns

6.10

Accessibility

Phenotypic
similarity
Gen conservation
Threatened forest
species
Crown layers
(vertical)
Canopy level
(horizontal)
Distance to road
Road density

Abbrev.
Required plot data
Dead_4.5.1 Estimated deadwood quantity
Dead_4.5.2 Estimated volume of standing
deadwood
Dead_4.5.3 Percentage of quantity in different
decomposition classes
Dead_4.5.4 Estimated percentage in three
exposure steps
Gen_4.6.1 Similarity level by species and
species proportion in stem number
Gen_4.6.2 Method of stand regeneration
Thr_4.8
Number of stems in %
Ver_4.9.1

Crown layers

Hor_4.9.2

Canopy level/crown closure

Acc_6.10.1 Shortest distance to next forest
road
Acc_6.10.2 Road density within the
surrounding 100 ha

spruce-silver fir-E. beech mixture in Bavaria is 360 C t·ha−1. This value was derived
from unmanaged long-term yield trials located in the Bavarian Alps. When the optimum represents a minimum value, a decreasing function was applied (Fig. 3.2b),
e.g., difference between the “ideal” size distribution and observed distribution, for
which no difference is the best value (1). In other cases, the reference value represents a maximum within a range, with an increasing function below this reference
and a decreasing function above this (Fig. 3.2c), e.g., optimum growing stock for
rich sites is 350 m3ha−1 (Bayerische Staatsforsten 2018). Independently of the pattern, when the reference value benchmarks a regional mean value, it is correlated to
the smartness value of 0.5, e.g., for volume increment, the average value in Bavaria
is used as reference for mean smartness 0.5. When necessary, the functions were
truncated in order to assign a 0 or a 1 beyond established limits (Fig 3.2d). For
instance, for the coefficient of slenderness as stability indicator, below 40 always
means the highest smartness (1) and above 120 always the lowest (0), assigning a
mean smartness (0.5) to a coefficient of slenderness of 80 (Pretzsch 2009). In some
cases, only a one-sided truncation was applied.
Due to practicality, some indicators were estimated by direct rating. This method
was applied when required measurements for indicator estimation would involve
long time-consuming and expensive work or when the indicator expresses a qualitative aspect that can be assessed by discrete classes. For example, the sub-indicator
browsing damage was assessed in the field classifying the damage in four classes
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from high (0) when most of the trees were affected by wild game to low (1) in case
of absence or only single, scattered damages in the stand.
The data base for the determination of the necessary reference values were
obtained from various sources (e.g., forest inventories, soil/hazard maps, silvicultural guidelines, literature). These reference values can be index values, specific
limits, or region-specific values. For the indicators/sub-indicators that were standardized using a region-specific value, this value was adapted when the approach
was extended to mixed mountain forests in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Slovenia.
It is important to consider the regional character of references to be able to classify
the plot-specific climate smartness at regional level. This enables a comparison of
assessments of climate smartness values of different stands at different study sites
and also over time.
3.3.1.3

Description of Indicators

The indicator “growing stock” (G 1.2) was evaluated by the measured merchantable
wood of the respective plot or forest stand. For the evaluation, the current growing
stock was set in relation to the stock targeted for the area. In the case study, for the
Bavarian Alps, this was 350 m3 and 300 m3 ha−1, respectively, on productive and less
productive sites according to the management goal of the Bavarian State Forest
Enterprise (Bayerische Staatsforsten 2018) for continuous cover forest management. The transforming process followed the function in Figure 3.2c.
The current diameter distribution (Dd_1.3) was compared to the ideal diameter
distribution for mixed mountain forests indicating a stable structural diversity
(Bayerische Staatsforsten 2018) (50% in class 7–20 cm; 25% in 21–40 cm; 12,5%
in 41–60 cm; 6,25% in 61–80 cm; 3,13% in >80 cm). Transforming was done using
a declining function (Fig. 3.2b).
The indicator “1.4 carbon stock” was composed of three sub-indicators. Firstly,
carbon stock itself (C_1.4.1) was calculated by applying species-specific biomass
expansion factors to the growing stock of merchantable wood (Forrester et al. 2017).
The reference value was 360 t ha−1, reflecting a mean maximum value within fully
stocked mountain mixed forest in Bavaria. Transforming used an increasing function. Secondly, the development of the carbon stock within the last 10 years period
was referenced against the initial carbon stock. The application of an increasing
transformation function led to higher smartness values with higher rates of recent
carbon sequestration. In case of substitution (C_1.4.3), savings in terms of carbon
release through substituting materials and fossil fuel were considered. The amount
of harvested timber within the last 10 years period was converted into substituted
carbon amounts by applying specific factors for roundwood and fuelwood reported
by Hofer et al. (2007). As reference for a mean, a 10-year substitution effect of
16.09 t ha−1 C was used. This value was derived from an analysis of Klein and
Schulz (2012), who investigated the substitution effect based on timber harvest
information from 2003 to 2008 in Bavaria. The transformation process followed a
right-side truncated increasing function.
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Direct rating was applied to defoliation (Def_2.3), which was assessed by classifying the percentage of needle or leaf loss of five dominant tree per species. The
classification referred to the graduation according to Forest Europe (2015).
Estimations were first species-specific. In the second phase, the species-specific
values were weighted by the percentage of basal area of the species and aggregated
to a mean plot value.
“Forest damage” (2.4) combined the risk probability (Dam_2.4.1) of each possible risk (e.g., windthrow, bark beetle, snow breakage) and its impact (Dam_2.4.2)
on plot level. Possible risks were derived from hazard maps or the previous occurrence of damages. The appraisal was based on expert knowledge and used classes
from very high (smartness value = 0) to very low (smartness value 1). The impact
was evaluated considering the impact on vitality, stability, and quality, which could
have different weighting if necessary. Finally, a mean value for smartness was
attained by averaging the damage-specific values. The third sub-indicator evaluated
the number of possible damages (Dam_2.4.3).
The slenderness coefficient (Stb_2.5.1), tree height (Stb_2.5.2), and stocking
density (Stb_2.5.3) were assessed within the indicator stability (2.5). Concerning the
slenderness coefficient, species-specific values were weighted by their basal area
proportion and then transformed by a two-sided truncated function. In literature, the
value 80 for slenderness coefficient is reported as benchmark (Pretzsch 2009) with
lower values indicating higher stability and higher values indicating less stability.
Tree height was assumed to indicate higher stability with values below 20 m (mean
value of the indicator scale) and less stability with higher values, respectively
(Rottmann 1986). Transforming thus followed a decreasing function (Fig. 3.2b).
Lastly, stocking density was classified into three classes (smartness values 0, 0.5, 1)
by indexing the stocking density against yield table values. Classes considered
higher stability at very low and very high stocking densities (Rottmann 1986).
“Increment and felling” (3.1) consisted of the three sub-indicators increment
(IF_3.1.1), fellings (IF_3.1.2) and the mutual effect of both toward the target growing stock (IF_3.1.3). In case of increment and felling, the respective current values
were benchmarked to 9.3 m3 ha−1 year−1, representing a mean value in mountain
mixed forests (Hilmers et al. 2019a). The transforming process used an increasing
function (Fig. 3.2a). The effect toward the target growing stock was assessed by
calculating the annual relative trend rate of stock change. Positive values indicated
an approaching trend and negative values, a diverging trend. The rates were classified into five levels of smartness.
Occurring tree species were appointed to one of three classes of site suitability
(unsuitable, suitable, and optimal) in sub-indicator Sp_4.1. The suitability was
assessed using information about growing conditions and literature (e.g., Otto 2000;
Schütt et al. 2002). The species-specific value was weighted by its basal area
proportion.
“Regeneration (4.2)” was divided into five sub-indicators. As regeneration, all
plants below 7 cm diameter at breast height were considered. Firstly, the regenerated area (Reg_4.2.1) concerned the proportion of regenerated area of the entire
plot. Transformation followed an increasing function using 100% as maximum.
Secondly, the mean height of the regeneration (Reg_4.2.2) was related to the
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maximum browsing height, indicating a trusted regeneration. Values were converted
by an increasing function; values above the threshold were capped. Thirdly, the
observed density of regeneration (Reg_4.2.3) was related to general species-specific
plant densities of artificially regenerated stands. Values above twice the number of
the reference were truncated during a linear increasing transformation. Regeneration
potential (Reg_4.2.4) evaluated the number of tree species found in regeneration
against the number of species in the main stand. Again, the linear transformation
function was cut at numbers of species in the generation, doubling the number of
species in the main stand. Lastly, the damage by browsing (Reg_4.2.5) was categorized into four classes adapted from StMELF (2017) with higher smartness at less
browsing damage.
The naturalness of stand establishment (Nat_4.3.1) grouped the evaluated stand
into classes, which were defined by the proportion of natural and artificial regeneration and the closeness of involved species to the potentially natural vegetation
(adopted from MacDicken 2015). Groups ranged from natural regeneration with
naturally occurring tree species to artificial planting of non-autochthonous species.
The naturalness of species composition (Nat_4.3.2) (Riedel et al. 2017) considered
the current composition within two layers of a stand, i.e., the understory/regeneration (height < 4 m) and main stand (height > 4 m). The layer which was in future
silvicultural focus received a double counting. The composition within the layers
was grouped into classes defined by the proportion of species belonging to natural
vegetation. Within sub-indicator Nat_4.3.3 (soil scarification), the affectation of the
stand by different agents (cattle trampling, tracks, waste deposition, fertilization,
forest roads) (Beer 2003) was reducing the maximum achievable smartness value.
To each factor, a specific negative value was assigned and multiplied by a three-
level intensity factor (three levels).
The indicator “Introduced tree species” (Int_4.4) classified occurring tree species into five categories of invasiveness according to Spellmann et al. (2015), ranging from species of natural vegetation to invasive species causing harm to natural
vegetation and humans. Each tree species was weighted by its stem number proportion giving the same weight independently from tree size.
Smartness related to deadwood (4.5) considered the amount and structural characteristics of deadwood for biodiversity reasons. Four sub-indicators were addressed.
The first total amount of deadwood (Dead_4.5.1) considered standing and lying
deadwood. The amount was classified into five groups, whereas group borders were
drawn using reported functional group-specific minimum amounts (Bauer et al.
2005; Moning et al. 2009). Solely standing deadwood was evaluated by the second
sub-indicator (Dead_4.5.2). Here, a threshold of 15 m3 ha−1 was used indicating a
prerequisite for the occurrence of the three-toed woodpecker species (Picoides sp.)
(Bütler et al. 2004). An increasing function was applied for smartness-value transformation. The proportion of decomposition degrees was addressed with sub-
indicator Dead_4.5.3. Higher smartness values were achieved when all
decomposition degree classes according to Lachat et al. (2014) were evenly distributed. Thus, transformation followed a decreasing function (Fig. 3.2b). As different
light exposure situations of deadwood were relevant in terms of habitat provision,
the distribution of deadwood amounts was classified into three light exposure
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classes (Dead_4.5.4) by assessing the crown closure degree above deadwood. The
measured values were transformed as in the previous sub-indicator, whereas the
optimal distribution was not equal between classes.
“Genetic resources” (4.6) were indirectly assessed through five classes of phenotypic similarity (Gen_4.6.1) of each tree species (Priehäusser 1958). Species-
specific values were weighted by the species proportions of the total stem number.
Genetic conservation (Gen_4.6.2) as second sub-indicator was evaluated by assigning the plot to one of five classes. Classes considered both, the genetic resources of
the main stand and the management approach of regeneration (Kätzel and Becker
2014; Konnert et al. 2015).
The indicator “Threatened forest species” (4.8) recognized the occurrence of
locally endangered red list species within the plot using the IUCN database.
Classification followed the definition by Forest Europe (2015) of increasing imminence. The occurrence of a species belonging to the class of most endangered species determined the smartness value.
The “Distribution of tree crowns” was evaluated by determining visually or
quantitatively the vertical layering (Ver_4.9.1) and the proportion of horizontal
crown coverage (Hor_4.9.2) (Pretzsch 2009). Vertical layering was assessed using
three scales (mono-layered, double-layered, multilayered). In case of crown coverage, a full coverage of the plot area was assumed as possible maximum value.
Accessibility (6.10) was of interest for forest economical and recreational purposes. Here, assessment was guided by economic criteria. In the first step, the minimum distance of the plot to a forest road (distance to road, Acc_6.10.1) was
quantified and classified considering the distance dependent applicable most efficient transportation system. Secondly, the general road density (Acc_6.10.2) in
terms of running meters per ha was estimated using a circular sample centered
within the plot. A reference of 25 running meters per hectare was used as reference.
The transforming process used an optimum within a range algorithm (Fig. 3.2c).

3.3.2

I ndicator Assessment in Spruce-Fir-Beech Mixed
Forest Stands

The selected indicators were assessed in 20 long-term experimental plots of spruce-
fir-beech mixed mountain forests. We selected this forest type as a model example
as it represents the most frequent and relevant mountain forest in Central and
Eastern Europe (Hilmers et al. 2019a). The long-term experimental plots represent
managed and unmanaged stands of these mixed mountain forests. In Table 3.2, the
main characteristics of the studied long-term plots are presented. However, in most
of the plots, there were no felling during the last 10 years (period used for estimation of time-dependent indicators).
Figure 3.3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the 36 sub-indicators and
indicators from the values estimated on the 20 plots. On average, the greatest values
(smartest) were found for sub-indicators related to the criteria “Biological
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Table 3.2 Long-term experimental plots in mixed mountain forests used to assess CSF indicators.
Main stand variables in the last survey are included. N, tree number per ha; BA, stand basal area;
V, volume; PAIV, periodical mean annual stem volume increment
Plot
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Slovenia
Slovenia

Altitude
m.a.s.l.
1271
1463
1235
1091
1091
1281
1281
1294
860
934
934
884
1110
1280
1320
1400
1220
1320
1421
1375

N
Trees·ha−1
257
362
319
241
493
378
433
590
854
1259
696
659
701
538
468
297
377
431
500
650

BA
m2·ha−1
37.7
43.7
56.4
23.8
36.4
42.8
80.7
41.0
45.0
20.3
22.7
53.8
38.1
40.3
39.6
33.9
44.2
38.5
60.8
52.5

V
m3·ha−1
518.9
570.8
896.1
334.7
455.7
598.5
1284.9
475.9
546.1
211.1
326.3
833.4
390.1
425.9
521.3
477.7
538.1
454.9
925.2
738.2

PAIV
m3·ha−1·year−1
6.1
4.7
9.5
4.6
3.9
7.7
14.5
13.3
7.8
7.3
7.7
11.4
10.2
10.5
11.6
7.0
9.7
8.0
13.3
13.7

1.4
1.2
1

Resources
and C cycle

Health and Vitality

Producve
funcon

Biological diversity

Social
funcon

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

-0.4

-0.6

G_1.2
Dd_1.3
C_1.4.1
C_1.4.2
C_1.4.3
Def_2.3
Dam_2.4.1
Dam_2.4.2
Dam_2.4.3
Stb_2.5.1
Stb_2.5.2
Stb_2.5.3
IF_3.1.1
IF_3.1.2
IF_3.1.3
Sp_4.1
Reg_4.2.1
Reg_4.2.2
Reg_4.2.3
Reg_4.2.4
Reg_4.2.5
Nat_4.3.1
Nat_4.3.2
Nat_4.3.3
Intr_4.4
Dead_4.5.1
Dead_4.5.2
Dead_4.5.3
Dead_4.5.4
Gen_4.6.1
Gen_4.6.2
Thr_4.8
Ver_4.9.1
Hor_4.9.2
Acc_6.10.1
Acc_6.10.2

0
-0.2

Fig. 3.3 Mean and standard deviation of the 36 sub-indicators and indicators representing five
different criteria estimated in the 20 experimental plots in mixed mountain forests

diversity.” The lowest values were obtained for sub-indicators related to “productive
functions” (C_1.4.3 and IF_3.1.2), due to the absence of felling during the studied
period in most of the plots. For most of the indicators/sub-indicators, the variability
among studied long-term experimental plots was rather high. Two exceptions were
the indicators for introduced (Intr_4.4) and threatened species (Thr_4.8), which
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showed no variation at all. All plots reveal the best rating regarding introduced species and the lowest rating regarding threatened species. This indicates that for the
considered spruce-fir-beech mixed forests, these indicators were not very relevant.
However, we kept them in the list of indicators, as in other stands or other types of
forests they may have higher relevance. In this way, they may provide useful information for comparison with other less natural forests. The accessibility sub-
indicators (Acc_6.1.1 and Acc_6.1.2) were estimated only in 13 experimental plots.
For a more understandable assessment of CSF at stand level, the different sub-
indicators of a given indicator were aggregated. As the first option, equal weighting
was evaluated. But taking the nature and difficulty of accurate estimation of some
sub-indicators into account (Sect. 3.3.1.3), it was decided to apply a different
weighting of indicators (C_1.4, Stb_2.5, IF_3.1, Reg_4.2, Nat_4.3, Dead_4.5). This
weighting was based on the information content and accuracy of sub-indicators and
on positive and negative correlations among sub-indicators of a given indicator
(Sect. 3.4.3). Such correlations revealed some redundancy and trade-offs between
different aspects of climate smartness. Nevertheless, the two weighting options
resulted in similar indicator values (results not shown).
Figure 3.4 depicts that for most of the 16 indicators, the mean value of the 20
experimental plots reached or exceeded the value of 0.5 (average or greater smartness). The highest values were again observed for indicators related to biological
diversity, especially those referring to species composition (Sp_4.1, Nat_4.3,
Intr_44), except for threatened species (Thr_4.8). The mean value of the indicator
related to carbon stocks (C_1.4) was below 0.5. This indicated that in most of the
plots, the mitigation capacity was not as high as possible in this type of forest.
Furthermore, these low values can be explained by the high reference value used for
carbon stocks and by the low amount of carbon in products (substitution) due to the
lack of felling, which also resulted in a low value of indicator IF_3.1. Another indicator with a mean below 0.5 was stability (Stb_2.5), due to the high stand density
and mean height (Fig. 3.3), which creates high risk of windthrow and snow breakage.
1.4

Resources
and C cycle

1.2

Health and Vitality

Producve
funcon

Social
funcon

Biological diversity

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Acc_6.10

Str_4.9

Thr_4.8

Gen_4.6

Dead_4.5

Intr_4.4

Nat_4.3

Reg_4.2

Sp_4.1

IF_3.1

Stb_2.5

Dam_2.4

Def_2.3

C_1.4

Dd_1.3

-0.4

G_1.2

0.0
-0.2

-0.6

Fig. 3.4 Mean and standard deviation of the 16 weighted and aggregated indicators estimated for
the 20 experimental plots in mixed mountain forests
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Redundancy and Trade-offs Among Indicators

The values obtained for most of the indicators on the experimental plots were used
to analyze whether there is some redundancy among indicators as well for detecting
the presence of trade-offs between different aspects of climate smartness. For this
analysis, the sub-indicators Intr_4.4 and Thr_4.8 were removed from the analysis as
they showed a constant value in all the plots. The same was applied to Acc_6.10.1
and Acc_6.10.2 sub-indicators because they were not available for seven plots.
First, a correlation analysis was done among sub-indicators belonging to indicators with several sub-indicators (Fig. 3.5). The Spearman’s rank order correlation
was applied as some sub-indicators did not follow a normal distribution. As the
abovementioned, the sub-indicators of some indicators showed significant positive
correlations, which suggest that some of them could be left out, reducing the efforts
of field work. For example, this occurred for the first three sub-indicators of the
deadwood indicator. As the sub-indicator decomposition rate (Dead_4.5.3) was

Fig. 3.5 Matrix of correlation among sub-indicators obtained from the 20 experimental plots in
mixed mountain forests. Only significant Spearman correlations are shown (p < 0.05). Black triangles comprehend the correlations among sub-indicators of a given indicator
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highly correlated to deadwood amount (Dead_4.5.1), the former, which is more difficult to be precisely assessed in the field, could be omitted. If an ever-greater simplification is needed, only the sub-indicator standing deadwood volume (Dead_4.5.2)
could be maintained, which is easily derivable from a standard forest stand inventory. Similarly, for regeneration either the sub-indicator height of regeneration
(Reg_4.2.2) or browsing (Reg_4.2.5) could be omitted. In other cases, the correlations between sub-indicators of a given indicator were negative. This indicated the
presence of some trade-offs and the importance of considering all of them, as it
happened for carbon sub-indicators (C_1.4.1 and C_1.4.2). It is important to note
that there are also some significant positive correlations between sub-indicators of
different indicators, as it occurred for C_1.4.3 and IF_3.1.2. Although it might suggest some redundancy, they should be maintained as they are expressing different
aspects of their respective indicators, which can be compensated by other sub-
indicators resulting in lack of correlation between indicators (as occurred between
C_1.4 and IF_3.1, Fig. 3.6). Notice that any conclusions regarding information content or redundancy of the indicators cannot be transferred to other forest types without further analyses.
When integrating the sub-indicators into indicators (Table 3.1), the positive correlations among indicators of a given criteria (1–4) were not significant (Fig. 3.6).
Exceptions from this were the correlations between growing stock (G_1.2) and
diameter distribution (Dd_1.3) and between naturalness (Nat_4.3) and deadwood
(Dead_4.5). Moreover, for indicators related to biodiversity, there were negative
correlations (trade-offs) between tree species composition (Sp_4.1) and deadwood
(Dead_4.5) and between regeneration (Reg_4.2) and genetic resources (Gen_4.6).
Among indicators from different criteria, there were some positive and negative
significant correlations, which may indicate some redundancy and trade-offs among
indicators for measured plots. For instance, stability (Stb_2.5) was positively correlated to stand structure (Str_4.9), which could suggest that the indicator of structure added in the context of climate smart definition (Bowditch et al. 2020) could be
eventually left out. Accordingly, there were some evident trade-offs as those between
naturalness (Nat_4.3) and deadwood (Dead_4.5) with growing stocks (G_1.2) and
diameter distribution indicator (Dd_1.3). There were further trade-offs between
deadwood with carbon stocks (C_1.4), defoliation (Def_2.3), and species composition (Sp_4.1), which possibly indicate that deadwood presence is to some extent
related with the degree of stand decay in the stands investigated here.
An analysis of principal components (PCA) was performed to further explore the
redundancy among indicators and to explain the variability of the assessed indicators in mixed mountain forest stands. This statistical technique can also be used to
reduce the number of indicators to be used in the assessment, simplifying the subsequent application of the developed C&I framework. The first two principal components explained 54% of the total variance. The first factor accounted for 30% of
the total variance, the indicators of the criterion 1 (G_1.2, Dd_1.3, C_1.4), defoliation (Def_2.3), and tree species composition (Sp_4.1), being the indicators with

Ver_4.9.1

Gen_4.6

Dead_4.5

Nat_4.3

Reg_4.2

Sp_4.1

IF_3.1

Stb_2.5

Dam_2.4
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G_1.2
0.8

Dd_1.3

0.6

C_1.4
Def_2.3

0.4

Dam_2.4
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Stb_2.5
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IF_3.1
0.2

Sp_4.1

0.4

Reg_4.2
Nat_4.3

0.6

Dead_4.5

0.8

Gen_4.6
1

Fig. 3.6 Matrix of correlation among indicators obtained from the 20 experimental plots in mixed
mountain forests. Only significant Spearman correlations are shown (p < 0.05); the larger the dot,
the greater the correlation

higher positive loadings in these axes (Fig. 3.7), while deadwood (Dead_4.5) and
naturalness (Nat_4.3) showed high negative loadings, which agrees with previous
identified trade-offs. The second component explained 24% of the variability, with
high positive loadings for stability (Stb_2.5) and genetic resources (Gen_4.6) and
negative for increment and felling (IF_3.1) and regeneration (Reg_4.2).
In the biplot (Fig. 3.7), three groups of plots can be identified: the first group with
high positive values in the first component (plots 13,14,15,16, 17, 18, 19, 20); the
second group linked to the high values of indicators increment and felling and
regeneration (plots 4, 10, 11), which are those plots with felling during the last
10 years; and the more dispersed third group with negative scores in the first component and positive in the second (plots 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12).
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Fig. 3.7 Principal component analysis biplot showing the variation in plots (black numbers) and
their relationships to indicators (blue arrows)

3.3.4

Assessing CSF in Spruce-Fir-Beech Mixed Stands

The aggregation of indicator values to a final score of climate smartness can simply
be achieved by directly averaging the values. This method, although being objective, might not be the most appropriate, considering the number and information
content of the indicators (see Sect. 3.2.3). Here, three methods of weighting were
applied to obtain a composite indicator by averaging weighted indicators (compensatory aggregation method) in the 20 studied plots (Fig. 3.8).
(i) Equal weighting or non-weighting. All the indicators receive the same importance in the composite climate smartness indicator.
(ii) Weighting by suitability for adaptation and mitigation monitoring. In this
option, if a given indicator is suitable for monitoring both aspects, adaptation
and mitigation simultaneously, its weight is double than if it is suitable for
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Equal
Acc_6.10
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Thr_4.8

Gen_4.6

A&M
G_1.2
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1.2
1
0.8
0.6
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0.2
0
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CSF
Dd_1.3
C_1.4
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Dam_2.4

Dead_4.5

Stb_2.5

Intr_4.4

IF_3.1
Nat_4.3

Sp_4.1
Reg_4.2

Fig. 3.8 Different weightings of the CSF indicators. Equal, same weight in all the indicators;
A&M, weighting by capability to monitor suitability for adaptation and mitigation; CSF, weighting by the centrality for CSF (Bowditch et al. 2020)

monitoring only one of them. The suitability of the different indicators for
assessing adaptation and mitigation forest management was based on the classification developed by Bowditch et al. (2020), who used an iterative participatory process involving various experts in forest-related fields from the Cost
Action CLIMO.
(iii) Weighting by the centrality for Climate-Smart Forestry. In Bowditch et al.
(2020), the most relevant indicators for assessing CSF were identified by a
network analysis, which considered both the suitability of indicators to monitor adaptation and mitigation and the forest ecosystem services they address.
They established four groups of indicators considering their degree of
centrality, which were used for weighting purposes. The highest weight was
assigned to the indicators belonging to the first core group (e.g., forest damage
Dam_2.4) and the lowest weight to the second peripheral group (e.g., accessibility Acc_6.1) (Fig. 3.8).
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CSF composite indicators
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Fig. 3.9 Final climate smartness values of the 20 experimental plots according to the three weighting types. Equal, same weight in all the indicators; A&M, weighting by suitability for adaptation
and mitigation monitoring; CSF, weighting by the centrality for CSF (Bowditch et al. 2020)

Figure 3.9 presents the resulting plot-specific CSF values according to the three different types of weighting for the 20 plots. Notice that the results do not include the
indicator accessibility (Acc_6.1) as this indicator was not always available. The
differences among the three weightings were small, with mean values of 0.59
(±0.04) for equal weighting, 0.63 (±0.03) for weighting by suitability for adaptation
and mitigation monitoring, and 0.62 (±0.04) for weighting by centrality for CSF. The
largest differences within weighting types were found for plots 3, 7, and 12, whereas
in each case the highest values occur when using the second weighting.
In all cases, the CSF composite value is greater than 0.5 (Fig. 3.9), which represents the mean climate smartness following the used indicator normalization and
weighting procedure. Concerning the CSF weighting type, the plot 18 showed the
highest value (0.69) and plot 6 the lowest value (0.57). It can be observed that the
highest values were reported for the Bosnian plots (plots 13–18), which are those
with greater values in the indicators related to the first principal component (Dd_1.3,
C_1.4, Def_2.3, Sp_4.1) (Fig. 3.7).

3.3.5

Sensitivity of CSF Indicators

To test the sensitivity of the indicators concerning different species composition,
environmental changes, and management, data from additional long-term experimental plots in mountain forests in Bavaria were used (Table 3.3). Four plots representing different species composition were selected from the experimental site
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Table 3.3 Geographical information and site characteristics of the 10 experimental plots. E, elevation (m
a.s.l.); T, mean annual temperature (°C); P, annual precipitation (mm)
Experi- N°.
ment
plots

Composition Treatment Period

No. of
surveys

Longitude

Latitude

E

T

P

ZWI
111

4

E. beech; N.
spruce; N.
spruce-E.
beech

Light-
heavy
thin. f.
above,
mixture
portion

1954–
2015

10

13°18′22″

49°3′57″

745

5

1270

FRY
129

6

N. spruce-E.
beech-S. fir

Selection
forestry;
level of
standing
stock and
threshold
diameter

1980–
2018

7

13°35′184″ 48°51′19″ 720

6.5

1200

ZWI -111 (Hilmers et al. 2019b), including one monospecific spruce plot, two
monospecific beech plots (two thinning options), and one mixed spruce-beech plot.
The experimental site FRY-129 (Pretzsch 2019) (6 plots) was chosen to compare
the effect of different levels of growing stock (management) in uneven-aged sprucefir-beech mixed stands. A more detailed information about the main stand characteristics of the long-term experimental plots can be found in Appendix 3.1.
For the chosen long-term experimental plots, the sub-indicators corresponding to
indicators growing stock, diameter distribution, carbon stock, stability, increment
and felling, and structure were estimated from inventory data during the monitoring
period (Table 3.3). The sub-indicators were aggregated into the six indicators using
the same weighting as in Sect. 3.3.2 in order to be comparable with the previous
CSF assessment.
The effect of the species composition on selected indicators was in general larger
than the effect of different growing stocks, reflected by higher variance between
types (Fig. 3.10 left and right plots). By trend, in uneven-aged spruce-fir-beech
mixed forests, the indicators showed higher values. The indicator growing stock
(G_1.2) was very variable among and within plots, showing a decreasing trend with
time in experimental plots with high standing volume (less removed volume)
(Appendix 3.1). However, the spruce-fir-beech plots with lower growing stock and
one beech plot, which maintained a lower growing stock, presented higher smartness values (Fig. 3.10b). This indicates that the selected reference value and normalization function penalize stands with high growing stocks.
The diameter distribution (Dd_1.3) and structure (Str_4.9) indicators were
mainly influenced by species composition and age structure (Fig. 3.10c, d, k, and l),
being greater for uneven-aged spruce-fir-beech mixed stands; medium for beech,
probably to its strong shade tolerance; and lower for spruce-beech and spruce plots.
It is noteworthy that in spruce-fir-beech mixed plots, there was a decreasing trend in
Dd_1.3, but it was not observed for Str_4.9.
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The indicators carbon stocks (C_1.4) and stability (Stb_2.5) did not vary largely
among the different plots, being rather stable over time (Fig. 3.10e–h). The smartness value of the stability indicator was greater in spruce-fir-beech plots than in the
other plots but in all cases lower than the medium smartness (0.5). For carbon, it
ranged between 0.4 and 0.6. This agrees with the values shown in Figure 3.4 and
suggests a low sensitivity of these two indicators for this type of mountain forest.
The respective values might be readjusted in future applications by revising the
reference values or/and changing the transforming functions.
The indicators increment and felling (IF_3.1) were sensitive to felling but not to
species composition (Fig. 3.10i, j). However, the volatile changes observed suggest
that the period of 10 years used for its evaluation influences the sensitivity. Using
longer reference periods could result in more stable lines, which would reflect better
long-term trends, which is more relevant for CSF. Accordingly, upscaling to the
management unit would allow a better assessment of this indicator.
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Fig. 3.10 Development of indicators for different stand compositions (B, beech; F, fir; S, spruce;
mixed: BS and SFB) and growing stocks (low, middle, and high). (a–b), Growing stock G_1.2;
(c–d), diameter distribution Dd_1.3; (e–g), carbon stock C_1.4; (g–h), stability Stb_2.5; (i–j),
increment and fellings IF_3.1; (k–l), distribution of tree crowns Str_4.9
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Fig. 3.10 (continued)

3.4
3.4.1

I mportance of C&I of CSF in Forest
Management Planning
Forest Planning and Climate-Smart Forestry

This section is focused on the importance of C&I of CSF in forest planning. The
target scale is forest management unit level (FMU), since in many countries FMU
is the most common spatial scale (combining stand and landscape) of forest planning (Cullotta et al. 2015). While in the past, the primary goal of traditional forest
management planning was to ensure timber sustainability (Pommerening and
Murphy 2004), nowadays forest planning can be understood as a tool to provide the
desired ecosystem services for society and forest owners in a sustainable manner
under socio-environmental changes. Due to climate change and increasing frequency of disturbances such as windthrows, ice storms, and insect attacks
(Hanewinkel et al. 2012; Seidl et al. 2014; Nagel et al. 2017), forest planning needs
to be adequately adapted to a changeable environment. This implies the continuous,
repeated, and extensive monitoring to better understand the influence of climate
change on forest dynamics, along with adapting forest management to the expected
changes through managing uncertainties and risks. Beside adaptation, mitigation
strategies are gaining more relevance in forest planning, since they may contribute
greatly to enhancing forest carbon stores (Hof et al. 2017).
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Indicators of sustainable forest management (SFM) (Bachmann 2002) have been
traditionally applied in forest planning (Bončina 2001). Mostly, they are related to
the status of forest stands (e.g., growing stock, stand volume increment, tree species
composition), forest management activities (e.g., annual cut, proportion of natural
regeneration in total regeneration), and impact of environmental change (e.g., sanitary felling). Climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies can be viewed as
a risk component of SFM (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003). Therefore, this calls to
additional C&I. Indicators of CSF may have a substantial role in forest planning to
better monitor and address the needs for adaptation and mitigation in forest
management.

3.4.2

I nvolvement of CSF Indicators in the Forest
Planning Process

To understand the importance of indicators for climate smart forest management
planning, the whole planning process can be divided into five phases which are
interconnected:
1. Inventory, analyses, and evaluation: to begin with the process of management
planning, the current state of the respective FMU needs to be sampled and analyzed. The essential aspects of CSF can be recorded using the classical or further
improved forest inventories (e.g., broadening their scope to include variables
related to forest carbon pools and carbon sequestration, forest health, or biodiversity (Corona et al. 2011)). Thus, many above indicators at stand level (e.g.,
growing stock (1.2), regeneration (4.2), carbon stock (1.4), and stability (2.5))
(Table 3.1) are relevant for the assessment of CSF at FMU. For instance, some of
them may indicate forests’ response to climate change (e.g., damage level of forest stands, growth of stands and trees, regeneration pattern) or show response of
forests to recent management activities carried out for adaptation of forests to
climate change (e.g., tree species composition, diameter structure of forest
stands). When dealing with those indicators, two aspects should be considered.
Firstly, indicators are more powerful for the assessment of CSF if their current
value is compared to their values from previous inventories. This enables insight
into changes of structure and processes in forest stands. Secondly, the same indicators are useful for assessing various CSF aspects, e.g., impact of climate
change on forest stands and effectiveness of forest management activities for
adaptation.
2. Defining (management) objectives: management objectives should reflect
demands of forest owners and society. Management objectives are operationalized through operational objectives. Thus, the desired structure and composition
of forest stands are defined by silvicultural objectives. For CSF, it is important to
search for forest stand composition and structure which will be adapted to
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changeable climatic conditions and thus contribute to reducing the risks in forest
management (see also Chap. 8 of this book; Pach et al. 2021). Silvicultural
objectives are usually determined separately for the different forest site types;
they are defined with selected stand parameters, which can be treated as indicators of CSF. Among them, tree species composition, stand structure, and target
diameter of tree species are the most relevant.
3. Modeling and elaborating scenarios: based on the analysis and defined management goals, projections of potential forest development paths are undertaken
which can be model aided. Usually, a number of different forest management are
explored in a scenario analysis, and the best option under the given constraints
and management objectives is identified (cf. Pommerening and Grabarnik 2019).
Models of forest stand development are important for many purposes: i) adaptation of forests and forest management to climate change, ii) selection of optimal
management strategies, and iii) reduction of risks and uncertainties in forest
management. When modeling stand development, the same indicators might be
applied as in planning phase 1. Scenarios are often focused on demographic
changes of forest stands (important CSF indicators: diameter structure, age
structure, stand density, etc.) under different management strategies (CSF indicators: cut intensity, silvicultural system) (e.g., Rosset et al. 2014).
4. Defining management activities: then, results of sampling and scenario analyses
feed into the management plan as a set of silvicultural prescriptions to the given
stand. The main part of management activities is focused on silvicultural activities (important CSF indicators: structure of planned harvesting, felling intensity,
thinning concept, regeneration system etc.) and protection measures. All measures influence the structure and processes in forest stands, and therefore, their
impacts reflect in changed values of CSF indicators related to the status of forest
stands, which can be observed in the next forest inventory. Management decisions were made for other fields of forest management beside silviculture (e.g.,
forest road construction, forest protection, recreation). Better accessibility to forest areas and suitable harvesting technologies contribute to effective forest management when huge forest damages occur; therefore, they can serve as important
CSF indicators as well.
5. Monitoring of forests and forest management: implemented management activities are usually registered, this being important for understanding how forest
stands react to specific management activities under changeable environment.
New experiences can be applied into future decision-making about forest management activities. Besides forest management, some other impacts on forest
stands can occur. Among them, severe disturbances noticeably change the
structure and composition of forest stands. Therefore, registration of sanitary
felling is a part of forest management monitoring; the amount and structure of
sanitary felling can serve as an important CSF indicator. Monitoring of sanitary
felling (e.g., Klopcic et al. 2009) in a longer time period is substantial for understanding the susceptibility of forest stands to various agents of natural disturbances and for adapting forest management to reduce risks.
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 stimation of Importance of CSF Indicators in Forest
E
Planning at the Forest Management Unit Level

A list of possible CSF indicators available in forest planning was created, and the
importance of indicators for assessing CSF at the level of forest management unit in
four countries was estimated by Likert scale (1, not important for CSF at all; 2, not
important; 3, neutral; 4, important; 5, extremely important). Assessment of indicators was based on the definitions of CSF (Bowditch et al. 2020) and on the possibilities to operationalize them in the forest management unit plan.
The scheme of European criteria of SFM was followed, but a much larger set of
possible indicators was included into the analyses. It included most of the abovementioned indicators for CSF assessment at stand level (Table 3.1) but without disaggregating them into sub-indicators. In total, a set of 56 parameters was estimated
(Appendix 3.2). The importance of indicators was estimated in regard to their role
in the planning process for:
–– Understanding the influence of climate change on forests structure and stand
dynamics in a FMU
–– Analyzing the status of forests in a FMU in regard to the impact of climate change
–– Modeling the development of forest stands in regard to the changed climatic
conditions
–– Evaluating the effectiveness of implemented silvicultural activities
–– Determining the objectives and measures which will contribute to the adaptation
and mitigation of forests and forest management in a FMU
–– Monitoring the development of forest stands in regard to the implemented management activities and climate change
Ranking of indicators’ importance for climate smart forest planning by representatives from four countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Poland, Slovenia, and Spain)
shows that quite a number of indicators, which are not part of the European system
of C&I of sustainable forest management, are very important in forest planning at
the FMU level (Table 3.4). Tree species composition of natural regeneration was
uniformly estimated as the most important indicator for CSF planning. It indicates
capacity for adaptation of forest stands to climate change as well as the effectiveness of past forest management. Some indicators in the list are crucial for assessing
the impact of extreme events on trees and forest stands as well as the susceptibility
of stands to natural disturbances (e.g., forest damage, vitality status, amount, and
structure of sanitary felling). Climate change may strongly influence the tree growth
pattern; therefore, quite expectedly some indicators may be connected to tree and
stand growth. Forest plans define the management activities for the next period.
Consequently, it was to be expected that some management indicators were ranked
as very important, e.g., planned and implemented silvicultural works, management
system applied, and felling. Silviculture and cutting are the main tools for creating
structure and composition which is adapted to climate change. This is why indicators describing forest stand structure and composition were assessed as highly
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Table 3.4 Mean value of the importance of parameters for the CSF assessment of CSF in forest
planning at the FMU level (only indicators with average value > = 4 is presented; indicators were
assessed with ranks from 1 to 5) (CV – coefficient of variation in percentage)
Indicators
Tree species composition of natural regeneration
Forest damage
Regeneration (type of regeneration)
Vitality status of tree species/forest stands
Silvicultural works (planned and implemented)
Management system applied
Growth of trees and stands (e.g., diameter growth…)
Register of harvested trees in past planning period (tree
species, dimension)
Tree species composition of single forest stands
Growth intensity of forest stands (volume increment/stand
volume)
Increment and felling
Density of forest stands (basal area, tree number, SDI)
Protective forests – soil, water, and other ecosystem functions
Diversity of tree species
Damages of trees (stands) per agent (wind, snow…)
Growing stock
Amount and structure of sanitary felling according to the main
agents

Mean value of
importance
5.00
4.83
4.75
4.67
4.67
4.58
4.58
4.33

CV
(%)
0.0
2.3
5.3
4.8
4.8
5.5
5.5
15.4

4.33
4.33

5.1
5.1

4.25
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.08
4.00
4.00

5.9
2.7
18.7
18.7
0.7
16.7
16.7

important (e.g., growing stock, tree species composition, stand density). In most
European countries, forest planning supports multi-objective forest management
oriented to providing various services. One indicator directly related to ecosystem
services was included into the set of important indicators at the FMU level. Some of
the indicators from the list (e.g., register of harvested trees) indicate that monitoring
is an important part of CSF and planning.

3.5
3.5.1

Challenges and Perspectives
 efining the Selection of Indicators/Sub-indicators
R
at Stand Level

The selection of indicators is an important step in the development of any assessment framework. Indicators can provide a reliable overview of the forest situation,
allowing a comprehensible and transparent assessment of forest management
(Blattert et al. 2017). Although Pan-European indicators for SFM were designed for
application at the national scale, in this study they were adapted for their application
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at stand level. Suitable, quantifiable, or ratable sub-indicators were defined and
forest-type and region-specific reference values and transforming functions
assigned. However, the presented approach may not give the full picture of CSF as
not all aspects have been addressed.
For example, protective functions, like protection against avalanches and rockfalls, as well as protection of soil not included, yet play an important role in mountain areas. Although these agents are known to highly depend on physiographic and
site factors (e.g., slope, soil type, roughness of the forest floor), stand-level indicators related to the structure and composition of forest stands may also provide
important information about the protective role of a stand (Blattert et al. 2017).
These variables include the mean stand density, the basal area (or the average diameter at breast height), and the percentage of evergreen/deciduous species for rockfall
protection (see Rockfall Protection Index in Cordonnier et al. 2013); the mean tree
height, the canopy cover during the winter, and the stand density or basal area for
protection against snow avalanches (see Avalanche Protection Index in Cordonnier
et al. 2013); and the forest canopy cover (%) for landslide and erosion protection.
Some of these parameters were here used in other indicators but not explicitly to
assess the protective function.
Soils in native forest seldom experience significant disturbances which are more
common for soils in other land-use systems; thus, the importance of soil characteristics is often underestimated in forest management practices and planning.
However, climate change, atmospheric deposition, and/or deforestation can cause
dramatic changes in the quality of forest soils, by altering the soil organic matter
(Raison and Khanna 2011; Prietzel et al. 2020), and changes in hydrological processes which can enhance surface runoff and soil erosion, increase the recharge of
groundwater, and cause the reduction of organic carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous, and
exchangeable potassium, calcium, and magnesium (Pennock and van Kessel 1997).
Furthermore, bedrock has a significant role in vegetation growth by regulating physical and chemical properties in soils (Hahm et al. 2014); it can also change the
response of vegetation to climate factors (Jiang et al. 2020). Thus, some indicators
related to soil properties could help to estimate the future forest growth and vitality
and the need for adaptation under conditions of climate and/or land-use change. The
most important soil characteristics for predictions of changes that can occur in forests due to land-use and/or climate change are texture, content of organic carbon,
and available ions.
Mountain forests are also known to hold important biodiversity values, since
they provide habitats for many animals and plant species of high community interest. Stand-level indicators related with the capacity of forests to sustain biodiversity
are varied (Gao et al. 2015) and include the following: (i) the diversity of species of
both the tree and the understory strata, which can be calculated using Shannon’s
index with basal area or plant cover as a measure of species relative abundances,
respectively (Neumann and Starlinger 2001); (ii) the tree size diversity (i.e., structural diversity) (Staudhammer and LeMay 2001); (iii) the presence of large standing
and lying deadwood (m3/ha) and its decay class (fresh vs decay) (Lassauce et al.
2011); (iv) the abundance of large living trees (trees·ha−1) (Vuidot et al. 2011); and
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(v) the presence and number of microhabitats in the trees such as cavities, bark
pockets, cracks, sap runs, or trunk rots (Bütler et al. 2013). The first three types of
indicators are included in the presented approach to assess CSF, but indicators for
the last two groups might be added. In the last decade, some efforts have been made
to compile biodiversity indicators into a single index (Geburek et al. 2010; Gonin
et al. 2017) with the aim of providing forest managers with a simple tool of both: to
evaluate the potential of a given forest stand to support diverse species and to identify the factors that can be improved through the implementation of forest management and planning strategies. Since sustaining biodiversity helps to maintain robust
ecosystems, CSF calls for a detailed inclusion of biodiversity indicators.
As an integral part of the biological diversity, genetic variation safeguards adaptability of forest species and their populations to environmental changes and impacts
by pests, diseases, and by climate change (El-Lakany et al. 2001). Accordingly, high
adaptability based on biological variation definitely starts at the genetic level.
Assessing and monitoring genetic resources in forests should be one of the main
prerequisites for CSF. The impacts of silvicultural methods and the management
practices on the genetic resources have only recently received increasing interest.
DNA markers allow the initiation of different genetic surveys with the aim to estimate the quality of forest genetic resources. However, there is still low practical
experience of these activities and have rarely been applied on a larger scale. Multiple
genetic parameters like diversity indices of population (heterozygosity, allele frequencies, inbreeding coefficients) will enable to early detect potentially harmful
changes of forest adaptability, before these appear at higher biodiversity levels, e.g.,
species or ecosystem (Fussi et al. 2016). To explore the evolutionary adaptability of
populations in a specific environment and to get insights into the selection drivers,
breeding programs or directed selections for climate-smart forests are needed. In the
LIFEGENMON (http://www.lifegenmon.si/) project ending in 2020, a research
group proposed to define respective optimal indicators and verifiers and to edit
guidelines for a forest genetic monitoring system for selected tree species in different European countries and regions. This can serve as an early warning system to
aid the assessment of a species response to environmental change at a long-term
temporal scale and also be used for CSF assessment.
Providing space for recreation and human well-being is nowadays an important
forest ecosystem service in mountain and other forests but especially in the urban
and near urban forest areas (Pröbstl et al. 2009). Due to climate change and increased
people’s awareness about the importance of outdoor activity, the increased demands
for especially warm-weather recreation activities (i.e., hiking, backpacking, picnicking, camping) may appear (Hand and Lawson 2018), triggering higher pressure
on (mountain) forests in the future. Thus, regulating recreation is an important issue
of forest management planning (Wilkes-Allemann et al. 2015), to address the trade-
offs between recreation demand, timber production (Ahtikoski et al. 2011), and the
provision of habitats for endangered plant and animal species (Rösner et al. 2014).
Accessibility to (mountain) forests was recognized as a relevant indicator of recreational forest ecosystem service when evaluating CSF (see Table 3.1). Köchli and
Brang (2005) used accessibility together with patch diversity, stand structure, and
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developmental stage of a stand to develop a recreation index. In addition, Edwards
et al. (2012) evaluated recreation through visual attractiveness of forest stands by
assessing 12 indicators of forest stand structure, such as tree sizes, spacing, visual
penetration through the stand, deadwood, etc. Several indicators exposed in Köchli
and Brang (2005) and Edwards et al. (2012) or their proxies are already on the current list of indicators to assess CSF, while others could possibly be added. Even if
many indicators can be included into CSF assessment, one has to take the proportionality of data collection effort and the added informational value into account.

3.5.2

Strengthening CSF Assessment at Stand Level

Beyond the selection of proper and relevant indicators, they as well as the composite
indicators need to be validated and readjusted to improve CSF assessment. This
validation should be done at the different steps, from selection, normalization, and
weighting to the aggregation (Singh et al. 2012). The developed framework for
assessing CSF considers from the beginning the need for continuous updating by
defining the framework as an adaptive learning process (Fig. 3.1). This chapter
shows the first attempt to fulfill the different phases of the developed framework, but
further efforts are needed until a satisfactory CSF assessment is reached. Linking
the development of indicators framework to data collection efforts allowed us to
have the first evaluation and propose improvements for future attempts.
Defining the right thresholds and transforming functions is a complex task,
which needs further testing and readjustments. In Sect. 3.3.1.3, the regional thresholds for the different indicators and sub-indicators were set up from expert knowledge and literature. The use of target normalization based on such reference values
has been recommended against other normalization methods when the indicator
assessment is context dependent (Pollesch and Dale 2016), as occurs with CSF
assessment. Hence, the specific thresholds used for single indicators need a regional
reference. The first test of CSF assessment presented in this chapter made this obvious. For instance, the high reference value used for carbon stocks (C_1.4.1) derived
from Bavarian sites resulted in low values of smartness for this indicator despite the
rather high growing stocks in many plots. Complex uneven-aged mountain forests
managed by a selection or irregular shelterwood system are characterized by very
stable but medium values of aboveground productivity over time, and thus of carbon
stock. However, they might have very positive long-term effect on soil organic carbon storage (Seidl et al. 2008), that was not investigated in this study. Similarly,
some of the simple transforming functions could be revised. For growing stock
(G_1.2), one possible improvement could be to change the slope of the transforming
function in the right branch (Fig. 3.2c), which then results in a lower decrease in
smartness when the difference to the reference value is caused by higher values
compared to lower values.
In case of trade-offs between indicators, weighting is increasingly important.
The varying but specific social and manager’s demands concerning expected
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ecosystem services can thus better be considered. For example, if we consider the
observed oppositional trade-off between the indicators’ “naturalness” (Nat_4.3),
which here is strongly related to regeneration and “growing stock” (G_1.2), the
increase of one entails a reduction of the other. Depending on their focus, the managers need to decide on weighting. With a defined weighting of related indicators, a
target-oriented forest management can then be planned and implemented more
precisely.
Our evaluation regarding the weighting methods, which tested three different
weighting options, did not provide a clear basis for decision to select one (Fig. 3.9).
However, weighting by the centrality for CSF may be recommended. Forest management in mountain areas has to consider the large body of ecosystem services
(Blattert et al. 2017). Weighting by centrality allows addressing the importance of
different ecosystem services and reducing the possible inherent bias of selected
indicators. Nevertheless, it is important to remark that the kind of normalization
used introduces implicit weighting of indicators (Booysen 2002), by including
thresholds and transforming functions which consider smartness. This can be
observed in Figure 3.10, where the stability indicator (Stb_2.5) showed low values,
although they represent different species composition and management, which
might result in lower values of the composite indicator.
In future steps, other methods for weighting and aggregating should be tested to
guarantee the robustness of the composite indicators. Thus, non-compensatory
aggregations could be compared to the used compensatory ones. Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) can be used to deal with possible trade-offs among indicators
or overrepresenting indicators (e.g., several indicators for a given criteria)
(Wolfslehner and Vacik 2011). Finally, sensitivity analyses can be used to determine
the indicators influence on the composite indicator value, giving a better understanding of the whole process (Greco et al. 2019).

3.5.3

 se of Indicators of Climate Smartness for Development
U
of Silvicultural Prescriptions

In the past, the development of silvicultural prescriptions and guidelines focused
mainly on wood production; in the last few decades, additional aspects such as carbon sequestration, biodiversity, or recreation were integrated (Hilmers et al. 2020).
Indicators and criteria of climate smartness may become essential additional aspects
of silvicultural prescription in regions with increasing risk of drought, snow breakage, or storm (Churchill et al. 2013). No matter whether silvicultural prescriptions
are derived and formulated normatively and qualitatively or based on scenario analyses, both approaches should consider the mitigation and adaptation aspects of the
derived and prescribed silvicultural guidelines for a given region and forest type
(D’Amato et al. 2011).
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Quantitatively based indicators and criteria of climate smartness have the advantage that they may be implemented in forest stand simulators in addition to other
criteria of an extended concept of sustainability (Kneeshaw et al. 2000).
Consideration of climate smartness aspects becomes of increasing importance, as in
the last decades forest science and forestry were faced with environmental impacts
on forest ecosystems such as acid rain, increasing atmospheric ozone concentration,
and eutrophic deposition as well as climate change. There was hardly any previous
experience from experiments or monitoring how forestry may mitigate or adapt to
such environmental changes (see Chap. 10 of this book; Tognetti et al. 2021). Field
experiments are costly and very long-lasting; they are important but not sufficient to
quickly provide forest management with recommendations for decision-making
under environmental stress. Under such conditions, simulation models and model
scenarios are often the only alternative for getting decision support. And stand or
tree simulators, equipped with indicators and criteria of climate smartness, may be
just the appropriate tool for developing new well through-thought silvicultural
guidelines by scenario analyses (see also Chap. 8 of this book; Pach et al. 2021).
The resulting quantitative silvicultural prescriptions may subsequently promote the
transition from the analysis to the design of complex mixed-species stands and their
increased implementation and successful regulation.

3.5.4

 rospects for Adapting the Set of Indicators for Climate
P
Smart Forest Planning

There are many challenges for forest planning to address climate smartness. Issues
related to how to manage and limit uncertainties and risks in forest management are
probably the main ones. Traditional forest planning based on stable conditions is
certainly not appropriate any more. The concept of adaptive, climate smart forest
management also involving new silviculture strategies seems to be a more promising alternative.
Forest planning is an important tool for CSF operationalization as a merged part
of SFM (Nabuurs et al. 2017). As previously mentioned, the European set of C&I of
SFM is predominantly aimed at forest policy at national spatial level. But similar to
stand level, they can be used in planning processes as soon they are operationalized.
Nonetheless, additional indicators at the FMU need to be considered for CSF. The
important indicators for climate smart forest planning as defined in our study are
related to describing (1) forest management, (2) forest stand reaction to implemented forest management activities, (3) impact of extreme events on forest stands,
and (4) capacity of forest stands (and management) for adaptation and mitigation.
The selected indicators (Table 3.4) are important in the whole planning process.
By introducing the system of forest inventory based on permanent sample plots, the
quality of information was strongly improved (Tomppo et al. 2010), as it enables
insight into changes of forest stands. However, the role of indicators is not limited
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to understanding forest stand development only, since they are important for management decisions, too. CSF, similarly as SFM, should be understood as an active
approach. There are many general suggestions about the adaptation of forest management to climate change and its mitigation potential, e.g., those related to the
rotation length, silvicultural systems, and thinning regime (e.g., Ruiz-Peinado et al.
2013; Brang et al. 2014; Bravo et al. 2016; Sohn et al. 2016; Socha et al. 2017).
However, the general suggestions should be adapted to the natural, economic, and
social settings in single FMUs. As a consequence, indicators describing active forest management at the FMU level and its impact on forest stands are crucial for
operational CSF.
A set of indicators can be applied in multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)
(e.g., Duncker et al. 2012; Blattert et al. 2017) to support decision-making as well
in the estimation of management effectiveness for providing CSF. This seems to be
a promising approach for CSF planning. A forest management unit can be an appropriate spatial framework for applying MCDA.
In the concept of adaptive forest management, improved management activities
can be understood as a “new experiment.” This is why monitoring of forest stand
response on various activities is crucial. For both – management activities and
response of forest stands to them – indicators are needed. By integrating CSF assessment at stand and management unit, some indicators at stand level (Table 3.1) may
increase their significance when being upscaled for providing information of spatial
variability at forest management unit (e.g., growing stock, size distribution in even-
aged structures, increment, and felling).
Long-term experimental plots can strongly support the development of adaptive
forest management. This chapter shows an example of how experimental plots
(Sect. 3.3.5) can be used for extracting information of the impact of different silvicultural options for climate smartness, as well as for evaluating indicator assessment. New adaptive forest management strategies to achieve CSF need to be tested
scientifically, so collaborative experimental networks which cover different conditions (site, owners, management objectives, etc.) are required (Holmes et al. 2014).
The application of the developed framework to broader networks of experimental
plots, such as those presented in Chapter 5 of this book (Pretzsch et al. 2021), would
enable to improve the framework and reach a robust system for climate smartness
assessment.
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Survey No. of
Experiment Plot Composition period surveys Value Remaining stand
N
hdom ddom
First-
cm
last
ha−1 m
ZWI 111
2
B
1954– 10
mean 507 31.7 42.3
2015
min - 139– 24.6– 31–
max 1076 36.5 49
ZWI 111
3
S-B
1954– 10
mean 459 34.3 47.1
2015
min - 214– 27– 34.5–
max 945 39.6 56.6
ZWI 111
4
B
1954– 10
mean 628 32.1 41.1
2015
min - 292– 24.5– 29.3–
max 1436 38.7 50.8
ZWI 111
5
S
1954– 10
mean 397 37.1 49
2015
min - 206– 26.9– 33.5–
max 806 42.1 61.4
Removal stand
N
BA

V

PAIV

462.6– 0–24
872.7

39.4–
52.6

23.6– 25–
40.9 54.8

0–1.8

0.7

8

0–30.3

10.7

0.2–10.5

4.3

0.3
0–0.9

275–
694.3
715.6

18.8– 14.8– 26.5–
35.2 39.5 35.8
35
41.8 44.2

0–33.2

0–1.9

9.3

0.6

1–50

390.5– 0–28
715.2
464.8 14

31.3–
40.9
29.8

23.3– 24–
37.6 49.5
27.9 28.6

0–42.8

0–2.7

11.2–24.3

16.9

9.5–13.7

11.4

11.7–15.7

13.8

8.5–11.3

m2ha−1 m3ha−1 ha−1 year−1 m2ha−1y−1 m3ha−1y−1 m3ha−1y−1
25.1
380.7 13
0.6
9.3
9.9

V

274.6– 0–38
497.9
560.2 10

cm
31.3

m
27.8

BA

20.1– 17.3– 18.8–
34.3 42.9 31.6
32.1 39.1 35.7

dq

hq

 ppendix 3.1. Overview of Growth and Yield Characteristics of the 10 Long-Term Experimental Plots Used
A
in the Evaluation of CSF Indicators Development (Sect. 3.3.5). B, E. beech; S, N. spruce; F, s. fir
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Survey No. of
Experiment Plot Composition period surveys Value Remaining stand
N
hdom ddom
First-
cm
last
ha−1 m
FRY 129
11 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 513 33.3 52.3
2018
min - 364– 30.5– 45.6–
max 704 34.7 56.9
FRY 129
12 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 511 35.3 57.2
2018
min - 344– 34.4– 53.8–
max 932 36.1 59.9
FRY 129
21 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 755 33.6 53.3
2018
min - 444– 32.3– 50.3–
max 948 34.5 57.6
FRY 129
22 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 787 37.2 64.2
2018
min - 356– 35.3– 57.9–
max 1100 39.3 71
FRY 129
31 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 415 37.1 65
2018
min - 284– 35.9– 61–
max 688 38.1 68.2
FRY 129
32 B-S-F
1980– 7
mean 457 37.8 66.2
2018
min - 240– 36.6– 61.8–
max 740 39.3 69.9
dq
cm
31.4
22.7–
41.6
33.6
25.3–
40.5
25.8
21.4–
31.7
31.6
26.6–
39.2
38.9
32.1–
45.5
39.1
34.8–
46

hq
m
23.7
18.7–
29
25.2
20.3–
29.1
20.6
18–
23.9
24.3
21.8–
28.3
27.4
24.2–
30.3
27.9
25.2–
31.8

V
m3ha−1
404
293.1–
507.1
520.2
468.4–
574.9
427.6
378.7–
489.6
651.4
476.5–
873.1
601.1
507.3–
661.6
660.8
543.9–
749.8

BA
m2ha−1
29.8
23.3–
37.5
36.7
32.6–
41.4
31.9
28.2–
35.1
45.4
32.5–
59.9
38.8
33.3–
42.6
42.9
35.4–
48.4

V

PAIV

0.8
0.1–1.8
0.8
0–1.7
0.4
0–2.1
0.8
0–2.1
0.6
0–2.1

5
1–13
12
0–23
7
1–13
5
0–13
5
0–11

8.8
0–33.5

11.8
0–33.6

5.8
0–31.3

11.7
0–27.6

12
1.3–28.5

10.5
8.4–12.6

12.3
10.1–14.9

13.2
9.9–15.6

10
8.6–12.1

11.2
8.3–13.7

ha−1 year−1 m2ha−1y−1 m3ha−1y−1 m3ha−1y−1
7
1
14.6
10.3
0–14
0–2.2
0–33.8
7.4–13.4

Removal stand
N
BA
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 ppendix 3.2. List of Indicators Assessed for Their Importance
A
for Climate-Smart Forestry Planning

Criteria
Forest resources

Indicators
Forest area
Growing stock
Age structure
Diameter distribution
Forest carbon
Forest health and vitality Deposition and concentration of air pollutants
Soil condition
Defoliation
Forest damage
Forest land degradation
Productive functions
Increment and felling
Roundwood
Non-woods goods
Services
Forest biological
Diversity of tree species
diversity
Regeneration
Naturalness
Introduced tree species
Deadwood
Genetic resources
Forest fragmentation
Threatened forest species
Protected forests
Common forest bird species
Protective function
Protective forests – soil, water, and other ecosystem functions
Socioeconomic
Forest holdings
functions
Contribution of forest sector to GDP
Net revenue
Investments in forests and forestry
Expenditure for services
Forest sector force
Occupational safety and health
Wood consumption
Trade in wood
Wood energy
Accessibility for recreation
Cultural in spiritual values
(continued)
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Indicators
Management system applied
Slenderness coefficient
Vertical structure of forest stands
Horizontal distributions of tree crowns
Tree species composition of natural regeneration
Recruitment of trees above threshold (usually dbh = 8 or
dbh = 10 cm)
Amount and structure of sanitary felling according to the main
agents)
Register of harvested trees in past planning period (tree species,
dimension)
Growth of trees and stands (e.g., diameter growth…)
Vitality status of tree species /forest stands
Horizontal structure of forest stands (patchiness)
Density of forest stands (basal area, number, SDI)
Tree species composition of single forest stands
Silvicultural works (planed and implemented)
Damages of trees (stands) per agents (wind, snow…)
Mortality rate of trees
Growth intensity of forest stands (volume increment/stand volume)
Timber quality of trees
Register of natural disturbances in a FMU (windthrow, draughts…)
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Climate-Smart Forestry
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Abstract National Forest Inventory (NFI) data are the main source of information
on forest resources at country and subcountry levels. This chapter explores the
strengths and limitations of NFI-derived indicators to assess forest development
with respect to adaptation to and mitigation of climate change, that is, the criteria of
Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF). We reflect on harmonizing NFI-based indicators
across Europe, use literature to scrutinize available indicators to evaluate CSF, and
apply them in 1) Switzerland, where CSF is evaluated for NFI records and simulation model projections with four management scenarios; 2) 43 selected European
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countries, for which the indicators for Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) are
used. The indicators were aggregated to composite indices for adaptation and mitigation and to an overall CSF rating. The Swiss NFI records showed increased CSF
ratings in mountainous regions, where growing stocks increased. Simulations under
business-as-usual management led to a positive CSF rating, whereas scenarios of
increased harvesting decreased either only adaptation or both mitigation and adaptation. European-level results showed increases in CSF ratings for most countries.
Negative adaptation ratings were mostly due to forest damages. We discuss the limitations of the indicator approach, consider the broader context of international
greenhouse gas reporting, and conclude with policy recommendations.

4.1

Introduction

Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) has been suggested as forest management concept
with the goal to combine 1) the adaptation of forests to climate change, 2) the mitigation of climate change through the sequestration of atmospheric carbon by trees,
and 3) the maintenance of forest ecosystem service provision (Bowditch et al.
2020). Previous applications of the CSF concept mainly focused on mitigation
potentials at the national to European scale using available literature (Nabuurs et al.
2017) or simulations of forest development under various management scenarios
(Nabuurs et al. 2018; Jandl et al. 2018; Yousefpour et al. 2018). A stand-scale application of the CSF concept has been developed by participants of the COST Action
CLIMO (see Chap. 3 of this book: del Río et al. 2021) using a comprehensive set of
indicators to evaluate both the adaptation and mitigation potential of mixed spruce,
fir, and beech forests in Europe (Pfatrisch 2019). However, a comprehensive
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assessment method that simultaneously accounts for the three CSF aspects of adaptation, mitigation, and sustainable provision of ecosystem goods and services (ES)
at a national to European scale is still lacking.
Assessments of CSF at this national to continental scale is important for forest
policy making (Verkerk et al. 2020). Forests play an important role in fulfilling the
reduction goals of greenhouse gas emissions as per the Paris agreement (Seddon
et al. 2019). Thus, national governments are encouraged to device forest policy
recommendations to mitigate climate change (FAO 2018). This can be achieved
with management that favors tree and forest growth such that more CO2 is sequestered from the atmosphere than released from the forest through respiration, decay
of deadwood, and the decay and burning of harvested wood products (Köhl et al.
2020). This may encompass the prolongation of cutting cycles to sequester carbon
in the living biomass. This, in turn, may be in conflict with policies that aim at raising the capacity of forests to adapt to climate change by reducing rotation lengths
and cutting cycles. Shorter management intervals may be applied as part of conversion strategies to promote more drought- and disturbance-resistant tree species and
a higher species diversity in currently species-poor forests. However, forest management to increase forest growth through stand density reduction (thinning) may
also be in concert with the goal of carbon sequestration (Lindner et al. 2010;
Diaconu et al. 2017; Jandl et al. 2019). Reducing timber harvesting may conflict
with policies to sequester carbon in wood products and to substitute fossil fuel–
intensive energy and building material (Sathre and O’Connor 2010). Management
for adaptation may conflict with nature conservation goals, such as the retention of
old-growth forest structures. Mitigation through carbon assimilation in standing
tree biomass may collide with the need for ensuring advanced regeneration and
stability in forests that protect against rockfall and avalanches in mountain areas
(Brang et al. 2006). Hence, adaptation, mitigation, and the provision of ES need to
be balanced in climate-smart management recommendations, also at a regional to
national scale.
NFIs provide reliable and robust data and indicators on a regular basis that are
representative at the national scale and cover time periods of several decades in
many countries (Alberdi et al. 2016b). Thus, they allow the identification of forest
development trajectories that resulted from climate-smart (active or passive) forest
policy making. Most NFIs record information at the plot level, such as silvicultural
treatments, and others at the tree level, such as tree species, stem diameter, tree
height, or health status (Tomppo et al. 2010). By identifying the drivers of past forest development and CSF indicators, we may be able to derive climate-smart policy
recommendations that simultaneously promote adaptation, mitigation, and ES
provision.
The Pan-European criteria and indicators for Sustainable Forest Management
(SFM) were established as a basic tool for defining, promoting, and monitoring
SFM across Europe, with the last updated set being endorsed by the seventh
Ministerial Conference in Madrid in 2015 (Forest Europe 2015a). These 34 quantitative and 11 qualitative indicators are organized in 6 criteria, are broadly accepted,
and are publicly available at the national level through the reports on the State of
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Europe’s Forest (SoEF, Forest Europe 2015b, https://foresteurope.org/state-europesforests-2015-report/, Accessed 8 December 2020). They cover a broad range of
aspects on the state of forests (e.g., growing stock, age class distribution, and forest
type) and their functions in terms of timber and the production of nonwood goods,
biodiversity conservation, protection of ecosystem functions, and socioeconomy.
The broad thematic coverage of the SFM indicators may allow their application as
national-scale proxies for the contribution of forests to climate change mitigation
and their capacity to adapt to climate change.
The goal of this chapter is to explore the possibilities and potential limitations of
NFI-based indicators to quantify the mitigation and the adaptive capacity of
European forests. To this end, we use the available literature to scrutinize NFI-based
indicators, including the ones of Forest Europe for SFM, for their suitability as
proxies for mitigation and adaptive capacity (Sect. 4.2 of this chapter). We highlight
the advances in the harmonization of the indicators based on the NFIs from different
countries, with different recording methods, and the necessary considerations with
respect to comparing indicator development across countries (Sect. 4.3). To test this
approach, we evaluate forest development with respect to mitigation and adaptive
capacity in two cases: 1) for the five biogeographic NFI production regions of
Switzerland and 2) for selected European countries. In Sect. 4.4, we describe the
calculation of indicators and how estimates for adaptive capacity and mitigation
were derived. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 contain the results for Switzerland and the
selected European countries, respectively. We critically evaluate the approach and
identify areas for improvement in Sect. 4.7 and, thus, interpret the results with
respect to the broader context of international greenhouse gas reporting and global
climate dynamics (Sect. 4.8). We conclude with management and policy recommendations in Sect. 4.9.

4.2

I ndicators to Quantify Adaptation and Mitigation,
a Review

Adaptation and mitigation are considered the most important management measures to counteract climate change and its negative impacts on forests (Spittlehouse
2005; Nabuurs et al. 2018) and society. Despite the increased awareness among
forest decision makers and managers to promote adaptation and mitigation strategies, there are still large uncertainties on how to evaluate the effects of their implementation. Differences in socialeconomic and environmental conditions, challenges
in data collection, and the analysis of climate change impacts in general are mentioned by many authors as the main causes of these uncertainties (Seidl and Lexer
2013; Forsius et al. 2016; Viccaro et al. 2019). Participatory approaches involving
diverse expert and stakeholder groups were often suggested as a viable tool to overcome the uncertainties in measuring the effects of management to adapt forest ecosystems to climate change (Nelson et al. 2016). It is a very common approach to
select and rank SFM alternatives (Santopuoli et al. 2012; Paletto et al. 2014;
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Pastorella et al. 2016b) through the collection and evaluation of stakeholder opinions. Nevertheless, evaluations based on participatory approaches could be subjective, depending on the stakeholder experiences and priorities.
For this reason, the development of an objective method to use SFM indicators
for assessing adaptation, mitigation, and CSF is strongly required. Criteria and
indicators (C&I) for SFM represent the most important tools to assess the sustainability of forest management at the pan-European scale (Santopuoli et al. 2016;
Baycheva-Merger and Wolfslehner 2016). However, it is crucial to select a subset
of indicators from the whole C&I set that is a suitable measure for adaptation to
and mitigation of climate change. Here, we conducted a literature review to highlight those indicators from the pan-European C&I set that have been frequently
considered suitable to assess adaptation and mitigation management measures in
forest ecosystems.
The search was conducted in February 2020 using the Scopus® database (https://
scopus.com) through two queries, one for adaptation and one for mitigation using
the following Boolean search terms:
• (TITLE-ABS-KEY (climate AND adaptation) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (sustainable AND forest AND management) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (indicator))
• (TITLE-ABS-KEY (climate AND mitigation) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (sustainable AND forest AND management) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (indicator))
We did not use constraints about the year of publication, but we excluded non-
English as well as not relevant articles, that is, publications not strictly focused on
the use of SFM indicators. For this reason, all papers were accurately screened,
duplicates removed, and SFM indicators used to assess adaptation and mitigation,
respectively, were identified and recorded.
A total of 50 papers were extracted from the Scopus® database, 20 for adaptation,
and 30 for mitigation. During the screening phase, we discarded 32 papers that were
considered not relevant. We counted the occurrence of SFM indicators in the
remaining 18 articles, 6 for adaptation, and 12 for mitigation, respectively. All
papers, but one in 1997, were published in the period 2011–2017.
Scrutinizing the 18 articles revealed that 22 out of 34 indicators were suitable to
assess adaptation and mitigation (Fig. 4.1). In particular, 13 out of 22 were useful to
assess both adaptation and mitigation, while 4 indicators were mentioned only for
adaptation (i.e., 4.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.11) and 5 only for mitigation (i.e., 1.1, 3.3, 4.3,
6.5, 6.9).
Overall, authors highlighted 17 indicators as suitable to assess adaptation, among
which tree species composition, roundwood, forest damage, and deadwood were the
most frequent. In particular, authors stressed that biodiversity conservation strongly
supports adaptive management strategies (Klenk et al. 2015). According to many
authors, all the 17 indicators could provide support for forest decision and policy
makers (Hlásny et al. 2014). These indicators may raise awareness among forest
managers and practitioners about climate change impacts and promote the implementation of adaptive management at local level (Seidl and Lexer 2013). Moreover,
they provide support to researchers for developing new and more appropriate
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scenarios for the sustained provision of ecosystem services (Klenk et al. 2015;
Hlásny et al. 2017).
Energy from wood resources and carbon stock were the most frequent among the
18 indicators mentioned to assess the mitigation of forest management measures.
Particular attention is given to the forest carbon stock, highlighting that forest management can increase the carbon storage in forests (Colombo et al. 2012). In addition, forest management plays a crucial role in producing high-quality timber
products, allowing to store carbon for years to decades, while promoting ecological
sustainability through the production of wood energy (Paletto et al. 2017; Buonocore
et al. 2019).
In conclusion, the literature review highlighted that carbon stock is in absolute
terms the most mentioned SFM indicator, followed by tree species composition and
roundwood quantity. Slightly less mentioned were forest damage, growing stock,
and deadwood, while energy from wood was only mentioned for mitigation issues.

4.3

 ational Forest Inventories: Harmonization
N
of Mitigation and Adaptation Indicators

NFIs are one of the main data sources for national-, continental-, and global-scale
assessments of forest resources and their sustainability (McRoberts et al. 2012).
Due to increasing information needs, the scope of NFIs has been broadening to
include new variables (Tomppo et al. 2010; Vidal et al. 2016). However, the estimates produced by different countries frequently lack international comparability
due to differences in applied definitions, sampling designs, and measurement protocols (Lawrence et al. 2010; Alberdi et al. 2016a). The European National Forest
Inventory Network (ENFIN) carried out numerous research projects to develop
tools for comparable results at the international level (Vidal et al. 2016).
Comparability of European NFIs can be achieved by defining “reference definitions” and by establishing “bridging functions” as tools to calculate harmonized
estimations from national inventories (Ståhl et al. 2012; Alberdi et al. 2016a). Thus,
many indicators were subject to harmonization at the European scale, such as forest area (Vidal et al. 2008; Gabler et al. 2012), growing stock (Vidal et al. 2008;
Tomter et al. 2012; Gschwantner et al. 2019), and others, like stem quality and
increment, that were investigated to identify harmonization opportunities (Bosela
et al. 2016).
From the ten most frequent indicators for adaptation and mitigation in Fig. 4.1,
five are typically provided by the NFIs: carbon stock, tree species composition, forest damage, growing stock, and deadwood volume. A Europe-wide, harmonized
database of tree species distribution was elaborated using NFI data (~375,000 sample plots) and additional information to create “The European Atlas of Tree Species:
modelling, data and information on tree species” (de Rigo et al. 2016). However, it
is important to mention that the effect of monitored area and plot design on the
probability of discovery needs further research.
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Fig. 4.1 Indicator frequency for adaptation (17 blue bars) and mitigation (18 orange bars) according to the overall frequency

Growing stock is one of the most analyzed variables for harmonization. Vidal
et al. (2008) published a reference definition, establishing its components and
thresholds. Differences in field measurements at the sample tree-level (e.g., minimum diameter at breast height) and tree compartments included in volume models
(stump, stem top, or branches) cause the main differences. Tomter et al. (2012)
presented case studies for six European countries and more recently, Gschwantner
et al. (2019) published harmonized growing stock estimates at the European scale.
Deadwood volume is another key variable in terms of harmonization. Woodall
et al. (2009), Chirici et al. (2011), and Rondeux et al. (2012) established a reference
definition and performed case studies. However, further analysis on the performance
of bridging functions and estimation methods is desirable.
The total carbon stock is composed of carbon in a) all living above-ground biomass, including stem, stump, branches, bark, seeds, and foliage; b) all biomass of
living roots; c) all nonliving woody biomass not contained in the litter, either standing, lying on the ground, or in the soil; d) all nonliving biomass with a diameter less
than the minimum diameter for deadwood; and e) organic carbon in mineral and
organic soils. From these components, only the carbon of living above-ground biomass can be considered as harmonized (Avitabile and Camia 2018). To complement
the picture on the potential of forests to sequester carbon, the assessment of wood
quality and assortment structure is essential (Bosela et al. 2016). This allows to
prioritize between climate policies for in situ carbon storage, for biomass harvests
to generate energy and for harvesting quality construction timber (Obersteiner et al.
2010; Böttcher et al. 2012). Harmonization of the assessment of wood quality and
timber assortments among NFIs of European countries is necessary for NFI data to
be used for such prioritization at the European scale.
Finally, the indicator of forest areas with damages has not yet been harmonized
across NFIs. Kovac et al. (2020) recognize it as a key indicator for the assessment
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of the conservation status. However, there are open questions, such as the severity
of damages considered or the required proportion of damaged trees, to classify a
plot as undamaged or damaged.

4.4
4.4.1

 ethods To Assess Forest Development Using NFI-Data
M
and CSF Indicators
Case Study 1: Switzerland

The goal of the analysis described here was the calculation of aggregated indices for
the mitigation and the adaptive capacity of the five Swiss NFI production regions
(Fig. 4.2). Forests in Switzerland are dominated by beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) at
low elevations (<600 m a.s.l.), with the proportion of fir (Abies alba Mill.) and
spruce (Picea abies L.) increasing toward the tree line, where stone pine (Pinus
cembra L.), larch (Larix decidua Mill.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), and mountain pine (Pinus mugo Turra.) dominate (Cioldi et al. 2010). Past management
favored conifers predominantly in the Jura, the Plateau, and in the Prealps, but more
recent changes in management have reduced the area covered by pure conifer forests by 8% since 1985 (Brändli and Röösli 2015).
Aggregated indices for adaptive capacity and mitigation were used to evaluate
forest management or policies in regions, at the country level and under specific

Fig. 4.2 Location of NFI sample plots (red dots) in Switzerland. The color shading shows the
borders of the five NFI production regions of Switzerland
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Fig. 4.3 Conceptual
diagram showing how
forest development or
forestry that leads to
positive changes (Δ) in
adaptive capacity
(adaptation) and mitigation
is considered climate smart
(i.e., scenario S1)

↑ Migaon

Δ Mitigation

4

S3
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S1

0

Not climate smart
S4

↑ Adaptaon
S2

0
Δ Adaptave capacity

scenarios (S1–S4; Fig. 4.3). Positive changes in adaptive capacity and mitigation
were considered as climate smart (S1). Adaptive capacity at the cost of mitigation
(S2) vice versa (S3) and negative changes in both adaptive capacity and mitigation
(S4) were not considered as climate smart. The following steps were necessary to
arrive at the aggregate indicators for adaptive capacity (adaptation) and mitigation:
1. Selection of indicators: We used a set of indicators that was available from the
Swiss NFI to quantify the provision of a range of ecosystem services (Blattert
et al. 2017; Temperli et al. 2020) and that corresponded well to a subset of the
Forest Europe SFM indicators (Table 4.1).
2. Indicator calculation and aggregation: Growing stock, density of large trees,
diversity of tree diameters at breast height (DBH), tree species diversity, and
deadwood volume were calculated at the level of sample plots and then averaged
to the 5 NFI production regions. Sustainability was assessed as the difference
between harvested wood and increment at the level of production regions.
Avalanche and rockfall protection (API and RPI, respectively) were assessed
with indicators combining stand- and site-related factors to estimate a ratio of the
current stand parameters and those needed for optimal protection (Berger and
Dorren 2007; Cordonnier et al. 2013). The proportions of sample plots with API
and RPI >0.95 were used as estimates for avalanche and rockfall protection at the
regional and national levels. The indicators were categorized to represent the
provision of ecosystem services: the maintenance of resources, the production of
timber, the provision of biodiversity, and the provision of protection against
rockfall and avalanches. See Table 4.1 for the categorization and note that the
indicators only partially correspond to the Forest Europe C&I for SFM.
Calculation of change in mitigation and adaptive capacity: The regional-/national-
level indicator values were scaled between the minimum and maximum values
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Table 4.1 Correspondence between indicators available from the Swiss NFI and the Forest
Europe SFM indicators, together with the proposed categorization for ecosystem service
representation and the weights representing their suitability as proxies for adaptation and mitigation
Available
indicator from
Swiss NFI
Indicator description
Growing stock Volume (m3 ha−1) of
stem wood >12 cm
DBH within bark (incl.
stump and top)
Density of
Number of trees per ha
large trees
>80 cm DBH

DBH diversity Shannon diversity of
basal area in 4 cm
DBH classes (note:
highly correlated with
growing stock at
regional scale)
Sustainability Difference between
harvested wood and
increment
(m3 ha−1 yr.−1)
Tree species
Shannon diversity
diversity
based on basal area
share of species
Deadwood
Volume (m3 ha−1) of
standing and lying
deadwood (fine and
coarse)
Avalanche
Proportion of sample
protection
plots within the
SilvaProtect avalanche
protection perimeter
with avalanche
protection index >0.95

Rockfall
protection

Proportion of sample
plots within the
SilvaProtect rockfall
protection perimeter
with rock fall
protection index >0.95

Corresponding Ecosystem
SFM Indicator service
1.2 growing
Resources
stock

Adaptation Mitigation
(weight)
(weight)
0
1

Biodiversity 1

0

Biodiversity 1

0

Production

1

0

4.1 diversity of Biodiversity 1
tree species

0

4.5 deadwood

Biodiversity 0.5

0.5

5.1 protective
forests – soil,
water, and
other
ecosystem
functions –
infrastructure
and managed
natural
resources
5.1 protective
forests – soil,
water, and
other
ecosystem
functions –
infrastructure
and managed
natural
resources

Protection

0.5

0.5

Protection

0.5

0.5

1.3 age
structure and/
or diameter
distribution
1.3 age
structure and/
or diameter
distribution

3.1 increment
and felling
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observed in different regions and time steps. Each indicator change was then calculated as the difference between the scaled regional indicator values at the beginning
and at the end of the observed time period. The changes were then averaged across
the indicators with weights that describe the indicators’ contribution to mitigation
and/or adaptation (Table 4.1). The different values of weights impact the contribution of each indicator to mitigation and adaptation as follows: with a value of 0, the
indicator has no contribution to mitigation or adaptation; with a value of 1, the
indicator contributes entirely to mitigation or adaptation; with a weight of 0.5, the
indicator contributes equally to mitigation and adaptation. These weights were
derived during several CLIMO workshops by a varied group of forestry and forest
ecology experts.
We calculated changes in mitigation or adaptation retrospectively for the 5318
NFI sample plots that were visited during NFI2 (1993–95), NFI3 (2004–06), and
NFI4 (2009–17) (Abegg et al. 2014; Traub et al. 2017) and prospectively using
simulation results of the NFI-based scenario model MASSIMO for years
2016–2106 under 4 contrasting management scenarios (Stadelmann et al. 2019).
These scenarios were developed during a previous project to assess potential timber yields in Swiss forests. They included 1) a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario
that assumed a continued increase in growing stock in poorly accessible mountain
forests and a decrease in growing stock in the Plateau region. 2) Under a so-called
constant stock scenario, harvest is increased or decreased to maintain a constant
growing stock as observed in NFI4 in all production regions. 3) The conifer scenario promoted conifers (mainly Norway spruce) in the regeneration to meet future
increases in the demand for construction wood and assumed a reduction of growing stock to 300 m3 ha − 1 until 2046 and then an increase to 300–330 m3 ha − 1,
depending on the region. 4) Under the energy scenario, timber production was
maximized to meet the increasing demands for energy wood and wood-based
chemicals. Target diameters were assumed to be of little importance under this
scenario, such that growing stock was reduced until 2046 to 200–300 m3 ha−1,
depending on the region, and thereafter growing stock was held constant (for
details, see Stadelmann et al. 2016).

4.4.2

Case Study 2: Selected EU Countries

The proposed methodological approach to evaluate forest development with regard
to Climate-Smart Forestry indicators at the European level included two main steps.
1) Assign a weight for each pan-European SFM indicator based on a literature
review. 2) Display the trend over time of aggregated indicators describing how forestry may mitigate climate change and how the capacity of forests to adapt to climate change develops across European countries.
Step 1): Following the literature review, a subset of indicators was selected (see
Sect. 4.2) from the current pan-European set of C&I (Table 4.1). The subset included
the indicators that were mentioned at least 3 times (6 was the maximum value
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obtained from the literature review). The weights were assigned through a pairwise
comparison as per the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP, Saaty 1980). The AHP is
frequently used in environmental and forest sectors as a decision support tool
(Kuusipalo and Kangas 1994; Ananda and Herath 2003; Wolfslehner et al. 2005;
Santopuoli et al. 2016).
To implement the pairwise comparison, first, the relative priority of the indicators (RP) was assessed as follows:
 Cit np
RP  
 Cit
 pmax

 1
1
1 

 
 

Cit n 
  Cit1 Cit2

where
RP is the relative priority
Citnp is the number of publications that mention the focal indicator
Citpmax is the maximum number of times that one of the 12 indicators was mentioned
(i.e., 6 for tree species composition and 6 for carbon stock for adaptation and
mitigation, respectively),
Cit1 is the total number of indicators mentioned by the same author for the first time
Cit2 is the total number of indicators mentioned by the same author for the
second time
Citn is the total number of indicators mentioned by the same author for the n time
For example, the indicator 1.4 carbon stock was mentioned in three papers
(Citnp = 3) among those used for the adaptation review. The total number of indicators mentioned by the first paper was seven (Cit1 = 7), while the second and third
papers mentioned a total of six (Cit2 = 6) and four (Cit3 = 4) indicators, respectively.
Considering the Citpmax of six, the RP for carbon stock was 0.280.
Subsequently, the RPs were used to create the reciprocal matrix (Saaty 1980;
Kangas et al. 1993; Mendoza and Prabhu 2000) for adaptation and mitigation
separately to obtain the Eigenvector for each indicator. The overall priority was
calculated for each indicator, considering the ratio of the number of articles, 6 and
12 for adaptation and mitigation respectively, and the total number of the articles
(18) multiplied by the Eigenvectors (i.e., overall priority = 0.33*Eigen
Adaptation + 0.67* Eigen Mitigation). The indicators energy from wood resources, carbon stock, and tree species composition yielded the highest overall priority (ranks
1–3), while forest area, net revenue, and deadwood the lowest (ranks 10–12),
reflecting their frequency of association with adaptation and mitigation in the literature (Table 4.2).
Step 2): The calculation of the aggregate indices for adaptation and mitigation
was based on the data reported in the State of Europe’s Forests (SoEF) database.
First of all, all available data were downloaded for each indicator for the years
1990, 2000, 2005, 2010, and 2015. Subsequently, four pairwise comparisons (i.e.,
2000 vs. 1990; 2005 vs. 2000; 2010 vs. 2005; 2015 vs. 2010) were made for each
indicator, assessing the relative trend (i.e., percentage of changes) at country level.
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Table 4.2 Indicator weights for the subset of indicators used in the evaluation of adaptation and
mitigation across Europe. The reported values represent the Eigenvectors obtained through the
pairwise comparison (Saaty 1980) for adaptation (EigenAdaptation) and mitigation (EigenMitigation) and
the overall priority. The rank reflects the overall priority values
Indicator
1.1
1.2
1.4
2.4
3.2
3.5
4.1
4.2
4.5
5.1
6.3
6.9

Indicator name
Forest area
Growing stock
Carbon stock
Forest damage
Roundwood
Forests under management plans
Tree species composition
Regeneration
Deadwood
Protective forests
Net revenue
Energy from wood resources

EigenAdaptation
–
0.040
0.059
0.097
0.202
0.463
0.040
0.099
–

EigenMitigation
0.049
0.034
0.240
–
0.025
0.069
–
0.050
–
0.120
–
0.414

Overall priority
0.033
0.036
0.180
0.032
0.084
0.046
0.154
0.033
0.013
0.080
0.033
0.276

Rank
10
7
2
11
4
6
3
8
12
5
9
1

Three out of 46 pan-European countries (Holy See, Monaco and Russian
Federation) have been excluded, because no data were available for some of the
indicators and years.
To arrive at a measure for adaptation capacity and mitigation, the relative changes
observed for each indicator were multiplied with the overall priority value (Table 4.2)
for adaptation and mitigation separately. The obtained values were then summed for
each country and for each observed period and displayed in a scatter plot, within
which adaptation was on the x-axes and mitigation on the y-axes. A European-level
estimate was calculated as the average value for adaptation and mitigation.

4.5

Results of the Swiss Case Study

The time period between NFI2 and NFI4 was characterized by increasing growing
stock throughout Switzerland, except for the Plateau region, where it decreased
(Fig. 4.4). This is also reflected by the sustainability indicator that decreased the
most in the Plateau, with the dip in 2006 (NFI3) being due to the storm Lothar in
1999. Deadwood and number of stems >80 cm DBH increased, whereas species
diversity remained mostly unchanged. DBH diversity decreased in the Plateau and
the Prealps, while it increased in the other regions. Protection against avalanches
and rockfall generally increased in the Alps and the Southern Alps.
The aggregated indicators for change in adaptation and mitigation (Fig. 4.5)
reflected the increasing growing stock in the Alps and the Southern Alps, where
adaptation and mitigation increased in total and for most criteria. In contrast, the
reduction in the production-related indicator (sustainability) in the Jura, the Plateau,
and the Prealps resulted in an overall negative CSF evaluation, which was accentuated in the Plateau by the decrease in growing stock.
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Fig. 4.4 Indicator development in the 5 NFI production regions and for the whole of Switzerland
(columns) from NFI2 (1993–1995) to NFI3 (2004–2006) to NFI4 (2009–2017). Error bars show
standard errors of the mean across sample plots. Note that avalanche and rockfall protection was
only calculated for sample plots within the protection forest perimeter, which does not overlap
with the Plateau region

The development of indicators under the four management scenarios in
Switzerland reflected the scenario specifications (Fig. 4.6). Growing stock along
with deadwood and the number of stems with DBH >80 cm continued to increase
under the BAU scenario in most parts of Switzerland, except for the Plateau (not
shown). The increased harvesting under the conifer and the energy scenarios until
2046 resulted in the sustainability indicator to drop sharply at the beginning of
the simulations and to recover after 2046, when harvesting was reduced again.
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Fig. 4.5 Change in adaptation and mitigation by NFI production regions of Switzerland and the
whole country, SFM criteria, and average of all indicators (Total). Note that the scale is relative to
the range of regional indicator values. Positive changes in adaptation and mitigation (top-right
quadrant) are considered as “climate-smart”

DBH diversity decreased under all scenarios, but predominantly under the conifer
and energy scenarios, in which increased timber harvesting resulted in more
homogeneous forest structures. Species diversity dropped similarly under all scenarios, probably due to a modelling artifact: the number of species in the regeneration data (<12 cm DBH) was lower than in the record of trees (>12 cm DBH)
used to initialize simulations. Avalanche protection decreased and rockfall protection increased due to a simulated increase in average DBH, to which avalanche
protection is negatively and rockfall protection positively related (Cordonnier
et al. 2013).
BAU management was the most climate-smart option, considering the whole of
Switzerland after 90 years (2106) of simulated forest development (Fig. 4.7). BAU
benefited all SFM criteria and thus led to a positive change in both adaptation and
mitigation. Increased harvesting under the three other scenarios reduced the
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Fig. 4.6 Indicator development for Switzerland under four forest management scenarios. Shaded
bands show standard errors of the mean across sample plots and 20 replications of model
simulations

resources, biodiversity, and protection criteria and thus decreased only adaptation
(constant stock) or both adaptation and mitigation (Conifer and Energy). The sustainability indicator recovered by 2106, such that the production criterion benefitted
both adaptation and mitigation under all scenarios.

4.6

Results of the European Case Study

Overall, a positive trend was observed in the period 1990 and 2000 for mitigation
(Fig. 4.8). Changes in the adaptive capacity of forests were mixed, showing a
slightly positive trend with more countries on the right side of the graph than on the
left side. Only few countries show a clear positive trend for both adaptation and
mitigation. For example, Belarus (BY), for which an increase in the proportion of
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Fig. 4.7 Change in adaptation capacity and mitigation for the whole of Switzerland and for years
2016–2106 by simulated management scenario, SFM criteria, and averaged overall indicators (Total)

forests covered by a management plan was observed in 2000, and Iceland (IS),
where an increased afforestation rate was observed. Moreover, IS experienced
increases in both growing stock and area of mixed forest, which are the most important indicators for adaptation.
The negative trend observed for adaptation depends mostly on the increase in
forest damages between 1990 and 2000, especially for countries such as Serbia (RS)
and Liechtenstein (LI), which showed the lowest negative values. The main causes
for the high damages in Serbia were insects and diseases and in LI, it was wildlife
browsing. Negative results were observed also for the Netherlands (NL) due to the
increased forest damage caused by fire. The average trend over all countries (EU,
which includes also countries outside the European union) was negative with respect
to changes in adaptation (−0.11) due to the strongly negative values in RS, LI, and
NL. Without the negative outliers, the average values of EU are positive with 0.03
for adaptation and 0.08 for mitigation.
In the period 2000–2005, results showed a positive trend in mitigation, with
many countries moving to the right side of the scatter plot, and few countries that
showed a negative mitigation trend (Fig. 4.9). Concerning adaptation, the negative
trend mainly depended on the increase in forest damages. Nevertheless, this increase
was strongly affected by methodological reasons rather than by an actual increase in
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Fig. 4.8 Change in adaptation and mitigation for the period 1990–2000. Positive changes in both
adaptation and mitigation (top-right quadrant) are considered as climate smart. The countries
reported as outliers are those with extreme values. The red diamond, reported as EU, is the average
value over all countries

Fig. 4.9 Change in adaptation and mitigation for the period 2000–2005. See caption of Fig. 4.8
for details
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Fig. 4.10 Change in adaptation and mitigation for the period 2005–2010. See caption of Fig. 4.8
for details

forest damages. For example, in Georgia (GE), since 2005, the national report has
also included abiotic and biotic causes for assessing forest damages in addition to
forest fire. Similarly, in Italy (IT), other causes are reported only for the year 2005,
which strongly affected the trend. Differences in data collection and reporting
affected the evaluation at both, country and European levels.
Even though most countries showed very small changes, positive trends were
observed. For example, the increased area of mixed forests and the increased net
revenue are the main indicators that highlight the positive adaptation trend for
Slovenia (SI). In Albania (AL), such an indicator is the deadwood amount, which
increased strongly in the 2000–2005 period, while increases of timber production
and growing stock were observed in IS.
In the period 2005–2010, most countries showed a positive trend for both mitigation and adaptation (Fig. 4.10), with few cases for which a negative trend was rather
strong, particularly for adaptation. The main causes can be found in the reduced
cover of mixed forests with respect to pure forests in SI and BY. In 2005, there were
1,182,000 ha of mixed forests (2 or more tree species) in SI and 61,000 ha of pure
forests. In 2010, mixed forests covered 1,065,500 ha, while pure forests suddenly
covered 181,500 ha. We are unable to explain this large increase in pure forest
cover, which resulted in the ratio of mixed to pure forest to drop from 19.37 to 5.87
between 2005 and 2010, thus contributing to the low adaptation value. The cause for
the low adaptation values in Ireland (IE) was an increase in forest damages between
2005 and 2010. Positive trends mainly reflected increases in net revenue and timber
production as for IS. Concerning mitigation, wood for energy was the most important indicator and increased in Finland (FI) and SI, where also an increase of protection role by forest was registered.
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Fig. 4.11 Change in adaptation and mitigation for the period 2010–2015. See caption of Fig. 4.8
for details

For the period 2010 and 2015, results show a positive trend, with few countries
showing a negative trend for mitigation (Fig. 4.11). Nevertheless, there is one critical point that hinders a correct evaluation, which is the lack of data for 2015 in most
countries and for many indicators. Most of the indicators are provided by the NFIs,
and the reporting frequency of the NFIs is often not the same as for the SoEF report
(Marchetti et al. 2018). For this reason, not all indicators were available at the time
of the SoEF publication.
The available indicators include forest area, growing stock, carbon stock, and
energy from wood. Changes in these indicators show positive trends, especially for
SK, which reported a considerable increase in wood for energy supply (+297%)
between 2010 and 2015.

4.7

 ritical Evaluation of Indicators and Potential
C
for Improvement

This chapter described a subset of SFM indicators that can be used for assessing the
potential for adaptation and mitigation. However, the catalog of variables monitored
in NFIs, their field protocols, and definitions vary between countries (Tomppo et al.
2010). Therefore, some counties experienced difficulties to report data according to
terms and definitions established by Forest Europe, for example, regarding forest
available for wood supply (Alberdi et al. 2016b). These issues have at least partly
led to gaps in the available Forest Europe SFM indicator data for some countries
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and years. To avoid the dependence on missing data, the method applied here returns
the results based on the cumulative effect of available indicators multiplied by their
relative value. This requires at least one indicator to be available for at least two
subsequent inventory periods. The missing data were considered as null. Missing
data can be compared with no change values between two subsequent inventory
periods, because in both cases, the value of change is zero and thus does not add to
the cumulative value. Even though a “missing data” entry is different from a “nochange” value, in practice, it results in no development in both cases. The lack of
data can be considered one of the most hindering factors for developing and implementing CSF strategies (Santopuoli et al. 2020). Thus, monitoring, assessing, and
accurate reporting are crucial for supporting CSF policy making, and researchers
should facilitate methods for data collection and analysis.
To improve data availability, the timber assortment structure of the European
forests as well as the use of harvested timber in the managed forests is crucial to
gain a holistic picture on the potential of forests in carbon management (i.e., mitigation). Such information is particularly important to assess the carbon sequestration
in wood products and the effect of wood products and wood-based energy to substitute fossil energy sources (Obersteiner et al. 2010; Braun et al. 2016; Köhl et al.
2020). However, only a few European countries assess wood quality and even less
countries quantify timber assortments in their NFIs (Bosela et al. 2016). For example, in Switzerland (first case study in this chapter), the consideration of carbon
sequestration in wood products and substitution of fossil fuel–intensive energy may
have changed the CSF assessment for the Plateau region, where overharvesting
(negative change in sustainability indicator) resulted in the negative overall CSF
assessment due to decreasing growing stock (Blattert et al. 2020). Currently, many
European NFIs are not yet capable of reporting on timber assortments in a harmonized way and further developments toward more integrated and harmonized NFI-
based indicators on carbon sequestration and substitution are necessary at the
European level.
Forests provide multiple ES to the society. However, the NFI-based indicators
mainly cover provisioning and regulating services and indicators on sociocultural
ES categories are lacking in many NFIs, but see, for example, NFIs of Denmark
(DK) and United Kingdom (UK, Edwards et al. 2011). One of the most important
ES from the last category is tourism and outdoor recreation in forests (Sievänen
et al. 2013), with recreational tourism evolving from a niche market to a mainstream
element of global tourism with annual growth rates of 10–30 percent (Bell et al.
2009; FAO 2010). In the last decades, several studies have provided insights on
stand attributes that define forest recreational attractiveness (Giergiczny et al. 2014).
Most of these studies found that visitors in Europe prefer mixed over monospecific
forests (Gundersen and Frivold 2008; Paletto et al. 2013; Giergiczny et al. 2015;
Grilli et al. 2016; Hegetschweiler et al. 2017; Pelyukh et al. 2019) and uneven-aged
forests with at least a few large trees (Ribe 2009; Filyushkina et al. 2017). A high
depth of view, that is, high visual penetration, was also preferred (Heyman 2012).
The perception of deadwood varies and likely needs to be differentiated. Visitors
prefer root plates and highly degraded deadwood pieces over fresh harvesting
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residues (Rathmann et al. 2020). The presence of deadwood is more appreciated
when visitors are informed about the ecological function of deadwood (Pastorella
et al. 2016a; Gundersen et al. 2017).
The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) reflects one’s willingness to pay for
visiting the forest concerned (Bańkowski 2019). The MRS index could be
expressed by the distance that somebody is willing to travel in order to reach the
desired forest. Higher values of the MRS index correspond to a higher recreational attractiveness of the forest. This index has been developed for all forests
in Poland by Bańkowski (2019), who described forest recreational attractiveness
using attributes, such as forest age, age diversification (even- or uneven-aged),
forest type (monospecific and mixed: two-specific, multispecific), diversification
of the tree-species composition, abundance of advance growth and/or undergrowth, height of the ground vegetation cover, silvicultural system applied, and
touristic infrastructure and facilities. The mentioned indicators for these stand
attributes determining visual attractiveness can be derived from data collected in
most NFIs. They can thus be used to complement the indicators for adaptation
and mitigation, allowing for balanced assessments that also consider sociocultural ecosystem services.

4.8

Inventory-Based Assessments of CSF
in a Broader Context

The case studies presented in this chapter provide a basis for future assessment of
climate smartness of European forests and its change over time. They present a possible way to use forestry statistics, either those reported in SoEF or other aggregated
data provided by NFIs, to assess the adaptation and mitigation potential of European
forests. Working with the data of a single country, such as Switzerland in our first
case study, has the advantage of the data being consistent and harmonized. This
allowed comparisons of indicator developments among regions and, together with
the MASSIMO forest development model, potential forest management scenarios
could be evaluated in terms of adaptation and mitigation. This evaluation of management scenarios showed that BAU management that continues harvests below the
mean annual increment in Swiss mountain regions performed best in terms of adaptation and mitigation. Hence, this illustrates a potential trade-off between timber
harvesting and CSF.
Based on the statistics reported in SoEF, the results of our second case study
suggest that the forests in most European countries positively contribute to both
adaptation and mitigation, with a few exceptions. However, there are changes in
the potential over time, which might be partly attributed to a change in the accuracy
of provided data over time, as well as due to a change in the methodological
approach. For example, a country may have started to use NFI data to report to
SoEF instead of less statistically sound data from other sources during the time
period of 1990–2015. Another factor that strongly affects CSF indicator
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development across Europe is the occurrence of large-scale disturbances, including
windstorms followed by bark beetle outbreaks (Seidl et al. 2017), which certainly
was decisive for the CSF assessment of some countries. Finally, the selection of
indicators, which was limited to those that are reported by the European countries
to SoEF, may have affected the overall assessment of the adaptation and mitigation
potential.
In the following, we discuss the broader context, in which large-scale assessments of CSF need to be interpreted. As a recent study by Naudts et al. (2016) suggested, wood harvesting and change in species composition in European forests had
led to a carbon debt of 3.1 petagrams. Although there has been considerable afforestation since 1750, many originally broadleaved forests were replaced with coniferous species. From a more recent perspective, there has been considerable land
cover changes in Europe since the 1990s (Huang et al. 2020). Abandonment of
agricultural land and transition to forest was suggested to have a widespread cooling
effect in western and central Europe, whereas in eastern Europe, this same land use
transition had a warming effect. The opposite climate system response between the
western and eastern parts of Europe is explained by the stronger contribution of a
reduced surface albedo after reforestation in eastern Europe and a lower evaporative
cooling of soils on eastern Europe (Huang et al. 2020). In general, afforestation and
reforestation are considered to be the main processes driving forest-related carbon
sequestration. Increasing the productivity of forests and thus increasing growing
stock may also contribute strongly to carbon sequestration and thus climate change
mitigation (Pretzsch et al. 2014). However, this entails a presumably higher disturbance risk (McDowell et al. 2020) and recently, there have been signs that the carbon sink in European forests saturated (Nabuurs et al. 2013). Hence, focusing on
adaptation rather than mitigation may be of higher priority, where growing stocks
are already high.
There is a strong debate whether a no-management approach is better for carbon
sequestration than its managed counterparts (Van Deusen 2010; Griscom et al.
2017; Luyssaert et al. 2018; Baldocchi and Penuelas 2019; Grassi et al. 2019).
Luyssaeret et al. (2018) found that if the current forest cover in Europe is sustained, the additional climate benefits from forest management are only modest
and relevant at local level, but not at the global level. The authors of the study
further suggest that Europe should not rely on forest management to mitigate climate change and should support the recommendation of focusing on forest adaptation. However, Grassi et al. (2019) put this into perspective by highlighting that our
knowledge on management effects on CO2 sequestration is still poor and that premature recommendations should be avoided. Further, Baldocchi and Peñuelas
(2019) suggested that the rates and amount of net carbon uptake are low compared
to the CO2 released by fossil fuels combustion. They also point out that management of forests focused on carbon sequestration can cause unintended consequences and should be considered with caution. In response to that, Griscom et al.
(2019) argued that ecosystem-based options have so far been underinvestigated
and that there are some positive examples of policies that successfully integrated
both fossil fuel emission reduction and natural climate solutions. Yousefpour et al.
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(2018) suggested that an economically efficient CSF policy would prioritize carbon sequestration (with no-management option being dominant) in northern, eastern, and central European countries, where lower wood prices, high labor, and
harvesting costs or a mixture thereof prevail. In contrast, forests in the west should
be harvested to provide wood for the substitution of fossil fuels and carbon-
intensive materials.
The fifth report by IPCC (IPCC 2014) suggested that forest management strategies should 1) lead to a sustained yield of timber, fiber, and energy, 2) maintain or
even increase carbon stock in forests (including in the soil), and 3) preserve forest
biodiversity. As pointed out by Hisano et al. (2018), biodiversity may aid in mitigating climate change impacts on biodiversity itself, because more diverse forests can
be more resilient and thus can potentially better adapt to a changing climate. More
diverse ecosystems can likely better maintain ecosystem functioning through
enhanced facilitation effects (Hisano et al. 2018; Jactel et al. 2018; Ammer 2019).
However, a recent study by Sabatini et al. (2019) showed a highly variable relationship between species richness and carbon stock at the stand scale in European temperate forests. They further suggested that maximizing cobenefits between carbon
and biodiversity may require stand scale approaches to reach positive effects at the
landscape scale.
These studies show that there are still important knowledge gaps on the effectiveness of adaptation and mitigations management and their consequences for ecosystem service provision. Forest inventory–based monitoring and scenario assessments,
such as those that have been exemplified in this chapter, have a strong potential to
fill some of these knowledge gaps. In particular, biodiversity-related indicators on
regeneration and naturalness may gain importance. However, this requires further
harmonization across countries and continents. Furthermore, ground-based assessments should be complemented with other data sources (e.g., remote sensing and
eddy covariance flux towers) and projections from dynamic ecosystem models to
capture factors, such as albedo, biodiversity-productivity relationships, disturbance
vulnerability, and economic realities.

4.9

Conclusions and Outlook

To assess the vulnerability of forests to both gradual and sudden switches in environmental conditions, and to evaluate the adaptive capacity of forests and forestry
to climate change, integration of multiscale forest ecological studies with repeated
NFIs is required. NFIs are relevant as they are the primary data source for reporting on forest resilience and vulnerability to European institutions. To sustain
forest-adaptive strategies and provide climate-smart indicators (Bowditch et al.
2020), integration of NFIs, experimental forest management plots, and other networks, such as ICP forest (e.g., Trotsiuk et al. 2020), are especially important due
to the time elapsed between management actions and stand responses. Combination
with airborne forest observation may provide additional information on stand
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structure, such that reliable biomass estimation and biodiversity monitoring at the
stand-to-
landscape scales are possible (see Chap. 11 of this book: Torresan
et al. 2021).
Climate-smart approaches in forestry are dynamically connected with the sustainable delivery of forest products and ecosystem services (Nabuurs et al. 2015,
2017; Yousefpour et al. 2018). Mitigation measures undertaken in forests (reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation and enhancing forest carbon sinks and product substitution) will be effective in the long term (Kauppi
et al. 2018); therefore, a European forest–related policy should be dynamically
extended as well (Verkerk et al. 2020), to address climate targets in the forestry
sector (Nabuurs et al. 2018). Adaptation measures in forests will be required to
secure the continued delivery of forest ecosystem services. NFIs are, therefore,
key tools for implementing, monitoring, evaluating, and revising CSF management practices at the landscape level, as well as policies at the country and
European level.
In this context, spatial forestry planning may opt for a concentration of high-
yield wood extraction in productive forest areas, and an expansion of forest land
spared for other services and conservation (sensu Ceddia et al. 2014). A simultaneous implementation of intensification and conservation, however, needs to
be accompanied by strategies that carefully regulate land use. This can be supported by flexible incentives and support policies at the regional scale and by
strengthening co-management regimes in local communities. Straightforward
identification of adaptation and mitigation options, land suitability ratings, and
cost-benefit analysis that all can be supported with NFI data are necessary for
risk assessments.
A mosaic of forest landscapes with mixed management strategies, combining
productive forest units (e.g., short-rotation coppices) with high-nature-value forest
areas (e.g., old-growth forests), can be envisaged for some areas in Europe (e.g.,
Schall et al. 2020), while in others, production and conservation goals can be integrated at relatively small forest areas (Kraus and Krumm 2013). Forest inventory
data can assist in delineating these areas. The spatial and temporal distribution of
wood harvesting should consider the patterns of environmental disturbances and
extreme events that historically occurred within a specific region. Smartness indicators can be used to determine land-use intensity, underlying utilization benefits versus conservation options (e.g., separation of nature and silviculture vs. integration
of ecosystem services and natural capital; abrupt changes in management zones vs.
spatial continuity of mixed systems; intensification for equilibrium vs. maintenance
of resilience). Harmonized statistics and agreed indicators are also necessary for
applying decision-making processes and reporting climate-related measures linked
with EU directives and regulations.
The scope of NFIs has broadened to satisfy increasing information requirements
(Tomppo et al. 2010; Alberdi et al. 2017), collecting among other things (e.g., biodiversity, disturbance impacts, or nonwood forest products), information on carbon
stocks, emissions and removals, and on anthropogenic forest-related emissions and
land use activities (Tomppo et al. 2010). While there is a potential for forest
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mitigation in Europe by increasing carbon sequestration and through substitution
effects (Grassi et al. 2019), their effect on the climate system is limited due to beginning of carbon sink saturation (Nabuurs et al. 2013) and shifts towards more frequent disturbances and younger forests (McDowell et al. 2020). Silvicultural
treatments to adapt forest composition and structure to expected new climatic conditions and disturbance regimes should be prioritized over mitigation measures,
especially for highly stocked forests with low carbon sink capacity and where vulnerabilities to disturbances are high (Luyssaert et al. 2018). Forest inventory data
may assist in identifying and reconciling potential trade-offs among adaptation,
mitigation, and management objectives to provide ecosystem services (Gutsch et al.
2018; Temperli et al. 2020).
Although production, adaptation, and mitigation practices tend to be approached
separately due to a variety of technical, political, and socioeconomic constraints, the
forest infrastructure may allow more holistic management, if designed, inventoried,
and managed appropriately. The necessity to monitor both forest productivity, forest
health and other ecosystem services, such as increasingly demanded recreational
and tourism related services, suggests that future forest inventories should focus on
testing and implementing indicators related to agreed criteria for Climate-Smart
Forestry, balancing the different components. Information provided by NFIs will be
critical for developing indicators to identify trade-offs between policies that may
increase the vulnerability to disturbances (e.g., carbon sequestration in old-growth
forests), strategies to increase forest resilience, timber production, recreation, biodiversity conservation, and other ecosystem services. In this context, NFI data are
critical for monitoring the impacts of climate change and the effectiveness of
Climate-Smart Forestry measures. Even though NFIs have originally been designed
at the national or subnational levels, the emerging synergies of Climate-Smart
Forestry at the European scale call for the synchronization of forest inventories and
reporting schemes. Coordinated multipurpose forest inventories are needed for
monitoring valuable multifunctional forest ecosystems.
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Chapter 5

Efficacy of Trans-geographic
Observational Network Design
for Revelation of Growth Pattern
in Mountain Forests Across Europe
H. Pretzsch, T. Hilmers, E. Uhl, M. del Río, A. Avdagić, K. Bielak, A. Bončina,
L. Coll, F. Giammarchi, K. Stimm, G. Tonon, M. Höhn, M. Kašanin-Grubin,
and R. Tognetti

Abstract Understanding tree and stand growth dynamics in the frame of climate
change calls for large-scale analyses. For analysing growth patterns in mountain
forests across Europe, the CLIMO consortium compiled a network of observational
plots across European mountain regions. Here, we describe the design and efficacy
of this network of plots in monospecific European beech and mixed-species stands
of Norway spruce, European beech, and silver fir.
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First, we sketch the state of the art of existing monitoring and observational
approaches for assessing the growth of mountain forests. Second, we introduce the
design, measurement protocols, as well as site and stand characteristics, and we
stress the innovation of the newly compiled network. Third, we give an overview of
the growth and yield data at stand and tree level, sketch the growth characteristics
along elevation gradients, and introduce the methods of statistical evaluation.
Fourth, we report additional measurements of soil, genetic resources, and climate
smartness indicators and criteria, which were available for statistical evaluation and
testing hypotheses. Fifth, we present the ESFONET (European Smart Forest
Network) approach of data and knowledge dissemination. The discussion is focussed
on the novelty and relevance of the database, its potential for monitoring, understanding and management of mountain forests toward climate smartness, and the
requirements for future assessments and inventories.
In this chapter, we describe the design and efficacy of this network of plots in
monospecific European beech and mixed-species stands of Norway spruce,
European beech, and silver fir. We present how to acquire and evaluate data from
individual trees and the whole stand to quantify and understand the growth of mountain forests in Europe under climate change. It will provide concepts, models, and
practical hints for analogous trans-geographic projects that may be based on the
existing and newly recorded data on forests.
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Fig. 5.1 The effect of changing environmental conditions on species growth. (a) Environmental
changes may be detrimental for species 1 but advantageous for species 2 due to better match of
fundamental niche. (b) The fundamental niches are modified by interspecific synecological effects.
(c) The course of growth of trees and species-specific ranking may be modified within the lifetime
of trees due to environmental changes

5.1

 ssessing the Climate Sensitivity of the Growth
A
of European Mountain Forests

Environmental changes (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 5.1a) may promote a species
with a more suitable fundamental niche (species 2) and reduce the growth of species
1 (Fig. 5.1a). Tree growth indicates the effects of climate and other environmental
conditions on the production, adaptation, and mitigation of forest stands. In
Figure 5.1, we indicate the fundamental niche by a monocausal gradient along the
abscissa and the growth as indicator for fitness on the ordinate.
In mixed stands, the species also encounter interspecific competition with additional synecological disadvantages, as indicated by a narrowing of the fundamental
to the real niche in Figure 5.1b. Due to their longevity, trees may be exposed to
environmental changes over centuries and modify the course of their growth, as well
as species-specific competition and facilitation (Fig. 5.1c).
For trees in the northern latitudes or in the higher elevations of mountain areas,
this means that they change their growth due to the modified potential growing conditions, and in addition, they may face the new competition effects by other species
of the ecosystem. Repeated observations in permanent plots are, therefore, necessary to confirm or confute the status of monitored trees and their growth trends over
time (Franklin 1989). These plots may be also useful for re-examining ecological
theories (e.g. disturbance ecology, forest succession) and temporal series (e.g. biomass accumulation, tree mortality) in the framework of environmental changes (van
Mantgem and Stephenson 2007; Harmon and Pabst 2015).
In mountain forests, at the edge of their ecological amplitude, little changes of
environmental conditions may trigger strong non-linear effects on tree growth
superimpose by additional competition effects due to strengthening of neighbours,
which grow in the proximity and are better adapted to the new conditions (Pretzsch
et al. 2020a, b).
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This project deals with the effects of climate changes on the growth dynamics of
mountain forest ecosystems that are so far much less understood than the ones in
northern latitudes, although they may undergo even worse changes regarding the
stability and ecosystem service provision (Tognetti et al. 2017). In addition to the
non-linear reaction pattern at the left or right branch of the ecological niche, mountain forests are very susceptible to climate changes due to their harsh site conditions,
slopes, mechanical unstable conditions, remoteness, and thus limiting accessibility
to mitigating silvicultural measures.
The concept and data acquisition should provide the basis for answering the following questions and scrutinizing the following hypotheses:
(i) How is the state of the productivity, vitality, and climate smartness of mountain
forests in Europe?
(ii) How did the stand productivity of mountain forests change in the recent centuries according to records from long-term experiments and information extracted
from increment core analyses?
(iii) How did the growth of the main tree species change in the recent centuries and
were any changes of tree growth depending on the elevation above sea level?
This chapter presents the interdisciplinary database and trans-geographic plot
network, underlying recent research articles (Hilmers et al. 2019; Pretzsch et al.
2020a, b; Torresan et al. 2020; del Río et al. 2021).

5.2

 tate of the Art of Monitoring
S
and Observational Approaches

The analysis of forest growth is one of the fundamentals of forestry and forest science, so there are different well-established approaches for obtaining the required
data from forest stands (e.g. Kangas and Maltamo 2006; Pretzsch 2009; Ferretti and
Fischer 2013). Here, we briefly introduce the main concepts and approaches, underlining the most relevant aspects of data sources, to properly analyse the growth
trends and responses to disturbances and extreme weather events in mountain forests under global climate change. We address different organization levels across
both temporal and spatial scales, and we present selected methodological
approaches.
Organizational Level The most common approach used for analysing long-term
growth trends is the tree level, since tree coring allows easily obtaining long tree-
ring series. However, it is not possible to evaluate the climate change impacts on
forest dynamics without addressing the growth at stand level, which implicitly considers ingrowth and mortality. When stand-level data are not available, tree-level
data covering stand size distribution can be an acceptable compromise, since growth
response of trees to climate, disturbance, and extreme events varies significantly
among social classes of trees (Pretzsch et al. 2018). Given that biomass accumulation in forests depends on the balance between growth (carbon sequestration) and
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mortality (carbon loss) of trees, monitoring changes at an individual tree level may
enable a better understanding of forest-climate feedback and post-disturbance
dynamics (see Chap. 10 of this book: Tognetti et al. 2021). Studies at lower levels,
such as organ or cell growths, may provide additional information to better understand forest growth variation with climate change, but in general, they are not feasible for large samples. On the other hand, applications for forest management and
biodiversity conservation may require detailed data representing large spatial
extents, which can be obtained through remote sensing (see Chap. 11 of this book:
Torresan et al. 2021).
Spatial Scale Forest growth data can be gathered from local to global scale. Local
or regional growth trends analysis can be very relevant for their use at these scales
and especially when the study area represents the rear edge of the species distribution (e.g. Dorado-Liñán et al. 2020; Hernández et al. 2019). However, trans-
geographic networks across large areas are needed to identify general patterns and
main drivers of growth trends in regard to gradual and episodic environmental stress
(Gazol and Camarero 2016).
Temporal Scale Two aspects related to temporal scale must be considered, the temporal resolution and the continuity, i.e. temporal vs. permanent plots. Regarding the
former, daily and intra-annual tree growth may reveal useful information about climate drivers and growth, but for analysing growth trends and forest dynamics,
annual resolution is generally the most robust option. Lower resolution such as 5- or
10-year periods may not always well describe the growth patterns; however, long-
term series can also provide unique information on forest growth trends (Pretzsch
et al. 2014; Hilmers et al. 2019). Nevertheless, temporal resolution is often linked to
continuity, since long-term series at stand level inevitably involves permanent plots.
Advantages and disadvantages of temporal and permanent plots have been frequently discussed (e.g. Gadow 1999), but unquestionably, for exploring forest
growth trends and understanding climate change consequences, long-term experimental plots, where stand history has been recorded, offer invaluable information
(Pretzsch et al. 2019). Therefore, in this respect, long-term experiments so far outperform the information potential of inventory plots that have been increasingly
established during the last two decades under the umbrella of National Forest
Inventories in Europe.
Methodological Approach According to the used concept, experimental approaches
can be classified as observational or manipulated ones. Traditionally, manipulated
experiments with a statistical design and control of factors have been accepted as the
correct way to identify the causal effects. However, the increasing capacity of obtaining large amounts of data strengthens the ability of observational approaches for
testing hypotheses, so they currently are an essential source to analyse global environmental problems at a large spatial-temporal scale (Sagarin and Pauchard 2010).
In forests, the most critical part of observational data is that often the stand management history is unknown, although this issue can be overcome by long-term monitoring. Observational approaches have been classified as inventory-based or
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exploratory methods (Bauhus et al. 2017, pp. 53–64). Inventoried-based approaches
follow different sampling designs, generally systematic sampling, with the aim to
gain in representativeness of the whole studied population. On the contrary, exploratory approaches distribute samples along gradients of specific factors to study their
causal relationship. For our aim, spatial distribution of samples/plots may be
designed to cover different site conditions, as tree and stand growth, as well as the
impact of climate change, are strongly dependent on them. For this, transects along
environmental gradients are particularly useful (Pretzsch et al. 2014). In mountain
areas, altitudinal transects are generally the most efficient option (Ettinger et al. 2011).
Ideally, to study growth trends and responses to extreme events, data should
cover all kinds of site conditions, across a large geographical area, during a long
period of time, and focussing at least on tree and stand level, and at annual resolution, but of course this is not realistic. Often there are available data, which cover a
large spatial scale but short temporal scale or vice versa, so integrating approaches
are needed (Sagarin and Pauchard 2010), like the network presented in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.7, further discussion of advantages and disadvantages of different
approaches is included, with special emphasis on long-term experimental plots.
There are several examples of large forest growth databases based on different
approaches. Ruiz-Benito et al. (2020) reviewed the available data sources in Europe
for modelling climate change impacts on forests, including growth databases, such
as the following: National Forest Inventories (Tomppo et al. 2010); the ICP forests
European network (Ferretti and Fischer 2013); the DEIMS-SDR, including the
Long-Term Research sites (LTER) (Wohner et al. 2019); the International Tree-
Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) (Grissino-Mayer and Fritts 1997); networks of long-term
experiments, like the Northern European Database of Long-Term Experiments
(NOLTFOX) and the worldwide ForestGEO network (Anderson-Teixeira et al.
2015); and different remote sensing data sources.
Some of these datasets have their origin in institutional collaboration among
countries, but the increasing number of initiatives for sharing research data, as the
recent Global Forest Biodiversity Initiative (GFB), is remarkable (Liang et al. 2016).
Although nowadays the publication of research data is often demanded by many
funding institutions and publishing houses, these initiatives suppose a good opportunity for large-scale analysis, as they compile the information in a common platform.

5.3
5.3.1

 he CLIMO Design of Transnational
T
Observational Network
Study Design and Data Used

Tree species distribution and competitiveness in mountain forest ecosystems are
strongly determined by geographic and topographic factors (Fig. 5.2). It is expected
that climate change may affect the growth performance of tree species in mountain
regions differently but possibly leading to a modification of the fitness and
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Fig. 5.2 Elevation and aspect are the main factors shaping species distribution and stand composition in mountain forests

subsequently to a change in tree species composition and distribution (Becker and
Bugmann 2001). A comprehensive view about the general performance and a potentially recent change in performance of European mountain forests is widely missing. Two empirical studies were designed in the frame of CLIMO to improve the
knowledge of historic and recent growth dynamics in mountain forests. We selected
two most common types of mountain forests. In study 1, we investigated mountain
mixed forests, comprising Norway spruce, silver fir, and European beech, while in
case of study 2, we focused on monospecific beech and beech-dominated mixed
stands. Both studies were intended to analyse the growth and growth trends on stand
and tree level. Short- and long-term growth trends were analysed against various
factors concerning stand structure (e.g. tree species composition, density, diameter
distribution) and site factors (e.g. climate, elevation).
Two different data sources were utilized to create a transnational observational
network and to compile respective datasets for the analyses. Concerning mixed
mountain forests, existing stand- and tree-level data from repeated inventoried long-
term observational plots across European mountain regions were collected (Sect.
5.3.4). In contrast, the network of temporary plots representing geographic and
elevation gradients in European beech-dominated stands were established and
inventoried. Additionally, tree cores were obtained in both cases (study 1 and 2).
Tree cores were used to analyse species-specific growth trends and growth reaction
to drought events as well as to reconstruct recent stand-level performance on temporary plots applying the method described by Heym et al. (2018).
The analysis using temporary plots in beech-dominated stands followed two
main research lines (RL). The first (RL1) focused on the effect of stand structural
parameters on beech performance at tree and stand level. The second (RL2) intended
to reveal the effect of elevation on growth rate and growth temporal trends. In the
former case, two plots per site were established having similar elevation and growing conditions and differing in stand structural characteristics. In the latter case, two
similarly structured stands at different elevations, but growing in similar conditions,
were sampled. In some sites, both RLs were combined, i.e. two structures at each
elevation.
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When designing trans-geographic studies, used local datasets should follow the
common standards. In particular, when involving new (temporary) sample data, the
common standards for site selection, data sampling, and data analysis are a prerequisite to facilitate analyses and to reduce post-processing effort. Following the keystones of common standards guarantees (i) the strengthening of statistical analysis
options by enhancing the parameter specific number of degrees of freedom, (ii) the
comparability of results with those from existing studies, (iii) confirmability of the
analyses, and (iv) the usability of the data for follow-up studies.

5.3.2

Site Selection Criteria

Before plot establishment, in situ criteria for site and stand selection need to be
defined. They have to be deduced from the study-specific research questions and
hypotheses. These criteria have to delineate the subject of research and identify
which factors to be included in the analyses are necessarily kept constant and which
are allowed to vary. In study 2, which utilized the newly established plots, site selection was limited to mountainous regions. However, stand selection per site was
more in-depth, requiring a specific current stand age range for all plots. Concerning
the RL1, the two plots of a single site were allowed only to differ in stand structural
characteristics (e.g. density, species composition) whereas keeping site conditions
and elevation constant. Concerning the RL2, two similar structured stands, having
same topographic features, but only discriminated in elevation (min. 200 m), had to
be selected per site (Table 5.1, cf. Fig. 5.3).

5.3.3

Plot Metadata

After plot establishment, a precise and detailed description of the plot and topographic characteristics of plots, as well as environmental conditions, is necessary
(Table 5.2). Coordinates and plot shape information guarantee the permanent identification of the single plot location. Topographic characteristics should be as detailed
as possible and provide at least information about the factors needed for data analysis. The degree of detail concerning information on soil conditions and historic and
current climatic characteristics is again dependent on the aim of the analyses.

5.3.4

Tree Inventory and Dendrochronology

The set of tree-specific variables to be collected per plot depends on the detail
needed for the intended analyses. In CLIMO, empirical studies concerned productivity and structure on both tree and stand level. Thus, beside the standard stand
data, also single-tree information is required to address and interlink both levels
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Table 5.1 Exemplary site selection criteria for temporal plots used in CLIMO study 2
Category
Criteria
Geographic Specification
of location
Elevation

Forest
stand

RL1
European mountain regionsa)
Equal for two plots per site

Constant for min. Two plots per site
Site factors
(slope, aspect,
soil type)
Species
Monospecific beech stands – basal
composition
area of beech ≥90%
Beech-dominated mixed stands –
basal area of beech >30% and <70%
Stand age
Similar for the dominant trees and
between 70 and 100 years
Management
history
Plot size

Unmanaged for at least 15 years

Stand
structure

Different between two plots per site

Min. 0.1 ha, min. 50 trees per plot

RL2
European mountain
regionsa)
Min. 200 m in difference
between two plots per site
Constant for min. Two plots
per site
Monospecific beech
stands – basal area of beech
≥90%
Similar for the dominant
trees and between 70 and
100 years
Unmanaged for at least
15 years
Min. 0.1 ha, min. 50 trees
per plot
Constant between two plots
per site

Mountain region followed the respective national definition – mountain definition can be constrained by a combination of elevation and ruggedness (Kapos et al. 2000) or by ruggedness of
terrain only, irrespective of elevation (Körner et al. 2011)

a

(Table 5.3). Additional information can still be planned, once monitoring plots have
been established, such as repeated observations of reproductive structures, phenological phases, physiological conditions, and mortality rates, to select novel indicators for assessing climate smartness of forests over time.
Temporary plots, measured for the first time, like in the case of study 2, generally
lack information about recent stand growth. However, stand-level increment can be
reconstructed with the help of tree-ring chronologies derived from tree cores (Heym
et al. 2018). As annual increment varies among trees of different social classes (del
Rio et al. 2014; Torresan et al. 2020), it is important that the sampled trees cover the
whole spectrum of the stand diameter distribution (Cherubini et al. 1998). To consider mortality when estimating stand productivity, dead trees have to be included in
tree inventory, also estimating the probable year of death. In managed stands, an
inventory of stumps and an estimate of the year of thinning improve the accuracy of
reconstruction. However, selecting stands that have not been managed during the
last 15 years may improve the stand growth reconstruction.

5.4

Network, Locations, Site Characteristics

In total, the trans-geographic network made it possible to collect and homogenize
data from 159 observational plots in 14 countries across Europe (Fig. 5.3, Table 5.4).
Plots are located mainly in fully stocked, un-thinned, or slightly thinned forest
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Fig. 5.3 Location of the 89 long-term observational plots in mixed mountain forests (triangles)
and 72 temporary observational plots in monospecific stands of beech in mountain areas (rhombuses; n = 48) and mixed mountain forests (circles; n = 22) of 14 countries. The dataset covers
mountain forests in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, and Ukraine

stands that reflect natural dynamics and climatic variability. The dataset covered the
mountain forests in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland,
and Ukraine. The observational network comprises 89 long-term plots in mixed
mountain forests mainly consisting of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst), and silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), which have been
under observation for at least 30 years. In addition, 70 temporary observational
plots were established (see Sect. 5.3.3), representing 48 monospecific stands of
European beech and 22 mixed mountain forests. In the latter case, European beech
was mainly mixed with Norway spruce and silver fir, but studied plots included
other admixed species as well, such as Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), sycamore
maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L.), European larch (Larix decidua Mill.), and
European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus L.). Except for Scots pine and sycamore
maple, these minor species, however, represent less than 10% of the stand basal
area. All the study sites are located in mountain regions, from Picos de Europa
(Spain) in the west to the Southern Carpathians (Romania) in the east, and from the
Tatras (Poland) in the north to the Apennines (Italy) in the south. Elevations vary
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Table 5.2 Exemplary list of single plot-specific information (metadata)
Information
Location

Topographic
information

Information on soil
and climate

Other specifics

Criteria
Site
identification
Plot
identification
Coordinates

Unit
Unique site identifier
Unique plot
identifier
Latitude/longitude

Plot shape
Contact
Aspect

Specific to coordinate system,
deviation north

Degree, letters

Slope (°)
Position in the
slope
Slope length
Elevation
(m a.s.l.)
Parental material International
nomenclature
Soil depth
Climate data
Stand age
Estimates, inventory
Further remarks

Degree
Category

m a.s.l.

Year

Table 5.3 Variables of single-tree measurements, exemplary for study 2
Variable
Date of survey
Tree number

Tree coordinates
Diameter at breast
height
Tree height
Height of crown base
Crown radii
Specifics remarks
(e.g. damages, sample
tree for coring)
Tree cores

Unit/number

Sample size (CLIMO study)

1–899 for inner plot
trees, ≥900 for
border tree
Local X, Y
coordinates in m
cm (one decimal)

Full inventory

Full inventory
Full inventory

m (one decimal)
m (one decimal)
m (one decimal)
Descriptive
(character type)

Full inventory
Full inventory
Full inventory, min. 4 cardinal directions
Specific trees

2 per tree,
perpendicular at
1.3 m

15 dominant beeches, 15 trees covering the rest
of the diameter distribution, in case of mixed
stands 15 trees of mixed species covering the
diameter distribution
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Table 5.4 Geographical information and site characteristics of the 159 observational plots
Country
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Composition Coordinates
Latitude
Long-term Mixed
43°47′54.6″N

18°16′49.6″E

Site
characteristics
E
T
P
1006 7.7 1179

Long-term Mixed

43°45′18″N

18°18′11.2″E

1257 6.7

1333

Long-term Mixed

43°44′55.8″N

18°15′03.2″E

1291 6.6

1354

Long-term Mixed

43°44′49.1″N

18°15′54″E

1192 7.0

1293

Long-term Mixed

43°46′27″N

18°17′54.4″E

1166 7.0

1277

Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term

41°55′06.8″N
41°57′55.6″N
47°43′47.6″N
47°37′19.6″N
47°35′38.2″N
47°45′51.3″N
47°42′14.4″N
47°42′12.9″N
47°26′15.7″N
47°25′59.8″N
47°44′10.6″N
47°43′02.2″N
47°43′02.2″N
47°42′50.1″N
47°42′50.1″N
47°26′52.2″N
47°26′52.2″N
47°26′52.2″N
47°26′52.2″N
47°42′56.6″N
47°36′04″N
47°36′04″N
47°36′04″N
47°36′04″N
47°39′18.1″N
47°39′18.1″N
47°39′18.1″N
47°39′18.1″N
48°51′19.2″N

23°50′29.7″E
24°31′14″E
10°32′24.9″E
11°53′59.8″E
11°41′41.1″E
12°29′44.8″E
12°26′47.9″E
12°28′26.3″E
11°09′57.3″E
11°09′48.5″E
12°21′51.4″E
12°42′15″E
12°42′15″E
12°42′27.3″E
12°42′27.3″E
11°07′24.6″E
11°07′24.6″E
11°07′24.6″E
11°07′24.6″E
12°40′09.7″E
11°39′43.9″E
11°39′43.9″E
11°39′43.9″E
11°39′43.9″E
11°43′13.3″E
11°43′13.3″E
11°43′13.3″E
11°43′13.3″E
13°35′18.4″E

1569
1391
826
1136
1271
939
927
860
1463
1768
902
934
934
973
973
1235
1235
1235
1235
884
1091
1091
1091
1091
1281
1281
1281
1281
743

1066
956
1426
1615
2281
1936
2000
1646
1745
2182
2236
1810
1810
1810
1810
1470
1470
1470
1470
1707
1998
1998
1998
1998
2059
2059
2059
2059
1072

Period

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Longitude

2.6
3.3
7.2
6.6
4.7
5.8
5.1
6.8
4.5
2.0
5.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
6.8
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.8

(continued)
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Table 5.4 (continued)
Country
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia

Period
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term

Composition Coordinates
Latitude
Mixed
48°51′19.2″N
Mixed
48°51′19.2″N
Mixed
48°51′19.2″N
Mixed
48°51′19.2″N
Mixed
48°51′19.2″N
Mixed
49°05′55.1″N
Mixed
49°05′55.1″N
Mixed
49°05′55.1″N
Mixed
49°05′55.1″N
Mixed
49°05′18.9″N
Mixed
49°05′18.9″N
Mixed
49°05′53.7″N
Mixed
49°05′59.4″N
Mixed
47°37′57.5″N
Mixed
50°53′39.5″N
Mixed
50°53′25.6″N
Mixed
50°53′52.1″N
Mixed
49°35′38.9″N
Mixed
49°35′36.7″N
Mixed
49°35′36″N
Mixed
49°35′50.7″N
Mixed
49°35′35.5″N
Mixed
49°35′37.6″N
Mixed
49°35′24.6″N
Mixed
48°38′34.1″N
Mixed
48°46′22.1″N
Mixed
48°46′18.8″N
Mixed
48°47′23.8″N
Mixed
48°45′35.1″N
Mixed
48°36′57″N
Mixed
48°37′26.1″N
Mixed
48°37′55.6″N
Mixed
45°45′13.7″N
Mixed
45°45′13.7″N
Mixed
45°45′13.7″N
Mixed
45°39′51.8″N
Mixed
45°39′51.8″N

Longitude
13°35′18.4″E
13°35′18.4″E
13°35′18.4″E
13°35′18.4″E
13°35′18.4″E
13°05′30.1″E
13°05′30.1″E
13°05′30.1″E
13°05′30.1″E
13°17′41.7″E
13°17′41.7″E
13°15′07.1″E
13°14′59″E
11°41′23.2″E
20°54′09.5″E
20°53′56″E
20°54′22.3″E
19°28′42.6″E
19°33′24.2″E
19°33′12.1″E
19°28′36.6″E
19°33′39.2″E
19°33′42.7″E
19°34′07.2″E
19°32′21.8″E
20°44′36.3″E
20°43′32.3″E
20°40′07.3″E
20°42′56.9″E
19°33′57.6″E
19°35′59.9″E
19°34′17.4″E
14°59′42.2″E
14°59′42.2″E
14°59′42.2″E
15°00′25.3″E
15°00′25.3″E

Site
characteristics
E
T
P
743 6.8 1072
743 6.8 1072
743 6.8 1072
743 6.8 1072
743 6.8 1072
951 5.2 1339
951 5.2 1339
951 5.2 1339
951 5.2 1339
1037 4.3 1402
1037 4.3 1402
787 5.8 1344
779 6.5 1294
1294 5.4 2163
501 6.5
731
600 6.1
791
425 6.8
684
1015 5.0 1403
972 5.2 1377
966 5.2 1373
902 5.5 1334
982 5.2 1383
958 5.3 1368
1087 4.8 1447
803 5.5
780
773 5.6
862
738 5.7
840
621 6.2
769
845 5.3
906
693 6.6
796
786 6.2
854
733 6.4
821
909 6.9 1751
909 6.9 1751
909 6.9 1751
910 6.9 1756
910 6.9 1756
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Table 5.4 (continued)
Country
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Switzerland
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Germany
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Poland
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Serbia
Serbia
Serbia
Slovakia

Period
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Long-term
Temporary

Composition Coordinates
Latitude
Mixed
45°39′51.8″N
Mixed
45°37′21.4″N
Mixed
46°29′14.3″N
Mixed
46°14′49.6″N
Mixed
46°14′56″N
Mixed
46°14′55.6″N
Mixed
46°15′02.5″N
Mixed
46°15′08.5″N
Mixed
46°52′33.5″N
Mixed
46°52′33.5″N
Mixed
46°52′33.5″N
Mixed
46°57′34.5″N
Mixed
46°57′34.5″N
Mixed
47°20′05.4″N
Mixed
47°20′15″N
Mixed
47°20′15″N
Mixed
46°56′45.6″N
Mixed
46°33′31.8″N
Mixed
44°38′30″N

15°00′25.3″E
14°48′52.9″E
15°27′18.5″E
14°03′40.3″E
14°03′40.2″E
14°02′44.1″E
14°02′43.9″E
14°02′34.8″E
7°41′14.9″E
7°41′14.9″E
7°41′14.9″E
7°46′25.2″E
7°46′25.2″E
7°09′53.1″E
7°09′05.4″E
7°09′05.4″E
7°39′42.5″E
6°13′18.8″E
16°39′36.1″E

Site
characteristics
E
T
P
910 6.9 1756
917 6.9 1757
970 6.0 1464
1426 4.7 2770
1375 4.9 2738
1443 4.7 2780
1421 4.7 2767
1375 4.9 2738
899 7.2 1390
899 7.2 1390
899 7.2 1390
890 7.1 1448
890 7.1 1448
790 7.4 1302
558 8.8 1140
558 8.8 1140
981 6.7 1477
1364 4.8 1796
725 11.6 937
1300

Longitude

Temporary Mixed

43°43′28″N

18°17′09″E

Temporary Mixed

44°41′09.1″N

16°29′40.5″E

663 11.4 1028

Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary

49°05′08.4″N
41°52′14.4″N
39°09′13.5″N
46°12′06.4″N
46°05′56″N
41°52′11″N
49°37′10.3″N
49°37′33.2″N
45°32′15.3″N
43°19′06.1″N
43°24′22.3″N
43°29′12″N
43°21′01.8″N
48°40′40.7″N

13°18′23.5″E
14°16′51.3″E
16°39′53″E
11°12′36.9″E
12°25′49″E
14°17′26″E
18°55′07.5″E
18°55′11.8″E
25°52′51.2″E
19°51′50.6″E
21°22′41.1″E
19°51′38″E
20°15′17.6″E
19°28′12.6″E

1120 6.5 1078
1332 11.3 692
1182 11.3 969
1271 9.1 932
1100 8.0 1057
1289 11.0 692
528 9.0 1128
665 8.2 1128
1251 6.4 624
1227 8.1 823
691 8.7 668
1221 8.2 839
1470 6.7 821
1180 6.1 889

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

8.3

992
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Table 5.4 (continued)
Country
Slovenia
Spain
Spain
Ukraine
Ukraine
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Czech
Republic
Germany
Germany
Hungary
Hungary
Italy
Italy
Italy
Poland
Poland
Poland

15°03′44.3″E
3°16′05.4″W
2°43′07″W
23°28′10″E
22°58′60″E
16°40′06.4″E

Site
characteristics
E
T
P
1030 8.4 1223
1525 9.5 631
1390 10.7 575
763 7.9 965
1084 6.4 1063
524 12.7 937

Temporary Monospecific 44°41′07″N

16°29′43.2″E

669 11.4 1028

Temporary Monospecific 43°42′25″N

18°15′44″E

1292

8.4

Temporary Monospecific 43°44′41″N

18°13′21″E

1680

6.1 1022

Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary

42°40′21″N
42°46′45″N
42°40′23″N
49°17′06.6″N

23°51′03″E
23°52′52″E
23°51′07″E
16°44′21.4″E

1050 9.8
1350 8.1
1000 10.1
490 9.6

Temporary Monospecific 49°17′05.1″N

16°44′24.3″E

485

9.6

Temporary Monospecific 49°10′17.3″N

19°04′54.5″E

767

7.7 1037

Temporary Monospecific 49°10′53.1″N

19°05′40″E

1131

5.7 1037

Temporary Monospecific 49°10′39″N

19°05′33.7″E

1146

5.8 1037

Temporary Monospecific 49°02′08.3″N

18°01′07.5″E

415 10.0

753

Temporary Monospecific 49°01′24.4″N

18°01′30.7″E

620

753

Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary

13°16′17.2″E
13°16′06.1″E
16°29′12.2″E
16°26′16.6″E
16°40′12.3″E
11°16′26.6″E
12°25′47″E
18°54′52.6″E
18°55′28.65″E
20°54′11.2″E

Period
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary

Composition Coordinates
Latitude
Mixed
46°05′33.7″N
Mixed
42°16′11.4″N
Mixed
42°12′03″N
Mixed
49°01′09″N
Mixed
48°51′12″N
Monospecific 44°38′38.7″N

Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific

Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific

49°03′45.9″N
49°03′49.3″N
47°21′46.3″N
47°21′10.4″N
39°09′08″N
45°57′43.7″N
46°07′08″N
49°37′20.8″N
49°37′25.18”N
49°25′58.7″N

Longitude

8.9

992

521
539
521
517
517

720 8.6 1078
695 8.7 1078
640 10.0 602
840 9.0 638
1182 11.1 969
1274 8.8 1064
1090 8.0 1057
520 9.0 1128
691 8.2 1128
830 7.7 814
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Table 5.4 (continued)
Country
Poland
Poland
Poland
Romania
Romania
Serbia
Serbia
Serbia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Slovenia
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Ukraine
Ukraine
Ukraine
Ukraine

Period
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary
Temporary

Composition Coordinates
Latitude
Monospecific 49°25′35.5″N
Monospecific 49°26′01.8″N
Monospecific 49°25′54.7″N
Monospecific 45°19′15.3″N
Monospecific 45°32′14″N
Monospecific 43°29′24.2″N
Monospecific 43°21′03.2″N
Monospecific 43°20′47.4″N
Monospecific 43°24′22.5″N
Monospecific 48°38′56.1″N
Monospecific 48°38′58.4″N
Monospecific 46°06′56.1″N
Monospecific 46°05′38.3″N
Monospecific 42°16′23.6″N
Monospecific 43°07′40″N
Monospecific 43°07′38″N
Monospecific 42°12′05″N
Monospecific 42°12′06″N
Monospecific 41°46′32″N
Monospecific 41°46′30″N
Monospecific 49°02′01″N
Monospecific 49°02′01″N
Monospecific 49°03′48″N
Monospecific 49°03′41″N

Longitude
20°53′56.8″E
20°52′46.4″E
20°52′40.8″E
25°48′19.3″E
25°53′01.7″E
19°52′06.9″E
20°15′18.7″E
20°15′37.4″E
21°22′41.7″E
19°24′43.1″E
19°24′58.1″E
15°03′42.8″E
15°03′58.7″E
3°16′12.6″W
4°58′30″W
4°58′48″W
2°43′19″W
2°43′34″W
2°27′24″E
2°27′26″E
23°33′11″E
23°33′16″E
22°53′44″E
22°53′15″E

Site
characteristics
E
T
P
860 7.6 814
1020 6.8 814
1032 6.7 814
970 8.1 588
1277 6.3 624
949 9.6 839
1470 6.7 821
1650 5.7 819
695 8.7 668
750 8.5 763
750 8.5 763
600 10.6 1223
1070 8.2 1223
1526 9.5 631
1279 10.0 900
1474 9.0 900
1430 10.5 575
1430 10.5 575
1186 11.6 711
1183 11.7 711
586 8.8 946
578 8.9 946
892 7.2 1000
908 7.2 1000

E elevation (m a.s.l.), T mean annual temperature (°C), P total annual precipitation (mm). Climate
data is shown as mean of the period 1971–2000 (CRU database; Harris et al. 2020)

from around 600 m a.s.l. to more than 1600 m a.s.l., both in monospecific and mixed
stands. The sites cover a large range of climate conditions with mean temperatures
between 2.6 and 10.2 °C and annual precipitation between 517 and 2780 mm
(Fig. 5.4).

5.5

Stand Growth

The 159 observational plots included in the network are located in such a way that
they represent a broad environmental gradient (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, Table 5.4).
Table 5.5 gives an overview of the characteristics of the forest stands, which are
included in the network. Even though the observation period of the temporary
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Fig. 5.4 Scatter plot of the total annual precipitation in mm and mean annual temperature in °C of
the 89 long-term observational plots in mixed mountain forests (triangles) and 72 temporary observational plots in monospecific stands of beech (rhombuses) and mixed mountain forest plots (circles). Ellipses represent a convex hull of the temporary plots (solid line) and long-term observational
plots in mixed mountain forests (dashed)

Fig. 5.5 Stand periodic annual volume increment, m3 ha−1 year−1 over de Martonne aridity index,
mm °C−1 (de Martonne 1926). Long-term observational plots are shown with black triangles; temporary observational plots are shown with grey circles. Note that the values for periodic annual
volume increments on the temporary plots were derived retrospectively (Heym et al. 2017, 2018)
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Fig. 5.6 Stand periodic annual biomass increment, t ha−1 year−1 over de Martonne aridity index,
mm °C−1 (de Martonne 1926). Long-term observational plots are shown with black triangles; temporary observational plots are shown with grey circles. Biomass was calculated by generalized
biomass allometric equations (Forrester et al. 2017). Note that the values for periodic annual biomass increments on the temporary plots were derived retrospectively (Heym et al. 2017, 2018)

observational plots by retrospective calculation (see Sect. 5.3.1) only dates back to
the year 2007, the data of the long-term experimental plots in particular offer a
broad data basis for investigating productivity in terms of merchantable volume
over bark and biomass of mountain forests at elevations of 600–1600 m a.s.l. in
Europe (Fig. 5.2). The observation horizon of the long-term experimental plots
reaches back several decades in most cases (Fig. 5.7) and, therefore, the dataset
could be also used to answer the question of whether stand growth has changed in
recent decades and how these changes are related to changes in climate conditions
or forest structure (Torresan et al. 2020). The dataset is also suitable for testing if
there was a shift in species-specific productivity of European beech, Norway spruce,
or silver fir over recent decades and whether this shift was influenced by the mixture
(Hilmers et al. 2019). Furthermore, the data could be used to answer questions, such
as how productivity depends on site conditions and how these vary across geographical regions (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6). They also permit quantifying tree neighbourhood effects and analysing how climate affects the mechanisms of forest dynamics
as well as inferring cause-effect relationships between disturbance events (e.g.
droughts, outbreaks) and demographic changes (i.e. mortality and recruitment)
(Lutz 2015).

Long-term

Long-term

Temporary

Temporary

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Germany

Poland

Slovakia

Slovenia

Switzerland

Bosnia and
Mixed
Herzegovina

Mixed

Bulgaria

Germany

Italy

Poland

Romania

Serbia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Ukraine

4

3

Bulgaria

Monospecific Temporary

2

Temporary

2

1

1

4

1

2

5

1

3

10

13

8

10

41

2

5

Bosnia and
Monospecific Temporary
Herzegovina

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Temporary

Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

545

549

450

498

656

647

849

644

488

496

256

534

471

536

459

510

299

427

551

572

455

984 1102

545

549

305

498

622

394

849

469

367

296

154

404

73

459

291

1064 30.2 39.4

781 26.3 31.0

483 56.4 57.9

1221 51.4 53.8

545 59.3 59.3

549 61.0 61.0

950 43.4 44.1

498 59.1 59.1

690 33.5 39.6

938 26.2 46.4

849 58.7 58.7

892 20.6 33.6

1192 24.9 33.7

925 37.6 47.8

513 22.3 41.8

1080 37.4 42.4

1259 12.7 40.2

614 38.9 55.8

676 33.7 38.9

42.6 390.5 427.9

45.6 252.9 380.9

59.3 780.1 879.0

56.2 454.4 479.6

59.3 846.5 846.5

61.0 979.6 979.6

45.7 479.8 733.7

59.1 928.8 928.8

45.7 484.2 544.9

82.5 255.1 542.7

58.7 936.1 936.1

46.6 188.5 338.6

56.6 252.0 489.3

61.2 626.9 791.8

60.6 405.5 726.7

46.9 498.0 615.8

80.7 194.1 546.1

72.8 499.6 827.8

min

89.4

235.9

544.7 256.7 305.1

497.7 199.7 273.2

978.0 457.5 488.7

504.8 293.6 299.0

846.5 479.3 479.3

979.6 401.4 401.4

747.0 320.5 368.3

928.8 387.8 387.8

605.6 232.3 282.0

970.1 153.5 342.1

936.1 400.7 400.7

563.0 128.5 262.7

866.3 124.4 191.9

925.2 295.4 362.4

1107.7 151.7 288.3

744.1 237.1 351.8

1284.9

1155.9 278.0 388.0
9.8

8.0

8.0 11.1

6.6 14.8

5.4 10.5

9.3 16.7

8.0

3.9

9.7 13.6

7.2 11.6

6.9

9.2

7.9

9.3

8.8

9.0
5.7

9.4
380.4 10.6 12.6

423.3

520.0 14.2 16.4

304.4

479.3 10.9 10.9

401.4 21.9 21.9

403.0

387.8 17.4 17.4

331.7 14.6 15.0

613.3

Biomass increment
(t ha−1 year−1)

12.9 4.8

13.6 4.3

18.6 5.8

9.2 3.8

10.9 5.3

21.9 6.5

10.3 3.1

17.4 6.2

15.4 5.0

17.2 3.8

16.6 5.1

14.1 5.9

19.4 2.9

14.5 1.1

20.8 2.2

14.4 4.0

16.0 1.6

17.4 4.4

11.8 4.2

6.2

8.0

9.1

4.1

5.3

6.5

5.2

6.2

6.4

8.3

5.1

8.0

8.7

8.0

10.8

7.7

7.9

7.4

5.6
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6.1

6.5

7.4

4.0

5.3

6.5

4.1

6.2

5.7

4.1

5.1

7.4

5.5

4.4

6.7

5.0

3.9

5.9

4.8

min median max min median max

Volume increment
(m3 ha−1 year−1)

400.7 16.6 16.6

386.3

468.2

452.1

454.4

458.8

488.2

498.1

292.5

median max

Biomass (t ha−1)

622.8 184.8 232.3

median max

43.8 413.8 499.7

median max min

Basal area (m2 ha−1) Volume (m3 ha−1)

min median max min

Observation No.
Composition period
plots No. Trees

Bosnia and
Mixed
Herzegovina

Country

Table 5.5 Overview of the stand characteristics of the 159 observational plots in mountain areas by study area

5
159

2

7

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Monospecific Temporary

Hungary

Italy

Poland

Romania

Serbia

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Ukraine

458 465

466 960

370 440

636 711

466 474

641 684

350 532

428 637

241 277

766 919

292 501

38.6 46.5

48.2 51.6

44.1 44.3

42.6 43.4

37.1 38.1

30.6 53.6

23.7 26.3

533

39.0 51.1

1774 29.0 34.8

510

786

520

728

787

920

313

1072 44.1 45.2

54.0 479.6 740.9

55.8 198.0 311.5

54.5 479.4 640.9

54.9 749.2 907.2

58.8 545.9 742.6

44.1 558.2 588.4

41.3 404.5 524.8

77.6 227.3 579.2

28.9 316.8 358.5

46.2 489.9 586.0

min

789.7 355.4 482.3

413.2 233.1 277.2

802.4 366.0 442.2

1065.1 412.5 445.2

742.8 403.4 408.7

618.7 360.4 372.8

719.5 303.8 338.3

816.9 232.8 308.2

400.2 222.3 245.0

682.0 368.6 370.5

9.4 12.3

5.4 10.9

7.3

6.3 10.7

4.2

6.0

7.8

2.3

4.1

5.1

6.9
520.8 10.4 13.1

432.2

518.3

478.0 17.8 18.4

577.4

385.2 13.1 14.7

400.2

517.5

Biomass increment
(t ha−1 year−1)

14.8 5.3

9.7 2.1

9.7 2.9

19.0 6.9

10.0 3.2

16.3 6.6

15.2 3.0

20.9 2.0

16.3 9.1

15.3 4.1

18.3 3.1

6.1

3.0

3.7

7.1

4.2

6.6

5.1

3.1

9.9

4.9

6.0

6.5

6.5

4.5

7.2

5.9

6.7

6.1

7.6

10.7

5.7

7.8

min median max min median max

Volume increment
(m3 ha−1 year−1)

267.7 14.6 15.5

372.5

505.3

median max

Biomass (t ha−1)

1029.8 198.3 426.3

median max

53.6 322.1 633.5

median max min

1061 22.2 47.5

min median max min

Basal area (m2 ha−1) Volume (m3 ha−1)

Biomass was calculated by generalized biomass allometric equations (Forrester et al. 2017)

4

2

4

2

6

3

2

2

Monospecific Temporary

Germany

7

Monospecific Temporary

Observation No.
Composition period
plots No. Trees

Czech
Republic

Country

Table 5.5 (continued)
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Fig. 5.7 Stand periodic annual volume increment, m3 ha−1 year−1 over the calendar years. Long-
term observational plots are shown with black triangles; temporary observational plots are shown
with grey circles. Note that the values for periodic annual volume increments on the temporary
plots were derived retrospectively (Heym et al. 2017, 2018)

5.6

Tree Growth

From trees on the temporary plots and from trees in the buffer zone around the long-
term plots, cores of 2437 European beech, 479 Norway spruce, and 907 silver fir
trees were collected. Table 5.6 provides an overview of the tree-ring data. Some of
the trees were up to 600 years old at the time of data collection, so that growth over
several centuries could be analysed (Fig. 5.8, Table 5.6). With this dataset, questions
can be answered as to whether the growth of the trees has changed over the long
term and if there were species-specific changes in the growth trends during the last
centuries (Figs. 5.8 and 5.9; Pretzsch et al. 2020a, b). Questions can also be answered
at the single-tree level as to how tree growth changed along the site gradient and if
there were different tree-growth patterns in mixed compared to monospecific stands
(see Chap. 6 of this book: Pretzsch et al. 2021). Insights on radial growth responses
to climate dynamics and extreme events in mixed versus pure stands of these species can also be gathered at specific sites of the network (e.g. Versace et al. 2020),
as well as address questions on competitive interactions (e.g. Versace et al. 2019).
Tree-growth series from mixed mountain forests can be also used to explore spatial-
temporal patterns of the intra- and interspecific growth synchrony related to climate
variation during the past century, which can help to identify between species temporal complementarity and the role of mixed mountain forests in the frame of climate
change (del Río et al. 2021).

Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Germany
Italy
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Switzerland
Ukraine
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia

Country

3
7
2
2
4
6
2
3
2
2

91
220
56
42
109
208
59
55
47
53

11.0
7.0
8.9
22.2
8.0
7.0
16.6
14.7
11.4
10.5

29.0
35.1
32.3
38.8
29.5
34.4
34.8
34.3
38.6
45.1

49.5
83.3
58.7
46.6
81.8
66.8
56.9
81.3
64.3
63.2

12.4
4.3
7.8
23.3
6.5
8.2
15.8
11.1
10.8
7.7

19.6
11.7
7.6
11.1
12.5
13.3
13.0
17.1
4.9
17.1
9.1
11.7
24.5
24.0
23.1
26.6
18.8
27.0
27.4
28.2
34.2
26.9

26.0
27.8
19.7
27.6
28.6
32.7
32.8
28.2
17.2
26.8
30.2
21.1
29.5
44.0
35.3
29.8
32.4
39.1
31.8
35.0
46.1
32.4

41.5
36.4
37.4
33.5
34.3
39.8
44.2
42.3
23.9
32.6
39.7
35.0
51
29
67
70
59
41
69
65
37
38

85
115
96
91
125
118
102
203
100
173

115
220
106
79
104
151
136
179
79
113
120
100
136
389
117
107
199
298
134
299
122
308

151
514
212
117
154
353
316
539
145
160
214
351

Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific
Monospecific

56.6
95.2
73.0
51.5
40.2
76.6
94.6
118.2
40.9
68.8
79.9
53.2

Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech

35.8
47.2
28.3
30.1
28.3
54.8
40.7
58.0
23.6
49.9
42.0
34.7

90
57
50
52
72
61
33
95
50
74
65
53

23.0
12.5
8.4
9.3
10.2
12.1
8.0
18.3
7.8
40.9
12.4
19.4

Mixed
2
Mixed
10
Mixed
5
Mixed
2
Mixed
1
Mixed
6
Mixed
8
Mixed
5
Mixed
2
Mixed
1
Mixed
2
Monospecific 4

Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech
Beech

47
188
127
63
25
132
284
67
56
9
65
58

Age (years)
min median max
65 199
569

No. No.
Species Composition plots Trees dbh (cm)
Height (m)
min median max min median max
Beech Mixed
5
87
15.6
52.5
167.0 9.1 28.6
35.3

Table 5.6 Overview of the tree-ring data; dbh and age are related to the year 2017

0.08
0.01
0.10
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.10
0.06
0.20
0.11

0.18
0.12
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.01
0.01
0.12
0.00
0.36
0.04
0.12

3.08
2.14
3.14
3.82
2.30
2.71
3.04
1.60
3.62
2.31

2.82
2.12
2.53
3.34
2.09
3.14
2.42
2.26
2.49
3.68
2.91
2.64

12.46
17.55
11.52
13.32
18.08
12.95
12.19
10.97
12.91
10.06

13.87
15.10
16.58
12.05
11.06
15.00
29.22
13.64
16.50
16.78
12.86
16.09

Diameter increment
(mm year−1)
min
median max
0.09 2.60
15.57
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Spain
Ukraine
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Germany
Italy
Poland
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Switzerland
Ukraine
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Germany
Italy
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Switzerland

Country

1
10
1
2
1
3
2
5
1

28
225
1
25
11
46
44
42
14

41.9
26.5
16.5
14.7
21.5
16.3
21.2
24.2
38.4

57.9
56.5
16.5
34.2
49.7
40.3
54.4
52.0
58.7

71.4
102.2
16.5
51.5
72.9
81.2
78.8
92.4
76.9

69.6
124.5
82.5
54.1
76.6
105.7
118.2
103.1
74.8
200.0
32.9
17.2
15.7
15.3
19.4
10.7
21.2
21.7
25.3

21.1
17.2
4.5
16.5
11.3
15.6
22.3
23.1
10.1
4.3
39.2
34.5
15.7
29.0
36.0
30.2
41.9
31.2
31.6

29.8
34.2
23.9
27.3
33.1
37.5
28.5
30.0
30.8
29.6
43.2
46.1
15.7
39.1
42.9
41.0
49.9
45.5
41.8

42.3
46.7
35.6
35.7
38.5
49.5
46.0
44.0
39.9
39.6
78
75
82
46
68
39
51
113
66

104
214
82
70
88
117
116
150
138

100
209
155
75
131
151
198
115
107
245

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

46.1
57.9
43.2
35.8
61.0
55.2
59.9
64.0
43.3
136.0

Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce

27.2
34.2
7.0
16.4
17.2
19.4
41.4
44.1
12.7
9.9

53
110
23
60
60
90
118
46
77
22

52
169
145
20
114
254
37
11
33
43

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Spruce

2
9
6
2
5
7
4
1
2
3

Age (years)
min median
36 141
60 100
17 230

No. No.
Species Composition plots Trees dbh (cm)
Height (m)
min median max min median max
Beech Monospecific 7
181
7.0
28.9
50.9 5.7 17.4
25.8
Beech Monospecific 4
108
10.2
40.7
84.4 9.8 27.9
39.3
Fir
Mixed
4
72
12.4
65.6
198.0 5.9 28.3
35.9

129
501
82
89
97
321
141
429
188

142
521
239
136
349
256
539
169
221
582

max
318
308
591

0.74
0.04
0.29
0.07
0.18
0.00
0.19
0.11
0.06

0.36
0.06
0.01
0.14
0.01
0.06
0.14
0.30
0.05
0.08
4.34
2.64
1.76
4.05
5.59
3.11
3.91
3.23
4.02

3.99
2.53
2.87
4.47
4.40
3.00
2.94
6.32
3.22
4.65

16.75
18.19
4.38
19.40
17.50
18.26
23.21
19.69
28.40

15.18
19.41
17.38
13.85
23.40
34.24
16.14
24.72
13.52
20.16

Diameter increment
(mm year−1)
min
median max
0.01 1.78
16.85
0.06 3.30
15.24
0.10 3.92
21.10
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Fig. 5.8 Single-tree basal increment in cm2 year−1 over the calendar years of European beech,
Norway spruce, and silver fir in the long-term and temporary observational forest plots. Coloured
lines were generated by fitting a loess curve

Fig. 5.9 Stem diameter-tree age trajectories of the 2437 European beech, 479 Norway spruce, and
907 silver fir trees during the last few centuries, in double logarithmic representation. Most trees
show a linear increase in stem diameter with progressing age (reference lines lnln(d) = a0 + a1lnln(age)
with a0 = 1 and varying a0) and no asymptotic growth curve pattern

5.7

 rowth Characteristics Analysed Along
G
Elevation Gradients

The data collected from the observational plots cover a wide range along an elevation gradient of ~600–1600 m a.s.l. (Figs. 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12). Both at stand level
(Fig. 5.10; Hilmers et al. 2019) and at single-tree level (Fig. 5.11; Pretzsch et al.
2020a, b), it can be investigated if there are any growth trends along the elevation
gradient and whether these trends have changed during the last century. Furthermore,
the dataset offers the possibility to analyse if the elevation-dependent growth trends
were different in the mixed compared to the monospecific stands and how the mixture, i.e. the interspecific competition, influences such changes (Figs. 5.11 and
5.12). Accordingly, intra- and interspecific growth synchrony in response to inter-
annual fluctuations, as an indicator of tree species dependence on climate variability, can vary along the elevation gradient (del Río et al. 2021).
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Fig. 5.10 Stand periodic annual volume increment (PAIV) in m3 ha−1 year−1 over elevation in
m a.s.l. Black triangles represent long-term observational mixed mountain forests; grey circles
show the PAIV of the temporary observational plots in monospecific beech stands and mixed
mountain forests. The blue line is based on a linear model and the grey area indicates the 95%
confidence interval. Note that the values for PAIV on the temporary plots were derived retrospectively (Heym et al. 2017, 2018)

Fig. 5.11 Single-tree basal area increment in cm2 year−1 over elevation in m a.s.l. of European
beech, Norway spruce, and silver fir in the long-term and temporary observational forest plots.
Coloured lines are based on linear models
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Fig. 5.12 Stand periodic annual volume increment (PAIV) in m3 ha−1 year−1 over elevation in
m a.s.l of European beech, Norway spruce, and silver fir in the long-term and temporary observational forest plots. The periodic annual volume increment of the three tree species was scaled using
the species share derived from SDI proportions (Pretzsch and Biber 2016). The coloured lines are
based on linear models and the grey areas indicate the 95% confidence interval. Note that the values for PAIV on the temporary plots were derived retrospectively (Heym et al. 2017, 2018)

5.8

Concept of Statistical Evaluation of Drought Events

The analysis of tree growth-related data (e.g. tree-ring width, basal area increment,
or stable isotope signatures) with the aim of detecting significant event years related
to critical conditions for growth, such as droughts, firstly requires the use of reliable
climate indices allowing their identification. Simpler indices can be applied, such as
the de Martonne index (de Martonne 1926), which only requires temperature and
precipitation data. In addition, more developed indices including also potential
evapotranspiration, such as the PDSI (Palmer Drought Severity Index) (Palmer
1965) or the SPEI (Standardized Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Index) (Vicente-
Serrano et al. 2010), have been developed to carefully select those years that stand
out both in the short term (few years) and in the long term from the average climate
trend of a specific region.
To infer the response of trees to drought events, an increasingly adopted approach
is that of the Lloret indices (Lloret et al. 2011). They allow estimating, for each
considered year in a tree-ring series, three components explaining the growth during
and after the event itself. These are the resistance (Rt), recovery (Rc), and resilience
(Rs), i.e. the ratio between growth during and before the drought event, after and
during the drought event, and after and before the drought event, respectively.
Conceptually, resistance represents the ability of a tree to cope with the stressful
event during the same growing season, by possibly maintaining the previous growth
rates, and hence is the most significant parameter to evaluate. Resilience and recovery are, on the other hand, related to the ability of the tree to sustain precedent
growth rates in the short term after the event. It is, therefore, necessary to carefully
select the time frame, in terms of years, of the average pre- and post-drought growth
rate and to adjust it to species-specific requirements related to ecophysiology. The
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selection of the samples to be included in the resilience analysis is also of paramount importance. For instance, depending on the position of the tree crown within
the vertical layering of the stand, the growth response to a drought event might differ consistently. Thus, separating dominant from dominated individuals and proceeding to differential modelling of their growth patterns are crucial to obtain
consistent results. Recently, the Lloret indices have been integrated in an R package,
called “pointRes” (Van der Maaten-Theunissen et al. 2015), which allows detecting
both negative and positive pointer years, information that can be combined with that
of drought indices to improve the accuracy of the investigation and to allow evaluating the growth response also during particularly favourable growing conditions.
Normally, the resistance, resilience, and recovery analyses can be carried out on
specific, pre-selected event years. It might be of interest, however, also to apply the
above-mentioned Lloret indices to continuous, long-term series in order to investigate the response of trees to increasingly frequent drought events, which are affecting not only the growth patterns in the short term but also in the mid- and likely in
the long term. In this context, it becomes relevant the removal of autocorrelation
from the tree-growth series, using for instance ARMA (autoregressive moving average) or ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) models and calculating
Rt, Rc, and Rs on the residuals (Fig. 5.13).
When studying forests’ response to drought events, it is possible to work at different spatial scales, i.e. tree level and stand level. Therefore, it is fundamental to
consider the hierarchical and non-independent structure of the data and to assess
possible nesting effects. To this extent, mixed models with random and fixed effects
proved to be a valid solution, as they allow considering the above-mentioned issues,
e.g. separating site- and plot-related variability from that linked to the factors of
interest, such as species mixing and forest vertical and horizontal structure.
2.5

Resistance (Rt)

2
1.5
1
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0.5

Fig. 5.13 Resistance index (Rt) calculated on a sample beech tree. The bold line represents the Rt
calculated on basal area increment (BAI) directly, whereas the dashed line is the same index calculated on the BAI residuals after ARMA modelling
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Climate Smartness
Assessing Climate-Smart Indicators

In order to assess climate smartness of forestry on stand level, experimental plots
were evaluated on the basis of selected indicators. These were based on the Forest
Europe C&I (Forest Europe 2015) set for sustainable forest management (https://
foresteurope.org/sfm-criteria-indicators/). The assessment included a subset of 17
indicators, which were recorded on monospecific beech as well as mixed beech,
spruce, and fir stands (Table 5.7). The selected indicators are characterized in particular by an area reference and a simple assessment method, which can be standardized for any region. Each indicator is characterized by measurable characteristics
of assessment, which allow a more detailed evaluation (Table 5.7; see Chap. 6 of
this book: Pretzsch et al. 2021). The assessment follows the procedure developed by
Pfatrisch (2019).
In a recent exercise on literature review and multicriteria analysis, Santopuoli
et al. (2020) highlighted that a subset of 10 indicators, from the current Pan-
European C&I set (Forest Europe 2015), were more frequently used to assess adaptation and mitigation management strategies of forest ecosystems. In particular,
carbon stock (mitigation), tree species composition (adaptation and mitigation), and
forest damage (adaptation and mitigation) showed the highest priority value.
Table 5.7 Selected climate-smart indicators for field assessment according to the method of
Pfatrisch (2019)
Nr
1.2
1.3
1.4
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.1
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.8

Indicator
Growing stock
Diameter distribution
Carbon stock
Defoliation
Forest damage
Stability
Increment and felling
Tree species composition
Regeneration
Naturalness
Introduced tree species
Deadwood

Genetic resources
Threatened forest
species
4.91/2 Distribution of tree
crowns
6.1
Accessibility (for
recreation)

Characteristic of assessment (n)
Growing stock (1)
Diameter distribution (1)
Carbon Stock, development, substitution (3)
Defoliation (1)
Risk, impact, number of damages (3)
Slenderness coefficient, tree height, stand density (3)
Increment, felling, relation (3)
Tree species composition (1)
Area, height, density, potential, browsing (5)
Naturalness (sp. comp.), soil scarification (2)
Introduced tree species (1)
Quantity, standing volume, decomposition rate, light
exposure, stand age (5)
Phenotypic similarity, gen conservation (2)
Threatened forest species (1)
Canopy level (horizontal), crown layers (vertical) (2)
Distance to road, road density (2)

Each indicator had 1–5 characteristics of assessment
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European Dataset of Climate-Smart Indicators

The assessment of the climate-smart indicators was carried out on 46 trial plots in
six different countries. The experimental plots cover a large elevation gradient from
40 to 1463 m above sea level as well as broad spatial gradients and different management types (Table 5.8). The resulting European-wide dataset allows an analysis
of climate smartness at European and regional level with country- and stand-specific
properties. In Chap. 6 of this book (Pretzsch et al. 2021), a more detailed information about climate smartness assessment is presented using spruce-fir-beech mixed
mountain forests as case study.

5.9.3

 inking Yield and Climate-Smart Indicators:
L
Research Objectives

The presented approach of climate smartness assessment is a promising way to
analyse and estimate substantive yield data concerning climate smartness in forest
management. With the evaluated effects, an optimized list of indicators can contribute to a more effective and sustainable climate-smart forestry. An iterative participatory process with input from experts (CLIMO) has recently provided the basis for
developing a comprehensive and shared definition of climate-smart forestry
(Bowditch et al. 2020). On the European level, climate-smart forestry indicators
supported by network analysis approach can help to deepen the understanding about
the development of mountain mixed forests along a broad geographical gradient.
Linking yield data from long-term experimental plots with climate-smart indicators
can provide valuable insights in forest dynamics with special regard to climate
smartness. The obtained results can provide the basis for improvement of a future-
oriented European forest management as well as regional silvicultural guidelines.

5.10

Soils

Soils in native forests rarely experience significant disturbances that are more common for soils in other land-use systems. However, climate change and/or deforestation can cause dramatic changes in the quality of forest soils. Alteration of quality
or quantity of soil organic matter in forest soils is one of the most important consequences of climate change (Raison and Khanna 2011). Deforestation causes change
in hydrological processes, which can enhance surface runoff and soil erosion,
increase the recharge of groundwater and cause the reduction of organic carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and exchangeable potassium, calcium, and magnesium
(Pennock and van Kessel 1997). The rate of soil degradation in such changed conditions depends largely on the type of bedrock, which was until recently considered of
subordinate significance compared to climate and pedological characteristics (Jiang
et al. 2020). Not only bedrock has a significant role in vegetation growth by

12

4

15

2

3

46

Country
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Germany

Poland

Scotland

Slovenia

Spain

All

Pine; oak;
pine-oak

Spruce-fir-beech

Sitka spruce;
pine; oak;
pine-oak

Beech

Spruce-fir-beech

No. of Species
plots composition
N
10
Beech;
spruce-fir-beech
mean
min-
max
mean
Combined shelterwood
and femel-coupe system; min-
set aside
max
Selective cutting; set
mean
aside
min-
max
Shelterwood; clearcutting mean
min-
max
Selective cutting; set
mean
aside
min-
max
Selective cutting
mean
min-
max
mean
min-
max
Selective cutting

Type of management

No. of
Elevation trees
m a.s.l.
N ha−1
1275
469
1110–
297–
1400
701
1135
545
860–1463 241–
1259
936
561
830–1032 350–
804
210
953
40–450
88–
2867
1432
575
1421–
500–
1443
650
787
1731
765–815 998–
2397
963
806
40–1463 88–
2867

Basal
area
m2 ha−1
39.1
33.9–
44.2
42
20.3–
80.7
38.9
37.7–
41.7
37.3
12.0–
72.9
56.7
56.0–
60.8
50.9
40.2–
59.3
44.2
12.0–
80.7
Volume
m3 ha−1
468
390.1–
538.1
587.7
211.1–
1284.9
547.1
436.3–
677.1
424.6
97.2–
1163.8
831.7
738.2–
925.2
368.5
263.6–
454.8
537.9
211.1–
1284.9
10.5
3.8–14.5

13.8
9.3–16.8

13.5
13.3–13.7

----

7.4
4.7–15.4

8.2
3.8–14.5

Periodic annual
volume
increment
m3 ha−1 y−1
9.5
7.0–11.6

2.0
1.5–2.9

1.9
1.7–2.1

2.6
2.5–2.7

2.1
1.5–2.9

2.3
2.0–2.4

2.3
1.9–2.7

Climate-
smart
indicator
Value
2.55
2.5–2.6

Table 5.8 Plot and yield data of analysed experimental plots, including species composition, type of management, and climate-smart indicator values
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regulating physical and chemical properties in soils, but it can also change the
response of vegetation to climate factors (Jiang et al. 2020).
The multilayer and comprehensive network of beech in European mountains
(study 2; see Sect. 5.4) contains soil data that can be used for spatial and temporal
analyses of soil quality, testing existing and establishing new erosion indices, and
predicting landform processes in the case of climate and land-use changes. This
dataset contains a total of 76 soil samples from 20 pure beech forest stands from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Poland,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Spain. Five types of bedrock were identified: limestone (8 plots, 28 samples), sandstone (5 plots, 20 samples), granite (5
plots, 20 samples), quartzite (1 plot, 4 samples), and andesite (1 plot, 4 samples).
The Manual for Sampling and Analysis of Soils (Carter and Gregorich 2007) was
followed for soil sampling and analyses. Soil samples were collected at 4 depths
along the soil profiles (0–10, 10–20, 20–40, and 40–80 cm). The following soil
characteristics were determined on all samples: pH; electrical conductivity; redox
potential; content of CaCO3; content of aggregates >2 mm; grain size composition;
content of organic carbon and nitrogen; concentration of available ions Al, Ca, Mg,
K, Na, Mn, and Fe; content of major and minor elements; and a concentration of
carbonate, nitrite, sulphate, nitrate, bromide, oxalate, phosphate, fluoride, and chloride ions.
One of the most apparent results is that bedrock properties play a significant role
in beech forest soil characteristics (Fig. 5.14). The PCA separated stands on limestone with the highest content of organic carbon (average 4.51%), pH of 6.2, and
high content of exchangeable Ca, Mg, and K (24.04 ppm, 9.24 ppm, and 13.35 ppm,
respectively) from sandstone and granite substrates. Soils on sandstone have 4 times
and granite soils have 3.6 times lower content of organic carbon. Soil pH for both
sandstone and granite bedrock is 4.9, and the exchangeable K is 0.6 times lower
than limestone soils. Quartzite and andesite soils have similar characteristics to
granite soils but cannot be further discussed due to the small number of samples. A
group of soils with the bedrock that is classified as limestone are not typical carbonate rocks but are limestone moraine and calcareous sandstone, and although they

Fig. 5.14 Principal component analyses of pure beech forest soils developed on a range of bedrock types
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have some characteristics of limestone soils, they are also by their textural and mineralogical properties close to sandstones (Fig. 5.14).
Obtained results are a good indication that soils on different bedrocks respond
differently to environmental changes. Further investigations are aimed towards
exploring existing soil erosion indices and developing new indicators that would be
more appropriate for forest soils. Such information would be of great assistance for
forest management and possible mitigation measures against climate change.

5.11

Genetic Resources

Evaluating genetic structure of forest stands provides insights into in situ surviving
potential of tree species and their population. High genetic variation and elevated
diversity of alleles assume long-term persistence, providing a good chance for populations to adapt to changing environments (Falk et al. 2006). In the past three
decades, molecular techniques have become more and more available to determine
the quality and quantity of the genetic diversity preserved within and among populations. Studies have shown the overall high genetic potential in forest tree populations as most of the species exhibited high within-population genetic diversity and
relatively low divergence among adjacent populations (Porth and El-Kassaby 2014).
Moreover, genetic variation is associated with the geographic distribution of the
alleles and depends on the past historical events and demographic processes of populations. Accordingly, the levels of population genetic variation exhibit spatial and
temporal differences that should be taken into consideration in any evaluation, like
nature conservation activity or when forest management is designed (van Dam 2002).
Mountain forests are among the most exposed ecosystems to climate change
(Becker and Bugmann 2001; Nogués-Bravo et al. 2007). Due to the fast environmental shifts, selective pressure acts on the genetic constitution of mountain tree
species. European beech, as one of the most widespread trees of the European
mountain forests, is presumed to be heavily affected (Kramer et al. 2010). However,
beech has been thoroughly investigated because of its wide distribution and due to
the great economic importance, so that a wealth of ecological, palaeoecological, and
genetic data is available from the literature (Buiteveld et al. 2007; Magri 2008). All
these data provide a good start to evaluate the genetic diversity of beech plots established within CLIMO along the distribution range of the species.
Twenty to twenty-five European beech trees were sampled from 12 plots of study
2, including nine countries (Bosnia, Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Slovakia Poland,
Germany, Italy, and Spain). Six highly variable nuclear microsatellite markers
revealed an equilibrated distribution of the genetic variation along the CLIMO
plots. As expected, the genetic distance increased with the geographic distance
among the study plots, and the highest variation was detected within several beech
plots of the western Balkan Peninsula. This region is considered to be an important
glacial refuge and a genetic hotspot for many broadleaf species including beech
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Fig. 5.15 Observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He) of the 12 CLIMO European beech
plots. The size of the circle is proportional with the extent of the genetic variation detected in each
sample plot. BUL: Bulgaria; BOS, BOL, BO: Bosnia; ROS: Romania; HU: Hungary; SK: Slovakia;
POL, PL: Poland; DE: Germany; IT: Italy, BAR: Spain

(Magri et al. 2006). Along with the evaluation of the genetic data in several sampling plots like that from Romania, Slovakia, and Hungary, observed heterozygosity
values were higher than the expected heterozygosity values (Fig. 5.15). This means
the abundance of heterozygote trees, which might be explained with the sampling
strategy, as dominant trees were preferably collected and, most probably, these individuals were in a higher rate heterozygous. Moreover, Petit et al. (2001) reported a
pronounced trend of increase in observed heterozygosity with the ageing of the
stands. Another explanation should refer to management activity that might have
altered the natural genetic composition of the stand. Genetic indices correlated with
the climate variables provide further aspects on the frequency distribution of alleles
and the environmental variables.
Molecular analysis, detecting neutral genetic variation, is a helpful tool in characterizing the variation of the experimental plots of forest trees and to determine the
relationships between groups of individuals or among different plots. However, it
should be emphasized that loci with adaptive significance likely were not sampled
by these techniques and, accordingly, important adaptive variants of the samples
may show different patterns. The selective pressures that affect the populations’
adaptiveness are more difficult to be precisely identified, because of the huge
genome of forest trees. Mapping of species’ entire genome will identify more coding genes and candidates explaining adaptive variation (van Dam 2002).
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 rans-Geographic Database of Long-Term Forest Plots
T
in Mountainous Areas

On the one hand, the establishment of long-term experiments is very laborious, but
on the other hand, they provide the unique insight into growth and condition of
individual trees and the whole stand. The longer the observation period associated
with interdisciplinary data, the better scientific and practical potentials are to study
given natural phenomena. Therefore, it is important to make researchers aware of
existing long-term plots, report their metadata for judgement whether they are
appropriate for a special research question, and get eco-political support for their
maintenance over longer time periods. Beyond the CLIMO networks of long-term
and temporary plots (Sect. 5.3.4), here we present an exemplary approach on how
to make public and available and memorize the existence of a unique set of long-
term experiments that answered our research questions, but it may be essential for
answering future questions as well.
In the last years, the study of mountain forests has been the focus of increasing
research efforts in Europe due to the recognized vulnerability of these systems to
the effects of global change (EEA 2012). This has led to the emergence of important
research networks, such as the MOUNTFOR initiative (a Project Centre of the
European Forest Institute, http://mountfor.fmach.it/) or more recently the SENSFOR
and CLIMO Cost Actions (ES1203, CA15226). However, the interest of the
European forest science community in mountain forests is not new, as shown by the
large number of long-term research plots that have been established across the
major mountain ranges of Europe during the last decades. Despite some of the long-
term data derived from these plots that have been used in relevant scientific or technical publications (e.g. Martín-Benito et al. 2008; Pretzsch et al. 2015), the existence
of the vast majority of these experiments is only known at the local level. Then, its
potential use for trans-geographic assessments of forest growth trends (among other
issues) is insufficiently exploited. In order to expand the visibility of these long-
term experiments and promote future collaborative research initiatives among
European scientists, the CLIMO consortium started an action aimed at compiling
metadata about existing long-term forest plots established in European mountains.
With this purpose, a number of CLIMO representatives conducted different surveys
in their respective countries of origin to collect descriptive information on these forest plots, in particular with respect to the following items: the objective, the location
(including geographical coordinates and elevation), the year of establishment, the
surface, the main tree species and stand age (if even-aged), a short description of the
data collected, and the organization and contact details of the person responsible of
the plots and related publications (only if available in English). To be included in the
surveys, experiments might be established at the latest by the end of the twentieth
century and located in mountainous areas. However, these criteria were not applied
restrictively (in part because the concept of “mountainous area” varies between a
country and another). Accordingly, permanent plots established more recently, but
with the aim of evaluating mountain forest responses to climatic changes, were also
considered as well as plots located in lowlands under the frame of studies conducted
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Fig. 5.16 Location of the long-term forest plots included in the ESFONET database

along elevation gradients. Plots established under the frame of large national/
regional forest inventories were not included.
All the collected information was compiled in a common database. In total, the
database comprised metadata of 554 permanent plots distributed along 15 countries
and covering the major European mountain ranges (Fig. 5.16). A total of 29 species
were represented in the plots, with Picea abies, Fagus sylvatica, and Pinus sylvestris being the most dominant (Fig. 5.17). Most of the plots were established during
the second half of the twentieth century and about two-third of them were located
above 500 meters above sea level (Fig. 5.17). The dataset can be consulted online
via a user-friendly interactive application designed with the Shiny R package
(https://climoproject.shinyapps.io/CLIMO_dataset/). The application code is stored
in an open repository (GitHub) and allows easy implementation of new data.
Under the frame of the CLIMO Cost Action, this database is considered the basis
on which to build a reliable European Smart Forest Network (ESFONET) of long-
term experiments strategically distributed across environmental gradients that may
provide reliable data to assess the capacity of mountain forests to adapt to climatic
changes. The way data is collected and organized determines the level of quality and
the accessibility of information, in turn being critical to the success of the network.
Implementing systematic procedures for data processing (including data quality
evaluation and validation) and testing is, therefore, essential for eliminating errors
and reducing uncertainty before data are transferred to a final database (quality
assurance, QA) and for controlling the quality of submitted data stored in the final
database (quality control, QC).
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Fig. 5.17 Overview of some of the information collected in the database: (a) the 20 species most
present in the database (ordered according to the number of plots in which they are present), (b)
distribution of the plots according to the elevation, (c) number of plots located in the participating
countries, and (d) distribution of the plots according to the year in which they were established

5.13
5.13.1

Discussion and Conclusion
 xploiting Scattered Long-Term Experiments
E
for Assessing Stand Growth, Resistance, and Climate
Smartness by Pooling and Overarching
Evaluation of Data

Despite the credo that substantial information and knowledge require big datasets,
overarching pooling and evaluation (Liang et al. 2016; Hilmers et al. 2019; Pretzsch
et al. 2019) are still an exception in forest ecology or silviculture. For instance,
long-term experiments on thinning were established and treated in a way
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standardized by, e.g. IUFRO (Becking 1953; Johann 1993); however, their evaluation is often restricted to the country or even to the regional level. The tremendous
efforts and costs of maintaining long-term experiments may restrain the respective
institutions from offering and exchanging their valuable data before having it
exploited for their own purposes and publications. However, the evaluations at the
state or national level are often of limited value. Samples and evaluations restricted
to the state or country level may cover just a small portion of the natural distribution
and niche of a tree species. Thus, general and reliable knowledge and relationships
between growth and site conditions require trans-geographical evaluations. The
broader the range of covered site conditions, the sample size, and the genetic diversity, the more robust and overarching the results for understanding, modelling, and
scenario analyses and predictions (Liang et al. 2016; Zeller et al. 2018; Pretzsch
et al. 2020a, b).
On the one hand, overarching networks are relevant for monitoring anthropogenic impacts on forest ecosystems and tree species. Local observations may indicate changes, but not their dependency on large-scale environmental conditions, and
any shifts in the distribution ranges. On the other hand, overarching networks may
contribute to adaptation and mitigation of forest ecosystems to climate change;
overarching evaluations and robust growth-site relationships have gained higher
importance under climate change. Many studies contribute to better understand the
suitability of a given tree species under the expected future climate in, e.g. Central
Europe by studying its performance in the north or south, where the species faces
already at present the climate predicted for Central Europe in the future (Hanewinkel
et al. 2014). This kind of trans-geographical studies is important for detection and
remedy of climate changes along latitudinal gradients in the lowlands. And they are
even more important along elevation gradients in the mountain forests, where environmental changes may happen in much more narrow space and in shorter time
spans with severe consequences for a plenitude of socio-economic forest functions
and services (Seidl et al. 2019; Hilmers et al. 2020).

5.13.2

 he Information Potential of Long-Term Versus
T
Inventory Plots

The pros and cons of long-term experiments compared with temporary plots have
been questioned repeatedly (Gadow 1999; Nagel et al. 2012). Often, long-term
experiments have been abandoned in order to cut costs. The common reasons for
giving up long-term experiments are that forest areas with long-term experiments
have to be left out from regular forest operations and that their establishment and
survey are costly. In addition, it hardly fits to the contemporary funding organizations and the zeitgeist that it requires a couple of years for getting the first results.
Long-term experiments are also available for other ecosystems. In ecological
research (LTER), agriculture and grassland (Rothamsted Research), soil science
(LTE), or agroecosystems (LTAE), long-term observations have similar importance
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(Blake 1999; Redman et al. 2004; Körschens 2006) as in forest ecology. Compared
with other ecological fields, long-term experiments in forests are even under higher
pressure due to their particular longevity and high space consumption. As forest
land is often disregarded by politicians and other decision makers and extensively
transformed into agricultural areas, urban building, and infrastructures, long-term
experiments are frequently sacrificed and valuable long time series of survey
discontinued.
It is an often heard, but misleading argument, that forest inventories that have
been established during the last few decades at national or enterprise levels can
substitute for the information potential of long-term experiments (Gadow 1999).
Certainly, temporary plots of forest inventories may be harnessed by innovative Big
Data methods, such as geospatial random forests and geostatistical mixed-effects
models (e.g. Liang et al. 2016). For obtaining information about the status quo at the
enterprise or landscape level, inventories are ideal, as this is what they are designed
for. Furthermore, forest inventories provide the data for initializing simulation models, for forest planning and scenario analyses.
In the following, we summarize the main reasons why long-term experiments
excel by far the information potential of temporary plots and why they are highly
important for ecological monitoring and research (Pretzsch et al. 2019). First, only
long-term experiments allow to study the long-term structure and growth development at the tree and stand level. They allow revelation of changing ecological processes, legacy and ecological memory effects, and the long-term consequences of
ecosystem alteration. In contrast, temporarily observed inventory plots often lack
information about the stand history and any intermediate yield before the plot establishment. This lack of information can be only partly remedied by establishing permanent inventory plots.
Second, long-term experiments are necessary for revelation of the cause-effect
relationships between various stand treatment options and the response at the tree
and stand level. In contrast to inventory plots, experiments usually analyse tree and
stand reaction ceteris paribus, i.e. under parity of tree provenance, stand history, site
conditions, and other internal and external factors. Temporary plots may indicate
correlations but no evidence for casualties. In contrast to experiments, they may
vary in many (even unobserved) traits and not only in the analysed factor of interest
(Gamfeldt et al. 2013).
Third, long-term experiments usually cover un-thinned or untreated variants,
which, for instance, indicate the maximum stand density, unfertilized conditions,
etc. and serve as a reference for the density and growth of other treatments (e.g.
thinned, mixed, fertilized plots). In addition, long-term experiments often comprise
extreme variants that are usually avoided by forest practice and not covered by
inventories. For analysing and modelling forest dynamics, however, extreme treatment variants are often even more informative than standard and business-as-usual
variants mainly covered by inventories.
Fourth, only long-term surveys provide a full insight into the growth and yield of
the remaining and removal stand, i.e. they quantify the total production since stand
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establishment. This includes also the otherwise not accessible information about the
intermediate yield, caused by natural mortality or/and silvicultural treatments.
Fifth, long-term observations often cover a long part of the rotation or even
include the subsequent stand generation. In this way, they can reveal effects of
changes in environmental conditions at the tree and stand level (Spiecker et al.
1996). As they provide time series of growth and yield data that reach far back in
time, they may provide evidence of environmental changes and the human footprint
on forest ecosystems. The argument, which similarly long time series can be always
obtained by retrospective growth-ring analysis, is only partly true. Retrospective
analyses are possible at the individual tree level, but not at all for whole forest
stands. This is because only the trees living at the time of sampling can be analysed
retrospectively, but not their neighbours and the part of the population, eliminated
before due to self-thinning or silvicultural interventions decades before. However,
the past development of the population may be important to know its future dynamics (Pretzsch et al. 2021).

5.13.3

 eed for Further Coordination and Standardization
N
of Experimental Design and Set-ups

The foundation of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations
(IUFRO) in 1892 was essential for the coordination and standardization of experimental design and set-ups. The recommendations and definitions for establishment
and steering of thinning trials in the early times of IUFRO or its precursor organizations (Verein Deutscher Forstlicher Versuchsanstalten 1873, 1902) had some long-
term standardization effects on many kinds of experiments in forests (Becking
1953). However, the objectives and questions of experiments changed and so did the
variables and methods to measure. Among others, the measurements were extended
to spatial explicit information about coordinates, crown size, stem quality, and vitality at the individual tree level. Natural regeneration, canopy characteristics, as well
as variables quantifying the biodiversity, protective functions, recreational, or climate smartness are either added to the variable set of existing experiments. Or they
are on the protocol list of new experiments from the beginning on.
Standardizing how to consider mixing proportions would be helpful, as they
determine the establishment, steering, and evaluation of experiments (Dirnberger
et al. 2017; Halofsky et al. 2018). Standards for height curve, form factor, or diameter growth-diameter functions would harmonize the evaluation of experiments and
comparability of their results. Standardization of the result variables of long-term
experiments, e.g. regarding merchantable volume, stem volume, stem mass, or total
mass, would simplify the common overarching evaluations as realized in some of
the studies underlying the book in hand (see Sects. 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 and Hilmers
et al. 2019; Pretzsch et al. 2020a, b; Torresan et al. 2020).
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When establishing new experiments, addressing tree species mixing, natural
regeneration, or transitioning from age-class forests to continuous cover forestry
requires new standards for quantifying and steering mixing portions, stand density,
and canopy cover over regeneration or for the horizontal and vertical stand structuring (del Río et al. 2016).
The date of measurement within the year, the frequency and methodology of
measurement, and qualitative assessment of stem quality, crown vitality, etc. need
some standardization, necessary for later common evaluation.
The silvicultural prescriptions for steering the experiments need common standards, analogous to the early thinning experiments, but more sophisticated as complex forest requires more detailed protocols for quantitative and reproducible,
objective experimental steering (kind, strength, and frequency of interferences).
The common standards for evaluation at the stand and tree level simplify the
pooling of data. A report of unique essential results will hopefully advance and support the appreciation and support of long-term experiments due to their unique contribution to forest observation, monitoring, and stewardship.
The standard for data storage and exchange will further support this ambition
and save a lot of processing, organization, formatting, and time on the long term.
Trans-geographical projects with their international partner groups have the
potential to further update the standard for experiments and observation in forest
ecosystems from their establishment to the data storage and common evaluations.

5.13.4

 aintenance of Both Unmanaged and Managed
M
Observation Plots

Untreated plots are of special value as reference for natural ecosystem dynamics
without direct interference but suitable for revelation of indirect anthropogenic
effects. They may reveal and quantify the effects of acid rain (Spiecker et al. 1996),
climate change (Pretzsch et al. 2014), and also just local disturbances caused by
lowering the groundwater level (Pretzsch and Kölbel 1988) or ozone (Matyssek
et al. 2010). The growth and structure in managed forests is often superimposed by
management effects in a way that disturbance by management and environmental
stress are difficult to separate.
Unmanaged does not mean unmeasured; untreated plots are often accurately
measured regarding vitality, growth, mortality, standing, and lying deadwood.
Already the early thinning experiments provided un-thinned plots as reference; the
inventory of all dropout trees provided information about the total yield over the
whole rotation, not available without such concepts.
The reference plots offer information about maximum stand density, self-
thinning, natural intra- and interspecific competition processes, and disturbances.
They provide information for the derivation of basic relationships (Assmann 2013),
model parameterization (Pretzsch et al. 2002), and development of silvicultural prescriptions for both monospecific and especially mixed-species stands (Kelty 1992;
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Dieler et al. 2017). Any treatment experiments gain in value if untreated plots are
nearby and demonstrate the impact of treatment by visual and quantitative comparison of both. In this network, we used the untreated plots for exploring trends in
stand and tree growth that might be superimposed by various kinds of management
effects on specifically treated experimental plots or un-specifically managed inventory plots (von Gadow and Kotze 2014). Plots with trees growing solitarily would
be of similar interest but are even rarer (Kuehne et al. 2013; Uhl et al. 2015). They
would reflect the vitality, growth, allometry, and ageing without competition, which
would be of similar interest (for understanding, model parameterization, biomonitoring) as growth under self-thinning and without treatment.

5.13.5

 he Relevance and Perspectives of Common Platforms
T
for Forest Research

The use of both long-term experiments as well as temporary plots with increment
coring for detecting growth trends reveals the shortcomings of temporal plots for
reliable information of growth trends. There are shortcomings of using temporary
plots for tree-level evaluations as well as using them for retrospective stand-level
growth trend diagnosis.
Trend statements about tree-level growth based on increment cores from temporary plots may be misleading if the tree history is unknown. Sampling in mature
stands may lead to biased results, as it means a sampling of survivors that may not
represent the mean growth of the population. Notice that a European beech stand
may start with a million trees or so and arrive at 50–100 trees per hectare in the
mature phase with a mortality rate of 1–7%. The dropout trees may be less vital and
lower in growth, and the growth of the remaining trees is higher than the mean
(Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014). The effects of unknown silvicultural treatment in the
past, natural suppression in the understorey, or biotic and abiotic damages (e.g.
browsing, acid rain) may have influenced the life history and still have a memory
effects of the present and future growth of the trees. By selecting sample trees with
long and large crowns indicating permanent dominance and with tree-ring patterns
without narrow ring phases by suppression may reduce such biases but cannot completely avoid them.
By sampling on long-term experiments or observation plots, in contrast, it is possible to select representative trees without prior charge by suppression, silvicultural
impact, or damages that may interfere with the normally sigmoid growth-age
relation.
For the detection of any stand growth trend, information about the growth of
trees of various social positions in the stand and about tree removal, mortality, and
stand structure in the past is even more important (Torresan et al. 2020). In this
platform, we tried to avoid misjudgements by selection of stands un-thinned at least
in the near past, by sampling trees for retrospective growth calculation from all
biosocial classes over the whole stem diameter range and by assessing tree mortality
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via stump inventory. In this way, stand growth can be derived retrospectively (Heym
et al. 2017, 2018).
All these shortcomings underline the advantages of maintaining a network of
long-term experiments for monitoring the vitality and growth of forests (Pretzsch
et al. 2019) that after all cover one third of the land surface in Europe and deserve
special stewardship, especially in the mountain areas with their manifold ecological, economical, and socio-economic functions and services (Biber et al. 2015;
Dieler et al. 2017).
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Chapter 6

Changes of Tree and Stand Growth:
Review and Implications
H. Pretzsch, M. del Río, F. Giammarchi, E. Uhl, and R. Tognetti

Abstract In this chapter, we review the current long-term growth trends and short-
term growth reaction to single or repeated stress events on tree and stand level in
Europe. Based on growth trend analyses, the chapter reveals the strong human footprint on forest ecosystems.
First, we use long-term experiments and increment cores to show change in
growth trends within the last centuries. Growth reactions are caused by deposition
and climate change rather than by silvicultural measures. Second, we look closer on
regional-specific deviations from the general trend. Climate change, drought events,
acid rain and O3 are causing regional-specific growth reaction patterns. Third, we
assess stress events and the resilience and resistance of monospecific and mixed
stands against biotic and abiotic stress in view of the ongoing growth trends.
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The revealed tree and stand growth behaviours are highly relevant, as any changes
of forest growth and structure have strong impacts on the provision of goods and
ecosystem services. The results underline the importance of biomonitoring and suggest counteracting measures by forest planning, adaptation of silvicultural guidelines for existing forest and innovative design of future forests stands.

6.1

I ntroduction: The Information Potential of Tree
and Stand Growth Trajectories

At first sight, the reports about the status quo of forest health, vitality and productivity in Europe seem contradictory; on the one hand messages about growth acceleration (Kauppi et al. 2014), on the other hand forest dieback due to stress factors (Allen
et al. 2015). The situation seems similarly contrary at the global level, with accelerating growth in the northern latitudes and growth decline in the Mediterranean and dry
continental zones. At higher altitudes, the findings are similar to northern latitudes;
some tree species in some regions seem to benefit from the changing environmental
conditions, and other species in various regions suffer. In terms of canopy cover,
European and North American forests have experienced a history of recovery
(Nabuurs et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2018). Climate change and land use changes interfere
with forest regrowth, changing the temporal trajectories of biomass recovery and the
age structure of forest stands. These forests, although continuing to sequester a significant amount of carbon, already show signs of growth saturation, which may limit
their sink potential in the decades to come, as it will gradually saturate as trees age.
Information on carbon uptake in regrowth forests derives from modelling exercises
(Pugh et al. 2019). Sink saturation occurs due to a decrease in the assimilation component or an increase in the emission component for a given period of time. Global
terrestrial carbon sink in forests is largely driven by tree physiological responses to
increasing CO2, N deposition, air pollution, evaporative demand, land use changes
(vegetation shift, forest regrowth) and changes in forest cover (forest fire, forest
dieback).
Certainly, the growth reaction pattern of a species depends on the respective site
conditions and the specific environmental changes. When growing at its ecological
optimum, i.e. in the centre of its realised ecological niche, a species will be less
affected by environmental changes than when growing at the edge or even beyond
its natural range. In Central Europe, a dieback of Norway spruce under drought in
the lowlands beyond its natural range is not surprising. As it is not adapted to the
increasing warmth and drought, the environmental conditions simply develop away
from its ecological niche. Similarly, a growth acceleration of European beech in the
mountain zone of the Alps and in its northern range area is not surprising as here the
environmental conditions may improve the growing conditions of beech as they
change towards its optimal growing conditions. A general increasing trend of basal
area increment was observed for European beech throughout the twentieth century,
across the Italian Peninsula, with the exception of southernmost populations
(Tognetti et al. 2014), which was accompanied by a continuous enhancement in
isotope-derived intrinsic water-use efficiency.
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In addition to the interplay between initial site conditions and large-scale environmental change, regional conditions may influence the growth behaviour.
Examples for this are recovery from litter raking (Gimmi et al. 2013), soil acidification by deposition and over-exploitation (Lundström et al. 2003; Hoegberg et al.
2006), lowering of groundwater level (Pretzsch and Kölbel 1988), ozone exposure
(Matyssek et al. 2010) or eutrophication by N deposition (Hofmann et al. 1990;
Pretzsch et al. 2014a).
Yet, shifts of species’ relative abundance in mixed-species forests might strongly
affect regional carbon balances, which warrants the establishment/maintenance of
long-term experiments to measure and monitor growth dynamics and trends in representative forests of major biogeographic areas (Pretzsch et al. 2019a). Water
retention experiments, fertilizing experiments and other long-term experiments
with different silvicultural treatments can reveal, for given site conditions and species setups, how the effects of environmental changes can be modulated or mitigated by management activities. They may contribute to answering whether tree
species mixing, stand density reduction or choice of provenances can mitigate the
effects of climate change, extending the present limit of forest carbon sink. Trees
and forest stands may have the ability to acclimate to stress and to recover.
Morphological acclimation and epigenetic adaptation to stress are far from being
sufficiently understood. Due to the site dependency of growth behaviour, silvicultural recipes that are useful on one site may be inappropriate for counteracting environmental changes on other sites.
An important basis for fact-finding on growth reactions to external factors are
long-term observations by, e.g. national inventory plots, environmental monitoring
networks and networks of long-term experiments, covering extended environmental
gradients. For the study at hand, we tapped these databases:
(i) To provide the theoretical basis for better understanding the spatial-temporal
pattern of forest growth behaviour
(ii) To review and give overview of the growth trends and events of tree and stands
in order to derive measures for silvicultural adaptation
(iii) To outline the process of acclimation to stress, adaptation and recovery
(iv) To discuss the implications of the revealed growth behaviour for environmental monitoring, forest ecology and management

6.2
6.2.1

 heoretical Considerations on Growth Changes: Effects
T
of Site Conditions and Species Identity
Standard of Comparison

The unimodal relationship between environmental conditions and growth (or any
other indicator of fitness) is helpful for understanding both the site-specific and non-
linear growth reactions of monocultures in case of disturbances (Tognetti et al.
2019) and the growth-stabilizing effect of tree species mixtures (Bauhus et al.
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Fig. 6.1 Growth of various tree species depending on their realised ecological niche and prevailing site conditions in schematic representation. The vertical lines represent specific site conditions:
(a) Unimodal relationship between site conditions and growth of species 1. Any changes of site
conditions (grey bands left and right to site conditions 1, 2 and 3) have stronger non-linear
effects on sites 1 and 3 than on site 2
(b) Species 2 with a niche different from species 1 may compensate for growth losses when site
conditions change from 2 to 3 or from 3 to 4
(c) Tree species interactions in mixed stands can extend (facilitation) or reduce (competition) the
ecological niches of tree species (grey lines)
(d) By combining various tree species with different niches in mixtures (above numbers), stand
growth under climate change (below numbers) may be stabilised

2017). In Figure 6.1a, the environmental conditions change along the x-axis (for
simplicity one dimensional); growth is high in the centre of the real niche and
decreases if temperature, water and nutrient supply become scarce or excessive.
Growth is rather stable under site condition 2 (see middle vertical line), as it is close
to the saddle of the unimodal curve, where temporal variation of the resources supply (grey bands left and right of site 2) hardly changes the growth. However, on sites
represented by the steep left or right branch of the niche, changes may have strong
non-linear positive or negative effects (grey bands left and right of the sites 1 and 3,
left and right vertical lines). This is why climate warming by 2 °C may have hardly
any effect on temperate sites but strong positive and negative effects on cold and
warm sites, respectively.
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A combination of two species with differing niches, as shown in Figure 6.1b,
may stabilise stand growth if site conditions change. In this case, species 2 may
compensate for growth losses of species 1, if the site conditions shift from 2 to 3 or
to 4. Combining two species in a stand can also trigger competition reduction and
facilitation (e.g. by hydraulic redistribution through hydraulic lift, atmospheric
nitrogen fixation by symbionts) that may extend their real niche (grey unimodal
curves in the background, Fig. 6.1c) and improve their growth stability (Fig. 6.1c).
Multispecies forest stands, as represented by their niche composition in
Figure 6.1d, may be inferior in growth under stable environmental conditions as
some species are growing suboptimally. However, if the environmental conditions
change, e.g. gradually to a warmer and drier climate, or episodically caused by
drought years, this may change. In this case an assemblage of various tree species
with different niches can mean a risk distribution and stabilisation of stand productivity, although one or the other tree species may decline or even drop out.

6.2.2

Long- and Short-Term Deviations from Normality

Useful references for detection of any trend or event of the tree or stand development are basic growth and yield curves as shown in Figure 6.2a. Under constant
environmental conditions, the growth has a unimodal development over time, and
the yield, as the integral of the growth, has a sigmoid shape. With progressing size,
tree and stand growth declines, and the yield curve has an asymptotic course.
Marziliano et al. (2019) observed that the increase in tree size, more than senescence, explained the reduction in height increment in older silver fir trees. Certainly,
the growth and yield curves of diameter, basal area and volume differ in rhythm
(slope, point of inflexion, turning point), and they are also species specific and
depend, among others, on site conditions, but the unimodal pattern and sigmoid
shape remain as their general characteristics and can be used as reference for detecting abnormal developments in case of environmental changes.
Based on the unimodal growth curve (black) as a standard of comparison, any
acceleration or deceleration of growth by environmental changes (Fig. 6.2b) with
improved growing conditions may be interrupted by episodic stress events
(Fig. 6.2c), or normal growing conditions terminated by stress events with short- or
long-lasting growth reduction (Fig. 6.2d) can be revealed and quantified.

6.3
6.3.1

Empirical Evidence of Growth Trends and Events
Overarching Growth Trends in the Lowlands of Europe

Shortly after the acid rain phenomena from 1970 to 1980, Kenk et al. (1991) detected
a site index improvement by up to 7 metres of dominant height at age 100 according
to the yield table by Assmann and Franz (1963) for Norway spruce stands on poor
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Fig. 6.2 Modification of the normal unimodal growth curve (black) of forest trees or even-aged
forest stands by changing environmental conditions. (a) Unimodal curve of tree and stand growth
(integrated yield in grey) under normal, constant and undisturbed growing conditions. (b)
Acceleration (green) or deceleration (red) of growth caused by environmental changes. (c)
Improved growing conditions, interrupted by episodic stress events (green). (d) Normal growing
conditions, halted by stress events with subsequent low (red) and high (green) resilient reaction

and medium sites. Among others, Spiecker et al. (1996), Bontemps et al. (2012),
Kauppi et al. (2014) and Pretzsch et al. (2014a) revealed that forest stand growth
dynamics in most parts of Europe have strongly accelerated in recent decades.
Pretzsch et al. (2019a) compiled a data set of several hundred long-term experiments from Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Poland, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland for closer analyses of the current growth trends in European
lowlands. Figure 6.3 shows the total stand volume production of 577 fully stocked
and unthinned or just moderately thinned long-term experiments of Norway spruce,
Scots pine, European beech and common and sessile oak in comparison to the yield
tables for Norway spruce by Wiedemann (1936/1942), Scots pine by Wiedemann
(1943), European beech by Schober (1967) and sessile oak by Jüttner (1955). The
yield classes I and IV of these tables represent the development of the respective
species growing in the early twentieth century under optimal and poor conditions,
respectively.
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Fig. 6.3 Development of the total volume production on long-term experiments of (a) Norway
spruce (n = 202), (b) Scots pine (n = 189), (c) European beech (n = 97) and (d) sessile oak (n = 89)
in Europe established between 1848 and 2010, according to Pretzsch et al. (2019a). The observed
trajectories strongly exceed the spectrum of common yield tables (yield classes I and IV) for
Norway spruce by Wiedemann (1936/1942), Scots pine by Wiedemann (1943), European beech by
Schober (1967) and sessile oak by Jüttner (1955). The German experimental plots were provided
by the Forest Research Station of Baden-Württemberg (BW), the Research Station of Lower
Saxony in Goettingen (GOE) and the Chair for Forest Growth and Yield Science at TUM in
München (MUE)

The same data set also revealed significant relocations of the age trajectories of
total stand volume production and related variables when considering the year of
stand establishment. Figure 6.4 shows, representatively for Scots pine, how the total
stand volume production, standing volume and absolute and relative cumulative
volume, achieved at a given age, changed during the last 150 years. Similar trends
were found for other major species. The total stand production and standing stock
in a mature Scots pine stand is reached 50 years earlier today than for stands that
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Fig. 6.4 Change of (a) total stand volume production, (b) standing volume, (c) cumulative
removed volume and (d) percentage of removed (mortality, thinning) volume of fully stocked,
unthinned or just moderately thinned long-term experiments of Scots pine established in 1860,
1900 and 1940, according to Pretzsch et al. (2019a)

were established 100 years earlier. As a consequence, the intermediate yield (i.e. the
cumulative removed volume) is 200 m3 ha−1 at the age of 75 years at present, while
it was just 75 m3 ha−1 for stands that were established 100 years earlier. This reflects
an increase by 150%. The cumulative removed volume is the total production minus
standing volume; the percentage of removed volume results from (total production − standing volume)/total production × 100.
For a subsample of the plots in Germany, Pretzsch et al. (2018) showed that
wood density decreased by 8–12% since 1900. Even if stand and trees grew much
faster in terms of wood volume, stand biomass increment increased by 9–24 percentage points less compared to volume increment. This does not at all cancel the
remarkable volume growth acceleration in the past 100 years, but it slightly reduces
the findings based on stand volume records. The decreasing wood density goes
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along with an increased early wood fraction and points to the observed extension of
the growing season and fertilisation effect of dry deposition as the main causes of
the detected changes in growth trends.
The growth trends shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 indicate changes in growth conditions in terms of rising temperature, extension of the growing season, rising atmospheric CO2 level, nitrogen deposition and abandonment of nutrient-exporting
treatments such as litter raking (Pretzsch et al. 2014a). In other regions, environmental changes can be, of course, also detrimental for growth rates and slow down
stand dynamics. A recent study about tree growth in forests and urban areas revealed
that the beneficial effects of climate change can turn into growth decrease and losses
in regions with limited water and nutrient availability (Pretzsch et al. 2017). Again,
without unmanaged long-term experiments, the knowledge of growth trends and
their causes would be strongly biased or blurred. Nevertheless, Keenan et al. (2016),
using global carbon budget estimates, ground, atmospheric and satellite observations, and multiple global vegetation models, reported increases in the terrestrial
sink during the past decade. This was associated with the effects of rising atmospheric CO2, though many other factors may influence the carbon cycle at the local
scale. Indeed, partitioning of photosynthates can be largely influenced by environmental factors, stand age and forest management.

6.3.2

Growth Trends in High-Elevation Forest Ecosystems

High-altitude forest ecosystems often provide invaluable ecosystem services, e.g.
protection against avalanches, landslides, rockfall or flooding (Bebi et al. 2001).
Due to their prevailing limitation by low temperatures and short growing season,
especially mixed mountain forest ecosystems at higher elevations are expected to be
strongly affected by climate warming (Piao et al. 2011; Vayreda et al. 2012; Ruiz-
Benito et al. 2014) similarly to forest ecosystems in the northern latitudes.
Knowledge of any growth trends or structural changes of mountain forests may
enable forest management to adapt and stabilise these stands and thus avoid decline
of productivity and other forest ecosystem services.
Hilmers et al. (2019) and Pretzsch et al. (2020b) showed, for mixed mountain
forest of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), silver fir (Abies alba Mill.) and
European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), how environmental changes can modify the
growth trend of tree species, depending on the altitude. The revealed altitudinal-
related growth trends were found in European mixed mountain forests but probably
show reaction patterns that may be characteristic for forest ecosystems at higher
elevations under environmental change.
Pretzsch et al. (2020b) sampled increment cores from 1721 Norway spruces,
silver firs and European beeches on 28 long-term experimental plots in mixed-
mountain forest, in seven European countries from Bulgaria to Switzerland. The
plots were located between 621 and 1569 m a.s.l., having an annual temperature
range between 2.9 and 8.2 °C and an annual precipitation of 794–2767 mm yr−1.
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Fig. 6.5 Overview of the changes in the level and steepness of the growth curves of Norway
spruce, silver fir and European beech during the last three centuries, according to Pretzsch et al.
(2020b). For all the three species, the steepness of the curve increased the strongest in the case of
European beech and silver fir and the least in the case of Norway spruce

The tree ring series revealed an increase of both the level and the slope of the
diameter-age relationship for all the three species during the last 300 years, as
shown in Figure 6.5. The trend of steepening the diameter-age relationship from
year 1700 to the present is strongest for silver fir and European beech and the least
pronounced for Norway spruce. In the past (1700), the size growth of Norway
spruce was far ahead of silver fir and European beech, whereas, in the two recent
centuries, the slopes of the growth curves of silver fir and European beech increased,
indicating a trend to a more similar growth vigour.
For Norway spruce, the change in growth trend was not dependent on altitude
(Fig. 6.6a), but, for silver fir (not shown) and especially for European beech
(Fig. 6.6b), we found an altitude-dependent behaviour. In the past (DBH-year 1700),
the growth of silver fir and European beech was the highest at low altitudes and the
lowest at high elevations. Both species changed this pattern from 1700 until present.
Trees with DBH-year 1900 are growing better at high elevations and less at lower
altitudes.
This spatio-temporal pattern suggests temperature increase as the main factor for
significant changes in the growth and interspecific competition at the expense of
Norway spruce in mixed mountain forests. The long-term growth trajectories of
Norway spruce in relation to silver fir and European beech hint at a relative advantage of fir and beech at the expense of spruce. The relative inferior growth trend of
spruce in relation to fir and beech corresponds to a loss of fitness. On the long run,
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Fig. 6.6 Altitude-dependent changes of the growth of (a) Norway spruce and European beech (b)
in the last 300 years, according to Pretzsch et al. (2020b). (a) In the case of Norway spruce, the
growth was the highest at lower elevations and decreased with altitude in the past (DBH-year 1700
and 1800) as well as at present. (b) In the case of European beech, the growth was also the highest
at lower elevations and decreased with altitude in the past. During the last 200 years, the relationships turned to a superior growth at higher altitudes compared to lower elevations

this may reduce the competitive strength and success of Norway spruce in stand
development and natural regeneration.
Similar altitude-dependent temporal changes were found when analysing intraspecific synchrony in tree growth response to inter-annual fluctuations during the
last century (del Río et al. 2020). Synchrony within beeches decreased with climate
warming at high altitudes, reflecting a lower dependency of climate conditions in
the last decades. By contrast, Norway spruce synchrony maintained constant at high
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altitudes but increased remarkably at lower altitudes, indicating that climate warming is exerting a stronger control on spruce growth at these altitudes.
At lower altitudes, Norway spruce is endangered especially by drought stress and
subsequent bark beetle infestation; at higher altitudes, it is impaired by the growth
acceleration of competing silver fir and European beech in mixed mountain stands.
The climate change-induced promotion of silver fir and European beech will, in
absence of silvicultural activities, gradually replace the role that Norway spruce had
in the past in the high-montane and subalpine zone. At lower altitudes, Norway
spruce will be limited to cold sites in hollow relief where silver fir and European
beech, but not Norway spruce, suffer from late frost.
Regardless of the competitive ability of Norway spruce under increasing disturbance regimes, a decrease in wood quality can be expected for this species in the
years to come (e.g. wood density). Being the most relevant timber for softwood
products in Central and Northern Europe, Norway spruce calls for new silvicultural
strategies addressing climate change issues, which include the right choice of provenances and degree of stand density regulation.

6.3.3

Stress Events and Low-Growth Years

Many studies use the long-term course of the annual stem diameter growth of trees
for analysing low-growth years caused by stress events such as drought, late frost or
insect injury (Schweingruber 2012). The studies are often based on dominant trees,
in order to keep the effects of competition by neighbours as small as possible
(Pretzsch et al. 2020a). The normal level of the sampled individuals is assumed as
standard for comparison, and any slump of growth in low-growth years is quantified
by the ratio between the reduced and normal level. This results in information about
relative growth losses. Zang et al. (2011) revealed, by this method, that the ranking
between primary tree species in Central Europe regarding growth losses is Norway
spruce, silver fir, Douglas fir, European beech, Scots pine and sessile oak. By comparing the growth reactions in the given years in monospecific stands with neighbouring mixed-species ones, Pretzsch et al. (2013), Grossiord et al. (2014), Thurm
et al. (2016) and Ammer (2019) could show that, in some cases, interspecific neighbourhood can reduce species-specific drought stress effects.
Drought events in Central Europe, among others, in 1976, 2003 and 2015, triggered many studies about the effects of episodic drought on the growth and mortality of forest tree species (Ciais et al. 2005; Bréda et al. 2006; Allen et al. 2015).
These findings suggest that tree species especially growing at or beyond the border
of their natural range, such as Norway spruce or European larch (Larix decidua
Mill.) in Central Europe, can show severe growth losses and mortality (Kölling et al.
2009; Lévesque et al. 2013). Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and sessile oak (Quercus
petraea L.) often serve as examples for rather drought-tolerant species (Walentowski
et al. 2007; Zang et al. 2011, 2012), more suitable for forestry in Central Europe
under climate change towards warm and dry conditions. In order to mitigate drought,
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silviculture aims at the selection of well acclimated species and provenances
(Atzmon et al. 2004; Arend et al. 2011; Zang et al. 2011), at reducing stand density
(D’Amato et al. 2013; Sohn et al. 2016; Bottero et al. 2017), at modifying the kind
of thinning (Rodríguez-Calcerrada et al. 2011; Gebhardt et al. 2014; Pretzsch et al.
2018) or at favouring tree species mixing. The latter, however, is not rated effective
for drought mitigation in general (Grossiord 2019). Indeed, in forest stands, species
diversity is not always positively related to drought resistance. Conte et al. (2018)
observed that stem radial growth and isotope-derived intrinsic water-use efficiency
were generally higher in pure than in mixed stands of European beech and Scots pine.
Exemplarily, Figure 6.7 shows species-specific stress reactions caused by the
drought year 1976 quantified in relation to the mean growth level in the 3-year-
period 1973–1975 before the drought stress (reference line = 1.0). The study was
based on tree ring measurement on cores from increment chronologies from 559
trees of Norway spruce, European beech and sessile oak in South Germany, with
half of them sampled in monospecific stands and the other half in mixed stands
(Pretzsch et al. 2013).
For quantifying the resistance, recovery and resilience, indices introduced by
Lloret et al. (2011) were applied, allowing for retracing the tree’s growth reaction on
the episodic drought stress in the years 1976 and 2003. The following general reaction patterns, visualised in Figure 6.7, were found. In pure stands, spruce had the
lowest resistance but the best recovery. Oak and beech were more resistant but recovered less pronounced and thus were less resilient. In mixture, spruce and oak performed like in pure stands, but beech was significantly more resistant and resilient
than in monocultures. Especially when mixed with oak, beech was facilitated. We
hypothesise that the revealed water stress release of beech emerges in mixture because
of the asynchronous stress reaction pattern of beech and oak and a facilitation of
beech by hydraulic lift of water by oak. A potential positive contribution of species

Fig. 6.7 Species-specific stress reactions caused by the drought year 1976 shown in relation to the
mean growth level in the 3-year-period 1973–1975 before the drought stress (reference line = 1.0)
(according to Pretzsch et al. 2013). (a) Norway spruce, European beech and sessile oak in pure
stands. (b) European beech in pure and mixed stands. (c) European beech and sessile in pure and
mixed stands. The courses represent the growth in the dry year 1976 and in the recovery period
(periodical mean of 1977–1979) in relationship to the growth in the reference period (periodical
mean of 1973–1975)
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Fig. 6.8 Mean (± SE) annual basal area increment (± SE) of all (a) Norway spruce (n = 268) and
(b) European beech (n = 141) from 1998 to 2018. Trees facing rainfall exclusion since 2014 were
excluded (tree numbers refer to the year 2003)

with a deep root system (e.g. oak) towards those with shallow roots (e.g. beech) can
be hypothesised in mixed forests subjected to drought stress (Zapater et al. 2011).
As another example, we show the growth reactions of Norway spruce and
European beech to natural episodic and experimentally extended drought in mature
monospecific and mixed-species stands of Norway spruce and European beech in
the Kranzberg Forest (Fig. 6.8). From the annual diameter growth records since
1998 based on girth tapes, Norway spruce and European beech both reflect the episodic drought events in 2003 and 2015. The courses of the annual basal area growth
(± SE) from 1998 to 2018 is visualised in Figure 6.8. The long-term trend in this
period is slightly decreasing for Norway spruce and rather parallel to the x-axis for
European beech. This long-term trend, however, is interrupted by slumps of the
annual growth in 2003 and 2015, especially in the case of Norway spruce. European
beech was much more resistant to the drought years. Norway spruce shows a strong
growth reduction in the drought years 2003 and 2015, while European beech shows
just a slight growth reduction in 2003 and even an increase in 2015. It is obvious that
the growth of Norway spruce is severely reduced by about 50–60% compared to the
growth before the drought period. European beech trees do not exceed half of the
growth losses and react much less to drought.
In order to show intra- and inter-species-specific response patterns to drought,
we also compared the behaviour in the drought years 2003 and 2015 with the 3-year
periods before and after the events (Fig. 6.9). Here, we visualise the results just for
2003, as they were similar concerning the relationships between the species and
concerning the intra- and interspecific differences, but more pronounced than in
2015. Figure 6.9a underpins the much stronger effect of drought on the growth of
Norway spruce compared with European beech, in general, without considering
their intra- and interspecific neighbourhoods.
Interestingly, Norway spruce suffered 10–20% less under drought when growing
in the neighbourhood of European beech (see Fig. 6.9b, mean and SE lines for sb).
The growth losses were stronger in the intraspecific neighbourhood of Norway
spruce in 2003. The tree growth of the group with intraspecific competition (group
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Fig. 6.9 Visualisation of the growth resistance and resilience to the 2003 drought event based on
the annual basal area increment (± SE) (according to Pretzsch et al. 2020a). The pre-drought
growth in the period 2000–2002 is set to 1.0 (1.0 line). The growth in the drought year 2003 and in
the post-drought period 2004–2006 was sketched in relation to this reference level. (a) On average,
the growth of Norway spruce dropped steeply and recovered slowly; European beech was hardly
affected by the 2003 drought. (b) When Norway spruce grew in the interspecific neighbourhood
with European beech (sb, broken lines), it was less affected by drought compared with intraspecific
constellations (ss). (c) When European beech grew in the interspecific neighbourhood with Norway
spruce (bs, broken lines), it was more affected by drought compared with intraspecific constellations (bb)

ss) was significantly lower than the growth in the group with interspecific competition (group sb).
European beech behaved differently (Fig. 6.9c). European beech growth declined
significantly stronger under drought in the interspecific neighbourhood but recovered quickly (see Fig. 6.9c, mean and SE lines for bs). In contrast, European beech
growing in the neighbourhood of beech trees was much less affected by drought
(mean and SE lines for bb). In dry years, Norway spruce seemingly benefits from
interspecific neighbourhoods. Similar growth-stabilizing interspecific interactions
were reported by del Río et al. (2014).
The results of such studies indicate growth reactions of selected sampled trees.
The diagnosis of growth reactions and growth losses at the stand level can show a
different picture. Small trees may react differently to stress and partially compensate the growth losses of tall trees in low-growth years (Pretzsch et al. 2018). In
addition to the growth of individual trees, stand growth is determined by stand density, mortality and existing natural regeneration that can strongly modify the growth
under drought stress (Allen et al. 2015; Pretzsch et al. 2015; Sohn et al. 2016).
Stress may also modify height growth, form factor or allometry between root and
shoot; all of these aspects are not considered by relative growth analyses based on
increment cores of individual trees at breast height (Rötzer et al. 2017).
In summary, the dendrochronological analyses of growth oscillation in drought
years may serve as a bioindication and evidence of stress by environmental factors
(Dobbertin 2005; Allen et al. 2010), whereas the growth analyses at the stand level
provide integrated information of growth reactions that are relevant on ecosystem
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level and for management and planning purposes. Both are useful indicators of
climate-smart forestry.

6.3.4

Vulnerability Related to High Productivity Level

Compared to the past, forest stand growth has accelerated during the last decades in
many areas of Europe (Spiecker et al. 1996; Kauppi et al. 2014; Pretzsch et al.
2014a). Although proceeding on a raised growth level, stands are encountering a
series of drought years. But, even if tree and stand growth by this may be reduced
below the present level, they still exceed the past level, represented, for instance, by
the yield tables. The negative deflection from the currently increased level is naturally interpreted as stress exposure. However, at the same time, the absolute level is
still higher than in the past. This may evoke contradictory assessments regarding
forest health and vitality.
For showing this concurrency of long-term upward trend and episodic stress
events, we present results from an ongoing study of monospecific and mixed-species
stands (triplets) of Norway spruce, Scots pine, European beech and sessile oak
across Europe (Pretzsch et al. 2020c). Figure 6.10 depicts the stand volume growth
of monospecific stands of the respective species in Germany in comparison with the
corresponding yield tables by Wiedemann (1943), Jüttner (1955), Assmann and
Franz (1963) and Schober (1967).
In the case of Norway spruce (Fig. 6.10a), the observed (oscillating course) and
expected growths (unimodal growth curves) were the closest to each other. In the
case of European beech (Fig. 6.10b, d), the observed growth strongly deviated from
the yield table predictions. Most of the stands showed an increased growth level and
an increasing growth trend since one or two decades. Recent drought years just
cause an oscillation on a luxury hypertrophy level and only occasionally cause a
slump of the growth trajectories below the yield tables used as standard for comparison. Also, Scots pine (Fig. 6.10c, e) strongly exceeded the level of the yield tables
and strongly increased in growth. In the last few years, the upward trend is, from
time to time, interrupted by low-growth years. The most positive deviations from
the yield tables and upward trends were found for the stand growth of sessile oak
(Fig. 6.10f); the drought years in 2003 and 2015 had hardly any effects on the
annual course of growth of sessile oak. The growth of the mixed-species stands also
proceeded above the yield tables and showed an increasing trend (not shown). But,
compared with the monospecific stands, the inter-annual oscillation in mixed-
species stands was lower. So, species interactions not only stabilise growth at tree
level (Fig. 6.9) but also contribute to greater temporal stability at the stand level (del
Rio et al. 2017).
On average, the growth of the analysed stands of spruce, pine, beech and oak was
48% above the historic level represented by the yield tables (Pretzsch et al. 2020c);
this reflects a considerable change of forest growth and potential for wood utilisation compared to the previous century. Growth loss due to drought was highest in
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Fig. 6.10 Courses of the absolute annual volume growth (merchantable wood with diameter 7 cm
at the smaller end including bark) of monospecific stands of the triplets of (a and b) Norway spruce
and European beech, (c and d) Scots pine and European beech and (e and f) Scots pine and sessile
oak in the period 1997–2018 compared with the courses of the yield tables for moderate thinning
by Wiedemann (1943), Jüttner (1955), Assmann and Franz (1963) and Schober (1967)
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Fig. 6.11 Growth of traditional yield table vs. current reality in schematic (a) absolute and (b)
relative representation. Growth predicted by yield tables (yield classes I and IV), current growth
trend and low-growth events caused by drought years (growth decrease marked by filled circle). In
the marked drought year, the stand growth would lie under the level of the upward trend but still
above the level of the yield tables (1.0 line)

Norway spruce stands, lowest in sessile oak stands and medium in European beech
and Scots pine stands. Mixed-species stands performed slightly better in drought
years but not significantly. The current growth courses of the analysed stands can be
understood as a new standard. In the recent drought years, the stand growth was
reduced on average by 28%; in the most favoured or unfavoured cases, it was
reduced by 19% and 37%, respectively, referenced at the new standard.
The aggregated picture applying for sites with medium to good growing conditions, i.e. for many sites in the Central European lowlands, is given in Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11a shows the course of growth predicted by the yield tables (curves for
yield classes I and IV), the current annual course of growth (sawtooth curve) and the
low-growth collapse in a drought year (minimum value marked by a dot) in schematic representation at the absolute scale. Figure 6.11b shows the same relationships at a relative scale. Both graphs reveal that the growth in the drought year
declines below the level of the current upward growth trend, but it is still above the
level of the yield table. This means that the growth is reduced by drought stress but
may still lie considerably above the growth predicted by the yield tables.

6.4
6.4.1

Acclimation, Adaptation and Recovery
Acclimation

Trees and stands may physiologically or morphologically acclimate to drought
stress (Cinnirella et al. 2002; Lapenis et al. 2005; Reich et al. 2016). Here, we show
an example of trees’ acclimation to extended drought stress (Fig. 6.12). In a rainfall
exclusion experiment, Goisser et al. (2016) and Pretzsch et al. (2020a) analysed the
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Fig. 6.12 Visualisation of the resistance to the 2014–2018 rainfall exclusion based on the single-
tree annual basal area increment (± SE). Pre-drought growth in the period 2011–2013 is set to 1.0
(1.0 line, solid black); the growth during years of the rainfall exclusion is related to the pre-drought
level. (a) On average, growth of Norway spruce dropped steeply and recovered slowly; growth of
European beech dropped less and even increased above the level of the pre-drought period after
4 years. (b) When Norway spruce grew in the interspecific neighbourhood with European beech
(sb, broken lines), it was less affected (20–30%) during the rainfall exclusion in the first years and
recovered remarkably compared with spruce trees in intraspecific constellations (ss). (c) When
European beech grew in the interspecific neighbourhood with Norway spruce (bs, broken lines), it
performed better in the first years of drought but then relapsed the growth of beech trees in intraspecific neighbourhoods (bb)

courses of the annual basal area increments within a 5-year period of water exclusion over all summer periods. Figure 6.12a shows the behaviour of Norway spruce
and European beech in monospecific and mixed stands. Both species strongly
reduced their growth in the first year after the rainfall exclusion. Norway spruce
continued to decrease but stabilised in 2016–2018. European beech stabilised even
earlier and rearrived at the base level in 2018. Since 2015, Norway spruce grew on
average significantly less than European beech on the treatment plots. This underpins the species-specific drought tolerance reviewed by Niinemets and Valladares
(2006). The asymptotic growth trend of Norway spruce and the upward growth
trend of European beech after multi-year drought can be interpreted as acclimation.
Especially in the case of Norway spruce, the neighbourhood seems to matter for
the growth behaviour imposed by experimentally extended drought stress
(Fig. 6.12b). Norway spruce growing in the neighbourhood of spruce trees displayed a much stronger growth decrease than those in vicinity to European beech.
In the case of European beech, both trees in inter- and intraspecific neighbourhood
behave similarly in the first 3 years (Fig. 6.13c). Since 2016, we found significant
differences between the two groups, i.e. beech trees in intraspecific competition
outgrew those neighboured by spruce trees.
In summary, the experimentally induced drought from 2014 to 2018 caused a
strong growth reduction in the first year, followed by a slight acclimation to the dry
conditions. European beech acclimatised and recovered better than Norway spruce;
Norway spruce acclimatised better in the neighbourhood of beech trees. For Norway
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spruce tree mortality was fivefold, while for European beech it is similar to the long-
term mortality rate on the untreated plots.

6.4.2

Adaptation

The intraspecific genotypic and phenotypic variability plays an important role in
terms of adaptation. Figure 6.13a illustrates how a high genetic diversity can contribute to adaptation, as each genotype shows a distinct optimum curve to climate
conditions.
Similarly, there can be substantial differences in expression of the optimum
curve among different provenances of a species (Benito Garzón et al. 2011) through
adaptation to varying climate conditions (Aitken et al. 2008).
The Scots pine provenance trial Schwabach 304, established in 1927, provides
an example for provenance-dependent behaviour of growth (Fig. 6.14a). This experiment revealed that the production of the provenance “Bamberg” was inferior until
an age of 50 years compared to the provenances “Schwabach” and “Unterfranken”.
The provenance Bamberg seems to be better suitable for the changing growing conditions since the last century. However, it turned to the most productive provenance,
possibly indicating higher adaptation to the specific site conditions. In the case of
the Douglas fir provenance trial Kösching 95 (established in 1961, first survey 1961,
last survey 2015), all provenances performed very similarly during the juvenile
stand development. With increasing age, however, the difference in total stand
growth between the weakest and strongest performing provenance becomes a
remarkable 500 m3 ha−1 (Fig. 6.14b). This trial also includes plots of Norway spruce,

Fig. 6.13 Growth of different genotypes depending on their real ecological niche in schematic
representation (niche reduced to one axis for simplifying the representation). (a) Unimodal relationship between site conditions for different genotypes. A greater genetic diversity can contribute
to a better adaptation to climate change. (b) Growth of two species with different phenotypic
plasticity. A higher phenotypic plasticity can reduce the impact of climate change and favour
“adaptation” in a broad sense of the term. (c) Shift in species growth response along the ecological
niche caused by epigenetic preconditions. Different growth responses to environmental conditions
by epigenetic changes can be inherited in the new generation and contribute to tree species
adaptation
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Fig. 6.14 Long-term observations can reveal changes in the performance ranking of different species’ provenances as well as deviations of their growth and yield characteristics from the prediction
by yield tables. (a) On the Scots pine provenance trial Schwabach 304, initially low-performing
provenances finally have superior total production. After 20 years, all the three provenances surpass the level of the yield table. (b) Douglas fir provenance trial Kösching 95, where some Douglas
fir provenances significantly excel the other and the total production of the Norway spruce reference plots in advanced age. The yield tables for Scots pine by Wiedemann (1943, yield classes I–
III) and for Douglas fir by Bergel (1985, yield class I) and Norway spruce by Assmann and Franz
(1963, O 40) were used as reference

which performs similarly to Douglas fir initially but lags behind most of the Douglas
fir provenances at advanced ages. The deviations from the reference yield tables are
negligible in the beginning but accumulate strongly with increasing stand age.
The long-term changes in ranking and trend, depicted in Figure 6.14, underpin
that the choice of silvicultural options (e.g. provenance, thinning and tree species)
should not be based just on early tests but on long-term observation. Real-time
series of observations cannot simply be replaced by artificial time series, which try
to derive the development over age by measuring and combining stands of different
ages on the same site.
Generally, a higher genetic diversity implies more possibilities of adaptation to
changing conditions, but species adaptation through selection during the regeneration phase is a long-lasting process. Therefore, other aspects, such as species phenotypic plasticity to environmental conditions or the above-mentioned ability of
acclimation, are important for adaptation to climate change, in a broader perception
of the term “adaptation”. More plastic species or provenances are expected to resist
better to climate changes in large parts of their distribution areas (Fig. 6.13b).
However, plasticity is not always linked to genetic diversity (Mutke et al. 2010);
therefore, it does not always guarantee good performance.
Epigenetic changes can also have important effects on species adaptability
(Fig. 6.13c). Current research scrutinises to what extent climate change can cause
heritable epigenetic changes and adaptation of trees beyond the genetic adaptation
by sexual reproduction (Franks Hoffmann 2012; Verhoeven et al. 2016). That
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environmentally induced epigenetic changes may be inherited by future generations
is of special relevance for long-lived organisms, such as trees (Bräutigam et al.
2013). Rico et al. (2014) and Shanker et al. (2014) report on epigenetic changes
under drought stress, and Bossdorf et al. (2008) discussed how to consider such
high important aspects in future experiments in ecology.

6.4.3

Recovery

The recovery capacity after cessation of disturbance is an important characteristic
of tree growth to better understand growth reaction patterns under changing environment. Beyond the already revised growth response to extreme annual events
through the analysis of resistance, recovery and resilience indices by Lloret et al.
(2011), here, we present two examples of growth response to longer disturbances,
such as SO2 pollution and O3 exposure, and the recovery afterwards.
Growth Reactions of Norway Spruce and Silver Fir to SO2 Pollutants The stem
diameter growth trajectories of Norway spruce and silver fir in Fig. 6.15 show the
stress reaction and recovery caused by SO2 pollutants (1950–1985) and dry years
(1976, 2003). The trajectories are based on 118 trees per species sampled by increment boring in 22 mixed-species stands across Germany. The stands cover a wide

Fig. 6.15 Average course of the stem diameter increment (id mm yr-1) of about 100-year-old silver
fir (n = 118) and Norway spruce (n = 118), in Bavaria and Lower Saxony. The graph shows the
period 1950–1985 with increased SO2 pollution, the species-specific growth trend after 1985 with
reduced SO2 pollution and the drought years 1976 and 2003 (Uhl et al. 2013)
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range of site conditions, within and beyond the natural distribution of both species,
in Bavaria and Lower Saxony. In Bavaria, the tree age of Norway spruce and silver
fir was 110 and 114 years, respectively, and in Lower Saxony it was 72 and 88 years,
respectively. Since 1900, both species first show a rather similar and steady level of
growth. Silver fir then shows a growth depression from 1950 to 1980 and a growth
recovery afterwards. The growth of Norway spruce is superior to silver fir in the
period 1950–1980 and turns to be inferior after 1980.
The growth of silver fir was strongly reduced by the high SO2 pollutants in the
period 1950–1980 (Uhl et al. 2013). After reduction of the SO2 load in the atmosphere by installation of filters in power stations (Joos 2006; Elling et al. 2009), the
stem diameter growth of silver fir increased continuously in the last 20–30 years
despite the advancing age. The finding that the growth of silver fir dropped less and
recovered faster than the growth of Norway spruce in drought years means that the
vitality changed in favour of silver fir in the last decades. Consequently, in the very
widespread mixed-species stands of Norway spruce, silver fir and European beech
in European mountain regions, silver fir gained in competitive strength and productivity compared to the other species (Pretzsch et al. 2015; Bosela et al. 2018; Hilmers
et al. 2019).
Growth Reactions to Chronic O3 Stress and Recovery After Temporal O3
Exposure Increased O3 concentration in the air can have significantly detrimental
effects on the health and growth of trees in urban areas and forests (Matyssek und
Sandermann 2003). O3 fumigation experiments show that ozone exposure can
reduce the photosynthesis (Botkin et al. 1972; Karnosky et al. 2007; Wittig et al.
2009), the carbon assimilation (Chappelka and Samuelson 1998; Sitch et al. 2007),
the growth (Wipfler et al. 2005; Pretzsch und Schütze 2018) and allometry of trees
(Dickson et al. 2001; Grantz et al. 2006; Pretzsch et al. 2010). The effect of O3 on
growth can be analysed by tree ring analyses and comparison of exposed trees with
controls (Pretzsch und Schütze 2018).
The free-air ozone fumigation experiment in the Kranzberg Forest showed how
80-year-old Norway spruce and European beech trees reacted to double-ambient O3
exposure (2000–2007) and also how they behaved after the stop of the temporary
exposure (Matyssek et al. 2010; Häberle et al. 2012). During the phase with double-
ambient O3 exposure (2 × O3), the annual basal area increments of Norway spruce
and European beech decreased by 24% and 32%, respectively (Fig. 6.16). In the
period 2008–2016, after the stop of the exposure, both species recovered. The basal
area increments of the previously O3-fumigated trees recovered and raised by 14%
and 24% above the level of the control trees (1 × O3). So, they nearly caught up with
the control trees regarding diameter growth. However, the resistance and resilience
of the previously fumigated trees to drought and late frost were lower compared with
the control trees. This underlines that measures for pollution control may result in a
quick recovery from chronic O3 stress and emphasises the relevance of O3 control
for the health and the carbon sink function of trees and forests (Matyssek et al. 2010).
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Fig. 6.16 Pattern of growth responses of mature Norway spruce and European beech to temporary
2 × O3 ozone fumigation, according to Pretzsch et al. (2018). Free-air twice-ambient ozone fumigation (2 × O3) reduced diameter increment of mature Norway spruce and European beech within
the 2 × O3 fumigation period from 2000 to 2007. In the post-fumigation period, growth of the
former fumigated trees can recover and even exceed the growth of the control trees. 1 × O3 means
ambient ozone concentration and represents the control tree (black line); 2 × O3 means twice-
ambient ozone-fumigated trees (red line)

6.5

 iscussion: Implications for Environmental Monitoring,
D
Forest Ecology and Management

The reviewed tree and stand growth behaviour by reasons of changing environments
is highly relevant as any change of forest growth and structure has strong impacts
on the provision of ecosystem goods and services. In the following, we discuss the
implications for environmental monitoring, forest ecology and management.

6.5.1

Environmental Monitoring

As tree and stand growth strongly depends on environmental conditions, their
observation delivers a unique contribution to environmental monitoring. Thus, the
tree and stand growth measured on long-term experiments and the tree growth rates
retrospectively derived from increment cores and stem discs can provide evidence
of environmental changes (Schweingruber 2012). Growth records from trees or
stands without active forest management are of special value, as their growth
courses are not superimposed by silvicultural management effects. Long-term
observation helps to quantify the human footprint on nature (Pretzsch et al. 2014a).
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In temperate Europe, there is a patchwork of forests with positive, neutral and
negative growth reactions to the ongoing change of environmental conditions. In
regions with sufficient water supply, growth strongly accelerated due to favourable
effects of global change, such as nitrogen deposition, extension of the growing season (McMahon et al. 2010) and rise of the CO2 concentration (Ewald et al. 2004).
In drier regions, forest growth is reduced by drought and accompanied biotic calamities (Martin-StPaul et al. 2013). In fact, many forests show growth slumps in dry
years but are currently growing at higher levels than before, requiring a long-term
reference for impact assessment (Fig. 6.11).
The demonstration of forest growth and decline and the practical consequences
on long-term experiments can motivate measures for environmental care and pollution control (Matyssek and Sandermann 2003; Uhl et al. 2013). The growth trends
and events on environmental conditions can also be used for assessing the climate
smartness of various forest and stand types and contribute to developing indicators
of stability and climate smartness for monitoring and decision-making purposes
(Bowditch et al. 2020; Santopuoli et al. 2021).

6.5.2

Forest Ecology

The accelerated tree growth and forest aging and the projected sink saturation
require conformance of all associated organisms, including humans. Plants and animals inhabiting these habitats depend on specific phases in stand development and
structure; faster growth means interference in species living conditions and demands
for higher mobility. In other areas, growth decline may call in question the future of
tree species and the associated plants and animals. In the lowlands, we find horizontal mosaics and, in the mountains, elevation zones with changing growth, changing
competitive strength of the species and a transition to species with ecological niches
better suitable for both the continuously and abruptly changing growth conditions.
If we interpret tree growth trends as an indication of fitness (Dobbertin 2005), we
may consider that some species, such as Norway spruce and Scots pine, especially
when cultivated beyond their natural range in dry lowland areas, lose competitiveness. In many cases their growth is still on a rather high level but with a decreasing
tendency, especially caused by drought years that became more frequent in the last
decades.
Long-term observation of tree growth shows that trees can recover from episodic
and chronic stress and that they are also able to acclimatise to a certain degree to,
e.g. drought stress (Pretzsch et al. 2020a). Future research will show the potential of
acclimatisation and of adaptation over successive generations. Natural regeneration
may pave the way to a continuous adaptation by natural selection of the fittest.
Permanent plots surveyed with a combination of high resolution and coarse size will
be required to track forest demography in time and space (e.g. tree mortality, age
structure) and understand scale and pattern of forest development (e.g. species
diversity, vegetation shift).
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The shown growth trends suggest new experiments in monospecific and mixed-
species stands, in order to better understand the effects of environmental changes on
forest resilience. Of importance are, e.g. experiments analysing the provenance
selection and adaptation to climate change, the impacts of tree species mixing on
growth stability, the potential for acclimation and adaptation of tree species, the
effects of various silvicultural measures (e.g. thinning), the interactive consequences
of disturbances and the effects of nutrient addition on stress resistance, resilience
and recovery.

6.5.3

Forest Management

Management options and decisions regarding the choice of species and provenance,
stand regeneration, spacing, thinning and rotation length depend on information
about the current tree and stand growth. Susceptibility of presently used species to
biotic or abiotic damages will determine the selection of new provenances and foreign species (Atzmon et al. 2004; Arend et al. 2011; Zang et al. 2011). By early
stand regeneration and transition to natural regeneration, the stand acclimation and
adaptation to drought may be promoted (Aasamaa et al. 2004). Spacing and thinning may be intensified in order to use the accelerated growth or to reduce stand
density and drought stress (Sohn et al. 2016). Long-term experiments show, in many
regions, an increase of the maximum stand density; this means that keeping stands
at the traditional density levels may cause severe growth losses as the optimal density will be under matched. The accelerated growth may suggest a shortening of the
rotation period (Pretzsch et al. 2014a).
All these measures depend on information about growth trends and short-term
growth reactions to adjust forest management and maintain sustainability, in particular, under changing environmental conditions. More rapid tree growth can result
in earlier harvest threshold diameters and rotation due to increased stand productivity, which can raise the annual harvest. Recent growth trends allow foresters to
maintain much higher growing stocks. However, strong thinning, which uses past
conditions as a guideline, might reduce stand density, such that the actual growth
potential is not fully realised. In addition, a shortened rotation period can mean
reduced risk in terms of forest damage, including windthrow, bark beetle infestation
and/or snow breakage. On the other hand, at sites with decreasing growth trends and
decay symptoms, urgent adaptation strategies are required, such as species diversification, density regulation, promotion of natural regeneration or even, in some
cases, species or provenance assisted migration.
For a specific stand mean tree size, standing stock and mortality rate can be
achieved one or more decades earlier. This leaves age-based experience values,
widely used yield tables and other models and many traditional management guidelines to become obsolete. Trade-offs exist between shortening rotation period to
maximise carbon sequestration and lengthening tree growth to reduce biodiversity
loss. Growth records may further serve for updating forest growth models not only
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for monocultures but also for more complex mixed-species stands. Such models
should provide forest management with appropriate growth and yield information
for calculation of the annual sustainable harvest. The underlying experimental and
observation plots may serve as demonstration and training plots on how to manage
forest under environmental changes and as silvicultural assistance to the transition
from high-risk monocultures to close-to-nature forest systems, towards climate-
smart forestry.

6.6

 he Importance of Long-Term Experiments
T
for Fact-Finding

As most of the results presented in this chapter are based on long-term growth and
yield experimental plots, we finally discuss the importance of long-term experiments for fact-finding. The founding fathers of forest yield science, such as
Danckelmann and Schwappach, were convinced that trees and forests require long-
term observation, and for this purpose they established the first forest research stations, beginning in 1870 (Ganghofer 1881; Milnik 1999; Landesforstanstalt
Eberswalde 2001). Most of our scientific knowledge of tree and stand dynamics,
and practical decision, is based on long-term experiments. However, long-term
experiments are often under scrutiny, endangered and sacrificed for cost reduction.
The reasons are as follows: forest areas with long-term experiments have to be left
out from regular forest operations, long-term experiments are costly and waiting for
some results more than a couple of years hardly fits into these fast-moving times.
A misleading argument for discontinuance is that forest inventories established
in the last decades at national or enterprise level render long-term experiments
superfluous. Long-term experiments and temporary plots are rather complementary,
more than redundant (Nagel et al. 2012). Long-term experiments provide far-
backward-reaching time series of growth and yield for selected sites; they also
include extreme variants, such as unthinned stands or solitary growing conditions,
which are hardly represented by inventories. Unthinned plots can be important as
reference (maximum density, site-specific productivity), and solitary plots are relevant for understanding tree behaviour (aging, wood quality) under strong thinning
and the trade-off between tree and stand level performance. Temporary plots and
forest inventories, in contrast, include mainly routinely managed stands (mean stand
density, common silvicultural treatment) and provide a representative overview of
the current growth behaviour.
Forest inventories can provide large-scale representative data, and the information potential can be exploited by big data methods (e.g. Liang et al. 2016). However,
inventories may hardly provide information about the stand history and intermediate yield; a lack that can be partly remedied by permanent inventory plots, when
they get measured repeatedly and gradually, provide longer time series. Long-term
experiments, in contrast, can reveal the cause-effect relationship of various
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treatment options on tree and stand behaviour, as they are established under controlled continuous (ceteris paribus) conditions. Inventory plots indicate correlations
but provide no evidence for casualties, as they can vary in many traits beyond the
factor in question. Long-term experiments strive for general rules, laws and understanding, while inventory plots aim at regional information for practical purposes.
Simulation models can make use of both long-term plots for developing the thinning, mortality and regeneration algorithms and inventory data for calibration of the
site-growth relationship, model initialisation and risk assessment.
Large-scale and long-term monitoring plots may be useful to characterise ecological processes (succession, outbreak, windthrow, etc.), thus providing models
with data from heterogeneous conditions and including temporal variability of climate. Monitoring of large plots helps to emerge the effect of processes that are
spatially autocorrelated (dispersal, competition, facilitation or mortality).
Monitoring of permanent plots helps intercept the impact of phenomena that are
temporally discrete (e.g. extreme events). During the careers of research topics,
such as impact of acid rain, nitrogen deposition or climate change or global change
on forests, repeated observation on permanently marked plots provided information
far beyond the purpose they originally were established for. They represent stands
with known history regarding establishment, silvicultural treatment and disturbances. They offer time series of stand development for biomonitoring, development of silvicultural treatment, modelling and demonstration and training.
Current course of growth may reveal site- and species-specific reaction to various disturbances and may contribute to a less emotional but more objectified discussion of the human influence on tree growth and forest dynamics. While the public
debate about forest ecology and health changes its focus typically minute by minute, long-term experiments provide a differentiated and consolidated information
base about where and to what extent not only forest growth is influenced by humans
but also that pollution and climate control can help.
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Abstract Models to predict the effects of different silvicultural treatments on future
forest development are the best available tools to demonstrate and test possible
climate-smart pathways of mountain forestry. This chapter reviews the state of the
art in modelling approaches to predict the future growth of European mountain
forests under changing environmental and management conditions. Growth models,
both mechanistic and empirical, which are currently available to predict forest
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growth are reviewed. The chapter also discusses the potential of integrating the
effects of genetic origin, species mixture and new silvicultural prescriptions on
biomass production into the growth models. The potential of growth simulations to
quantify indicators of climate-smart forestry (CSF) is evaluated as well. We conclude
that available forest growth models largely differ from each other in many ways, and
so they provide a large range of future growth estimates. However, the fast
development of computing capacity allows and will allow a wide range of growth
simulations and multi-model averaging to produce robust estimates. Still, great
attention is required to evaluate the performance of the models. Remote sensing
measurements will allow the use of growth models across ecological gradients.
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Acronyms
CSF
C
CO2
GHG
GCM
RCM
IPCC
SRES
RCP
AR5
YM
EM
PM
ES
SES
SFM
TRW
VS
LDM
NFI
EFDM
EFISCEN
ICP Forests
EC
NEP
MODIS
GPP
NPP
LUE
APAR
NDVI
PAR
ER
LiDAR
SAR
EVI
NDWI
WDRVI
PI
LAI
DA

Climate-smart forestry
Carbon
Carbon dioxide
Greenhouse gas
Global climate model
Regional climate models
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
Representative Concentration Pathway
Fifth Assessment Report
Yield model
Empirical model
Mechanistic models
Growth simulator
Hybrid (semi-empirical) model
Sustainable forest management
Tree-ring width
Vaganov-Shashkin
Landscape dynamics or forest landscape model
National forest inventory
European Forest Dynamics Model
European Forest Information Scenario model
International Co-operative Programme on Assessment and Monitoring
of Air Pollution Effects on Forests
Eddy covariance
Net ecosystem productivity
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Gross primary productivity
Net primary productivity
Light-use efficiency
Absorbed photosynthetically active radiation
Normalised difference vegetation index
Photosynthetically active radiation
Ecosystem respiration
Light detection and ranging
Synthetic aperture radar
Enhanced vegetation index
Normalized difference water index
Wide dynamic range vegetation index
Phenology index
Leaf area index
Data assimilation
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ALS
TRW
ITRDB
NCEI

7.1

Airborne laser scanning
Tree ring width
International Tree-Ring Data Bank
National Centers for Environmental Information

Introduction

Globally, the forest sector plays a crucial role in climate change mitigation because
forests store a significant amount of carbon (C) and absorb around 30% of the
annual anthropogenic global carbon dioxide (CO2) emission. For example, Pan
et al. (2011) estimated a total forest sink of 2.4 ± 0.4 petagrams of C per year (Pg C
year−1) globally from 1990 until 2007. However, in the same study, the authors estimated a C source of 1.3 ± 0.7 Pg C year−1 due to land-use change in the tropical
forests.
Climate change imposes direct effects on forest ecosystems through increasing
the concentration of atmospheric CO2 or change in temperature and precipitation
(Keenan et al. 2013). Individual organisms living in forest ecosystems respond to
climate change in different ways. If their adaptation to new environmental conditions is successful, forest ecosystems continue to provide ecosystem services specific to the type of forest ecosystem, and, by storing C, they can significantly aid in
mitigating the impacts of climate change too (Fig. 7.1). However, signs of C saturation in European (Nabuurs et al. 2013) and tropical (Hubau et al. 2020) forests
indicate that forests cannot infinitely absorb CO2. Moreover, trees can adapt to new
conditions by reducing their biomass production, which may, in turn, lessen the
mitigation effect (Sperry et al. 2019).
Forestry actions that lead to a reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
maximise carbon sequestration are considered climate-smart (Nabuurs et al. 2018;
Yousefpour et al. 2018). The recently developed comprehensive definition of
climate-
smart forestry suggests that it should enable forest practitioners to
Human acvies

Greenhouse gas concentraon
Climate change
Impacts
Responses
Adaptaon

Migaon

Fig. 7.1 Scheme describing the links between climate change and forests and the role of forests in
mitigation of climate change impacts
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transform management targets, allowing forests to adapt to and mitigate climateinduced changes while delivering other services to the society (Bowditch et al. 2020).
Mountain forests (for a definition see, e.g., Kapos et al. 2000), are particularly
affected by environmental changes, because they are energy and temperature limited, and potentially exposed to warming-induced drought stress (Albrich et al.
2020). In addition, mountain forests are further exposed to and affected by large-
scale wind disturbances, frequently followed by outbreaks of pests and fungal diseases (Seidl et al. 2014). Therefore, forest policy decision-makers and forest
managers need to be advised by science about the potential and vulnerability of
different tree species under predicted climate change.
Predictions by growth models are the best available source of information to
optimise forest management and to assess the potential adaptation of the forests to
climate change and the mitigation of climate change by the forests. Forest growth
models have the potential to test many different variants of forest management,
including various species compositions and silvicultural systems, from stand to
regional or landscape levels (Fontes et al. 2010; Kramer et al. 2010; Merganič et al.
2020). Example applications of growth models include prediction of future yields,
exploration of silvicultural options, preparing resource forecasts, providing insights
into stand dynamics, etc. Growth models are generally classified into (i) empirical
and (ii) process-based (also known as mechanistic) models. Empirical models are
based on empirical equations (regression functions) describing particular relationships without knowing the causal mechanism of the complex system (Fontes et al.
2010; Mäkelä et al. 2012). In contrast, process-based models are based on a theoretical understanding of relevant ecological processes.
Currently, not all available models can test different management variants relevant for ecosystem management and ecopolitical decisions. In the following sections, we review the potential of various models to test the effects of climate change
on the growth (the difference in standing volume between the beginning and end of
a specified period of time) and productivity (the potential amount of wood produced
by the forest within a specified time period, usually rotation period) of mountain
forests and their potential to continue to be or become climate-smart.

7.2

Prediction of Future Climate Conditions

To obtain consistent predictions of future tree and forest growth, reliable past climate data as well as predictions of future climate in specific spatial and temporal
resolutions must be provided as input into growth models and simulators. To
obtain past climate data, spatially interpolated databases at varying spatial and
temporal resolutions have been developed (Harris et al. 2014; Moreno and
Hasenauer 2016; Cornes et al. 2018). The continental and global databases of past
climate data are often the products of spatial interpolation of instrumental time
series from climate stations. Therefore, the precision of the interpolated data
depends on the density of climate station data provided by individual countries. In
the following section, we briefly review the existing approaches to model and predict climate conditions.
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Climate Models

Climate models are numerical representations of the Earth’s climate system based
on global patterns of physical processes, including chemical and biological components of the climate system, simulating the transfer of energy and materials through
the system. Currently, there are a variety of models available from simple, simulating only a certain process in the atmosphere, to complex, simulating many processes of the climate system.
Global climate models (GCMs) are general circulation models, which were
developed on general principles of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics (Stute et al.
2001). A crucial limitation of global models for their use in ecological modelling is
the coarse spatial resolution. Therefore, regional climate models (RCMs) were
developed by downscaling GCMs to the region of interest. The more recently developed RCMs have provided a tool to characterise past and future climates at various
spatial scales (Rummukainen 2010).

7.2.2

Climate Change Scenarios

The intensifying greenhouse effect leads to global warming and to change in other
climate characteristics on the Earth. The most serious consequences are changes in
general atmospheric circulation, shifting in frontal and climate zones and the high
speed of climate change, exceeding all previous climate changes at least tenfold.
This is what scientists have learned from the mathematical modelling of the Earth
climate system, where critical physical and chemical processes in the atmosphere
and the oceans and physical processes associated with the cryosphere, biosphere
and lithosphere were considered (IPCC 2014).
In 2000, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) issued its
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) and introduced four scenario families to describe a range of possible future climate conditions. Each scenario (A1,
A2, B1 and B2) was based on a complex relationship between the socioeconomic
forces driving greenhouse gases and aerosol emissions (Nakicenovic et al. 2000).
The SRES scenarios have been in use for more than a decade.
In 2009, a new set of scenarios was developed based on the concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in 2100 (Moss et al. 2010). These scenarios are
known as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Each RCP indicates the
amount of radiative forcing, expressed in watts per square metre, that would result
from greenhouse gases in the atmosphere in 2100. These four RCPs were used for
climate modelling in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (IPCC 2014):
RCP2.6 with radiative forcing peaking at approximately 3 W m−2, RCP4.5 at
4.5 W m−2, RCP6.0 at 6 W m−2 and RCP8.5 peaking at 8.5 W m−2, being the most
pessimistic scenario at the time.
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As in the case of SRES, the GCM/RCM is used to derive data under different
RCP scenarios (Jacob et al. 2014). The simulations from the climate models are
then used as input to growth models, in some cases with a preceding statistical
downscaling to account for topographic effects at a scale below 10 km and to match
the grain size of forest models (Temperli et al. 2012; Seidl et al. 2019).

7.3

Simulating Future Forest Growth in the Context of CSF

Forest growth models are used to predict the development of trees, stands and forest
ecosystems in the near or distant future, under various scenarios. Forest modelling
science has developed from simple empirical yield models (YM), based on either
single-time inventories or repeated empirical measurements and regression equations, to more complex empirical models (EM) and dendroclimatic models (DM)
and to mechanistic models (PM), which describe physiological mechanisms and
processes to predict forest growth. More complex empirical growth simulators (ES)
and hybrid (semi-empirical) models (SES), which combine empirical regression
equations with physiological processes, are better placed to be used to simulate
future forest development than the simple YM and EM, because they often directly
include growth sensitivity to climate. A range of growth models available include
whole landscape or biome models, stand models, diameter distribution and size
class models and individual-tree models (Burkhart and Tomé 2012a). The
classification of forest growth models was presented in many studies (Porté and
Bartelink 2002; Mäkelä et al. 2012; Fabrika and Pretzsch 2013; Fabrika et al. 2019).
Growth models can be classified according to their ability to account for inter- and
intraspecific competition and according to the sensitivity of simulated tree/stand
growth to climate variation (Fig. 7.2). Tree-level (individual tree or gap/patch)
ecophysiological models (the rightmost dark green box in Fig. 7.2) are believed to
be most suited for simulations of forest development, because they combine causal
effects of climate change and inter- and intraspecific competition (Rötzer et al.
2010; Seidl et al. 2012).
Simulations of forest development with forest growth models require input
data, according to the spatial scale for which the prediction of future forest development is required (Fig. 7.3). Input data sources are reviewed in Sect. 7.4 in
more detail.
Until recently, forest growth models (mainly ES) were used to predict biomass
production and to test the effects of different management approaches and climate change scenarios. However, increasing requirements for a variety of ecosystem services as well as for sustainable forest management have raised the demands
on models to expand the spectrum of outputs (Mäkelä et al. 2012; Temperli
et al. 2020).
To allow assessment of CSF with modelling approaches, forest growth models
must be able to simulate forest stand development under varying forest management
alternatives (e.g. different silvicultural treatments) and policy strategies (e.g.
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Empirical models

Empirical models

(distance independent)
- PROGNAUS
- TreeGrOSS
- Dendroecological
models

- Stac empirical
equaons
- climate sensivity
- Inter- and intra-specific
compeon

Yield tables

(computer soware not
developed)
- Schwappach 1902
- Assmann and Franz 1963
- Halaj et al. 1987

- Stac empirical
equaons
- climate sensivity
- Inter- and intraspecific compeon

Process-based
models

(distance dependent)
- SILVA
- SIBYLA
- Empirical gap models
(ForClim, 4C)

- Stac empirical equaons
+ climate sensivity included
based on empirical data
+ Inter- and intra-specific
compeon

(distance independent)
- Biome-BGC
- 3-PG

+ physiological processes
+ climate sensivity
- Inter- and intra-specific
compeon

Growth predicons to assess future
climate smartness

+ physiological
processes
+ climate sensivity
+ Inter- and intraspecific compeon

Process-based
models

(distance dependent)
- BALANCE
- Gap models (PICUS,
ForClim)
- iLand

Fig. 7.2 Classification of forest growth models in the context of climate-smart forestry with some
examples of existing models or groups of models for each class (in bold black letters). The brown
arrow denotes increasing details on ecosystem processes implemented in models

Climate:

• Past climate
• Future climate
scenarios

• Stand
• Region
• Landscape
• Naonal

Indicators

Predicng
Forest growth models
and simulators

• Stand
• Region
• Landscape
• Naonal

Advising

Forest data:

• Site specificaon
• Management
• Inventory

Fig. 7.3 Scheme of the process of predicting future growth and development of forest ecosystems
and advising at different spatial scales

emission scenarios). Models should be able to simulate direct and indirect effects of
different silvicultural treatments not only on tree growth rates (representing their
potential to store carbon) but also on wood quality (the potential of timber to be
used for substitution of carbon-intensive materials or fossil fuels) (e.g. Mäkelä
et al. 2010).
Bowditch et al. (2020) selected a set of CSF indicators, by combining the pan-
European indicators for sustainable forest management (SFM) (FOREST EUROPE
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2015) with the ecosystem services defined by the European Environment Agency in
the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (Haines-Young and
Potschin 2018), to assess if the applied CSF practices are on track to meet the goals
of forest adaptation and mitigation to climate change. Annex 7.1 resumes the ability
of example growth models to address the indicators of CSF based on Bowditch et al.
(2020). The models listed in the table represent individual groups following the
classification provided above (Fig. 7.3).

7.3.1

Empirical Growth Models

Empirical models use correlation relationships translated into a set of regression
equations to simulate tree and/or stand growth. Empirical models include YM,
DM and ES.
7.3.1.1

Yield Models

YMs, experiencing more than 250 years of history, are the oldest models in forestry
science and practice. They “predict” forest development over the rotation period or
longer and are usually based on long-term monitoring or permanent research plots.
They are based on regression functions derived from the empirical data and are
often presented in the form of handy yield tables (which summarises expected yield
tabulated by measurable stand characteristics, such as age, site index and stand density) to enable their use in forestry practice. Pretzsch (2009) and Fabrika and
Pretzsch (2013) provided a comprehensive review of yield tables developed since
the eighteenth century.
These models mainly rely on the classical assumption of the stationarity of site
conditions (Vanclay and Skovsgaard 1997; Skovsgaard and Vanclay 2008) and thus
are not capable of predicting forest growth under changing environmental conditions. They predict stand characteristics, such as stand height and diameter, standing
volume (merchantable), stand density, etc., and do not consider inter-tree and interspecific competition when used to simulate the growth under different forest management. They use a species site index (top or mean stand height at a standard age,
e.g. 100 years) based on height-age curves to consider site potentials to produce
wood. In mixed forests, they are used to predict the growth of individual species and
their predictions are subsequently combined to a stand level. An exception is the
YM developed for mixed forests (Christmann 1949).
These models are, in many cases, well suited to estimate the current amount of
wood in forests based on a few measurements but not to predict the future growth of
tree species under scenarios of various environmental changes.
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Empirical Growth Simulators

ES have the second longest tradition in forest modelling after YM. Therefore, in the
recent decades, these models began to be intensively used to forecast the development
of the forest and to study the impact of changed conditions (environmental,
economic, socio-economic) on the growth and structure of the forests (Sodtke et al.
2004). Compared to YMs, the range of conditions for ES application has been
largely expanded. Their applications are no longer limited to monospecific and
even-aged forests. ESs can model forest stands of various species, age spatial structures. Their ability to account for these forest characteristics depends on the spatial
detail of modelling (population, class/cohort or individual) and how the model
accounts for the spatial changes in environmental conditions due to inter-tree competition for resources (Fabrika and Pretzsch 2013). Based on the competition for
resources, we recognise distance-independent models (Sterba 1995; Nagel 1996)
and distance-dependent models (Hasenauer 1994; Pretzsch et al. 2002) (Fig. 7.3).
Distance-independent models are biogroup-, ecosystem- or landscape-scale models, whereas distance-dependent models simulate individual trees and thus require
spatial coordinates of trees in the stand. The emergence and development of ES
made it possible to address the impact of different forest management on forest
growth and structure (e.g. thinning) and thus eliminated the limitations of YM, i.e.
their applicability only for a few methods of forest management. The range of applicable forest management variants is increasing from population through class/
cohort to individual-tree models and from distance-independent to distance-
dependent models (Fabrika et al. 2019). This advance in the modelling has opened
the space for the use of models, if they are, at the same time, sensitive to climate, to
assess the impact of climate change on forest growth and structure (Hlásny et al.
2011). However, an additional limitation related to the response of the increment in
tree size to environmental conditions needed to be further addressed in EMs. First
EMs used the phytocentric method to quantify site quality that affects the growth of
trees and stands (Nagel 1999). However, the static nature of the site index (discussed in Sect. 7.3.1.1) is at odds with the principle of the forest’s response to climate change. Therefore, models with a geocentric method (Kahn 1994) have been
developed. The geocentric approach considers a direct response of the tree/stand
growth to climatic and soil characteristics, for example, expressed by a direct regression model (Monserud and Sterba 1996) or by means of a dose-effect function
(Kahn 1994). The link between environmental conditions and diameter/height/
volume increment is ensured through empirical (statistically derived) relationships.
Such a modification of the models allows their use to assess the impact of climate
change on forest growth and structure. Although the introduction of the geocentric
approach has expanded the range of ES applications for environmental studies, the
very nature of empirical models still limits their use. They cannot be used outside
the range of environmental conditions for which they were developed. Therefore, to
assess the climate smartness of forest management, statistical relationships should
be replaced with causal relationships, which represents the shift from empirical to
process-based (mechanistic) models.
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Dendroecological Models

Dendroecology refers to the use of annual tree rings and dendrochronological techniques to address questions in ecology (Fritts and Swetnam 1989). Tree rings are the
products of multiple processes related to the energy, water, carbon and nutrient budget (Babst et al. 2014a). They represent a part of the above-ground carbon accumulation. Dendroecological models establish relationships between tree-ring
measurements and environmental factors (Fritts 2001). Originally, dendrochronologists used the relationships between tree-ring formation and climate variance as a
proxy to estimate climate variability in a distant past for which weather measurements did not exist. Recently, tree rings have been increasingly used by forest scientists to investigate and model the effects of climate on tree growth and to build
empirical models to predict the future growth of forest tree species (Girardin et al.
2008; Chen et al. 2010).
Although tree rings represent only radial stem growth at a particular stem height,
tree-ring data-based estimation of above-ground carbon sequestration has been
found to be coherent with the net ecosystem productivity measured using eddy
covariance techniques (Babst et al. 2014b). However, the contrasting results found
in other studies dealing with tree-ring data (Rocha et al. 2006) suggest that there is
often a problem with scaling from a tree stem to a forest ecosystem because of sampling bias and stand dynamics (Cherubini et al. 1998; Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014).
The developed models were often based on linear relationships between mean
tree-ring width (TRW) chronologies and climate variables (Cook and Kairiukstis
1990; Fritts 2001; Dorado-Liñán et al. 2019). They did not consider changes in the
relationships over time due to changes in the environment other than climate variation (Guiot et al. 2014). Such empirically-based models should not be used to predict the growth outside the period and the range of site characteristics for which they
were developed. Therefore, process-based dendroecological models have been
developed to reproduce the daily cellular development (Wilson and Howard 1968;
Rauscher et al. 1990; Fritts et al. 1991; Tolwinski-Ward et al. 2011). The first dendroecological process-based model was the TRACH model (Fritts et al. 1991).
More recently, the Vaganov-Shashkin (VS) model of tree-ring formation was developed (Vaganov et al. 2006). The VS model and its simplified version called the
VS-light model (Tolwinski-Ward et al. 2011), which uses daily climatic input
variables and more than 30 parameters for simulating secondary growth of xylem
and anatomical features of annual rings, are now frequently used in dendroecological
studies (e.g. Sánchez-Salguero et al. 2017).
Although some studies indicated the potential of empirical models developed
from tree-ring data for predicting the future growth of forest trees (Dorado-Liñán
et al. 2019), process-based models are currently preferred over EMs. However, the
crucial role of tree-ring data is to inform vegetation models about long-term forest
growth variability and disturbance regime from local to global scales (Babst et al.
2014a). Moreover, process-based models, in general, should be compared against
regional and stand-level tree-ring data in shorter periods to avoid potentially biased
estimations of net primary productivity by mechanistic models.
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Process-Based Growth Models

Unlike empirical model and dendroecological process-based models that focus only
on tree-ring formation, PMs simulate physiological processes in the whole plant
(photosynthesis, respiration, allocation, mortality, transpiration, translocation and
nutrient uptake) and their interactions with processes in the atmosphere and soil.
The models relate plant carbon budgets to environmental drivers, climatic variables
and/or biogeochemical processes (Battaglia and Sands 1998). This enables PMs to
simulate forest responses to changing environmental conditions (e.g. future climate
change).
However, our understanding of individual processes differs, some being understood better than others. For example, carbon allocation, which has a critical role in
forest adaptation to environmental changes, is often simplified due to insufficient
knowledge on driving mechanisms (Merganičová et al. 2019). The other crucial
uncertainties in PMs include mortality and regeneration (Mäkelä et al. 2000;
Bugmann et al. 2019).
In contrast to EMs, PMs usually work at a finer temporal resolution, starting
from less than a minute (Fontes et al. 2010; Pretzsch et al. 2015). Only a few process
models, such as 3-PG, FORMIND or TRAGIC, use a coarser scale than 1 day
(Hauhs et al. 1995; Köhler and Huth 1998; Forrester and Tang 2016). Many process-
based models use different temporal resolutions for simulating different processes,
e.g. carbon allocation is frequently simulated at a coarser scale than photosynthesis
(Merganičová et al. 2019).
To incorporate physiological processes as realistically as possible, PMs use
many physiological parameters as well as input stand and environmental variables.
Environmental variables often include solar radiation, temperature, precipitation,
wind speed and direction, vapour pressure deficit, nitrogen deposition, CO2 content
in the atmosphere and available soil water content measured at fine temporal
resolutions. Long-term, cost-effective and highly instrumented monitoring plots
may provide such data, enabling key forest indicators to be modelled. Discussion on
highly instrumented experimental plots is presented in Chaps. 10 and 16 of this
book (respectively, Tognetti et al. 2021; Pappas et al. 2021). Several models are
more simplistic and use only some of these variables and at a coarser temporal
resolution (e.g. 3-PG, Landsberg and Waring 1997), whereas others are more
complex requiring most of the variables at a finer scale (e.g. ANAFORE, Deckmyn
et al. 2008, or FORCLIM, Bugmann 1996). The models range from biome-scale
(e.g. Biome-BGC, Thornton et al. 2005) to individual-tree models (e.g. BALANCE,
Rötzer et al. 2010).
Landscape dynamics or forest landscape models (LDM) are another group of
PMs. The LDMs are based on the interaction of spatial patterns and ecological
processes at various spatio-temporal scales. They usually simulate forest dynamics
at a site scale (up to 300 ha) and landscape processes at a larger scale (He 2008;
Shifley et al. 2017). For example, the process-based model of forest landscape
dynamics iLand (Seidl et al. 2012) simulates forest landscape dynamics via
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modelling spatially explicit resource availability at the landscape scale and
integrating local resource competition and physiological resource use. Moreover, it
simulates spatial and temporal interactions of vegetation and disturbance agents,
which place this model among the most complex models from the point of simulated
landscape dynamics. Another widely used LDM in Europe is LandClim (Schumacher
et al. 2004). It basically uses a gap-model approach to simulate forest dynamics in
individual grid cells of 25 × 25 m of a landscape wide up to 50 km2 and accounts for
spatial processes, such as wind, fire disturbance, bark beetle, seed dispersal and
forest management. Recent applications include estimates of adaptive management
effects on forest ecosystem service provision (Temperli et al. 2012), reconstruction
of species range shifts in the Holocene (Henne et al. 2013), analyses of disturbance
interaction with climate change (Temperli et al. 2015) and biodiversity (Schuler
et al. 2019). The FLM TreeMig is also raster based but can be applied from the
watershed to the continental scale (Lischke et al. 2006). While it primarily focuses
on tree migration under climate drivers (Meier et al. 2012; Scherrer et al. 2020), it
has also been applied to assess avalanche-forest interactions (Zurbriggen et al.
2014). Remote sensing technologies may contribute with spatially explicit time
series of vegetation traits to estimate temporal changes in CSF indicators at the
landscape scale as well as to serve as input for models. Benefits and challenges of
remote sensing for monitoring forest ecosystems are presented in Chaps. 11 and 16
of this book (respectively, Torresan et al. 2021; Pappas et al. 2021).
Reliability of growth predictions using PMs depends on various factors, including the spatio-temporal scale of the predictions, level of details available to calibrate
and validate the models, etc. The scale and detail of various types of forest monitoring data strongly influence the reliability of simulations. In this regard, new
approaches include, for example, model-data fusion with Bayesian inference, which
have the potential to strongly reduce the prediction biases and increase their reliability (Trotsiuk et al. 2020).
PMs are thus well placed to address the CSF and support decisions in adaptation
and mitigation strategies, because they consider species sensitivity to environmental
conditions via physiological processes. PMs can be used to test different scenarios
of future environmental conditions. However, there are some components that still
need to be developed or improved in PMs to predict future forest growth and
landscape dynamics more realistically. These include, for example, intra- and
interspecific competition/facilitation, tree mortality, deadwood, natural regeneration
and carbon allocation to different tree components. In particular, below-ground
carbon allocation needs to be further validated in most of the PMs and analysed with
greater accuracy, since it can strongly affect the ecosystem response to climate
change. Management is often not simulated by PMs in detail – particularly in the
group of models that do not account for the inter-tree competitive interactions in the
stand. In such cases, simplified rules need to be applied to test the impact of different
management scenarios, e.g. the proportion of biomass extracted (Merganičová
et al. 2005).
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 onsidering Environmental Conditions
C
in Growth Models

In the case of YMs, environmental conditions are indirectly considered by the site
index. Site index usually refers to the mean (Halaj and Petráš 1998) or dominant
(Burkhart and Tomé 2012b) stand height at a standard age (e.g. 100 years). However,
YMs consider that site index is a temporarily static parameter that represents site
conditions at the time of data collection. Once used for predictions outside the conditions and region of empirical data, small to large systematic errors can be expected,
and reliability of predictions is strongly limited. Recently, advanced methods were
proposed to develop dynamic site index models (Socha and Tymińska-Czabańska
2019), which consider the changes of site index due to changing environmental
conditions.
In ESs and SESs, site conditions affect tree or forest growth potential defined by
a growth function (Burkhart and Tomé 2012c) using a modifier based on, for example, ecological site classification (Pretzsch et al. 2002). Among the ESs that apply
this growth reduction approach are SILVA (Pretzsch et al. 2002) and SIBYLA
(Fabrika 2005). Other ESs use explicit empirical relationships between climate predictors (temperature, precipitation, drought indices) and growth, regeneration and
mortality processes to simulate forest development (Stadelmann et al. 2019; Zell
et al. 2019).
Unlike YMs and ESs, PMs simulate physiological mechanisms that are directly
affected by environmental conditions. PMs are thus more reliable and better suited
to simulate future growth of forests under alternative climate change scenarios
under the assumption that processes are correctly described, whereas ESs are confined to the climatic space that is represented by the data they have been parameterised with.

7.3.4

I ntegrating the Effects of Species Mixture into
Growth Models

Recently, a strong research activity with the aim to explore how species interactions
influence wood and biomass production (Pretzsch and Schütze 2009, 2015; Rötzer
et al. 2009; Pretzsch et al. 2010; Jucker et al. 2014; Toïgo et al. 2015) and how to
improve forest multifunctionality (van der Plas et al. 2016) has been ongoing.
According to Pretzsch et al. (2015) and Bravo et al. (2019), one of the following
four principles can be used to predict the growth of mixed-species forests: (1) by
applying weighted means of monocultures, (2) multipliers, (3) species-specific
growing space competition indices or (4) process-based representation of mixing
effects. Most common single-species YM can be used to predict growth in mixed-
species forests by simple weighted means of species growth predicted in
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monocultures. This approach does not consider interspecific competition, and thus,
it is less suitable to simulate the future growth of mixed-species forests. Individualbased empirical growth simulators often include inter-tree and interspecific interactions by means of various distance-dependent competition indices (Pretzsch et al.
2002, 2015; Fabrika 2005). The use of empirically based multipliers or more
advanced competition indices used in ES often assumes that interactions do not
change over time. However, a few competition indices use tree dimensions in the
calculation and thus consider competition changes over time. PMs have the potential to overcome the shortcomings of ES by modelling species interactions in a
mechanistic way. PMs differ in which processes are considered to be affected by
species-mixing effects, i.e. radiation, water, phenology, nutrients and structure
(Pretzsch et al. 2015). However, only a few PMs and LDMs consider species
interactions in most of the processes to simulate the growth of mixed forests more
realistically (Rötzer et al. 2010; Seidl et al. 2012; Temperli et al. 2012; Forrester and
Tang 2016; Huber et al. 2018). Also, in this case, it is challenging to better understand
how the species composition affects carbon allocation within the tree and among the
trees belonging to different species and social positions, and its comprehension
would dramatically improve the prediction ability of PMs.

7.3.5

I ntegrating Silvicultural Prescriptions and the Induced
Treatment Responses into Growth Models

Forest management, specifically silvicultural treatments applied over the rotation
period, can modify species composition and canopy structure, which in turn can
influence forest response to environmental change, including direct effects of warming and drying or other disturbances caused by various factors, such as wind, snow,
game and ice (Seidl et al. 2011; Mausolf et al. 2018). The effects of silvicultural
interventions and past natural and human-induced perturbations should be correctly
considered in forest growth simulation studies, especially in the case of intensively
managed European forests (Spiecker 2003; Fontes et al. 2010). Silvicultural techniques influence not only the productivity (and so the carbon sequestration) of the
forest stand but also carbon allocation among the tree and stand components, forest
vertical and horizontal structure, crown morphology, forest stability and vitality,
which alter the resistance of forest to various types of disturbances (Noormets et al.
2015). For example, “heavy thinning from below” applied in some European countries removes all suppressed trees and keeps dominant trees that are all directly
exposed to macroclimate (Bosela et al. 2016c). On the other hand, vertically more
diversified forests after “thinning from above” may be more resistant under predicted
future climate change conditions. Applied silvicultural treatments, including
different regeneration methods, have a significant role in creating more complex
forests that are expected to be more resistant and resilient to changes in environmental
conditions and natural disturbances (O’Hara 2006; Puettmann 2011; O’Hara and
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Ramage 2013; Lafond et al. 2014; Fahey et al. 2018). Forest microclimate, altered
by different silvicultural treatments, will probably have a crucial role in buffering
extreme weather events in the future (Zellweger et al. 2020).
Several models consider silvicultural treatments as a very important component
of future growth predictions (Fontes et al. 2010; Fabrika et al. 2018). The most common management intervention employed in growth models is thinning, which can
vary by type, intensity and timing. Different types of thinning are implemented
mostly in individual-tree process-based models, functional-structural plant models,
distance-dependent and distance-independent empirical tree models, tree and cohort
gap models or distribution stand models (Fabrika et al. 2018). Other management
prescriptions rather rarely applied in growth models are early stand treatments
(weeding, cleaning), fertilisation often combined with thinning and harvesting
(Weiskittel et al. 2011).
Up to now, less than one-third of all existing growth models consider species-
mixing effects and can be directly applied to mixed forests (Pretzsch et al. 2015).
The present tendency in silvicultural prescriptions to convert monospecific to multispecies stands or establish new mixed forests is very much favoured, considering
matching species composition to site conditions, and requires the development and
implementation of appropriate silvicultural strategies for mixtures into growth models (Bravo et al. 2019).
Despite the importance of silvicultural treatments on stand productivity and climate sensitivity of tree species, forest growth models are not always capable of
simulating the effects at individual tree level. This limited capacity is because some
of the models operate at a stand or biome level and thus are unable to consider interand intraspecific competition or facilitation (Jucker et al. 2014). Stand- and biome-
scale distance-independent models can simulate the growth under varying stand
densities (Horemans et al. 2016), whereas individual-tree distance-dependent ESs/
SESs and PMs are well placed to simulate the growth of individual trees and forest
stands under different silvicultural treatments and/or forest disturbances (Pretzsch
et al. 2002; Fabrika 2005; Seidl et al. 2012; Mina et al. 2017). Other constraints of
the wider application of silvicultural methods in growth models include the quality
and quantity of experimental data available and appropriate determination of temporal resolution (Weiskittel et al. 2011).
Nevertheless, much effort needs to be invested to improve the existing forest
growth models to include an entire portfolio of silvicultural strategies and forest
management that would address global climate change (D’Amato et al. 2011).

7.3.6

Effects of Genetic Structure on Forest Growth

Postglacial migrations have altered the genetic diversity of organisms (Hewitt
2004). Evidence has suggested that the populations in refugial areas are typically
genetically more diverse and the allelic richness may gradually decline along the
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migration routes (Hewitt 2000; Petit et al. 2003). A certain level of genetic diversity
is required to allow populations to adapt to changing conditions (Howe et al. 2003).
A recent study showed the impact of postglacial migration on genetic diversity of
European silver fir, Abies alba Mill. (Liepelt et al. 2009), which might have had
strong effects on the growth and climate responses of the species (Bosela et al.
2016a). Climate-driven natural selection also leads to local adaptation if the climate
remains static over at least one tree generation. It may be questioned whether this
was ever the case in any tree species’ history since the last glaciation in Europe.
Tree populations usually exhibit moderate to strong local adaptation; however, fast
environmental change may cause local populations experience conditions to which
they are not yet adapted (Howe et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2010). Therefore, the higher
the genetic diversity is at the population level, the more chance for populations to
adapt to the changing environmental conditions (Howe et al. 2003). Consequently,
recommendations have stressed the importance of high genetic variability of forest
plant material for uncertain futures (Eriksson et al. 1993; Yousefpour et al. 2017).
Strong selection, especially among seedlings, would play a crucial role for local
selection in natural forests, and varying adaptation effects would recur and act differently in time and space (at different locations and on each tree generation). How
far such effects also come to bear on plant material raised under optimal conditions
in nurseries and planted under growth-promoting forest management measures
remains an open question (Namkoong 1998). Co-occurring tree species can develop
quite different adaptive strategies under identical environmental conditions.
Contrasting genecological patterns reported for spruce and fir (strong climate-
related differentiation in spruce vs. modest differentiation in fir) suggested that
spruce can be considered an adaptive specialist while fir is more an adaptive generalist (Frank et al. 2017).
Strong latitudinal clines in the bud burst of tree species (Kramer et al. 2015),
which depends on critical temperature sums specific to the climate a provenance is
adapted to, and the effects of genetic diversity on tree growth (Bosela et al. 2016a)
suggest (successful) genetic adaptations to local environmental conditions in the
standing tree generation. However, the bud burst response of, e.g. European beech
(Fagus sylvatica L.) to temperature sums proved to be plastic (Kramer et al. 2017),
which further complicates the evaluation of the issue. Despite that the effects of
intraspecific genetic variability on the responses to local climate conditions were
ascertained (Neale and Wheeler 2019), still only a very few forest growth models
address this aspect (Kramer et al. 2015; Berzaghi et al. 2020). It is important to
stress that strongest selection/adaptation effects are experienced by tree populations
in the seedling stage (when individuals are most vulnerable to extreme conditions)
or in the event of catastrophic disturbances that kill the less resilient individuals.
Ignoring the above effects in predicting future adaptive responses of tree species
may under- or overestimate the potential of species under changing environmental
conditions. Moreover, phenotypic plasticity and adaptive capacity of tree species
may be significantly modified by epigenetic variation (Bräutigam et al. 2013).
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 ource of Data to Parameterise, Calibrate and Validate
S
Growth Models

In this section, we review different sources of forest data, including national and
stand-wise forest inventories, long-term research plots, eddy covariance system,
dendrochronological networks (e.g. ITRB), climate and soil databases and remotely
sensed data that can be acquired or are available to be used for forest growth models.

7.4.1

National Forest Inventory

It was as early as in the 1910s and 1920s when the European Nordic countries,
namely, Norway, Sweden and Finland, launched the first sample-based national forest inventories (NFIs) as a response to the increasing importance of forests and
wood for their economy (Vidal et al. 2016a). However, sample-based inventories
were not initiated in the rest of Europe until after World War II. Since then, their
importance has increased, and the country-scale inventories were launched in
France (1958), Austria, Spain, Portugal and Greece (1960s), followed by
Switzerland, Italy, Germany (1980s) and other countries. Nowadays, almost all
countries in Europe conduct their NFI (Vidal et al. 2016a).
NFIs represent the main source of information about the state and changes of
wood resources primarily at a national scale, but in some cases also at a regional
scale. However, varying sampling designs among the European countries due to
varying policy needs in the past limited the use of European NFIs for international
reporting. Recent international activities were successful in harmonising the outputs
of the European NFIs at European scale (Vidal et al. 2008, 2016a, b; Bosela et al.
2016b; Fischer et al. 2016; Gschwantner et al. 2016; Alberdi et al. 2020).
NFIs are valuable sources of data for parameterisation and calibration of forest
growth models and simulators, because they often provide repeated measurements,
representative of a region, landscape and country (McCullagh et al. 2017). They
cover a broad range of site conditions, where tree species grow. Data from NFIs
have been successfully used to calibrate and validate empirical growth simulators
(Fabrika 2005; McCullagh et al. 2017). In Switzerland, the NFI-based forest management scenario model MASSIMO is, among others, successfully used to simulate
future harvesting potentials, forest-related carbon budgets and forest reference levels used in greenhouse gas reporting (Stadelmann et al. 2019). In Germany, the
NFI-based forest model WEHAM is used to evaluate the sustainability of potential
future forest policy scenarios (Seintsch et al. 2017). Similarly, the Câldis system
was recently used to evaluate climate-smart management scenarios in terms of
standing biomass and carbon as well as soil carbon based on the data of the Austrian
NFI (Jandl et al. 2018). NFI data were also used to parameterise or calibrate
physiological forest development models (van Oijen et al. 2013; Gutsch et al. 2018;
Minunno et al. 2019).
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Recently, NFI data of 23 European countries have been used to prepare future
projections of the forest growing stock, above-ground carbon and harvesting until
2040 (Vauhkonen et al. 2019). The European Forest Dynamics Model (EFDM) was
parameterised using NFI data, and future development of forest resources was simulated under business-as-usual forest management. Further, the large-scale European
Forest Information Scenario model (EFISCEN) (Schelhaas et al. 2007) uses data of
European NFIs and has been applied to evaluate the development of forest resources
in the future under various management scenarios (Verkerk et al. 2011). These modelling activities suggest that European NFIs are suitable to serve the increasing
information demands from national to international levels. As they are statistically
sound and sufficiently cover the European forest area, NFIs can become the main
source of data to aid in sustaining the resilience and climate smartness of the
European mountain forests. However, the shortcoming of NFI data is that stand history is not known, and extreme densities and treatments are often insufficiently
represented, although these are of special importance for model parameterisation
and evaluation. The strength and limitation of NFI-derived CSF indicators, as well
as an example of their application in two case studies, are presented in Chap. 4 of
this book (Temperli et al. 2021).

7.4.2

Stand-Wise Forest Inventory

Stand-wise inventory, or inventory by compartments, is the assessment of wood
resources of the forest stand defined as “geographically contiguous parcels of land
whose site type and growing stock is homogenous” (Koivuniemi and Korhonen
2006). The first stand-wise forest inventories were often local and conducted by
timber producers to estimate timber resources (Tomppo et al. 2010). For Central and
Eastern European countries (especially the former socialistic countries with
centrally planned economy), it has been typical to collect forest data at a stand level
for management planning. State administration used these data to strictly regulate
the use of forest resources at stand and forest district levels. In many Central-Eastern
European countries (including the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Poland,
Slovenia, etc.), stand-level inventories continue to be the main source of data for
strategic management planning and regulation, despite the fact that the countries
have already launched their sample-based NFIs. However, stand-wise inventory
data are not available in most European countries. Moreover, stand-wise inventories
are often conducted as surveys of forest managers and include expert assessments
of forest characteristics, such as species composition, of unknown or limited precision, which strongly limits their use for scientific investigations (Grīnvalds 2014).
Stand-wise inventory data are also limited in the spectrum of provided variables.
They often only include mean stand variables, such as mean stand diameter and
height, growing stock and stand density. The stand (compartment) area largely
varies and often changes over time, which also limits the use of these data for
temporal studies.
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Long-Term Research and Monitoring Plots

Long-term research or monitoring plots are a unique source of data that can be used
to either build empirical models or to calibrate and validate available growth models
and simulators (Pretzsch et al. 2014; Pretzsch 2020). Compared to tree-ring data,
long-term plots usually include mortality data and thus provide information on the
true development of forest stands. The spectrum of variables assessed and measured
in the plots depends on the aims of monitoring but is often reduced to dendrometric
characteristics, which limits their use for assessing the indicators of SFM and
CSF. Long-term monitoring plots often include only simple diameter and height
measurements, because volume stock estimation was the main purpose of establishing such plots in the past, and thus bring uncertainty when scaling to estimations of
biomass and carbon stocks and fluxes. However, the European network of forest
condition monitoring plots (International Co-operative Programme on Assessment
and Monitoring of Air Pollution Effects on Forests, ICP Forests) provide an example of the long-term monitoring plots (from national to European scales) that go
beyond the measurement of basic dendrometric characteristics (Michel et al. 2019).
The biggest advantages of long-term monitoring plots are the long time period they
cover (often several decades and in few cases more than 100 years) and the known
management treatments. In an actual example, such data were used for estimating
parameters of the process-based 3-PG model (Landsberg and Waring 1997) in conjunction with other data sources such as NFI data (Trotsiuk et al. 2020). Zell (2018)
used data from long-term experimental forest management plots to parameterise an
empirical climate-sensitive stand development model that includes an empirical
management module. Thanks to long-term data, the capacity of forest gap-models
to simulate accurate forest management prescriptions has greatly increased over the
past decade (Rasche et al. 2011; Mina et al. 2017). A shortcoming of long-term
plots is their uneven spatial distribution, covering only a small portion of the range
of site conditions and only a few tree species. These include mostly productive sites
and commercially interesting tree species, for studying the growth of which long-
term plots have historically been set up. Moreover, monitoring plots that span across
centuries are scarce and missing for most regions. However, establishing long-term
monitoring plots across the range of site conditions is crucial to calibrate and validate growth simulators under changing climatic conditions and to support climate-
smart forest management decision-making (Thrippleton et al. 2020). In Chap. 5
(Pretzsch et al. 2021), the design of a smart network of observational forest plots
across European mountain regions is described, and a discussion on their relevance
for monitoring growth patterns in monospecific European beech and mixed-species
stands of Norway spruce, European beech and silver fir is provided.
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Eddy Covariance Measurements

The eddy covariance (EC) technique is an atmospheric measurement technique
based on measuring vertical turbulent fluxes within atmospheric boundary layers. It
is one of the most appropriate ways to measure local turbulent fluxes of CO2 (Wang
et al. 2009). The technique is used to estimate seasonal fluctuations in carbon
exchange between the forest and the atmosphere (Baldocchi 2003). This technique
has been successfully used to estimate the net ecosystem productivity (NEP). EC
measurements are often used for calibration and validation of NEP estimated by
growth simulators (Kramer et al. 2002; Mo et al. 2008; Meyer et al. 2018). However,
using the EC technique (but not only EC) includes two potential sources of uncertainty: measurement error and representativeness error (Lasslop et al. 2008; Youhua
et al. 2016). Measurement error can be minimised by, for example, the calibration
of the instruments. However, representativeness error depends on surface roughness
and thermal stability, which further depends on the vegetation heterogeneity
(Youhua et al. 2016). EC measurements are more accurate when the atmospheric
conditions are steady, the terrain is flat and the surrounding vegetation is homogeneous (Baldocchi 2003). Hence, in the mountainous areas, i.e. in highly complex
terrain, and in forests strongly affected by natural disturbances (e.g. fire, diseases,
insect infestation), the precision of EC estimates of NEP strongly decreases. The
more complicated orography and vegetation heterogeneity were likely the reason
for different findings from nearly no link to the high correlation between biometric
data and EC measurements (Rocha et al. 2006; Zweifel et al. 2010; Babst et al.
2014b). The distance between the forest under study and the nearest EC tower is
another factor affecting the coherence between biometric and EC data (Babst et al.
2014b). A recent study based on a 5 km × 5 km gridded EC measurements revealed
large variability in the representativeness of single EC towers to estimate NEP
(Youhua et al. 2016).

7.4.5

Remote and Proximal Sensing

Remotely sensed data, such as Landsat or Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery, are increasingly used to estimate
gross or net primary productivity (GPP, NPP, Neumann et al. 2016) and NEP or to
derive vegetation indices further used in large-scale ecological studies, including
the characterisation of forest disturbance regimes (Yuan et al. 2010; Jin and Eklundh
2014; Liang et al. 2015; Hart et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2020). Light-
use efficiency (LUE), defined as the amount of carbon produced per unit of absorbed
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photosynthetically active radiation (APAR), has been successfully used to quantify
the dynamics in GPP. The models to estimate LUE, and therefore GPP, are usually
based on normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR), fraction of PAR, air temperature, moisture and other environmental
conditions (Yuan et al. 2010). There are, however, various definitions of LUE used
in developing LUE models, which have implications for the estimation of forest
productivity (Gitelson and Gamon 2015). Ecosystem respiration (ER) is an essential
component of water and energy budgets and is used to estimate NPP of forest
ecosystems by its subtracting from GPP. It is, however, the most difficult component
to estimate because of the heterogeneity of the landscape, soil properties and
topography, among other factors (Yuan et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2016). NDVI is a
remotely sensed vegetation index frequently used to assess leaf phenology or
changes in the canopy due to disturbances, such as bark beetle outbreak or wind
storms (Jönsson et al. 2009; Meddens et al. 2013; Jin and Eklundh 2014). Although
it is popular because of its robustness against noise, in some forest types, the index
is too sensitive to snow cover and much less sensitive to growth of close-canopy
forests (Jönsson et al. 2009). Canopy nitrogen content and chlorophyll light-
absorbance variables, used as indices to nutrient cycling and maximum photosynthetic capacity, can be estimated using both aerial and satellite optical hyperspectral
imagery. Variables, such as above-ground tree height and vertical and horizontal
distribution of tree crowns, used for the model parameterisation, can be computed
using light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Other vegetation indices used in ecological studies include the
enhanced vegetation index (EVI), normalized difference water index (NDWI), wide
dynamic range vegetation index (WDRVI), phenology index (PI) and leaf area
index (LAI). To obtain the remotely sensed data, the MODIS instrument aboard the
Terra satellite is often used. MODIS is viewing the entire Earth’s surface every 1 to
2 days and acquires data in 36 spectral bands, or groups of wavelengths. The spatial
resolution of MODIS images is 250 m (bands 1–2), 500 m (bands 3–7) and 1000 m
(bands 8–36). To increase the spatial resolution of MODIS-derived indices, a combination of MODIS and Landsat time series (available at finer 30 m resolution)
provides a solution (Yang et al. 2020). Another promising remote sensing-based
data sources are the Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 SAR data that can be collected independently from daylight or weather conditions and were recently used for rapid
detection of windthrows (Frampton et al. 2013; Rüetschi et al. 2019).
There are various models able to utilise remote sensing data in different ways, but the
satellite-driven version of the 3-PG model (Physiological Principles in Predicting
Growth), developed by Landsberg and Waring 1997 and Waring et al. 2010 is probably
the most known and used. The physiological variables used in the model can be estimated from remote-sensing measurements of factors that influence those variables. In the
model, GPP is ultimately a function of the APAR and the canopy quantum use efficiency.
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It is worth mentioning that recent data assimilation (DA) techniques have been
used to estimate forest stand data by sequentially combining remote sensing-based
estimates of forest variables with predictions from growth models (Nyström et al.
2015). DA provides a way of blending the monitoring properties of remotely sensed
data with the predictive and explanatory abilities of forest growth models (Huang
et al. 2019). Input to the data assimilation may be canopy height models, obtained
from airborne laser scanning (ALS) data or from image matching of digital aerial
images at different time points during the growth season. With this approach, the
prior forecast is updated to the posterior forecast when a new estimate is considered.
This kind of approach needs modification of the existing growth models that would
allow data assimilation and also requires the possibility to interrupt the model simulations before the end and use remote sensing data to update specific
characteristics.

7.4.6

Tree-Ring Time Series

Annually resolved TRW series represent a valuable source of information on past
growth dynamics of individual trees and forests (Babst et al. 2018, 2019; Klesse
et al. 2018). Over the past century, TRW data have been collected across the globe
for many different purposes, and a high portion of these data has been archived in
the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) managed by Paleoclimatology
Team of National Centers for Environmental Information and the World Data
System for Paleoclimatology. ITRDB now includes TRW series from over 4000
sites and six continents. Tree-ring networks were frequently used to reconstruct past
climate as well as to investigate responses of forest trees to variation in environmental characteristics to assess species vulnerability to changing conditions (Babst et al.
2013). Recently, TRW data have been successfully applied to predict future forest
growth and climate responses (Charney et al. 2016; Dorado-Liñán et al. 2019).
TRW data have also been used to reconstruct regimes of windthrow, bark beetle,
storm and other disturbance regimes (Veblen et al. 1994; Svoboda et al. 2014).
Explaining relationships between climate and disturbance dynamics (Hart et al.
2014) forms the basis to parameterise models of disturbance dynamics under climate change (Temperli et al. 2015; Thom et al. 2017). However, using TRW data for
detecting long-term growth trends and species climate responses must follow
purpose-oriented sampling designs (Nehrbass-Ahles et al. 2014) and appropriate
detrending methods (Peters et al. 2015) to minimise potential prediction biases
(Klesse et al. 2018).
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Conclusions and Perspectives

Expected rapid climate change will likely challenge the adaptation capacity of many
forest ecosystems. Forest growth models represent a promising tool to predict the
effects of different climate change scenarios on the growth of individual trees and
forest stands as well as the future distribution of forest tree species under changing
conditions and thus to support forest managers and policymakers in developing
long-term strategies. Available forest growth models largely differ from each other
in many ways due to which they provide a large range of future growth estimates. A
multi-model averaging technique has been found a good way to avoid biased estimates of single models due to shortcomings of individual modelling approaches
(Picard et al. 2012; Hlásny et al. 2014; Dormann et al. 2018). Although modelling
the relationships between forest production and future climate is complex and
intrinsically uncertain, forest growth models may help to guide climate-smart strategies aimed at overcoming mitigation, adaptation and production gaps. For example,
synergies and trade-offs between biodiversity conservation and timber production
can be assessed, and user-friendly interactive decision support tools can be developed, ensuring that all stakeholders envisage the risks of adapting their management
strategies to changes in climate and society and anticipate the consequences of environmental disturbances.
Past constraints that limited the capacity to model forest dynamics, such as the
availability of data for model calibration and validation, the computing capacity, the
model applicability to real-world problems and the ability to integrate biological,
social and economic drivers of change, have become less restrictive. For this, the
role of models for predicting forest growth and yield under changing environments
is now central in applied decision-making. For that, to ensure their role, great attention is required to evaluate the performance, to expand the driver of changes and to
incorporate variables as input social and economic trends and needs.
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Not provided, may
be derived from
model output if
coupled with
assortment model
Not considered
Not considered
Not considered
Not considered

Not provided, may
be derived from
model output if
coupled with
assortment model
Not considered
2.1 Deposition Carbon dioxide
of air pollutants Nitrogen deposition Not considered
Sulphur deposition Not considered
Other (CO, O3, …) Not considered

Carbon stock in
forest soils
Carbon stock in
harvested wood
products

Input and output
Not provided, may
be derived from
growing stock
Not provided

1.4 Carbon
stock

Diameter
distribution
Carbon stock in
forest biomass

(continued)

Input
Input
Not considered
Not considered

Input
Input
Not considered
Not considered

Input
Input
Not considered
Not considered

Not provided, may be
derived from model
output if coupled with
assortment model

Output

Output

Output

Output

Input and output

Input and output

iLand
Input and output
Output

Stand age as a parameter
driving the start of normal
simulation
Not considered

Biome-BGC
Not provided
Derived from output

Can be derived Not provided, may be
derived from model output if
from model
coupled with assortment
output
model

Not provided

Input and
output
Output

Input and
output

May be obtained as
output

Input and output
in the form of
mean stand age
Not internally
considered
Not provided, may
be derived from
growing stock
Not provided

Age structure

SIBYLA
Not provided
Output

PROGNAUS
Input and output
Input and output

Yield tables
Not provided
Output

Specific indicator

Indicator
1.1 Forest area
1.2 Growing
stock
1.3 Age
structure and/or
diameter
distribution

Annex 7.1 Identification of ability of selected growth models (representing the model groups defined in Fig. 7.3) to address the indicators of climate-smart
forestry (indicator list based on (Bowditch et al. 2020))
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2.3 Defoliation

Indicator
2.2 Soil
condition

Organic C
Base saturation
(percentage of CEC
occupied by bases
(Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and
Na+))
Soil type
Soil fertility
Soil moisture
Site index
Growth region

Specific indicator
pH
CEC = cation
exchange capacity
C/N

Annex 7.1 (continued)

Not considered
Not considered

Input
Not considered
Input
Not considered
Input
Not considered

Not considered
Not considered
Not considered
Input
Input
Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered
Not considered

PROGNAUS
Not considered
Not considered

Yield tables
Not considered
Not considered

Not considered
Input
Input
Input
Input
Not considered

Not considered
Not considered
Output
Not considered
Not applied
Not considered

Not considered Can be derived from model
output
Not considered Output
Not considered Not considered

SIBYLA
Biome-BGC
Not considered Not considered
Not considered Not considered

Not considered
Not considered
Output
Not considered
Not applied
Not considered

Output
Not considered

Input

iLand
Not considered
Not considered
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3.1 Increment
and fellings

Market value of
roundwood

Output

Output

Output

Can be derived
from model output

Output from
assortment yield
tables

Not considered,
may be derived
from assortment
yield tables

Output

Output
Output

Output

Output

Not considered

Output

Output

Not considered

Bark beetle

Not considered

SIBYLA
Output

Not considered
Output

Not considered

Fire

PROGNAUS
Not considered

Not considered
Output

Yield tables
Not considered

Specific indicator
Wind

Defoliators
Annual increment in
volume, biomass or
carbon stock
Annual felling of
wood volume,
biomass or carbon
stock
3.2 Roundwood Quantity of
roundwood

Indicator
2.4 Forest
damage

Output

Not considered
Can be derived from
model output

Output

iLand
Input of windstorm
characteristics (length,
severity) and output/
simulated spatially and
explicitly at landscape
scale
Input and output

(continued)

Can be derived from
Not considered, may be
derived from model output if model output
coupled with assortment
tables
Not considered
Can be derived from
model output

Output

Input (annual fire mortality
rate) and output
Not internally considered,
can be approximated by
modifying mortality rate
Not considered
Output

Biome-BGC
Not internally considered,
can be approximated by
modifying mortality rate
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4.8 Threatened
forest species

4.6 Genetic
resources
4.7 Landscape
pattern

4.4 Introduced
tree species
4.5 Deadwood

Indicator
3.5 Forests
under
management
plans
4.1 Tree species
composition
4.2
Regeneration
4.3 Naturalness

Volume of
deadwood
Carbon stock in
deadwood

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Can be derived
from model output

Not considered

Not considered

Output

Not considered

Can be derived
from model output

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered by Input and output
individual models
Not considered
Output

Number of tree
species

PROGNAUS
Input and output if
provided by a user

Yield tables
Not considered

Specific indicator
Forests under FMP

Annex 7.1 (continued)

Input and output

Not considered

Not considered Not considered

Not considered Not considered

Can be derived from model
output
Can be derived Output
from model
output
Not considered Not considered

Output

Not considered but can
be derived from model
output
Not considered

Not considered

Output

Input (seeds or planting)
and output
Output

Not considered but can
be derived from model
output

Input and output

iLand
Input

Not internally considered

Not internally considered,
but the degree of naturalness
(not area) can be considered
as input information
affecting simulation set-up
(past management
specification)
Not considered Not considered

Input and
output
Input and
output
Not considered
but can be
derived from
model output

SIBYLA
Biome-BGC
Not considered Not considered
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Vertical
distribution of
tree crowns
Horizontal
distribution of
tree crowns

Trees per hectare,
basal area per
hectare
Crown area, tree
crown diameter

Indicator
Specific indicator
4.9 Protected
forests
5.1 Protective
forests – soil
and water
6.7 Wood
consumption
6.8 Trade in
wood
6.9 Energy from
wood resources
6.10
Accessibility for
recreation
Management
system
Slenderness
coefficient
Input
Output

Output

Not considered
Input and output if
provided by a user
Input
Output

Output

Output

Output

Not considered

Not considered

Predefined

Can be derived
from mean stand
values
Not considered

Output

Not provided

Output

Output

Not considered

Not considered

Model input – simplified
two-layer structure

Not considered

Input

Not considered Not considered

Not considered Not considered

Not considered Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered Not considered

Not considered Not considered

SIBYLA
Biome-BGC
Not considered Not considered

Not considered

PROGNAUS
Input and output if
provided by a user
Input and output if
provided by a user

Not considered

Not considered

Yield tables
Not considered

Included in model
simulations but without
any output information

Included in model
simulations but without
any output information
Input and output

Input, can be derived
from output as well

Not considered but can
be derived from model
output
Input

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

Not considered

iLand
Input
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Abstract Mountain forests in Europe have to face recently speeding-up phenomena related to climate change, reflected not only by the increases in the mean global
temperature but also by frequent extreme events, that can cause a lot of various
damages threatening forest stability. The crucial task of management is to adapt
forests to environmental uncertainties using various strategies that should be
undertaken to enhance forest resistance and resilience, as well as to maintain forest
biodiversity and provision of ecosystem services at requested levels. Forests can
play an important role in the mitigation of climate change. The stand features that
increase forest climate smartness could be improved by applying appropriate
silvicultural measures, which are powerful tools to modify forests. The chapter
provides information on the importance of selected stand features in the face of
climate change and silvicultural prescriptions on stand level focusing to achieve the
required level of climate smartness. The selection of silvicultural prescriptions
should be also supported by the application of simulation models. The sets of the
various treatments and management alternatives should be an inherent part of
adaptive forest management that is a leading approach in changing environmental
conditions.
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Introduction

European forests in mountain regions are particularly vulnerable to the impact of
climate change that could endanger the provision of ecosystem services. Hanewinkel
et al. (2013) showed that the expected loss of value of European forest lands due to
the decline of economically valuable species, in the absence of effective countermeasures, varies between 14% and 50% by 2100, depending on the interest rate and
climate scenario applied. Adaptive forest management can address environmental
uncertainties with strategies that enhance forest resistance and resilience, maintain
forest biodiversity, and provide ecosystem services at requested levels. Various
types of adaptation can be distinguished (Locatelli et al. 2010; Yousefpour et al.
2017; Lindner et al. 2020): (1) anticipatory or proactive adaptation, which takes
place before the impacts of climate change are observed, (2) reactive adaptation,
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which takes place after impacts of climate change have been observed, and (3)
autonomous or spontaneous adaptation that does not constitute a conscious response
to climatic stimuli, but is triggered by ecological changes in natural systems and by
market or welfare changes in human systems. The selection of the adaptation strategy should be based on a profound analysis of environmental and socioeconomic
circumstances at a local and regional level and requires planning and implementation of forward-looking adaptation measures considering projected climate change
(Lindner et al. 2020).
Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) defined as “sustainable adaptive forest management and governance to protect and enhance the potential of a forest to adapt to,
and mitigate climate change” (Bowditch et al. 2020) can be characterized by
selected criteria and indicators originating from sustainable forest management
(SFM) indicators (Santopuoli et al. 2021). The stand features that increase forest
smartness could be improved by silvicultural measure (e.g., horizontal and vertical
spatial structure, mixed species composition, deadwood amount, etc.). This chapter
presents possible silvicultural measures for CSF with analysis via simulation models to evaluate their reliability.

8.2

Risks to Forests Induced by Climate Change

Mountain forests are considered to be particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate warming as temperature determines the upper limit of the altitudinal range for
plant communities (Lenoir et al. 2008). Most studies conducted in mountain areas
predict an upward shift of forest communities in response to temperature increases
(Guisan et al. 1998). However, other factors (i.e., land-use changes, disturbances,
biotic interactions) also modulate these responses (Martín-Alcón et al. 2010;
Ameztegui and Coll 2013; Ameztegui et al. 2016), which can lead to unforeseen
dynamics such as downslope displacements (see Bodin et al. 2013).
The increasing occurrence of extreme drought and heat events is at the origin of
many declining forests and tree mortality episodes worldwide (Allen et al. 2010;
Martínez-Vilalta et al. 2012; Margalef-Marrase et al. 2020) and mountain forests are
not an exception (Galiano et al. 2010; Linares and Camarero 2012). Climate warming is predicted to intensify the disturbance regimes to which these systems are
exposed (Seidl et al. 2017). For example, in Mediterranean mountains, the combined effect of fuel flammability increases and fuel accumulation associated to
land-abandonment is expected to have a high impact on fire risk (Pausas 2004)
compromising the local persistence of some populations that do not present adaptive mechanisms to such events (Vilà-Cabrera et al. 2012). In temperate and boreal
areas, warming is also expected to intensify the frequency and severity of windstorms
events (Seidl et al. 2014), insect outbreaks (Weed et al. 2013; Biedermann et al.
2019), and pathogen attacks (Sturrock et al. 2011) and to modulate the interactions
among different disturbances (Temperli et al. 2013; Seidl and Rammer 2017).
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The intensification of disturbance regimes is particularly important in mountain
areas where the occurrence of these events (e.g., extensive bark beetle attacks,
crown fires) was rare in the past. Recent catastrophic events, such as the Vaia storm
(that caused in October 2018 damages of millions of cubic meters in northern Italy)
or the unprecedented outbreaks of bark beetles in central Europe, point to the need
of implementing effective monitoring strategies and designing managing regimes
accounting for increasing risks.
Large-scale natural disturbances usually are followed by salvage logging: the
main aim of it is to reduce economic losses. Besides, sanitary and aesthetic reasons
are of some importance with this respect, too. On the other hand, the salvage logging practices indicate its strong impact on the functioning of the forest ecosystem,
such as ecosystem restoration due to deterioration of the regenerative capacity of
forests (Pons et al. 2020) and to threats to biodiversity conservation (Thorn et al.
2018). In order to maintain populations of the saproxylic species, Lonsdale et al.
(2008) strongly suggest reducing salvage logging intensity in damaged tree-stands.

8.3

I ndicators that Could Be Modified by Silvicultural
Measures at Stand Level (Silvicultural Indicators)

Criteria and Indicators (C&I) of CSF originated from C&I of Sustainable Forest
Management (Forest Europe 2015; Bowditch et al. 2020; Santopuoli et al. 2021)
may refer to the stand, landscape, or even regional/national level. In this chapter, we
are focusing on “silvicultural indicators” of CSF, which are manageable by silviculture measures at the stand level. Their evaluation is based on classification of indicators, presented by Bowditch et al. (2020) (Table 8.1).

8.4
8.4.1

Silvicultural Treatments Improving Stand Adaptation
Forest Area (Afforestation)

In the last decades, European mountains have undergone important forest expansion
processes associated with the abandonment of traditional agrosilvopastoral activities (Kozak 2003; Gehrig-Fasel et al. 2007; Ameztegui et al. 2010). These processes
include the encroachment of woody vegetation in areas previously occupied by cultures or pastures, and the densification of pre-existing forest stands. The rate of
forest expansion is not homogeneous and depends on several factors operating and
different spatiotemporal scales such as the browsing pressure (Coop and Givnish
2007), physiographic factors (Poyatos et al. 2003), or local socioeconomic
conditions (Dirnböck et al. 2003; Ameztegui et al. 2016), among others. The
ecological consequences of these processes differ. The progressive regression of
abandoned land is leading to a homogenization of the landscape, and to the loss of

Indicator
Forest area

Tree species composition
Regeneration
Naturalness

Increment and felling

Forest
structure
Soil
condition
Forest
damage
Increment/
felling

Label
Forest area

Description
Area of forest and other wooded lands, classified by forest type and by availability for wood
supply, and share of forest and other wooded lands in total land area.
Age structure and/or diameter distribution of forest and on other wooded lands, classified by
availability for wood supply.
Chemical soil properties (pH, CEC, C/N, organic C, base saturation) in forest and on other
wooded lands related to soil acidity and eutrophication, classified by main soil types.
Forest and other wooded lands with damage, classified by primary damaging agent (abiotic,
biotic, and human induced).
A balance between net annual increment and annual felling of wood in forest available for wood
supply.

Diversity
Area of forest and other wooded lands, classified by the number of tree species occurring.
Regeneration Total forest area by stand origin and area of annual forest regeneration and expansion.
Naturalness Area of forest and other wooded lands by the class of naturalness (“undisturbed by man,”
“seminatural,” or “plantations”).
Introduced tree species
New species Area of forest and other wooded lands dominated by introduced tree species.
Deadwood
Deadwood
The volume of standing deadwood and of lying deadwood in forest and on other wooded lands.
Genetic resources
Genetic
Area managed for conservation and utilization of forest tree genetic resources (in situ and ex situ
resources
genetic conservation) and area managed for seed production.
Threatened forest species
Threatened
Number of threatened forest species, classified according to IUCN Red List categories to the total
species
number of forest species.
Protective
Area of forest and other wooded lands designated to prevent soil erosion, preserve water
Protective forests – soil,
Protective
forests
resources, maintain other protective functions, protect infrastructure and managed natural
function (soil water, and other ecosystem
resources against natural hazards.
functions, and infrastructures
and water)
New
Slenderness coefficient
Slenderness The ratio of total tree height to stem diameter outside bark at 1.3 m above ground level.
indicators
Vertical distribution of tree
Vertical
Distribution of tree crowns in the vertical space. It can be measured in terms of layers (one, two,
crowns
crowns
multiple), or in terms of the ratio between tree height and crown length.
Horizontal distribution of
Horizontal
Canopy space-filling and can be expressed in measure of the density of tree crowns, such as crown
tree crowns
crowns
area, tree crown diameter. It can be also expressed in measure of the density of trees, such as trees
per hectare, basal area per hectare (in this case, the horizontal distribution refers to the tree).

Productive
functions of
forests
Forest
biological
diversity

Age structure and/or
diameter distribution
Forest health Soil condition
and vitality
Forest damage

Strategy
Criteria
Adaptation Forest
resources
and global
carbon cycles

Table 8.1 Criteria and indicators (Bowditch et al. 2020) considered as those that can be shaped by silvicultural treatments within adaptation and mitigation strategy at the
stand level

Productive
functions of
forests

Roundwood

Strategy
Criteria
Indicator
Growing stock
Mitigation Forest
resources
and global
Carbon stock
carbon cycles

Table 8.1 (continued)

Roundwood

Label
Growing
stock
Carbon stock

Description
Growing stock in forest and on other wooded lands, classified by forest type and by availability
for wood supply.
Carbon stock and carbon stock changes in forest biomass, forest soils, and in harvested wood
products.
Quantity and market value of roundwood.
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mosaic-type structure, which is important for maintaining high biodiversity
(Edwards 2005). The increase of stand density causes both higher fuel accumulations
in the stands and higher competition for growing resources among the individuals,
thus increasing the vulnerability of these systems to wildfires and drought (Nocentini
and Coll 2013). Forest expansion in the upper parts of catchments can induce
significant streamflow reductions in semiarid regions (Gallart and Llorens 2004).
Reforestation programs took place in mountain areas of many European countries during the twentieth century. The primary objective of these actions was to
avoid soil degradation and regulate the hydrological conditions of watersheds
(Mansourian et al. 2005). Conifer species were mainly used due to its pioneer character and ability to establish in difficult environmental conditions (Ceballos 1960).
Unfortunately, management after afforestation was not adequately conducted and,
at present, they show excessive densification, growth stagnation, and generalized
poor health status (Pausas et al. 2004). The current management of these stands
(some of which are rather aged) represents a big challenge for forest practitioners
due to the location (often in inaccessible areas) and their primary protective role
(Brang et al. 2006).

8.4.2

 tructure of Forest Stands (Age and Diameter
S
Distribution, Vertical and Horizontal Distribution
of Tree Crowns)

Age structure, diameter distribution, and vertical and horizontal distribution of tree
crowns are closely interrelated. Structural diversity in forests encompasses different
age cohorts, size classes of trees and the spatial arrangement of different patches of
tree groups, and structural elements, such as large living and dead trees, coarse
woody debris or seed-producing tree clusters on a stand level. These stand legacies
provide essential ecosystem processes (e.g., seed dispersal, nutrient translocation)
and preserve genetic information in the phase of an ecosystem’s recovery after disturbance. They are important elements in the reorganization loop of the adaptive
cycle (Drever et al. 2006; Bauhus et al. 2009). Furthermore, stand legacies enhance
faunal species richness, for example, as antagonist species, which reduce forest
vulnerability.
The multiaged stands with structural diversity have the potential to increase both
the resistance and resilience to various-scale forest disturbances (improve response
diversity of a forest) (Elmqvist et al. 2003; Brang et al. 2013; O’Hara and Ramage
2013; Spathelf et al. 2018) and also productivity (Torresan et al. 2020). Such structural diversity in a forest can be achieved using several ways during stand
management.
Thinning may become increasingly important for adaptation in many forest
types, reducing stand density and increasing the individual stability and stress
resistance of the remaining best crop trees in the stand (Misson et al. 2003;
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Rodríguez-Calcerrada et al. 2011; Sohn et al. 2013; Spathelf et al. 2018). The
application of the selected method and type of thinning must be compatible with the
silvicultural objectives. Among the various thinning methods, there are those as
selective (Schädelin), classical differentiation thinning, interfering with all layers of
the stand, and free or variable density thinning, belonging to the crown or all-layer
thinning type, that contribute to the increased structural diversity in the stand
(Leibundgut 1982; Schütz 1987; Helms 1998; Schütz 2001b; Spiecker 2004; O’Hara
et al. 2012; Silva et al. 2018). All types of thinnings, besides the improvement of
timber quality, can help to create a diversity of age classes; decrease the water, nutrient, and light competition; increase individual tree resistance to biotic and abiotic
factors; and, in some cases, encourage a wider range of species, which is a way of
reducing and dispersing of silvicultural risk (Silva et al. 2018). Thinning, especially
accomplished in medium-aged and/or older stands, may create conditions for the
establishment of natural regeneration of the same or different species, thereby introducing new young age-classes of trees into the stand. Such vertically structured
stands are more resilient after disturbance, since advanced regeneration is going to
be quickly released (Brang et al. 2013).
Diameter and age structural diversity of forest stands is also associated with the
occurrence and severity of natural disturbances; for example, a study from the Julian
Alps showed that occurrence of windthrow disturbances in forest stands is negatively related to the volume of small-diameter trees (<30 cm in diameter at breast
height), and positively with the volume of medium- (30–50 cm in diameter at breast
height) and large diameter trees (>50 cm in diameter at breast height), while a large
amount of small-diameter trees (<30 cm in diameter at breast height) increased the
likelihood for snow breakage occurrence (Klopčič et al. 2009). The integration of
various-scale disturbances into forest management could be the way of achieving a
multiaged, multilayer, and multispecies forests that can fulfil multiple purposes. A
wide range of measures to promote uneven-aged stands and structural diversity
including emulation of disturbances, planning salvage operations, and variable
treatment intervals or intensities is presented by O’Hara and Ramage (2013).
However, many of these measures can be applied on forest (a group of stands) or
landscape scale leading to high structural diversity that reduces the probability of
stand-replacing disturbances.
Forest stability, vitality, and resilience can be also enhanced through silvicultural
activities making the best use of natural structures and processes. This includes
proactive steering of natural successions instead of passive waiting for natural processes to occur (Silva et al. 2018; Lindner et al. 2020). These processes can supplement the structural diversity in terms of species composition, and vertical and
horizontal stand diversification.
The application of some silvicultural systems is one of the possible measures
leading to the formation of structurally diversified forests. At present, slightly less
than 70% of forests in Europe are reported as even-aged, whereas uneven-aged
forests appear to be the main forest type in South-West Europe (Forest Europe
2015). But this does not mean that all even-aged stands should be converted. The
long-term process of transition from even-aged to uneven-aged stand could be
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performed only in those places where site, stand, and socioeconomic conditions
allow its realization and where it is advisable. Several methods to achieve unevenaged, structurally diversified stands composed of shade-tolerant tree species exist
including silvicultural systems (irregular shelterwood system and its variations,
selection system), thinning (selection with intervention in all stand layers), and
other methods combining different felling schedule with various methods of natural
and artificial regeneration (Schütz 2001b; Nyland 2003; Pretzsch 2019; Hilmers
et al. 2020). The transformation from regular to irregular stands can be accomplished
in the present stand with the sequence of differentiation thinning or in the following
stand generation depending on the stability and irregularity of a stand (Schütz
2001b). The implementation of the methods depends on the silvicultural objectives,
species composition and stability of existing stand, and site conditions. Irregular
shelterwood system and its many variations are characterized by the greatest
potential and versatility to shape uneven-aged forests composed of various tree
species of functional traits (Puettmann et al. 2009; Raymond et al. 2009; D’Amato
et al. 2011; Lussier and Meek 2014; Raymond and Bédard 2017).

8.4.3

Soil Condition

Forest cover is strongly influenced by soil productivity, which is partially governed by climate, but more significantly by bedrock composition and erosion rate
(Hahm et al. 2014; Milodowski et al. 2015; Wolf et al. 2016). Forest soil productivity is crucial for sustainable forest management and is a function of soil potential properties and soil conditions. Soil potential properties are the ones that are not
easily altered such as soil depth, stoniness, the content of organic matter, texture,
porosity, clay mineralogy, while soil conditions can be altered more easily and are
represented by soil thickness, porosity, and soil organic matter (Poff 1996). Soil
depth, as a basic criterion of soil classifications, represents the depth from the
surface of the soil to the parent material. Soil porosity is a combined volume of
solids and pores filled with air and/or water. The size and interconnection of pores
determine water infiltration and retention, gas exchange, biological activity, and
rootable soil volume, thus representing an extremely important link in soil
productivity.
Forest soils hold a substantial portion of terrestrial carbon and any alterations in
carbon cycling are significant for forest productivity and ecosystem services (James
and Harrison 2016). Change in quality or quantity of soil organic matter caused by
climate change is probably one of the most important factors affecting forest soils
(Raison and Khanna 2011), since soil organic matter, together with nitrogen and
phosphorous, is one of the principal components of soils and has a crucial role in
several biological, chemical, and physical properties (James and Harrison 2016). At
large scale, the variability of soil organic carbon is mostly governed by climate,
while on a local scale, it depends on forest management practices, type of bedrock,
soil properties, and topography (Conforti et al. 2016).
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Bedrock has a significant role in vegetation growth by regulating physical and
chemical properties of soils (Hamh et al. 2014) and has a substantial influence on
soil erosion processes (Milodowski et al. 2015). It is the source of mineral nutrients
and influences soil texture characteristics controlling the water and nutrient retention capacity, but can also present a supply of heavy metals that have an adverse
influence on plant growth (Jiang et al. 2020). Soil texture in forest soils determines
soil water and aeration, both important for tree growth and microbial processes
(Gomez-Guarrerro and Doane 2018). Soil degradation includes higher bulk density
and lower hydraulic conductivity and extensive nutrient losses in soils (Hajabbasi
et al. 1997). Loss of porosity leads to infiltration reduction, loss of soil volume, and
enhances soil erosion. However, these effects might be happening at the same time
and causal (Poff 1996). Similar is true for textural properties. Soils with high silt,
low clay, and low organic matter content are generally considered to be more erodible. However, this is not straightforward and particle size distribution has to be
considered in relation to other soil physical and chemical properties (Wischmeier
and Mannering 1969).
Altieri et al. (2018) have experimentally shown that soil erosion is not a substantial problem in well-managed forests and minimal values of soil loss were reported
in areas with high canopy cover and biomass. However, some authors indicate that
new silvicultural treatments should be planned with care, since, as established by
earlier studies, loss of forest cover, either due to deforestation or climate change,
can impose a serious problem with long-term consequences. If the topsoil layer is
disturbed due to natural or human-induced causes, such as wildfire, harvesting, and
prescription burning, erosion rates can substantially rise. Relationship between soil
disturbance and soil productivity is a complex interconnection among soil physical
properties, nutrient cycling, and climate. The disturbance effect depends on soil
local characteristics and microclimate, so mitigation solutions have to be site-
specific (Elliot et al. 1996).

8.4.4

Forest Damages

Forest disturbances are, in many cases, inseparably related to climate change (Dale
et al. 2000, 2001; Reyer et al. 2017; Seidl et al. 2017). Disturbances, human-induced
and naturally caused mostly by wind, insects, fungi, fires, droughts, heatwaves, and
their interactions, shape the forest ecosystems in terms of species composition,
structure, and processes. Proactive disturbance-risk management should encompass
adaptive silvicultural measures, being a part of the adaptive forest management,
which enable using some strategies to counteract the effects of climate change
resulting in forest disturbances. These possible actions should be undertaken considering uncertainties about climate change impacts on forests and their reactions
(Lindner et al. 2014). The potential silvicultural disturbance-prevention measures
include (1) the use of more climate-adapted tree species or their genotypes (Kauppi
et al. 2018; Thurm et al. 2018), the introduction of economic alternatives to main
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species (Deuffic et al. 2020), management to facilitate the establishment of species
outside of historical natural ranges and genomics-based assisted migration in reforestation (transformation) (Hagerman and Pelai 2018); (2) application of more diversified species composition of forests (mixtures of conifers with broadleaves,
shade-tolerant with intolerant species, more drought-resistant with less-resistant
species) involving also conversion from single-species to multispecies stands where
site conditions permit (Kerr et al. 2010; Jactel et al. 2017), this allows to distribute
silvicultural risk to many tree species in a stand; (3) managing for and/or increasing
resilience (Hagerman and Pelai 2018); (4) more frequent and intensive thinnings
(selective or differentiation) and shorter and/or diversified rotation length (Jactel
et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2018; Deuffic et al. 2020); (5) shaping the diversified age
structure of forests (uneven-aged/selection structure) (Schütz 2002; O’Hara 2014;
Deuffic et al. 2020); (6) increasing stand stability and decreasing stand density
(Knoke et al. 2008; Deuffic et al. 2020); (7) fire-smart landscape management techniques (Kauppi et al. 2018; Lindner et al. 2020). In addition, the realization of the
concepts of close-to-nature silviculture (Schütz 1999; Brang et al. 2014; O’Hara
2014) and/or continuous cover forestry (Mason et al. 1999; Pukkala and Gadov
2012) seems to enhance adaptation to climate change and, to some extent, mitigate
its effects on forests (Fig. 8.1).

Fig. 8.1 Forest damages caused by the windstorm Xynthia (2010) in la Val d’Aran (NE, Spain).
(Photo: Álvaro Aunós)
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Increment and Felling

In the case of close-to-nature mountain mixed and uneven-aged forests, comprised
of species combination such as silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), Norway spruce (Picea
abies (L.) Karst.) and European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), all silvicultural operations attempt to achieve growth sustainability from one cutting cycle to the next and
continuous forest cover for preventing soil erosion. To this end, the single and/or
group selection (plenter) system can be used in mountain regions across Europe
(Schütz 2001a). In the selection forest, the mixture of trees of different sizes (diameter at breast height and height), ages, and species, growing together in a small area
(<0.1 ha) (Schütz 2001a; Bončina 2011a; O’Hara 2014), results in much more
steady course of growth, in comparison to one species dominated even-aged stands,
at both tree and stand level (Fig. 8.2). The higher resilience of stand growth to silviculturally induced density reductions in mixed, uneven-aged mountain forests can
be observed as in this case, trees in the medium and lower canopy layers can
compensate (buffer) for losses in the upper layer and vice versa (Mitscherlich 1952;
Assmann 1970).
In the structural stable mountain forests (Fig. 8.3), the equilibrium state is
achieved when standing volume remains relatively constant from one cutting cycle
to the next; in the other words, the harvest volume equals increment. Therefore, the
value of periodic volume increment may serve as an additional important parameter
to consider, when regulating the long-term development of mixed, uneven-aged

Fig. 8.2 Tree level and stand level growth pattern in two contrasting silvicultural systems: simple
even-aged forests (black line) and complex uneven-aged forests (grey line), managed by a clearcutting and selection system, respectively. In the first case, the growth (e.g., tree diameter left and
stand volume increment right) follows the unimodal curve and changes more rapidly (up and
down) over the time with a clear pick during the optimal developmental phase, to decreases, however, to zero at the time of the initiation of subsequent forest generation by clearcuttings or shelterwood cuttings with short regeneration period (10–20 years). In the selection forest, the combination
of trees of many sizes, age classes, and species buffers the changes in the growth pattern and thus
a steadier increment course can be observed. (Adapted from Schütz (2001a) and Pretzsch et al.
(2015) (after Assmann 1970) in case of a tree and stand level, respectively)
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Fig. 8.3 The vertical and horizontal structural stable close-to-nature mountain mixed and uneven-
aged stand, comprised of silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and
Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), as well as other minor tree species, managed by selection
(plenter) system on the long-term experimental plot in the Zagnansk Forest District (Poland)

mountain forests. Schütz (2001a) described the plenter structure as being maintained through continuous control of the growing stock (standing volume); a growing stock over the equilibrium would lead to reduced regeneration and recruitment
into smaller diameter classes, whereas levels of growing stock below the equilibrium would reduce total increment and the quality of trees as well as to overpromote
the natural regeneration and recruitment rate. However, in some cases such as the
current stand diameter structure deviates significantly from the equilibrium curve
(e.g., when stands previously were managed by uniform or irregular shelterwood
cuttings), the transformation by applying heavy structural differentiation thinning is
recommended, to reduce mainly the density in the middle diameter at breast height
classes and, therefore, as a consequence, also the stand productivity.
Finally, if the proportion of more light-demanding tree species in the stand is
required, the irregular shelterwood system, emulating the natural gap dynamic pattern, would be also recommended in the scope of climate-smart silviculture. The
main difference between selection and irregular shelterwood systems lies in an
emphasis on individual trees in the former case versu. cohorts of trees in the latter
(Schütz et al. 2016). Moreover, the irregular shelterwood system gives a free hand
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to the manager. On the one hand, it is possible to create larger openings by clearcutting (e.g., up to 0.5 ha) when regeneration of more light-demanding tree species
(larch, pine, oak) is required, and on the other hand, the shelter or group and single
selection cuttings may be applied for intermediate (sycamore, spruce, elm) and
more shade-tolerant tree species (lime and beech) as well (cf. Schütz 2001a;
Raymond et al. 2009). During the long regeneration period (e.g., 40–50 years), the
volume increment of regeneration and overstorey add up. Thus, compared with an
age-class forest, the total volume increment’s oscillations are much less distinct (cf.
Fig. 8.2). The more multilayered a stand and the more horizontally diverse it is, the
higher is its growth resilience to natural and silvicultural interferences (Pretzsch
et al. 2015).

8.4.6

Tree Species Composition

In production forests, the diversity of tree species composition positively affects
other indices of biodiversity and shows close relationships with multiple ecosystem
services (e.g., Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Bravo-Oviedo et al. 2014; Almeida et al. 2018).
However, in the case of provisioning services, the forest development stage is also
of great importance (Zeller and Pretzsch 2019).
None of the single tree species in a forest is able to safeguard a provision of the
full set of ecosystem services. On the other hand, the provision of some services can
be impossible, since they might be negatively correlated with each other. Therefore,
in order of satisfying the society demands regarding multiple ecosystem services
the production forests should be managed considering use of the various tree species. No doubt that tree species diversity positively influences ecosystem functioning, but in some cases, probably the effect of species identity is stronger compared
with diversity (Nadrowski et al. 2010). If the dominating tree species is badly chosen, then changing it back to the former one might reverse the negative outcomes for
biodiversity, production, and recreational values, as well as on stand vulnerability to
a wind, frost, and drought damage, as well as on risks of pathogen or insect outbreak
(Felton et al. 2019).
Tree species diversity of temperate mountain forests is much lower if compared
to the tree species diversity in forests of lower vegetation belts (i.e., planar-hilly,
sub-montane). Therefore, management options regarding tree species are much
broader in lower areas. For the adaptation of mountain forests to climate change, it
is highly important (1) to maintain/increase genetic variation in the species, (2) to
increase structural diversity (Brang et al. 2014), and (3) to assure that all “natural”
tree species of mountain forests are present in a forest stand. However, quite often,
European mountain forests contain mainly three tree species – Norway spruce, silver fir, and European beech. Especially, recruitment of silver fir into these forests is
often restricted or even prevented due to browsing pressure (e.g., Ficko et al. 2011;
Simončič et al. 2019), which noticeably decreases adaptation capacity of forests to
climate change. The additional characteristics if compared to the forests in lower
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elevations are that in mountain forests, many minor tree species (e.g., Sorbus aucuparia, Salix sp.) cannot compete or are economically less important for forest managers/owners, while some other with possible high economic value (i.e., Ulmus
glabra, Fraxinus excelsior) suffer from diseases. Therefore, tree species from genus
Acer, Larix, and Pinus gain higher importance for the adaptation of mountain forests to climate change.
There is increasing evidence that tree species mixtures positively influence forest
functionality. Forest stands with tree species with different functional traits enhance
forest fitness in the face of climate change as they include different “strategies”
concerning plant establishment and competitiveness (Jactel et al. 2017). Moreover,
in many cases, species-rich forests with high functional diversity are more productive than less diverse forests (Pretzsch et al. 2010). In stands where light demanding
and shade-tolerant, canopy and understory or deep-rooting, and shallow-rooting
species are combined, resources such as light, water, and nutrients can be spatially
and temporarily used differently and thus more efficiently. Such forests are more
resistant to various abiotic disturbance events, such as drought, fires, or storms
(Bravo-Oviedo et al. 2014; Knoke et al. 2008; Schütz et al. 2006; Spellmann et al.
2011; Lebourgeois et al. 2013), and more resilient once a disturbance has occurred
(Jactel et al. 2009, 2017). With an increasing number of functionally different species, the probability increases that some of these species can resist external disturbances or changing environmental conditions (i.e., the ecological insurance concept,
according to Yachi and Loreau 1999). Examples are the bark beetle Ips typographus
that attacks Norway spruce (Picea abies), but not broad-leaved species or silver fir
(Abies alba) (Wermelinger 2004), or the ash dieback (Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus) affecting exclusively Fraxinus excelsior (Kjær et al. 2012). In addition to functional diversity, the redundancy of species increases the probability that one species
can take over the role of another species that does not survive (Walker et al. 1999;
Messier et al. 2019).
It is assumed that in the future also mountain forest ecosystems are severely
affected by water shortage (Collin 2020). The admixture of broadleaved tree species
in conifer stands can have positive effects on soil water availability, thus reducing
water stress for the trees. There is evidence that interception losses are higher in
pure conifer stands with Scots pine and Norway spruce compared to broadleaved or
mixed stands with European beech (Barbier et al. 2009; Berger et al. 2009). In a
study in northeastern Germany, Müller (2009) analyzed seepage rates in mixtures of
Scots pine with European beech compared to pure Scots pine stands. The higher
seepage in mixed stands is due to reduced interception losses and a higher stemflow
on broadleaved trees compared to pine. Moreover, in pure (pine) stands, dense
ground vegetation layers of the grass Calamagrostis lead to a further reduction of
the soil water content (Müller and Bolte 2009).
Other complementarity effects with respect to water supply of species mixtures
are reported, such as hydraulic redistribution or the different stomatal behavior of
the trees. Thus, water availability in mixed stands can be positively influenced,
although many effects are observed at the drier end of the gradients and are not yet
quantified (Grossiord et al. 2014; Bauhus et al. 2017).
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Regeneration

One of the most important practices to increase species richness is the choice of
regeneration cut or the silvicultural system, respectively. Here, the future species
composition of the forest can actively be changed by replacing tree species and/or
tree individuals sensitive to climate change with trees of native or introduced species and/or species’ provenances that are potentially better adapted to future climate
conditions (called active adaptation; Martín-Alcón et al. 2016; Bolte et al. 2009).
Examples for this strategy are the ongoing conversion of pure Norway spruce stands
into mixed stands or silvicultural measures aiming at replacing species such as
Norway spruce by other species of comparable economic value (e.g., Douglas fir).
In Germany, the Bavarian State Department of Environment, Health and Consumer
Protection published a regional climate program in November 2007 that includes an
example for the application of the “active adaptation” concepts on species level. It
is planned to convert about 200,000 ha of pure Norway spruce forests by 2030 in
areas where a high risk of drought damage is assumed to less sensitive mixed forests, predominantly with European beech and oak (Stmelf 2018).
The concomitant natural establishment of diverse species can be controlled by
creating large variations in light conditions, allowing both light-demanding and
shade-tolerant species to regenerate (e.g., group selection or irregular shelterwood
in combination with strip cuts). In young growth originating from natural regeneration, enrichment planting is a valuable practice to introduce additional species.
Once young trees are established, species richness can be maintained by appropriate
tending measures, such as precommercial thinning or thinning. Especially rare species or species with low competitiveness, in particular, if they are adapted to a
warmer and drier climate, have to be released in this case (Brang et al. 2008).
Finally, the successful establishment of species-rich stands depends very much on
the control of ungulates (Gill 1992; Götmark et al. 2005; Ameztegui and Coll 2015).
To achieve the optimal adaptive effect of species mixtures, large monospecific
patches should be avoided as well as very intimate mixtures, which usually require
high tending investments. Forest conversion encompasses the use of the many native
(mostly broadleaved) tree species, and selected exotic tree species, respectively.
From tree species trials and recent dendroecological analyses, we know that rare
native species and non-native tree species can increase forest resilience in a landscape (Kunz et al. 2018; Vitali et al. 2017). Furthermore, provenances of native tree
species from warmer regions of the species’ distribution range could enrich forest
diversity in mountainous regions. Especially these rear-edge populations (Hampe
and Petit 2005) of native species often show desired adaptation traits, such as higher
drought stress tolerance compared to provenances from the core distribution area of
a species.
In the early stage of conversion, an interesting option to diversify forest stands is
currently discussed in Germany. Some authors have recommended integrating early
successional species, which seem to be more adapted to the drier site conditions into
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regular stand management in the tree species portfolio (Lüpke 2009). Early successional species quickly cover bare regeneration sites. They recover nutrients, which
otherwise would likely be lost and are valuable elements for enhancing biodiversity
(nurse crops). Moreover, there is growing evidence to abandon the practice of a
merely local provenance choice. Assisted migration, the planned translocation of
provenances and species beyond their natural occurrence range, has the potential to
ensure that provenances or species are adapted enough to cope with the future
warmer climate in the final stage of their development cycle. At the same time,
stands must be robust enough to get along with still harsh climatic conditions in the
establishment phase when they are young plants. Already well-developed recommendations for assisted migration transfer distances have been developed for
Douglas fir in the Northwest USA (Sáenz-Romero et al. 2016).

8.4.8

Naturalness

The concept of naturalness has been broadly used in forestry. The naturalness of
forest stands can be assessed by different indicators (e.g., Brumelis et al. 2011;
Winter 2012); tree species composition is one of the most important. The naturalness of tree species composition for a given forest site is estimated by comparison
between current tree species composition and the natural tree species composition
of forest stand, which is a part of potential natural vegetation. Due to climate change,
natural vegetation may change over several decades (e.g., Hickler et al. 2012).
The analyses of forest stands in the Dinaric mountain areas (Bončina et al. 2017)
showed that the alteration of the natural tree species composition of forest stands is
primarily the result of forest management and past land-use, conditioned either by
topography or accessibility of forests. The portion of Norway spruce increased due
to past forest management. A higher level of alteration of natural tree species composition of mountain forests significantly increases the susceptibility of forest
stands to natural disturbances – mainly windthrows and insect outbreaks. Therefore,
sanitary felling can be a few times larger than in stands with natural tree species
composition (e.g., Pasztor et al. 2015; Bončina et al. 2017).
In general, for the introduction of new, exotic tree species and provenances, it is
suggested to follow the order: (1) species that are already adapted on a larger scale
in the planting region and tested non-autochthonous provenances, then (2) new species with knowledge on their behavior but no adaptation yet, and finally (3) completely new species (Spathelf and Bolte 2020). Currently, only a few forest owners
have started to plant nonnative tree species other than Douglas fir, red oak, and
grand fir on a larger scale. Nevertheless, around 10–20 “new” species are in the
search of forest research institutes across Europe. Existing trials with non-native
species are currently evaluated and new trials established (de Avila and Albrecht
2017; Brang et al. 2016; Metzger et al. 2012).
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Introduced Tree Species

Tree species have been deliberately moved by humans for as long as humans have
been cultivating land for food, fuel, and fiber. Indeed, it is highly probable that tree
species were inadvertently moved by our hunter-gatherer ancestors, just as other
primates do today (Chapman 1989). Long before the development of countries with
borders and associated concepts, such as nativeness, immigration, introduction, or
invasiveness, humans travelled and traded and the only considerations were what
thrived where, and what value it had as a product. For trees, the main considerations
would have been fruit and nut production, foliage and bark for animal fodder, firewood potential, and use as a building material.
As concepts of forest management developed, the choice of tree species for timber production has become increasingly sophisticated. It may even be that tree species selection was the first conscious silvicultural decision? Originally it is probable
that some native tree species were preferred by foresters; for example, oak has long
been advocated in Britain for ship-building (Evelyn 1664; Fisher 1763). Where one
tree species is favored, others inevitably decline in abundance. In the past, when
there was no concept of genetic diversity or origin, although native tree species
might have been selected for planting, the seed itself might have been introduced
from another country.
It is difficult to trace the widespread use of nonnative (also known as exotic or
introduced) species in plantation forestry, but it is always likely to have been most
prevalent in countries like the UK with low native tree species richness. For example, at least one introduced tree species, European larch (Larix decidua), has been
being planted in the UK since the mid eighteenth century when medals and cash
prizes were awarded to those who planted most trees by the Royal Society for the
Encouragement of the Arts. In their first full transactions published in 1783, the
summary of the activities since the inauguration in 1754 showed that a sum of 50 £
had been paid alongside the award of 45 gold and 14 silver medals for the “encouragement of planting to raise Timber” from a list of trees, including oak, but also
larch (Anon 1783). Larch would have been included on the list, because softwood
timber was considered best for ship’s masts and the UK has only three native conifers, juniper (Juniperus communis), yew (Taxus baccata), and Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris), of which only one, Scots pine, can grow sufficiently straight and tall to
be used as a ship’s mast.
In the early nineteenth century, the great plant hunters, such as David Douglas,
sent new coniferous tree species back to Britain, from the Pacific North-West, where
the climate is similar to the Atlantic North-West of Europe. It was soon noted how
fast and straight these species, particularly Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and, of
course, Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) (Savill 1991) grew. Consequently, they
were soon widely planted, not only in the UK but on suitable sites throughout northwestern Europe. Sitka spruce now comprises more than a quarter of all forest trees
in the UK (Forestry Statistics 2019).
In recent years, the recognition of the role of trees, woods, and forests in combating climate breakdown has led to an appreciation that introduced tree species may
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have a role to play in climate mitigation. Specifically, if introduced trees grow faster
than native species, they are considered to sequester carbon faster in the forest via
net photosynthesis. This means that they have faster biomass accumulation to provide a carbon substitution benefit from the forest sooner (as wood fuel, or by replacing building materials, such as concrete and steel that have higher carbon footprints).
Whether faster-growing trees or more frequent harvests of biomass provide better
climate mitigation as timber density, not just volume needs to be quantified, carbon
transfer via roots into the mycorrhizae and soil needs to be measured and the effects
of more frequent harvests on soil disturbance need to be included.
The concept of planting introduced tree species as a silvicultural treatment for
improving forest stand adaptation to climate breakdown is novel. It has been recognized that long-lived, slow to reproduce, heavy seeded plants, including many native
tree species, are unable to rapidly adapt to climate change by moving or adapting,
so increased tree mortality and associated forest dieback is projected to occur in
many regions over the twenty-first century (Field et al. 2014). Consequently,
although the native tree species in a given country may be adapted to survive the
current pests, diseases, and abiotic threats they face, they may not be resistant and
resilient to future threats. As tree species in certain locations may be adapted to
climatic conditions that are similar to the ones predicted to be faced in others, it can
be argued that to maintain a forest structure, for commercial timber production and
other ecosystem services, but also as a habitat/ecosystem for biodiversity, the introduction of tree species likely to thrive in the future climate is justified (Forestry
Commission 2020).
The novel argument for the introduced tree species, as a silvicultural treatment to
help forests adapt to climate breakdown and thus maintain the delivery of ecosystem
services, including climate mitigation, is controversial. However, a CSF approach
means putting climate adaptation and mitigation first among multiple sustainable
forest management objectives and all options need to be considered (Bowditch et al.
2020). Research into the effectiveness of this approach is needed and indicators
need to be developed to guide if, how, and where this is viable. For example, in
commercial plantation forestry with introduced tree species, it is not a great issue to
introduce others. However, in the current plantations of native species, it may need
more careful consideration. In our most pristine native woodlands, introduced tree
species may be viewed as too damaging to their integrity.

8.4.10

Deadwood

In forest ecosystems, deadwood influences the nutrient and water cycling, humus
formation, carbon storage, fire frequency, natural regeneration and represents a crucial component of forest ecosystems for maintaining and improving forest biodiversity. Decaying wood, such as logs, snags and stumps, as well as rot holes, dead
limbs and roots, heart rot and hollowing in living ancient or veteran trees, all of
them are habitats for the specific species of fungi, flora, and fauna (Humphrey et al.
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2004). Thus, the deadwood volume narrowly meant as the coarse woody debris
(CWD), that is, logs and snags, has been selected as the main Pan-European SFM
indicator regarding biodiversity, and it is also one of 15 main indicators of biodiversity as proposed by European Environmental Agency (Humphrey et al. 2004;
Merganičová et al. 2012)., However, the ancient and veteran trees in all forests also
are of key importance for rare and threatened saproxylic species, but, unfortunately,
they arenot used for biodiversity monitoring (Humphrey et al. 2004).
Deadwood constitutes habitats for many species of cryptogams, such as bryophytes, lichens, and fungi (Humphrey et al. 2002; Lonsdale et al. 2008; Stokland
and Larson 2011; Persiani et al. 2015; Preikša et al. 2015), invertebrates like saproxylic beetles (Martikainen et al. 2000; Franc 2007; Müller et al. 2008; Lassauce et al.
2011), as well as amphibians, birds, and mammals (Merganičová et al. 2012).
Wood-decaying fungi are essential for the functioning of forest ecosystems.
They provide habitat for many other deadwood-dependent organisms and enable the
regeneration of forests. There are plenty of examples of enhanced survival of seedlings of various forest tree species (mainly conifers) occurring on decaying deadwood (Lonsdale et al. 2008). To support the decaying fungi species of varying
requirements, a wide range of CWD of different sizes and stages of decay is necessary (Lonsdale et al. 2008).
All types of deadwood are a substrate for the development of rare cryptogam
species. The intermediate decay stages are extremely important for fungi, while
bryophytes or lichens do not show such a clear preference. The highest number of
cryptogam species is found on the deadwood of Common ash, English oak, and
Norway spruce, while deadwood of other tree species hosts less than half cryptogam species (Preikša et al. 2015).
Throughout Europe, saproxylic beetle species have been identified as the most
threatened community of invertebrates (Davies et al. 2008). Species richness in saproxylic beetles has a significant positive correlation with the main deadwood variables (Martikainen et al. 2000). It depends not only on deadwood amount, but also
on other microhabitat factors, such as the richness of wood-inhabiting fungi, and,
for the threatened saproxylic beetles – on the frequency of Fomes fomentarius
(Müller et al. 2008).
Natural variation of deadwood niches – including decay stages, snag sizes, tree
cavities, and wood-decaying fungi species – must be maintained to efficiently preserve the whole saproxylic beetle fauna. To better assess the quantitative relationships between deadwood and biodiversity of saproxylic beetles, apart from the
deadwood volume, deadwood type or decay stage should also be considered
(Lassauce et al. 2011).
Pieces of evidence have shown that climate change will speed up tree growth and
accumulation ending up in a higher stock of deadwood available in situ (Mazziotta
et al. 2014). However, due to increased decomposition rates, the time the deadwood
stock is available for deadwood-associated species will diminish and the carbon
stored in deadwood will return to the carbon cycle faster (Büntgen et al. 2019).
Disturbances from fire, insects, and pathogens, in particular, are likely to increase in
a warming world (Seidl et al. 2017), which could markedly modify the distribution
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of deadwood across the forested landscapes in time and space. Under such circumstances, it is going to become increasingly challengeable to manage deadwood in a
sustainable way. Some authors recommend that the structure and dynamics of old-
growth forests are used as a reference system for managed forests (Jandl et al.
2019). Based on modelling results, it was found that continuous cover forestry,
based on emulating natural disturbances and leaving 10% of stands uncut with no
deadwood extraction, will result in greater dendrobiotic birds habitat quality per
unit of current volume increment under climate change (ARANGE 2020). However,
it is not clear whether the carbon sink function will decrease or even stop when the
forests get into a steady-state of carbon sequestration in biomass and soil organic
matter and of carbon loss due to decomposition of deadwood debris and soil organic
matter (Desai et al. 2005; Pukkala 2017). In all cases, forest owners should be flexible and prepared to diversify the silvicultural systems across forested landscapes.
They will need to follow natural disturbances in a way that will guarantee the presence of enough deadwood to adequately address the various trade-offs between
wood biomass production for carbon sequestration, on the one hand, and forest
protective functions, on the other.
Forest management should mimic the natural stand dynamics, increasing the
number of dead trees and the diversification of the vertical and horizontal tree layers, considering the good potential for restoring and increasing the diversity of saproxylic communities and their associated ecological functions. For monitoring the
ecological sustainability of forest management, we must focus on threatened species (Müller et al. 2008).
For strategies to increase deadwood amount in managed forests, the best results
will be achieved in areas close to existing reserves or other important habitats
(Müller et al. 2008). Research into deadwood dynamics carried out in unmanaged
forest ecosystems (Christensen et al. 2005; Persiani et al. 2015) has proved useful
as a reference tool to implement rehabilitation criteria in sustainable management,
to maintain and increase biodiversity and other ecosystem services provided by
managed forests.
Sanitary cuttings, carried out mainly to avoid outbreaks of insect pest populations or to reduce risk of forest fires, are another measures leading to severe restriction of the capacity of managed forest ecosystems to provide habitats for saproxylic
species (Humphrey et al. 2004). Since healthy, resistant, and resilient managed forest should, partly, consist of diseased or injured trees (Szwagrzyk 2020), their retention until natural death would allow accumulation of deadwood of various types and
sizes, and representing all tree species that grow in a forest, that would create niches
for all deadwood depending species.
To improve the status of the deadwood-depending organisms, the managed forests should maintain a long-term continuous provision of greater amounts of dead
and decaying wood microhabitats that deadwood-depending organisms require for
their survival (Christensen et al. 2005; Davies et al. 2008; Lonsdale et al. 2008).
However, no simple deadwood stocking recommendations can be applied, due to
the inherent complexity of all the stand, site, and management factors that drive
deadwood dynamics (Persiani et al. 2015).
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Genetic Resources

Since the advent of the population genetic studies based on molecular markers, it
has been postulated that long-term survival and adaptation of species and populations to the changing environment strongly depends on the high genetic variation
accumulated in the gene stock of populations over historical times (van Dam 2002).
Natural forest tree populations tend to maintain a high level of genetic diversity
along with the distribution range because of the high outcrossing rate, the long life
span of individuals that besides preserving their highly heterogeneous genomes can
fix beneficial alleles for a longer period (Petit and Hampe 2006). Several acting
forces on population-level, however, can shape the uniform distribution of the
genetic variation especially at the range periphery of the species where gene flow
usually decreases or the environment reaches the tolerance limit of populations.
Genetic drift and inbreeding acting at the range margins can cause differentiation by
changing the frequency distribution of alleles and selecting population-specific
alleles (Hampe and Petit 2005). These selected alleles might be beneficial in the
local adaptation on the range margins, but can be also harmful forcing populations
to counteract against their fixation (balancing selection). Differences between central versus peripheral populations and the role of the beneficial alleles helping population adaptation have been much discussed in different studies (Gibson et al. 2009;
Logana et al. 2019).
Natural or human-induced fragmentation in species’ distribution area can
increase the effect of marginality and can cause isolation within the species’ range,
not only at the range periphery. Fragmentation increases genetic divergence and will
promote the overall structuring of populations. If gene flow becomes limited among
the fragmented sites, the long-lasting drift and inbreeding end up in pauperization
of the gene stock causing a higher rate of homozygous individuals. Homozygote
excess usually produces limited resilience and lower fitness, impeding population
adaptation to the changing environment (Mátyás 2002; Allendorf et al. 2013). All
these processes are strongly affecting populations in the time of the ongoing climate
change that has an unpredictable impact on the structure of the ecosystems and
populations therein.
Forest trees having a large genome and preserving a considerable amount of
genetic variation are expected to have high resilience. Moreover, the high phenotypic plasticity allows them to withstand even large environmental fluctuations during their lifetime. However, researchers have expressed their concerns also. Tree
species with long generation time due to the long-life span of individuals might be
unable to react to the fast changes experienced due to the ongoing climate change.
These events are too rapid relative to the tree’s age and populations may not have
adequate time to adapt or to disperse and colonize the newly available habitats. As
many species are unlikely to migrate fast enough to track the rapidly changing
climate in the future, their standing adaptive variation will likely play an increasingly important role in their response (Jump and Peñuelas 2005; Mátyás and
Kramer 2016).
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Studies have shown that the effect of climate change acts strongly at the species’
ecological limits, as tolerance to climatic extremes is genetically determined. For
example, European beech populations at the lower xeric limit of the species’ distribution are more exposed to the impacts of climate change; hence, the decline of
population in these territories has been anticipated (Mátyás and Kramer 2016). In
turn, more recent studies have shown that beech, currently dominating lower elevations in mountain sites, has a high potential to advance to higher altitudes, where it
can perform better in mixed stands than in monospecific stands (Pretzsch
et al. 2020c).
Since the first utilization of forests ecosystems, humans intentionally or unconsciously have altered the gene pool of forest tree species (Buiteveld et al. 2007). The
decrease in forest area size, habitat degradation, change in species composition,
forest plantations, or tree breeding, all these, have influenced natural gene stock of
forest communities. Most European forests are also affected by historical forest
management and despite the intention of the last decades, to preserve sustainable
silviculture, the long history in forestry has left strong imprints in the genetic
makeup of forest tree species.
Genetic studies in forest tree populations using a large stock of genetic markers
make it possible to reveal all these historical processes, to evaluate the composition
and quality of the forest gene stock, and foresight future ability of communities to
adapt to changing environmental conditions.
To mitigate the effects of the changing climate in forest ecosystems and to conduct CSF primarily, it is important to have deep insights into the genetic constitution
of species and their populations. High levels of “standing genetic diversity” in populations is a prerequisite for species to face fast environmental changes as selection
and fixation of new adaptive mutations take a comparatively longer time. In contrast
to new adaptive mutations, standing variation most probably has already passed
through a “selective filter” and might have been formerly tested by selection in past
environments (Barrett and Schluter 2008). Selection of the new alleles in tree species with their long-life span needs comparatively more time; thus, lack of adaptation may end in the decline of the functional traits.
Former case studies on the phenotypic variation of forest trees, experiments in
provenance trials beginning from the early 1970s, and many common garden experiments provided a large source of data helping in understanding the adaptive behavior of species. Although these were not designed to monitor the effects of climate
change, they still provide insights into the aspects of the genetic variation and of the
adaptive response to species to the acting environmental forces. A more recent study
by use of field trials and modelling tools tried to determine the extent to which four
widespread forest tree species in Europe (Norway spruce, Scots pine, European
beech and sessile oak) may be affected by the climatic change (Mátyás and
Kramer 2016).
To explore the impacts of environmental change on the adaptive potential of
trees, functional phenotypic traits need to be assigned to allele composition. This is
not always unequivocal as for many traits, there is still limited knowledge, likely
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because they are regulated by multilocus systems. Thus, a genome-wide scanning of
the changes in population genetic diversity based on neutral markers represents
another but a more conservative approach (Kramer et al. 2010). However, an
increasing number of projects mapping complete genomes of mountain forest tree
species (Mosca et al. 2019) and the development of gene-specific primers makes it
already possible to identify nucleotide diversity in genes and candidates responsible
for the adaptive variation.
To grant forest tree populations the ability to keep an adequate level of genetic
diversity, to maintain viability, and to support long-term evolutionary potential,
genetic aspects should be embedded in the forest management (Buiteveld et al.
2007). Forest ecosystems will only persist if genetic variation and allele composition of trees are maintained at a high level and this especially holds in view of the
environmental changes. Therefore, studies on the genetic makeup of species and
populations should be performed before starting the planning of any forest management activity. Moreover, selection and conservation of multiple genetic resources
should be also in the focus.
A case study on the genetic variation of pure beech stands along species’ distribution range was initiated within CLIMO (COST Action, CA15226). The novelty
of this work is the coupling of the genetic data with other empirical measurements
within the considered study plots. Dominant trees from 12 study plots were subjected to molecular evaluation based on six nuclear microsatellite markers. The
overall high genetic variation of the stands was correlated to local climate variables.
Among the genetic indices, the number of alleles and Shannon genetic diversity
were shown to be highly correlated with daily temperature and the frequency of
frost days (Höhn et al. 2021).

8.4.12

Threatened Forest Species

Because of the extensive studies that had been carried out for years, species diversity turned out to be the easiest aspect to implement among the main biodiversity
components (Kraus and Krumm 2013). Species diversity remains a keystone, and
the loss of species is the most recognizable form of biodiversity decline.
European Red List of Trees identifies those species that are threatened with
extinction at the European level to inform about actions needed to improve their
conservation status (Rivers et al. 2019). The list summarizes the results for the
assessment of all known native European trees, a total of 454 species, of which 265
(over 58%) are endemic to continental Europe. In common with vascular plants
(Bilz et al. 2011), some of the highest levels of endemism are found in the main
mountain chains, such as the Alps, Pyrenees, Carpathians, Apennines, Dinaric Mts.,
and others. The mountain areas also represent the richest centers in Europe (Rivers
et al. 2019).
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Overall, 191 (42%) European tree species have been assessed as having a high
risk of extinction, that is, assessed as critically endangered, endangered, or vulnerable. A further 13 tree species are assessed as almost meeting the criteria for a
threatened category, while 216 of them are considered of not being of conservation
concern (Rivers et al. 2019).
Each country may produce its national red lists (most often containing more species than in the European red list), which assess the risk of species’ extinction within
the country borders. The species considered of not being under threat in the
European scale locally can be seen as critically endangered or vulnerable. Thus,
several countries have developed management or action plans for various species
and have legislation in place to protect certain species legally. Some examples of
successful initiatives include the Regional Programme of Conservation and
Restitution of Sorbus torminalis in Poland (Zwierzyński and Bednorz 2012), and
the Zelkova global action plan (Kozlowski and Gratzfeld 2013).
Forest management can negatively affect several taxa by reducing the number of
natural attributes, such as microhabitats bearing trees, deadwood quantity, and its
diversity (Lafond et al. 2015). However, the opposite happens: for example, in
European beech forests, no loss in vascular plant species restricted to forests
occurred over the past 250 years despite forest management (Schulze et al. 2016).
On the other hand, some field studies highlight a positive effect of forest management on the diversity of such taxa, as bird species related to open spaces and species
of the understory vegetation (Lafond et al. 2015).
In uneven-aged forests, large tree retention has a positive effect on several structure and biodiversity indicators. In particular, it seems efficient to compensate for
the negative impacts of increased harvesting intensity by limiting the decrease in
tree sizes diversity. Through the analysis of compensating effects, it has been
revealed the existence of possible ecological intensification pathways, that is, the
possibility to increase management intensity while maintaining biodiversity through
the promotion of nature-based management principles, that is, gap creation and
retention measures (Lafond et al. 2015).
Nowadays, climate change represents an important driver of species extinction,
the importance of which is increasing, when acting in synergy with habitat destruction and fragmentation. Climate change will cause many tree species to lose a part
of their current habitat but will also enable them to colonize new habitats (e.g., del
Río et al. 2018). As natural migration is often slow, forest managers are examining
the option of assisted migration (Martín-Alcón et al. 2016; Gömöry et al. 2020). A
main premise of SFM is that silviculture based on patterns and processes found in
old-growth forests will maintain the provision of important habitats for biodiversity
(Schütz et al. 2016). Although in some parts of Europe is implemented “close-to-
nature management” (Schütz 1999; Brang et al. 2014; O’Hara 2016), the resulting
forests lack the diversity in composition and structure of forest ecosystems that are
driven by natural succession and dynamics so characteristic to old-growth forests
(Kraus and Krumm 2013).
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 rotective Forests (Soil, Water, and Other
P
Ecosystem Functions)

Protective forests as one of SFM indicators are presented here in the broader context, that is, including all FRA 2020 categories as described in Global Forest
Resources Assessment (FAO 2020) for European countries, except Russian
Federation and Turkey. Thus, apart from protective forests primarily designated for
protection of soil and water, Table 8.2 contains data on areas primarily designated
for other forest ecosystem functions, such as conservation of biodiversity, social
services, and of multiple use. Such an approach enables a general understanding of
the role of forest in maintaining also other forest functions.
Any undisturbed forest has a capacity to effectively sustain the maintenance of
biological diversity and protection of soil and water, since these capacities/functions
are integrated with natural processes ongoing in forest ecosystems. Forest functions
as such, reflect a forest ecosystem capacity of sustaining expected people’s demands,
while forest ecosystem services account for the provision of requested benefits
(Lesiński 2012). These benefits are of the basic value for peoples’ welfare.
Forests primarily designated for various management objectives (FAO 2020),
with exception of production, occur in as many as 30 out of 36 countries and they
all together cover 42.55% of the total forest area in Europe (Table 8.2). The representativeness of the above FRA 2020 categories in individual countries and their
average share in the total forest area in Europe are as follows:
––
––
––
––

Multiple use: 18 countries; area – 19.50%
Protection of soil and water: 21 countries; area 10.70%
Conservation of biodiversity: 26 countries; area 10.03%
Social services: 19 countries; area 2.32%

In 12 countries’ data in the matter, production has not been at all mentioned as
one of primarily designated forest management objectives, and in six of them, forests have not been designated for any other objective, either. The latter have been
described either as other, none, or unknown (Table 8.2).
When it comes to distinguishing forest functions, two main approaches might
be considered – the zoning approach and the integration approach (Bončina
2011b). The zoning approach takes place mainly in scarcely populated countries/
regions, large forest areas, or mountain ranges (Lesiński 2012). Protective forests
are typical examples of such an approach. In Europe, they cover large areas in the
mountains of Switzerland, Austria, Romania, Moldova, and Norway (Table 8.2).
The integrated approach suits much better in densely populated countries/regions
(Lesiński 2012). Integration approach results in multifunctionality that is achieved
by combining various objectives at a larger scale. France, Belgium, Netherlands,
and Spain are very good examples of implementing such an approach (Table 8.2).

Country
France
Belgium
Netherlands
Poland
Slovakia
Spain
Slovenia
Bulgaria
Iceland
Moldova
Denmark
Croatia
Sweden
Lithuania
Norway
Estonia
Serbia
Portugal
Austria
Albania
Latvia
Czech Rep.
Belarus
Hungary

Production
(%)
–
–
0.82
–
22.88
19.14
47.38
38.53
33.30
–
80.23
68.80
70.00
71.66
46.55
72.85
65.65
–
61.50
79.60
76.31
73.78
49.91
49.55

Protection of soil
and water (%)
–
–
–
20.29
18.23
17.63
19.17
9.38
29.97
58.09
–
12.57
–
6.13
37.84
4.55
21.96
–
37.27
16.48
6.41
9.45
16.31
9.28

Conservation of
biodiversity (%)
–
1.80
39.31
10.29
2.33
22.18
0.90
18.08
0.33
–
5.08
2.87
18.30
9.40
6.02
13.63
6.67
–
–
3.92
15.26
9.10
15.56
24.69

Social services
(%)
–
–
–
10.77
8.44
–
2.05
5.78
12.85
19.63
–
1.41
–
2.68
0.16
–
2.93
–
1.23
–
2.02
5.28
14.71
0.95

Multiple use
(%)
100.00
98.20
59.87
58.65
48.14
41.05
30.50
28.23
23.38
22.28
14.69
14.35
11.70
10.13
9.43
8.97
2.13
0.10
–
–
–
–
–
–

Other/none/
unknown (%)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.17
–
–
–
–
–
0.21
–
0.66
99.90
–
–
–
2.39
3.51
5.35

Table 8.2 Primary designated forest management objectives 2020 expressed by the percent of the total forest area in the country
Total forest area
(1000 ha)
17,253.00
689.30
369.50
9483.00
1925.90
18,572.17
1237.83
3893.00
51.35
386.50
628.52
1924.98
27,980.00
2201.00
12,180.00
2438.01
2722.65
3312.00
3899.15
789.00
3410.79
2677.09
8767.60
2053.01
(continued)
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Production
(%)
27.51
37.18
42.71
44.38
–
3.43
–
–
–
–
–
–
59,101.37
29.45

Protection of soil
and water (%)
54.60
25.87
36.30
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
21,476.84
10.70

Conservation of
biodiversity (%)
8.43
14.55
4.63
5.55
12.64
0.97
–
–
–
–
–
–
20,147.61
10.03

Social services
(%)
2.65
14.96
–
0.07
2.36
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
4664.84
2.32

Order of countries by Multiple use (descending) and by Other/None/Unknown (ascending)
Source: Reports for individual European countries; FAO (2020)

Country
Switzerland
Ukraine
Romania
Ireland
Finland
Italy
Germany
UK
Greece
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Northern Macedonia
Luxembourg
Total – area
Total – %

Table 8.2 (continued)
Multiple use
(%)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
39,132.60
19.50

Other/none/
unknown (%)
6.81
7.46
16.36
50.00
89.00
95.60
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
56,161.58
28.00

Total forest area
(1000 ha)
1269.11
9690.00
6929.05
782.02
22,409.00
9566.13
11,419.00
3194.06
3901.80
2187.91
1001.49
88.70
200,684.84
100.00
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Protective forests are forests that have as their primary function to prevent soil
erosion, to preserve water resources and protect infrastructure, people and/or their
assets against the impact of natural hazards. The main tool used by these forests
are standing trees, which act as obstacles to downslope mass movements such as
rock falls, snow avalanches, erosion, landslides, debris flows, and floods. The protective effect of these forests is ensured only if the silvicultural system used and
any natural disturbances that occur leave a sufficient amount of forest cover
(Brang et al. 2006). Thus, the continuous cover approach maintaining unevenaged tree-stands seems to be the best solution (Mason et al. 1999; Pukkala and
Gadov 2012).

8.4.14

Slenderness Coefficient

The slenderness coefficient (H/D ratio) is commonly used in studies of the resilience of trees and forest stands to the destructive activity of wind and snow (Abetz
1976; Burschel and Huss 1997). This is a synthetic indicator describing the shape
of the tree trunk (the stem taper, the opposite of slenderness). The slenderness
coefficient is calculated by dividing the height (H) by the diameter at breast height
(D). The higher the diameter at breast height of a tree with the same height (lower
H/D values), the stronger the force necessary to bend the trunk. A low slenderness
coefficient is found for a longer crown, lower center of mass, and better-developed
root system due to the large space for growth. Free growth of the crown facilitates
the increase of growth of the diameter at breast height and the increase of the stem
taper (Petty and Worrell 1981). Expansion of the space for the growth of the
crown also limits their asymmetric development (Petty and Swain 1985; Valinger
et al. 1994), with trees with regular crowns less susceptible to leaning or swinging
(e.g., due to an asymmetric snow load). A torsional moment is also observed less
frequently. The tree roots in a loose stand tend to be better anchored in the soil,
leading to increased resilience to tree damages (Nielsen 1995). Peltola et al.
(1997) explain that with a low slenderness coefficient, snow is dislodged from the
tree crowns by gusts of wind, and these two damaging factors do not accumulate.
In some of the publications, the authors use the slenderness coefficient as a measure of tree/stand stability. They formulate conclusions and assessments concerning
the rules of tending stands, assuming that lower H/D values will result in higher
resistance to the wind (snow) (Wang et al. 1998; Wilson and Oliver 2000; Castedo-
Dorado et al. 2009; Vacchiano et al. 2013; Meng et al. 2017). A different methodological approach is the creation of models allowing the prediction of the fact or
probability of wind damage emergence. In these models, the slenderness coefficient
is one of the many variables. An analysis of efficiency, measures of fit, prediction,
and classification capacity of these models indicates that the slenderness coefficient,
as a single variable, is frequently of relatively limited value as an explanatory variable. The studies by Pukkala et al. (2016) show the slenderness coefficient as useful,
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but only in interaction with specific basal area and diameter at breast height values.
In the work by Martín-Alcón et al. (2010), the slenderness coefficient influenced the
prediction of the percentage of damaged trees in a stand, but only when divided by
the basal area. Slenderness alone is not a good indicator of tree stand stability, one
also requires a factor indicating mutual tree support within a forest stand (Schütz
et al. 2006; Schelhaas et al. 2007; Martín-Alcón et al. 2010). The work by Albrecht
et al. (2012) concludes that a variable tree height should be used in conjunction with
H/D. The usability of the slenderness coefficient as a predictive measure was also
critically assessed in studies covering historic data. Oliveira (1987) and Schütz et al.
(2006) also do not recommend the usage of the H/D ratio as a single variable to
predict resistance to wind damage. In the work of Díaz-Yáñez et al. (2017), the best
prediction models use the slenderness coefficient to clarify the probability of damage at less than 10%. Tree height covered the majority of the probability of damage
emergence.
Due to the common usage of the slenderness coefficient as the measure (indicator) of resistance against wind damage, many authors indicate its desired/critical
values. In Germany, Abetz (1987) recommended a slenderness factor of ca. 80 as
suitable for Norway spruce. Burschel and Huss (1997) suggest the following value
scale for coniferous species: very unstable (H/D > 100), unstable (H/D 80–100),
stable (H/D < 80), alone trees (H/D < 45). The values given by other authors are
similar (Johann 1981; Cremer et al. 1982; Rottmann 1986; Becquey and Riou-
Nivert 1987; Lohmander and Helles 1987; Peltola et al. 1997; Wilson and Oliver
2000). Summarizing their research, Wilson and Oliver (2000) conclude that there
is no single H/D value guaranteeing stability. It depends on the wind strength. We
are not able to eliminate the hazard of wind, and a lower H/D value leads to a
reduction in value or production costs (pruning). Skrzyszewski (1993) concluded
that promotion of trees (European spruce) with a low slenderness coefficient
(below 80) during thinning leads to the emergence of tree stands with trees that
have branches extending low over the ground, with a large share of ingrown knots
and showing a very tapered stem and broad rings, resulting in low mechanical
strength and reduced wood durability in coniferous species. Safe strategies are
sparser planting spacing and/or high-intensity cuttings at a young age (sapling and
pole stage), and in neglected forest stands – very low-intensity cuttings during
many entries. An alternative may be growing all-age (selection) stands (Dobbertin
2002; Griess and Knoke 2011; Jaworski 2013; Hanewinkel et al. 2014; Pukkala
et al. 2016).
The slenderness coefficient is the result (effect, derivative) of a specific vertical
structure of a stand, its age (height), and density as well as the silvicultural treatments executed in the past. The quoted publications indicate that the slenderness
coefficient should be analyzed in association with other variables (site conditions,
soil humidity, exposure, slope, altitude and age as well as the height of neighboring
tree stands).
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Silvicultural Treatments Improving Stand Mitigation
Growing Stock

Keeping the average growing stock low is mentioned as one of the principles for
climate change adaptation in forest management (Brang et al. 2014). This might be
especially true in the case when forest fires cause stand damages, which is typical
for Mediterranean forests. However, the high growing stock of forest stands can
increase damage susceptibility also in mountain areas, especially in the case of wind
throws or insect attacks, and much less for ice or snow breaks (Jalkanen and Mattila
2000; Klopčič et al. 2009).
At present, the average growing stock in European forests is 163 m3/ha, ranging from 10 m3/ha in Iceland to 352 m3/ha in Switzerland (Forest Europe 2015).
During the last decades, the rate of annual felling to wood volume increment has
been relatively stable and remained under 80% for most countries in Europe.
Such a ratio of wood utilization allows the forest stock to increase being a right
action within mitigation of climate change. However, the ratio of harvesting to
increment is assumed to increase in the nearest future since the demand for
woody biomass as a renewable energy source is expected to increase (Forest
Europe 2015). On the other hand, the higher growing stock as well the age of
forest stands may increase the occurrence and the severity of insect outbreaks in
forests prone to the pest damages (Pasztor et al. 2015). The crucial issue is to
keep the average value of growing stock on a certain level allowing to control
trade-offs between climate change mitigation actions focused on growing stock
increase (increase carbon stores) and adaptation potentials focused on wood
harvesting enabling to create multilayer and uneven-aged stands (D’Amato et al.
2011). For example, Pretzsch et al. (2014) and Schütz (2003) suggest to strive to
achieve the average growing stock amounted to 300–400 m3/ha on fertile site
conditions and 250–350 m3/ha in medium site conditions in mountain mixedspecies forests.

8.5.2

Carbon Stock (Soil)

Soils are the largest carbon pools of most of the mountain forest ecosystems and are
more stable and less exposed to sudden fluctuations than trees (Scharlemann et al.
2014; Achat et al. 2015). Nevertheless, forest management can affect soil organic
carbon (SOC) stock and accumulation rate (Mayer et al. 2020; Tonon et al. 2011).
The extent to which different silvicultural systems, harvest intensities (percentage
of original biomass), frequency, modality (tree stem or whole tree collection), and
the degree of mechanization might impact SOC is still debated due to the huge
number of external factors (climate, species composition, litter quality, type of soil,
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and relative clay content) involved in the ecosystem response (Hoover 2011). In this
context, although conflicting results can be found in literature, often linked to the
different timescale of the experiments, some general indications can be provided to
maximize the SOC stock of mountain forests. First, all forest management strategies with a positive effect on the ecosystem’s net primary productivity have to be
considered as putative strategies to increase SOC accumulation through the
increased production of leaf, root, and woody litter. An example is a conversion of
pure to mixed forest in central Europe (Aguirre et al. 2019; Pretzsch et al. 2020b;
Torresan et al. 2020) with evident positive effects in terms of productivity and resilience to climate changes. Recent evidence shows that intensive forest harvest, based
on the collection of tree stems and logging residues, has a deleterious effect on SOC
content resulting in a consistent and lasting loss of carbon that affects both the surface and mineral soil layers, suggesting that residues management is one of crucial
aspect to take into account in the context of the CSF (Achat et al. 2015). On the
other hand, it has been shown that traditional forest harvest has a temporary effect
limited to the forest floor without any serious impact on the mineral deeper soil layers (Achat et al. 2015; Mayer et al. 2020).
The transition from the traditional age class forestry to the continuous cover
forestry toward the conversion of even-aged to irregular or uneven-aged forests is
a further indication that emerged from the literature as a potential option with a
positive long-term effect on soil and forest carbon storage (Seidl et al. 2008). This
structural change can be reached through the application of selective harvesting,
such as single-tree selection or small-group selection cutting. However, this transition is not possible everywhere as it requires local technical skills, suitable climate conditions to support natural regeneration under the typical uneven-aged
forest microclimate, and a flexible timber market. In agreement with the ECCPWorking Group on Forest Sink (2003), 30 million hectares of forests at the
European level could be converted to continuous cover forestry with an important
carbon gain at the regional level. Where social, technical, or ecological reasons
make the conversion to the continuous cover forestry inapplicable, the elongation
of the rotation period of even-aged forest can be considered as a possible strategy
to promote carbon sequestration. Indeed, the time that the system needs to recover
to the pre-disturbance SOC content can largely vary according to climate, soil
conditions, and magnitude of the perturbation. Therefore, the rotation period in
even-aged forestry should be at least longer than the recovery time. An additional
point supporting the elongation of the rotation period is the evidence that forest
ecosystems are far to be carbon-saturated, since several old-growth forests are
still accumulating carbon in the different compartment, soil included, at different
altitudinal and latitudinal belts with an important accumulation rate (Gunn et al.
2014; Schrumpf et al. 2014; Vedrova et al. 2018; Badalamenti et al. 2019;
Keeton 2019).
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Roundwood (Timber Products)

One of the main effective measures to mitigate climate change is to retrieve carbon from the atmosphere and store it as long as possible in roundwood as a timber
product resulting from the stand management expected by society (Kauppi et al.
2018). The roundwood timber can be used for many purposes in building construction and human everyday life. The best climate change mitigation effect is
achieved when the wood is converted into long-lived products and where the
same wood unit is used in several, successive product cycles (Jandl et al. 2018).
Wood production belongs to the component of the CSF concept concerning mitigation related to sustainably increasing forest productivity and income and relies
on using wood resources sustainably to substitute nonrenewable, carbon-intensive materials (Nabuurs et al. 2017; Verkerk et al. 2020). To produce the best
quality and sufficient amount of different assortments of roundwood timber,
many different optimal silvicultural measures depending on the species composition, site conditions, and societal expectations can be implemented. The most
important silvicultural treatments are thinnings, both precommercial and commercial, which systematically applied in the stand can lead to the rotation age
with high-quality crop trees. Some economic analyses have shown that properly
made precommercial thinning often is the most rewarding long-term investment
that can be made during the silvicultural prescription throughout a stand’s life
(Smith et al. 1997). The various methods of commercial thinning focused on the
production of best timber products at the end of rotation are undertaken in Europe.
The common thinning rule is the selective promotion of the best trees (taking into
account vitality, social position, quality, stability) in the stand using the procedure based on Assmann concept (1961) of maintaining stand basal area allowing
to maintain the growth at the level of at least 95% of the maximum periodic
annual volume increment. Other models of thinnings are mostly adapted to the
main tree species in the stand and their selection is also determined by the final
production objective (target timber assortments) of stand management. Here we
are presenting some examples of particular methods applied in stands consisting
of main tree species: Pinus sylvestris stands – thinning leading to construction
timber and/or valuable wood (Burschel and Huss 1997); Picea abies stands – the
selection of thinning procedure based on the stand age, method of stand formation, origin, and stability (Burschel and Huss 1997); Abetz’s model (1975) of
thinning with a selection of a certain number of future best trees; Abies alba
stands – selection of the best crop trees and selective thinning (Korpel 1975), differentiation thinning leading to the forest with selection structure (Schütz 1989;
Korpel and Saniga 1993); Quercus stands – three methods to produce veneer,
valuable, and sawn timber (Burschel and Huss 1997); Fagus sylvatica stands –
selective thinning (Burschel and Huss 1997), qualitative group thinning (Kato
and Mülder 1983; Röhring et al. 2006), thinning procedures by Freist and Altherr
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(Burschel and Huss 1997). However, most of them were developed in the period
when climate change was not an important issue, so they need to be modified
according to the current state of knowledge and predicted climate change effect
on timber production.

8.6
8.6.1

 pplication of Simulation Models for Development,
A
Testing, and Improving Silvicultural Prescriptions
The Role of Models in Forest Science and Practice

Under changing environmental conditions, models become particularly important
as they may provide information about the efficacy regarding the mitigation and
adaptation potential of new silvicultural measures, which are so far not at all or not
sufficiently covered by experiments.
For instance, experiments addressing the effects of thinning in mixed stands or
the transition from even-aged monocultures to uneven-aged mixed stands are still
rare; so, the potential of mixing and transitioning on the resistance, resilience, or
recovery under drought stress may be explored by model scenarios.
The main role of models is the integration of existing knowledge for better
understanding and regulation of well-analyzed ecosystems under stable conditions;
however, in the view of unknown future development, their contribution to exploring future management strategies by scenario analyses gains an increasing importance. Ecophysiologically based models derive the system behavior from
mechanistic relationships but often lack an interface to silvicultural management.
Management models statistically reflect the tree stand growth observed on
experimental and inventory plots, cover the practical relevant dendrometric variables
but are less flexible regarding changing growing conditions. By deriving relationships
between growth and water supply with ecophysiological models, statistically modelling such relationships and integrating them into management models pros and
cons of both model approaches may be combined as shown by Schwaiger et al.
(2018a, b).
Silvicultural prescriptions can serve as guidelines for tree and stand regulation.
Their development starts with a participative target development (Pretzsch et al.
2008). Their quantitative development is based on expert knowledge, existing
experimental plots, and inventory data and is also often based on scenario analyses
with models. Models may reveal which treatment variants match the best with the
ecosystem functions and services aimed at by the defined target state. In this case,
models are used as virtual experiments for testing the long-term consequences of
various treatment options. By comparing the model outcome with the target, the
most promising and stable variants may be selected and formulated as easy-to-apply
rules for use in forest practice.
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Models as a Substitute for Missing Experiments

Strong stand density reductions, thinning in mixtures, transitioning from even-aged
monocultures to uneven-aged mixed stands, gap cuts, or inner edges may be caused
by silvicultural measures of mitigation or adaptation to drought and climate change.
The effects of such measures on the long-term are unclear, as respective long-term
experiments are hardly available (Pretzsch et al. 2020a).
However, spatially explicit individual tree models, parameterized based on long-
term experiments with distant-dependent prognosis algorithms, are suitable for
assessing the reactions of such silvicultural measures. Especially models that are
based on basic rules such as allometric principles, self-thinning lines, density competition relationships, or dose–response functions for quantification of the relationships between growth and environmental conditions may be helpful. They interpolate
or extrapolate beyond the range of stand and structure conditions covered by the
parameterization data sets.
Starting with defined stands and environmental conditions, various treatment
options may be tested by simulation runs. Link functions to various ecosystem services enable the assessment of the long-term consequences of various treatment
options and their match with the target settings by management. The treatment
options that meet the best the various criteria of the defined target are an appropriate
basis for further development of practical guidelines.
Certainly, additional aspects, for example, of forest utilization, wood quality, and
ecological and socioeconomic impact, need to be considered; however, the effects
of the silvicultural measures on the natural production represent an essential pillar
and step in the process of guideline development.

8.6.3

 odels as Decision Support in the Case of an Unclear
M
Future Development

In the last few decades, forest science and forestry were faced with the environmental impact on forest ecosystems such as acid rain, increasing atmospheric ozone
concentration, and eutrophic deposition as well as climate change. There is hardly
any previous experience from experiments or monitoring on how forestry may mitigate or adapt to such environmental changes. Chamber experiments are restricted to
small trees and field experiments are costly and very long-lasting; they are important but not sufficient to quickly provide forest management with recommendations
for decision making under environmental stress.
Model predictions and model scenarios are often the only alternatives for getting
decision support, but their results should be interpreted and applied with due care
for the following reasons: Mechanistic models that are based on general relationships between environmental conditions and ecophysiological processes. As they
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are hardly parameterized for the special stress conditions, they may provide false
estimations of the stress reactions, acclimation, and adaptation reactions of forest
ecosystems (Bréda et al. 2006). Statistical models that apply the “space for time”
approach and derive the temporal reactions on different environmental conditions
from the plant’s reactions along spatial gradients may underestimate the time trees
need to adapt to or recover from exposition to stress events. Individual tree models
that estimate the tree’s growth response on tree size and competition within the
stands may be parametrized for even-aged stands where most trees have a similar
history. If their functions are used to predict tree growth in mixtures, in heterogeneous stands or regeneration phases with gaps and edge trees, there may be false
estimations as the trees are no longer growing similarly but have much more diverse
courses of growth than in monospecific and even-aged stands. Thus, their growth
courses can hardly be predicted just from their present size and competition. More
information about past development, for example, about the inner and outer traits,
may be necessary for appropriate predictions. Improved models are on the way
(Sievänen et al. 2000; Pretzsch et al. 2002; Rötzer et al. 2012) and may be used for
silvicultural scenario development for mitigation and adaptation measures (Hilmers
et al. 2020).

8.6.4

 odel Scenarios to Fathom Out the Potential
M
of Adapting Forest Stands to Climate Change by
Silvicultural Measures

Model scenario calculations may help to better adapt forest ecosystems to environmental changes and stress. We see mainly five lines of models’ applications for the
development of climate-smart silvicultural measures.
(i) Models, mainly ecophysiologically based models that consider the water cycle,
may contribute to developing thinning strategies for mitigation and adaptation
to drought stress (Rötzer et al. 2012).
(ii) Models may contribute to test the climate smartness of so far not well-known
neglected domestic and introduced tree species. Of special interest is whether
species, for example, such as sorb tree (Sorbus domestica) or Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) or Turkey oak (Quercus cerris), may be suitable substitutes for more drought-susceptible tree species.
(iii) Tree species mixing by mixing from the beginning on or underplanting may
improve the stand growth stability due to risk distribution, improved recovery,
or resistance to drought due to interspecific facilitation (Forrester and
Bauhus 2016).
(iv) As there are still only a very few long-term experiments on transitioning from
even-aged monocultures to uneven-aged mixed stands (Pretzsch 2019), models
may support the derivation of suitable scenarios concerning multiple ecosys-
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tem services. Of special interest are the effects of a transition to continuous
cover forestry regarding the reduction of damages and growth losses by wind
and storm, bark beetle, and drought stress.
(v) Reduction of the rotation length or introduction of midrotation mixture may
reduce risks and increase productivity due to adaptation to the species-specific
growth rhythms and damage susceptibilities and temporary tree species mixing.
In all cases, model scenarios may serve as a substitute or completion of information
derived from experiments or observations.

8.6.5

 xample of the Application of Models
E
for the Development of Silvicultural Guidelines

Since early medieval times, mixed mountain forests of Norway spruce, silver fir,
and European beech have been replaced by Norway spruce monocultures for wood
supply of the salt works in Southern Germany (Hilmers et al. 2020). The resulting
nonnatural and unstable secondary Norway spruce monocultures suffered various
damages by snow and wind in the last decades. In addition, they are strongly affected
by drought stress events and continuous climate warming (Pretzsch et al. 2020b).
To increase the stability of these historically destabilized and presently endangered forests, alternative management concepts are being intensively discussed and
introduced. A promising option to restore the stability of these ecosystems is their
transformation from pure Norway spruce stands into site-appropriate, sustainable,
and stable mixed mountain forests of mainly Norway spruce, silver fir, European
beech, and sycamore maple.
However, there are hardly any practical examples for such silvicultural transformations. As way out we used the stand growth simulator SILVA to develop and
assess the results of various transformation scenarios. We also analyzed any trade-
offs between the pros and cons of various scenarios and the resulting success criteria
(Hilmers et al. 2020). Here we show the results of the test of seven different transformation scenarios (e.g., slit-coupes, shelterwood and gap-coupes, strip clear-
cutting, do-nothing). We report their impact on the five evaluation criteria forest
stand growth, economical results, carbon store, stand stability, and biodiversity.
Some of the results are visualized in Fig. 8.4. In essence, we found out that the
scenarios applying gap or slit-coupes resulted in the most beneficial overall utility
values regarding the five evaluation criteria. We could also show the best way to
transform destabilized forests to sustainable and stable ecosystems. In this way,
guidelines for restauration and transformation can be developed, compared, and
ranked regarding their achievement, even if respective model stands are scarce or
missing. A precondition is the availability of simulation tools that are based on basic
principles of tree and stand dynamics and thus can realistically simulate also treatment options and development scenarios that were not used for the model parameterization (Pretzsch et al. 2008).
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Fig. 8.4 The development of silvicultural guidelines by model scenario calculations comprises
the (a and b) initial state and aim of the modelling exercise, (c) definition of the standing stock for
the model scenarios (above) and the resulting growth (below), (d) the multicriteria overview of the
long-term consequences of various options regarding ecological, economical, and socioeconomic
criteria, (e) simplified silvicultural guidelines for practical application. (After Hilmers et al. 2020)
a and b visualizes the objective, that is, the transition from even-aged monospecific Norway
spruce stands to uneven-aged mixed-species stands of mainly Norway spruce, silver fir, and
European beech
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 rom Models for Regulation and Optimization
F
to Guidelines for Silvicultural Steering

We showed that model-based scenario analysis may contribute to deriving an appropriate silvicultural option. For this purpose, various treatment variants may be
implemented algorithmically in a growth model, for example, various tree number-
mean tree height guidelines (N-h-curves) for steering the stand development over
time. For each of i = 1 … n treatment options, the stand development can be simulated, and the result may be compared with the target state. The very treatment
options that show the best approximation of the stand to the defined target may be
of special interest as a suitable guideline for practical application. The derivation is
often based on a combination of a normative, experimental, and simulation approach
and also includes ecological and socioeconomic criteria.
The involvement of a scenario analysis requires a quantitative formulation of a
set of treatment options and finally provides a quantitatively based treatment option
that might be used for target-oriented silvicultural steering in practice.
This model-based derivation of a silvicultural treatment guideline represents a
regulation process (Fig. 8.5). By definition (Berg and Kuhlmann 1993), regulation
means that a development is controlled by the initial conditions, the time exogen
variables and that the rules can be modified by a feedback between the current
development and the applied rules (closed-loop-control).
The application of this once derived curve for stand treatment represents steering. Steering means that system development is controlled just by the initial conditions, the time exogen variables, and static rules (open-loop control). In this case,
once derived and prescribed rules (e.g., guideline curve or threshold), provide the
setpoint for stand characteristic (e.g., density, mixing proportion, number of future
crop trees) to which the stand is adjusted by silvicultural interventions in defined
intervals. In the case of steering, there is no feedback between the stand development and the once fixed guideline. The application of a given silvicultural treatment
in forest practice, that is, the thinning of a stand based on a defined N-h curve, represents steering.
Fig. 8.4 (continued)
c shows the stand volume of the remaining stand in m3 ha−1 (above) and the mean stand
periodic annual volume increment in m3 ha−1 year−1 (below) resulting from 30 simulations of
the following variants: DN, do-nothing scenario; G, Gap-coupes with the planting of beech
and fir; SH1, shelterwood-coupes with natural regeneration; SH2, shelterwood-coupes with
the planting of fir and beech; SL1, slit-coupes with natural regeneration; SL2, slit-coupes
with the planting of fir and beech; SC, strip clear-cutting with natural regeneration
d shows radar charts of the evaluation of multiple criteria. FG, forest growth; NPV, net present value; C, carbon sequestration; S, stability; NS, number of species. The scaled results of
the respective factors of each criterion are shown. Results were scaled between 0 and 1. Results
evaluated with 1 represent the best scenario in comparison to the other scenarios. Categories
rated 0 show the worst scenario. DN, do-nothing scenario; G, Gap-coupes with the planting of
beech and fir; SH1, shelterwood-coupes with natural regeneration; SH2, shelterwood-coupes
with the planting of fir and beech; SL1, slit-coupes with natural regeneration; SL2, slit-coupes
with the planting of fir and beech; SC, strip clear-cutting with natural regeneration
e represents the main aspect of the derived silvicultural guideline, the target standing stock
for stands growing under different site conditions
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Fig. 8.5 Regulation (a) vs. steering (b) of systems after Berg and Kuhlmann (1993). (a) The
effects of silvicultural treatments on stand development may be simulated by a model. The stand
development can be compared with the management objective, and the repeated modification of
the treatment and simulation generates a set of scenarios with some of them appropriate for reaching a defined management objective. The feedback between the simulated stand development and
the treatment option makes this process a regulation. (b) A derived silvicultural treatment may be
applied as a silviculture guideline for stand management. As there is no feedback between stand
development and guideline characteristics, this process is called steering
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Smart Harvest Operations and Timber
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Management
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Abstract Climate-smart forestry can be regarded as the evolution of traditional
silviculture. As such, it must rely on smart harvesting equipment and techniques for
a reliable and effective application. The introduction of sensors and digital
information technologies in forest inventories, operation planning, and work
execution enables the achievement of the desired results and provides a range of
additional opportunities and data. The latter may help to better understand the
results of management options on forest health, timber quality, and many other
applications. The introduction of intelligent forest machines may multiply the
beneficial effect of digital data gathered for forest monitoring and management,
resulting in forest harvesting operations being more sustainable in terms of costs
and environment. The interaction can be pushed even further by including the timber
processing industry, which assesses physical and chemical characteristics of wood
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level traceability system, the same data could provide a formidable contribution to
CSF. The “memory” of wood could support scientists to understand the response of
trees to climate-induced stresses and to design accordingly an adaptive silviculture,
contributing to forest resilience in the face of future changes due to human-induced
climate alteration.

Acronyms
AHP
CHM
CSF
CT
DBH
DSM
DTM
FI
GHG
GNSS
HF
LF
LiDAR
MOE
MOEd
NIR
OGC
PF
QR
RFID
RGB
SFO
StandForD
SWE
TLS
UAV
UHF
UPC
UV
VF

Analytic hierarchy process
Canopy height model
Climate-smart forestry
Computed tomography
Diameter at breast height
Digital surface model
Digital terrain model
Forest inventory
Greenhouse gases
Global navigation satellite system
High frequency
Low frequency
Laser imaging detection and ranging
Modulus of elasticity
Dynamic modulus of elasticity
Near-infrared
Open Geospatial Consortium
Precision forestry
Quick response (code)
Radio frequency identification
Red-green-blue, visible light
Sustainable forest operations
Standard for Forest Machine Data and Communication
Sensor web enablement (initiative)
Terrestrial laser scanning
Unmanned aerial vehicle
Ultrahigh frequency
Universal product code
Ultraviolet
Virtual forest
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Climate-Smart Forestry and Forest Operations

Climate change is altering the ecological equilibrium of our planet. Forests are
among the most affected ecosystems due to the increasing damages caused directly
or indirectly by rising temperatures, such as droughts, wildfires, and pest attacks.
On the other hand, in the Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry sector
(LULUCF), forests are considered a key tool in tackling greenhouse gases (GHG)
concentration in the atmosphere. In this regard, there is an open debate concerning
the most appropriate use and management of forests. Some researchers consider a
priority the carbon sequestration capacity of forest ecosystems, suggesting a focus
on the accumulation of carbon in forest biomass and soils. This would be achieved
with a specific management approach and reduction of timber harvests (Holtsmark
2012). The concern over timber extraction is not only related to illegal logging but
also regarding the production of forest biomass for energy (Searchinger et al. 2018).
Nevertheless, while illegal logging and deforestation are unanimously regarded as a
threat, several authors consider that under appropriate management and regulations,
timber and biomass extraction may contribute positively to an overall net carbon
control (Kauppi et al. 2018; Favero et al. 2020), e.g., through substitution of fossil
fuel-based products.
In this frame, the productive functions of forests are essential to guarantee an
effective contribution to GHG mitigation. In fact, they provide renewable materials
and fuels (substituting fossil-derived alternatives), food, as well as other non-wood
forest products, whose importance may sometimes offset the role of woody materials (Sheppard et al. 2020). The production of goods with direct economic value is
essential to support local communities and rural development. This in turn ensures
forest management and preservation is economically and technically feasible. For
instance, by allowing the presence of local inhabitants, which represent both the
workforce and the main users/monitors of forests.
A possible answer to this complex scenario is provided by climate-smart forestry
(CSF) (Yousefpour et al. 2018). This is a comprehensive approach, addressing the
goals of Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) and the threat of climate change by
enabling both forests and society to transform, adapt to, and mitigate climate-
induced changes (Bowditch et al. 2020).
The previous and following chapters of this book describe in detail the concept
of CSF as well as the solutions envisaged for its application and the tools used for
forest monitoring. The present chapter focuses on the contribution that forest operations and, in a broader vision, the whole timber supply chain can provide to CSF
application. This contribution can be summarized by two main roles:
–– Active forest management
–– Production of data at plot and tree level
Even if they stem from the same activities, these two roles can be easily differentiated when considered as part of CSF. In fact, the former is the application
in practice of the management strategies, acting “passively” while implementing
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the guidelines and instructions elaborated by CSF models. The latter, instead, is
an active contribution to the development of such models. In fact, the data produced and stored all along the timber supply chain can be used to better understand forest dynamics and improve the very models previously mentioned, closing
the loop.
Active forest management is based on the use of specific technologies and techniques. These can be combined to achieve both processes efficiency, social benefits,
and minimal environmental impact, implementing the concept of sustainable forest
operations (SFO) as introduced by Marchi et al. (2018). SFO deployed in the frame
of an adaptive silviculture is a crucial tool to enhance the resilience of forests and to
achieve the following goals:
–– Increase the sustainability of timber and forest biomass production
–– Directly or indirectly enhance or maintain the production of non-wood forest
products and indirect services, such as water supply and carbon sequestration
–– Implementation of sustainable and smart silviculture practices, such as tree species change, age mixing, density reduction, or salvaging operations
In order to secure a fast and effective implementation of SFO guidelines, sensing
and digital technologies are necessary to plan, manage, and execute forest works,
creating a link between SFO and precision forestry (PF). The latter can be defined
as the application in forestry of geospatial information and remotely sensed data for
planning silvicultural operations at the level of stand, sub-stand, or even individual
trees (Holopainen et al. 2014). For instance, planning may identify broad restricted
areas, as may be the case of riparian vegetation surrounding water bodies enclosed
in the forest (e.g., ponds or creeks), but with individual-tree detail level, it can
address the protection of individual trees (e.g., trees hosting nests of protected
birds’ species) as well as meet the precise requirement of nature conservation
instances.
Production of data at plot and tree level is one of the distinctive requirements of
CSF, which relies on the availability and elaboration of data (including the territorial scale). As described in the chapters of this book, this is essential for understanding the dynamics of forest growth and health and its responses to climate
change and to draw models that support management hypotheses. Data is provided
by a number of sources, ranging from satellite images to sessile sensors fixed on
trees, varying greatly in territorial and time scale. Forest equipment is already an
additional source of data, but the potential of machines as carriers of sensors for
forest monitoring is still largely unexpressed. Furthermore, the whole timber supply chain, including the highly detailed sensors deployed by the timber transformation industry (e.g., sawmills), provides extremely valuable and accurate data
regarding wood development and characteristics. This data could narrate the
“memory of wood,” relating the stresses and growing conditions experienced in the
last decades (or centuries) by an enormous dataset of trees. For this purpose, an
effective tracing system from stump to mill is necessary as well as the capacity to
store and manage properly a high volume of data.
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Timber Supply Chains and CSF: The Stat of the Art

This section details the practical application of PF in planning and management of
forest harvesting. It describes the present sources of data and their commercial
application for fleet control and for estimate of timber and biomass yield.
Additionally, it discusses the developments expected in the near future and the main
research lines currently known. All the information or data infrastructure is also
considered from the point of view of CSF, and the potential synergies between commercial operations and forest monitoring activities are highlighted.

9.2.1

From Forest Inventories to the Virtual Forest

At present, forest inventories (FI) are the most common application of precision
forestry. For this purpose, visible (red/green/blue, RGB) or hyperspectral images
are the main data source, collected from airborne sensors installed on different carriers, such as satellites (long distance), airplanes (medium distance), and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) for short distances (White et al. 2016). Forest inventories are
generally integrated with thematic maps, such as soil layers, forest treatments, tree
species composition, and any relevant information reported. A detailed forest inventory plays a key role in the management of the forest as well as in its economic valorization (which may aim at producing an income for the owner or simply to cover
the costs of the necessary management operations, depending on the function
assigned to the forest stand). For this purpose, it includes not only quantitative values, such as timber volume, age distribution, and structure of the forest stand, but
also qualitative figures, such as health and fertility of the stands composing
the forest.
A further technology with great potential and consolidated application in forest
sector is the laser imaging detection and ranging (LiDAR), which has proven particularly effective in large-scale inventories, integrating data elaborated from RGB
sensors (Matasci et al. 2018) and multispectral sensors (Puliti et al. 2020). Compared
to the latter source of data, LiDAR provides a more reliable 3D information
(Noordermeer et al. 2019) and allows a better estimate of the growing stock and the
relative value of the harvestable roundwood (Peuhkurinen 2011). The assessment
of the quantity and market value of growing stock can be further enhanced thanks
to the application of terrestrial laser scanner (TLS). This can integrate both traditional inventories and aerial surveys, returning a detailed inventory including number of trees, shape and taper of stems, crow insertion, and other parameters not
detectable with aerial, above-crown sensing (Mengesha et al. 2015). For instance,
by integrating RGB images taken from UAVs with TLS scanning, Pichler et al.
(2017) increased the effective volume estimation of the trees in the stand from
below 80% for the aerial data to over 94% of the combined dataset. This proves the
potential of merging data originated from different sensors and integrated with
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other digital information sources such as topographic or thematic maps (e.g., pedological layers) and traditional forest inventories. Such multisensor data fusion leads
to the generation of a digital model of the studied object (Mitchell 2012), in this
case the forest. This can be defined as the “virtual forest” (Rossmann et al. 2009),
which gathers accurate, consistent, and readily available information regarding the
real forest. This information is used to better plan and manage commercial forest
operations. Some examples may be given by forest road and skid trail planning and
georeferencing (Đuka et al. 2017). The virtual forest and the related database are
both generated for and paid by forest management and harvest operations. Yet, from
the point of view of CSF, they can be regarded as an excellent and massive data
collection infrastructure. In fact, the availability of such an integrated network of
sensors can provide stand-specific information extremely useful to monitor the forest physiology and health parameters (see also Chap. 10 of this book: Tognetti
et al. 2021).

9.2.2

Multipurpose Forest Operation Planning

Cost optimization remains the foremost aim (and driver) of forest operation planning. Yet, forest operation plans are also the main tool used to balance forest growth
and extraction of woody products, to minimize impact on soil and water resources
and to guarantee the conservation of biodiversity.
Over time, the common timber-oriented planning approach has introduced an
increasing number of targets, such as minimizing the damages to the remaining
standing trees (still a timber-oriented goal). The development of a multi-target forest operation plan is a complex task, which requires more data regarding the forest
and a higher capacity to elaborate and interconnect this information. For this purpose, the digital database of the virtual forest (VF) is the perfect source of data,
which is not only related to standing trees but also to other descriptors of the forest.
For instance, LiDAR data is also used to detail the terrain features through the digital surface model (DSM) and the digital terrain model (DTM). These are used to
derive the canopy high model (CHM) but provide also relevant information regarding terrain and soil characteristics such as roughness, slope and, with the integration
of sampling plots, bearing capacity (Pirotti et al. 2012).
The high-resolution 3D data of the VF combined with multi-spectrum satellite
data collected in frequent time series is a key element to optimize planning of forest
operations. It allows to minimize the transit for forest machines and to set predefined skidding trails (Sterenczak and Moskalik 2015) and cable layout (Bont and
Heinimann 2012) that increase efficiency of the operations, reducing costs per cubic
meter of timber extracted. As an example, Fig. 9.1 shows a GIS analysis to evaluate
alternative forwarder paths in an Alpine environment by considering variables I)
slope and roughness of the terrain and II) the density of the forest stand. The variables were determined from LiDAR data: in particular, the digital terrain model
(DTM) (a), the canopy height model (CHM) (b), the terrain roughness (c), and the
cost surface normalizing and summarizing the previous data (d).
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Fig. 9.1 Example of timber hauling operation planning based on digital data. (Credits: Marco
Pellegrin, Project NewFor)

Based on the mobility parameters of a medium-size forwarder, two different
paths were generated: the ecological path (maximum uphill slope 30% and maximum downhill slope 43%) and the maximum path (maximum uphill slope 35% and
maximum downhill slope 67% and a maximum lateral inclination of 4%), a path
considering the maximum mobility limits of the machine. In both cases, the
maximum lateral inclination was supposed to be 4%. The generated paths were then
compared with the real paths of the machine driven by an expert operator.
Thanks to the high detail of the data, plans can get to a tree-level resolution and
evaluate the interaction among trees at stand level and the trees’ group dynamics
(Pirotti et al. 2012; Lindberg and Holmgren 2017). This creates a link with the climate-smart silvicultural prescriptions described in Chap. 8 of this book (Pach et al.
2021) and strengthens the connection that may (and should) exist between the timber supply chains and CSF aims. Examples of this interaction can be provided by
forest operation plans tailored to include the priority of habitats conservation, to
tackle the spread of forest pests, and to consider the hydrological effect of logging
extraction (Blagojević et al. 2019; Görgens et al. 2020). The reduction of soil damage due to forest operation can take advantage from the use of high-resolution data
as reported by (Niemi et al. 2017; Salmivaara et al. 2018). Minimizing soil damage
is one of the most important targets for the sustainability of forest operation to preserve soil fertility and forest regeneration and to reduce the rate of soil erosion
(Cambi et al. 2015; Venanzi et al. 2019), for instance, by developing detailed wet-
index and terrain mobility maps (Murphy et al. 2008; Mattila and Tokola 2019).
Additionally, in the last two decades, water quality preservation has been introduced
as a relevant factor in the planning of forest operations (Keleş and Baskent 2011).
This is particularly relevant in mountain areas where the need to maintain wood
production while preserving water quality coexists, maximizing the ecosystem services provided by the forest (Ovando and Speich 2020).
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The higher complexity of multi-target planning calls for more powerful systems
of data interpretation and modeling of forest dynamics. In fact, the more factors and
goals are included, the higher will be the effort to develop decision tools. Analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) techniques, as well as machine learning fuzzy algorithms,
are increasingly deployed for such elaborations. The evaluation of the effects of
forest operations in the forest environment can be even more complex when climate
change effect is considered (Keenan 2015) with the related nonlinear alterations.
On a world scale, climate change is influencing in different ways the operating
methods connected to forest harvesting and wood transportation, as well as in the
choice of silvicultural addresses and landscape conservation. Consequently, the forest management planning, which includes also the planning of forest operations,
needs to be supported by more complex approaches with the introduction of nonlinear approaches and heuristic techniques (Bettinger and Boston 2017). The challenge is to accomplish complex planning, addressing all the risks faced by the forest
and all the benefits provided by the same forests such as soil protection, carbon
storage, biodiversity, water supply, and non-wood forest products (Matthies
et al. 2019).

9.2.3

Sensors on Forest Machines

The appropriate implementation of the forest operation plans based on the FI (or
the VF) requires logging machinery or forest teams equipped with geopositioning
sensors (at least) and an appropriate interface with the FI (Holopainen et al. 2014).
This is even more important when there is an upgrade to the virtual forest and its
larger content of digital information. Most modern machines, such as harvesters
and forwarders, can already benefit from a digital FI, for instance, with a better
organization of harvesting of marked trees or forwarding piled logs along predefined paths. This is possible thanks to the presence onboard of global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) receivers, which provide sufficient accuracy on flat terrain,
particularly on areas with limited vegetation cover, such as clear-cuts (Valbuena
et al. 2012). Digital FIs at present are generally deployed to guide machines through
optimal paths to follow. These are elaborated according to predefined criteria, such
as minimum cost, minimum impact on soil or standing trees, or a compromise
among these (Piragnolo et al. 2019). In optimal cases, where geopositioning is
highly reliable and accurate, this application can be stretched to the level of a single
tree to cut, implementing a virtual tree marking performed directly on the digital
inventory.
This information can be further refined with the information of the exact position
of the processing head or the logs grapple (boom’s tip) with respect to the machine,
leading in optimal conditions to a sub-metric precision in recording the position of
the standing tree or the pile of logs (Lindroos et al. 2015). These machines can also
feed the virtual forest with additional data collected by the onboard sensors. At present, the parameters measured are the diameters and length of the logs produced by
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the harvester: values needed to calculate the felled and processed volume (Eriksson
and Lindroos 2014). These are generally used for invoicing timber produced and
delivered but can also provide a detailed insight of the quantity of roundwood produced in the harvested plot (Rossit et al. 2019) and draw a balance between net
annual increment and harvesting of a given forested area. Furthermore, by
segregating the assortments, at least in main classes (e.g., pulp-wood vs. industrial
timber), it is possible to estimate several characteristics of the harvested trees (Lu
et al. 2018) and, possibly in the near future, even to develop forest yield maps
(Olivera and Visser 2016).
An additional sensor, which is increasingly installed on forest machines, is the
timber crane weighing load cell. It quantifies the exact masses of timber and biomass extracted by forest operations (Laurila and Lauhanen 2012). Currently, this
information is used to better plan and link the different operations of the biofuel
supply chain (extraction, drying, comminution and transport). It can also contribute
to drawing a more precise balance between forest growth and woody products
extraction (Fig. 9.2).
Finally, among the last sensors installed in forest machinery, we can report the
deployment of cameras used for the automatic detection of stem damage on the
trees left in the stand during harvesting. The elaboration of digital pictures, by
means of logistic regression models in image processing, allows the operators to
identify the damaged (debarked) trees, counting their number and ranking the level
of damage (Palander et al. 2019). The system was designed to estimate timber value
losses over time and the forest areas potentially susceptible to bark diseases due to
damage intensity. A different elaboration of the same dataset of images could return

Fig. 9.2 Modern forest machines feature as a standard georeferencing sensor and wireless data
transmission system (1) and encoders (in case of processor heads – 2). Additionally, accurate crane
positioning systems (3) and grapple load cells (4) are increasingly used
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additional services, for instance, for monitoring phenology, composition, tree cover,
and biodiversity of the forest plots, where the machines transit, integrating with
remote-sensing data products (see Chap. 11 of this book: Torresan et al. 2021)
(Table 9.1).
Clearly, as already discussed, the maximum potential of the data provided by
forest machines relies on the possibility to integrate it with other data sources,
returning highly detailed estimates of stand characteristics (Barth and Holmgren
2013). Under this perspective, the potential of forest machines, as a carrier of sensors, and its capacity to interact with the virtual forest are still largely unexploited
and can provide important benefits both to the efficiency of the supply chain and
forest monitoring.

9.3

Marking and Tracking Systems in Forestry

Following the example of precision agriculture and precision farming (Mavridou
et al. 2019), the evolution of onboard sensors and communication systems in forest
machines has gradually made it possible to measure valuable parameters for each
Table 9.1 Main sensors currently installed on forest machines relevant for precision forestry
(current) and CSF (potential) applications
Sensor
GNSS

Data provided
Position of
machine

Sensors of
crane
position

Position of
machine

Encoders
on
processor
head

Diameters and
length of logs
(− > volume)

Grapple
scale

Handled mass

Current use
Guiding through
paths predefined for
minimizing costs
and/or environmental
impact
Sub-metric (tree
level) positioning

CSF contribution
Georeferencing other
machine-sourced data
to relate it to the
appropriate plot or
forest section
Metric precision
relating timber
properties provided by
onboard sensors (e.g.,
felled volume)
 Volume of timber  Balance between
forest growth and
produced
woody products
 Assortments
extracted
identification
 Main physical
 Invoicing
characteristics of
processed stems and
proportion of
assortments
produced
More precise estimate
Estimate of green
weight of timber and of balance between
forest growth and
biomass extracted
woody products
extracted

Diffusion on
machines
Standard in most
modern machines

Installed in most
recent machines
but not yet
designed to store
position data
Standard in most
modern machines
(requires
routinely
calibration)

Available as
optional, present
in limited
number of
machines
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produced item, such as logs and wood chips. This has promoted the development of
technologies capable of automatically linking, such information to individual timber products, relating each item to its dimensions (returning volume and assortment) and to the position of the machine during the operations. Forest companies
are increasingly interested in these systems, since an effective marking (tagging)
system of timber products provides both track and trace services, which may significantly reduce the costs of timber production and management:
• The tracking service allows companies involved in the timber supply chain to
locate their products at any moment through predefined checkpoints. It not only
facilitates invoicing upon delivery of roundwood to end users but also simplifies
the management of inventories.
• The tracing service allows companies, and potentially any stakeholder, to know
where and when a product had been through the supply chain. It is worth pointing
out that the tracing service (traceability) has the capacity to retrieve historical
tracking data and appropriately save and store.
In addition to the direct economic savings, the availability of technologies for
tree marking and timber product traceability would be a powerful tool for sustainable forest management disclosing or enhancing the following services:
–– Certification of timber products and contrast of illegal logging in support to
established certification schemes (e.g., PEFC and FSC).
–– Allow to plan and execute highly precise forest works according to the guidelines of smart silviculture (described in Chap. 8 of this book: Pach et al. 2021).
–– Relate any data produced for productive purposes along the timber supply chain
(from stump to mill) to the stand and single tree health and physiology data gathered in the frame of CSF studies.
Tracking systems are common in industrial applications, but to automatically
identify single logs throughout the forest supply chain is a challenging task. In timber supply chains, several handling operations may be involved (such as skidding,
loading, piling, etc.), causing mechanical impacts and frictions. The capacity of tags
or marks to remain attached to the logs is further hindered by the exposure to
weather factors, such as rain, frost, and sunlight exposure. These factors, together
with the presence of mud, dust, or resins and with the very variable conditions of
natural illumination, may challenge readability of ID codes in the case of visual
systems. Additionally, the tracking service should be based on unique codes (physical ID number) linked with an ID code stored in a database, allowing it to retrieve
the attributes associated with each timber item. A further requirement is that the
system must be reliable and relatively inexpensive, allowing to mark the ID of trees
and logs without incurring in significant productivity losses for the forest operations. Finally, the stored information must be retrieved automatically at predefined
steps of the chain supply with remote systems featuring reading ranges above 1 m
(Korten and Kaul 2008).
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Current Marking Systems

At present, several simple marking and tracing systems are used in forest management and timber production activities. This is the case in most of the Alpine region,
where trees selected for felling are manually marked with log brand hummers in the
frame of close-to-nature silviculture (Fig.9.3). In the simplest case, the tool is used
to debark a spot of the trunk, creating a mark easily detectable by the chain saw
operators. The forester uses the brand, featuring a personal and unique shape, to
mark the stump of the tree and certify the selection made. This makes it possible to
identify any tree felled other than the selected ones and detect illegal or unauthorized logging.
Due to their low cost and relative robustness in identifying trees intended for
timber production, log brands as well as paper or plastic tags are used by a large
number of forest companies worldwide to mark trees in the forest but also logs at
sorting yards (Murphy et al. 2012; Kaakkurivaara 2019).
Color marking is another very common system, thanks to its fast and practical
application. Along with manual marking, color spray enables automated marking.
This is done by processor heads equipped with spray nozzles, which quickly mark
the processed logs with a combination of up to three colors (Fig. 9.4). The system is
generally used to segregate assortments differentiated by length and diameter
classes (e.g., pulpwood vs industrial timber), as measured by the onboard sensors

Fig. 9.3 Brand hammer used to mark trees. Note the area debarked with the sharp part of the tool
and in the back of it the shape of the brand. Painting and yellow tags were part of a test and would
not be used in common tree marking together with brand hammer
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Fig. 9.4 On the left, a timber processor crosscutting a tree. Just after this operation, it is possible
to mark the cut section with colors. On the right, a processor head equipped with color spray: the
blue color tank is visible

simplifying the operations of hauling and piling per assortment. The solution is
effective, but it requires visual identification and interpretation by an operator at
each step of the process and carries no single-item properties.
In timber supply chains featuring assortments with high unitary value, it is quite
common to individually mark each log. Traditionally, this operation is performed
manually, and the characteristics to be associated with the log are measured and
reported manually in a database. Log brands cannot be used for this purpose, as they
cannot define a unique ID for each log. Thus, volume, quality class (based on visual
evaluation), species, and forest lot of provenance are associated with a unique
alphanumeric code printed on a plastic tag fixed on the log. This information is used
to track the log along the logistic process and as a reference for purchasing and
invoicing of the timber products. Nevertheless, in spite of their low investment cost,
manual-based tracking systems are not sufficient to cope with the recent developments in forest equipment technology.

9.3.2

Optical Marking Systems

When using paper or plastic tags, all the process is manual, as well as the recording
of codes at the different steps of the supply chain (e.g., delivery at the yard of the
end user). This leads to possible errors while reading or noting the codes, but most
of all, it is a time-consuming operation, which may significantly increase the cost of
the final assortments (Kaakkurivaara 2019). In the attempt to facilitate its use, some
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producers print on the plastic tags both the alphanumeric code and a barcode, or just
the latter which can be acquired with manual optical readers.
Several types of barcodes are in use worldwide, but the most common types are:
–– Universal product code (UPC) with straight vertical lines. It is the most common,
consumer-grade standard. The information is featured in a 12 numerical
digit code.
–– Quick response code (QR) which carries a much larger amount of information
compared to the former.
Barcodes are relatively inexpensive as can be printed on any support, usually
paper or plastic tags, and applied to the timber products. This technology requires
visual connection for code acquisition with smartphones or portable devices, and
effective reading can be hindered by inappropriate light conditions or presence of
mud and dirt on the barcode. Furthermore, tags can be removed or damaged during
handling and transport operations. This last inconvenience can be overcome printing the barcode directly on the wood surface. Spraying ID codes on wood boards is
a common tracking system in industrial sawmills and has been successfully tested
in forest operations by installing spray nozzles on the chain saw bar of a processor
head (Möller et al. 2011). This solution allows to mark the crosscut section of each
log with a special barcode while processing and without productivity losses
(Figs. 9.5 and 9.6). Clearly, the system has several challenges, among which is the
readability of a code printed on the relatively rough surface of a log crosscut with
chain saw. Readability can be improved with the addition of microtaggants. These
are microscopic particles to be mixed with the paint used for spraying. Being composed by different layers artificially designed, microtaggants provide a unique
numeric code (visible with microscopic analysis), which prevents falsification and
that may include materials that enhance readability when exposed to UV or laser
light sources.

Fig. 9.5 On the left, logs recently hauled marked with plastic tags (orange). On the right, two
models of plastic tags with numerical and UPC barcode
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Fig. 9.6 Example of UPC barcode on plastic tags (left) and a QR code (right)

Fig. 9.7 The coded brands punched in the solid wood on the left carry an information carried as a
unique ID for the log as simplified on the center and right. (Source www.otmetka.com)

A further development of the barcoding concept in timber industry is provided
by the Swedish company Otmetka, which developed a dedicated solution for visually marking single logs. The system, called Woodpecker, is constituted by 12 hammer brands, which are punched into the wood by the harvester head. The hammers
can independently rotate, and each position represents an alphanumeric value, generating a unique 12-digit code that identifies the timber item, assigning it an ID that
allows retrieving its attributes in the associated database. The marks are impressed
in the butt end of the log and can be read with optical technology and software
elaboration at the sawmilling facility (Fig. 9.7). Also, this technology has been
tested successfully on processor heads, leading to a fast and effective tagging
of logs.
Another promising technology for timber tracking is biometrics fingerprinting
(Murphy et al. 2012). This technology is based on the identification of the unique
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characteristics of each log end section (or crosscut section), identified through the
analysis of digital images. The system is better suited for industrial, indoor applications due to the more controlled reading conditions (stable light, fixed angle, and
distance of reading), but the implementation on processor heads has been conceived
in order to secure a tracking service of single logs from the stump to the mill
(Schraml et al. 2015). Biometric fingerprinting requires high-quality images of the
log ends to discriminate logs. Common cameras providing images in the visible
spectra can be deployed, but sensors operating in the hyperspectral and NIRs proved
more effective (Schraml et al. 2020). Clearly, the file size of images would be too
large to transfer it from the forest to a server and store it in a large database (e.g.,
storing data for all the logs produced annually by a company). The first elaboration
can identify the key identity characteristics of the log end and store the information
in much lighter vector files, which can be effectively transferred in a reference database (Fig. 9.8). Deployment of biometrics from stump to mill would provide useful
data for the industry, for instance, sorting early in the supply chain the timber assortments, but with slight adjustments of the image analysis software, it would also
provide relevant CSF information regarding health and development of the felled
trees. Biometric fingerprinting technology is not yet at a commercial stage, but its
fast development is expected to soon open a wide range of applications and services
to the timber supply chain, forest management, and CSF.
In general terms, all optical systems share the same advantages and drawbacks:
Pros
–– Excluding the capital investments, are low-cost solutions (printing material is
relatively inexpensive).
–– In the case of direct printing, punching, and biometrics, it leaves on the logs
no undesired materials for the processing industry.
Cons
–– Require visual connection and appropriate illumination conditions for a reliable reading
–– Are sensitive to mud and dirt that can strongly reduce readability

Fig. 9.8 Biometrics fingerprinting is based on the elaboration of visible and measurable characteristics of the log end, compressed in vector-format information. (Credit: Rudolf Schraml)
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

Another promising technology for tracking timber products is provided by the radio
frequency identification (RFID), based on the capacity to transmit information via
electromagnetic waves. A typical RFID system is based on a reader connected to
one or more antennas emitting an interrogating signal. The signal is received by tags
attached to the item. Tags consist of a transponder and a chip and can be active (with
an inner power source) or passive. The latter requires the energy provided by the
interrogating wave to return a signal. By EPC standard, the signal returns the identity of the tag, stored in the 12-byte memory of the chip. Disposable, passive RFID
tags are preferred in timber supply chains due to their low unitary cost, even if they
can store less memory and feature a lower reading distance compared to active tags
(Björk et al. 2011). RFID can operate at different frequencies, ranging from low
(LF), high (HF), to ultrahigh (UHF). The latter allows effective reading ranges of
several meters in operative conditions with passive tags (Tzoulis et al. 2014;
Kaakkurivaara and Kaakkurivaara 2019). RFID tags had been successfully used to
transfer throughout the sequence of forest operations the valuable information provided by inventory data elaboration, such as bucking instructions for maximum
value recovery (Picchi et al. 2015).
Among the main advantages of RFID tags in forestry applications, there is the
possibility to perform fast and effective bulk reading (e.g., a whole truckload passing through a mill’s gate). Furthermore, they can be used both to mark standing
trees (Picchi 2020) and processed logs. Therefore, RFID technology can provide a
complete service of timber traceability, which may be a powerful tool in the frame
of a chain of custody service, guaranteeing the sustainable production of timber
products from the forest to the sawmill and up to the end user (Appelhanz
et al. 2015).
Regarding the drawbacks, currently (year 2020) the unitary cost of disposable
UHF-RFID tags is relatively high. For custom-made tags, it ranges around 0.6–0.27
€, respectively, for batches of 5000 and 100,000 units (Picchi 2020). Furthermore,
mills could be unenthusiastic to deal with tags made of plastic and metal, even if
their overall mass is about 1 g. A possible solution could be the use of pulp-neutral
material for the shell and radio-reflecting ink for the transponder, even if this would
surely increase the cost of tags and probably reduce their performance (Fig. 9.9,
Table 9.2).
Pros
–– Automatic reading at high distances (3–5 m) of single tags or groups
–– Reading not limited by presence of mud, dirt, or obscurity (Picchi et al. 2015)
–– Possibility to manually or automatically tag standing trees and logs
Cons
–– Unitary cost of tags may not be justified in case of low-value assortments.
–– Disposable tags may be not accepted by end users of timber.
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Fig. 9.9 On the left, an UHF RFID tag used to mark a standing tree, on the right an UHF RFID
applied by the processor head after crosscutting

Table 9.2 Suitability of tracking technologies to applications in forestry and timber supply chains

Item marked
Standing
logs
Technology trees
Log brands
(hammer)

+++

Application
method

Automatic
info retrieval

Manual Auto
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Forest mill
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Reading with
mud/dirt
range

−

+

+++ +++

+

−

−
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to
hauling

Quantity
of stored
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Colors
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−
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BarcodesQR tags
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+++
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+

+++

+

+

+++

+

RFID

+++

+++ ++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++
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9.4

Timber Industry as a Source of Data for CSF

As mentioned in the previous section, the availability of a reliable tracking service
discloses several new opportunities in timber supply chains. Among the most promising applications can be found the synergy between tracking technology and timber
grading systems based on fast and nondestructive sensors. At present, these sensors
find little application in forest operations: timber assortments can be sorted with
machine support (e.g., using the StanForD data and dedicated software in the harvest machine), but quality grading of the logs is performed only visually.
Nevertheless, this is a costly and time-demanding operation, which is potentially
biased by the subjective judgment of the expert evaluator.
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Once in the industry, a large set of sensors is used to precisely quantify the
volume of the logs delivered and its quality. Additionally, an increasing number of
sensors or analytical techniques are used to optimize the following steps of product transformation in the sawmill or pulp mill. According to Gergel et al. (2019),
the sawmilling optimization made possible by a detailed knowledge of the properties and defects of single logs leads to an increased value recovery of 15% and
23%, respectively, for conifer and broadleaf timber. The same authors also highlighted how the status and quality of the standing trees prior to harvest plays a role
of the utmost importance in the efficiency and economic balance of the timber
supply chain. Nevertheless, in real practice, just empirical sorting models are used
for inventorying trees according to their economic value. These return the share of
predefined timber assortments with an intrinsic inaccuracy due to the impossibility of detecting internal wood defects from external features. A wide range of
sensors could contribute to provide this service early in the supply chain. Their
potential is maximum when different sensors work in synergy, contributing to
generate a wide and comprehensive picture of the timber quality, for instance,
integrating stem shape characteristics as returned by a TLS system (e.g., taper,
straightness, crown insertion, etc.) with internal properties as detected by optical
sensors on the felled trees (e.g., rot, decay, eccentricity, etc.). In the short term, the
fusion of such data provides a more detailed definition of quality of single logs. In
the long term, optically sensed characteristics may be used to tune the models
interpreting 3D data provided by laser technology, gradually but constantly
decreasing the gap between estimated properties and actual characteristics of the
assortments. The very same data and approach can also disclose the “memory” of
timber, being this the result of the growing conditions that the tree endured along
its life. Widening the scope of the data analysis and the inputs of the models, it will
be possible to support CSF studies and forecasts by relating the captured wood
characteristics with the physiology of the trees and their response to the past
stresses.
A recent trend in timber characterization is to deploy sensors as early as possible
in the timber supply chain. Although application of timber quality gauges in forest
machinery is mostly at the experimental stage, it arises great interest from the industry, since quality determination early in the supply chain would allow a great reduction of procurement costs by delivering just the desired quality to each end user,
optimizing the logistics and further increasing the profitability of the industrial
transformation. At the same time, the application of sensors for timber quality along
the timber production process would bring additional benefits also to CSF applications, providing more data and with higher level of detail.
In addition to UAVs, forest technologies for monitoring tree processes include
sensor networks deployed on the tree stems or embedded in the soil layers. The
proliferation of these technologies generates a flow of data, which needs to be
appropriately investigated through machine learning for automating or responding
to disturbance events. The digitalization of forest stands allows forests to operate as
technological platforms so that trees function as technical instruments informed by
data that are meant to enable precision forestry and practices oriented toward high
timber quality.
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Wood Properties Relevant for CSF

The industrial conversion of timber highly relies on the intrinsic characteristics and
technical properties of this resource, which may be advantageous (or not) depending on the downstream process applied. The set of properties defining the quality of
wood must be determined against the industrial requirements, local policy, and
environmental constraints to assess its market value.
In a theoretical approach, a healthy tree results in production of the “perfect
wood” defined here as a bioresource without wood defects. Perfect wood corresponds to the cylinder with a pith positioned in its geometrical center and containing
regular concentric structures corresponding to yearly rings. In practice, perfect
wood does not exist and always includes some defects. Here, the “defect” is considered as an undesired imperfection of the regular wood tissues that is a result of
diverse stresses and factors affecting tree growth and the morphological constitution
of the plant. Such natural features may be highly undesirable, downgrading the
industrial value of timber. An example could be a knot that is an imprint of the
branch positioned in the trunk. Branches cause the presence of knots that deviate the
fiber direction, having a tremendous effect on the mechanical properties of timber,
as well as tree stability.
9.4.1.1

Tree-Ring Structure

In temperate forests, the life of trees covers a sequence of several seasons that are
recorded in the tree rings. These are structural wood tissues of different properties
in spring/summer (early wood) or autumn/winter (late wood). The ring width, its
chemical composition, microfibril structure, as well as the ratio of late to early
woods may vary, depending on the age of tree, meteorological history, or presence
of diverse factors stimulating or inhibiting the tree growth. The natural yearly
sequence of air temperature, solar light photoperiod, as well as water stress levels
are expressed as the dynamical changes of the phenological events determining
specific xylogenetic sequences. Therefore, the tree-ring structure may be considered as a “fingerprint” unique for each plant. This can be used for dating of wood
(dendrochronology), determination of the wood origin (dendro-provenance), analysis of the local climate changes (dendro-climatology), or identification of catastrophic events, occurring during the life span of the tree, among others. As such,
tree-ring analysis can be considered as one of the most important inputs for the tree
growth and health models developed in CSF (see Chap. 7 of this book: Bosela
et al. 2021).
Traditionally, tree-ring analysis was performed by visual (microscopic) assessment of tree core samples extracted from the living tree or on cross sections of the
log after felling. For that reason, the amount of available information was relatively limited. However, several modern technologies, especially based on the
tomography approach (Van den Bulcke et al. 2014), allow mapping of the tree-ring
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structure without necessity for its cutting or extracting samples. Mobile X-ray
computed tomography technology was applied in wood density measurements and
moisture content monitoring on standing trees (Raschi et al. 1995; Tognetti et al.
1996). Computer 3D tomography allows locating internal log features that include
pith, sapwood, heartwood, knots, and other defects. With the appropriate techniques, it can also return a detailed analysis and densitometry of annual growth
rings (Van den Bulcke et al. 2014). Additionally, spectroscopic methods as well as
its evolution by means of hyperspectral imaging (Sandak et al. 2020; Schraml et al.
2020) provide a possibility for extraction of till-now not accessible information
regarding chemical and physical properties of wood resolved spatially to the treering level.
Nevertheless, from a technical perspective, it is crucial that both the quality of
the acquired images and the capacity of the interpretation software provide sufficient information regarding tree rings of the logs (Subah et al. 2017; Cruz-García
et al. 2019). The sensors installed on the processor head and operating in the forest
on unprepared surfaces (the chain saw cutting surface is relatively rough for this
use) may be incapable of returning the required quality for a deep and reliable
analysis. On the other hand, they would potentially provide a large dataset, based
on all the logs produced in the forest, including those with defects. This contraposes to the higher potential of industrial timber analysis, where more powerful
sensors, deployed in a controlled environment, can provide extremely detailed
data. Once set up, an automated tree-ring analysis, linked with an effective traceability system, would provide a very large volume of data. Such information may
prove extremely valuable for understanding the past dynamics of relatively large
areas of forests or to refine and better elaborate the information provided by dendrometers installed in monitoring plots (Cruz-García et al. 2019). For instance, the
availability of a large dataset reporting growth pattern of trees of the same species
growing in different areas allows to better understand the seasonal and site-specific
growth response to drought (Mina et al. 2016) or human-driven factors, such as
pollution (Innes and Cook 1989) or wildfires (Walker et al. 2017). This information can be further elaborated, helping to understand the response to stress of
forests with different characteristics, such as density (Sun et al. 2020) and elaborate guidelines for CSF implementation. Although measurements of stem growth
characteristics in temporal detail (e.g., radial increment, slow vs. fast growing
trees) are important to understand wood properties, these properties change during wood formation in response to changing environmental conditions. Indeed,
vessel conduit dimensions, cell wall thickness, and the relative proportions of different xylem cell types vary during the growing season. Changes in stem size
detected through dendrometers can be associated with tree water status (Zweifel
et al. 2007), with daily fluctuations being related to physiological parameters
(e.g., leaf water potential, whole plant transpiration) and environmental conditions (e.g., evaporative demand and air temperature) (Giovannelli et al. 2007;
Tognetti et al. 2009). These stem radius changes provide a sensitive indicator of
the combined effects of actual radial growth and stem water storage and release
(Drew and Downes 2009). Stem size variation provides indications of water stress
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thresholds in tree species and is potentially useful in threshold analysis for binary
classification and determining the influence of thermal or moisture cycles on elastic shrinkage (Cocozza et al. 2009, 2012). Coding of the dendrometer signal helps
quantify stem (or log) sensitivity to environmental fluctuations (moisture, temperature), as well as synchronize time series related to wood properties and climatic events, and to identify time lags of environmental effects on wood traits
(Cocozza et al. 2018).
Ideally, the study of tree reactions to stresses should be based on the analysis of
tree-ring development of trunk sections located at different heights. In fact, while
the common dendrochronology focuses on basal sections, where all the rings are
represented (since the early development of the tree), in physiology studies, the
rings grown higher in the tree’s crown may better describe the stresses suffered by
the plant. For instance, in the case of Picea abies growing in the Alps, the phloem’s
growth at the base of the trunk is completed already in July, while at higher levels
of the tree, it keeps growing for the whole summer. Thus, the rings developed
higher on the stem provide more effective evidence of the growing conditions of the
mid-late growing season. If the tracking system records the order of production of
each log, their original position in the trunk can be located and the sawmill’s data
(e.g., tomography) can be related to sections corresponding to different heights of
the tree.
9.4.1.2

Timber Density

Density of wood (or specific gravity) is a metaparameter determining several technical characteristics of natural resources, considered as the most relevant wood
quality descriptor (Zobel and Jett 1995). It expresses the amount of wood substance contained in a given volume. Even if density is not directly affecting wood
properties (it is a property quantifier), it is highly correlated to the majority of
wood assets (chemical, physical and mechanical), the yield of production, and the
overall “wood quality” in general. The density distribution differs within a single
plant, both along the tree height and the trunk diameter. Despite being a property
of remarkably high native variance and heritability, it can be related at stand level
to growth conditions or silvicultural interventions (Briggs et al. 2008), thus providing valuable information if appropriate reference values can be defined. Density
is often measured in sawmill, but the interest to discriminate the timber products
with the desired properties as early as possible within the supply chain stimulated
the development of portable instruments. These can be deployed both for assessing
the characteristics of standing trees (Paradis et al. 2013) and for automatically
measuring each log with gauges installed directly in the processor head (Walsh
et al. 2014a).
The effect of tree-ring width on tree-ring wood density depends on the species
(conifers vs. broadleaves, fast- vs. slow-growing species), the timing of climatic
events influencing growth throughout the growing season and the general fertility of
the site. In particular, intra- and interspecific interactions may affect the radial
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growth and wood density of individual species growing in mixture when compared
to its monoculture (Zeller et al. 2017). The acoustic sensing technology, such as the
modulus of elasticity of wood (MOE) and the dynamic modulus of elasticity
(MOEd), allows the estimation of intrinsic wood properties for standing trees,
stems, and logs. These parameters depend on wood density and are fundamental for
the evaluation of wood quality, providing information related to wood anatomy and
tree physiology (Russo et al. 2020).
9.4.1.3

Chemical Composition of Wood

From the chemical viewpoint, wood is a natural composite of three biopolymers,
including cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose. These are major constitutive chemical components, with their specific ratio varying between wood species, forest
types, and within individual trees. In temperate areas, the chemical composition
differs substantially along the tree height and its radius following the natural lifetime sequence of the periods when the tree grows fast (spring) or forms more
mechanically resistant morphological structures (autumn). The variation of chemical composition can also be noticed at the level of the yearly ring that reflects the
combined effects of the season and plant development stage as well as any other
stresses for the tree due to biotic or abiotic factors. In addition to cellulose, lignin,
and hemicellulose, small amounts of minerals and extractive components are present in natural wood. The latter are particularly relevant despite their low concentrations. In fact, extractives may significantly affect the suitability of wood
resources for a given conversion process or affect the durability of wood-derived
products.
All the chemical components form larger macromolecules, such as microfibrils, that are combined at different scales as fibrils, cells, and yearly rings constituting a hierarchical structure. The specific physical properties of wood are,
therefore, highly dependent on the scale of observation (nano, micro, macro). It
implies the necessity for adjusting measurement procedures and instrumentation
for determination of desired chemical/physical characteristics and material properties. Such information has not yet been used for CSF applications. This is probably due to the cost and time delay of wet chemistry analysis. The availability of
fast and nondestructive sensors, such as hyperspectral cameras, may disclose a
new source of information to understand the health and growing conditions
of trees.

9.4.2

Wood Defects

In contrast to the perfect wood, the real trunk contains diverse imperfections recording all the lifelong-related growth conditions, perturbations, or stresses. In the timber industry, these are defined as wood defects and may include numerous features
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differentiating defected from the perfect wood (Kimbar 2011). The European standard EN 1927-1:2008 provides a systematic methodology for identification and
quantification of the log/wood defects that are later used for determination of the
quality class. The following sections report the most relevant defects from the perspective of CSF.
9.4.2.1

Resin Pockets

Resin pockets are small gaps within the structure of the xylem filled with resin.
Wood development due to tree growth usually occludes them within a few years
after their formation. Resin pockets are a significant technological defect for the
timber industry, particularly for joinery and furniture applications, due to the release
of resin over time from the finished products. Resin pockets are common in conifers
with resin canals (such as Picea, Pinus, Larix, and Pseudotsuga genera) but may
also be the consequence of stress. In the latter case, they are commonly related to
animal or insect attacks, sites exposed to strong winds and storm damages. Research
demonstrated that water stress is to be regarded as the most relevant factor leading
to the development of this wood defect (Seifert et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2013),
although other factors, such as excessive growth rate or share of defect core over
total diameters at breast height (DBH), may contribute to pocket formation
(Woollons et al. 2008). Availability of data on resin pockets may be a useful tool for
identifying historical occurrence of water stress, areas with frequent wind gusts,
and, possibly, the impact of forest management on certain growing conditions.
Clearly, the interpretation of resin pocket presence is much more significant if associated with other parameters detected by the sensors on processed and sawn timber,
namely, tree-ring development. Furthermore, tree rings are present throughout the
whole trunk, but their size increases from the base upward and from the core outward (Gjerdrum and Bernabei 2007). Thus, for a correct interpretation of their
occurrence, it is important to know the position in the stem of the timber sample
considered. This is possible only with an accurate traceability system capable of
relating each log sourced from a tree with each other according to their sequential order.
Like resin pockets, resinous wood is a zone within trunk volume with exceptionally high content of extractive components and resins. It is present only in conifer
species with resin channels. The usual causes for resinous wood formation are
responses to the microorganism activity (especially parasite fungus) or to the damage of wood induced by mechanical actions. The analogy for self-protection by the
resin release in some broadleaves is a gum production that can be triggered by the
frost, wound, or microorganism attack.
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Cracks

Checks, splits, and shakes (commonly defined as cracks) are separations or ruptures of the wood tissue in the longitudinal plane that normally occur along fibers
in the radial or tangential sections of the trunk. These may appear on the cross section of the tree or on the log side circumference. Checks are separations of the
fibers that do not extend through the timber from one face to another. Splits, however, extend the material discontinuity from the one log face to another. Shakes are
separations or weaknesses of fiber bond, between or through the annual rings.
There are diverse sources of stresses occurring to wood during life cycle. The most
relevant are growth and drying stresses, beside thermal, frost, wind-, solar-, or
lightning-induced tensions. Shakes may originate from causes other than drying
stresses, e.g., from careless felling, where internal stresses existing in the living tree
are released when the tree is felled. Checks, shakes, and splits are present although
they may not be visible (closed checks and closed splits). Cracks may close up if
the dry timber is subsequently exposed to damp conditions, but once the fibers have
separated, they cannot join together again. A great threat for the tree after a crack
occurring is elevated risk of decay fungi spore access to the unprotected wood tissue. The presence of cracks is an important limitation for the downstream conversion, especially if combined with other defects, such as spiral grain. Due to specific
properties, cracks are relatively easily detectable even if not visible on the surface
of log. This is due to the discontinuity of the material and related change of the
material stiffness (natural frequency) or elasticity (stress wave propagation
velocity).
9.4.2.3

Reaction Wood

Reaction wood is a type of defect that tends to form in trees growing in a leaning
posture. This may be caused by exposure to strong winds or because the tree grows
on a slope. Reaction wood in coniferous trees is formed on the lower side of the lean
and is called “compression wood.” It is often characterized by a dense hard brittle
grain that contains very high content of lignin that increases wood resistance for
compression. On the contrary, the broadleaves create reaction wood referred to as
“tension wood” that is positioned on the upper side of the lean. It contains higher
content of cellulose that increases wood resistance to tension stresses. Properties of
compression wood are considerably different from those of normal mature wood.
Compression wood tracheids, for example, are about 30% shorter than normal. In
addition, compression wood contains about 10% less cellulose and 8–9% more lignin and hemicelluloses than in normal wood. These factors reduce the desirability
of compression wood for pulp and paper manufacture. It is also less suitable as sawn
timber since it shows a lower strength, stiffness, and dimensional stability, resulting
in a decrease in yield of high-quality end products.
Data related to reaction wood can be a particularly useful tool in the frame of
CSF in mountain areas, as it records specific reaction of trees to environmental
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conditions. According to Łszczyńska et al. (2019), data regarding the frequency and
characteristics of reaction wood in forested plots may be used to assess the landslide
hazard risk. In fact, in case of slight land movements, trees are tilted causing leaning
and thus the formation of reaction wood. The same phenomena also lead to the formation of eccentric piths, which can be detected by tree-ring analysis. The vertical
stability of a tree can be assessed using an automatic accelerometer (gyroscopic
sensor), which measures the position and oscillation in three axes (Matasov et al.
2020), therefore, providing useful information on the effect of wind exposure on the
tree aerial architecture and species-specific biomechanics.
9.4.2.4

Rot

Fungi decay is considered as the most problematic biological threat degrading
wood at all stages of its life cycle, including postharvesting. Due to its chemical
composition, wood is an optimal source of nutrition for fungi and, therefore, it will
be a subject of extensive degradation whenever favorable conditions for growth of
fungi occur. These include temperature ranges from 20 to 30 °C with a wood moisture content ranging from 20 to 50%. Diverse species of decaying fungi are specialized in degradation of specific wood polymers resulting in different degradation
results. This led to the classification of fungi into three major groups: white rot,
brown rot, and grey rot. The fungi spores may access wood by several ways, including root, broken branch, damaged leader, or scar on the stem. Cracks, wounds, or
any other exposed surfaces of the wood. The presence of birds nesting in hollows in
the tree is a certain sign of the progressing decay deterioration. Rot is the wood
defect for which the quality grade reduction is obligatory. Logs cut out from older
trees are more likely to contain developed rot. The final stage of rot is a complete or
extensive material loss forming internal cavities. Plants have developed several
mechanisms to defend themselves against decaying fungi. For instance, diverse
chemical substances synthetized by trees are natural biocides, such as tannins, resins, or gum.
9.4.2.5

Knots

A knot in the tree is the portion of a branch or limb that has been surrounded by
subsequent xylem growth during the tree life. Knots form morphological structures
starting from the pith and by following the radial direction reaching the log surface.
There are more than 50 types of knots that are classified according to the size, decay
presence, and location and distribution within the stem.
The size, type, and distribution of knots have the most important impact on log
quality and are the main consideration when applying grading rules. The severity
of the grain deflection caused by the knot is correlated with its size. In any case,
the presence of knots changes the anatomical structure of surrounding wood
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(reaction wood presence and grain deviation), as well as its chemical composition
(extremely high content of extractive components). The distribution of knots in
logs depends on the species and characteristics of the growing site. It is also determined by the growth characteristics of the tree and the tree age. The detailed
knowledge regarding knots in trees is highly relevant for CSF. Fortunately, there
are several scanning techniques for automatic detection and classification of knots
that are implemented during forest operations, log sorting/grading, as well as
downstream conversion.
9.4.2.6

Shape Imperfections

Any deviation of the tree form from the perfect cylinder is considered as a shape
imperfection, reducing the yield of product that can be obtained in the sawmill.
Sweep, excessive taper, bulges, swell, flanges, and out-of-roundness are some of the
most important shape imperfections. All these defects can be measured both on the
standing tree and on the processed log by means of laser triangulation scanners,
photogrammetry, and TLS. In some cases, imperfections can be reported also by the
standard measurement equipment installed on most modern timber processors.
Sweep is a bow-like bend in the trunk of a tree diverging the trunk from the
straight and vertical theoretical axis of the tree. The presence of sweep is a result of
diverse factors, including slope of the terrain, temporary loading due to snow or
wind, mechanical damages, or insect activity.
Tree taper is defined as the gradual reduction of the log diameter along its length.
It is a natural feature of each living tree, even if logs with a high degree of taper are
considered as having a poor form. Although taper cannot be eliminated, it is possible to minimize it by means of appropriate silvicultural activities. In fact, the extent
of taper depends not only on the tree species, local climate, age of the tree, soil
fertility, and terrain irregularity but also on the density of trees within the surrounding forest stand.
Bulge is an enlargement of the tree diameter forming a barreling shape. It is a
natural feature when occurring at the bottom of the tree, assuming reasonable progress of the diameter changes. On the contrary, when occurring in the higher part of
the trunk it is frequently associated with fungi or bacteria attack.
Canker is a defected wood in a form of gnarls or volume losses, both attributed
to the phytopathological changes triggered by an activity of microorganisms (fungi
or bacteria). In contrast to swollen wood, the tissue of the canker is abnormal
and sick.
Out-of-roundness is a shape imperfection appearing as an elliptical cross section
of the log. It is frequently associated with the eccentric or double pith. The usual
consequence of the pith shift is the presence of reaction (tension or compression)
wood. Another reason for the out-of-roundness is the partial damage of the cambium due to mechanical or phytopathological injury.
Such stem defects can be related to the influence of various environmental factors, supporting CSF studies to better understand tree growth dynamics. According
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to Schneider (2018), the hydraulic and biomechanic theories are the most widely
used. Both theories underline the importance of crown dimensions in determining
tree form, as confirmed by Kidombo and Dean (2018). Yet, climatic variables such
as total summer precipitation and mean winter temperature may have a higher influence on tree taper than the average wind speed (Schneider 2018). This underlines
that the complex tree growth dynamics require a holistic analysis of all climatic
factors and physiological processes to understand stem formation.

9.4.3

Sensors for Timber Quality Assessment

Once the timber reaches the mill, a large array of possible sensors can be deployed
to analyze the quality and volume of the logs to be processed. There are several
technical solutions available for wood defects detection or quality grading of logs.
Some of the most compatible with CSF requirements are presented in Fig. 9.10.
The length of log combined with its diameter is a basic merchantable property.
As mentioned in Sect. 9.4.2, all the processors used for trees harvesting and delimbing are equipped with a measurement wheel and optical encoder (Mederski et al.
2018) (Fig. 9.10a). Sensors used for log diameter measurements are usually absolute encoders configured as protractors, which are integrated with both delimbing
knives and feed rollers and measure these rotation angles (Fig. 9.10b). An advantage
of such a measurement system is a possibility for a continuous determination of the
diameter change trends along the three when passing the processor head. Combined
length and diameter measurements provide not only highly precise information
regarding a single log volume but can also quantify taper. Such a measurement
approach is capable of fast data acquisition and straightforward integration with a
database when converted to StanForD file format.
The light curtain is a simple optical measurement system, where the dimensional
information regarding the object is determined by illumination (or shadowing) of
electronic photodetectors (Fig. 9.10c). It was a very popular solution for the size
sorting of logs supplied to the sawmill. However, nowadays it is replaced by the 3D
laser triangulation systems relying on the image analysis of the structured light
profiles (usually laser) that appear as deformed when observed from an angle
(Siekański et al. 2019). The advanced analysis of the surface texture allows identification of some wood defects appearing as particular textures of the bark.
Implementation of X-ray scanners for monitoring of logs is the industrial solution for detection of the majority of wood defects not visible on the log surface
(Fig. 9.10d). It allows for identification of deviations of the wood properties along
the log, without the possibility to localize the depth position of each feature. For that
reason, this setup is frequently duplicated to provide a possibility for better recognition of the defect location within the log section. The ultimate solution for the X-ray
imaging of logs is X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanner (Fig. 9.10k). This
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technology allows straightforward detection and mapping of internal defects, such
as butt decay, voids, cracks, or inclusions. The resolution of images allows dendrometric analysis of tree rings and other refined measurements (Van den Bulcke et al.
2014; Stängle et al. 2015; Rais et al. 2017; Gergel et al. 2019). Appropriate data
analysis may allow for the information collected on the logs to be related back and
integrated with the information on the original tree. An example of this application
is provided by Stängle et al. (2014), which compared data from TLS stem and
branch scar analysis with X-ray computed tomography (CT), and Uner et al. (2009)
using X-ray CT to highlight the effect of thinning on timber density. Thanks to the
presence of several X-ray CT operatives in sawmills around the globe, and to their
high-speed analysis (up to 180 m/min), this technology is a highly promising data
source for CSF applications.
As in the case of drilling resistance, it is possible to indirectly assess mechanical
strength of wood by measuring cutting forces occurring when crosscutting logs
with a chain saw (Fig. 9.10f). This can be implemented by integrating load cells
with the cutting unit or by measuring other effects, such as electrical power consumption or oil pressure changes in the hydraulic circuit of the saw motor (Sandak
et al. 2019). Another possibility for adopting cutting resistance analysis for log
characterization is to measure the forces required for delimbing. It is clear that a
healthy and big branch results in much higher cutting resistance than delimbing of
the small and dry branch. In any case, value obtained for a chain saw or delimbing
knife can be considered only as an estimate and indirect quantification of the wood
suitability; however, it is useful to identify some critical wood defects, such as
decay or butt rot.
Stress wave propagation velocity is a highly useful tool for identification of the
stiffness and modulus of elasticity (Walsh et al. 2014b) of logs derived from harvested trees (Fig. 9.10g). In that case, the sensor can be installed directly on the
processor head and perform analysis before a crosscutting operation. A similar
approach is used for determination of the mechanical properties of logs by measuring these natural frequencies. In that case, the log is induced to vibrate by an impact,
and the vibrational or acoustic response is measured with specific detectors
(Fig. 9.10h). These systems can be implemented both, as a part of the processor
head configuration or component of the log sorting line in the sawmill.
The advanced algorithms used in image analysis enable mimicking of human
vision and thus more effective automatic detection of wood imperfections or presence of defects. Other uses of the images is to implement a fingerprinting approach
for log traceability and authentications (Schraml et al. 2020). The scanning with
cameras can be performed on the log crosscut end (Raatevaara et al. 2020)
(Fig. 9.10i) or on the side of the log (Shenga et al. 2015) along its circumference
(Fig. 9.10j). The spectral information collected may include monochromatic, RGB
color, multispectral, or hyperspectral images.
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Fig. 9.10 Selected sensing techniques used for assessment of log characterization during forest
operations and log sorting in sawmill: (a) measurement of lengths with rotary encoder, (b) measurement of the log diameters profile by two encoders integrated with debranching knives, (c)
measurement of the log diameter with light curtain, (d) 3D log surface scanning with laser triangulation system, (e) determination of the X-ray attenuation for internal defects detection of density
profiling, (f) measurement of mechanical properties by assessment of cutting forces when cross
cutting logs with chain saw, (g) modulus of elasticity assessment by stress wave velocity, (h) free
vibrations for determination of modulus of elasticity, (i) camera vision system for cross section
scanning, analysis of tree rings and fingerprinting of logs for traceability, (j) camera vision system
for identification of wood defects present on the log side surface, (k) computed X-ray tomography
for 3D visualization and detection of internal defects
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Emerging Scanning Technologies

The scanning technologies presented in the previous section represent the industrial
state-of-the-art solutions and are commercially available on the market. However,
there are several promising techniques with great potential for migration from the
laboratory testing into practical applications both in forest and in timber transformation industries. Some examples of the most suited for the CSF are briefly
described below.
Spectroscopy, including visible, near-infrared and mid-infrared ranges is an
analytical technique quantifying interaction of the electromagnetic radiation (light)
with the matter. The light can be scattered, absorbed, transmitted, reflected, or
trans-flected from the measured surface. The specific pattern of that interaction is
recorded as a spectrum. Light absorbance, especially in the infrared range, is
highly related to the chemical composition (functional groups with dipole momentum) of the sample. Therefore, by assessing light spectra reflected from the wood
sample, it is possible to determine its chemical composition and some physical
properties. An extensive reference dataset and advanced multivariate data analysis
are indispensable to assure the high reliability of prediction models (Sandak et al.
2016b). However, if properly calibrated, spectroscopic evaluation of wood can
provide a rapid and very low-cost assessment of a broad range of the properties,
including species, provenance, chemical composition, physical properties, or suitability for diverse conversion paths (Sandak et al. 2017). Portable NIR spectrometers even allow scanning of standing trees or fallen logs directly in forest (Sandak
et al. 2016a).
An evolution of the spectroscopy toward a space resolved map of spectra is
implemented as multispectral or hyperspectral imaging. The difference between
both is in the number of spectral bands constituting the spectrum, that is, <10 in the
case of multispectral imaging. This technology allows rapid mapping of the chemical properties of the material over the object surface (Thumm et al. 2010). There are
several properties of wood that can be assessed with the help of this technique, such
as moisture content, chemical anisotropy of the constitutive polymers at diverse
heights of trees (Meder and Meglen 2012), and fiber angle direction (Ma et al.
2017), among others. The limitation of hyperspectral imaging is relatively high
investment cost, fragility of the optical instruments when integrating with forest
operations, and very high amount of generated data that requires refined IT systems
and algorithms.
Only a few wood scanning techniques allow scanning of the bulk interior. In
contrast to harmful ionizing radiation of X- and gamma rays, microwaves are considered as safe and easy to apply in the scanning systems. A great advantage is that,
assuming sufficient power of emitter, microwaves penetrate wood bulk, and these
interactions with the matter can be interpreted as attenuation, phase shift, or polarity
change. These wave properties are directly correlated to the wood density, wood
moisture content, and grain angle direction (Schajer and Orhan 2005). For that reason, it is possible to simultaneously measure all the above wood properties.
Microwave scanners can be implemented as an array that, in consequence, allows
spatially resolved maps of wood assets (Table 9.3).
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Intelligent Forest Machines, the Way Ahead

As described in the previous sections of this chapter, the availability of digital forest
data makes it possible to optimize forest works from the operational cost and environmental impact point of view. Traceability tools further increase the precision of
the operations and guarantee a full control of the woody products, whose value is
effectively assessed and maximized by an array of sensors deployed in the mills.
From the management (and CSF) point of view, the most effective solution is to link
the databases of the forest inventories and the derived tracking systems with the log
scanners operating at the sawmill. Nevertheless, a further significant improvement
could be achieved with the determination of timber characteristics early in the supply chain, enhancing the sorting of logs and increasing the overall value of the
derived timber products (Taube et al. 2020). The fast development of sensors makes
this challenge possible, as it had been demonstrated by the EU project SLOPE
(https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/604129), funded under the seventh Framework
Program. Within the project, the potential of the Virtual Forest, the tracking systems, and the timber sensors had been combined in a technological showcase, proving the feasibility of this concept.
The virtual forest was generated integrating information from satellite, UAVs,
and TLS surveying systems, combining macro and local analysis in the characterization of the forest resources in mountain areas. Data was stored in a dedicated
database provided with a 3D interface, which allowed users to navigate into the
virtual forest, estimate the volume, and value of timber in a selected area as well as
to plan accordingly the harvest operations by cable yarding (Fig. 9.11).
The cloud point generated by TLS surveys was used to characterize the trunks in
high detail. A dedicated software matched the shape characteristics of the trees with
the timber assortments and locally accepted their value, returning the maximum
value recovery conditions. Those were appended in the database as bucking instructions to be transferred from the forest to the processor head. For this purpose, standing trees were georeferenced and marked with RFID UHF tags whose ID was linked
to the data and bucking instructions of each tree (Fig. 9.12).
All forest operations were performed by prototypes of intelligent machines,
namely, a cable yarder and a processor head operating at landing. The former
detected the RFID and weight of the load, while the latter by reading the ID of the
tree could acquire the crosscutting positions for optimal bucking. Additionally, the
processor head installed several sensors for timber quality assessment as described
in Sandak et al. (2019).
In detail, the processor deployed the following systems (Fig. 9.13):
–– Load cells and hydraulic pressure sensors (1) for estimate of a branch index and
the approximate position of knots on the trunk
–– Stress wave and free vibration measurement systems (2) for timber density
assessment
–– Near-infrared (NIR) and hyperspectral imaging systems (3) for characterization
of crosscut section and detection of defects (e.g., rot, resin pockets, etc.)
–– RFID-UHF reader (4) for acquisition of tree ID and retrieval in the VF database
of the cutting instructions elaborated for maximum value recovery
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Fig. 9.11 3D visualization of forest (image combined with aerial picture). Marked trees are visualized in two colors: green for the trunk section detected by TLS and white for the estimate of the
higher part of the trunk as estimated by UAV image analysis. (Source Project SLOPE)

Fig. 9.12 Trees felled with motor-manual chain saws are marked with RFID for tracking along the
supply chain and for transfer of cutting instructions to the processor head at landing

Additionally, the processor could mark each new log with an RFID tag, providing a
complete tracking system capable of linking the original standing tree (through the
first tag attached on it) to each log delivered to the sawmill.
The whole system proved effective in assessing the quality of timber at roadside.
The optical sensors (not installed in the prototype) could identify decay spots and
would warn the operator to recalculate the cutting instructions, which were based on
the shape of the standing tree. From the point of view of a CSF application of this
data, the system provides a further source of information which, when fully integrated with other sensor data, adds to the tool kit available for CSF planning and
operations. Currently, only the logs with sufficient market value reach the sawmill
and can be further analyzed with industrial sensors. However, the presence of
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Fig. 9.13 Prototype of intelligent processor head equipped with sensors for timber quality assessment and tracking of logs

sensors on the processor head would provide data of lower quality (due to the work
conditions), but as this is data from all the trees and logs produced in the stand, it is
thus more representative of the general health of the trees. Once a track and trace
system are fully integrated within the timber supply chain, it is possible to relate the
information regarding each standing tree (and the logs produced from it) with the
analysis performed in the sawmill. If the same trees were included in a network of
sensors, the historical data collected by microcontrollers up to the tree felling could
be related and integrated with all the information provided by all the sensors
installed on the forest machines or the sawmilling facilities (Fig. 9.14).
The availability of an infrastructure for sensing, wireless transfer, and cloud-
elaboration of data developed for forest operations (and maintained by its revenues)
is a clear opportunity for CSF. In fact, the network of sensors deployed for forest
monitoring and management purposes could rely on this infrastructure for data
transfer, storage, and elaboration. Furthermore, by accessing the databases of the
virtual forest, it will be possible to integrate, validate, and broaden the data provided
by the climate-smart sensors. The data used for operations planning and generated
by machine sensors can be integrated with a unique, flexible system serving different long-, medium-, and short-term purposes, such as in situ forest monitoring (see
Chap. 10 of this book: Tognetti et al. 2021), large-scale surveying of CSF indicators
(see Chap. 11 of this book: Torresan et al. 2021), establishing a CSF network (see
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Fig. 9.14 Suitability of sensing technologies to timber characterization for industrial processing
and for CSF applications

Chap. 5 of this book: Pretzsch et al. 2021), or implementing climate-smart silvicultural operations (see Chap. 8 of this book: Pach et al. 2021).
In turn, the data gathered for forest monitoring can be used for planning closeto-nature forestry operations. This improves the capacity to meet multiple goals,
such as economic value, biodiversity, and forest resilience. Martín-Fernández and
García-Abril Martín (2005) proved that if extensive and high-quality data is available, such planning can be performed at the level of individual trees by means of
appropriate algorithms (iterative conditional mode), which otherwise could be
applied only on small, intensively managed forest properties.

9.5

Data Management in Timber Production and CSF

As a final consideration, it is important to highlight how an essential aspect of the
synergy between forest operations and CSF is the transfer, storage, elaboration, and
harmonization of data collected by different sensors for different purposes (planning, production, invoicing, monitoring, forecast of health and growth dynamic,
etc.). A further level of complexity is given by the perspective and capability of the
different players of the supply chain, which produce and use data with different timing, purposes, technical tools, and frequency. This complexity is further increased
by the additional target posed by CSF in the hypothesis of creating a unique system
of data generation, elaboration, and exchange with a multipurpose vision.
Mortality and weakening control is accomplished by gathering and analyzing
data with long-term field plots, where fixed low-cost networks of sensors are
installed (see Chap. 10; Tognetti et al. 2021). Data can be effectively integrated
with nondestructive sensors for timber quality, which identify timber quality
parameters, such as defects, that can provide useful information regarding the
health state of forests. In this sense, sensors installed on forest machines may bring
a more valuable contribution than sawmill equipment in spite of the unavoidable
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lower precision. In fact, only quality timber is delivered to industrial users and
analyzers. On the contrary, machine-based sensors are used to discriminate the logs
among the supply chains of industrial timber, pulp, and biomass. Even if more
detailed control will be dedicated to high-quality material, data must be generated
for the selection of different classes, thus providing also valuable information
regarding health parameters (rot, rings development, resistance wood, wood density, etc.).
A prerequisite for allowing applications and systems to communicate with each
other in an agile and flexible way is the interoperability between systems and interfaces used. For this purpose, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and ISO created a web service interface standard for publishing, accessing, and visualizing
spatiotemporal information (de la Beaujardiere 2006). In particular, the Sensor Web
Enablement Initiative (SWE) promoted by the OGC proposed standards designed to
collect data collected by sensors in a standardized way and augment the sensor data
with the spatiotemporal dimension (Bröring et al. 2011). Thus, any machine control
data or timber log data, mostly in the format of the Standard for Forest machine
Data and Communication (StanForD), can be coupled with a spatial and temporal
reference (Purfürst and Lindroos 2011). StandForD constitutes a de facto standard
that covers all types of data communication present in forest machines and would
probably require an upgrade, enabling it to exchange data provided by the new sensors that will soon be deployed on forest machines. By adopting the standards of
SWE, it would also guarantee a standardized transmission, storage, and dissemination of the sensor data. This would be a fundamental step toward a wider use of the
information produced, paving the way for a real integration of timber production
and CSF.
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Chapter 10

Continuous Monitoring of Tree Responses
to Climate Change for Smart Forestry:
A Cybernetic Web of Trees
Roberto Tognetti, Riccardo Valentini, Luca Belelli Marchesini,
Damiano Gianelle, Pietro Panzacchi, and John D. Marshall

Abstract Trees are long-lived organisms that contribute to forest development over
centuries and beyond. However, trees are vulnerable to increasing natural and
anthropic disturbances. Spatially distributed, continuous data are required to predict
mortality risk and impact on the fate of forest ecosystems. In order to enable monitoring over sensitive and often remote forest areas that cannot be patrolled regularly,
early warning tools/platforms of mortality risk need to be established across regions.
Although remote sensing tools are good at detecting change once it has occurred,
early warning tools require ecophysiological information that is more easily collected from single trees on the ground.
Here, we discuss the requirements for developing and implementing such a tree-
based platform to collect and transmit ecophysiological forest observations and
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environmental measurements from representative forest sites, where the goals are to
identify and to monitor ecological tipping points for rapid forest decline. Long-term
monitoring of forest research plots will contribute to better understanding of
disturbance and the conditions that precede it. International networks of these sites
will provide a regional view of susceptibility and impacts and would play an important role in ground-truthing remotely sensed data.

10.1

 round-Based Measures of Forest Ecophysiological
G
Indicators for Climate Smartness

A set of criteria and indicators have been proposed, by which the “climate smartness” of a forest can be assessed (Bowditch et al. 2020; Santopuoli et al. 2020).
Likewise, Bussotti and Pollastrini (2017) proposed a mix of traditional and novel
indicators of forest health, at tree and stand levels, to support visual tree assessment,
as well as to improve the prediction of stand dynamics and forest productivity under
climate change in European forests.
The indicators are quantitative or qualitative variables that are evaluated periodically to reveal the direction of change with respect to these criteria (Bowditch et al.
2020; see also Chaps. 3 and 2 of this book: del Río et al. 2021; Weatherall et al.
2021, respectively). Within a particular management framework, one begins by
choosing which forest processes are relevant for the criteria of “climate smartness.”
Forestry has traditionally privileged tree growth and wood production as main management goals, assuming that productivity is the ultimate indicator of tree responses
to environmental conditions. However, climate change has challenged this view due
to uncertainties in disturbance-growth relationships related to climatic variability
and extreme weather events. In addition, management now addresses trade-offs
between different forest functions and services (Thom and Seidl 2016; Albrich et al.
2018). The widened horizon of modern forest management is well recognized and
interpreted by the Sustainable Development Goals 13 and 15 (United Nations 2015)
as sustainably managed forests are instrumental to combat climate change and its
impacts; to protect, restore, and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems;
to strive against desertification; to halt and reverse land degradation; and to halt
biodiversity loss.
Research in forest ecosystems has mostly focused on ring-width time series, forest stand yield measured on plots, or long-term successional dynamics (Harmon and
Pabst 2015). These do not require frequent sampling. However, mechanistic analysis of climate-driven and disturbance-related events (e.g., droughts, fires,
windthrows, outbreaks) requires direct and frequent repeated observations of processes related to forest demography and resilience (i.e., mortality and recruitment)
to identify the causes. Therefore, parameters that reveal ecophysiological status
become more valued than in traditional forest monitoring. Within a certain range of
climatic conditions (short- to midterm), ecophysiological traits and growth patterns
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follow climate variability, with species plasticity allowing trees to recover from
climate perturbations. However, extreme events may trigger anomalous physiological responses beyond the safe operation mode, leading to irreversible changes and
eventually causing the death of trees (Fig. 10.1). The exit of tree responses from the
safe operation mode is often difficult to detect without a long-term and high-
frequency record of tree functions. Autonomous sensor networks may produce
information valuable to monitor tree status, allowing foresters to make informed
management decisions.
Numerous experiments and observational studies have been established to
address global change-related questions across multiple temporal and spatial scales
(Halbritter et al. 2020). In particular, studies on forest decline aim to establish the
causal relations, to unravel the climate drivers, and to understand the ecological
processes related to trees’ mortality. Nevertheless, some ecological processes are
more sensitive to changes in extremes than in mean values (Allen et al. 2010;
Hansen et al. 2012), including important effects of microclimate. For example,
extreme temperatures combined with prolonged drought have been implicated as
drivers of forest die-off (Adams et al. 2017).
There is growing scientific interest in forest reactions to drought across different
biomes to discern which growth features or functional traits best characterize different species-specific responses to these climate extremes (Lindner et al. 2010;

Fig. 10.1 The normal or safe operation mode (normality mode) of the single tree can be perturbed
by climatic events or environmental disturbances, leading to anomalous physiological responses
beyond the buffer space. Eventually, extreme events (single or series) may provoke persistent
changes in the short- to midterm; recovery to an alternative stable state may occur within the resistance limits of the species. Indeed, as climate changes over longer time frames and tree populations
display some degree of adaptation, the normality mode may adjust accordingly. The “tipping
point,” which prevents the tree from recovering physiological functions and triggers tree decline,
varies with species and environment, and is not easy to predict
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Anderegg et al. 2015). For example, in Mediterranean forests, water availability is
the major tree growth constraint, and drought conditions are predicted to increase
(Giorgi and Lionello 2008). Nevertheless, the responses of these forests to such
extreme climatic events are poorly understood, because controlled field experiments
able to mimic drought conditions are costly and difficult to operate on a large scale
without introducing environmental modifications. Adaptive forest management
strategies to combat climate change need a clear framework of indicators useful for
predicting the different components of tree resilience and the ability of trees to
recover after disturbance (or their mortality). Therefore, we may pose the following
question: how can the observational approach be linked with datasets gathered from
in situ experiments, products of hypothesis testing, to detect critical changes in ecological conditions and to determine the ways in which those changes impact ecosystem functions?
Adaptive management practices aimed at combating forest decline need to
implement real-time control of the environment and a quick response to changing
growth conditions. In this context, a range of sensors is needed to provide a picture
of interactions occurring between data and to enable key forest indicators to be
identified. A selection of indicators, enabling the assessment of climate smartness of
forests at stand level, is provided in Table 10.1; measurable parameters, data solutions, and monitoring tools are also reported. Data from monitoring networks and
model forecasts are essential instruments, both to understand forest ecosystem
responses to rapid environmental variation and to support forest decision-makers
under a climate change scenario (Lindner et al. 2014).
The “smartness” of climate-smart forestry (CSF) comes in part from its ability to
predict and respond to changes in stand dynamics using early warning signals,
which precede the occurrence of unwanted events, such as forest decline. Large-
scale and long-term forest monitoring networks have been collecting information
for characterizing forest responses to global change (structure, function, damage,
diversity), e.g., CTFS-ForestGEO (Anderson-Teixeira et al. 2015), ICP Forests
(http://icp-forests.net/), and eLTER (https://www.lter-europe.net/). However, a
mechanistic understanding of forest adjustment to global change is still missing. In
this context, a new observational and experimental paradigm based on biogeographic scale, single-tree, high-frequency, and long-term monitoring is required
(Steppe et al. 2016).

10.2

Tree Mortality, Tipping Points, and Resilience

Climate scenarios for the next decades predict warmer temperatures, greater vapor
pressure deficits, and more frequent and severe drought spells and heat waves than
experienced in the recent (Sillmann et al. 2013a, b). These changes are expected to
result in increased frequency, intensity, and duration of drought (Polade et al. 2014).
Intensifying impacts of drought events on tree functionality have been recently
observed across biomes (e.g., Shestakova et al. 2019). Drought episodes interact

Description based on
MCPFE and Forest
Europe
Age structure and/or
diameter distribution of
forest and other wooded
land, classified by
availability for wood
supply
Carbon stock and carbon
stock changes in forest
biomass, forest soils, and
harvested wood products

2.1 Deposition Deposition and
concentration of air
of air
pollutants on forest and
pollutants
other wooded land

1.4 Carbon
stock

Climate-smart
forestry
indicators
1.3 Age
structure and/
or diameter
distribution

Ecological

Ecological

FE

FE

Cybertech
nology for
data
collection
Cable

Photochemical
reflectance
index

Wireless

GPP=WUEi*gs, Cable
NPP, carbon
stock
partitioning

Source
(CLIMO
or Forest
Europe, Criteria
FE)
classification Parameters
FE
Management Tree diameter,
TRI

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LoRa,
wireless
internet

Cybertech
nology for
data
transmission
LoRa,
wireless
Internet

(continued)

Stable isotopes,
Dendrometers,
sap flow = WUE/gs tree ring analysis,
tree talker, stable
isotope (13C) gas
analyzer
Spectral reflectance Spectral
reflectance
sensor

Measurement
techniques
Tools
Dendrochronology, Diameter tape,
forest mensuration tree ring analysis

Table 10.1 Selected climate-smart forestry (CSF) indicators, stand-level measurable parameters, cybertechnologies for data collection and transmission, and
related techniques and tools
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4.1 Tree
species
composition

Photochemical
reflectance
index

Photochemical
reflectance
index, leaf
temperature

Management Number

Ecological

Forest and other wooded FE
land with damage,
classified by primary
damaging agent (abiotic,
biotic, and human
induced)
FE
Area of forest and other
wooded land, classified
by number of tree species
occurring

2.4 Forest
damage

Ecological

Description based on
MCPFE and Forest
Europe
Chemical soil properties
(pH, CEC, C/N, organic
C, base saturation) on
forest and other wooded
land related to soil acidity
and eutrophication,
classified by main soil
types

Source
(CLIMO
or Forest
Europe, Criteria
FE)
classification Parameters
FE
Ecological
Soil
temperature, soil
moisture

FE
2.3 Defoliation Defoliation of one or
more main tree species on
forest and other wooded
land in each of the
defoliation classes

Climate-smart
forestry
indicators
2.2 Soil
condition

Table 10.1 (continued)

Wireless

Wireless

Cybertech
nology for
data
collection
Radio, cell
phone,
Wi-Fi,
satellite,
Ethernet/
cable,
meteor
burst,
wireless
Internet,
telemetry
Wireless

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

Cybertech
nology for
data
transmission
LoRa,
wireless
Internet

Laser

Measurement
techniques
Electrical
capacitance,
gamma attenuation,
soil heat flux,
time-domain
reflectometry
(TDR), ground-
penetrating radar
(GPR), infrared
thermal imaging
(TIR)
Spectral
reflectance,
thermal resistance,
thermocouple,
infrared, infrared
thermal imaging
(TIR)
Spectral reflectance

Fieldmap

Spectral
reflectance
sensor

Spectral
reflectance
sensor, infrared
thermometer,
UAV

Tools
Soil temperature-
moisture probe,
soil temperature-
moisture profile
probe
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Description based on
MCPFE and Forest
Europe
Total forest area by stand
origin and area of annual
forest regeneration and
expansion
4.4 Introduced Area of forest and other
tree species
wooded land dominated
by introduced tree species
4.5 Deadwood Volume of standing
deadwood and of lying
deadwood on forest and
other wooded land
5.1 Protective Area of forest and other
forests – soil, wooded land designated
to prevent soil erosion,
water, and
preserve water resources,
other
maintain other protective
ecosystem
functions, and functions, protect
infrastructures infrastructure, and
manage natural resources
against natural hazards
The ratio of tree total
7.2
height to diameter outside
Slenderness
bark at 1.3 m above
coefficient
ground level

Climate-smart
forestry
indicators
4.2
Regeneration

Ecological

Ecological

Management DBH, height

FE

FE

CLIMO

Canopy cover

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Wireless

Management Area, crown

FE

Volume, 3D
point cloud

Cybertech
nology for
data
collection
Wireless

Source
(CLIMO
or Forest
Europe, Criteria
FE)
classification Parameters
FE
Management Area

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LoRa,
wireless
Internet
LoRa,
wireless
Internet

TLS

LiDAR-UAV

TLS, Fieldmap,
DTM-CHM

Laser

Laser

Laser, modeling

(continued)

LiDAR-UAV

Tools
LiDAR-UAV

Laser

Cybertech
nology for
data
Measurement
transmission techniques
Laser
LoRa,
wireless
Internet
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Source
(CLIMO
or Forest
Climate-smart Description based on
Europe, Criteria
MCPFE and Forest
forestry
FE)
classification
Europe
indicators
Distribution of tree crown CLIMO Management
7.3 Vertical
distribution of in the vertical space. It
can be measured in terms
tree crowns
of layers (one, two,
multiple), or in terms of
ratio between tree height
and crown length
Canopy space filling and CLIMO Management
4.92
can be expressed in
Horizontal
distribution of measure of density of tree
crowns, such as crown
tree crowns
area, tree crown diameter.
It can be also expressed in
measure of density of
trees, such as trees per
hectare, basal area per
hectare (in this case the
horizontal distribution
refers to the tree)

Table 10.1 (continued)

Tree density, 3D Wireless
point cloud

Parameters
Stand vertical
structure, 3D
point clod

Cybertech
nology for
data
collection
Wireless

LoRa,
wireless
Internet

Laser

Cybertech
nology for
data
Measurement
transmission techniques
Laser
LoRa,
wireless
Internet

LiDAR, TLS

Tools
LiDAR, TLS
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with heat waves, possibly inducing die-off events (Allen et al. 2010; Anderegg et al.
2016). Direct effects on tree physiological functions (runaway embolism and/or
carbon starvation and their interactions) may kill trees (McDowell et al. 2013)
(Fig. 10.2). Globally, tree mortality is expected to increase because of biogeochemical and biophysical climatic feedback following shifts in land carbon and energy
balance (Bonan 2008). Reorienting forestry systems to support sustainable forest
management under the new realities of climate change needs an integrated understanding of tree adaptation to climate change under field conditions and explicit
testing of plasticity-growth relationships for sustaining productivity under more
extreme climatic conditions (Millar and Stephenson 2015).
Examples of climate-smart measures include, among others, managing forest
disturbances and extreme events; selecting resilient trees and implementing forest
reserves; combining carbon storage, sequestration, and substitution; using forest
bioenergy and wood in the construction sector; and valuing ecosystems and their
services that help halt land degradation. In order to withstand the changing climate,
forest ecosystems need to be healthy and strong. Forest health, described by the
functional envelope for disease-free trees at the individual level (Hartmann et al.
2018), can be monitored by determining mortality rates that deviate from normal
background mortality rates (excess deaths). Recording the normal space of operation and the detection of functional anomalies requires long-term and high-frequency
monitoring of trees in forest ecosystems (Trumbore et al. 2015). Abiotic and biotic
factors make the tree mortality process complicated. The failure of hydraulic

Fig. 10.2 Despite rapid directional environmental changes, forest managers struggle against environmental changes to maintain forests within historical ranges of conditions. However, forests are
inherently unstable under climate change, and, beyond a certain threshold, substantial mortality
occurs, with an abrupt loss of forest functions and services. Drought may cause tree mortality
directly or indirectly through increased vulnerability to insects or pathogens. Although drought-
induced mortality is expected to occur more frequently at the southern range limits of tree species,
tree death may increase regardless of location. Should forest managers anticipate and assist forest
transition by reducing the probability of sudden die-back (e.g., thinning to reduce competition for
resources, establishing species adapted to future conditions), the transition will be gradual rather
than abrupt, and ecosystem services will be maintained at a higher (although reduced) level
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systems and the depletion of carbon reserves determine the physiological response
of trees to drought and the pathway of drought-induced mortality (Choat et al.
2018). Vulnerability to pests and pathogens adds to abiotic stress, causing physiological decline and physical damage.
In order to implement CSF practices and assess forest ecosystem resilience,
drivers of forest dynamics, indicators of environmental disturbances, and the occurrence of tree mortality need to be selected and monitored (Bowditch et al. 2020). To
this end, trends and their directions in tree traits in response to disturbance events
can be considered to assess changes in temporal (and spatial) synchrony associated
with time series of ecophysiological and growth data and used as early warning
signals of mortality risk (Cocozza et al. 2009, 2012; Fierravanti et al. 2015; Cailleret
et al. 2016, 2017). Phase synchronization of time series relevant for signal analysis
may help understand the relationships between fluctuations in functional traits and
impacts of environmental drivers (Perone et al. 2016; Cocozza et al. 2018). Early
warning signals of forest systems that are approaching a critical transition are
caused by the gradual decrease in the recovery rate after a disturbance event (Wissel
1984; Drake and Griffen 2010; Veraart et al. 2012; Dai et al. 2012; Jarvis et al.
2016). Under increasing levels of stress (e.g., drought), damaged trees are no longer
able to use natural resources. Interacting stressors, hence, may lead to system failure (Anderegg et al. 2012). The accumulated physiological damage may cross the
tipping point and trigger tree mortality. This critical transition is caused by the
combined changes in the intensity, frequency, and duration of stress factors (Dakos
et al. 2015) and high sensitivity of the tree to these specific stresses (Brandt
et al. 2017).
Models of physiological processes may provide an understanding of mechanisms underlying responses to climate in forest trees that experience drought-
induced mortality (McDowell et al. 2013). When physiological models fail, however,
empirical data are useful to determine mechanisms and thresholds that may trigger
tree mortality. Estimates of the relationships among evaporative demand (dry season), water supply (wet season), and tree growth may help develop indices that
capture mortality (Park Williams et al. 2013). Integration of mechanistic approaches
with empirical observations can be achieved with specific studies of tree growth in
permanent sample plots (prospective studies, e.g., (Cocozza et al. 2016); see also
Chap. 5 of this book: Pretzsch et al. 2021) and tree ring analyses (retrospective studies, e.g., Tognetti et al. 2019).
Prior to tree mortality, an ecosystem may cross a critical transition (a tipping
point) in forest functions. These might include, for example, runaway embolism
caused by drought stress (Tyree and Sperry 1988) or crown damage caused by
wind or snow loading (Peltola and Kellomäki 1993; Nadrowski et al. 2014). The
exact location of the tipping point depends on species- and stress-specific sensitivity. Although dynamic phenomena are intrinsically difficult to observe, efficient
monitoring of spatially and temporally dynamic phenomena is possible through
multiscale sampling schemes based on a coarse-to-fine hierarchy system (Rundel
et al. 2009). With this approach, the region of interest can be identified and surveyed through low-spatial/time resolution sensors (e.g., airborne surveys and
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sparse ground-based devices), and selected areas that need high-resolution and
real-time observation can be monitored. Mobile nodes may supplement fixed sensors to adapt sampling protocols and instrument modalities (Jordan et al. 2007).
Similarly, ecosystem flux studies, which started in the late 1980s (Baldocchi et al.
1987; Jarvis et al. 1989), utilized fixed experimental infrastructures to measure the
net ecosystem gas exchange by eddy covariance methods across a global network
of terrestrial ecosystems. Because of the difficulty of moving the complex flux
infrastructures from site to site for short campaigns, low-cost eddy covariance
setups were developed and deployed as roving towers for characterizing the spatial variability at the landscape level (Cavaleri et al. 2008; Markwitz and
Siebicke 2019).
Tree mortality and forest dieback may themselves be considered tipping points
(Cailleret et al. 2019), which, once passed, may induce further major changes in the
system’s dynamics. Tipping points are difficult to predict due to species interactions
and driver stochasticity. Understanding these thresholds would help predict the circumstances under which trade-offs between different forest functions are minimal
and, therefore, when their simultaneous provisioning, that is, ecosystem multifunctionality, is amplified (Gamfeldt et al. 2013; Baeten et al. 2019). Long-term and
high-resolution data, in combination with modelling exercises and short-term
experiments, may help explain the mechanisms behind tipping points and runaway
perturbations. As an example, time-series data may integrate flux tower
measurements, which cover only the last three decades, and forest inventories,
which have multiannual gaps between successive samplings.
The tipping point can be reached after a series of extreme events, which may vary
in duration among tree species and environmental conditions or can be induced by
sequential exposure to extreme events (memory or legacy effect) (Fig. 10.3). The
extent by which climate extremes impact functional processes and resistance/recovery in tree patterns is also dependent on forest structure (age, height, and diameter
classes), genotypic and phenotypic profiles, soil characteristics, and degree and type
of disturbances (windstorms, fires, droughts, outbreaks) (Kannenberg et al. 2019).
The comprehension of these dynamics, as well as the identification of potential
early warning signals in trees, preceding the occurrence of irreversible tree decline
(tipping point), requires a new monitoring paradigm based on large-scale, single-
tree, high-frequency, and long-term monitoring. This will allow us to follow tree
dynamics under climate change in real time at a resolution and accuracy that cannot
always be provided through forest inventories or remote sensing.
Measuring forest ecosystem performance in response to changing environmental
conditions and detecting threshold responses may improve predictions of tree resilience to disturbance and provide early warning signs of forest transitions (Munson
et al. 2018). Critical environmental conditions, such as warming-induced drought
stress (e.g., Allen et al. 2010), may shift trees and forests into a different state. Since
the returning of the environmental condition to the pre-stress level does not necessarily result in the previous tree or forest state, forcing management to maintain
stands within their historic ranges of variability may result in substantial tree mortality and forest dieback once a threshold is exceeded, with a consequent loss of
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Fig. 10.3 Physiological responses to climatic perturbations could be defined as the normal or safe
operation mode of the single tree (a). However, extreme events might lead to anomalous physiological responses beyond the safe operation mode, leading to persistent irreversible changes, tree
decline, and tree death. The tipping point, which triggers the exit of tree responses from the safe
operation mode, is often not easy to detect without a long-term and high-frequency record of tree
functions. The tipping could be reached after a series of extreme days, which might vary among
species and conditions (c and d) or be induced by sequential exposure to extreme events in time
(memory effect) (b)

forest ecosystem services (Millar and Stephenson 2015). Climate-smart forestry
anticipates tree and stand instability in the new environmental condition, facilitating
forest adaptation by promoting species mixtures and silvicultural practices aimed at
reducing the competition for water and nutrients, thereby ensuring the provision of
ecosystem services.
Resource availability strongly influences biogeochemical cycles shaping ecosystem resilience to environmental changes and hence the avoidance of tipping points.
Changes in climate and other large-scale environmental alterations (e.g., nitrogen
deposition) affect forest ecosystems worldwide (Lindner et al. 2010). At the local
scale, these changes magnify the effects of disturbance events and changes in land-
use practices, inducing land cover changes and vegetation shifts (Millar and
Stephenson 2015).
Although protecting intact forests, restoring degraded forests and managing sustainably productive forests are essential issues to ensure carbon storage, and many
other ecosystem services (Pan et al. 2011), forests, and forestry also provide forcing
and feedbacks to climate, affecting the exchange of energy and water between land
surfaces and the atmosphere (Naudts et al. 2016). In fact, forests influence climate
in different and contrasting ways by storing large amounts of carbon (assimilating
CO2), masking the high albedo of snow (warming climate), and sustaining the
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hydrologic cycle through evapotranspiration (cooling climate) (Bonan 2008).
Indeed, the effect of competing processes (carbon emission vs. albedo increase
from land-use changes) is large in temperate and boreal latitudes of Europe, where
forests have been cleared for agriculture (with an increase in surface albedo), offsetting the warming due to deforestation (Luyssaert et al. 2018). However, in the tropics, forest loss leads to additional warming. Forest resilience to drought and the
interaction of disturbances with climate (e.g., fires, pollutants), as well as the effect
of deforestation on cloud formation, affect carbon sequestration potential and evaporative cooling of tropical forests.
Inferring the direction of causal dependence between drivers and processes
within complex mosaics of forest stands is challenging. Across regions and species,
trees that died during drought events were found to be less resilient to stress conditions occurring previously relative to co-occurring resilient trees of the same species
(DeSoto et al. 2020). Therefore, widespread (in space) and continuous (in time)
monitoring of individual functionality should be planned for describing the causal
relationships between climatic patterns or environmental disturbances and tree
resilience/vulnerability.
Droughts are linked to a wide range of climatic conditions, such as increased
mean and maximum air temperatures, which increase evapotranspiration rate and
vapor pressure deficit, with variable impacts on tree functioning across different
forest types (Choat et al. 2012; Rita et al. 2020). When coping with drought stress,
trees must finely tune the loss of water (transpiration) and the uptake of carbon
(growth). Although trees may adjust to extreme conditions, it is not clear whether
rapid physiological adjustments in stress tolerance occur in response to heat waves
and/or drought spells or whether this is an effective protectant during the extreme
events that are predicted to occur in the future (O’Sullivan et al. 2017). Yet, it is
unknown whether acclimation to long-term warming modifies the physiological
performance of trees during an extreme event (Teskey et al. 2015).
Tree water and carbon management strategies vary with species (e.g., regulation
of water potential, vulnerability to xylem embolism, pattern of carbon allocation,
etc.), but a clear framework of indicators useful for predicting the different components of tree resilience and the capacity of trees to recover after disturbance (or their
mortality) is still missing. Similarly, the relative influence of specific climate parameters on forest decline is poorly understood (Park Williams et al. 2013). Specific
functional traits for adapting to climate change and coping with environmental disturbances include tree height, wood density, seed size, specific leaf area, resprout
ability, bark thickness, and rooting depth (Aubin et al. 2018). However, a combination of ecophysiological indicators, measured continuously and representing the
coupling of tree productivity and water relations, would best explain the tipping
point of tree resilience/mortality, predicting the probability of departure from the
safe operational space.
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From Tree Observation to Functional Understanding

Single-tree characteristics provide information about the response of stands to disturbance events and the growing stock of stands (see Chap. 4 of this book: Temperli
et al. 2021). Similar information can be estimated from remote sensing, but the
quality, sensitivity, and resolution of the information are not as high. In addition,
ecophysiological traits of trees are increasingly recognized as a useful tool to predict vulnerability to disturbance (namely, drought and the drought-induced xylem
dysfunction) and to forecast composition, structure, and function of future forests
under climate change scenarios (O’Brien et al. 2017). The increased frequency of
extreme events and climate anomalies (e.g., late frosts, heavy storms) may produce
immediate damage to stands or alter local phenology of trees, leading to increased
risks of pest exposure or carbon starvation. However, widespread climate-driven
forest die-off from drought and heat stress is expected to have consequences distinct
from those of other forest disturbances (Allen et al. 2010).
Luyssaert et al. (2018) argued that Europe should not rely on forest management
to mitigate climate change, whereas adaptation to future climate should be favored.
Whether this adaptation can be obtained by changes in species composition and/or
revision of silvicultural systems over major biogeographic regions needs standardized data collection across field experiments. In particular, ecophysiological
responses of fine-scale processes may help to understand regional-scale trajectories
of adaptation patterns and long-term consequences. While acknowledging the
importance of biophysical effects on climate, Grassi et al. (2019) claimed that the
net annual biophysical climate impact of forest management in Europe remains
more uncertain than the net atmospheric CO2 uptake impact.
The primary reason for forest monitoring to move forward and integrate tree-
level and landscape-level data is to operate tools in a manner that consistently generate information in a dynamic environment. A number of traits are good indicators
of tree responses to resource availability, or biotic disturbance, and data processed
by software platforms can be readily converted into descriptions of these traits.
Integrating image processing (e.g., scientific digital webcams; Bothmann et al.
2017) with functional monitoring (e.g., sap flow gauges; Flo et al. 2019) provides an
example of how different sensors can be linked to address rapid dynamics in plant
response to environmental changes. The fast development of advanced equipment
and the vast amount of generated data may allow innovative data-driven approaches
to replace traditional hypothesis-driven analyses, providing new insights on forest
ecophysiology by means of artificial intelligence, e.g., machine learning approaches
(Torresan et al. 2021).
A network of sensors and imagers deployed in the forest can be also used to
monitor the simultaneous response of interacting variables, partitioning aboveground and belowground dynamics in the soil-plant-atmosphere continuum. Ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) (e.g., Lambot et al. 2006) and wireless soil moisture sensor
networks (Rosenbaum et al. 2012) allow the assessment of spatial patterns of soil
moisture and soil hydraulic properties, which may integrate measurements of
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hydraulic redistribution by deep roots, following reversal in sap flow (Oliveira et al.
2005). Cosmic ray sensors provide soil moisture measurements for a footprint with
a radius of approximately 300 m and a vertical depth of up to 70 cm (Zreda et al.
2012; Baatz et al. 2014). In drought-stress physiology, in particular, questions about
the proportion of water sources accessed by plants during the season can be
answered by tracing stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen (2H/1H, 16O/18O) in the
water molecule (Dawson et al. 2002). Relatively cheap and transportable instruments, made available by recent technical development, allow measurement of the
stable isotope composition of different waters, including transpired and leaf water,
directly in the field (Cernusak et al. 2016; Marshall et al. 2020).
Stable isotopes can be used to trace the uptake and movement of water through
the tree, interpreting temporal and spatial variation between neighboring plants. For
example, walnut trees were reported to extract water from deeper soils compared to
the Italian alder in a mixed plantation in central Italy (Lauteri et al. 2005). In contrast, black walnut was found to extract water from shallow soils compared to a
hybrid poplar (Populus deltoides x Populus nigra clone) in an agroforestry system
in Ontario, Canada (Link et al. 2015). Switches between different soil water sources
may also occur as a function of seasonal patterns (dry vs. wet periods) or weather
events (high vs. low soil moisture) (Sun et al. 2011). Given that transpiration is
strongly controlled by water supply and demand, stable isotopes of hydrogen and
oxygen in plant organic matter (e.g., leaf tissues, tree rings) reflect the environmental conditions (particularly the evaporative demand) in which the tree grew and the
biophysical response to those conditions. Schwendenmann et al. (2010) observed
that a higher proportion of deep-water uptake associated with more foliage cover in
the dry season (phenological stage), as well as higher sap flux densities and water
use rates (transpiration rate). Age and size of trees also have an impact on soil
water-use depths and dynamics. The development of technologies for quantifying
stable isotope ratios of transpired water and water extracted from plant tissues provides a means to understand the environmental and physiological controls over leaf
hydraulics. Labelling experiments, in which labelled water (with D2O) is added to
the soil surface, may further illuminate patterns of water uptake (Koeniger
et al. 2010).
Digital sensors open new opportunities for low-cost measurements of vertical
soil moisture storage and temperature, including vertical and horizontal patterns of
root water uptake (Blonquist et al. 2005; Nadezhdina et al. 2006). Full-range tensiometers (filled with a polymer solution) can be used to measure the soil water matric potential directly in forest, in the range of 0–2 MPa with enough accuracy and
low maintenance (Bakker et al. 2007). Estimates of soil hydraulic properties are,
however, critical for understanding drought-induced changes in soil hydrological
processes, including water infiltration, surface runoff, water retention, moisture
content, and solute transport (Robinson et al. 2019), as well as plant transpiration,
the principal component of the hydrologic cycle.
The energy associated with water transpired by plants and evaporated directly
from wet surfaces (the latent heat flux) is a fundamental component of the Earth’s
surface energy balance. Soil moisture and evaporative demand affect transpiration,
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which is the dominant component of the latent heat flux in areas covered by forest.
Eddy covariance technique can be used to measure the latent heat flux above the
forest canopy, but it does not distinguish between transpiration and evaporation. In
this sense, sap flow (sap flux when referred to an area, e.g., conducting sapwood or
transpiring foliage) measurements may help disentangle transpiration and evaporation, as well as determine species-specific contributions (for a comparison of sap
flow methods, see Steppe et al. 2010; Cermák et al. 2015; Poyatos et al. 2016;
Halbritter et al. 2020). Soil properties (e.g., water holding capacity, water content)
and plant traits (e.g., sap flow rate, water potential) can be used to derive relative
extractable water and water stress indices.
Tree growth dynamics and biomass increment are of high importance as indicators of forest condition in long-term forest monitoring (Dobbertin et al. 2013; see
also Chaps. 6 and 7: Pretzsch et al. 2021; Bosela et al. 2021) and of potential uptake
of CO2 by forest ecosystems (Law et al. 2018). Stem radial growth and seasonal
cambial rhythm are strongly dependent on environmental factors and, as such, good
indicators of tree vitality and of tree responses to stress factors, such as drought
(Zweifel 2016; Prislan et al. 2019). Furthermore, strong relationships between
annual tree biomass increment and yearly net ecosystem productivity measurement
have been observed (Teets et al. 2018). Living trees have similar utility as living
laboratories in enabling forest researchers and operators to document and assess the
response of trees to climate change in real-life contexts (Farrell et al. 2015). Diel
patterns in stem diameter variations (radial growth, water content) and plant water
dynamics (sap flow, gas exchange) can be related to mechanisms controlling water
and carbon balance and their seasonal variation (Fig. 10.4). In connecting different
devices, computer-assisted continuous monitoring of individual trees is essential for
the major facets of detection, prediction, and adaptation associated with climate change.
Environmental changes regulate ecosystem processes. Periodic, stochastic, and
catastrophic variations in environmental conditions produce, respectively, stress,
noise, and disturbance (Sabo and Post 2008). In response to environmental fluctuations, trees generate periodic signals that delineate the boundaries of normal operation. Outside the envelope of normal operation, functional processes in trees (e.g.,
water and sugar transport between plant organs) may collapse, leading to tree mortality. Sap flow gauges and dendrometers are tools that can be used to monitor the
synchronicity of tree signals and environmental fluctuations (Cocozza et al. 2009),
providing continuous information on hydraulic safety and carbon status.
Sap flow dynamics can be related to stem diameter variations, considering
radial flow of water between xylem and phloem (Steppe et al. 2016). Radial water
flow causes changes in stem water capacitance, highlighting functional links
between phloem and xylem (Pfautsch et al. 2015), facilitated by wood anatomical
traits (parenchyma cells). Complementary measurements of stem tissue moisture
can be used to derive the relative water content (i.e., the difference between fresh
weight and dry mass, divided by the difference between turgid weight and dry
mass of the tissues), an indicator of water stress, which trees try to maintain as
constant as possible or above species-specific irreversible thresholds of
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Fig. 10.4 The tree biogeophysical-chemical unit. Ecophysiological processes influence, over time
and from tissue to tree level, biogeophysical processes (surface energy fluxes, the hydrologic
cycle) and biogeochemical processes (the carbon cycle, the nutrient cycle), as well as biogeographical processes (land use, vegetation dynamics). Single-tree observation provides data for
process integration at fine scales, while remote-sensing monitoring is important for scaling indicators to landscape levels. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, e.g., drones) equipped with miniaturized sensors may map landscape features at high spatial and temporal resolution. Imagery from
UAVs may help derive tree growth and monitor forest health (e.g., healthy, dead, or stressed/
infested trees)

dehydration (Martinez-Vilalta et al. 2019). Further, transportable computed tomography may represent a powerful tool for measuring density distributions and water
contents in the xylem with high spatial resolution in the field (Raschi et al. 1995;
Tognetti et al. 1996).
Spectral properties of leaves, based on reflectance-absorbance of light by pigments, may add information on the health status of the forest canopy (Rautiainen
et al. 2018). Field spectroscopy provides a cost-effective and practical means to
monitor forest functioning with a capacity to upscale to airborne and satellite imagery. Comparing measurements taken with below-canopy sensors, used to measure
inside the forest, with reference sensors, located above the forest canopy, may help
disentangle the seasonal contribution of understory vegetation to forest reflectance.
While multispectral cameras can be used to derive plot-level spectral vegetation
indices (SVIs) from discrete spectral wavelengths, hyperspectral analysis of leaf-
level photosynthetic parameters has technical challenges (e.g., data storage, sensor
availability).
Extensive within-canopy light gradients importantly affect the photosynthetic
productivity of leaves in different canopy positions and lead to light-dependent
increases in foliage photosynthetic capacity per area (Niinemets et al. 2015).
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Within-canopy changes in leaf dry mass per unit area, leaf nitrogen content, and
nitrogen partitioning among proteins of the photosynthetic machinery determine
the within-canopy photosynthetic modifications. The sun-exposed upper-canopy
leaves differ from the shaded lower-canopy leaves in their chlorophyll and nitrogen
contents, relative water content, and specific leaf area, and these variations influence the foliar spectral reflectance. Since leaf traits and leaf reflectance co-vary
across the canopy layers (Gara et al. 2018), leaf spectral reflectance can be valuable
for monitoring the canopy level variation due to environmental stress and reflectance indices, such as the enhanced vegetation index (EVI), normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI), and, more recently, solar-induced fluorescence (SIF).
These indices can be used for assessing the plant physiological status by proximal
or remote sensing.
Proximal sensing (portable spectrometers and cameras mounted on mobile platforms, towers, or drones) provides validation for the large-scale air-/spaceborne
remote sensing, taking advantage of variation in canopy reflectance (Gamon et al.
2019), though the spatial resolution can be too coarse for measuring photosynthetic
capacity at the scale of individual leaves in small plots. Fractal analysis can be used
to assess architectural complexity based on laser scanning data, providing a link
between single-tree canopy attributes and plot-level structural complexity.
Combination of structural data (e.g., proximal spectrometry) and ecophysiological
measurements (e.g., sap flow) is a valid tool for scaling purposes. The positive relationships between the structural heterogeneity and complexity of forest stands and
their functions and services provide a link between proximal spectrometry and forest management (Seidel et al. 2019).

10.4

Experimental Field Trials

It remains difficult to use discrete sampling strategies to address long-term response
to multiple stress conditions, relationship between stress response and tree growth,
and early detection of plant stress conditions. Understanding rapid changes in functional signals requires quantitative continuous monitoring of both plant physiology
and environment conditions. Remote sensing techniques are low in spatial or temporal resolutions, or do not provide timely response to events that influence plant
physiology. Therefore, sensors continuously monitoring physiological and environmental parameters (e.g., plant water status, soil moisture content, stem diameter
variation, spectral reflectance properties), which are either fixed on plant organs
with fixtures or placed in their close proximity, may allow communication
with trees.
At heavily instrumented sites, field-portable instruments for analyzing stable isotope compositions may become useful for determining spatial patterns of root water
extraction at varying soil depths with succeeding phenological stages (Liu et al.
2019), thus complementing plant transpiration measurements (Nadezhdina et al.
2010; Rothfuss and Javaux 2017). Canopy transpiration flux can be combined with
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water-use efficiency, as inferred from carbon isotope analysis, to infer gross primary
productivity (GPP) of forest canopies (Klein et al. 2016; Vernay et al. 2020).
Continuous measurement of soil respiration can be coupled with chamber CO2
measurement systems (Tang and Baldocchi 2005), as well as tree- and canopy-scale
rates of CO2 uptake derived by sap flow time series in combination with 13C data, to
determine temporal (and spatial) dynamics in autotrophic vs. heterotrophic respiration. Multispectral and/or hyperspectral imaging systems may provide for automated detection of living root dynamics (Bodner et al. 2018), though establishing a
sensor network belowground requires considering trade-offs between expensive vs.
low-cost multimodal minirhizotrons (Rahman et al. 2020). In this sense, preliminary work with GPR would gather initial imaging analysis of coarse root turnover
(Stover et al. 2007), in order to integrate soil texture and soil microclimate (temperature, moisture) and contribute to determine the positions of soil sensor nodes in
patchy forest stands (Rundel et al. 2009).
Although stands are the logical operational units for forestry, within-stand variability often hinders identification of the causal relation between mortality episodes
and stochastic events (i.e., disturbances). Indeed, a comprehensive assessment of
how natural disturbances determine the decline and death of individual trees across
sites is still missing. We argue that high frequency and real-time sensor-based measurements of ecophysiological parameters in combination with long-term ecological and silvicultural field-scale studies would enhance our capacity to identify early
warning signals in trees, preceding the occurrence of irreversible tree decline, and,
thus, monitor forest dieback at sites that are distributed strategically across biogeographic regions. These networks should be able to characterize the spatial and temporal scales of disturbance events.
Observational studies and in situ experiments identify cause-effect relationships,
which can be conveniently implemented in ecological syntheses and model exercises to understand interactions between global drivers and change processes. Yet,
understanding how functional traits vary among genotypes (tree species or populations) and to what extent this variation has adaptive value is central to CSF. Long-
term provenance field trials established in the twentieth century have been conducted
to assess genetic diversity in forest tree species. Their coordination may become
important in providing data to address climate- and disturbance-related questions
for forest productivity and determine species or provenance adaptation to changing
environmental conditions.

10.5

 etworked Sensors and Wireless Communication
N
at a Site

Low-power communication networks may support data transfer over large distances
(kilometers) (Talla et al. 2017). Electro-biochemical devices may run on starch in
plants, the most widely used energy storage compound in nature (Zhu et al. 2014).
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Potentially, they contain an energy storage density of one order of magnitude higher
than that of lithium-ion batteries. Microclimatic sensors can, therefore, be deployed
in remote areas and receive continuous electricity supply from trees within dense
canopies to run electronics for long-term sampling and monitoring, where solar
power is not sufficient and other communication methods are not feasible (Allan
et al. 2018). With Internet of things (IoT) technology, many of these networked
devices can be connected wirelessly (e.g., temperature sensors, camera traps, and
acoustic monitors) and, therefore, able to communicate with each other and transmit
data to central nodes.
To reach the ambitious goal of introducing massive data observation and analysis, it is necessary to deploy a great number of specifically designed sensors, connect them in clouds in real time, and analyze the collected data by using big data
analytics and machine learning algorithms. Deploying a standardized cybernetic
web of specifically designed low-cost sensors will provide real-time access to environmental data from established forest research sites and help identify tree nonlinear responses beyond the safe operation mode (Fig. 10.1), as well as triggering
thresholds. A critical feature of a network of sites that are digitally connected is the
visualization of records and data storytelling to engage researchers, stakeholders,
educators, and the public with climate-smart forests. However, wired systems are
costly and energy-demanding, and their use in remote sites is limited (Torresan et al.
2021). Advancements in wireless communication and sensor technologies provide
researchers with flexible and scalable tools to monitor smart forestry systems.
Agrometeorological data by wireless technology has been implemented in climate-
smart agriculture and integrated pest management (Asseng et al. 2016; Marchi et al.
2016), allowing for the control of farming operations based on spatial data
(Kaivosoja et al. 2014).
Modern forestry needs to address questions on continuous monitoring and
assessing of climate smartness in forests and the impact of disturbance, using the
most recent tree-based tools and proximal sensing techniques, combined with field
surveys. The complex terrain of mountain regions complicates the study of climate-
related disturbances that challenge tree physiology and forest productivity. These
forests show large variation in tree density, species composition, and carbon stocks
that can hardly be derived from coarse-scale forest inventory and remote sensing
(Pan et al. 2011). Rather, fine-scale measurements of ecophysiological traits on
individual trees add to leaf- and landscape-level studies, integrating the texture for
a comprehensive understanding of forest dynamics (Beer et al. 2010; Brown
et al. 2016).
Effects of slope, aspect, and topographic complexity on shaping species-specific
physiological responses of mountain forests to seasonal variation in air temperature
and soil moisture can be better characterized through instrumented experimental
plots. Indeed, mountain forests are subject to landscape-scale differences in soil
structure, moisture availability, and energy input that do not apply to plant communities in flat terrain (Zapata-Rios et al. 2015; Wei et al. 2018). Recent development
in flexible electronics, sensor designs, and wireless communications is leading to
the development of a new generation of sensing devices (e.g., Zhao et al. 2019),
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which may further advance low-cost and low-power monitoring of microclimate
and ecophysiological changes across diverse environmental conditions.

10.6

 easurement Harmonization, Data Integration,
M
and Interoperability Across Sites

The tree-scale measurements emphasized here would be most valuable as part of a
larger integrated network. Ground data can be conveniently coupled with standardized observations from highly instrumented research infrastructures. Research
infrastructures of multisite networks may provide data on biogeochemical monitoring and allow us to envisage future trajectories of forest-climate relations (Vicca
et al. 2018). For example, research infrastructures and networks, such as NEON
(https://www.neonscience.org/), collect empirical data of carbon and water fluxes
from forest stands and their response to environmental changes in different biogeographic regions (Hinckley et al. 2016; Richter et al. 2018).
Representative forest ecosystem sites can be part of a global Earth observatory,
consisting of many well-equipped and similarly equipped ground stations around
the world that track key ecosystems fully and continuously (Kulmala 2018).
Observational data from these stations can be linked to remote sensing imagery,
knowledge from laboratory experiments, and computer modelling simulations to
create a coherent dataset, which can be explored in different directions and for specific purposes. Data or product users may include researchers, benefiting from a
comprehensive dataset to explore new avenues in the analysis of forest ecosystem
functionality and its feedback loops with climate. Other users might include the
public and private sector interested in providing diagnostic products, such as early
warning alerts for forest managers (e.g., forest fire risk, pest outbreak risk, tree mortality risk, etc.) or ecosystem service assessment for decision-making (payments for
ecosystem services).
Such an observational system cannot operate effectively and efficiently without
considering data quality standards along the whole pipeline, starting from instrumental measurements up to the processed outputs or products available for different
user needs. First, instruments need to be calibrated and harmonized and measurement protocols standardized. Professional staff is needed to install and maintain the
instrumentation at the sites, with less assistance required the higher the level of
power autonomy, signal stability, and automation of the data collection and transmission. Data processing workflows need to be harmonized across the site network
and require the implementation of a raw data quality control (QC) that arises from
data quality assessment (QA) procedures agreed and adopted by research scientists
operating in the same community. Quality control steps include, for instance, data
timestamp verification, elimination of duplicated records, and signal despiking.
Obtained raw data time series should, when necessary, be converted to standard
physical variables, or further post-processed to produce standard variables,
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parameters, and indicators of interest. This last set of operations is fundamental to
guarantee consistency in the scientific data output across the monitoring network;
they underpin data interoperability, defined as the possibility of readily connecting
different databases on separate hardware/software systems, and perform data
retrieval, analysis, and other applications without regard to the boundaries between
the systems (National Research Council 1995).
In an extended forest ecosystem monitoring framework, reducing semantic differences between data from disparate sources (naming conventions, fundamental
differences in temporal and spatial scale) means approaching the full interoperability among ground-based monitoring datasets and between these and gridded products (remote and proximal sensing, model simulations). However, differences in
technical details at software or hardware level, such as communication protocols
and ways of structuring and indexing databases, may hamper the way forward. If,
on the one hand, spatial and temporal aggregation of tree-level data into larger
scales would allow the comparison with variables typical of forest plot- or
catchment-scale observations, information at the original and finest level of detail
should be archived and available.
Accessing site information at the single tree scale, including accurate georeferencing of observations, can be fundamental to support climate-smart precision forestry. Yet, the importance of archiving data, as retrieved from the source, lies in the
possibility of reprocessing datasets whenever methodological updates are required
or a different output standard is chosen to improve data interoperability. Accessing
primary data would also give the possibility to scientists to analyze data and develop
new products that flow along the virtual line connecting the monitored ecosystem
sites to the archives and data users, thus generating more trust about the reliability
and utility of the data. It is worth noting that these issues have previously been dealt
with by the remote sensing and eddy flux communities.
Comparing functional traits among sites remains challenging due to the large
variability in environmental conditions (soil, microclimate, topography, etc.) that
modify resource availability (e.g., soil pH, species mixture, terrain slope) and due to
species-specific strategies of resource acquisition (e.g., root depths, leaf traits).
Integrating field measurements and model representations is not a straightforward
exercise (Vicca et al. 2018), though important for understanding processes that
occur at various spatial and temporal scales. Nonetheless, the simultaneous measurement of key physiological traits with resource availability indicators may help
reduce the caveats associated with any single measurement. Improved capability to
record slow and subtle physiological changes and plant-environment interactions is
particularly important when comparing stress resilience within and among sites
toward an integrated impact assessment of stress events.
A cybernetic web of trees monitors the response of forests to environmental
change in near real time. This requires that the data collected by environmental sensors from core sites should be transmitted through wireless technologies (Wi-Fi,
LoRa) to a single data concentration point from which collected records are, in turn,
transmitted to a data archive (server) through the Internet. These sites should be
distributed strategically across major biogeographic regions and forest types. Such
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a technological platform may combine high-frequency (seconds to days) sensor-
based monitoring (e.g., physiological processes) with middle-frequency (weeks to
seasons) stand-scale observations and more traditional low-frequency (annual to
decadal) forest-level mensuration, in order to respond rapidly to environmental
changes and monitor long-term ecological processes.
Studying ecophysiological responses of forest trees enables the prediction of
thresholds and, therefore, when changes can be expected in the functioning of individual trees and forest stands. For example, scaling up to stand-level transpiration
from measurements on individual trees can be difficult due to errors related to
intrinsic wood properties and method characteristics (Vandegehuchte and Steppe
2013; Poyatos et al. 2016; Flo et al. 2019). Scale-up steps from tree to plot level
include selecting representative trees for stem diameter classes (depending on the
general research objective and species mixture), measuring sapwood area and sap
flow radial profiles, quantifying transpiration for all trees in the plot expressed per
unit leaf area, and gap-filling data (Ford et al. 2007). Transpiration of the whole
stand can then be derived by estimating sapwood area from the diameter distribution
of the stand.
Advances in information technology and electronic engineering have prompted
the development of smart sensor networks to address complex ecological questions.
The proliferation of digital devices allows the creation of cybernetic infrastructures
of highly instrumented sites, with advanced storage capacity, data handling, and
processing tools, even in mountain environments. Computerized monitoring units
can capture and remotely transmit continuous data from a forest site to a remote
server over long periods (Sethi et al. 2018). In CSF, a wireless monitoring system is
envisaged to obtain field ecological parameters and provide disturbance-related
early warning signals in real time. However, autonomous systems for acquiring data
should not have high unit costs (Aide et al. 2013) or require complex communication systems (Saito et al. 2015). A new generation of sensors is now accessible for
collecting and transmitting physiological data to control units in real time, from an
integrated research and monitoring climate-smart forest network, in order to assess
tree and forest functionality. A cybernetic web of instrumented trees may provide
data on environmental change and alerts at a critical value. In this context, each
monitoring unit uploads data from a mobile network of capturing sensors and conveys information for processing and displaying (Fig. 10.5).
Modular multifunctional devices can be developed for the real-time monitoring
of tree physiology. An example is represented by the TreeTalker device (Valentini
et al. 2019), which measures plant water transport, stem radial fluctuations, leaf
spectral characteristics, stem moisture content, tree stem tilting, and environmental
microclimatic parameters. It is intended to be deployed on tree clusters and transmit
data using IoT technologies, providing cost-effective data. The low-power requirements of the devices are met by high-efficiency batteries and embedded solar panels, which confer power autonomy to the system and allow its deployment in remote
and off-grid areas, reducing the need for frequent system maintenance and maintaining the operativity of all the sensors. A large-scale, single-tree, high-frequency,
and long-term monitoring network of ecophysiological parameters is represented
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Fig. 10.5 The cybernetic web of modular multifunctional devices (the biogeochemical unit)
includes nodes: (a) a common suite of low-cost sensors for biological, physical, and chemical
measurements, (b) real-time data delivery to a single web access point, and (c) interactive data
visualization and content for scientists, educators, and the public. This networked device allows for
data acquisition, processing, and management. Data collected by the device platform and transferred to the cloud can be combined with earth observation datasets and/or forest inventory data.
With cyberinfrastructures, near real-time access to all data streams from sensor networks is possible. Therefore, instrument failures, power interruptions, and calibration errors can be quickly
identified and corrected, minimizing major data gaps

by forest monitoring research projects in several countries, including China, Italy,
Russia, and Spain (Valentini et al. 2019). Based on this example of integrated device
technology, a set of variables for identifying drivers of physiological disturbance
and a list of measurements and tools for collecting data from experimental forest
stands can be outlined (Table 10.2) (other variables can be included to merge diverse
approaches). This integrated framework of structural and functional components at
monitoring sites is intended to describe the health status of a forest and may feed
into climate-smart forest indicators.
Major limitations to continuous monitoring of tree physiological functions are
generated by the elevated costs of multi-sensor devices, which are usually energyand labor-demanding. Current tree monitoring refers to limited sets of devices and
trees and/or campaigns in space and time. The TreeTalker network represents a
large-scale monitoring system of individual trees in forest plots distributed across a
latitudinal gradient. This approach takes advantage of the IoT cyber ecosystem of
interconnected sensors and the radio LoRa protocols for data transmission and
access to cloud services. The duration of the measurement periods of variables, the
acquisition intervals of data, and the frequency of data transmission are customizable, allowing flexible instrument configuration, depending on specific monitoring
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Table 10.2 Measurement variables, sensors, and methods for in situ monitoring of climate-smart
forest status, considering the stand-level structures and processes and their components
Climate-
smart forest
Forest
structures

Static and
dynamic
components
Stand
heterogeneity

Biotic diversity

Forest
processes

Energy budget

Measurement variables
Canopy height
Crown depth
Tree height
DBH and basal area
Species composition
Tree density
Canopy gaps, crown
transparency
Microhabitats
Land cover
Species diversity
Saproxylic insects
Saproxylic fungi
Lichens
Vertebrates
Solar radiation
Albedo
Soil heat flux
CO2 and H2O atmospheric
concentrations
Latent and sensible heat
fluxes
LAI
Leaf temperature

Water budget

Precipitation, wind,
evaporation, temperature,
humidity, snow depth
Transpiration
Throughfall and stemflow
VPD
Soil moisture
Soil texture and depth

Leaf spectral properties

In situ sensors and methods
Forest inventory, TLS
Forest inventory, TLS
Forest inventory, TLS
Forest inventory, TLS
LiDAR and spectral data
Survey, TLS
Survey, TLS, spectral
reflectance
Survey, TLS
ULS
TLS, survey
Traps and analysis
Survey and analysis
Survey and analysis
Counts, camera traps, GPS
telemetry
Pyranometer, light meters
Pyranometer, light meters
Heat flux plate, distributed
temperature sensors
Portable GHG gas analyzer
Modeling and land surface
temperatures
Plant canopy analyzer
Thermal resistance,
thermocouple, infrared thermal
imaging (TIR)
Pluviometer, anemometer,
thermometer, hygrometer,
optical sensor
Sap flow meter
Collectors and samplers
Multiparameter probes
TDR, electrical capacitance,
gamma attenuation
Shortwave infrared reflectance,
ground-penetrating radar
(GPR)
Spectroradiometer
(continued)
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Table 10.2 (continued)
Static and
dynamic
Climate-
smart forest components
Carbon cycle

Measurement variables
GPP
Respiration
NPP, aboveground and
belowground
SOC
Soil CO2 flux
Photosynthesis

Nutrient cycling

Deadwood
Atmospheric deposition
Nutrient uptake
Soil organic matter
Decomposition and
mineralization
Nitrates and phosphorus
Litter production
Soil solution chemistry

In situ sensors and methods
Sap flow and stable isotopes
(GPP=WUEi*gs)
CO2 flux system
Dendrometers,
dendrochronology,
minirhizotrons, GPR
Spectroscopy
CO2 flux system
CO2 and H2O flux system,
stable isotopes
Survey, TLS
Deposition samplers and
analysis
Hyperspectral vegetation
indexes, stable isotope labeling
Spectroscopy
Litter bags
Nitrate and phosphorus sensors
Litter traps
Soil solution samplers and
analysis

requirements and expected power autonomy. Each single device includes a set of
low-cost sensors capable of monitoring tree functions continuously: (1) tree radial
growth, as indicator of photosynthetic carbon allocation in biomass; (2) sap flow, as
indicator of tree transpiration and functionality of xylem transport; (3) stem wood
temperature and xylem water content, as indicators of heat storage and water status
of the plant; (4) light penetration through the canopy, as indicator of absorbed radiation fraction; (5) light spectral components, as related to foliage dieback, phenology, and physiology; (6) plant stability (angular deviation of the trunk from the
normal along three coordinate axes), related to tree stem tilting, as a result of the
momentum exerted by wind on tree canopies and estimated using an automatic
accelerometer (gyroscopic sensor); and (7) air temperature and relative humidity in
the proximity of the tree trunk, at device installation height (typically 1.3 m), as
indicator of tree surrounding microclimate. Each tree can transmit high-frequency
data on the web cloud with a unique IoT identifier. This networked device deploys
a range of digital sensors, featuring continuous operability and automatic transmission of real-time monitoring data, which provides the basis for translating functional variables into decision support indicators and new research questions (Bayne
et al. 2017; Subashini et al. 2018; Valentini et al. 2019).
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Strengths and Limitations

Deploying a standardized cybernetic web of specifically designed low-cost sensors
may provide real-time access to environmental data from established forest research
sites and help detect nonlinear responses beyond the safe operation mode.
Multifunctional devices, based on IoT systems, for the real-time observation of
physical and biological parameters of trees can be considered a solution to provide
efficient monitoring of forest health. In addition, with the increasing amount of data
captured during forest surveys, monitoring systems are becoming important factors
in decision-making for management. Modular multifunctional devices allow for
long-term (months to years) data collection and observation of a single stand or
multiple stands. The distributed nature of a wireless sensor network combined with
the spatial resolution of remote sensing data will let a large forest area of study to be
monitored in sufficient detail to offer new insights into functional traits and ecosystem services. Spatial links between the data at different scales, stand to landscape,
will support researchers in increasing the spatial extent of datasets and performing
spatially explicit analyses and predictions. New opportunities emerge to scale up
ecological information about the tree-environment interactions at a fine scale, promoting knowledge of forest responses to climate change over coarse scale.
Obviously, new technologies come with trade-offs, and integration with traditional
inventory data collection is advised when planning forest surveys and monitoring
campaigns. Proliferation of digital tools and technologized forest also have political
and social impacts that need to be considered (Gabrys 2020). Indeed, forests provide key products and services and are crucial to mitigate global change, contributing to biogeochemical cycles and species diversity. However, though halting
deforestation and contributing to reforestation are key to meet international goals
(Griscom et al. 2017), climate benefits from carbon sequestration can be offset by
environmental disturbances, which are also increasing.
Recent technological advances in instrumentation for measuring physiological
ecology variables at experimental sites allow merging information into monitoring
data collected in other research infrastructures (Haase et al. 2018). Though sites
may differ in the temporal and spatial resolution of instrumentation and in the
research questions addressed, modular research platforms may form a multilevel
system of distributed monitoring sites, integrating site-specific data source and
environmental stratification. Examples of initiatives that have been developed to
watch trees grow and function in real time include TreeWatch.net (https://treewatch.
net/) and TreeNet (https://treenet.info/) monitoring and modeling networks (Steppe
et al. 2016; Zweifel et al. 2016). A global compilation of whole-plant transpiration
data from sap flow measurements has been presented by Poyatos et al. (2020), with
the aim of harmonizing individual datasets supplied by contributors worldwide
(SAPFLUXNET), including subdaily time series of sap flow and ancillary data
(https://sapfluxnet.creaf.cat/). Distributed research infrastructures, such as ICOS
(https://www.icos-ri.eu/) and FLUXNET (https://fluxnet.fluxdata.org/), generate
data and integrate knowledge on biogeochemical cycles and of their perturbations
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with high operating costs and complex instrumentations (Franz et al. 2018; Rebmann
et al. 2018). The TRY database of plant traits (https://www.try-db.org) aims to
improve the availability and accessibility of plant trait data for ecology and earth
system sciences (Kattge et al. 2020). In this context, selection of key variables documenting early warning signals for critical forest status in highly instrumented sites
(tree mortality, biodiversity change) would provide useful directions. Research integration will allow us to better understand the factors driving changes in species
diversity, the effects of extreme events on tree productivity, the impacts of disturbances on forest function, and the interactions between short- and long-term trends.
Data integration will also facilitate upscaling measurements from local conditions
to addressing challenges from global objectives (Fig. 10.6).
The close link between physical properties of the forest canopy (e.g., leaf surface
temperature, leaf pigment absorption, chlorophyll fluorescence emission, latent
heat flux, etc.) with plant functioning opens a wide range of applications and methods to monitor forest health remotely. However, remote sensing methods may lack
adequate resolution for application at the range edge of species distribution.
Similarly, the eddy covariance method measures the net effects of a forest upwind
of the sensor, ignoring individual trees or species within the stand. These methods
are, therefore, unsuited to detect early signs of ecophysiological stress when the
functional response of trees differs among ages or species, leading to a compensatory effect at the stand level. Since CSF has the ambition to tailor adaptive silviculture to ensure the resilience of individual trees and species, a more highly resolved

Fig. 10.6 Translation from local conditions (stand-based measurements) to global objectives
(global convention requirements) should account for trade-offs and synergies between forest
capacity to store carbon, adapt to climate change, and provide products and services
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diagnosis of tree decline/mortality is needed. Indeed, risk assessments (diagnosis)
and optimal treatments (therapy) require individualized analysis for individual trees
exposed to multiple stresses. Effective monitoring of tree responses to environmental disturbance in marginal regions (e.g., mountain areas, range edges) is of critical
importance in order to predict and manage threats to tree populations. Therefore,
combining remote sensing observations with ground-based methods can be the
most effective means of monitoring resilience and vulnerability of forest trees and
ecosystems. Stand-based networks committed to long-term monitoring may provide
representative datasets (e.g., tree biomass, tree mortality), which become useful for
validation of forest modeling exercises and remote sensing missions (Chave et al.
2019). In this context, forest inventories and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) surveys
may contribute with accurate measurements of individual tree traits (e.g., volume,
height, allometry, etc.) and forest stand structure, for modelling purposes (Calders
et al. 2018). Detailed datasets of 3D vegetation structure from below (Kunz et al.
2019), provided by TLS, can be used for assessing canopy space filling, detecting
leaf flush, monitoring tree growth, and deriving microclimate at plot scale. Therefore,
information provided by TLS at the stand level may link ground-based measurements and integrate forest structural changes mapped by airborne laser scanning
(ALS) from above (Marvin et al. 2016).
Wireless sensor network approach has only recently become cost-effective
because of the availability of simple, inexpensive devices. But it also depends on a
common, convenient platform for data processing and visualization. Such a platform would ease the use of data for storytelling aimed to engage researchers, stakeholders, educators, and the public with climate-smart forests. We propose using
tree-based tools, proximal sensing techniques, and networking tools and coupling
them to traditional field surveys and remote sensing in order to address the data
needs of continuous monitoring and assessment of climate smartness and the impact
of disturbance.
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Chapter 11

Remote Sensing Technologies for Assessing
Climate-Smart Criteria in Mountain
Forests
Chiara Torresan, Sebastiaan Luyssaert, Gianluca Filippa,
Mohammad Imangholiloo, and Rachel Gaulton

Abstract Monitoring forest responses to climate-smart forestry (CSF) is necessary
to determine whether forest management is on track to contribute to the reduction
and/or removal of greenhouse gas emissions and the development of resilient mountain forests. A set of indicators to assess “the smartness” of forests has been previously identified by combining indicators for sustainable forest management with the
ecosystem services. Here, we discuss the remote sensing technologies suitable to
assess those indicators grouped in forest resources, health and vitality, productivity,
biological diversity, and protective functions criteria. Forest cover, growing stock,
abiotic, biotic, and human-induced forest damage, and tree composition indicators
can be readily assessed by using established remote sensing techniques. The emerging areas of phenotyping will help track genetic resource indicators. No single existing sensor or platform is sufficient on its own to assess all the individual CSF
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indicators, due to the need to balance fine-scale monitoring and satisfactory coverage at broad scales. The challenge of being successful in assessing the largest
number and type of indicators (e.g., soil conditions) is likely to be best tackled
through multimode and multifunctional sensors, increasingly coupled with new
computational and analytical approaches, such as cloud computing, machine learning, and deep learning.

11.1

Introduction

Climate-smart forestry (CSF), as defined by Bowditch et al. (2020), consists of forest management practices that should enable both forests and society to transform,
adapt to, and mitigate climate-induced changes. This definition is not far from the
European Forest Institute (EFI) interpretation. Indeed, in EFI’s vision, CSF is an
approach built on practices and active forest management targeted at reducing and/
or removing greenhouse gas emissions to mitigate climate change, building resilient
forests, and sustainably increasing forest productivity and incomes (Nabuurs et al.
2017; Kauppi et al. 2018). The economic dimension in the EFI’s point of view substitutes the social dimension of CSF on which Bowditch et al. (2020) focused. These
two dimensions do not exclude each other: practices to stimulate forest productivity
should not conflict with forestry practices aimed at growing forests able to contribute to the well-being of the people.
To determine whether forest management is on track to meet the goals of forest
adaptation and mitigation to climate change, monitoring the forest response to practices applied during years of climate-smart forest management is necessary.
Bowditch et al. (2020) selected a set of indicators to assess “the smartness” of forests, induced by forest management activities carried out in response to climate
changes, by combining the pan-European indicators for sustainable forest management (SFM) (FOREST EUROPE 2015) with the ecosystem services defined by the
European Environment Agency in the Common International Classification of
Ecosystem Services (CICES V5.1 2018, Haines-Young and Potschin 2018). The
full list of indicators is reported in Chap. 2 of the book (Weatherall et al. 2021)
together with their classification in core and peripheral groups according to their
importance to assess the provision of forest ecosystem services.
Remote sensing, “as the practice of deriving information about the Earth’s land
and water surfaces using images acquired from an overhead perspective, using electromagnetic radiation in one or more regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,
reflected or emitted from the Earth’s surfaces” (Campbell and Wynne 2011), can
contribute to quantifying CSF indicators. As a general consideration, the benefits of
remote sensing to monitor the forests as a result of the application of CSF practices
are related to full coverage of forested areas in a relatively short time, repeatability
of measurements, and availability of data for remote or inaccessible terrestrial areas
(Koch 2015). Remote sensing plays an important role in mountain forest monitoring, i.e., forests at an elevation of 2500 m a.s.l. or higher, irrespective of the slope,
or on land with an elevation of 300–2500 m and a slope with sharp changes in
elevation within a short distance (Kapos et al. 2000). Because of their steep slopes
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and often-extreme climates and weather events, mountain forests are fragile ecosystems. Under a global change scenario, remote sensing technologies allow more
complete spatial and temporal monitoring of climate-smart forests and forestry
(e.g., to prevent and contrast illegal logging), including those in inaccessible mountain environments. Mountains are often data-scarce regions due to their remoteness
and the harsh environment: in these contexts, remote sensing may provide one of the
few methods for assessing the state of dynamic changes occurring in mountain forests (Weiss and Walsh 2009). Indeed, remote sensing overcomes the challenges of
collecting field data in rugged terrain and the constraints imposed by the seasonality
of access to many mountain environments. Generally, remote sensing in mountain
areas is very similar to remote sensing elsewhere, but the complex topography common to mountainous regions, i.e., slope with sharp changes in elevation within a
short distance, introduces several challenges unique to these environments (Weiss
and Walsh 2009). Remote sensing products over mountain regions come with a
larger measurement error than remote sensing products over flat terrain due to topographic effects (Li et al. 2014). In the case of satellite microwave radiometric data,
for example, the error is particularly correlated to the mean values of the height and
slope within the radiometric pixel, as well as to the standard deviation of the aspect
and local incidence angle (Li et al. 2014). In optical images, corrections in preprocessing are in general required to reduce the spectral biases due to the topographic
features that led to aspect-dependent illumination and reflectance differences, shadowing, and geometric distortion (Weiss and Walsh 2009). In other remote sensing
data, such as the radio detection and ranging (RADAR), topography can result in
distortions, such as foreshortening and layover on slopes and in areas of shadow that
are not measured.
When assessing the CSF indicators in mountain forests by remote sensing, we
have to consider that the temporal scale of monitoring needs to be adjusted for different indicators to ensure early detection of change is possible. Specific focus
should be put on those indicators sensitive to climate change. Forest-based climate
change indicators should complement SFM indicators by capturing the effects of
climate change on the forest environment and the forest sector (Lorente et al. 2018).
In this chapter, we briefly describe the key aspects of remote sensing techniques
for monitoring the climate smartness of forests. Next, we consider the techniques
suitable to quantify indicators of forest resources, health and vitality, productivity,
biological diversity, and protection considering specific challenges in mountain
regions. Finally, considerations on future developments to assess climate smartness
criteria in mountain forests are provided.

11.2

 emote Sensing of CSF Criteria in Mountain Forests:
R
An Overview

Pan-European Criteria and Indicators (PECI) have proved to be a very helpful tool
in providing solid information as the basis for the sustainable management of the
forests in the pan-European region between policymakers, the private sector, and
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civil society over the years (FOREST EUROPE 2015). The role of the CSF indicators selected by Bowditch et al. (2020) is in line with the role of PECI.
The relevance of remote sensing in quantifying the CSF indicators is linked to
the possibility to extract relevant variables from remotely sensed data. In some
cases, it may be possible to make relevant direct measurements, but often remote
sensing proxies can be used to represent indicator values (Ghaffarian et al. 2018).
For example, from tree crown delineation processes applied to light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) data, tree crowns can be segmented as well as tree height quantified, and, through allometric equations, the volume can be successively estimated.
For these reasons, when using remote sensing data, it is important to identify the
information to be derived from the data and the kind of product and information to
be delivered as an expression of CSF indicator. Besides, the coverage of remote
sensing data has to be investigated. While for satellite images, the coverage should
be not a problem, in the case of LiDAR data, availability could be sparse in the area
of interest, and the timing and frequency of data acquisition could differ among different areas. Despite their importance, terrestrial remote sensing techniques, such as
terrestrial photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), are not included in
this chapter. The description of the development of TLS as a plot-scale measurement tool can be found in Newnham et al. (2015), and the current state of the art in
the utilization of close-range sensing in forest monitoring is summarized in
Vastaranta et al. (2020). For the sake of clarity, in close-range sensing are included
technologies, such as terrestrial and mobile laser scanning as well as unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV), which are mainly used for collecting detailed information
from single trees, forest patches or small forested landscapes (Vastaranta et al.
2020). It is worth underlining here that, based on the current published scientific
literature, the capacity to characterize changes in forest ecosystems using close-
range sensing has been recognized (Vastaranta et al. 2020) and, among close-range
sensing techniques, terrestrial laser scanning should be viewed as a disruptive technology that requires a rethink of vegetation surveys and their application across a
wide range of disciplines (Newnham et al. 2015). These technologies are potentially
game-changing but outside the scope of this chapter. Here, we focus on the systems
carried on spaceborne and airborne (both manned and unmanned) platforms.

11.3
11.3.1

 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to the Forest Resources
 efining Forest Resources in the Context
D
of Climate Smartness

The area covered by forests is likely to change as the climate changes. There are
also likely to be shifts in forest types due to changing temperatures and precipitation
regimes. Forest area is expected to contract in the mountain and boreal regions and
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to expand in the temperate zone (Lucier et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2019). Natural
changes in climate that occurred in past geological eras have determined analogous
changes in forest cover, but for the present era, it will be difficult to isolate climate
change from the other factors that are affecting the range of forest area (Lucier et al.
2009). Boreal forests are expected to move north due to climate change. Temperate
forests are also expected to increase their area to the north but to a greater extent
than boreal forests, which will reduce the total area of boreal forests (Burton
et al. 2010).
Interactions among the impacts of climate change, land-use conversion, and
unsustainable land-use practices are expected. Changes in water availability will be
a key factor in the survival and growth of many forest species, although the response
to prolonged droughts will vary among species and also among varieties of the same
species (Lucier et al. 2009). Climate change will increase the risk of frequent and
more intense fires, especially in areas where it leads to lower precipitation or longer
dry periods, as in boreal forests (Burton et al. 2010), and forests in the Mediterranean
and subtropical regions (Fischlin et al. 2009).
CSF is needed to increase the total forest area and avoid deforestation and to
facilitate the use of wood products that store carbon and substitute emission-
intensive fossil and nonrenewable products and materials (Verkerk et al. 2020).
Deforestation and forest degradation account for about 12% of global anthropogenic carbon emissions, which is second only to fossil fuel combustion (Calders
et al. 2020). Those emissions are partially compensated by forest growth, forestation, and the rebuilding of soil carbon pools following afforestation.
As forest resources are important for climate change mitigation, timely and accurate information about their status is needed. Indeed, assessing forest resources
means assessing their extent in terms of area and their distribution, the volume of
standing trees, and the carbon stock in woody biomass and soil. As a consequence,
the maintenance and the appropriate enhancement of forest resources and their contribution to global carbon cycles are assessed by indicators that quantify the forest
area, growing stock, carbon stock, and age structure and/or diameter distribution
(FOREST EUROPE 2015).

11.3.2

 ppropriate Remote Sensing Methods
A
for the Monitoring of Forest Resource Indicators

Advances in remote sensing technologies drive innovations in forest resource
assessments and monitoring at varying scales. Data acquired with spaceborne and
airborne platforms provide us with higher spatial resolution, more frequent coverage, and increased spectral information than was available previously (Calders et al.
2020), allowing for frequent updates of forest information layers. Optical spaceborne sensors represent a consolidated opportunity to augment traditional data
sources for large-area and sample-based forest inventories, especially for inventory
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updates (Falkowski et al. 2009). For example, Kempeneers et al. (2012) derived two
pan-European forest maps and forest-type maps for the years 2000 and 2006 from
MODIS medium-resolution, optical satellite imagery using an automatic processing
technique. Knorn et al. (2009) produced a map of forest/non-forest cover of large
areas in the Carpathian Mountains using chain classification of neighboring Landsat
satellite images. High-resolution layers of tree cover density, dominant leaf type,
and forest type are derived from semiautomatic classification algorithms applied on
Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 images every 3 years (the first products were delivered in
2006, the last in 2018). These products, representing the status and evolution of the
forest surface, are used for the assessment of pan-European forest resources
(Copernicus Emergency Management Service 2020). Tree cover mapping based on
Sentinel-2 images demonstrated high thematic overall accuracy in Europe, i.e., up
to 90% (Ottosen et al. 2020). Among those based on aerial platforms, LiDAR or
airborne laser scanning (ALS), typically multiphoton LiDAR, has become an operational technology in mapping, and it is used for inventorying forests. The feasibility
of using single-photon LiDAR (SPL) for land cover classification has been recently
studied in North Europe (Matikainen et al. 2020). The application of algorithms to
LiDAR data, most of them based on geometric characteristics of point clouds,
including mathematical morphology, and adaptive and robust filtering, allows separate vegetation points from ground points in a mountainous environment. The filtering process is an essential step for the generation of the digital terrain model (DTM),
and makes possible the estimation of canopy height and the production of the canopy height model (CHM). LiDAR data can also enhance the capability to discriminate forest areas in satellite images, for example, QuickBird imagery (Hilker et al.
2008) and Sentinel-2 images (Fragoso-Campón et al. 2020), by fusion in the satellite data of metrics concerning the height.
Growing stock, i.e., the stem volume of living trees, is a basic variable to assess
forest resources, and it is used as a basis for estimating the amount of carbon accumulated in living trees, thereby allowing for the assessment of harvesting possibilities and risks of disturbance (FOREST EUROPE 2015). Using satellite images,
Päivinen et al. (2009) produced broadleaf, coniferous, and total growing stock maps
for the pan-European forest area by combining the NOAA-AVHRR imagery and
statistics derived from national forest inventories of European countries. Gallaun
et al. (2010) did the same using MODIS imagery. At a smaller scale, Mura et al.
(2018) used Sentinel-2 imagery to estimate growing stock volume in two forest
areas in Italy, and for comparison, they used Landsat 8 OLI and RapidEye images.
Since the application of ALS in forestry, models trained with local inventory data
have been widely applied for growing stock estimation (Næsset 1997; Maltamo
et al. 2006; Dalponte et al. 2009; Corona et al. 2014). The inference of growing
stock volume is carried out by regression models built to correlate values of LiDAR
metrics to the values of the ground-truth volume. The metrics can be extracted from
the raw (point or waveform) LiDAR data or from the CHM, at tree or plot level,
following an individual tree crown (ITC) or an area-based approach (AB). Examples
of metrics computable from the ALS point cloud data are aboveground elevation of
highest return, height percentiles, coefficient of variation of return height, skewness
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and kurtosis of returns height, non-ground percentage of total returns, etc. In the
CHM, metrics, such as height per pixel, coefficient of variation of the height per
pixel, or the sum of the heights of all the pixels in the plot, are calculated and used
in the model building. The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) was a laserranging instrument able to provide large footprint waveform LiDAR datasets for
global observations of Earth, which was aboard ICESat from 2003 to 2009. GLAS
data have been used to extract canopy height and map the growing stock at 1 km
spatial resolution for Spanish forest areas in combination with ground forest
inventory data (Sánchez-Ruiz et al. 2016).
Carbon stock, i.e., the quantity of carbon in forest biomass, dead organic matter
and soil, and harvested wood products, is linked to society’s efforts to mitigate climate change by reducing the net emissions of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere
(FOREST EUROPE 2015). In the past, the use of satellite imagery to assess forest
biomass, and consequently to estimate the carbon stock, was mainly based on the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI, the index that quantifies vegetation
by measuring the difference between near-infrared, which vegetation strongly
reflects, and red light, which vegetation absorbs) datasets. For example, at regional
scale, NDVI and enhanced vegetation index (EVI) extracted from MODIS images
in combination with field data were used to model carbon stock in aboveground
biomass of European beech forest in central Italy (Taghavi-Bayat et al. 2012).
Attempts to explore the spatiotemporal changes in carbon stock have been conducted overlaying the vegetation maps of a region and NDVI datasets (Shi and Liu
2017). It is worth underlining that NDVI is largely determined by canopy dynamics,
which from an ecological point of view have very little to do with dead wood, litter,
and soil carbon. In addition, Hasenauer et al. (2017) highlighted that local daily
climate data should be used, and stand density effects should be addressed to obtain
realistic forest productivity estimates when using satellite imagery. Hence, these
kinds of products should no longer be considered data products, but they have
become model products. These shortcomings contributed to the BIOMASS Earth
Explorer satellite of the European Space Agency (ESA) being selected to perform a
global survey of Earth’s forests and see how they change, thanks to the data that will
be used in carbon cycle calculations, over the course of BIOMASS’s 5-year mission
set to start on 2022. With this launch, a fully polarimetric P-band synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) will be available for the first time in space. Mutual gains will be made
by combining BIOMASS data with data from other missions that will measure forest biomass, structure, height, and change, including the NASA Global Ecosystem
Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) LiDAR after its launch in December 2018, and the
NASA-ISRO NISAR L- and S-band SAR, due for launch in 2022 (Quegan et al.
2019). Limitations of these missions have to be taken into consideration, for example, in the case of GEDI, the fact that it samples about 4% of the Earth’s land surface
between 51.6° N and S latitude (Dubayah et al. 2020). Airborne S-Band SAR data
have been used to estimate forest aboveground biomass in temperate mixed forests
of the UK (Ningthoujam et al. 2016), while integrated spaceborne SAR data from
COSMO-SkyMed (X band) and ALOS PALSAR (L band) with field inventory have
been used to estimate the forest aboveground carbon (AGC) stock by Sinha et al.
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(2019). However, mapping biomass in mountain regions can be challenging as
many regions include steep topography, making the use of RADAR data complex;
for this, Mitchard et al. (2012) proposed to use a combination of terrain-corrected
L-band RADAR data (ALOS PALSAR), spaceborne LiDAR data (ICESat GLAS),
and ground-based data as a solution to this problem. Referring to ALS data, the
most used approach for estimating carbon stocks is similar to that described for the
estimation of the growing stock: it involves computing statistics from ALS point
clouds for a specific pixel of forested land and relating these to carbon estimates
obtained from field plots in a regression framework (Jucker et al. 2017). Currently,
efforts are moving from this AB approach toward a tree-centric approach for integrating tree-level ALS data into biomass monitoring programs. Two solutions are
most commonly applied: the first is to use tree height and crown dimensions, computed for a single tree after its segmentation, to predict diameters, allowing the
biomass to be estimated using existing allometric equations (e.g., Dalponte and
Coomes 2016); the second is to develop equations that estimate biomass directly
from tree height and crown size, thus bypassing diameter altogether (Jucker
et al. 2017).
Regarding the carbon in soils, Rasel et al. (2017) explored the possibility of
developing a model based on variables (i.e., elevation, forest type, and aboveground
biomass) extracted from LiDAR data and WorldView-2 imagery to estimate soil
carbon stocks. It is evident from this kind of approach that soil carbon content cannot be measured directly by LiDAR data; hence, the problem is to understand how
much modelling is acceptable to still consider its result an observational product.
With reference to the age structure indicator, information concerning the age-
class structure of forests, and for uneven-aged forests, their diameter distributions,
is important for understanding the history of forests and their likely future development, for assessing the harvesting potential, and for providing insights into biodiversity and recreation, which are generally more favorable in uneven-aged and old
even-aged forests than in young even-aged forests (FOREST EUROPE 2015). It is
known that the diameter of a tree can generally be modelled as a function of tree
height or tree crown or measures related to stand structure (Filipescu et al. 2012)
and derived from LiDAR data (Thomas et al. 2008; Salas et al. 2010; Bergseng et al.
2015; Spriggs et al. 2017; Arias-Rodil et al. 2018). Recently, harvester-mounted and
ALS data (Maltamo et al. 2019) as well as SPOT-5 satellite imagery and field sample
data (Peuhkurinen et al. 2018) have been used to estimate stand-level stem diameter
distribution. Forest types (i.e., pole-stage, young, adult, mature, and old-growth
forests) have been predicted using classification trees from LiDAR data (Torresan
et al. 2016). Global forest canopy height products have been derived from GLAS,
revealing a global latitudinal gradient in canopy height, increasing toward the equator, as well as coarse forest disturbance patterns (Simard et al. 2011), and also from
MODIS and GLAS data using image segmentation (Lefsky 2010). Global canopy
cover distributions were analyzed using observations from GLAS (Tang et al. 2019),
and it was discovered that the estimates were sensitive to canopy cover dynamics
even over dense forests with cover exceeding 80% and were able to better
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characterize biome-level gradients and canopy cover distributions than the existing
products derived from conventional optical remote sensing.
ALS is a powerful source of data to compute the new indicators of climate smartness defined by Bowditch et al. (2020) related to vertical and horizontal forest structure. The first experiences in the application of ALS data for the assessment of
vertical and horizontal forest structure are attributable to Friedlaender and Koch
(2000). Successively, vertical distribution of tree crowns in terms of layers has been
analyzed and characterized by Zimble et al. (2003) using ALS-derived tree heights,
which allowed detecting differences in the continuous nature of vertical structure
forest and specifically allowed two classes of vertical forest structure to be distinguished. Vertical distribution has been derived in multi-story stands, stratifying the
ALS point cloud to canopy layers and segmenting individual tree crowns within
each layer using a DSM-based tree segmentation method (Hamraz et al. 2017).
Horizontal and vertical distribution of forest canopy has been derived using two
point clouds from a UAV: one obtained by applying the Structure from Motion technique to digital photographs and the other one obtained from a LiDAR system
(Wallace et al. 2016). Results indicate that both techniques are capable of providing
information that can be used to describe canopy properties in areas of relatively low
canopy closure. A comparison between waveform ALS data and discrete return
ALS data, using TLS data as an independent validation, to describe the 3D structure
of vegetation canopies (Anderson et al. 2015) highlighted that discrete return ALS
data provide more biased and less consistent measurements of woodland canopy
height than waveform ALS data. Besides, discrete return ALS data performed
poorly in describing the canopy understory, compared to waveform data, but waveform ALS carried a higher data processing cost.
The slenderness coefficient, i.e., the ratio of tree total height to DBH, is a fundamental attribute for determining tree and stand stability (Vincent et al. 2012), but
despite using very high-density LiDAR point cloud from aerial platforms, the stem
is not sufficiently visible for accurate DBH extraction. This is only really feasible
from ground-based LiDAR or photogrammetry data.

11.4
11.4.1

 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to the Forest Health and Vitality
 efining Health and Vitality in the Context
D
of Climate Smartness

The state of health and vitality of a forest is determined by considering various factors, such as age, structure, composition, function, vigor, the presence of unusual
levels of insects or disease, and resilience to disturbance. Climate change may have
profound impacts on the health and vitality of the forests. In some cases, vitality
may increase due to a combination of carbon dioxide fertilization and a more
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favorable climate. However, in many cases, benefits of carbon dioxide increase on
tree growth may be outweighed by increasing drought- and heat-induced tree
mortality (Allen et al. 2010), and increasing temperatures can favor the growth of
insect populations that are particularly detrimental to the health of forests composed
of few tree species (Lucier et al. 2009), as in the case of alpine forests affected by
the spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus L.). Longer harvesting periods, increased
storm damage, and longer spore-production season seem to be the causes of the
increase in infestations of root and bud rot by the fungus Heterobasidion parviporum
Niemelä & Korhonen in coniferous forests in North Europe (Burton et al. 2010).
The criterion of forest health and vitality addresses one of the main concerns of
the European countries at the start of the pan-European process. This criterion
includes indicators of soil conditions; forest damage by abiotic, biotic, and human-
induced agents; defoliation; deposition; and concentration of air pollutants on forests (FOREST EUROPE 2015).

11.4.2

 ppropriate Remote Sensing Methods
A
for the Monitoring of Health and Vitality Indicators

Indicators of soil conditions, defined in terms of carbon, water, and nutrient concentrations, are generally not directly measurable by remote sensing techniques in forest environments, as exposed soil is rarely visible. However, SAR and microwave
radiometer systems using long wavelengths (e.g., L-Band) have been used to measure surface (0–5 cm depth) soil moisture under forest canopies, but modelling of
the scattering and absorption effects of the canopy is required, and the effect of the
litter layer and surface roughness must be considered. Root-zone soil moisture can
be estimated by assimilation of such data into land-surface or hydrological models,
but such approaches may be less successful in mountainous and densely forested
areas (Pablos et al. 2018). A review of modelling the passive microwave signature
from land surfaces can be found in Wigneron et al. (2017), and some assessment of
accuracy over forested areas is provided in Vittucci et al. (2016). The coarse
resolution of passive microwave radiometer satellite missions, such as Soil Moisture
Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), largely limits
their application to regional scales and above. The potential for the use of active
RADAR for soil moisture retrieval has also been explored, with good agreement
with ground measurements, using L- and P-band polarimetric airborne SAR in jack
pine forest stands (Moghaddam et al. 2000), and for soil moisture variations retrieval
from ERS SAR satellite data in a recently burned black spruce forest in Alaska
(Kasischke et al. 2007).
Remote sensing can significantly contribute to measuring and monitoring forest
damage from abiotic (e.g., drought, winter injury, wind storms, avalanche, landslide,
fires, air pollution) and biotic (insect pests, diseases) stresses, which influence key
biophysical and biochemical parameters of the tree canopy and structure.
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Large-scale, stand-replacing, disturbance events leading to significant loss of tree
cover can be readily monitored with satellite or aerial imagery using change detection
approaches. Over large areas, extensive satellite image time series, such as the Landsat
archive, have been used to map tree cover loss, using methods such as the vegetation
change tracker algorithm (Masek et al. 2013), and to capture both slowly evolving
and abrupt changes in forest cover using LandTrendr – temporal segmentation algorithm (Kennedy et al. 2010). IKONOS satellite imagery with Tasseled Cap transformation and edge enhancements have been tested for mapping of snow avalanche
paths (Walsh et al. 2004) and RapidEye imagery for detecting windthrow damage
based on pre- and post-storm object-based change detection (Einzmann et al. 2017).
Remote sensing has also been widely applied in monitoring both active fires (using
thermal sensors) and fire severity and in detecting fire scar (Szpakowski and Jensen
2019). Although both stand-replacing disturbances and finer-scale abiotic or biotic
forest damage and decline can be measured, attribution of the specific cause of
observed stress or disturbance can frequently be more challenging. But it can potentially be achieved through consideration of the spectral properties (e.g., dead and
burnt materials resulting from fires; McDowell et al. 2015), temporal signatures and
specific symptom progression (e.g., for pest or disease; Stone and Mohammed, 2017),
and spatial patterns of disturbance. Regarding forest damage by human-induced
agents, Kennedy et al. (2007) used distinctive temporal signatures in the progression
of spectral properties before and after an event to identify the timing of disturbance
events, such as clear-cuts and thinnings from a dense stack of Landsat TM images,
and to attribute the type using a series of rules. Hilker et al. (2011) utilized spatial
characteristics of disturbed patches (patch size, core area, and contiguity), along with
the date of disturbance, to attribute disturbance types in Alberta, Canada, using a
regression tree classification method, while Hermosilla et al. (2015) utilized spectral,
temporal, and geometric metrics from Landsat time series to attribute disturbance as
fire, harvesting, road, and non-stand-replacing changes with a 91.6% accuracy level.
Baumann et al. (2014) developed a method to separate windfall disturbance from
clearcut forest harvesting activity using Landsat data, after Tasseled Cap transformation, obtaining classification accuracy over 75% for windfall areas and better results
for larger disturbance patches. The classification was based on spectral differences
between the disturbance types, such as lower brightness (due to shadows from
remaining biomass) and higher wetness for the windfall areas. Often ancillary data,
such as meteorological observations, information on known disturbance agents or
events (e.g., storm paths, species ranges for hosts and pests, indices of fire risk), and
additional field-based monitoring observations, are needed to reliably attribute or
confirm causes, often through integration with modelling (McDowell et al. 2015).
To monitor changes in forest vitality and stress in individual trees, a range of
biophysical and biochemical parameters can be estimated with remote sensing.
These include defoliation, alterations in pigment concentrations, reduced photosynthesis and light-use efficiency, changes in water relations and hydraulic transport,
including leaf water content and evapotranspiration rates, and changes in leaf cell
structure due to senescence or wilting. Detailed reviews of the use of remote sensing
systems to detect such changes resulting from pests and disease (Chen and
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Meentemeyer 2016) and die-off from abiotic stress, such as drought (Huang et al.
2019), provide an in-depth insight into the capability of different sensor systems.
Optical sensors are capable of detecting noticeable changes in foliar color due to
changes in pigment concentrations or photosynthetic activity. A wide range of spectral indices have been developed to estimate pigment concentrations (e.g., the carotenoid reflectance index; Gitelson et al. 2002), light-use efficiency (LUE), or
photosynthetic activity from multispectral or hyperspectral data, and a detailed
summary of such methods in monitoring forest decline and disturbance can be
found in Pontius et al. (2020). Widely used LUE indices, such as the photosynthetic
reflectance index (PRI; Gamon et al. 1997) and chlorophyll/carotenoid index (CCI;
Gamon et al. 2016), have allowed detection of water stress (Hernández-Clemente
et al. 2011; Dotzler et al. 2015) and forest pests, e.g., Peña and Altmann (2009) use
the PRI to detect aphid-induced stress in the Chilean Andes. Such methods require
hyperspectral data, which can be costly and hard to acquire and can be sensitive to
illumination conditions and canopy structure. Some early-stage pest and disease
symptoms cannot be easily observed in the visible range but can be identified by
sensors with the capacity to detect the near- and shortwave- infrared spectrum,
where reflectance is strongly influenced by the structure of leaf mesophyll tissue
and water content. A common example is the use of the NDVI, which can be sensitive to defoliation and to changing chlorophyll levels but also prone to saturation at
high values of leaf area index (LAI). Optical remote sensing has been extensively
tested for the survey of damage by mountain pine beetle in the Canadian and
American Rocky Mountains, ranging from visual interpretation of aerial photography (e.g., Klein 1982) to the use of Landsat time series and spectral indices related
to needle water content for automated mapping of red attack stages (e.g., Skakun
et al. 2003). More recently, efforts have been made to detect early “green” attack
stages of mountain pine beetle infestation, using hyperspectral data (e.g., Fassnacht
et al. 2014) and with Mullen et al. (2018) using high-resolution WorldView-2 satellite imagery to detect differences in spectral properties of individual tree crowns,
especially in the near-infrared region. Other remote sensing methods attempt to
measure changes in photosynthesis or plant functioning more directly. Thermal
measurements are sensitive to changes in leaf temperature caused by reduced
evapotranspiration as a result of stomatal closure following water stress. Such
measurements have been used in the detection of red-band needle blight in pine
from a UAV platform (Smigaj et al. 2019) but are highly sensitive to changes in
meteorological conditions and time of acquisition. The ECOSTRESS instrument on
the International Space Station aims to provide thermal-derived estimates of water
stress over much larger extents. A wide range of optical spectral indices (e.g., shortwave infrared-based normalized difference water index, Gao 1996, or moisture
stress index, Hunt and Rock 1989) have been proposed to detect vegetation drought
stress, but methods have also been proposed based on passive microwave sensors
(e.g., estimation of relative water content based on vegetation optical depth, Rao
et al. 2019) and solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) of leaves. SIF results
from the emittance of light during photosynthetic activity and, therefore, allows for
tracking of photosynthetic activity, phenology, and estimation of GPP, but it is
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influenced by plant stress when excess light is present and LUE is low. SIF has been
used to detect stress due to environmental conditions in forest environments (e.g.,
the Lägeren forest site in Switzerland, where an abrupt decrease in SIF was shown
to relate to a heat wave and an aphid outbreak causing early leaf senescence, Paul-
Limoges et al. 2018) and has significant future potential with the expected 2022
launch of the ESA FLEX Earth Explorer mission; however, such measurements are
again influenced by the diurnal timing of acquisition and the species being observed.
Defoliation is a key indicator of forest decline and has been extensively monitored using optical, LiDAR, and RADAR data at a range of scales from individual
trees to landscape. For example, Olsson et al. (2016) use MODIS NDVI products to
monitor insect outbreak-linked defoliation in a subalpine birch forest in Sweden, in
near real time. Through the use of an NDVI time series, 74% of defoliation was
detected where pixels comprised at least 50% birch forest cover, but with some significant misclassification of undisturbed forest, depending on threshold selection. In
contrast, Meng et al. (2018) map defoliation at the individual tree level, based on
airborne hyperspectral imaging and LiDAR metrics. They show red-edge and nearinfrared wavelength regions to be sensitive to defoliation due to gypsy moth at the
crown scale and demonstrate the superior capability of LiDAR structural and
intensity metrics to predict leaf area. Meiforth et al. (2020) combine WorldView-2
and LiDAR to detect dieback of New Zealand kauri trees, utilizing spectral indices,
such as NDVI and red-green ratio. Including LiDAR structural metrics improved the
correlation with graded stress levels but incurs significant additional expense, and
steep terrain can cause spatial misalignment with optical data. However, the use of
LiDAR to identify and segment individual tree crowns can often be important for the
analysis of high-resolution optical data. Recent and next-generation satellite sensors,
including Sentinel-2, WorldView-2 and WorldView-3, and GEDI, increase the
capacity for monitoring of defoliation across larger spatial scales (Meng et al. 2018).
Pollution can also impact forest health, particularly air pollution from ground-
level ozone and excessive nitrogen or sulfur deposition. Remote sensing approaches,
including near-infrared aerial photography, airborne hyperspectral systems, and satellite observations, have long been used to monitor forest decline attributed to pollutants including acid rain. For example, Rock et al. (1988) showed a shift in the
red-edge location of spruce and fir tree spectra to shorter wavelengths (a so-called
blue shift) from airborne hyperspectral data in the presence of forest decline in the
American and German mountain sites, believed to be due to pollutants including
trace metals. Rees and Williams (1997) monitored the effects of air pollution on
terrestrial ecosystems using Landsat-MSS images from 1978 to 1992, to study the
impact of sulfur dioxide emissions on boreal forest, while Diem (2002) showed
foliar injury related to ozone exposure could be detected from Landsat-MSS vegetation indices. However, the pollution-related decline is often compounded by other
stress factors, including insect or disease outbreaks. Remote sensing also has an
additional role to play in this area through monitoring of atmospheric conditions
and pollutants, including nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide (Martin 2008). For
example, ground-level ozone formation can be studied from measurements of
precursor compounds (e.g., formaldehyde and nitrogen dioxide) from satellite
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observations by the ozone monitoring instrument onboard NASA’s Aura satellite
(Jin et al. 2017).

11.5
11.5.1

 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to the Forest Productivity
 efining Forest Productivity in the Context
D
of Climate Smartness

Forest productivity, i.e., the potential of a particular forest stand to produce aboveground wood volume, is affected by climate change to differing extents, according to
geographic area, species, stand composition, tree age, soil water retention capacity,
and the interactions between these factors (Gao et al. 2019; Ammer 2019; Paquette
et al. 2018). Some changes in productivity may be short term, and transitory and
previous levels of productivity may be restored once carbon sinks become saturated
(Hedin 2015) and water availability scarce. However, in areas where the water is not
a limiting factor, there may be an initial increase in growth if there is less waterlogging. Similar reactions have been noted for carbon dioxide (Ollinger et al. 2008)
and nitrogen fertilization (LeBauer and Treseder 2008) and increased temperatures
(Reich and Oleksyn 2008). While in most temperate areas, forest productivity has
been found to increase with higher temperature, which is probably due to carbon
dioxide fertilization, in tropical areas, the productivity declines when carbon dioxide saturation is reached (Hubau et al. 2020), probably due to water deficits over
extended periods.
The indicators of productive functions of forests aim to assess the quantity and
the values of the produced goods and marketed services, as well as to make sure that
this productivity is sustainable, using multipurpose management (FOREST
EUROPE 2015). The balance between net annual increment and annual felling is
the indicator used to understand the forest’s potential for wood production and the
conditions it provides for biodiversity, health, recreation, and other forest functions.
The assessment of the quantity and market values of roundwood is important for
wood supply, particularly for marginalized rural areas, where the wood energy chain
has been suggested as a means to reactivate forest management and improve the
value of forest stands (Vacchiano et al. 2018).

11.5.2

 ppropriate Remote Sensing Methods
A
for the Monitoring of the Forest Productivity Indicators

Although remote sensing cannot itself directly measure indicators such as the balance between the net annual increment and annual felling of wood, or the quantity
and market values of roundwood available for wood chain supply, or the proportion
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of forest under a management plan, it is worth underlining that the computation of
increment assumes the knowledge of the volume of standing trees, living or dead,
which is the growing stock whose estimation using remote sensing was already
considered in Sect. 11.3.2.
Net primary production (NPP) can be considered an indicator of productivity,
quantifiable using remote sensing data (e.g., Coops 2015): according to this
approach, top-of-atmosphere measurements of solar radiance from satellite observation are used to estimate the incoming photosynthetically active radiation (PAR),
and, successively, LUE modelling techniques are used to estimate the gross primary
production (GPP) and the NPP. It appears clear that PAR can be measured and thus
GPP can be estimated, but going from GPP to NPP requires that radiation is modelled or makes assumptions regarding LUE, which depend on field observations.
Besides, the application of these models at a higher level of detail requires the availability of high spatial and temporal resolution maps of a series of model drivers
(e.g., meteorology, land use) frequently unavailable for mountain areas (Yang et al.
2020). Furthermore, there are few good and complete GPP observations globally,
and NPP estimates are typically multi-year averages and cannot be better than field
observations (Šímová and Storch 2017). Even the amount of foliage of stands, measured as the LAI, is a key indicator of forest productivity, principally due to its
importance for photosynthesis, transpiration, evapotranspiration, and, in turn,
GPP. Remote sensing estimation of LAI has been undertaken using several
approaches reported in Coops (2015), but LAI measurements based on light absorption have been shown to saturate for values bigger than 4 (Waring et al. 2010);
therefore, this aspect limits the value of this product. Remote sensing estimates of
LAI and fraction of absorbed PAR can be integrated into process-based forest
growth models, such as 3-PG SPATIAL, to model productivity at stand to regional
scales and growth variables such as site index (SI), the most common means for
quantifying forest stand-level potential productivity, and to estimate impacts of climate change on future productivity (Coops et al. 2011). LAI estimates are routinely
available from MODIS satellite data and have become widely used since their
release in 2000 (De Kauwe et al. 2011). SI has been compared with GPP estimates
obtained from 3-PG SPATIAL using climate variables and MODIS (Weiskittel et al.
2011). Results indicated that a nonparametric model with two climate-related predictor variables explained over 68% and 76% of the variation in SI and GPP, respectively. The relationship between GPP and SI was limited (determination coefficient
of 36–56%), while the relationship between GPP and climate (determination coefficient of 76–91%) was stronger than the one between SI and climate (determination
coefficient of 68–78%).
In terms of harvesting activity, Smith and Askne (2001) used ERS SAR interferograms over 3 years to detect clearcut areas of a minimum size of 0.4 ha in northern Sweden. Saksa et al. (2003) compared the applicability of Landsat satellite
imagery and high-altitude panchromatic aerial orthophotos using digital change
detection methods in detecting clearcut areas in a boreal forest. MODIS images
were used by Bucha and Stibig (2008) for the detection and monitoring of forest
clearcuts in the boreal forest in north-west Russia, while Lambert et al. (2015)
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proposed the usage of MODIS NDVI time series in south-western Massif Central
Mountains in France to detect clearfelling. Panagiotidis et al. (2019) detected fallen
logs from high-resolution UAV images at plot level (i.e., 2500 m2 plot size) in flat
topographic conditions and open canopy cover.
Climatic changes affect the treeline location, causing shifts, and identification
and quantification of treeline dynamics are critical. An approach for the identification of shifts in the treeline altitudes for a period of four decades based on NDVI,
land surface temperature (LST) data, air temperature data, and forest stand maps has
been developed for the mountain forest of Cehennemdere in Turkey, showing a
geographical expansion of the treeline in both the highest altitudes and the lowest
altitudes (Arekhi et al. 2018). The integration of in situ dendrometric data with
analyses from dendrochronological samples, high-resolution 3D UAV photos, and
new satellite images has been found a solution to study the dynamics and underlying causal mechanisms of any treeline movement and growth changes in mountain
forests located in Central and East Asia (Cazzolla Gatti et al. 2019).

11.6
11.6.1

 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to the Forest Biological Diversity
 efining Forest Biological Diversity in the Context
D
of Climate Smartness

Different species have individual climatic ranges, in which they remain competitive
with other plant species, can adapt to environmental change, and respond to
increased insect attacks, disease, and adverse environmental conditions and anthropogenic influences. Some species will adapt better than others to changing conditions, which will lead to changes in the composition of forests, instead of geographic
shifts in forest types (Breshears et al. 2008). In general, tree species are likely to
move to higher latitudes or altitudes due to global warming (Rosenzweig et al.
2007; Breshears et al. 2008).
Climate change drives phenological changes, i.e., changes in seasonal timing of
life-history events, in many tree species observed in phenological gardens (Seppälä
et al. 2009). A phenological garden contains a selection of species and a selection of
clonal strains among each species. In order to minimize non-climatic influences on
plant development, a network of phenological gardens with the same species and
the same clones should be set up as to constitute a network of plants. The observers
at the gardens have detailed, illustrated instructions that describe exactly the phenophases to be reported. Phenological gardens, therefore, assure a maximum of exact
observations with controlled internal plant conditions. An adjacent meteorological
station is essential for later correlations among the results from a phenological garden and for possible physiological modelling (Schnelle and Volkert 1974). The
highest number of changes and the most significant changes were noted in
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phenological gardens located at higher latitudes (Seppälä et al. 2009). There is
evidence that part of this phenological change, such as dates of spring bud break and
flowering, which can affect productivity and carbon sequestration potential, and
autumnal foliar coloration, may be due to increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations as well as warming (Seppälä et al. 2009).
Biodiversity remains an important topic for forest policy and management in
Europe (FOREST EUROPE 2015). Forest biological diversity criterion encompasses indicators referring to tree species composition, introduced tree species, and
threatened forest species. It also includes indicators that quantify the area of forests
by the class of naturalness and fragmentation, protected forests, forests for the conservation and utilization of tree genetic resources, seed production, and new forests.
The average volume of deadwood, both standing and lying, is also an indicator of
biological diversity.

11.6.2

 ppropriate Remote Sensing Methods
A
for the Monitoring of Biological Diversity Indicators

The assessment of biological diversity can benefit from the availability of different
sources of remotely sensed data and from the opportunities for automated forest
interpretation at the tree level, i.e., the possibility to delineate and classify tree species. Whatever approach is used for tree detection, crown area delineation, and species classification, remote sensing offers strong potentiality for the assessment of
tree species composition and introduced tree species. Various experiences of tree
crown detection, delineation, and species classification had applied digital aerial
images (e.g., Brandtberg 2002; Haara and Haarala 2002; Erikson 2004; Korpela
2004), but LiDAR represents the most effective source of data for detecting and
delineating trees (e.g., Heinzel and Koch 2012; Maltamo et al. 2009). The integration of ALS data with aerial high-resolution multispectral or hyperspectral images
has been tested for tree crown delineation and tree species classification (e.g., Zarea
and Mohammadzadeh 2016; Dalponte et al. 2019; Weinstein et al. 2019) as well as
the integration of ALS data with high-resolution aerial near-infrared images
(Persson and Holmgren 2004). Satellite imagery, e.g., high spatial resolution 8-Band
WorldView-2 and 5-band RapidEye, has proven to be valid in species classification
(Immitzer et al. 2012).
There are many studies that have modelled patterns in spectral diversity and species richness, paralleling those of biochemical diversity, demonstrating a linkage
between the taxonomic and remotely sensed properties of forest canopies (e.g.,
Asner et al. 2009; Warren et al. 2014; Roth et al. 2015). The approach, ushered in
Asner and Martin (2008) and called “spectranomics,” resulting from the combination of science and technology, emerged from aspects of established remote sensing
research with new ideas to causally link the biochemistry, spectroscopy, taxonomy,
and community ecology of canopies. A review of the history of remote sensing
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approaches for biodiversity estimation, specifically focused on relating spectral
diversity to biodiversity at different scales, with the summarization of the pros and
cons of different methods in remote sensing of plant biodiversity can be found in
Wang and Gamon (2018). The step from individual trees to the area of forest classified by the number of tree species occurring or to the area of forest land dominated
by introduced tree species is quite short.
Despite progress in tree crown delineation and species classification, the quantification of indicators, such as the number of threatened forest species, classified
according to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List
categories in relation to the total number of forest species, could be challenging.
Indeed, although the application of techniques – such as support vector machines
and Gaussian maximum likelihood with leave-one-out-covariance algorithm classifiers – in hyperspectral imaging and LiDAR data allows classifying classes of species (Dalponte et al. 2008), the classification of all single species contained in the
IUCN Red List categories is not yet operationally applied as in the case of species
categories.
The amount and variability of deadwood in a forest stand are important indicators of forest biodiversity because deadwood provides critical habitat for thousands
of species in forests (Bater et al. 2009; Sandström et al. 2019). The current situation
and new perspectives of remote sensing application for deadwood identification and
characterization have been summarised by Marchi et al. (2018a, b). Infrared aerial
photos are suitable for mapping and quantifying single standing dead trees, i.e.,
snags (Bütler et al. 2004; Bütler and Schlaepfer 2004). The identification of standing deadwood using LiDAR data has started to be addressed around 10 years ago,
due to the increase in high-quality and high-density data availability, as well as the
availability of segmentation methods required to work directly with the point cloud.
The moderate capacity of LiDAR remote sensing to estimate the distribution of
standing dead tree classes in forest stands has been demonstrated (correlation coefficient of 0.61; Bater et al. 2009), as well as the good capacity of high-spatial resolution aerial photos taken from a UAV to survey fallen trees in deciduous broadleaved
forests (trees with a diameter bigger than 30 cm or longer than 10 m were identified
with a rate equal to 80%, but many trees that were narrower or shorter were missed;
Inoue et al. 2014). In general, failure in identifying snags, logs, and stumps may be
due to the similarity of fallen trees to trunks and branches of standing trees or masking by standing trees. The noise near the soil also affects the detection performance
of the trees lying in the ground.
Indicators of regeneration, naturalness, landscape patterns, protected forests, and
genetic resources are related to a landscape scale of analysis instead of a single-tree
scale, and they can be assessed using approaches of classification applied to remote
sensing data, both to produce maps or to obtain statistics. The emitted and/or
reflected radiance from the canopy of the regenerated forest, which is related to the
biophysical properties of the vegetation, such as leaf and wood biomass, can be used
to identify the forest regenerative stage after, for example, a clearance (Lucas et al.
2000) or wildfire (Morresi et al. 2019) using satellite imagery. Multispectral aerial
images in the green, red, and near-infrared spectral bandwidths have been used to
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monitor regenerating forests using an automated tree detection-delineation algorithm by Pouliot et al. (2005). Sentinel-2 imagery with ALS data was integrated for
inventorying regeneration stands by the estimation of sapling density (Landry et al.
2020). The application of optical UAV-based imagery for the inventory of natural
regeneration in post-disturbed forests has been tested by Röder et al. (2018). The
assessment of the status of forest regeneration using aerial photogrammetry and
UAV was carried out by Goodbody et al. (2018). Moreover, young and advanced
regenerating forests were studied using UAV-based hyperspectral imagery and photogrammetric point clouds (Imangholiloo et al. 2019) and multispectral ALS data
(Imangholiloo et al. 2020), both under leaf-off and leaf-on conditions in boreal forests. Similarly, UAV data have been applied for regeneration assessments in seedling stands (Puliti et al. 2019; Castilla et al. 2020; Green and Burkhart, 2020).
Landsat satellite images constitute a major data source for spatial patterns of
fragmentation that allow disturbances in protected areas to be identified (Nagendra
et al. 2013). In particular, multitemporal Landsat data resulted in valid satellite
imagery to analyze patterns of forest fragmentation by the extraction of landscape
metrics, which convey significant information on biophysical changes associated
with forest fragmentation at broad scales (Fuller 2001). ALS and SAR data, especially when used synergistically with optical data, allow the detection of changes in
the three-dimensional structure of forests, facilitating their classification in different
classes of naturalness (Hirschmugl et al. 2007).
Protected forests to conserve biodiversity are a land-use and not a land cover
category because the protection of an area is given by the humans according to the
use they want to do and by the law. For this reason, remote sensing can be used for
mapping large intact forest areas or adjusting the boundaries of areas already protected or detecting major changes in land cover within protected areas. This aspect
is relevant to underpin the development of a general strategy for nature conservation
at the global and regional scales (Willis 2015). For example, Potapov et al. (2008)
introduced a new approach for mapping large intact forest landscapes using existing
fine-scale maps and global coverage of high-spatial resolution satellite imagery.
Gillespie and Willis (2015) reviewed advances and limitations in spaceborne remote
sensing that can be applied to all terrestrial protected areas around the world for
baseline vegetation mapping, land cover classifications, invasive species, and degradation identification, monitoring forest ecosystems and land cover dynamics using
time series data.
The same consideration can be made for the areas managed for conservation and
utilization of forest tree genetic resources or managed for seed production, which
are land-use rather than land cover categories that require additional data, to which
remote sensing can potentially contribute. Indeed, remote sensing cannot do genotyping, but it can contribute to phenotyping, therefore providing indicators of
genetic resilience, e.g., variations in stress responses. This is an emerging area for
remote sensing. Most of the studies have been carried out in tree nurseries, experimental plots, or crop trees rather than in the field. For example, Ludovisi et al.
(2017) used thermal imaging acquired by UAV for high-throughput field phenotyping
of black poplar response to drought, enabling highly precise and efficient,
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nondestructive screening of genotype performance in large plots. Phenotyping of
individual trees in situ in planted forests helping to track genetic performance was
conducted by Dungey et al. (2018). But there have been “phenotyping platforms,”
which involve the phenotyping of whole forests eventually down to the individual
tree level, proposed for whole-forest phenotyping to better quantify the key drivers
of forest productivity to inform and optimize future breeding and deployment programs (Dungey 2016). Improved UAV-based measurements of tree health (fluorescence, canopy temperature, structure traits from LiDAR, etc.) could have much
potential for linking genetic and phenotypic traits in terms of stress responses to
climate change.

11.7
11.7.1

 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to the Forest Protective Function
 efining Forest Protective Function in the Context
D
of Climate Smartness

The contribution of forests to water and soil protection has long been recognized.
Forests can play a vital role in preventing soil erosion and protecting water supplies
(FOREST EUROPE 2015). In addition, a wide variety of man-made infrastructure
relies on the protection provided by forests. Such protective functions are mostly
found in mountainous areas or areas subject to extreme climatic conditions. The
importance of forests with protective functions has increased in the last decades due
to settlement pressure, climate change, and the high vulnerability of society in
mountain regions (Bauerhansl et al. 2010). However, foresters and hydrologists still
debate the nature of the influence that forests have on water regulation. Climate
change may make the role of forests in water regulation and soil protection more
important, but the capacity of forests to fulfill this role may also be affected.
Reductions in rainy season flows and increases in dry season flows are of little value
when total annual rainfall is low and significant quantities of water are lost through
evapotranspiration and are consumed by forests. Unmanaged forests supply high
levels of climate regulation and erosion regulation, while best practice management
slightly improves water regulation (Seidl et al. 2019).
In this context, information on the spatial distribution of protective forests designated to prevent soil erosion, preserve water resources, protect infrastructure, and
manage natural resources against natural hazards (i.e., avalanche, snow gliding,
rockfall, landslide, flood, water erosion, wind erosion, karstification) becomes
essential.
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 ppropriate Remote Sensing Methods
A
for the Monitoring of Protective Function Indicators

To assess the forest protective function against natural hazards, model simulations
are often used. Variables used in the models range from topographic features (e.g.,
altitude, slope and slope gradient, orientation to wind and orientation to the sun,
aspect, plan curvature) to forest characteristics (e.g., crown cover, stem per hectare,
gap width) to individual tree features (e.g., tree species, tree diameter, and height)
(Bigot et al. 2009). In this context, remote sensing techniques are an indispensable
supplement of data, which can be integrated with inventory field data for the identification of protective effects on large areas (Bauerhansl et al. 2010), having in mind
that the protective function strongly depends on small-scale local conditions, such
as terrain and stand characteristics (Teich and Bebi 2009).
Since the 2000s, Bebi et al. (2001) and Teich and Bebi (2009) used aerial photographs for assessing structures in mountain forests (e.g., canopy density, crown closure, trees in clusters) as a basis for investigating the forests’ protective function.
Dorren et al. (2006) assessed protection forest structure with ALS in mountain terrain, and, according to their results, ALS provides excellent input data for 3D natural hazard simulation models, even in steep terrain. Monnet et al. (2010) assessed
the potential of ALS for estimating stand parameters required as input data for rockfall simulation models or more generally for quantifying the rockfall protection
function of forests. In the case of falling rocks, the topography determines its occurrence, the direction, as well as the velocity of a falling rock; therefore, DEM is the
most relevant dataset for simulation studies (Dorren et al. 2004). Maroschek et al.
(2015) combined remote sensing data (i.e., a LiDAR-based normalized crown
model and a volume map) and inventories to generate realistic fine-grained forest
landscapes with single-tree level information as input to the spatially explicit hybrid
model used to assess the protective effect of the vegetation. Brožová et al. (2020)
determined forest parameters for avalanche simulation using remote sensing data,
specifically photogrammetry-based vegetation height model and LiDAR-based vegetation height model.
Hydrological models are commonly used to study both the flow and the quality
of water. Forest cover, tree height, LAI, and sky view factor are the four main structural parameters used by hydrological models of forests (Varhola and Coops 2013).
Varhola and Coops (2013) estimated these four watershed-level distributed forest
structure metrics using LiDAR and Landsat data. They found a high correlation
between forest spectral indices and structural metrics, and they successfully modelled the four metrics by Landsa-LiDAR calibrations. Satellite-derived land cover
data, as well as data on snow cover, LAI, evapotranspiration, and surface soil moisture, are widely integrated into catchment and regional- and global-scale hydrological modelling (Xu et al. 2014). Concerning the role of forest in preventing soil
erosion, de Asis and Omasa (2007) estimated vegetation parameters for modelling
soil erosion using Landsat ETM data in a linear spectral mixture analysis at a catchment scale.
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 emote Sensing of Climate Smartness According
R
to Socioeconomic Function

The impacts of climate change on the forest sector will increase in strength, but they
will vary in space and over time, depending on the geographical region and the crop
type (Viccaro et al. 2019). According to the expected future scenarios for Europe, in
the Mediterranean area, there will be a reduction of the forest capital, caused by a
reduced water supply, while in the North of Europe, there will be an expansion of
forests, both in terms of surface and species and an extended growing season due to
more favorable soil temperature and moisture conditions and the higher supply of
carbon dioxide for photosynthesis (Viccaro et al. 2019). The expected global
increase in wood production together with provisional and local increased availability of wood in the market due to windstorms could lead to lower prices, which
would benefit consumers. However, lower prices and regionally differentiated
impacts on productivity will have varying effects on incomes and employment
derived from timber.
The socioeconomic function criterion assesses the economic value of forests
(FOREST EUROPE 2015); indicators related to wood consumption, trade in wood
(i.e., import and export), and the share of wood energy in total primary energy supply are contemplated together with accessibility for recreation (i.e., right of access,
provision of facilities, and intensity of use). The first three indicators are not directly
measurable with remote sensing techniques as wood consumption cannot be estimated from areas felled due to the international market in timber. But, where trees
are grown specifically for a local market, e.g., as a biomass energy crop such as
short rotation willow, remote sensing can potentially provide input layers for field
trial scale analyses and modelling (Castaño-Díaz et al. 2017). The last indicator
refers to the right to access the forests for recreational purposes, which is related to
the forest holdings: remote sensing technique cannot support the assessment of this
indicator.

11.9

Conclusion

The potentiality of the remote sensing as a source of data for the assessment of
climate-smart criteria and indicators in mountain forests has been demonstrated for
many of the indicators examined in the above sections. Indicators of forest resources,
such as the spatial extent of forest cover that can be used to assess the spatial dynamics of that cover, can be monitored using data from optical sensors, which may
provide information on the amount of foliage and its biochemical properties, with
optical wavelengths both absorbed and scattered by leaves, needles, and branches
that make up a forest canopy. Vegetation indices extracted from optical satellite
imagery have been used to model carbon stock in aboveground biomass for many
years. More recently, the capacity emerged to assess the 3D forest structure, using
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data acquired from LiDAR and SAR sensors, due to the ability of the waves to penetrate through the canopy and backscatter from branches and stems and so to provide a geometrical description of the forest. LiDAR allows the estimation of the
volume of living trees and of carbon stock by models that assume relationships
between growing and carbon stock and LiDAR-derived canopy metrics. The measurements provided by optical and radar sensors are different due to divergences in
wavelength, imaging geometry, and technical implementation, but, when combined,
they can be complementary when the sensitivity to individual 3D forest structure
components is considered. This combination of sensors and observation platforms
holds a lot of promise for the future.
Indicators of health and vitality can be monitored using data from sensors able to
acquire plant reflectance in the visible to shortwave-infrared regions, which provide
information in the biochemical properties of foliage and plant fluorescence, which
are indicative of the capacity and functioning of the photosynthetic apparatus.
Through multisensor data and consideration of spatial and temporal patterns of
changes, abiotic and biotic causes of disturbance or stress can be identified.
The specific indicators of productive function, such as increment and felling and
roundwood, are not directly measurable. NPP, as an indicator globally considered
an expression of forest productivity, is modelled using optical satellite imagery data.
These models have been successfully used on a global and continental scale to estimate daily and annual NPP from satellite data with low ground resolutions, but the
availability of maps at high level of detail related to model drivers, such as precipitation, temperature, and land use, is required to produce accurate estimation through
these models. Indicators of the productive function of forest can be quantified using
data acquired with microwave sensors that can provide information on woody
biomass.
Indicators of biological diversity criterion, such as tree composition, deadwood,
etc., can be assessed with optical, LiDAR, RADAR, and SAR. Although
hyperspectral holds a lot of promise, few applications, using its full potential, have
so far emerged. Spectral diversity is also increasingly considered as a measure of
biodiversity at a range of scales, but tree species mapping over large area is not still
an operational procedure mostly due to costs and limited extent of airborne
hyperspectral.
LiDAR provides the most suitable data to be inputted in models that quantify the
protective function of forests against, for example, rockfall. Data extracted from
optical satellite imagery can also be used to assess the effect of natural disturbances
on the functionality of direct protection forests.
In the context of an increasing amount of remote sensing data generated by multiple airborne and spaceborne platforms, integrated multisensor frameworks will be
required to move beyond the state of the art in forest monitoring (Lehmann et al.
2015). This kind of approach allows balancing the needs for fine-scale monitoring
of distribution patterns and satisfactory coverage at broad scales (He et al. 2019).
For example, with specific reference to the assessment of the forest health and vitality, Lausch et al. (2018) underline that it is becoming evident that no existing monitoring approach, technique, model, or platform is sufficient on its own to monitor,
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model, forecast, or assess forest health and its resilience. Hence, a multisource forest health monitoring network for the twenty-first century, which couples different
monitoring approaches, is a viable strategy that has to be supported. In addition to
multisensor and multiplatform approaches, recently, a significant amount of work
has been carried out in the field of multimode sensors and multifunctional sensors
(Majumder et al. 2019). Such approaches are increasingly coupled with new computational and analytical approaches, such as cloud computing, machine learning,
and deep learning, able to handle big datasets and diverse data sources. From this
perspective, monitoring the effects of climate-smart forest management interventions requires smart deployment and the use of remote sensing technologies, which
can open up new opportunities in the assessment of the capabilities of the forests to
transform, adapt to, and mitigate climate-induced changes throughout the selected
indicators.
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introduced as adaptive forest management and governance to address climate
change, fostering resilience and sustainable ecosystem service provision. Adaptive
forest management and governance are seen as vital ways to mitigate the present
and future impact of climate change on forest. Following this trajectory, we determine the ecosystem services approach as a potential adaptive tool to contribute to
CSF. Ecosystem services as public or common goods face the traditional social
dilemma of individual versus collective interests, which often generate conflicts,
overuse, and resource depletion. This chapter focuses on the ecosystem service governance approach, especially on incentive tools for behavioral change to CSF in the
long term, which is a basic precondition for the sustainability of ecosystem integrity
and functions, as well as ensuring the continuous delivery of ecosystem goods and
services, as per the CSF definition. Payments for ecosystem services (PES) are seen
as innovative economic instruments when adding a social dimension by involving
local communities and their values to ensure the long-term resilience and adaptation
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Introduction

The concept of climate-smart forestry (CSF) has recently been introduced in order
to contribute to climate change adaptation and mitigation from the forestry sector
that is aimed at reducing GHG emissions, fostering resilience, and increasing productivity and incomes (Nabuurs et al. 2017; Bowditch et al. 2020). Such adaptive
management and governance are seen as vital to mitigate the present and future
impact of climate change on forest, ensuring the survival of forest stands. A relatively minor change in climate can have a devastating effect upon forest by increasing vulnerability to drought, insect attack, and fire. In this volume, CSF has been
understood as adaptive forest management and governance to address climate
change, by fostering resilience and balancing climate change mitigation measures
with long-term multiple goods and services provision (e.g., biodiversity, water services, or surface cooling) and sustainably increasing forest productivity and long-
term environmental benefits and economic welfare based on forestry. Forest
management and planning must consider the expected future impact of climate
change on, e.g., tree species’ distribution, productivity, risk of hazards (fires, pests,
etc.), and drought (Schelhaas et al. 2015), while incorporating uncertainty (Lindner
et al. 2014) and adaptation and resilience concepts (Lexer and Bugmann 2017).
More active and flexible forest management, and the improved protection of forest
areas, can not only reduce CO2 emissions but also significantly reduce fire risk and
thus land-use change. This aspect is also stressed by Yousefpour et al. (2018), who
highlight that CSF implementation requires multipurpose and diversified forest
management strategies. Diversity in forest management can support various ecosystem services and thus contribute to increasing forest resilience to climate change
threats.
To deal with the abovementioned challenges in forest management and increase
the provision of multiple ecosystem services and thus reach CSF, it is important to
understand the complexity of relationships within ecological systems and the complex nature of social-ecological systems. The concept of ecosystem services (ES)
for describing the relationship between human societies and the natural environment is historically quite recent (Gomez-Baggethun et al. 2010). It puts emphasis
on the values of natural systems and socioecological dynamics in the planning of
economic policies by providing incentive for sustainable use and increasing the
convergence of sectoral policies. The concept is expected to induce a paradigm shift
in the management of natural resources (Cowx and Portocarrero-Aya 2011) and link
natural systems and human well-being (Amsworth et al. 2007; Skroch and Lopez-
Hoffman 2009) to propose effective strategies for the management of vulnerable
natural resources and their ecosystem services, especially under the risk of climate
change (Kluvánková et al. 2019; Primmer et al. 2021). Most ES fall within the types
of goods that are considered either “common-pool resources” or “public goods”
(though ownership of the resource base might be private, public, or communal)
characterized by two particular features: excludability and rivalry. If there is no
excludability in supply and no rivalry in demand, the goods and services are public
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(most supporting, regulating, and cultural ecosystem services), whereas if there is
no excludability in supply but rivalry in demand, the goods and services are common, which is the case of most provisioning ecosystem services (Farley and
Costanza 2010; Ostrom 2010; Muradian and Rival 2012; Muradian and Gómez-
Baggethun 2013).
The combination of governance structures and hybrid governance (positioned
between markets and hierarchies) is necessary when the provision of particular ES
(such as climate regulation) is characterized by the high complexity of their functioning, high levels of uncertainty, imperfect and asymmetric information between
transacting parties, and cognitive barriers in assessing the service itself (Williamson
1991; Muradian and Rival 2012; Otto and Chobotová 2013; Kluvánková et al.
2019). Such regime in vulnerable areas can be seen as effective governance for ES
governance to overcome the social dilemma of individual interests, directing sectoral policies toward a more integrated approach of EU regions and at a lower cost
than hierarchy or market (Muradian and Rival 2012; Kluvánková et al. 2019). In this
way, ES governance can contribute to the sustainable management of socio-
ecological systems in the long term (Primmer et al. 2021).
The analysis of the emerging concept of PES in recent decades is considered as
one of the most promising tools for enhancing or safeguarding the provision of
specific or bundled ES. PES schemes are expected to generate a continuous flow of
ES in the long term while also maintaining their quality. Although PES has been
extensively analyzed in terms of potential positive and negative impacts on the poor
(e.g., Suyanto et al. 2007; Bulte et al. 2008; Randrianarison et al. 2017; Blundo-
Canto et al. 2018), not enough attention has been paid to examining the role of PES
in the context of adaptation and mitigation to climate change (van de Sand 2012).
The common pool or public nature of most ES implies that market mechanisms are
not always suitable as governance tools of climate change problems, since markets
tend to be more effective in dealing with private goods.
Following this trajectory, this chapter focuses on discussing whether PES is an
appropriate and promising approach to promote CSF. It contributes to these debates
by focusing on the PES design, especially the aspects (Fig. 12.1) that influence the
behavioral change to climate-smart practices in the long term, the capacity of actors
dealing with climate change, and the continuous delivery of multiple ecosystem
goods and services, as per the CSF definition. In this regard, long-term behavioral
change is a basic precondition for the sustainability of ecosystem integrity and functions. Moreover, several authors argue that PES can be seen as more effective innovative economic instruments for adaptation to climate change within CSF when
adding a social dimension by involving local communities and their values to ensure
forest ecosystems’ long-term resilience and adaptation to climate change (Sattler
and Matzdorf 2013; Brownson et al. 2019). Additionally, we determine that by targeting multiple ES via the CSF approach, it has the potential to contribute to climate
change adaptation and mitigation. To tackle the abovementioned issues, the present
chapter aims to reveal in which way the PES schemes currently implemented in
Europe contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation.
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Fig. 12.1 The aspects of PES in the context of adaptation and mitigation to climate change based
on CSF definition

The following section reviews what we mean by PES schemes and how this concept has been framed and defined by different scholars. Then, the next subsections
focus on the different aspects of CSF definition and especially elaborate on how
various PES contribute to enhancements in the provision of multiple ES, how various PES designs and implementations can influence the ability of various actors to
deal with climate variability and change, and in what way PES can contribute to
providing a long-term incentive mechanism to adopt specific measures for adaptation and mitigation to climate change. The last section summarizes the paper and
suggests potential areas for future PES and climate change-related research.

12.2

Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES)

According to Tognetti (2016), forestry measures at the regional scale (i.e., forest
mountain areas) should be implemented, along with bridging the gap between local
development via FES (forest ecosystem services) provision, ecosystem resilience,
and climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies and policies inclusive. The
successful development of CSF calls for policymakers to create incentives for
investments needed to activate forest management and finance mitigation and adaption measures, which include protecting biodiversity and other ES (Verkerk et al.
2020). A possible solution in that sense is the implementation of PES in CSF
(Bartczak and Metelska-Szaniawska 2015; Matthies et al. 2015). According to
Wunder (2005), PES are defined as voluntary transactions where a well-defined ES
is bought by a buyer (i.e., someone who is willing to pay for it), if and only if the
provider secures the provision of such service. However, this prescriptive definition
is problematic because it excludes a variety of PES schemes operating under different principles with ill-defined ES or under inefficient provision levels (Muradian
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et al. 2010). The revised Wunder’s definition defines PES as “(1) voluntary transactions (2) between service users (3) and service providers (4) that are conditional on
agreed rules of natural resource management (5) for generating offsite services”
(Wunder 2015). These transactions are labelled as “Coasean PES” (Coase 1960;
Pagiola and Platais 2007) or “private PES” (Wunder 2005). Those PES which satisfy most but not all of Wunder’s criteria are generally called “quasi-PES” or “PES-
like” (Wunder 2008) and usually come with government intervention that is mostly
characterized by subsidies (Vatn 2010; Sattler and Matzdorf 2013).
In reality, few real-world schemes meet all five of Wunder’s definition criteria
(i.e., voluntariness, clarity in defining ES, conditionality), while the number of PES-
like schemes is much larger (Wunder 2008; Kosoy and Corbera 2010; Sattler et al.
2013). The latter can be defined more broadly as a transfer (monetary or nonmonetary) of resources between social actors, which aims to create incentives to align
individual and/or collective land-use decisions with social interest in the management of natural resources (Muradian et al. 2010). They include, for example, those
programs financially supported by public governments that “buy” ES on behalf of
their taxpayers who, strictly speaking, cannot decide whether or not to participate in
the program (Russi et al. 2011). This wide range of real-world existing or potential
schemes focuses on influencing the ES providers through monetary or in-kind
incentives. In most cases, the payment amount is not based on a monetary evaluation of the ES value but rather on lengthy negotiations among providers and users,
informed by the opportunity cost associated with the required land-use practices
(Russi et al. 2011).
PES and PES-like initiatives are now being promoted around the globe to incentivize the sustainable management of numerous ES (e.g., Kosoy et al. 2007; Pagiola
et al. 2007; Muñoz-Piña et al. 2008; Tallis et al. 2008; Wunder and Albán 2008;
Wunder 2008; Stanton et al. 2010; Brouwer et al. 2011). However, there are few
PES examples in the European Union. Although PES/PES-like schemes have been
widely adopted at the local, national, and international levels to reflect FES value in
decisionmaking processes (Kemkes et al. 2010), a limited number of studies have so
far examined the role of PES in improving the mitigation strategies of forests in
Europe, especially considering CSF.

12.2.1

PES and Multiple ES

Designing and implementing policy and market tools to support synergies between
ecosystem and ES relationships and reduce trade-offs among them is particularly
crucial in forest ecosystems that represent important carbon sinks on the global
scale. This makes them key ecosystems relevant for the regulation of ES that contribute to mitigating climate change via carbon uptake from the atmosphere and
precipitation reduction of solar heating (Bonan 2008). As also emphasized by the
EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, EU Forest Strategy and proposed new EU Forest
Strategy of the European Green Deal, sustainable forest management and multiple
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FES provisions are considered a long-term strategy to mitigate climate change
impacts. In CSF definition, the multiplicity of ES provision is an important factor
for supporting smart decisionmaking in forestry (Bowditch et al. 2020). Regulatory
services, such as water regulation or erosion control, can to some extent buffer the
natural and social system against the impacts of climate change (such as floods or
droughts). Provisioning services (e.g., food and fiber) can provide an alternative
source of food and income in the case of extreme events. Cultural services of forest
ecosystems contribute to health and well-being and thus contribute to the social
system’s adaptive capacity (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Locatelli
et al. 2008).
Policymakers and forest managers need to make decisions to manage forest ecosystems sustainably, even while a gap remains in our understanding of the ecosystem-ES relationships (Mach et al. 2015; Van Wensem et al. 2016). They should seek
to align the economic incentives with regulation to avoid environmentally irresponsible behavior by economic players. The forest environment is heavily exploited for
the goods and services it provides and also faces global pressures such as climate
change. This adds uncertainty to sustainable management as it is unclear how these
pressures affect ecosystem resilience and adaptive capacity to climate change or the
services provided by those vulnerable ecosystems (Knights et al. 2013; Mach
et al. 2015).
Interactions between ES have been the subject of an increasing number of studies because their understanding is essential to the design and implementation of
public policies, management strategies, and PES schemes that can foster the sustainability of ecosystem service provision (Demestihas et al. 2019; Mouchet et al.
2014). However, the commoditization of ES via PES schemes usually entails the
identification and commercialization of single services (Muradian and Rival 2012).
Such a focus on single services might be problematic due to the existence of trade-
offs that may induce changes in the structure and functioning of the resource base,
which may in turn jeopardize the supply of other services and even the service
whose provision is being promoted (Corbera and Brown 2010; Kosoy and Corbera
2010; Muradian and Rival 2012).
The enhanced provision of a single service can also lead to disadvantages for
users at the local scale, as trade-offs are often involved in enhancing different ES for
different scale and purposes (Chan et al. 2006). According to Lee and Lautenbach
(2016), trade-offs are mostly dominant between regulating and provisioning services. An often-cited example for such trade-offs is the establishment of trees for
global benefit (fast-growing tree species, such as eucalyptus for carbon sequestration), which not only might replace more biodiversity-rich areas but could also have
implications for the water table and thus increase system sensitivity to drought (van
de Sand 2012). Gomez-Baggethun et al. (2011) reported significant cork tree forest
destruction and consequent biodiversity loss due to eucalyptus plantation in Doñana
National Park, Spain. Such project interventions may affect the flow of provisioning
services, as well as the stakeholders whose livelihoods are related to ecosystem
production functions. Corbera and Brown (2010) found that in some carbon forestry
payment schemes that they reviewed, access to grazing land was restricted, and
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degradation of soil and vegetation occurred. Thus, although some ES can be
increased, others might be eroded, thereby potentially increasing rather than
decreasing the vulnerability of those dependent on the services to climate variability
and change.
Although markets for multiple services might involve considerable transaction
costs, targeting multiple FES rather than single FES (e.g., biodiversity) reduces contradictions among providers and users and may positively affect the transformation
from sectoral to ES governance. Targeting multiple ES via payment schemes is
particularly relevant as there is a dominance of single provider and multiple users of
ES. In many payment schemes, provisioning FES and cultural FES are addressed in
combination with other FES rather than separately (ibid.). This can be supported by
the research of Brnkaľáková et al. (2019), where they showed that a synergistic
relationship was dominant between different regulating services and between different cultural services (positive relationship); yet the review of Lee and Lautenbach
(2016) illustrated that the relationship between regulating and provisioning services
was trade-off dominated. Comprehensive information is required for well-informed
management and policy decisions that take account of ecosystem complexity and
relationships among ES.
According to Matthies et al. (2016), the goal of bundling or stacking multiple ES
within a single PES scheme is to reduce the risk of adverse intraservice trade-offs,
which is done by incentivizing the co-provisioning ES. Moreover, such bundling
could decrease marginal service provisioning costs to society per unit of service
provided. They highlighted that the stacking of biodiversity conservation and climate change mitigation objectives is possible if appropriate care is taken to determine those management interventions that are complementary to achieving the
correct balance between the equitable and aggregate achievement of desired outcomes (ibid.).
Demestihas et al. (2019) in their study analyzed the patterns of ES relationships
in agroecosystems to address the challenge of supporting regulating ES while maintaining or enhancing provisioning services. Such an example can be used in promoting PES that focus on the provision of multiple ES. PES that go beyond the food
production service may support the provision of multiple non-marketed services
(such as soil structure and fertility, water quantity and quality, biological pest control, pollination, and climate regulation through carbon sequestration and greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation). Despite this recognition, non-marketed ES have been
undervalued in policy, which has led to biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation
(TEEB 2009).
When designing PES schemes, it is important to focus on the temporal variation
of trade-offs and synergies among multiple ES throughout and after the PES period.
Although some PES initially focus on single ES, over time they may also support
the provision of other related ES. Even though PES can support several ES, most are
designed for each ES separately. However, analyses of the effects of PES schemes
should focus on multiple services to allow the capture of trade-offs among them and
explore system complexity (Lester et al. 2013; Mach et al. 2015; Cavanagh et al.
2016). Consequently, such analyses will help to quantify and forecast changes to ES
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under different PES and management measures (Daily et al. 2009; Mach et al.
2015). According to Broszeit et al. (2019), such an approach would ideally help to
understand if or why PES or other types of policy interventions that aim to halt
biodiversity loss and the decline of ES have failed or succeeded (Carpenter
et al. 2009).
In order to achieve successful CSF, implementation of PES requires a balancing
act between wood production, biodiversity, and other important ES. According to
Verkerk et al. 2020, the optimal balance will vary from country to country and
region to region, depending on the socio-ecological and technological framework,
climate change impacts, but also cultural aspects. This approach demonstrates a step
toward customizing PES within CSF to fit individuals and regional differences and
local priorities and capacities to tackle climate change issues.

12.2.2

PES and Adaptive Capacity

European forests currently face changes in ecosystem functionality and resilience
due to climate change (e.g., increased severity of disturbances such as hazard risk,
storms with consequent insect attacks, fires, drought, etc.) (Schelhaas et al. 2015;
Kulakowski et al. 2017). Apart from reducing GHG emissions, Millar et al. (2007)
proposed forest management adaptation via behavior change, promoting the resilience of forests and increasing the adaptive capacity of forest users to climate
change. Such transformations in turn influence FES availability (Thom and Seidl
2016) and finally affect sustainable development in forest areas (e.g., Beniston 2003).
As stated by CSF definition, the key objective of CSF is to adapt forests and forest management to the gradual changing of climate. PES not only can contribute to
increasing forest resilience and adaptive capacity through the provision of multiple
ES but could also strengthen the adaptive capacity of users and providers through
the way in which PES is implemented and designed. In line with common pool
resource theory and numerous empirical evidence (Ostrom 2010), PES can increase
the capacity of local governance regimes, strengthen local economies, and improve
the social capital that are essential features of adaptive capacity for sustainable
long-term FES provision. van de Sand (2012), in her review, has shown that PES
can potentially increase the adaptive capacity of involved actors via the establishment of institutional structures, increased access to and generation of financial
resources, generation of knowledge between ecosystems and land-use practices,
and supporting conflict resolution.
However, the long-term nature of many PES contracts may prevent ES providers
from implementing certain adaptation strategies that would involve CSF, changing
land-use practices via crop diversification, or leaving the agriculture or forestry sector altogether. According to Chobotova (2013), despite the mixed evidence of PES’s
role in the long-term behavioral changes of users and providers toward sustainability, significant interest in PES can nevertheless be explained by schemes that encourage greater transparency and more flexibility in allowing actors to reach a certain
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goal. Moreover, she reported that PES actors have problems with the long-term
commitment inherent in PES, due in particular to unclear property rights and rules
in use (Schlager and Ostrom 1992), multiple ownership structure, or land rental
contracts that are often subject to change and speculation. Most landowners usually
rent land to farmers for only shorter periods, with rental periods of less than 5 years,
making land users ineligible for PES (ibid.). Short rental periods are generally
insufficient for ES provision (e.g., increased biodiversity by restoring species-rich
communities), which may demotivate land users from participating in such schemes
or implementing certain adaptation strategies. Therefore, PES flexibility is an
important factor for implementation.
In some cases, it may be that a tree species is not adapted to changing climatic
conditions and has to be replaced by other tree species. In Slovakia, for example,
foresters in mountain areas are replacing nonnative coniferous trees by mixed stands
of species that are likely to be well adapted to emerging environmental conditions
and changing climate (Brnkaláková et al. 2019). CSF in this case suggests selling
(in a sustainable manner) timber in order to finance the conversion of disturbance-
vulnerable forests to a more resilient new forest type (Yousefpour et al. 2018). If ES
providers see the need for and are willing to undertake adaptation measures to climate change yet lack the appropriate means for implementation, there is thus an
opportunity to tailor PES compensation in such a way that it provides direct incentives for adaptation measures (van de Sand 2012). PES compensation schemes for
the provision of ES and as a direct incentive for adaptation and mitigation measures
can often be made in kind, in addition to or instead of using cash payments (e.g.,
Wunder 2008), which is a strong sign of intrinsic motivation (Muradian et al. 2010).
Brnkaľáková et al. (2019) reported that foresters are willing to join PES schemes if
they are targeted at the forest machinery important for CSF, as such investment is
far beyond their own budget.
Investing in climate-smart practices can result in short-term income losses (Haile
et al. 2019), which often inhibits forest actors from investing in adaptation measures, which could generate long-term economic and environmental returns
(Neufeldt et al. 2011; Ndah et al. 2014). Also according to Lipper et al. (2011),
actors value short-run costs much stronger than longer-term benefits. In both cases,
PES can help cover short-run costs and contribute to continuous payoffs, thereby
increasing profitability and lowering investment risk (Engel and Muller 2016).
Therefore, changing the timing of payments in a PES program may trigger a change
in actors’ behavior in favor of CSF, which has economic and ecosystem benefits.
If a PES program compensates foresters for the investment costs associated with
adopting CSF in initial years when cash outflows characterize the investment, foresters are willing to engage in environmentally conscious practices, and there is a
high possibility of large-scale adoption of the innovation across Europe. Within the
Iceland PES scheme, each farm’s afforestation grant covers 97% of establishment
costs, including fencing, trails, site preparation, planting, and precommercial thinning (Brynleifsdóttir 2017; Icelandic Forest Service 2017).
van de Sand (2012) mentioned that payment could take the form of drought-
resistant seeds as an adaptation measure against drought or more generally climate
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variability. Haile et al. (2019), in the case of climate-smart agroforestry, highlighted
that farmers are willing to receive a low amount if the mode of payment is food
rather than cash; they also reported that the failure of output markets could explain
such a preference. In areas characterized by vulnerability to climate shocks and
associated severe food shortages, in the absence of well-functioning markets and
where cash transfers are vulnerable to price increases of food items, farmers rationally choose the end goods (food) rather than the means (cash) (ibid.).

12.2.3

Long-Term Sustainability

PES have been heralded as an effective strategy to increase tree cover in forest or
agricultural landscapes and thus contribute as a climate change mitigation measure,
but their efficacy beyond the payment period has rarely been evaluated. The permanence of activities (the extent to which the induced change is permanent after the
finalization of funding) in the event of PES reduction is debatable. The temporal
limitation of PES schemes has important implications as to whether payments foster
an environmental attitude or, in the words of Swart (2003), an attitude of “no pay,
no care.” Ultimately, the sustainability of environmental outcomes following short-
term PES programs needs to be tested rather than assumed (Calle 2020). In recent
years, several studies have shown that the permanence of PES interventions is
highly context dependent (Prokofieva and Gorriz 2013; Calle 2020).
Whereas the rational choice approach of most PES programs states that permanent outcomes require ongoing payments, forestry PES schemes anticipate that
because changing forestry practices would soon become profitable, landowners (or
land users) would, therefore, permanently adopt such practices (Calle 2020).
According to Prokofieva and Gorriz (2013), permanence beyond an agreement
period is not secured especially in the absence of additional financial resources.
However, when landowners’ private interest is strong or activities are aligned with
their personal values, it is expected that high additional costs are not imposed on
landowners and any costs complement their activities. This is consistent with the
predictions of self-determination theory, according to which behavioral changes
outlast the withdrawal of external incentives only when intrinsic motivation is
strong enough (e.g., Deci 1971; Green-Demers et al. 1997; Deci and Ryan 2002).
On the other hand, according to Frey and Oberholzer-Gee (1997), the use of price
incentives needs to be reconsidered in all areas where intrinsic motivation can
empirically be shown as important. They suggest that in policy areas where intrinsic
motivation does not exist or has already been crowded out, the relative price effect,
and thus the use of compensation, is a promising strategy (ibid.), even if payments
are short term.
Ezzine-de-Blas et al. (2019) stressed that the willingness to maintain behavior
after incentives are discontinued, or “crowding-in,” results when satisfaction with
the new practices gradually strengthens intrinsic motivations, eventually replacing
the external incentive as the main driver of behavioral change. So, the crowding-in
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effect means that people conform and entrain with a new norm, which may also
become a new moral standard (Vatn 2010). Monetary incentives can support long-
term sustainability and climate change adaptation, if implemented as a local social
norm, and aligned with cultural and interpersonal values. Kolinjivadi et al. (2015)
confirm the link between motivation crowding-in and collective PES, if the latter
aligns with social norms and the social capital is strong. In a context where social
capital is strong (i.e., reciprocity norms exist, people trust each other, and leaders
are respected), collective PES can increase intrinsic motivations (Andersson et al.
2018; Bottazzi et al. 2018). Prokofieva and Gorriz (2013) in their review of three
European PES forest initiatives claimed that success and durability rely on the
strong self-interest of involved forest owners, shared values and priorities, social
capital that permits strong local networks to form, positive environmental attitudes,
and local networks.
Moreover, crowding-in has been mostly observed for practices that provide long-
term financial benefits. On the other hand, motivations for involvement in PES
schemes do not relate to purely monetary logic. It has also been seen for practices
that are easier to maintain, such as delivery of other services (e.g., water regulation)
or in-kind benefits (e.g., soil fertility), or difficult to reverse (e.g., forest reclearing)
(Kissinger et al. 2013; Swann 2016; Dayer et al. 2018), such as improved land tenure security and community organization, increased recipient knowledge about the
importance of forest conservation (Kosoy et al. 2007; Wunder 2015), and information about (and experience with) the risk and negative effects of climate change.
PES programs can also be considered in the context of the broader effects of
climate change. Forest cover or woody vegetation cover can increase slightly as a
result of changed climate conditions and consequent rural migration, land abandonment in areas that became too dry for agriculture, and reforestation programs.
Where progress in changing forest landscape management is achieved during the
short-term payment period and has been retained (i.e., permanence), it suggests that
forest owners can understand the benefits of maintaining trees even without
payments (crowding-in) (Calle 2020). Whether forester owners opt to maintain
reforested areas at the end of contract periods remains to be seen. These longer-term
landowner decisions will ultimately determine whether the program is an effective
strategy in addressing climate change issues. Assuming that CSF practices are – by
definition – more profitable for the farmer in the longer run, temporary payments
should be sufficient to induce a permanent change in forestry practices. Also according to Lipper et al. (2011), actors value short-run costs much stronger than longer-
term benefits. In both cases, PES can help cover short-run costs and contribute to
continuous payoffs, thereby increasing profitability and lowering investment risk
(Engel and Muller 2016).
Our literature review confirms that with well-designed PES, some forest landowners will not only adopt but also and more importantly maintain climate-smart
practices. CSF can transform production forests into heterogeneous landscapes that
support higher productivity, biodiversity conservation, carbon sequestration, and
the flow of ecosystem services and are, therefore, an important component of climate change adaptation and mitigation measures. Since foresters’ participation in
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adaptation and mitigation to climate initiatives remains marginal at best, even short-
term PES can be a useful policy tool to facilitate the widespread adoption of CSF.

12.3

Discussion and Conclusions

To date, countries have been more specific in setting ambitious restoration or reforestation targets than in anticipating or implementing strategies to ensure the longevity of their restoration and reforestation outcomes (Calle 2020). The greater the
synergies and the fewer the trade-offs between climate policy and other societal,
forest-related goals, the more likely climate objectives will be effectively implemented and maintained in practice (Nabuurs et al. 2017). Therefore, trade-offs
between design features and the quest for particular objectives in PES implementation reflect how specific paradigms or discourses about deforestation, climate
change, poverty, or the role of incentives in motivating specific human behaviors
need to be understood and thus mainstreamed in such implementation (Moros
et al. 2019).
Where payments have been made to individual farmers, a critical issue that
emerged from the review is that in many cases, payments were not based on the
opportunity costs of ES providers and often tended to diminish over time, thus risking the long-term sustainability of the scheme. In some cases, however, the longevity of strategic remnant or restored ecosystems can only be ensured via the strict
enforcement of conservation areas or long-term PES schemes.
On the other hand, policies and programs are not commonly funded in perpetuity, and they suffer budgetary and implementation adjustments along the way
(Moros et al. 2019). In many of the studies we have reviewed, short-term contracts
are found to be essential attributes that positively influence actors’ decisions to take
up a contractual arrangement. As foresters or other landowners seek more climate-
resilient forestry systems, and representatives grapple to meet ambitious national
and global climate policy targets, opportunities to align foresters’ needs and climate
policy goals are emerging. From the policy perspective, short-term PES
interventions that can trigger positive and lasting change are especially promising
(Calle 2020).
Knowledge continues to be lacking about specific impacts of climate change or
the technology and strategies to implement certain adaptation measures (such as
CSF) (van de Sand 2012). More needs to be known if more knowledge and information about climate change can influence the willingness of various actors to adopt
climate strategies and measures and the extent to which climate change consideration can influence the willingness of ES users to pay for ES provision. Moreover,
future research is needed about how specific PES design can contribute to the
increased adaptive capacity of different forest actors and the options which exist to
provide incentives for adaptation strategies through specific forest PES and alternative governance regimes.
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It is important to stress that the role of PES alone in reducing CO2 emissions
from land-use activities with the aim of reaching to carbon neutrality by 2050 is
limited. This is due to the potential implementation scale of PES, particularly compared with other initiatives (such as REDD+) or carbon pricing schemes which are
almost nonexistent in Europe. We acknowledge that the combination of government
regimens and several policy instruments to preserve forests and avoid deforestation
should be urgently pursued in the coming years in order to reduce the share of land-
use change emissions in Europe, which currently account for 24% of Europe total
CO2 emissions.
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Chapter 13

Assessing the Economic Impacts
of Climate Change on Mountain Forests:
A Literature Review
Giorgia Bottaro, Paola Gatto, and Davide Pettenella

Abstract The effects of climate change are increasingly more visible on natural
ecosystems. Being mountain forest ecosystems among the most vulnerable and the
most affected, they appear to be, at the same time, the most suitable for the assessment of climate change effects on ecosystem services. Assuming this, we review the
literature on the economic assessment of climate change impacts on European
mountain forests. Initially, the trends in the provision of mountain forest ecosystem
services are discussed. We, then, considered the effects on forest structure and tree
physiology, these two being strictly associated with the capability of the ecosystem
to provide ecosystem services. The results have been grouped into a table that displays the trend, the quality and the quantity of the information found. Subsequently,
the main methods that can be employed to assess the economic value of the different
ecosystem services have been described. For each method, some implementation
examples have been introduced to better understand its functioning. Concluding,
the main gaps still existing in literature concerning the effects of climate change on
ecosystem services provided by mountain forests have been highlighted. Finally,
some more considerations about the existing methods for the economic valuation of
ecosystem services have been done.
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Ecosystem Services
Hedonic Pricing
Opportunity Cost
Production Function
Replacement Cost
Travel Cost Method
Total Economic Value

Introduction

Climate change is one of the main drivers of changes in mountain ecosystems and
in their capability to provide related services. This is due to their higher vulnerability, compared to other terrestrial ecosystems, to the changes in temperature and
precipitation (Beniston 2003). The upper shift of species and consequently their
adaptation to changes is limited by the long time span of trees that cannot quickly
react to the changes and the limitation of their altitudinal range (Lindner et al. 2010).
For these reasons, forests located in mountain areas are among the most appropriate
ecosystems for climate change detection (Ding et al. 2016). Moreover, ecosystem
services (ES) provided by mountain regions support a large number of components
essential for human health and well-being (water, quality of food products, biomass,
flood prevention, tourism and recreation, etc.) (Briner et al. 2013).
It is also for this reason that forest ecosystems, in Europe, cover an important
role in relation to climate change mitigation and connected strategies. To understand
the role of forests in climate change mitigation, see Chap. 15 of this book (Vizzarri
et al. 2021).
According to the new version of the Common International Classification of
Ecosystem Services (CICES, V5.1, http://cices.eu/resources/; Haines-Young and
Potschin 2018), ES can be divided in three main categories: provisioning, regulating
and cultural. Provisioning ES are those material services related to the goods provided by ecosystems. Regulative ecosystem services are those intangible services
that have a regulative function (e.g. erosion control, water purification, climate control). Finally, cultural ES are those intangible services that comprise aesthetic, spiritual, educational, recreational and touristic value. It is important to quantify and to
value the provision of ES through numerical and economic indicators to be able to
monitor and compare them. In this way, it is consequently possible to address them
in political and economic discourses. ES values can then be presented to stakeholders for understanding and defining trade-off and synergies between material goods
and intangible services (Grêt-Regamey et al. 2013). Whether provisioning services
are easier to assess and evaluate, most of the regulative and cultural services cannot
be measured in market terms, since the methods to quantify them and to assess their
values have only recently been developed.
In the valuation of ES, using the terminology of the cost-benefit analysis, a basic
distinction should always be made between the financial analysis, which assesses
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the incurred expenditures and gained revenues, and the economic analysis, which is
aimed to detect the real value of ES for the society, taking into account both the
positive impacts (benefits) and the negative ones, which cannot be described by
market prices (externalities). This kind of analysis tries to include the so-called total
economic value (TEV) of ES that incorporates not only their market values (wood,
non-wood forest products, water, etc.) but also all their intangible benefits and costs
(Thorsen et al. 2014). While the literature connected with the financial analysis of
mountain forest ES has a long tradition in terms of the role and importance of provisioning services (with a focus on wood products), the economic analysis of the
total value of forest ES in mountain regions has been rarely carried out. Moreover,
notwithstanding the mentioned socioeconomic characteristics of mountain forest
ES (diversity and multiplicity of the ES, high perceived values, relevance and non-
market benefits), there is no systemic analysis of the literature on their economic
assessment. The aim of this chapter is to contribute to the existing knowledge
through a literature review on the existing economic assessment of climate change
effects on mountain forest ES with a special focus on European mountain regions.

13.2

European Mountain Forests

Mountains cover 29% of the EU territory, and, in this area, the most diffuse land use
is forest covering 41% of the total mountain areas (Zisenis et al. 2010; Hartl et al.
2014). Global warming does not evenly affect Europe; its impact varies depending
on a bioclimatic region allocated at different elevations and latitudes (Rogora et al.
2018). Furthermore, the impact of climate change on forest ecosystems also depends
on the bioclimatic zone and on the resulting forest types (Lindner et al. 2007, 2010).
The main European bioclimatic zones are polar, boreal, temperate and
Mediterranean. Because of the absence of forest in polar areas, the focus of our
research has been on the other three regions. Within the temperate region, an important
distinction has been made between the oceanic and the continental subareas. The bioclimatic map of the European countries is presented in Fig. 13.1. Besides, the alpine
region was considered to better represent the characteristics of the main European
mountain ranges: the Alps, the Pyrenees and the Carpathian (Lindner et al. 2010).

13.3

The Methodological Approach

To estimate the economic impact of climate change on the provision of European
mountain forest ES, the chapter was organized in two parts. Firstly, the impact of
climate change on forest ES was described. In order to meet this first objective, the
analysis of the bibliography included also the effects of climate change on tree
physiology and forest structure (Kurbanov et al. 2007), due to the fact that changes
in forest structure are strictly related to the ecosystem capability in delivering ES
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Fig. 13.1 European countries’ classification divided by bioclimatic areas. (Modified from Lindner
et al. 2010)

(Brockerhoff et al. 2017). This relation has been also analysed in Chap. 6 of this
book (Pretzsch et al. 2021). In the analysis of the bibliography, papers predicting the
effects of climate change through modelling have not been taken into consideration;
this topic is explored in Chap. 7 of this book (Bosela et al. 2021). In the second part,
the approaches employed for forest ES quantification and for their economic assessment were analysed. Also in this, case scientific literature was consulted.
The Scopus bibliographic database was used to analyse the literature and as a
source of data for our research.

13.4

 limate Change Impacts on the Provision of Mountain
C
Forest ES

In Table 13.1, the data found as a result of the review of the literature are summarized. The trends of the climate change impact on the provision of mountain forest
ES are grouped in four categories: “increasing”, “decreasing”, “stable” and “mixed”.
Depending on the quantity and quality of the evidence and correlations among
them, the data obtained were classified as follows: “well established”, “established
but incomplete” and “unresolved” using a similar approach used by IPBES (2018).
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Table 13.1 Trends on the provision of forest ecosystem services affected by climate change

Forest
Ecosystem
Services

ES category

forest ES sub-category

Borea
l

Temp
erate
Ocea
nic

Temp
erate
Con
nenta
l

Medit
erran
ean

Alpin
e

Bioenergy producon
Provisionin
g services

Timber producon
Non-wood forest
products
forests carbon stocks
Climate regula on

Soil carbon stocks
Albedo

Pest control
Regulang
Services

Natural hazard
regulaon

Forest fires/wildfires
Erosion, avalanche, landslide
Flooding

Water quality
regulaon
Biodiversity

Cultural
Services

Recreaon (fishing,
nature enjoyment)

Hunng
NWFP picking

Tourism (skiing)
Aesthec / heritage (landscape character, cultural
landscapes)

TREND
increasing
stable
decreasing

CONFIDENCE LEVEL
well established
established but
incomplete
established but
incomplete
established but
incomplete
well established

mixed

unresolved

NA

not enough data

Source: compiled by the authors based on: Kullman (1996), Beniston (2003), Meining et al.
(2004),Jolly et al. (2005), De Wit et al. (2006), Friedrichs et al. (2009), Saccone et al. (2009),
Tømmervik et al. (2009), Allen et al. (2010), Galiano et al. (2010), Lebourgeois et al. (2010),
Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. (2010), Courbaud et al. (2010), Linares and Tiscar (2011), Forsius et al.
(2013), Kozlov et al. (2013), Hartl-Meier et al. (2014), Horäk et al. (2014), Prietzel and Christophel
(2014), Sarris et al. (2014), Fernàndez- Feurdean et al. (2016), Fernàndez-Martínez and Fleck
(2016), Panayotov et al. (2016), Cudlín et al. (2017), Dupire et al. (2017), Fleischer et al. (2017),
Vacek et al. (2017), Krupková et al. (2019), Rogora et al. (2018)

Provisioning Services Within this category of ES were considered the ones related
to forest biomass (bioenergy and timber production) and non-wood forest products.
Water provision is also generally considered dealing with provisioning services.
Nevertheless, in this chapter, water issues were considered only in relation to water
quality regulation dealing with regulating services.
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Changes in net primary production (NPP), which influence timber provision,
have different trends in diverse bioclimatic areas. In the Mediterranean region, tree
growth increment is negatively affected principally by water scarcity (Linares et al.
2009; Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 2010; Fyllas et al. 2017; Rogora et al. 2018). The
opposite trend has been detected in the boreal region, where temperature tends to be
the most limiting factor; in this region, climate change is, therefore, enhancing forest productivity, even if winter frost has a negative impact on it (Kullman 1996). In
temperate regions, the trend is more heterogeneous with different impacts according
to the local and environmental conditions, especially related to water and temperature trends (Kurbanov and Post 2002; Lindner et al. 2010; Loboda et al. 2017). In
the north-western part of the temperate oceanic region, tree growth and increment is
slightly higher because of temperature increase, a factor that significantly influences
tree response in the area, while in more south-eastern and temperate continental
regions, water scarcity negatively affects the radial growth dynamics (Friedrichs
et al. 2009; Horak et al. 2014; Panayotov et al. 2016). Finally, considering alpine
areas, they are characterized by a general increase in timber production (Rogora
et al. 2018), with the presence of an inverse trend where soil moisture is not enough
to support a high photosynthetic rate (Meining et al. 2004; Galiano et al. 2010).
Regulating Services Forests play an important role in climate regulation, being
able to store CO2 above the soil level. Moreover, tree canopies can modify the
albedo of the land surface. For instance, in the boreal region, the expansion of forests is changing the capacity of forest ecosystems to mitigate climate changes,
because forest expansion decreases the albedo of the area (Beniston 2003).
Regarding carbon sequestration, the impact of climate change on this ES varies in
different regions. In fact, being strictly related to tree growth, stand capacity of
stocking carbon follows a pattern similar to stem radial increment. For instance, in
temperate continental regions, the carbon uptake is negatively impacted by the
higher temperature and lower precipitation, because of the reduction of tree photosynthetic rate (Horak et al. 2014). In alpine and Mediterranean areas, CO2 absorption can follow different patterns: in some regions, the carbon uptake is enhanced by
global warming, due to the longer growing season and the earlier melting of snow
or due to the rise up of the timberline (Rogora et al. 2018). In some other regions, a
negative impact of climate change on forest carbon stock is recorded due to the
lower capacity of forest soils to store organic carbon mainly caused by the accelerated decomposition of soil organic matter (Prietzel and Christophel (2014)). In this
second case, Mediterranean mountain forests are generally further limited in their
carbon adsorption capability because of water stress (Scarascia-Mugnozza et al.
2010) or insect defoliation (Jacquet et al. 2012).
Another important regulating service provided by mountain forests is pest control. Several studies assessed the expansion of insects’ range, winter survival and
frequency of pest outbreaks (e.g. Battisti and Larsson 2015; Pureswaran et al. 2018).
Generally, pests spread depending on the altitudinal gradient, even if latitudinal
expansion seems to be prevalent (Battisti and Larsson 2015). In the Mediterranean
region, pest control in mountain forest ecosystems is harder to manage in
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comparison with the other regions, due to vulnerability of trees caused by water
scarcity (Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 2010).
Biodiversity protection has been considered as a broad ES, more specifically
described by lifecycle maintenance, habitat and gene pool protection. Considering
these indicators, in the recent years, biodiversity protection has increased in most of
Europe. The regions that experienced a decrease in species richness are the
Mediterranean region and the alpine region (Pauli et al. 2012).
Climate change also affects the dynamics of disturbances, such as fire, landslide
and wind, making forests more vulnerable and affecting their capability of natural
hazards regulation. In their paper, Seidl et al. (2007) analysed the correlation
between climate change and natural disturbances and argued there was a direct
interrelation between them.

13.5

 conomic Evaluation of Climate Change Damages
E
in Mountain Forests

The effects of climate change on mountain forest capability to provide ES in the
different European bioclimatic areas have been identified in the first part of this
chapter. In order to understand which are the consequent economic impacts caused
by these changes, it is necessary to estimate the value of the considered forest
ES. Several methods have been developed to estimate ES value, and different frameworks have been designed to systematize and to classify them. Hereafter, the framework developed by Masiero et al. (2019) in their manual Valuing Forest Ecosystem
Services: A Training Manual for Planners and Project Developers has been used as
reference (Fig. 13.2).
In the next Sects. (13.5.1 and 13.5.2), the cases founded in literature that use the
methods shown in Fig. 13.2 to assess ES value will be presented and described. In

Fig. 13.2 Methods used to evaluate forest ecosystem services. (Masiero et al. 2019)
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Sect. 13.5.1, the different ES provided by mountain forests are cross-checked with
the methods used for their economic valuation with reference to the literature review.
The methods used for the assessment (financial and economic) of ES values can
be divided into two main categories: “market value approaches” and “demand curve
approaches”. In the first section (13.5.1), those cases where methods included in the
first category have been implemented will be described. In the second section
(13.5.2), the cases where methods based on the demand curve will be analysed. The
examples founded through a literature review have been integrated with the cases
described in a database developed within the Gestire project (2015), with the aim to
assess the economic values of the Natura 2000 network in Lombardy (Italy).

13.5.1

Market Value Approaches

This category comprises all the methods that are based on the use of values recorded
by the market to carry out direct or indirect estimation of the value of mountain forest ES. Market prices can be a good signal of the value of ES being influenced by
supply and demand functions, i.e. by the revenue generation capacity, current costs
and the preferences of consumers. Compared to the other category of techniques
(demand curve approaches), these methods are easier to apply due to the use of
already existing values directly assumed from the real market. This is also the reason why the outcomes from the implementation of these methods are considered as
“hard results”, i.e. connected with real evidence from the market. Nevertheless, in
many cases, the results of the market value approaches represent an underestimate
of the total economic value (TEV) of mountain forest ES.
(a) Benefit as a proxy
The “benefit as a proxy” methods comprise those methods that use the final revenues or economic benefits to estimate the value of goods and services. This category is represented by two main methods: opportunity cost and production function.
Opportunity Cost (OC) The OC describes the cost that the landowner has to
incur when he/she decides not to change the specific land use or not to change his/
her economic activities in order to maintain or enhance a particular mountain forest ES, therefore renouncing to an increase of his/her income. Let’s make some
examples. The opportunity cost for a landowner that is involved in a project, aimed
to enhance forest biodiversity, is represented by the income loss derived from the
reduction on timber harvesting to comply with the project aim. The amount of
income lost can be used to estimate the value of biodiversity protection in that forest, representing the additional revenue that the owner is willing to renounce to
preserve biodiversity.
Because the OC strictly depends on the land cover or the activity performed in a
specific area, its value is related to the local situation (Barton et al. 2013). Some
examples of OC application are listed hereafter. Extensive application of this
methodology was found in decision-making processes related to forest conservation,
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biodiversity protection, carbon sequestration or, at the contrary, forest exploitation
(Kniivilä and Saastamoinen 2002; Seidl et al. 2007; Schröter et al. 2014; Hily et al.
2015). Similarly, OC approach has been used to consider the effects of land-use
changes on the provision of different forest ES in Central and Eastern European
countries (Ruijs et al. 2017) or to evaluate the different provision of forest ES,
changing from a monoculture to a close-to-nature forest management system in
order to estimate its costs and benefits (Schou et al. 2012). Another example in the
use of OC is provided by Campos et al. (2020), where it has been used to estimate
the environmental income deriving from different activities landowners can implement in a specific ecosystem, cork oak open woodlands, in southern Spain.
Production Function (PF) This method puts in relation a specific forest ES with
the production of a specific good associated to the market. The forest ES is viewed
as input for the provision of a specific good. The assessment of the economic value
of the selected ecosystem service is calculated considering its contribution in the
provision of the market good. The value of the forest ES is thus associated with the
increase of income generated by the improved production system. In using this
approach, it is necessary to know the existing relation between the forest ES and the
provided good.
This method has been mainly used in literature for the valuation of regulating
forest ES (see Table 13.2). To better understand the operational aspect of PF implementation, some authors that used it are here presented. Gren et al. (2018), for
instance, used the production function method, in combination with another method
called replacement cost that is described within the “cost as a proxy method”, in
order to assess the impact of pathogens spread in the capability of carbon dioxide
sequestration in forest ecosystems. Another good example of the application of this
method can be found in Nahuelhual et al. (2007), where PF was selected as a suitable methodology for assessing the economic value of water provision of the
Valdivian forests in Chile. A similar application was used by Westling et al. (2020)
to estimate the value of water quality regulation of Sweden forests used as input to
produce drinkable water.
(b) Cost as a proxy
The “cost as a proxy” methods referred to those methods that use the cost
incurred in producing a certain good or in substituting it with similar ones, as estimation of the economic value of the considered forest ecosystem service. This category comprises replacement cost, cost of substitute goods, defensive expenditures
and damage and insurance costs methods.
Replacement Cost1 (RC) In this approach, the value of the forest ES is associated
with the avoided cost to replace the service in case of its loss. In other words, the

1
This method has been described by Forest Europe as “the most realistic method of re-creating
non-market benefits” (https://foresteurope.org/overview-valuation-approaches-methods).
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Opportunity Production Replacement Cost of
costs
function
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costs
x
x
x

Table 13.2 Forest ES and related economic evaluation approaches

Recreation (hunting,
nature enjoyment)
Tourism
Aesthetic/heritage
(landscape character,
cultural landscapes)

x
x
x

Market value analysis
x

x
x

x
x

x

Source: Compiled by the authors based on the information from Forest Europe (2015) and Masiero et al. (2019)

ES
Cultural

x

x
x

x
x

Demand curve approaches
x
x
x
x
x

x
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value of the benefits associated with a certain forest ES is derived from the cost to
replace the same benefit with different services or goods.
Several studies have used this methodology to assess forest ES values. Bianchi
et al. (2018), for instance, carried out a literature review on the use of different
methodologies to measure the value of protection services against rock falls, avalanches and landslides and for investment in flood protection in the Alps, in which
RC proved its effectiveness (see also Notaro and Paletto 2012; Häyhä et al. 2015;
Getzner et al. 2017; Accastello et al. 2019). Grilli et al. (2015) assessed the values
of different forest ES in Italian alpine valleys. Replacement cost was also used to
evaluate carbon sequestration in different forests, for instance, to assess the value of
CO2 sequestration in Swedish forests (Gren 2015), Italian forests (Notaro et al.
2009) and Iranian forests (Karimzadeh Jafari et al. 2020). The RC method was also
used to assess water quality services provided by forests. In their paper, Hunter et al.
(2019) estimated the value of water purification by coastal wetland in Louisiana,
calculating the costs incurred by the treatment plants to provide drinkable water. A
slightly different approach in the implementation of this method can be found in the
study of Clinch (2000). In this research, RC was implemented in combination with
other methodologies (Contingent Valuation and Damage Cost) to evaluate the Irish
national forest plantation programme and assess its negative and positive aspects.
Cost of Substitute Goods (CSG) The rationale behind this methodology is to
relate the value of the ecosystem service to the cost that would be necessary to produce a substitute good or service, also called surrogate, fulfilling the same or similar
function. This method faces the difficulty of finding appropriate surrogates to forest
ES that cover comparable functions. For this reason, the cases in which this method
has been used are fewer compared to other methodologies.
An interesting application of this method was done to evaluate the different
financial benefits, generated from provisioning ES in a specific region of Nepal,
obtained by two different systems of community-based forest management (Acharya
et al. 2020).
Defensive Expenditures (DE) This method analyses the value of a specific forest
ES, associating it with the cost that would occur to avoid and/or reduce the negative
environmental impact caused by the absence of the considered forest ecosystem
service or with the hypothetic implementation costs for actions intended for the
mitigation or compensation of the consequent damages caused by the absence of the
considered ES.
This method was used in Morri et al. (2014) to quantify the monetary value of
flood protection by forests of the Apennines in Italy. Moreover, in their paper, Snider
et al. (2006) used the DE method to understand if the funds invested by the US
federal government in forest fire prevention were effective. The value associated
with the actions that had been implemented for forest fire protection by the government was used as a proxy of the value of the forest fire control services (regulating ES).
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Damage and Insurance Costs (DIC) Always related to “cost as proxy”, this
method is used to assess the value of a forest ES, putting it in relation with the
expenses incurred because of damages caused, for instance, by natural hazards or
the insurance costs paid out as a result of the occurrence of the insured events.
In Pulkrab et al. (2011), this method was used to assess the value of pest control
services of forests in the Czech Republic, calculating the damage caused by the
outbreak. Similarly, in Gren et al. (2009), DIC was used to assess the damage caused
by alien invasive species and their severe effects on biodiversity in Swedish forests.
This method was also used to quantify the value of carbon sequestration of German
forests (Wüstemann et al. 2014) and Irish forests (Clinch 2000). In Germany, DIC
was also implemented to assess the monetary value of flood protection service of
riparian forest (Barth and Döll 2016). Through this method, it was possible to estimate the avoided damage costs because of the presence of the riparian forest. The
avoided costs were considered as a proxy of the value of the regulating ES itself.
Finally, in Pavanelli and Voulvoulis (2019), DIC method was used to assess the
value of those ES negatively affected by environmental damages.

13.5.2

Demand Curve Approaches

The second category of methods that allows the assessment of the economic value
of forest ES is based on those methods that rely on the demand curve as a proxy.
These methods are used whenever the assessment of market values is not applicable
and when relevant non-market prices influence the calculation of the total economic
value (TEV) of forest ES. This set of approaches works by estimating the value of
forest ES through:
–– The decisions made by real consumers revealed by their concrete expenditures
(so-called indirect methods)
–– The declared preferences of the real and potential consumers analysing their
willingness to pay for a specific ES (so-called direct methods)
(c) Indirect methods
The “indirect methods” are those methods based on the revealed preferences of
the end users and consumers. Through consumers’ behaviour, in fact, it is possible
to indirectly estimate the value they give to ES. In this category, two main methods
are present: hedonic pricing and travel cost methods.
Hedonic Pricing (HP) This technique assumes that the final price of a specific
good depends on its internal characteristics but also on some external factors. For
instance, if house pricing is taken into consideration, houses with similar characteristics could have different prices. This is also due to the different location of the
buildings that can be surrounded by different landscapes. The difference in the price
of similar houses, which can be explained by the presence or absence of a specific
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landscape, is an indicator of the price that people indirectly give to that specific
landscape. Dealing with ES, through this method, it is possible to estimate the value
of different forest ES. For instance, the aesthetic value of a forest can be estimated
as the additional amount people pay to buy a house surrounded by forest instead of
a similar, but cheaper, house located in a small city.
A clear example of this is reported in a study implemented in Croatia, where
hedonic pricing method was applied considering the price of hotel rooms to estimate the touristic value of Mediterranean forest (Marušić et al. 2005). In literature,
it is also possible to find studies in which other ES were estimated through this
method. For instance, the Austrian Federal Forests commissioned the valuation of
the protective functions of forests against landslides, avalanches and rock falls
(Getzner et al. 2017). In Switzerland, according to Schläpfer et al. (2015), the value
of different landscape amenities (comprising forests) was estimated by analysing
the variation in rental prices. According to Sundelin et al. (2015), through the analysis of the values of different forest features (such as fragmentation, density, shape
and productivity), it was possible to detect which characteristics of forestland affect
the Swedish land value. Finally, in Poland, this method was used to assess the value
of the presence of urban forest, considering apartment prices (Łaszkiewicz et al.
2019). Outside Europe (in the USA and Canada), hedonic pricing was applied to
evaluate, among the others, the impact on cultural ES (touristic and aesthetic services) in forest affected by insect infestation (Price et al. 2010), the value of hunting
recreational services (Hussain et al. 2007) and the value of erosion control services
provided by the Ohioan forests (Hitzhusen 1999).
Travel Cost Method (TC) In this method, the travel cost incurred by people who
want to reach and visit a certain habitat/ecosystem is analysed to derive their willingness to pay for a specific forest ES or a combination of them. Generally, TC is
used to estimate the value of cultural ES, specifically those related to tourism and
recreation. In the implementation of TC, also the opportunity cost of time is considered in value assessment.
There are numerous applications of this method in assessing mountain forest
ES. In Germany, for instance, it was used to estimate the value of cultural ES (recreation) provided by German protected areas (Mayer and Woltering 2018). It was
also used to estimate the potential recreational value of forest in the UK (Ezebilo
2016), in the Czech Republic (Melichar 2014; Březina et al. 2019) and in Slovakia
(Tutka and Kovalčík 2010). According to Moran et al. (2006), a more detailed TC
method was carried out assessing the cultural services provided by Scottish forests,
considering the cost of mountain biking as a recreational activity. In other cases
implemented in the North America, specifically in the Rocky Mountains in Colorado
(USA), this method was applied to assess the impact of forest fire on recreational ES
(Loomis et al. 2001) and to assess the effects of tree density, influenced also by
insect pests and other hazards, on the demand of recreational services (Walsh
et al. 1989).
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(d) Direct methods
The “direct methods” comprise those methods that collect the willingness to pay
off end users in relation to specific ES. The main tools used by this methods’ category are questionnaires and surveys that allow directly asking individuals’ opinion
when different scenarios are presented to them. The two direct methods that are
hereafter described are the contingent valuation and the choice modelling.
Contingent Valuation (CV) This method aims to measure the willingness to
accept the loss of a certain ES, if no actions for its provision or enhancement are
implemented. Alternatively, it can be used to investigate the end users’ willingness
to pay for the implementation of actions aimed to support the provision of a specific
ES. A representative sample of people who directly or indirectly take advantage of
the presence of a defined ES is interviewed. The analysis of their responses allows
gathering information about their readiness to accept the loss of the ES or their
willingness to pay for its provision through the presentation of different scenarios.
The just described method was used to assess the value of forest recreational
services in an Italian alpine valley (Grilli et al. 2014), in Slovakian mountains (Tutka
and Kovalčík 2010) and in British woodlands (Christhe et al. 2007). Moreover, in
the Appalachian Mountains, it was used to value the health protection function of
forest ecosystems (Holmes and Kramer 1996). According to Bastian et al. (2017),
CV was one of the methods used to assess the value of forest ES provided by Eastern
Ore Mountains (Germany and Czech Republic). In Italy, it was used also to evaluate
the aesthetic services of the national forest landscape (Tempesta and Marangon 2004).
Choice Modelling (CM) In choice modelling methods, consumers’ willingness to
pay is detected by asking them to choose the best option among a variety of alternatives. The alternatives are characterized by different attributes of the ES under
investigation. One of these attributes is the amount of money people would be willing to pay for the provision of the considered ES (and its attributes). The survey is
designed to reveal the value given to the attributes and to their combinations. The
assumption under this approach is that forest ES can be subdivided into different
attributes. One of the alternatives represents the current situation (baseline), and the
other ones correspond to different variations of the selected attributes. Each scenario is associated with a different amount of money that has to be taken into consideration in selecting the most suitable alternative.
Some examples of its application can be mainly found regarding the evaluation
of different attributes of a single ES. For instance, it was applied in valuing recreation services in relation to biological impacts (e.g. bark beetle attack) (e.g. in
Horne et al. 2005; Christie et al. 2007; De Valck et al. 2014; Arnberger et al. 2018)
or in the assessment of biodiversity value (Horne 2006; Czajkowski et al. 2009,
2017; Meyerhoff et al. 2009; Hoyos et al. 2012). It was also applied in the assessment of heritage values (particularly referring to the landscape characters, e.g.
Garrod et al. 2009) or to evaluate different forest ES (Gatto et al. 2014; Giergiczny
et al. 2015).
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Conclusion

A large variety of studies can be found in the scientific literature about climate
change and its impacts on forest ecosystems, but a deep interdisciplinary analysis
investigating how global warming is affecting the provision of the different forest
ES is still missing. Moreover, the literature highlights a lack of information regarding the impacts of climate change on the provision of certain forest ES, such as
cultural ES and some regulating services, for instance, “natural hazard regulation”
(see Sect. 13.4.1). Because of the high environmental and climatic variability of
mountain regions, it would be necessary to rely on good quality and quantity of
primary data to be able to have a comprehensive understanding of the whole phenomenon under discussion. For these reasons, there is the necessity to integrate the
existing knowledge with studies aimed to investigate climate change impacts on tree
physiology and stand structures and integrating these data with the consequent
impact on the provision of forest ES. Changes in their provision significantly influence human livelihood, particularly in mountain areas where the interdependence
between human and forest ecosystems is stronger and thus more exposed to changing climate.
Through the literature review, several methods to assess the economic value of
goods and services were detected. The most frequently used methods are the demand
curve approaches. This could be explained by the growing interest in the use of
these methods, which makes it possible to assess the non-market value of ES, a
value that often is not recorded in the financial analysis. Another explanation could
be related to the fact that the market value approaches, such as production function
or cost of substitute good, need a profound knowledge about the interrelation
between forest functions and the resulting provision of ES, an interrelation that is
still not always known or fully understood.
The aim of this chapter was to outline the existing methods used to assess the
value of ES and give an overview of the climate change impacts on the mountain
forests ES provision capacity. The methods described in this chapter allow the
assessment of the TEV of mountain forest ES, which can be used to create a baseline to assess, in the future, how their value will be modified in relation to climatic
changes. Implementing similar studies in the long period will allow monitoring the
changing value of mountain forest ES, permitting proper estimate of the economic
impact of climate change on them.
Moreover, the gathered data could be also used to fill in the knowledge gap existing in the evaluation of specific forest ES in specific areas of interest. In fact, through
a different approach, known as benefit transfer, it would be possible to use the existing data on ES evaluation to estimate their value in different contexts.
Several databases are already present in the web, gathering valuations that can be
used to transfer ES value from a specific geographic area to another. These databases are EUROFOREX (https://www.evri.ca/en), ENVALUE (https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/envalue),
RED
Database
(http://www.isis-it.net/red/
start_search.asp), a database reported by Elsasser et al. (2016) and a database that is
the result of a EC-financed research projects 
(http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
enveco/studies.htm).
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Concluding, the increasing importance of global warming and the need to estimate its impact on the different forest ES are increasing the attention of the academic world, citizens and policy-makers on it. Because mountain forests are
ecosystems suitable for early detection of climate change impacts, they can be an
interesting ecosystem to start the analysis about how climate change impacts on the
provision of ES. A lot of studies already assess climate change impact on forest
structures and tree growth, but it is necessary to improve the analysis of the impacts
on ES provision to be able to estimate the economic loss (or gain) due to global
warming. A deeper understanding could support the estimation of less evident
impacts of climate change on forest ES in different contexts than mountain forest,
implementing the benefit transfer methods. But it could also be necessary to provide
some guidelines to forest managers and public authorities on the suitable forest
management needs to minimize the negative impacts of climate change and maximize the positive ones.
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Chapter 14

Review of Policy Instruments
for Climate-Smart Mountain Forestry
Lenka Dubova, Lenka Slavikova, João C. Azevedo, Johan Barstad,
Paola Gatto, Jerzy Lesinski, Davide Pettenella, and Roar Stokken

Abstract Implementing the Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) concept into practice
requires interaction among key stakeholders, especially forest owners and managers, policymakers (or regulators in general), forest consultants, and forest users. But
what could be the most effective policy instruments to achieve climate smartness in
mountain forests? Which ones would be the most acceptable for forest owners? And
for the local forest communities? Should they be designed and implemented with
the use of participatory approaches or rather on a top-down basis? This chapter summarizes key policy instruments structured in three subsequent categories: command-
and-control, voluntary market-based instruments, and community cooperation. It
provides examples of their functioning in the forestry sector and discusses their
suitability for the implementation of climate smart forestry. It appears that there are
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many policy instruments used with varying degrees of success such as forest concessions or voluntary certification schemes. A wide range of instruments are
responding to direct regulation; this has been seen as insufficient to deal with natural hazards and calamities.

Abbreviations
CAP
CSF
CFT
CoIN
CSR
EC
ES
EU
FNCoFor
FOA
FSC®
MF
NFO
NGO
NPG
NPM
PAM
PEFC™
PES
RESP
RRI
SFM
TPA

14.1

Common Agricultural Policy
Climate-Smart Forestry
Forest Territory Charters
Collaborative Innovation Networks
Corporate social responsibility
European Commission
Ecosystem Service
European Union
Forest-owning Communes represented by their Federation
Forest Owners’ Association
the Forest Stewardship Council
Model Forest
National Forest Office
Nongovernmental Organization
New Public Governance
New Public Management
Public Administration and Management
the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification
Payment for Ecosystem Services
Rural Environment Protection Scheme
Responsible Research and Innovation
Sustainable Forest Management
Traditional Public Administration

Introduction

It is generally assumed that sustainable forest management (SFM) can play a significant role in climate change mitigation (e.g., Makundi 1997; FAO 2018).
Moreover, according to the analysis of diverse services schemes (e.g., payments for
watershed), different types of novel institutional setups based on the establishment
of financial incentives to natural resources owners or managers for ecosystem service (ES) provision provide co-benefits, such as carbon mitigation and others
(UNECE and FAO 2018). In accordance with Climate-Smart Forestry (CSF) (see
Chap. 2 of this book: Weatherall et al. 2021), this chapter presents and describes
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tools for achieving SFM and the provision of different types of forest ES, including
(but not exclusively) carbon mitigation.
According to existing institutional economics and governance structures (e.g.,
Thompson 2003; Lemos and Agrawal 2006; Vatn 2010; Muradian and Rival 2012;
UNECE and FAO 2018), environmental governance instruments can be divided into
3 main types: 1) hierarchies (governmental command-and-control), 2) market-based
(voluntary exchange), and 3) community-based (cooperation networks). Currently
and most typically, these can be combined into hybrid systems (Muradian and Rival
2012; Pahl-Wostl 2019).
One possible way of categorizing these systems is through the identification of
key characteristics or dimensions. Pahl-Wostl (2019) highlights the role of government, divided into three types: 1) setting the rules, 2) being a partner to society, 3)
delivering services to society. Such a classification could be viewed as being consistent with the distinguishing between top-down or bottom-up approaches (e.g.,
Hollberg et al. 2019) or with the distinguishing of motivation: external, as based on
political targets (e.g., Braune and Wittstock 2011) or internally self-motivated. The
same holds for the distinguishing among the subjects: individual providers of ES,
local communities, regions (local government), or the state.
While these aspects are important when economists describe how the state governs resources of economic nature, political scientists attend to how the state relates
to and interacts with the citizens. Within this tradition (e.g., Bryson et al. 2014;
Torfing 2018; Amdam 2020; Sørensen 2020), the public sector is often portrayed on
the basis of Osborne (2006, 2010) and thus depicted through three different regimes:
Traditional Public Administration (TPA), New Public Management (NPM), and
New Public Governance (NPG). Relating to the characteristics used within the economic domain, these three regimes represent “archetypes,” which often coexist or
overlap, also with economic means and instruments, within Public Administration
and Management (PAM).
Within TPA, the role of the state is to be a unitary and hierarchical organization,
focusing upon the policy system, emphasizing policy implementation and understanding nonpublic partners as potential elements or disturbances in the policy system. Due to the hierarchical logic of this regime, citizens are framed as someone
who ought to obey the state. This regime is often understood as bureaucratic in the
negative sense of the word (Amdam 2020). Since citizens ought to obey the state,
this regime is aligned with the “setting rules” approach described by Pahl-
Wostl (2019).
Further, NPM can be understood as a reaction to TPA and, as such, reflects a
wish to modernize the public sector. Within NPM, the state is understood as a disaggregated organization with efficacy resting upon competition and market-place
mechanisms. The focus is upon intraorganizational management and emphasis is on
service inputs and outputs. Nonpublic partners are thus understood as independent
contractors within the competitive market. In line with the private sector analogy,
citizens are generally framed as customers with the ability to choose. This regime is
often criticized for entailing fragmentation of power and responsibility (Amdam
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2020). Due to the role of the state as being a service provider to the public, this
regime aligns with the delivering services to society approach (Pahl-Wostl 2019).
NPG can, as the newest regime, be viewed as a reaction to experienced NPM
shortcomings, and as a strategy to comply with citizens demanding more influence
than through the ballot box alone. This regime, therefore, emphasizes governing on
the basis of equality, dialogue, and coproduction (Sørensen 2020). Within this
framework, the state is seen as a pluralist unit, governed from a neocorporatist point
of view, where trust and relational contracts regulate service processes and outcomes. Nonpublic partners are seen as preferred suppliers, often interdependent
agents, with active and ongoing relationships in already established networks.
Citizens are framed as someone that can exert influence; thus, the regime emphasizes processes where citizens can have influence beyond the limits of the representative democracy, aligning this regime with the “be a partner to society” approach
(Pahl-Wostl 2019).
While the key elements of TPA and “setting rules” remain law, rules, guidelines,
bureaucracy and the hegemony of professionals in service delivery, NPM and
“delivering services to society” pays attention to lessons learned from the private
sector; cost management, input and output control, competition, and contracts. In
contrast to these, NPG and “be a partner to society” focuses upon the active citizen
that can exert his/her influence upon both state and own situation. Thus, this last
regime is often viewed as the preferred tool for mending the distrust to politicians
presently found throughout western societies, often leading to populism and polarization. Implementing processes and mindsets belonging to this last regime can
therefore be of great importance in the field of forestry to avoid such destructive
processes. All relevant stakeholders ought thus to be involved in the innovative
development processes of instruments meant to stimulate CSF.
Based on literature review and schematic structure of environmental governance
from Lemos and Agrawal (2006), Fig. 14.1 shows the classification of key policy
instruments that can be used to address the implementation of the CSF concept.
As mentioned above, the three major types of governance structures are hierarchy (command-and-control), voluntary (market-based), and community cooperation. Hierarchy or command-and-control instruments are based on the power of the
state to regulate private actions through laws and regulations (e.g., Vatn 2010). An
example is direct regulation, for example, in the form of obligatory, minimal percentages of given tree species planted during reforestation.
Hierarchy command-and-control instruments represent direct regulation by
local, state, or national governing bodies. However, some types of regulation could
stimulate or frame certain market-based tools (e.g., the European Commission (EC)
regulations on ecolabel, mark of origin, organic products) and even some community tools (e.g., the EC regulations related to the so-called Leader approach).
Market-based instruments are based on voluntary exchange. These could include
regulations or institutions that affect behavior through market signals (Stavins
1998). An example of such instruments may be payment for ecosystem services
(PES). Most authors (e.g., UNECE and FAO 2018; Prokofieva and Gorriz 2013)
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Fig. 14.1 Classification of key policy instruments with potential application within CSF
(PES = Payments for Ecosystem Services; CSR = Corporate Social Responsibility). (Based on
Lemos and Agrawal 2006: Fig. 1; and Vatn 2010)

have adopted the PES definition from Wunder (2005). According to his definition,
PES must comply with five characteristics (Wunder 2005, p. 2): “(1) a voluntary
transaction, in which (2) a well-defined environmental service (or a land-use likely
to secure this) (3) is bought by at least one buyer (4) from at least one provider (5)
if and only if its provision can be secured (conditionality).” If a PES scheme does
not fulfil all (but at the minimum one) of the conditions, it is called a PES-like
scheme (Wunder 2005). Some PES-like schemes or mechanisms may fulfil the criteria of the command-and-control category rather than market-based. In practice,
PES schemes are mostly hybrid systems based on both market and nonmarket
instruments (e.g., Higgins et al. 2014; UNECE and FAO 2018).
Community-based governance is based on cooperation with and between local
actors, creating a sense of community ownership. Collective governance is an
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example of community governance. Private-based philanthropy is another example
of an instrument building upon community.
However, instruments often simultaneously hold aspects that reflect and are constituted by more than one of the structures mentioned above. As such, these instruments are to be found in the intersections between the main governance structures
described by Vatn (Vatn 2010).
Public-private partnership is created through a combination of hierarchy
(command-and-control) and market instruments. It represents cooperation between
state agencies and market actors (Lemos and Agrawal 2006). An example is forest
concession, a temporary allocation of typically state-owned public forest resources
to another actor (companies, communities, or nongovernmental organizations –
NGOs), in order to regulate timber production to be compatible with the need for
protection of the ecosystems, and the rights of indigenous people and local communities (Tegegne et al. 2018).
Comanagement connects hierarchical governance structure and community
cooperation and represents cooperation between state agencies and communities.
Such examples are information campaigns or voluntary certifications schemes.
As shown in Fig. 14.1, there can be identified instruments, which combine all
three major governance types. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) and in particular Collaborative Innovation Networks (CoINs) are included in this category. The
CSR concept connects elements of voluntary behavior, mandatory responsibilities,
and societal expectations (Carroll 1999; Brammer et al. 2012). CoIN is mostly perceived as a self-organized and motivated group of actors (enterprises, universities,
research institutes, governments, intermediaries, etc.), elaborating a collective
vision, collaborating not only face-to-face, but also through Web or other platforms
(Gloor 2007; Wu et al. 2019).
As seen in Fig. 14.1, different types of instruments based on different governance
structures can be identified. We recognize primarily instruments, such as direct regulation, PES and PES-like schemes, certification, information campaigns, collaborative innovation networks and private-based philanthropy, or corporate social
responsibility.

14.2

Direct Regulation

Direct regulation (or direct control or administrative instruments of regulation) is
based on the legitimacy and power of a state to regulate private actions (Holzinger
and Knill 2004; Vatn 2010). Legal regulations may come under legislation of local,
state, regional, or European Union (EU) governments. In every country, the direct
regulation in forestry exists in some form – it is mainly based on protection of forest
in terms of determination of what is permitted and what is illegal (McManus 2009).
The underlying principle is to set standards or targets (e.g., for lodging, maintenance, renewal, etc.) by a government authority that has to be complied with. If the
standards or targets are not fulfilled, negative sanctions and penalties may occur
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(Baldwin et al. 2011). Direct regulation has been used since the beginning of environmental policy making by industrialized countries in the 1970s (Böcher 2012). Its
advantage is speed and clearness. In case of functioning control, the meeting of
preset targets is expected. On the other hand, fixed standards and rules are reactive
and rigid. If fulfilled, no other motivations for desirable behavior exist. Economists
stress the problem of high compliance costs and expensive control that results in
generally low economic efficiency of this kind of intervention (Tietenberg and
Lewis 2018).
The example of national regulation of forestry and forest management is the
Federal Forest Act in Germany. German forest policy defines rules relating to forest,
forestry, and timber utilization. The aim is to deal with conflicts of interests between
the various economic, ecological, and social demands. The act is accompanied by
other acts (e.g., Act on Forest Reproductive Material, the Timber Trade Safeguard,
the Federal Hunting Act, and others). Comparable acts can be found in other
European countries. Acts can be supplemented by various strategies, since these
general acts mainly do not deal with changing social and environmental conditions,
such as climate change. An example from Germany in this context is the Forest
Strategy 2020. However, since this strategy addresses climate change mitigation
and adaptation broadly, it does not state specific goals for mountain forestry (Federal
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection 2011).
National rules for afforestation might be considered relevant direct regulation
within climate change policies. In many countries, however, including Czech
Republic, the landowner cannot freely decide to change the arable land or pasture
into forest. The Czech Act on the protection of the agricultural land fund defines the
rules for exemption of land from the fund and levies for exemption of agricultural
land. For afforestation of agricultural land consent of the state administration
authority is always required and levies for exemption are set. Levies are not set only
for land in the lowest levels of protection (fourth and fifth level of protection). It is
also required to change the land to land for forest function in case of afforestation
of land in the third level of protection. In other words, the owner cannot use the land
for plantation or forest monocultures. Agricultural land in the first and second level
protection may be withdrawn only in cases where the other public interest significantly outweighs the public interest in the protection of the agricultural land fund.
On the other hand, forest expansion has been one of the most prominent land use
changes encouraged also by the introduction of a legal framework for afforestation
payments in the reform of EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Kotecký
2015). However, while the governments in the EU had built up a legislative framework for afforestation support scheme, this is not a direct regulation. By contrast,
there are also additional agri-environmental subsidies paid under Rural Environment
Protection Scheme (RESP) adopted with the reform of CAP in 1993. Nevertheless,
the legislation and direct regulation, for example, in Ireland, caused decreasing
interest of farmers in planting trees, since land under RESP could be withdrawn
after 5 years, while the decision of afforestation was irreversible under current legislation (McCarthy et al. 2003).
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In the European Union, the formulation of forest policies is the competence of
the Member States. Different examples of direct regulations at the EU level affecting forestry are hidden in other directives. One such example is The Fauna-Flora-
Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC – FFH or Habitat Directive). Very limited
requirements for forest management can be identified in the Directive (Winkel et al.
2009), but Rosenkranz et al. (2014) investigated income losses in forestry due to the
implementation of Habitat Directive caused by reduction of the amount of harvested
timber. Since approximately 5.2% of the total German forest area had not been subject to a special protection status before (Sippel 2007), annual income losses for the
enterprises averaged 31 to 39 €/ha (Rosenkranz et al. 2014). Direct regulation can,
therefore, by spillover effects, be an efficient means for the implementation of
CSF. The aim of the Habitats Directive is biodiversity protection regardless of
implementing CSF.
It can be stated that direct regulation is, in principle, efficient until the calamity.
Among the most common disasters in European forests induced by climate changes
are fires, pest outbreaks (e.g., bark beetle), windstorms, ice storms, and drought
(Seidl et al. 2014). Pests have especially caused problems in mountain forests of
East-Central Europe, since increasing temperatures (among other factors) created
better conditions for forest pests at higher mountain sites (Battisti and Larsson
2015). Unfortunately, there is no evidence of direct regulation dealing with
CSF. Also, there is a lack of direct regulation that deals with prevention of climate
change related issues. Mourao and Martinho (2016) examined the effectiveness of
Portugal’s direct regulation, regarding fires in forests. Their findings are in line with
the claim that direct regulation is mostly reactive. Although there have been problems associated with the frequency and incidence of forest fires since 1980,
Portuguese legislative documents on forest fires follow the evolution of fire. This
direct regulation tends to be unable to prevent the dimensions of abiotic forest factors (Mourao and Martinho 2016: 476). They added that both legal instruments
instability and conflicts are other problems that do not contribute to achieving
desired results (Mourao and Martinho 2019). Conversely Fernandes et al. (2017)
claim that crises should be an opportunity, or trigger, for change or reforms.
However, they also noted that sudden and reactive changes in (fire-related) legislation can cause confusion (Jensen and McPherson 2008) by reason of the bounded
rationality and selective attention to relevant information (Busenberg 2004). It can
be stated that direct regulation cannot prevent any problems or calamities, but it
should prevent an escalation of the problems.

14.3

Collective Governance

Since the 1970s, there has been a growing awareness of negative social and environmental problems caused by attempts to control very complex natural systems. There
has also been increasing criticism of conventional command-and-control-based
resource management, and innovative approaches to understanding and managing
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environmental and social systems have emerged (Secco et al. 2011; Paavola and
Hubacek 2013). An adaptive collaborative approach did not take hierarchical management as a starting point but, on the contrary, positions itself by introducing the
concept of “bottom-up” management (Fraser et al. 2006). It is expected that actors
traditionally involved in forest-related decision-making also will address and apply
new concepts and tools, such as public participation, shared responsibility, and networking in governance mechanisms (Secco and Petenella 2006; Secco et al. 2011;
Lovrić et al. 2012; Niedziałkowski et al. 2012, 2015; Paloniemi et al. 2015; Primmer
et al. 2015). Depending on the sector and context, forest governance may be dominated by private actors, NGOs, public authorities, or others, which are a mixture of
theoretically equal actors. The difference in governance modes “lies simply in who
is involved in making common choices” and how the one’s involvement is managed.
In Northern and North-Western European countries, private ownership of forestland ranges from about 40% to 80%, and in Eastern European countries from 10%
to 60%. In Western and Central Europe, small (up to 5 ha) land-holdings represent
about 85% of all forest owners (Schmithüsen and Hirsch 2010). In countries with a
large share of private forest owners, high fragmentation, and large number of owners, various forms of decentralized partnerships or even private governance are
more common (Beland Lindahl et al. 2017).
These private forests are very important as they have significant potential for the
production of wood and nonwood products, provision of multiple ecosystem services, including carbon storage and biodiversity conservation (Osman-Elasha et al.
2009). On the other hand, their role in the wood market has been, and still is, small.
In order to strengthen their position, the first Forest Owners’ Associations (FOAs)
have emerged in Europe already at the end of XIX, and beginning of XX century
and they have become very common over time (Weiss et al. 2011; Kronholm 2015;
Aurenhammer et al. 2017). The organization and functioning of FOAs reflects the
way forests are governed, which is based on the cooperation of local actors who
create a sense of community ownership. The term “collective governance” was
introduced by Ostrom (1990), while Armitage (2005) presented the principles of
community resource management.
There are numerous definitions of forest governance, but the definition proposed
by Lockwood (2010), that is, “the interaction between structures, processes and
traditions that determine how power and accountability are exercised, how decisions are made and how citizens or other stakeholders have their say,” seems to be
the most appropriate to describe collective governance. This term, however, does
not mean either equal sharing of power or a high level of stakeholder involvement.
The community forestry’s basics include such objectives as empowering forest
users, and improving the condition of the forests, by means of managing forests by
local stakeholders, for commercial and noncommercial purposes (Vizzari et al.
2012). FOAs regulate the use of the natural resources and take care of all aspects of
community life (Vizzari et al. 2012). They also focus on sustainable collective governance outcomes, such as the quality of the decision-making, efficiency of the
implementation process, and sensitivity to different context-specific aspects. Thus,
when evaluating community forestry outcomes, it is especially important to state
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whether this governance mode has delivered what was expected (Maryudi
et al. 2012).
If any conflict emerges, FOAs try to overcome it taking into consideration interactions among ecological functioning, social structures, and stakeholders’ participation (Paavola and Hubacek 2013). The gained expertise is invaluable in the
process of continuous collective learning (Secco and Petenella 2006; Sandström
2009; Saarikoski et al. 2012). Broad argumentation, inclusive stakeholder participation, and genuine knowledge sharing are considered to contribute to positive outcomes (e.g., Reed 2008).
As mentioned before, the community forests are managed by the forest owners
themselves. In France, however, the FOAs’ forests are used by the forest owners,
but they are managed by the National Forest Office (NFO). For the discussions with
NFO, the forest-owning communes are represented by their federation (FNCoFor)
(Chauvin 2012). Such a share of decision-making between the private and the state
actors results in the comanagement governance mode.
The “forest territory charters” (CFTs), that is, participative strategic processes
carried out at a local level, were instituted on the basis of the French forest law of
2001. The CFTs were conceived as a policy tool for promotion of the principles of
SFM in community forestry. Different stakeholders at all scales have seized this tool
to adapt it to their own strategies. The CFTs have influenced these policies in the
long run, even changing economic conditions and governments (Chauvin 2012). A
mission of coordination of the CFTs, given to the FNCoFor by the national government, resulted in a conversion of the FNCoFor toward a reliable intermediate to
promote the CFTs as a bottom-up approach. It induced a firm empowerment of the
FNCoFor, evolving from a simple political representation, in a state-steered device,
to a strong lobby system, shaped as a support network with expertise in both forestry and rural development, while NFO had to withdraw to technical matters notably due to the costs of participation (Chauvin 2012). It is not clear, however, whether
the FOAs governance mode is the same as before the CFT initiative was undertaken
or if it has changed into collective governance.
In 1992, the federal government of Canada set up a collaborative governance
initiative through the Model Forest Program (LaPierre 2002; Parkins et al. 2016).
The government’s idea behind the initiative was to allow an initial 10 Model Forests
(MFs) across the country to act as demonstration sites for SFM, while the government initially provided core funding and leadership. Such a share of responsibilities
between the MFs and government might be identified as the comanagement. The
mandated structure called for an industrial partner as well as a commitment to
accommodate not only the local residents and representatives of the government,
but also First Nations, NGOs, and individual persons interested in the MF goals and
their mode of action (Hall and Bonnell 2004; Rametsteiner 2009; Parkins et al.
2016). Yet, the presence of the industrial partner in the MF partnership resulted in a
change of the governance mode from comanagement to corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Since the concept has shown itself to be flexible and adaptive to its setting
(Besseau et al. 2002; Ho et al. 2014; IMFN 2019), what once began in Canada is
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now the world’s largest network consisting of more than 60 MFs across the World,
of which 10 have been established in the EU countries (IMNF, 2020). Each MF is
unique but all of them are governed by the same principles of trust, transparency,
and collaborative decision-making (IMFN 2019, 2020). MFs are proven examples
for good governance effectiveness and efficiency as well as shared stewardship of
forests and the larger landscapes that surround them (Rametsteiner 2009). It has to
be noted that the Canadian suggestion of incorporating the industrial partner has
been adopted just by a few MFs outside Canada (Shingo 2017). On the contrary, the
majority of the MFs adopted the collective governance mode, since they are not any
longer financed nor led by the respective national states but, by acquiring a legal
identity, they were able to function, thanks to grants awarded by foundations, aid
agencies, and the local, national, and international institutions and organizations.

14.4

Voluntary Certification Schemes

Forest certification is a voluntary market-based instrument to achieve SFM. Voluntary
instruments aim to change the forest owners’ and forest managers’ behavior without
the force of law (van der Heijden 2018). Originally, it was introduced in the early
1990s to address concerns of deforestation and forest degradation, to protect forest
biodiversity and to mitigate illegal logging (e.g., Cashore et al. 2006; Stupak et al.
2011), especially in the tropics (Rametsteiner and Simula 2003). The goal of labelling wood products based on forest certification is an identification of products from
well-managed forests (Elliot and Schlaepfer 2001). Such initiatives are always
addressed by independent third parties (Elliot andet Schlaepfer 2001; Buliga and
Nichiforel 2019), mostly nongovernmental organizations.
The aim of the forest certification is to promote SFM with two tools: criteria and
indicators (Rametsteiner and Simula 2003). There are currently several international certification schemes defining specific sets of standards for sustainable forest
management. Two forest certification schemes are present across Europe: the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC®) and the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification (PEFC™) (Buliga and Nichiforel 2019). PEFC is an international
umbrella organization for approving national schemes. Most countries are involved
in these two processes. Both schemes include criteria for best practices in forest
management, covering environmental, and social and economic aspects. The area of
the world’s forests covered by these two schemes increased from 14 million hectares in 2000 to almost 420 million hectares in 2014 (FAO 2016: 26). Even though
the original purpose for the establishment of such a scheme was to protect mainly
tropical forests, most certified forests are in the temperate and boreal zones, with
Europe as the most important region (Rametsteiner and Simula 2003).
In addition to the certification of forest management, there is also the second type
of forest certification. Certification of the chain of custody (CoC certification)
verifies that certified wood material product has been taken from forests and
managed according to responsible forest management standards (Buliga and
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Nichiforel 2019), and that it has been kept separate from noncertified material
through the production process. This chapter is focused on certification of forest
management.
The advantage of the instrument of certification is its voluntary nature and provision of benefits, not only to forests owners, managers, entrepreneurs, or timber companies. As a final result, certification helps to achieve social and environmental
goals. This is facilitated by the set of criteria and standards. The FSC forest management standards include 10 principles and related criteria to confirm that the forests
are managed economically and also in a way that preserves natural ecosystems and
the social benefits of local communities and workers (Buliga and Nichiforel 2019).
In order to receive FSC certification, all of them must be met. They include, for
example, compliance with laws (including national laws, international agreements,
etc.), contribution to maintaining, conservation and/or restoring of ecosystem services and environmental values, obligation to maintain and/or enhance the high
conservation values through applying the precautionary approach (FSC 2015).
Among the main motivations for participating in forest certification are the following: landowner interest, knowledge and awareness, alignment of certification
aims with landowner’s values, low cost, market access, and benefits (e.g., Boakye-
Danquah and Reed 2019). Public image or feedback on management practices are
mentioned by community-based forestry practitioners, while their expectations for
economic benefits are low (Crow and Danks 2010). According to research from the
USA, access to professional forest management advice or information is a significant factor in seeking forest certification (e.g., Ma et al. 2012).
The criticism of forest certification is mainly focused on its minimal impact on
tropical forest deforestation. Another disadvantage can be seen in dependency on
local law. According to their research based on comparative analysis of Poland and
Belarus, Niedziałkowski and Shkaruaba (2018; 180) stated that the effectiveness of
FSC depends solely on the strong support of the government and can collapse if the
support is withdrawn. In both cases, the role of the state actors was crucial in the
forest certification process. This is in all probability broadly valid in countries where
the state is a dominant forest owner, for example, postsocialist countries.
Furthermore, a Romanian case study (Buliga and Nichiforel 2019) evaluated how
much of the FSC standard is contingent on legal rules in the country. They concluded that 69% of certification requirements are addressed in law. They added that
the effect of certification is mainly about contributing to a better enforcement of the
existing legal rules.
It can be stated that forest certification can help with the introduction of climate
smart forestry and that forest certification is a usable instrument for achieving environmental goals. It seems that especially small owners welcome the information
and advice about SFM. In combination with information campaigns, forest certification can be seen as an effective additional instrument for fostering climate smart
forestry, together with legal rules, and command and control instruments. However,
it should be supplemented by raising the awareness of forest owners, or by
demonstrating the economic benefit. Benefits are mostly affected by the demand for
certified products, which in turn is related to general economic indicators (FAO
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2016). Nevertheless, since the common reason for participating in forest certification
schemes is public image, it should be effective also to raise public awareness.
Disadvantages or problems of such instruments could be the necessity to have the
independent third party, which supports and guarantees the certification program.

14.5

Private-Based Philanthropy

Most instruments require the involvement of different public administration levels.
Specific legislation or other official documents with rules need to be issued and
particular bureaus need to be empowered, so an instrument starts functioning.
Instead, private-based philanthropy deals with the independent action of property
owners that from different reasons pursue common interests, being its biodiversity
enhancement, water retention, or CSF. While doing so, they (voluntary) sacrifice
short-term economic benefits from using the land.
Private-based philanthropy may involve the action of an individual landowner or
a nongovernmental organization. Its most spread form is so-called land trusts, private protected areas with long tradition particularly in the USA and Australia
(Bennett et al. 2018). Within Europe, some forms of land trusts exist in the majority
of Western European countries, especially the UK. Usually, their main goal is to
acquire the land and to conserve it for biodiversity enhancement purposes. In order
to gain money to acquire the land and to manage it, land trusts receive private donations. In the USA, the functioning of land trusts is supported by the existence of
conservation easements. These are voluntary legal agreements restricting some
property rights of the owner – therefore, a land trust does not buy the land itself, it
only buys part of the land use rights and monitors if the conservation occurs (Horton
et al. 2017; Graves et al. 2019). Landowners participating in conservation easements may receive some financial benefits, including income, tax credits, or tax
relief on their decreased property value. Bastian (2017) proves that this financial
motivation together with pursuing common interests is attractive for landowners –
apart from financial incentives, a desire to protect the land in perpetuity or to maintain a connection with land is an important impulse.
Except for typical nongovernmental organization (such as land trusts) engagement, individual landowners may also pursue common interests voluntarily even
when receiving no financial compensation. They do it especially if: a) they believe
that what they do is the right thing, b) their living is not fully dependent on the economic use of the land. This is, for example, the position of the “philanthropic
farmer” in Czechia, as described by Slavíková and Raška (2019), who decided to
build natural water retention measures on his field from his own resources despite
the fact that he reduces the extent of the farming land and subsequent agricultural
subsidies.
This evidence shows that private actions may support (not only undermine) public policy goals. Their focus does not need to be limited to biodiversity conservation
or water retention as mentioned in examples above. SFM or even CSF – if the
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private land in focus is a forest – might be considered as well. In Czechia, some
existing land trusts aim at forest renewals considering the specific species composition adapted to changing climate. Čmelák was established 1994 and represents
newly established land trusts in the form of a nongovernmental organization, where
members of the NGO share common interest in deciding about the type of forest
activities as the Board, or during Membership meetings. In the early1990s, members were concerned with the poor condition of forests in the North of Bohemia in
the Jizera Mountains, mainly caused by sulfur emissions and bark beetle. Acting
together with volunteers, and raising money from public donations, Čmelák bought
the land. They changed spruce monoculture into mixed forest called “New Virgin
Forest” (Špaček et al. 2020). Ongoing management of the New Virgin Forest is
mostly financed by subsidies (grants) and donations. The PES scheme represents an
important part of the donation in Čmelák (see next Sect. 14.5). Čmelák implements
their activities in a relatively small area. Long-term goal of Čmelák’s activities is to
show novel ways to approach and implement financially self-sufficient SFM focused
on nontimber forest products.
Private-based philanthropy will rarely solve problems worldwide. The rationale
to promote and even establish private initiatives is mostly rooted in their potential to
effectively overcome land-use conflicts and institutional misfits on fragmented land.

14.6

 arket-Based Instruments: PES
M
and PES-Like Schemes

This section introduces examples of the implementation of payments for ecosystem
(or environmental) services (PES) scheme, while more detailed description of PES
as an incentive tool for behavioral change to climate-smart practices can be found
in Chap. 12 of this book: Gežík et al. (2021).
According to the previously mentioned definition of the PES scheme, the Land
Trust Association Čmelák (Czechia) can be seen as an example of a PES-like
scheme, since it complies with characteristics defined by Wunder (2005, p. 2): “(1)
a voluntary transaction, in which (2) a well-defined environmental service (or a
land-use likely to secure it) (3) is bought by at least one buyer (4) from at least one
provider (5) if and only if its provision can be secured (conditionality).”
The main activities of Čmelák are based upon buying land with spruce monocultures in the Jizera Mountains and changing them into mixed-forest, so-called New
Virgin Forest. Their activities are geared toward nature protection and conservation.
Besides revenues from services (ecological education, sale of seedlings, etc.), subsidies, and grants, Čmelák obtains significant resources by selling Certificates of
Patronage. Local citizens, public, or companies voluntarily buy this certificate to
help with financing Čmelák’s activities and extension of New Virgin Forest. Buyers
become a patron of New Virgin Forest and contribute toward the creation of nonmaintained forest providing nontimber forest services (educational, recreational,
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etc.). The main problem may be seen to lie with the revenue generated by selling
certificates, since this amount is sufficient for buy-off of new land; however, additional resources are required for other activities (maintaining New Virgin Forest).
Given that SFM in mountain forests can provide important regulation services
(carbon sequestration and storage, water regulation and protection of soil, people,
and infrastructure against hydrogeological hazards, etc.), groups of stakeholders
may be willing to pay and compensate forest owners from losses occurring due to
SFM and reducing timber harvesting as a means of lowering the risk of damage to
buildings and people (Grilli et al. 2020).
The quantification of the monetary value of services is always important for performing PES. Olschewski et al. (2012) and Grilli, et al. (2020) describe monetary
valued avalanche protection by forests in Swiss Alps using choice experiment and
determination of willingness to pay for the protection. They conclude that willingness to pay is at a level of per household costs of alternative measures, and furthermore substantially higher than the costs of measures needed in forests to maintain
protection based on engineering and silvicultural knowledge. The study shows
examples where PES schemes should be an efficient solution for (in this case) avalanche protection in mountainous regions.
Studies indicate that the monetary valuation and setting the amount of payment
is the most challenging factor when implementing PES schemes. Nevertheless, it is
considered as an effective and already used instrument for changing forest management to SFM. PES scheme may provide important sources and compensations for
forest owners for losses occurring for reducing timber harvesting.

14.7

Collaborative Innovation Networks

To ensure that instruments for CSF have impact, it is vital to check they are in accordance with present contexts. Standardized solutions and instruments should not
simply be “put into use.” Rather they must undergo a process where their appearance and usage become adapted, adjusted, and implemented in a manner that
ensures correspondence with the expectations, motivations, and values of those
affected by, or wielding, the tools. To ensure accordance between chosen instruments and society. Collaborative innovation networks (CoIN) may seem a promising method. Still, in their traditional format, CoINs are probably not by themselves
sufficient to achieve the anticipated alignment between instrument and present
challenges.
As a concept, CoIN was introduced to describe how multiple partners, through
collaborative action, possess the power to successfully instigate products, services,
policies, processes, business solutions etc. CoINs are mostly perceived as self-
organized and motivated groups, consisting of actors like enterprises, universities,
research institutes, and governments that, by means of collaboration, elaborate a
collective vision. Such networks are highly plastic and adaptive, and able to adjust
to local or temporal situations, both concerning time and space (Gloor 2007). Such
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networks can therefore easily be understood as viable networks, possessing great
potential for CSF.
Several examples of CoIN in forestry and rural development can be located. The
two presented below are representative for those found when trawling the Internet.
The “Innovation Networks of Cork, Resins and Edibles in the Mediterranean basin” aims
to foster communication and knowledge transfer to highlight how enhanced fluxes and
multi-actor networks can help to seed real and effective innovation of NWFPs and contribute to business discovery, social innovation and the co-design of locally adapted innovative
value chains (https://www.incredibleforest.net). Still, from a CoIN-perspective the network
lacks representation from the societal side, except through proxies, like NGOs.
The “PIRIC-network” of New Zealand (https://www.piric.org) aims for a sustainable future
for New Zealand through accelerating the adoption of digital technologies into their
Primary Industries and Regional Economies, realizing they can no longer act as individuals
or organizations working alone. With industries and communities entering a time of significant disruption, rapid increase in consumer acceptability, and changes to the international
trading environment. Even with a number of founding members from the societal sector,
there still is a lack of real involvement into the core areas of activity by the relevant societies.

The common factor of these, as well as of the other examples found, was their focus
on societal involvement, while still displaying a top-down structure. Nowadays, this
may not be sufficient, since it is increasingly evident that it is both ethically and
practically doubtful to let innovation processes be governed solely by the traditional
actors, logics, and forces. This stems from the experience that, despite research and
innovation improving our lives in almost every area, one also sees the transformative forces of innovation creating new risks and dilemmas.
To promote real involvement and reduce the risks of negative impacts from
expert-dominated innovation, the concept of Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI) has been developed and implemented. To reduce negative “side effects” from
research and innovation, RRI demands the involvement of citizens and communities
in an upstream fashion, to ensure outcomes being aligned with the values of society
(RRI-Tools 2020; Stokken and Børsen 2020). Thus, important funding frameworks,
like Horizon 2020 and COST as well as several national funding schemes, require
the implementation of RRI in all projects and activities.
RRI rests upon a normative framework, comprising the six policy keys: 1) ethics,
2) gender equality, 3) governance, 4) open access, 5) public engagement, and 6)
science education. In our CSF context, the six keys denote that a CoIN process
instigated to assure accordance between instrument and context, ought to be governed by civil servants that adhere to the NPG regime (Sørensen 2020) and the “be
a partner to society” approach (Pahl-Wostl 2019). In particular, the governance and
public engagement keys demand comprehension and the use of networks to be integrated parts of development and innovation processes.
To engage in networks in a manner where RRI is taken seriously, civil servants
must employ a novel position, where both citizens and other relevant actors are
provided with the possibility of being involved from the very start. Only then can
the “current demand” for governed innovations, where people have a right to be
heard, and where the inclusion of citizens’ knowledge, resources, and motivation
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actively contributes to successful implementation, is met. To achieve this, citizen
involvement must take the form of real debates (Force free discourses – in the terms
of Habermas (1995)), where the say of the citizens surpasses tokenism (Arnstein
1969). An example of such an arrangement is how Ireland established citizens
forums to foster dialogue around abortion to prevent domestic polarization. Another
example is from Denmark, where a municipality that established ad hoc political
committees at the core of their policymaking experienced that citizens’ involvement
transformed from demanding to actively seeking and promoting solutions
(Sørensen 2020).
When problems, like those in Ireland and Denmark, transgress being a matter of
finding the most bureaucratic sound or economically most viable solution, to being
a matter of democracy, governance, ethics, and engagement on equal terms for all
citizens, a problem often transforms from being a difficult question to a so-called
wicked problem. The complexity and constant change that characterizes societal
development has given rise to this concept (Churchman 1967, Rittel and Webber
2007), reflecting a reality in which societal problems in general tend to be governed
by incomplete, contradictory, and/or changing requirements that are difficult or
impossible to solve in a “right” way.
In our context, the core lesson in the development of instruments for CSF, therefore, relates to the need to always be looking for the feasible solution, understanding that the traditional positivistic science often fails to describe the societal
processes encompassing policy development and implementation conditions. This
calls both for a process-oriented approach, and a willingness to adapt and seek new
solutions.
To get the best out of CoINs, it is therefore important not to “marry” one specific
method or solution, but to keep an open view, looking for “solutions that can work”
in this particular setting on the basis of a focus on the process rather than on the
output. In this matter, being aware that collaboration possesses the power to contradict the traditional linear, deterministic models, while on the other hand generating
results that are more depending on the conditions under which they are developed,
than the actual resources and the factual actors involved. Thus, two parallel processes, involving the same set of actors, but separated in space, or sharing the same
space but separated in time, may well end up in different solutions. And even more –
that the choice of and inclusion of whom to consider as stakeholders largely will
define the potential power of the outcome.
Approaches can, as argued, be utilized in a variety of modes of collaboration, for
example, in partnership models, triple- or quadruple-helix models, communicative
planning models, or actor-network models. The essence and their commonality are
the ability to open up for broad and inclusive cooperation, where new solutions may
be found and thus induce improved conditions for implementing. These may be
reached through addressing three crucial aspects:
–– Perspectives. More “heads” involved may give rise to a wider variety of solutions.
–– Inclusion. Working together fosters trust.
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–– Feasibility. Trust eases the ground for easier and more successful
implementation.
In market situations, this approach opens opportunities for partners/collaborators
to increase their profits. In nonmarket situations, for example, regarding environmental services regulation and provisioning, giving rise to novel approaches, and in
particular to what could be easier, more rapid and improved conditions for
implementation.
CoIN further bridges with models of interacting spheres, like the classic three-
fold sustainability model (see Fig. 14.2) or John Friedmann’s 4-Life-worlds, in that
they acknowledge the need for pluri-sectoral, or cross-sectoral cooperation. And, as
well, representing sectors/realms outside of direct human control. Like natural-
systems-based design, where one tries to mimic nature’s solutions and to recreate
them into modern day, human designed environmental solutions.
Thus, alliances with and among the stakeholders are needed, surpassing both the
traditional bureaucratic approaches where the civil servants were the masters, and
the approach denoted by New Public Management where the civil servants have the
serving role. Rather, the servants must embrace the collaborative role, where the
goal is to empower citizens as individuals and groups, and to build implementable
and feasible solutions together. CoIN processes, in accordance with the

Fig. 14.2 The three spheres model of sustainable development (with overlaps labeled). (based on
Thatcher 2015)
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Pan-European policy requirements for RRI, involving all relevant stakeholders and
assuring that the solutions chosen serves the greater good, are therefore vital to
achieve sustainability over time. Thus, CoIN possesses the potential to be understood as a tool to address wicked problems of great complexity within the field of
CSF, at least if all relevant stakeholders are heard, instead of only the actors in
control.

14.8

Corporate Social Responsibility

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has no known accepted formal definition.
CSR refers to the contributions of companies to the society as a whole or to particular communities, often directly related to companies’ operations. It goes beyond
legal regulations of the activity of companies resulting from volunteer decisions of
companies to balance internal profitability and other corporate objectives with positive impacts in the society.
Although the concept can be traced back to the 1950s, the use of CSR in practice
is relatively recent (Hajdúchová et al. 2019). The World Business Council for
Sustainable Development defined CSR as “the ethical behaviour of a company
towards society,” or “management acting responsibly in its relationships with other
stakeholders who have a legitimate interest in the business – not just the shareholders” (WBCSD 2000). In the same report, the WBCSD states that CSR “is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic
development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families,
as well as of the local community and society at large”. This includes environmental
responsibility, together with financial and social.
Starting in the 1990s, the global adoption of the concept of sustainable development in international and national level policy in making and regulatory frameworks has strongly contributed to integrate social and environmental dimensions
into the responsibilities of businesses. This has contributed to make CSR a synonym
of sustainability (Panwar and Hansen 2008). The integration of sustainable development into CSR has contributed to making CSR an important mechanism related
to the prevention of undesirable impacts of companies to society (avoiding pollution or protecting species habitats) and/or supporting local communities around the
world through donation of resources, time, or money, also from forest companies or
companies operating in forest environments. Sustainable development is still today
one of the major components of CRS together with social, environmental, and
financial responsibility and company accountability (Lempiäinen 2011). With the
general acceptance of the UN Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda
by the society at large, it is likely that sustainability will increase further its importance in CSR in the near future.
The growth of social responsibility within companies has evolved strongly in
recent decades also due to changes taking place in societies in terms of the dominant
values, rights, ideologies, and political and governance models, which influenced
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the expectations of the society from companies. Several other factors are also related
to the increasing relevance of CSR, such as the contrast between the socioeconomic
development context among sites in which companies operate and emergent drivers
such as globalization, climate change, the biodiversity crisis, environmental catastrophes, forest fires and many others, increasing social and environmental awareness and, at the same time, creating opportunities for companies to become more
socially responsible. Increasing connectivity and information exchange in societies
have also increased the relevance of CSR, given the visibility of the work of companies as well as the impact of the public opinion and preferences on corporation’s
attitudes.
Social responsibility has become part of the business model of companies.
Socially responsible entrepreneurship, socially responsible business, socially
responsible marketing, and many other similar terms emerged in the businesses and
corporation’s arenas. Companies are today ranked according to their level of social
responsibility (e.g., the Reputation Institute’s World’s Most Reputable Companies
for Corporate Responsibility 2019), strongly impacting the public image of
corporations.
ISO, the International Organization for Standardization, published in 2010 the
standard ISO 26000 to address social responsibility, following years of a multistakeholder discussion process (ISO 2010). Based on the premise that “the objective
of social responsibility is to contribute to sustainable development,” ISO 26000
provides guidance on a series of essential topics, such as governance, human rights,
labor practices, the environment, fair practices, consumer issues and community
involvement and development, as well as practical guidance to integrate social
responsibility in organizations, providing also examples of initiatives and tools for
social responsibilities.
The social and environmental performance of companies has an effect on their
investment efficiency (Guan et al. 2019). In the forest sector, companies benefit
from CSR by improving relationships with stakeholders, maintain their legitimacy,
address challenges, and achieve sustainable development as well as competitive
advantages (Li and Gao 2019). Environment protection and promotion of employment seem to be the most relevant responsibilities disclosed by forest companies (Li
and Gao 2019). SFM and its certification has been followed as a major CSR practice
by the forest industry in general. In the Congo Basin, for example, certification is
the aspect of CSR most valued by timber companies (Colaço and Simão 2018).
Environmental themes related to forest operations, education, and health are priority aspects for these companies based on their disclosing. SFM and accountability
are the two most frequently reported by large top forest companies in all continents
(Vidal and Kozak 2008).
In practice, CSR can be regarded as economic instruments with a positive impact
on increasing the supply of ecosystem services through monetary donations and
other investments by companies. One example is the “Cash crops used to protect
Costa Rican forest” by a subsidiary of NUEVA and a subsidiary of Schmidheiny to
prevent degradation of forest in slopes due to slash and burn practices through planting macadamia trees in a buffer zone between farms and cloud forests on the slopes
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of a Costa Rican volcano (WBCSD 2000). Another example is the Farmer Training
Center (FTC), established by Rio Tinto near the Kelian mine in Indonesia, to
promote sustainable livelihood after the mine closure (WBCSD 2000). Examples of
these kinds of actions have been compiled for countries of the Mediterranean region
including Italy (establishment of protected area in the Brenta River Forest), Greece
(local forest fire volunteer groups), Morocco (“Partnership for Moroccan Forests”),
and Tunisia (“Pact for a Green Tunisia”) (Górriz-Mifsud et al. 2018). Another type
of CSR initiatives in the forest sector includes investments in offsetting the carbon
footprint of companies through voluntary forest projects in Italy and Spain (Górriz-
Mifsud et al. 2018).
Particularly after the signature of the Paris Agreement in 2015 (COP 21), climate
change has become a major concern of societies and governmental bodies. The
pressure of citizens (and consumers) has increased so much that for companies,
committing to the great challenges of the Paris Agreement is a necessity (Allen and
Craig 2016). This is even a stronger pressure for companies than it is for governments. The trend is mostly toward reducing the carbon footprint of companies,
which is an important component of corporation disclosures. Therefore, climate
change creates a new opportunity for CSR to support climate action initiatives and
policies, which can include CSF, in mountain, and other types of forests.

14.9

Forest Concessions

A Forest concession “is a contract between a forest owner and another party permitting the harvesting and/or managing of specified resources from a given forest area”
(Gray 2002). It is a frequent form of forest tenure and forest management in many
countries and bioregions, both developing and developed (Landell-Mills and Ford
1999; Gray 2002). Concessions have been, however, much more frequently used in
tropical countries in West and Central Africa, Southeast Asia, and Latin America
(Tegegne et al. 2018). In other regions, concessions have been used mainly in
Canada, in the USA, and in Latvia, Russia, Montenegro and Slovenia, in Europe
(Landell-Mills and Ford 1999; Gray 2002; van Hensbergen 2016).
Forest concessions is a general mechanism often used to manage state or community land, but it can refer to several types of contracts and forest land tenure
forms that might include a large range of possibilities that vary according to management objective, but that also vary from country to country. In Indonesia, for
example, Natural Forest Timber Concessions, Industrial Plantation Forest
Concessions, Ecosystem Restoration Concessions, Non Forest Product Concessions
are commonly used concessions for private companies in public forestland and
Community Forest Plantations, Community Forests and Village Forests in communal forests (Buergin 2016).
Forest concessions contracts are established between public or private forest
landowners and a private, public, community, aboriginal group, or cooperative partner (Gray 2002), according to a system of established national forest policies at the
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country level (Søreide 2017). These contracts can be of two kinds: forest utilization,
allowing harvesting and/or use rights (nonwood forest products, game, conservation,
and tourism) in public forests, and forest management services (Gray 2002). In the
latter case, contracts can be directed to conservation or protection of forest areas,
including the management of protected areas. Forest concessions often require
measures of environmental restoration and/or protection, such as afforestation, even
for forest utilization (Gray 2002). The monitoring of the concession system is
usually the responsibility of governments, which can, however, be given to NGOs
or private companies (Søreide 2007).
International forestry remains aligned with the framework where certification is
the core process/outcome, although additional novel social and political frameworks
have emerged, such as the Ecosystem Services concept and the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. Forest concessions are seen today from the point of view of
such approaches to deal more with conservation, or as mechanisms to halt deforestation and forest degradation in tropical countries (Tegegne et al. 2018).
Forest concessions are a type of tenure with the potential for supporting CSF,
including mountain forests, through either logging contracts based on sustainable
forestry principles, or through management contracts directed to conservation of
forests and provision of ecosystem services and the adoption of adaptation measures. However, the negative results of forest concessions as a tool for sustainable
forestry can be questioned given the proneness of concession systems to corruption,
illegal logging, and other practices that not just deprive countries of financial benefits, but increase deforestation and degradation of forest systems (Gray 2002;
Søreide 2007).
In European countries, forest concessions are today rare, since governments are
able to profitably take control of all forest activities and operations in public forestland (van Hensbergen 2016). In Slovenia, the forest concession system, was replaced
recently in state forests that are now directly managed by the state-owned forest
company.

14.10

Conclusions

There are many policy instruments for forest management used with varying degrees
of success. A wide range of instruments respond to direct regulation, which has
been seen as insufficient to deal with natural hazards and calamities (see Sect. 14.1).
An example with the potential to overcome potential land-use conflicts, and effectively contribute to CSF using private lands and private initiatives, can be seen in
private-based philanthropy (see Sect. 14.4). As mentioned previously, property
owners (voluntarily) sacrifice short-term economic benefits from using the land.
PES and PES-like schemes (see Sect. 14.5) can make a significant contribution
to the introduction of CSF, while many provide important sources and compensations for forest owners for losses (or economic benefits from using the land), which
occur due to reductions in timber harvesting.
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Instruments only work if they are implemented effectively. Thus, to ensure optimal implementation (See Sect. 14.6), the state must govern through alliances with
the stakeholders, surpassing both the traditional bureaucratic approach where the
civil servant knows the most, and the approach denoted from New Public
Management where the civil servant has the serving role. Instead, the servant must
take on the collaborative role where the goal is to empower citizens as individuals
and groups to build implementable and feasible solutions together. Collaborative
innovation processes (CoIN), in accordance with the Pan-Eurpoean policy requirement of RRI, both involving all relevant stakeholders and assuring that the solutions
chosen serve the greater good, are therefore vital to achieve sustainability over time.
Another kind is corporate social responsibility (CSR; see Sect. 14.7). This concept connects elements of voluntary behavior, mandatory responsibilities, and societal expectations (Carroll 1999; Brammer et al. 2012). Furthermore, Forest Owners’
Associations (FOAs; see Sect. 14.2) (traditionally also called “private forestry” or
“community forestry”) are governed under the mode of collective governance, but
because of the strong position of industrial partners, the big FOAs, such as those
forming the Federation, are governed according to the rules of CSR. For that reason
the forest owners’ associations in the Nordic countries use the word “family forestry” to denote private ownership at family level (Ackzell 2010).
One of the most advanced initiatives undertaken by the local and bigger regional
FOAs, that delivered a new, voluntary governance instrument, is the PEFC developed alongside the FSC (see Sect. 14.3). PEFC is often considered as one of the
most important private initiatives, due to the inclusion of stakeholder groups, such
as environmental NGOs and social groups, for example, indigenous peoples, labor
organizations, and forest owners in the schemes. PEFC is an example of customer-
driven processes to foster SFM that regulates supply chains and markets of wood-
based products, and is integral to environmental forest governance (Albrecht 2012).
However, insufficient knowledge, low priority of biodiversity protection and mainstreaming nature’s contributions to people, lack of transparency, as well as limited
planning tools and resources, may reduce the effectiveness of PEFC. Despite their
shortcomings, the PEFC schemes have proved particularly important for indigenous
Sami people, who hold use rights to herd reindeer on about 30–50% of forestland in
Norway, Finland, and Sweden (Blicharska et al. 2011).
A further example could also be a forest concession (see Sect. 14.8): contracts
can be directed to conservation or protection of forest areas, including the management of protected areas. Forest concessions often require measures of environmental restoration and/or protection, such as afforestation, even if for forest utilization
(Gray 2002). The monitoring of the concession system is of the responsibility of
governments, which can, however, be given to an NGO or private companies
(Søreide 2007).
In the implementation of CSF, the public sector plays, and will continue to play,
a central role. Thus, it is important to take into account that the public sector is a
political sector where citizens, politicians, and civil servants have a legitimate role
as stakeholders in the governing of the state.
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Chapter 15

The Role of Forests in Climate Change
Mitigation: The EU Context
Matteo Vizzarri, Roberto Pilli, Anu Korosuo, Ludovico Frate,
and Giacomo Grassi

Abstract The European Union (EU) aims at reaching carbon neutrality by 2050.
Within the land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF) sector, forestry will
contribute to this target with CO2 sink, harvested wood products (HWP), and use of
wood for material or energy substitution. Despite the fact that the forest sink currently offsets about 9% of the total EU GHG emissions, evaluating its future mitigation potential is challenging because of the complex interactions between human
and natural impacts on forest growth and carbon accumulation. The Regulation
(EU) 2018/841 has improved robustness, accuracy, and credibility of the accounting
of GHG emissions and removals in the LULUCF sector. For the forest sector, the
accounting is based on the Forest Reference Level (FRL), i.e., a projected country-
specific value of GHG emissions and removals against which the actual GHG emissions and removals will be compared. The resulting difference will count toward the
EU GHG target for the period 2021–2030. Here, we provide an overview of the
contribution of forests and HWP to the EU carbon sink for the period 2021–2025
(proposed FRLs) and focus on the contribution of mountain forests to the EU carbon sink, through exploring co-benefits and adverse side effects between climate
regulation and other ecosystem services.
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Mitigation from EU Forests: Policy Context

The EU is at the forefront in implementing climate policies aiming at mitigation
over the medium and long term. In order to contribute to maintaining the global
temperature rise well below 2 °C above preindustrial levels (Paris Agreement1), in
2015, the EU committed to reduce GHG emissions by at least 40% by 2030 compared to 1990.2 Since then, the EU has set out several climate policies and strategies
to meet this target and is now preparing to increase its climate ambition, i.e., through
further reducing emissions in 2030 (by −50%/−55% compared to 19903) and moving toward reaching climate neutrality (i.e., a net balance between GHG emissions
and removals) by the middle of this century. In particular, the European Green Deal
(COM(2019) 6404) and the proposal for an EU Climate Law (COM(2020) 805) are
setting the basis for a comprehensive new climate legislative framework.
The LULUCF sector6 – including mainly GHG fluxes from forests and wetlands
and CO2 fluxes from cropland and grasslands – plays a key role in mitigation. In
particular, EU forests and harvested wood products (HWP) contribute to climate
change mitigation by removing about 9% of the total GHG emissions from the
atmosphere, which mainly originate from energy, transport, and agriculture sectors
(EEA 2020). The mitigation potential of EU forests – which cover about 36% of
European land area – refers to both their capacity to accumulate/release carbon during forest stands’ development and the use of HWP for bioenergy purposes or
material substitution. This not only is a result of recent mitigation actions but also
derives from the legacy effects of historical management activities and external
environmental changes (Grassi et al. 2019). Moreover, the effectiveness of these
actions also depends on the uncertain effects from other human and natural perturbations, such as land-use changes, forest degradation, natural disturbances (Seidl
et al. 2014), and climate change (Kirilenko and Sedjo 2007).
Given the difficulty in disentangling the natural and the anthropogenic contribution to the net GHG fluxes in the LULUCF sector – and especially on forests – a
distinction had been applied between the reporting of current net emissions and the
accounting of the impact of human activities on net emissions. The reporting refers
to the implementation of standardized methodologies and approaches to describe all
GHG exchanges between managed lands and the atmosphere (IPCC 2019). The

1
https://unfccc.int/files/essential_background/convention/application/pdf/english_paris_
agreement.pdf
2
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en#tab-0-0
3
https://www.euractiv.com/section/climate-environment/news/environment-agendaeu-climate-talks-enter-decisive-phase/
4
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52019DC0640
5
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52020PC0080
6
The LULUCF sector includes the following categories: forest land, cropland, grassland, wetlands,
settlements, other lands, and HWP (IPCC 2019).
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accounting concerns the implementation of specific policy-agreed rules to evaluate
the impact of anthropogenic activities for the climate mitigation targets (Krug 2018).
The Regulation (EU) 2018/8417 (hereafter “LULUCF Regulation”), adopted in
May 2018, aims to make the accounting in the LULUCF sector more credible and
comparable to other sectors. To this aim, any change in policy/management compared to a base period (e.g., for cropland and grassland) or to an agreed benchmark
(for forests) will be reflected in the accounting of future GHG emissions and removals (Grassi et al. 2018). For managed forest land, the LULUCF Regulation requires
EU Member States (MS) to define national Forest Reference Levels (FRLs), i.e., the
benchmark against which future forest emissions and removals will be compared to
for accounting purposes. The FRL represents the projected average net GHG emissions in the periods 2021–2025 and 2026–2030 (i.e., first and second compliance
period, respectively) based on the impact of management practices as documented
in the period 2000–2009 (i.e., reference period, RP) on the evolution of age-related
forest characteristics. This approach is based on (i) a transparent documentation of
historical country-specific forest management practices (e.g., harvest intensity), (ii)
the simulation of forest stands’ development based on continued management practices and future evolution of age structure, and (iii) the exclusion of assumed policies and other influences from the market (Grassi et al. 2018). Based on this, MS
will generate credits – if net emissions are lower than the proposed FRL – or debits,
if net emissions are higher than the proposed FRL. The credits generated by the
LULUCF sector can then contribute to reaching the targets in other sectors, up to a
limit of 280 Mt CO2e at EU scale for the period 2021–2030, while any LULUCF
debits shall be compensated by extra emission reductions in other sectors. Credits
generated on managed forest land (without considering dead wood and HWP) are
capped at 3.5% of the total GHG emissions in the base year from all sectors excluding LULUCF. The LULUCF Regulation also introduces an internal flexibility
mechanism, through which any removals exceeding this threshold in the first compliance period (2021–2025) can be transferred to the second compliance period
(2026–2030) or to other MS that report debits, without affecting the overall target
set at EU level.
In the next sections, we discuss the contribution of forests and HWP to the EU
carbon sink in the period 2021–2025, with a particular focus on the mitigation
potential of mountain forests.

15.2

Forest Reference Levels in EU

Article 8 of the LULUCF Regulation (and its Annex IV) lays down the accounting
rules for managed forest land and includes principles and criteria to be followed in
the determination of the FRL as well as the elements to be included in the National

7

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2018.156.01.0001.01.ENG
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Forestry Accounting Plans (NFAPs). The NFAP is a report submitted to the
European Commission (EC) and made public by individual MS, which contains the
FRL value including the considered pools and gases, a description of the approaches
and methods used for its determination, qualitative and quantitative information on
forest management practices and intensity, adopted national policies, and historical
and future harvesting rates.
MS submitted the draft NFAPs including the FRLs to the EC in December 2018.
Based on the proposed FRLs as in the draft NFAPs and the feedbacks from an
expert group,8 the EC issued technical recommendations to MS (SWD (2019) 2139).
Based on recommendations, as well as on the outcomes of several bilateral meetings
and an additional expert group meeting, MS submitted the revised NFAPs including
the FRLs to the EC between the end of 2019 and the beginning of 2020. The EC
performed an in-depth assessment of the revised NFAPs and proposed FRLs
between February and June 2020. In October 2020, the EC adopted the delegated
act (C(2020) 731610) reporting the FRLs to be applied by MS in the period
2021–2025 (see Table 15.1).
The projected EU forest sink (sum of individual MS’ FRLs) in the period
2021–2025 is about 337 million tons CO2e year−1 including the contribution from
HWP, which corresponds to about 13% of the total.
MS made a considerable effort to implement robust and in some cases complex
modelling approaches to simulate the evolution of the forest sink with regard to age-
related dynamics, especially considering the living biomass pool (Korosuo et al.
2021; Vizzarri et al. 2021). This means that MS incorporated the dynamics of agerelated forest characteristics (area, standing volume, increment) in the FRL
simulation, excluding any additional influence from policy or market mechanisms.
This is the main difference with respect to the Forest Management Reference Level
developed under the Kyoto Protocol.11 To prove that the FRLs have been built on
data and information that accurately reflect the national circumstances, MS also
provided additional documentation of their management practices – including
harvest intensity – as implemented in the period 2000–2009, as well as a
demonstration of their continuation within the compliance period. According to the
8
The LULUCF Expert Group was established on 30 October 2018 and consisted of individuals
appointed in their personal capacity, members from research institutions and non-governmental
organizations, MS representatives, members from other public entities and third countries’ authorities, and observers. Activities and other information about the LULUCF Expert Group are available at https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetail&
groupID=3638.
9
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52019SC0213
10
EC (European Commission). Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) … of 28.10.2020 amending Annex IV to Regulation (EU) 2018/841 of the European Parliament and of the Council as
regards the forest reference levels to be applied by the Member States for the period 2021–2025.
[C(2020)7316] [Internet]. Available from: https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/forests/
docs/c_2020_7316_delegated_regulation_en.pdf
11
https://unfccc.int/topics/land-use/workstreams/land-use--land-use-change-and-forestry-lulucf/
forest-management-reference-levels
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Table 15.1 Forest Reference Levels including HWP for the period 2021–2025
Member State
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom
EU-28

Forest Reference Levels including HWP (2021–2025) [t
CO2e yr−1]
−1,369,009
−5,105,986
−6,137,189
354,000
−34,366,906
−1,750,000
112,670
−2,337,640
−32,833,000
−55,399,290
−4,368,000
−19,656,100
−155,779
−1,709,000
−5,164,640
−426,000
−48,000
−38
−1,531,397
−4,533,000
−28,400,000
−11,165,000
−24,068,200
−3,270,200
−4,827,630
−29,386,695
−38,721,000
−20,701,550
−336,964,579

Source: Annex to C(2020) 7316
https://ec.europa.eu/clima/sites/clima/files/forests/docs/c_2020_7316_annex_en.pdf

LULUCF Regulation, MS should also ensure the consistency between modelled
estimates and estimates reported in their GHG inventories or other historical
information (e.g., from National Forest Inventories or statistics). In some cases,
however, ensuring the consistency between the model outcomes and the GHG
inventory for the period 2000–2009 was challenging. Indeed, this exercise required
an additional model run that shows that the model can reproduce GHG inventory
data for the period 2000–2009.
The overall forest sink at EU level (including HWP) as set within the FRL offers
an overview of the mitigation potential of EU forests in the near future (Fig. 15.1).
If compared to GHG inventory estimates for the period 2000–2009 (submission
2020), the FRL estimates a 22% reduction of the forest C sink. The reduction of the
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Fig. 15.1 Evolution of the EU forest sink (including HWP) in the period 2000–2025 based on
different data sources and projections: EU GHG inventory (submission 2020) for the period
2000–2018 (solid blue line); FRLs in the Delegated Act (C(2020) 7316) (see Table 15.1) (solid red
line). Values are in million tons CO2e yr−1

C sink largely depends on the effects of age-related dynamics and forest management (see also Grassi et al. 2018). The robustness of the FRLs is supported by
independent analysis by Forsell et al. (2019), who, using similar assumptions as
those underlying the MS FRLs, reached an estimate of similar magnitude.

15.3

 rade-Offs Between Climate and Other Forest Services:
T
The Case of EU Mountain Forests

The mountain forests cover about 40% of the total forest area in the EU+27 UK (see
Fig. 15.2 and detailed calculation in Box 15.1). The mountain forests in EU 27+UK
provide a number of benefits to people, which encompass the provision of wood and
non-wood products, regulation of climate, mediation of extreme events, conservation
of biodiversity and habitats, and preservation of cultural features and aesthetics
(Egan and Price 2017). Despite their multifunctional role, productivity and resilience
of mountain forests are increasingly undermined by several ecological and
socioeconomic factors, ranging from susceptibility to extreme climate events (e.g.,
avalanches, floods, landslides, windstorms, drought) to social segregation and low
attractiveness for economic investments (Vizzarri et al. 2017). It is, therefore,
extremely important to explore the relationships between mountain forests’ services
in terms of synergies and trade-offs (e.g., Rodríguez et al. 2006), as well as to
understand the main drivers altering the ecosystem services’ bundle, especially in
mountain environments (e.g., Briner et al. 2013).
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Fig. 15.2 Mountain/non-mountain forests in EU 27 + UK. See Box 15.1 for detailed explanation
of mountain forests mapping

The mountain forests in the EU 27+UK contribute to remove about 127 million
tons CO2 from the atmosphere – forming about 35% of the total forest carbon sink
(2015 value) (see Table 15.2 and detailed calculation in Box 15.1). If only forests
located in high and scattered high mountains were considered (37% of the total
mountain coverage; Sayre et al. 2018), CO2 removals would be slightly more than
47 million tons (or about 13% of the total carbon sink; 2015 value). Hence, the
major contribution to the total C sink comes from forests located in low and scattered low mountains, i.e., between 300 and 900 m a.s.l. with a slope > 50% (Sayre
et al. 2018). The elevation range combined with a relatively ample forest extent at
national scale may explain a larger contribution to the total C sink from mountain
forests located in countries overlapping the most important massifs in Europe, such
as the Alps and Apennines (more than 37% of the sink from Italy, Germany, and
France), Pyrenees (15% of the sink from Spain), and Balkans (8% of the sink from
Romania).
Within the European context, mountain forests are probably the best example of
the complex, and sometimes competitive, interactions between different forest functions, spatial scales, and human activities (Fig. 15.3).
The economic revenues from forest resources are in most cases the key function
attributed to forest land, above all in mountain areas. Here, this function is clearly
“scaled” at local level, since forest management is based on activities and planning
strategies which have a small scale and direct impact on local communities, through
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Table 15.2 CO2 emissions and removals in mountain forests in the EU 27+UK
Member State
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United
Kingdom
EU 27+UK

Share of mountain forest cover
[percentage of total forest cover]
0.09
0.83
0.51

CO2 emissions (+)/removals (−) in
mountain forests (t CO2)
−80,711
−4,293,943
−2,152,393

0.00
0.31
0.00
0.48
0.97
0.76
0.42
0.65
0.89
0.91
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.86
0.10
0.50
0.79
0.93
0.91
0.01
0.14
0.40

−2,209,965
−2,283,392
−4,323,900
−12,222,014
+823,697
−3,356,676
−434,988
−6,480,554
−7,290,015

0.40

−126,757,652

−17,557,365
−504,541
−1,385,956
−22,055,007
−16,716,235
−2,370,456
−20,565,547
−126,578

−34,079
−1,137,033

See Box 15.1 for methodology, data, and limitations

the economic and social benefits (i.e., on employment) provided by forest products
(Pilli and Pase 2018). Within this context, carbon sequestration and timber provision have both synergies and trade-offs, depending on the management strategies
(Gusti et al. 2020).
An increase in timber provision (i.e., harvesting rates) induces a temporary
reduction of the standing volume at least at local level and in turn a relative reduction of the carbon stock and sink in aboveground living biomass. For this reason,
several authors found that carbon sequestration rates in the short term (e.g., few
decades) are higher under unmanaged scenarios (e.g., Mina et al. 2017). At the same
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Fig. 15.3 Spatial scale (local, regional (or national), and global) and overall interactions between
the main functions provided by forests (see the text for further information)

time, a shift in developmental stage toward younger forests (<140 years) due to
changes in management regimes or land use may increase the carbon sink in living
biomass in the medium to long term (Pugh et al. 2019). If properly balanced at
regional or national level, however, an appropriate mixture of adaptive forest management strategies can be a means to both ensure sustainable timber provision and
maintain or even enhance the forest carbon sink (Gusti et al. 2020). The positive
effects of timber provision on carbon sequestration (in the medium term) are amplified if all pools (including their interactions) are considered. Indeed, timber also
contributes to store carbon through the HWP pool, especially if in long-lived products. This adds to the mitigation impact arising from using wood products for substituting energy-intensive materials (e.g., steel, cement) and fossil fuel energy
(Jonsson et al. 2021). For example, the management of coppice forests in mountain
regions ensures on the one hand economic and social benefits, including the use of
wood for energy purposes, and on the other hand is an alternative and partially in
competition with carbon sequestration in HWP and the subsequent benefits for
material substitution (Pilli and Pase 2018). Despite all these activities being carried
out at local level, their effect on the carbon balance is generally accounted at national
level, and, through the atmosphere, they have a direct impact on the overall carbon
balance at global level.
Carbon sequestration and other services, such as biodiversity, progressively
reduce while increasing the management intensity, i.e., from non-intervention to
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business as usual (Mina et al. 2017). Indeed, carbon sequestration positively correlates with biodiversity in mountain areas with low accessibility and less-intense
management regimes (e.g., Lecina-Diaz et al. 2018). Isolated forests, often mountainous, are characterized by high density and diverse structures, and large amounts
of deadwood, and in turn by higher carbon stocks and more species and habitats
(Burrascano et al. 2013). The carbon-biodiversity relationship may be weak and
vary across spatial scales and taxonomic groups, e.g., higher plant competition for
light in denser forest stands (e.g., Sabatini et al. 2019). A change in the landscape
pattern, for example, through clearcuts and other harvesting activities, may also
affect the forest benefits for recreation, especially in mountain sites with a touristic
vocation or in biodiversity-rich sites. In the latter case, the direct effect of management activities at landscape scale may add up to a broader interaction, for example,
with the home range of big mammals, such as wolves, lynxes, and bears, mostly
living in mountain territories, at least in Europe. The harvesting activities can reduce
tree cover, limit soil protection, and in turn negatively influence the protective functions from forests, especially in mountain regions (Thees and Olschewski 2017).
Such negative impact is exacerbated at a larger spatial scale, where management
activities interact with the hydrological cycle (Sun and Vose 2016). Natural disturbances heavily impact carbon sequestration in forests (e.g., Thom and Seidl 2016).
Storms, avalanches, insect outbreaks, and fires (in terms of their frequency, severity,
and unpredictability) threaten the resilience and stability of mountain forest landscapes and inherently affect their carbon sequestration potential (e.g., Kulakowski
et al. 2017). In particular, natural disturbances have negative effects on carbon
uptake through reducing forest cover and subsequently living biomass, changing
species composition, altering the carbon flows among pools and between the pools
and the atmosphere (Pilli et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the effects of climate on ecosystem services (in particular carbon storage and biodiversity) in European mountain forests fluctuate over time and largely depend on site-specific characteristics,
such as species composition and susceptibility to climate-related extreme events
(e.g., drought), elevation, and topography (Mina et al. 2017).

15.4

Final Remarks

The EU is committed to reach climate neutrality by the middle of this century.
Beyond expected contributions from the energy and transport sectors, the forest sector can also contribute to this target through carbon uptake in living biomass, dead
organic matter, forest soils, and harvested wood products. However, the forest mitigation potential is driven by coupling age-related dynamics (growth rates, competition, and developmental stage) with management intensity, land-use change (land
abandonment and forest regrowth), and severity and frequency of natural disturbances, whose effect may be exacerbated by climate in the long run. Therefore, the
mitigation actions need to incorporate the expected response of forest carbon sink
to external perturbations. On the policy side, the LULUCF Regulation poses the
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Box 15.1: Calculation of CO2 Emissions and Removals in EU
Mountain Forests
Determination of the mountain forest area. The coverage of mountain forests
in EU 27 was determined in QGIS 3.14™ by clipping the Copernicus High
Resolution Layer (HRL) “Forest Type” (year 2015)(a) with the high resolution
map of mountain areas (year 2010) by Karagulle et al. (2017)(b). The outcome
of this process is a raster layer with 20 m spatial resolution of mountain forests
for EU 27 + UK (MFA). The area of mountain forests [ha] was determined for
each of the EU 27 MS + UK (hereafter country) by dividing the number of
pixels by 10,000 [m2]/400 [m2] = 25.
Calculation of CO2 emissions and removals. To determine the CO2 emissions and removals in mountain forest areas for each MS, Eq. [15.1] was used:
ER mountain,i   wi ER FL  FL.i 

(15.1)

where: ER(mountain, i) is the value of net CO2 emissions and removals in
mountain forest areas in the i-th country (tons CO2), wi is the ratio between
the mountain forest area in the i-th country (derived from MFA) and the total
forest area in the i-th country (derived from HRL) (dimensionless), and
ER(FL-FL.i) is the value of net CO2 emissions and removals related to forest
land remaining forest land (FL-FL) as reported for i-th country in the Common
Reporting Format (CRF) Table 4 submitted to UNFCCC in 2020 for the
inventory year 2015 (tons CO2)(c).
The CO2 emissions and removals in mountain forest areas for each country
were then corrected [range between −0.31 and 0.11] to reflect the area consistency with FAOSTAT(d).
Limitations. This calculation of CO2 emissions and removals is proportional to the total area of forest land in each country, and therefore does not
take into account forest stands (age structure, species composition) and site
characteristics (soil moisture, temperature, precipitation), land use (forest
management and land-use change) and other drivers (e.g. natural disturbances)
that may determine a spatial differentiation of the forest carbon sink at a finer
scale than national.
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

Available online at https://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european/high-resolution-layers/forests/forest-type-1/status-maps/2015. Conifers and
broadleaves classes were combined.
Available online at https://rmgsc.cr.usgs.gov/outgoing/ecosystems/
Global/. High and scattered high (>900 m a.s.l.), and low and scattered
low (301–900 m a.s.l.) mountains classes were merged to obtain a
unique thematic class.
Available online at https://unfccc.int/ghg-inventories-annex-i-parties/
2020.
Available online at http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/GF.
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basis for a credible and robust accounting system to ensure that the mitigation
efforts in the forest sector are comparable to those in other sectors. Within this
framework, the FRLs for the EU 27+UK already ensure that mitigation efforts will
be compared against a robust benchmark that is based on the projected evolution of
the forest sink, resulting from the impact of historical management on the future
development of age-related forest characteristics. Such approach allows to not
penalize countries, which will have a reduced sink purely due to age-related effects
but will instead account for any additional impact from changes in policies (Grassi
et al. 2018). On the management side, the forest mitigation potential in the EU can
be enhanced by fostering resilience and adaptation, especially in fragile mountain
environments, which increasingly suffer from land abandonment and susceptibility
to extreme climate events, and properly balancing alternative management strategies (Gusti et al. 2020). For example, improved forest management, reforestation
and forest restoration, and climate-smart forestry have large positive potentials for
both mitigation and adaptation from forest ecosystems (Nabuurs et al. 2017;
Bowditch et al. 2020; Smith et al. 2020). However, it is important to consider that
the forest mitigation potential strongly varies across spatial and temporal scales.
Forest management practices that are well-tailored to local circumstances and
requirements are preferable in order to maximize the win-win combinations of forest ecosystem services, beyond carbon sequestration (e.g., Vizzarri et al. 2015).
Advanced modelling tools (e.g., Shifley et al. 2017) and remote sensing techniques
(e.g., Ceccherini et al. 2020) may allow policy-makers, forest managers, public
administrators, and other stakeholders to provide evidence-based support to national
policies and planning strategies toward mitigation targets.
Disclaimer The views expressed are purely those of the writers and may not in any circumstances
be regarded as stating an official position of the European Commission or any other
Government Agency.
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Abstract Monitoring of forest response to gradual environmental changes or
abrupt disturbances provides insights into how forested ecosystems operate and
allows for quantification of forest health. In this chapter, we provide an overview of
Smartforests Canada, a national-scale research network consisting of regional
investigators who support a wealth of existing and new monitoring sites. The
objectives of Smartforests are threefold: (1) establish and coordinate a network of
high-precision monitoring plots across a 4400 km gradient of environmental and
forest conditions, (2) synthesize the collected multivariate observations to examine
the effects of global changes on complex above- and belowground forest dynamics
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and resilience, and (3) analyze the collected data to guide the development of the
next-generation forest growth models and inform policy-makers on best forest
management and adaptation strategies. We present the methodological framework
implemented in Smartforests to fulfill the aforementioned objectives. We then use
an example from a temperate hardwood Smartforests site in Quebec to illustrate our
approach for climate-smart forestry. We conclude by discussing how information
from the Smartforests network can be integrated with existing data streams, from
within Canada and abroad, guiding forest management and the development of
climate change adaptation strategies.
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Introduction

Canada is the third most forested country in the world with 347 million ha of forest
land (The State of Canada’s Forests 2020). This vast forest provides habitat for flora
and fauna as well as crucial ecological, social, and economic services. Canadian
forests contribute over $25 billion to Canada’s gross domestic product and directly
employ ca. 210,000 people in the forest industry (The State of Canada’s Forests
2020). In addition to these direct economic benefits, forests provide critical ecological, social, and spiritual services. Furthermore, Canadian forests play a key role in
the global carbon balance and thus affect Canada’s international commitments
regarding net carbon emissions (Luyssaert et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2011; Le Quéré
et al. 2018; Baldocchi and Penuelas 2019).
However, the sustainability and resilience of forests are increasingly threatened
by climate change as well as natural and anthropogenic disturbances, especially in
high-latitude forests (ACIA 2005; Soja et al. 2007; Brandt et al. 2013; Gauthier
et al. 2015; Trumbore et al. 2015; Brecka et al. 2020; DeSoto et al. 2020). Climate
change will cause gradual long-term changes as well as increased frequency and
severity of extreme events. These changes will contribute to increased uncertainty
about future forest conditions that threaten the long-term viability of the forest sector and of human well-being (IPCC 2013; Brecka et al. 2020). Warming climate,
drought stress, increasing frequency and severity of wildfires, and unprecedented
outbreaks of insects and diseases are expected to reduce forest productivity and
dramatically change forest composition, with concomitant impacts on biodiversity
and ecosystem function, including the net carbon balance (Seidl et al. 2017; Navarro
et al. 2018; Pugh et al. 2019).
While Canadian forest landscapes have always been dynamic due to the influence of a wide variety of natural biotic and abiotic disturbances, recent global
changes are likely to alter the frequency and severity of these disturbances and lead
to new disturbances not previously encountered. Increases in mean annual air temperature of 2.0 °C have been reported in western Canada during the period
1950–2003, compared with increases of only 0.5 °C in eastern Canada (Price et al.
2013). Similar discrepancies in precipitation have also been observed between eastern and western regions of Canada. In some areas, drought stress will reduce forest
productivity and could threaten many ecosystem services. Given the vast extent of
Canadian forests, effects of climate change will vary with geographic location,
topography, forest composition, and local conditions. For example, western boreal
forests are already drier than eastern boreal forests. Thus, slight increases in temperature or small decreases in precipitation may cause drought stress, reduced
growth, increased tree mortality, and shifts in tree species composition, particularly
in species-poor forests in western regions (Hogg et al. 2008; Michaelian et al. 2011;
Peng et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2017; Cortini et al. 2017; Hisano et al. 2017; Searle and
Chen 2017; Pappas et al. 2018). Another example is novel insect outbreaks, such as
the invasion of the western boreal forest by the mountain pine beetle (Safranyik
et al. 2010). However, in eastern boreal forests, warmer and drier conditions may
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increase tree growth (D’Orangeville et al. 2016, 2018). Several studies point toward
a positive effect of the increased concentration of atmospheric CO2 on tree growth
(e.g., Tagesson et al. 2020), but reverse patterns have also been reported (Girardin
et al. 2016). Translating how a carbon source (i.e., photosynthesis) is converted to a
tree carbon sink (i.e., growth) remains challenging (Fatichi et al. 2019; Walker et al.
2020). Regional variation in forest responses to air temperature or precipitation
change is also expected along a North-South gradient (Huang et al. 2010; Hogg
et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2017). Projected increases in atmospheric CO2 concentration, air temperature, evaporative demand, and surface net radiation are expected to
intensify climate extremes, such as atmospheric and soil droughts (Held and Soden
2006; Dai 2012; Cook et al. 2014), with pronounced commensurate impacts on forest composition, structure, and function (Allen et al. 2015; Novick et al. 2016).
Site-specific conditions will shape the impacts of climate change on forest function.
Management options should be tailored accordingly by implementing case-specific
solutions. Changes in soil conditions (nutrient concentrations, organic layer, permafrost) could scale up to long-term losses in productivity. Similarly, shifts in phenology can alter the synchrony between tree hosts and insect pests, potentially leading
to increased damage to trees (Pureswaran et al. 2015). As a result, small-scale
changes can have large consequences for forests, particularly when conditions are
close to critical thresholds (Allen et al. 2015; Reyer et al. 2015; Trumbore et al. 2015).
Climate-smart forestry in the era of rapidly changing environmental conditions
should provide tailored solutions for sustainable forest management based on a
mechanistic understanding of forest function and of the influence of environmental
stressors (Bowditch et al. 2020; Verkerk et al. 2020). This can be achieved by collecting and analyzing multivariate and multiscale observations of forest function
(e.g., from the cell to the organism and to the ecosystem level) together with
advanced understanding and numerical modelling of processes. Forest monitoring
thus plays a central role in providing data to: (i) build improved knowledge on forest
function at multiple spatiotemporal scales, as well as forest health and resilience to
environmental change, and (ii) design and validate predictive modelling through
numerical experiments. Precise temporal data, which are representative of the
dynamic responses of forests in real time, are crucial for understanding and predicting the effects of global change (Kayler et al. 2015; Sass-Klaassen et al. 2016;
Steppe et al. 2016). Accurate forest modelling, with state-of-the-art process-based
simulation tools, allows for hypothesis testing and evaluating risk and uncertainty
by conducting numerical experiments with hypothetical, yet realistic, scenarios of
future climate conditions and/or forest stand composition (Fatichi et al. 2016;
Mencuccini et al. 2019; Mastrotheodoros et al. 2020). To ensure the long-term viability of the forest sector, we also need well-coordinated research efforts that span a
wide range of forest ecosystems and climatic conditions. While there have been
many local-scale studies of changes associated with climate, we are lacking a comprehensive understanding of ecological responses and how these vary across the
major forest types in Canada. We urgently need a Canada-wide concerted effort to
document effects of climate variability, to experiment with different species mixes,
and to model forest responses across large climatic gradients and forest types.
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Smartforests Canada (https://smartforest.uqam.ca/) is a national project designed
to address this gap through the establishment of a Canada-wide network of monitoring sites covering a wide spectrum of forest biomes and environmental conditions.
More specifically, Smartforests aims to provide an improved understanding of how
ecosystems, species, populations, and individual trees are influenced by changes in
both physical (climate, soil) and biotic (competition, facilitation) environmental
factors as well as interactions between these factors. The objectives of Smartforests
are threefold: (1) establish a network of high-precision forest monitoring plots
across a gradient of forest types and environmental conditions to examine the effects
of global changes on complex above- and belowground forest dynamics, (2) synthesize multivariate data collected across the monitored forest stands to assess ecosystem functioning and resilience, and (3) assimilate the data and understanding of
processes to guide the development of the next generation of forest growth simulation models and inform policy-making toward the best management and adaptation
strategies for our forests.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the Smartforests methodological
approach and network of sites, and illustrate this multivariate and cross-scale
Smartforests framework with an example of a temperate hardwood forest site in
Quebec, Canada. We conclude with an outlook on how the Smartforests toolbox,
based on state-of-the-art technology with automated and campaign-based measurements, can be deployed to quantify the multifaceted aspects of forest functioning
and resilience under climate change. This holistic approach is firmly based on a
balanced experimental design, which includes belowground, understory, and overstory forest components as well as biotic and abiotic factors affecting forest function. Information from the multivariate, multilevel Smartforests data streams can be
integrated with global observation networks, where Canadian forests are currently
underrepresented, and can be used for advanced forest growth modelling to guide
forest management and the development of climate change adaptation strategies.

16.2
16.2.1

Methodological Framework
High-Precision Monitoring Plots

The backbone of the Smartforests approach is based on a Canada-wide network of
high-precision forest monitoring plots (Fig. 16.1). These plots are designed to provide intensive and detailed spatiotemporal data on meteorological and soil conditions as well as various forest functions that are necessary to understand the response
of forests to environmental stressors (Fig. 16.2). A tree-centered approach underlies
the experimental design and instrumentation (Sass-Klaassen et al. 2016). Detailed
observations are collected at different levels of spatial organization, spanning from
the cell (e.g., plant tissue) to the organism (e.g., tree), the forest stand, and the landscape, and include campaign-based but also automated observations, coupled with
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Fig. 16.1 An overview of the Smartforests network of sites. The strategically selected sites cover
a wide range of environmental conditions as well as distinct forest types and vegetation characteristics. Point clusters occur in certain areas since, within each region, several monitoring plots are
established to cover local-scale climatic gradients and environmental conditions. The case study
used here to illustrate the implemented Smartforests approach is highlighted in red (Station de
biologie des Laurentides; SBL)

remote sensing data (Fig. 16.2). It is important to underline that instrumentation and
observed variables are not necessarily homogeneous across the network. Site-level
priorities and specific research questions have resulted in tailored experimental
designs to address the needs of specific research groups. Measured variables include
meteorological (e.g., precipitation, air temperature, radiation, wind speed and direction, relative humidity) and soil conditions (temperature, water and nutrient availability), in addition to information on tree growth, reproduction, mortality,
phenological changes in organisms, community turnover rates, net primary productivity, and trophic interactions. These high-precision monitoring plots allow us to:
(1) collect long-term biological, ecological, and environmental data to document
and understand changes in forest functioning with climate variability, (2) develop a
network promoting ecological research and stimulating collaborations at national
and international levels, and (3) provide a unique setting not only for research but
also for educational activities, such as hosting teaching seminars, field classes, and
facilitating student engagement through exposure to the scientific method.
The methodological design and the deployed instruments are tailored to cover a
wide range of relevant ecophysiological and ecological processes and to quantify
forest function including belowground as well as the understory and overstory components (Fig. 16.2). In the overstory, for example, we focus on measuring key biogeochemical processes describing the exchange of carbon, water, and energy in the
soil-plant-atmosphere continuum, including measurements at the leaf level (e.g.,
leaf gas exchanges) and tree level (e.g., stem water fluxes and growth) but also at the
landscape level (e.g., airborne thermal imaging), focusing on species interactions
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Fig. 16.2 The tree-centered approach implemented in the Smartforests network for tackling pressing environmental change questions in Canadian forests. Detailed tree ecophysiological observations are collected at the cell and whole plant level (subplot c). Plant ecophysiological insights and
tree-level process understanding are upscaled to the forest stand level using information on stand
demography and airborne imaging (subplot b). Findings at the forest stand level are synthesized
across the Smartforests network of sites to better understand and model forest structure and function, health, and resilience to environmental change and provide Canada-wide guidance for forest
management and policy-making (subplot a)
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(Fig. 16.2). Understory vegetation is also monitored to quantify species demography and growth dynamics (Landuyt et al. 2019). Finally, soil conditions and belowground processes (e.g., temperature, water and nutrient availability, fine root growth,
soil respiration, litter decomposition) are also explicitly monitored, acknowledging
the fundamental role of soil biogeochemistry and belowground processes to tree
growth and forest health (Vicca et al. 2012; Clemmensen et al. 2013).

16.2.2

The Smartforests Canada Network of Sites

The Smartforests network includes more than 100 high-precision forest monitoring
plots spread across Canada (Figs. 16.1 and 16.3). The research efforts at these sites
are geared toward pressing environmental change questions, in accordance with the
Smartforests objectives, yet instrumentation and specific research questions
explored at each site may vary. These forest plots cover a wide range of environmental conditions and include major North American forest types with widespread
common tree species. The established network spans a temperature gradient of
about 8 °C, i.e., mean annual air temperature across sites ranges from −3 °C to
5 °C. The gradient of monitoring plots covers forests from southern shade-tolerant
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Fig. 16.3 Climate envelope of the forest types covered by the Smartforests network (color-coded
dots denote the province, namely, Alberta, AB; New Brunswick, NB; Ontario, ON; Quebec, QC;
Saskatchewan, SK; see also Fig. 16.1; for clarity, filled and open circles are used). Hexagons,
color-coded with the density of 10′ resolution pixels, define the climate space of mean annual air
temperature and total precipitation, as quantified using the WorldClim dataset (Fick and Hijmans
2017). Polygons show the specific forest types, as classified by Rowe 1972, which overlap the
Smartforests network of sites. The case study used here to illustrate the implemented Smartforests
approach is also highlighted (Station de biologie des Laurentides; SBL)
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hardwoods to the boreal region along an East-West moisture gradient across the
country, with mean annual total precipitation ranging from 380 mm in the West to
1252 mm in the East (Fig. 16.3). The latitudinal North-South gradient includes temperate shade-tolerant hardwood forests in southern Quebec, mixed temperate and
temperate-boreal transition zone forests, as well as mixedwood and black spruce
boreal forests in the Abitibi region. The East-West moisture gradient extends from
the Acadian forest in New Brunswick to boreal forest plots on the North Shore of
Quebec and to a series of boreal plots across Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta. The wide range of environmental conditions and forest types covered by
this network allows us to quantify forest dynamics, health, and resilience at the forest stand level and assess climate-change impacts by combining insights from the
temperate, temperate/boreal transition, and boreal forest zones. The Smartforests
network includes long-term monitoring sites, with more than a decade of detailed
forest monitoring, as well as recently established research sites. The spatial and
temporal gradient being covered by this network allows us to detect long-term
effects of small changes in productivity or community relationships, including the
influence of extreme events that may only affect a small number of sites, as a result
of inter- and intraspecific differences in tree species, as well as adaptations of tree
functioning to prevailing environmental conditions, e.g., species-specific responses
of tree water use in humid forest stands of Eastern Canada (Oogathoo et al. 2020)
vs. responses of the same species in drier sites in Central Canada (Pappas et al.
2018). Description of the design and efficacy of a network of observational plots
across European mountain regions is presented in Chap. 5 of this book (Pretzsch
et al. 2021).

16.3
16.3.1

 limate-Smart Forestry with High-Precision
C
Monitoring Plots
From Forest Function to Forest Health and Resilience

Robust quantification of forest function including below- and aboveground components with processes occurring at cell, organism, and ecosystem levels provides the
basis for assessing forest health and resilience to ongoing environmental change
(Reyer et al. 2015). For example, tree growth is an indicator of tree age and vitality
that is influenced by ontogeny, local competition, and climate (Dobbertin 2005).
Temporal data on tree growth (e.g., annual tree ring widths, seasonal dendrometer-
derived growth signals) can be used to characterize tree performance, vulnerability,
and resilience to environmental changes over time (Lloret et al. 2011; Rogers et al.
2018; Pappas et al. 2020b). Moreover, tree water use and storage are indicators of
drought-induced tree mortality risk (Martinez-Vilalta et al. 2018), and when combined with tree growth measurements, interspecific differences in species resilience
could be quantified (Pappas et al. 2020b). Combining tree-level ecophysiological
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observations with remote sensing products covering forest landscapes provides a
large-scale perspective of forest health that is useful in deriving early warning signals of critical transitions in forested ecosystems, e.g., drought-induced tree mortality (Camarero et al. 2015; Rogers et al. 2018; Cailleret et al. 2019). Discussion on
how to implement tree-based monitoring platforms and large-scale forest observations is presented in Chaps. 10 and 11 of this book (respectively, Tognetti et al.
2021; Torresan et al. 2021). Thus, the Smartforests toolbox is geared to develop a
quantitative and process-based understanding linking forest function under recent
past and present environmental conditions with forest health and resilience to climate change using mechanistic understanding and modelling tools to predict future
forest responses to environmental stressors.

16.3.2

Modelling and Adapting Forests to Climate Change

A comprehensive understanding of the interactions between forest dynamics, climate change, and management requires the use of simulation models optimized on
robust data. Current tools employed by managers are still strongly influenced by the
idea that forest ecosystems are at equilibrium with environmental conditions and
tend to ignore the effects of changing environmental factors and vegetation acclimation and adaptation. The data collected under Smartforests are tailored to provide
the necessary information to parameterize and validate state-of-the-art process-
based models of forest growth and vegetation functioning (Fatichi et al. 2016;
Prentice et al. 2015; Gennaretti et al. 2017). Process-based models facilitate prognostic simulations with a scenario analysis approach to evaluate, both at stand and
landscape level, the benefits, compromises, and uncertainties associated with different management strategies and climate change scenarios. Simulation models constitute a relevant approach to investigate the dynamics, function, and structure of
forests at scales that may be difficult to capture via experimental field research alone.
In addition, models are powerful tools for evaluating the long-term consequences
of variation in baseline conditions and management strategies on forests at different
spatial scales (Elkin et al. 2013; Bugmann et al. 2019). This approach is becoming
more relevant with the acknowledged need to develop management strategies that
will ensure that forest ecosystems maintain the variety of services on which our
society depends, despite uncertainties associated with rapidly changing ecological,
climatic, and economic conditions (Albrich et al. 2020). Managers and decision-
makers already rely on simulation models, for example, to determine annual allowable cut levels. In many regions of Canada, forests are now being managed as
ecosystems rather than just for fiber. While this approach is a large step forward in
that it considers multiple values, it still often fails to consider changing forest conditions and natural disturbance regimes. As such, the effects of climate change are not
considered in simulation models used for determining the annual allowable cut,
which may overestimate timber supply. There is, therefore, an urgent need to adapt
current simulation models and develop new models that better integrate uncertainty
in resource availability, risk management in planning processes, and the multiple
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spatial and temporal scales over which climate change influences forests (Boucher
et al. 2018; Boulanger et al. 2019; Gauthier et al. 2015; Mina et al. 2020).
Models that represent key ecosystem processes and are parameterized, calibrated, and validated with multivariate observations from the Smartforests network
can be used to test and compare scenarios for developing adaptive forest management strategies. The data collected with Smartforests will contribute to the improvement of parameter estimates and to the accuracy of the processes being modelled,
such as tree water use and growth, tree mortality, plant phenology, plant nutrition,
natural disturbance dynamics, plant succession, plant inter- and intraspecific interactions, plant-microbe interactions, as well as the effect of climate change on these
processes. Simulation results from these models provide virtual numerical experiments which can be used to inform managers and decision-makers on the best strategies to use in order to mitigate the negative impacts of global change and to adapt
to and exploit opportunities linked with future environmental conditions. The models will be crucial to evaluating the consequences of alternative management
approaches under different climate scenarios and thus providing managers with
means of incorporating newly acquired data into decision-making. A review of
mechanistic and empirical models, which are currently available to predict forest
growth, is presented in Chap. 7 of this book (Bosela et al. 2021).

16.4
16.4.1

A Smartforests Case Study
Site Description

To illustrate the Smartforests methodological approach, we used the established
high-precision monitoring plots at the Station de biologie des Laurentides (SBL;
45.987 N, 74.005 E), which is located within the temperate hardwood forest of the
Great Lakes – St. Laurent region of Quebec (Figs. 16.1 and 16.4). The SBL site is a
16.4 km2 research and teaching forest operated by the Université de Montréal
(https://sbl.umontreal.ca/) and is situated in a transitional mixedwood forest within
the southern Laurentians region (Fig. 16.4). The area is characterized by a continental climate with a mean annual air temperature of 5.5 °C and total precipitation of
1050 mm (long-term 1980–2010 averages from meteorological observations in St.
Jerome; Environment and Climate Change Canada). Overstory vegetation includes
common tree species in North America’s temperate, boreal, and temperate/boreal
transition zone (Table 16.1). Due to its geographic position, topography, and disturbance history, the area has developed into a mosaic of tree species, with dominant
species being sugar and red maple (Acer saccharum Marsh. and Acer rubrum L.)
mixed with American beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.), white and yellow birch
(Betula papyrifera Marsh. and Betula alleghaniensis Britt.), balsam fir (Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.), and bigtooth aspen (Populus grandidentata Michx.). Patches of
forest stands dominated with red oak (Quercus rubra L.) occur at the southeast edge
of the SBL region, corresponding to the northern species distribution range
(Fig. 16.4). Understory vegetation consists primarily of striped maple (Acer
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Fig. 16.4 Location of the three forest plots at the Station de biologie des Laurentides (SBL)
together with the exact locations of the trees selected for continuous monitoring of stem growth
and water use, color-coded according to species

pensylvanicum L.), hobblebush (Viburnum lantanoides Michx.), wood fern
(Dryopteris spp.), and lycopods (Lycopodium spp.). The forest floor is a moder
humus form, and most of the soils, which are thin, are well-drained Orthic FerroHumic or Humo-Ferric Podzols (Soil Classification Working Group 1998). To better capture local-scale topographic gradients and heterogeneity related to vegetation
composition, three distinct forest plots were established within the SBL region for
automated monitoring and campaign-based surveys (Fig. 16.4, Table 16.1). Average
stand age, density, and basal area of overstory tree species (i.e., stem diameter ≥ 5 cm) in these plots are around 80 year, 1060 stems ha−1 and 33 m2 ha−1,
respectively (Table 16.1).

16.4.2

Automated Measurements of Forest Functioning

Tree-level ecophysiological measurements are collected with automated equipment
at the three forest plots at SBL and, together with concurrently recorded environmental variables (e.g., meteorological and soil conditions), are used to characterize
tree and forest growth dynamics and water use (Fig. 16.2). Meteorological variables
include hourly recorded rainfall, snow depth, albedo, relative humidity, air
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Table 16.1 An overview of the tree species at Station de biologie des Laurentides (SBL) selected
for continuous monitoring of stem growth and water use, together with their leaf type, taxon group,
wood anatomy, and stand demography (stem density and basal area for overstory trees with
DBH ≥ 5.0 cm)

Species name
Abies balsamea

Common
name
Balsam fir

Acer rubrum

Red maple

Acer saccharum

Sugar maple

Betula
alleghaniensis
Betula papyrifera

Yellow birch

Fagus grandifolia
Quercus rubra

White birch
American
beech
Red oak

Leaf type
Needle-
leaved
Broad-
leaved
Broad-
leaved
Broad-
leaved
Broad-
leaved
Broad-
leaved
Broad-
leaved

Wood
Taxon group anatomy
Gymnosperm Tracheids

Density [stems
ha−1];
Basal area
[m2 ha−1]
91; 0.9

Angiosperm

152; 2.7

Angiosperm
Angiosperm
Angiosperm
Angiosperm
Angiosperm

Diffuse-
porous
Diffuse-
porous
Diffuse-
porous
Diffuse-
porous
Diffuse-
porous
Ring-porous

315; 4.5
24.3; 1.2
67; 5.6
30; 0.4
224; 16.2

temperature (above and below the canopy), wind speed and direction, and solar
radiation, while soil conditions are characterized by hourly measurements of soil
volumetric water content (VWC), water potential, and temperature recorded at a
depth of approximately 10 cm (Fig. 16.5; Spectrum Technologies, Aurora, IL, US).
Across the study region, 48 micro-stations are deployed. For each micro-station,
two replicates of two soil variables are included (i.e., soil temperature and VWC or
soil temperature and water potential) for a robust characterization of local-scale
environmental heterogeneity (Fig. 16.5).
Tree ecophysiological monitoring includes: (1) sap flow measurements with both
custom-made thermal dissipation sensors (20 mm long stainless-steel probes, with
a 2 mm diameter; Granier 1987; Lu et al. 2004; Pappas et al. 2018) and commercial
sensors (3-N, East 30, Pullman, WA, USA) measuring sap flow with the heat ratio
method (Burgess et al. 2001) and (2) stem radius change measurements with two
types of high-frequency and precision stem dendrometers (DC3, Ecomatik, Munich,
Germany; DRL26C, Environmental Measuring Systems, Brno, Czech Republic).
More than 100 trees are instrumented with sap flow and stem dendrometers in the
three study plots, and all dominant tree species in the area are represented in the
measurements being conducted (Fig. 16.4). This large sample size allows for
detailed quantification of temporal dynamics in tree growth and water use and their
inter- and intraspecific differences as well as for upscaling estimates to the forest
stand level (Fig. 16.2). Measuring sap flow with two different methods allows us to
infer sap flow at different sapwood depths and to derive species-specific radial profiles of sap ascent in tree stems (Fig. 16.6). Such information not only is useful for
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Fig. 16.5 Hourly time series for key meteorological and soil variables at the Station de biologie
des Laurentides (SBL, Site 2; Fig. 16.4) for the period July 3 to July 15, 2020. Rainfall events
(subplot a) resulted in drops in daytime vapor pressure deficit (subplot b) and concurrently
increased soil water content (subplot c)

pinpointing interspecific differences in stem hydraulics and water use but also
allows for robust transpiration estimates at the forest stand level (Berdanier et al.
2016). Further, combining constant heat (thermal dissipation method) and pulse-
based (heat ratio method) sap flow measuring techniques allows us to minimize
uncertainties related to method-specific assumptions and limitations (Steppe et al.
2010; Rabbel et al. 2016; Peters et al. 2018, 2020; Flo et al. 2019). By doing so, tree
water use and transpiration rates can be assessed in terms of both temporal dynamics and absolute rates. Moreover, when combining tree-level data using different
measuring techniques with forest stand characteristics (e.g., stem density) and
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Fig. 16.6 Hourly time series of concurrently recorded ecophysiological variables using sap flow
and dendrometer sensors affixed to the stem of an American beech (Fagus grandifolia) with
DBH = 15.1 cm and sapwood depth, Sd = 3.9 cm, at the Station de biologie des Laurentides (SBL,
Site 2; Fig. 16.4) for the period July 3 to July 15, 2020. Continuous ecophysiological monitoring
includes sap velocity (subplot a) measured with two approaches, namely, the thermal dissipation
method (TDM; 20 mm long probes; data processed with the TREX R Package; Peters et al. 2020)
and the heat ratio method (HRM; at 5 mm, 18 mm, and 30 mm sapwood depths), and stem radius
changes, used to derive stem growth (subplot b) and stem water status (stem water deficit; subplot
c) computed with the treenetproc R package (Haeni et al. 2020; Knüsel et al. 2021)

species-
specific allometry (e.g., sapwood area), transpiration estimates can be
derived at the forest stand level (Oishi et al. 2008; Link et al. 2014; Matheny et al.
2014; Renner et al. 2016; Hassler et al. 2018). Two different measuring techniques
are also deployed for continuously monitoring stem radius changes, namely, dendrometers mounted with tangential pulling force (DRL26C) and dendrometers
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mounted with radial pressing force (DC3), thus reducing potential weaknesses of
each specific technique to infer tree growth and hydraulics at a subdaily resolution
(Fig. 16.6). Processing of the recorded stem radius changes is useful to empirically
disentangle: (i) irreversible changes (expansion) in the stem radius as a result of tree
growth and (ii) reversible stem radius changes due to water use, i.e., subdaily variations and seasonal variation in stem water storage (King et al. 2013; Zweifel et al.
2016; Pappas et al. 2018; Haeni et al. 2020; Knüsel et al. 2021). These observations,
along with concurrent sap flow measurements and established theoretical models
(Mencuccini et al. 2013, 2016; Chan et al. 2016), can be used to provide processbased partitioning of hydraulic-, osmotic- and growth-driven stem fluctuations,
complementing the aforementioned empirical approach for processing dendrometer
data. In addition, 30 motion-sensing time-lapse cameras (Wingscapes BirdCam Pro;
Ebsco Industries, Birghminham, AL) are also deployed at the sites to monitor leaf
phenology from bud break in the spring to leaf senescence in the fall, taking images
at various times during the day throughout the year. The cameras are installed 30 cm
from the soil surface at an angle varying from 45° to 70° to monitor canopies of
various heights covering understory and overstory species. Tree reproduction is
monitored at the scale of the whole forest domain by an automated pollen counter
and particle analyzer (RapidE, Plair SA) that identifies pollen grains at the species
level in real time during the whole pollination season.

16.4.3

Campaign-Based Data Collection

Continuous measurements with automated methods are accompanied by field surveys and observational campaigns throughout the growing season. To date, this
includes surveys for detailed monitoring of forest stand demography and aboveground tree biomass. To upscale tissue- and tree-level ecophysiological observations
to the forest stand, which is the spatial scale at which policy- and decision-making
is typically made, we need detailed characterization of forest stand demography and
species-specific allometric characteristics (Waring and Landsberg 2011). Thus, at
SBL, several circular subplots were established, and tree species and their stem
diameter at breast height (1.3 m above the ground surface; DBH [cm]) were recorded
(for trees with DBH ≥ 5.0 cm) and used to estimate site- and species-level stem
density and basal area (Table 16.1).
In addition, during the summer 2020 field campaign, more than 350 tree cores
were collected with a “biomass-oriented” design (Babst et al. 2014; Pappas et al.
2020a). The analysis of these tree cores will permit: (1) detailed characterization of
species-specific sapwood allometry, a key parameter for quantitative estimates of
tree- and forest-level water use and transpiration, and (2) reconstruction of forest
stand’s aboveground biomass increments to assess temporal variability in tree
growth and the strength of the forest carbon sink (Babst et al. 2014; Pappas et al.
2020a). Moreover, when annual tree growth and biomass allocation patterns are
combined with sub-annual (i.e., seasonal, daily, hourly) information on tree growth
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from the stem dendrometers, then the temporal spectrum of variability in growth
can be characterized from hourly to decadal time scales. Such cross-scale characterization of species-specific growth patterns can provide novel insights into species
responses to environmental change and, ultimately, offer a quantitative understanding of species-specific resilience (Pappas et al. 2020b).

16.5

Outlook

The resulting knowledge from this pan-Canadian Smartforests network, which is
designed to encompass a broad range of forests and climates in Canada, will pave
the way for the development of innovative adaptation strategies to ensure sustainable forest management and will enhance our understanding of ecosystem functioning. Within the context of sustainable forest management, identifying how these
forests change with and respond to climate fluctuations will support development of
strategies to preserve economic and non-economic ecosystem services. The
Smartforests network and the integration of site-specific measurements with largerscale remote sensing products and model outputs will serve to identify early warning signals of forest responses to either subtle changes in climate or extreme events.
In doing so, forest managers will be able to react quickly to develop adaptation
strategies. Moreover, research across the Smartforests network will provide quantitative insights into the terrestrial biogeochemical cycles that will lead to constrained
estimates of the strength of the forest carbon sink across Canada. Such constraints
are necessary for Canada-wide estimates of forest carbon budgets and for guiding
policy-making on climate change mitigation strategies. The collected observations
across the Smartforests network will also contribute substantially to existing global
networks of forest monitoring plots, including sap flow observations (SAPFLUXNET;
Poyatos et al. 2020) and plant functional traits (TRY; Kattge et al. 2020), where
Canadian forests are currently underrepresented.
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Abstract Brazil is the second largest forested country in the world with a high
level of naturalness and biodiversity richness, playing a significant role in the adoption of mitigation and adaptation strategies to climate change. Although the Brazilian
federal government is mainly responsible for the protection of natural ecosystems,
the decentralization process, which demands competences of the states and municipalities, allowed the establishment of several agencies and institutions dealing with
monitoring, assessment, and management of forest ecosystems through a complex
and interrelated number of forest policies. Nevertheless, the deforestation rate, with
a consequent loss of biodiversity and ecosystem services, represents critical challenges, attracting worldwide attention. The variety of mitigation and adaptation
measures adopted over the years represents viable tools to face climate change and
to promote climate-smart forestry in Brazil. Notwithstanding the positive effects
achieved in the last decade, a better coordination and practical implementation of
climate-smart forestry strategies is required to reach nationally and internationally
agreed objectives.
This chapter aims to depict the Brazilian forestry sector, highlighting the management strategies adopted overtime to counteract climate change.
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Introduction

Climate change currently represents one of the main themes in global political
agendas and presents crucial challenges for the world, requiring coordinated actions
at all scales and contexts. Brazil presents a high value of natural and biodiversity
richness, including the world’s largest tropical forest. Balancing urbanization
exploitation, continuous demand for ecosystem services by society, and promoting
sustainable use of natural resources is very challenging, particularly in the developing countries. The implicit factors that determine vulnerability to the impacts of
climate change are complex and closely related to the level of development of a
given community (Parikh 2000). For this reason, Brazil, as a developing country, is
more vulnerable to climate change because of less capacity for adaptation, technological enhancement, and financial and institutional structures to further development (Silva 2010).
Mitigation and adaptation measures are required to reduce the country’s vulnerability to climate change. These measures aim to reduce (mitigation) and tackle
(adaptation) the impacts of climate change. In other words, mitigation actions aim
to avoid the uncontrollable, while adaptation actions aim to manage the inevitable
(Laukkonen et al. 2009). As recently highlighted by Verkerk et al. (2020), a successful mitigation strategy must take adaptation measures into account to ensure the
resilience of forest ecosystems. This assumption is the core of the emerging concept
of climate-smart forestry (CSF) that deals with the enhancement of forests’ resilience and the delivering of ecosystem services while connecting mitigation, adaptation, and societal demands (Verkerk et al., 2020; Bowditch et al., 2020). In Brazil,
mitigation actions have historically been prioritized compared to the adaptation
actions, which have been included more effectively in the Brazilian agenda to face
climate change in the last decades (Rodrigues Filho et al. 2016).
The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) recognizes adaptation strategies as an important measure to respond to the adverse
effects of climate change and to prepare for future impacts. According to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), adaptation is the process of
adjusting to the current and expected climate and to impacts (IPCC 2014). In human
systems, adaptation actions aim to reduce or avoid damages to natural resources,
exploring beneficial opportunities, through accurate interventions by facilitating
adjustment to the expected impacts of climate change (Scarano and Ceotto 2015).
The need for mitigation and adaptation measures in Brazil is crucial, with consequences at a global scale due to the extensive forest cover, the high value of forest
biodiversity, the significant exploitation of water resources, and the huge pool of
carbon stored in the forest ecosystems and other natural resources. For these reasons, efforts to develop new actions and strategies to tackle climate change are
strongly recommended and encouraged by the current socioeconomic development
conditions.
Brazil is the seventh largest emitter of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the world,
representing 3.4% of global emissions, following China, the United States, the
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European Union, India, Indonesia, and Russia. According to the National Inventory
of Greenhouse Gas Emissions, “energy,” “industrial processes,” “agriculture and
livestock,” “land-use changes and forestry,” and “waste treatment” are the most
important sources of GHG emissions in Brazil. Though most of the developing
countries highlight a general increment of emissions caused by the energy sector,
Brazil’s emission trend is strongly dependent on deforestation activities, increasing
and decreasing with the deforestation rate (Claudio Angelo and Rittl 2019). The
contribution to the GHG emissions from the Brazilian energy sector (i.e., burning
fuels and fugitive emissions) is lower than other developing countries (e.g., Russian
Federation, India, and China), representing 27% of the gross emissions. On the
contrary, land-use change and forestry is the most impactful sector with 38% of the
total CO2 emissions in 2015 (Pao and Tsai 2011). Agriculture represents 25% of
gross CO2 emissions, caused mainly by cattle enteric fermentation and by the use of
both animal manure and synthetic fertilizers. Of the industrial processes, the production of steel and cement contributes the most, registering about 6% of the CO2
emissions in 2015. Disposal of solid waste and treatment of domestic and industrial
sewage are the main impacting factors of waste treatment, with 4% of CO2 emissions (MCTIC 2017).
Regarding land-use change, the conversion from forest area to agricultural and
livestock lands is the primary source of GHG in terms of gross emissions. The sector had a significant peak of emissions in 1995, related to the intense conversion of
forest areas to pasture areas in the Amazon biome. In the period 1995 and 2004, the
conversion rate increased significantly, requiring the implementation of the Action
Plan for Prevention and Control of the Legal Deforestation in the Amazon
(PPCDAm), which resulted in an evident reduction of deforestation in the Amazon
biome. In addition, looking at the net emissions, which consider the carbon stored
due to the growing stock within forests and natural resources, the land-use change
contributed to more than 60% of total emissions in the period 1990–2009, representing the main source of GHG in Brazil. However, it decreased to 27% for the
period 2005–2010, following the agriculture and energy sectors with 32% and 30%
of emissions, respectively (MCTIC 2017).
Looking at the biome level, according to the inventory carried out in 2015, the
emissions caused by land-use change in the Amazon biome represent about 47% of
the total CO2 gross emissions, followed by Atlantic Forest and Cerrado biomes with
25% and 21%, respectively. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that in the
previous inventories, particularly for the period 1990–2002, the Cerrado biome was
the most exploited biome and the highest source of CO2, while, subsequently, the
deforestation focused on the Atlantic forest biome. The emissions caused by land-
use change of Caatinga, Pampas, and Pantanal biomes were slightly lower, with 4%,
3%, and 0.6%, respectively (MCTIC 2017).
Considering the important role that Brazilian’s forest ecosystems play in counteracting global climate change, this chapter aims to describe the climate change
policies and actions adopted by Brazilian governments over time through five sections, including the present introduction. Section 17.2 will introduce the Brazilian
forest ecosystems, highlighting the main aspects of forest degradation and the
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forestry sector, including timber market and commercialization. Section 17.3 will
focus on the forest monitoring programs, particularly focused on deforestation and
forest fire, adopted by federal governments and municipalities and their interconnections. Section 17.4 will describe the mitigation and adaptation strategies adopted
in Brazilian’s forest ecosystems to face climate change, while Sect. 17.5 will conclude with final considerations.

17.2
17.2.1

Forest Ecosystems and Forestry
Forest Area, Changes, and Trend

Brazil is the second largest forest country (the first one is the Russian Federation),
with about 500 million hectares of both natural forests and forest plantations, representing 59% of its territory (FAO and UNEP 2020; MAPA 2019). If correctly managed, these forests can strongly support climate change mitigation, reducing the
negative impacts caused by society. Nevertheless, deforestation is the leading cause
of loss of forest cover in Brazil and represents a critical threat to forest biodiversity,
with a consequent loss of 7.6% of forest species and 10% of the native vegetation
species between 2000 and 2018. According to the IBGE (2020) report, between
2016 and 2018, the replacement of forest areas with agriculture, pasture, and urban
sprawl consumed about 1% of Brazilian territory. Similarly, between 1985 and
2017, native vegetation decreased by 9%, while agricultural lands increased by 37%
(Souza et al. 2020).
Brazilian’s forest ecosystems present a complex forest structure defined in six
biomes: Amazon, Caatinga, Cerrado, Atlantic Forest, Pampa, and Pantanal, with
distinctive characteristics and types of vegetation and fauna. The Amazon biome is
particularly important, being the largest biome in Brazil and South America, covering eight countries beyond Brazil for a total extension of about 6.4 million km2
(Lentini et al. 2005). In Brazil, it covers approximately 4.2 million km2, equal to
63% of Amazon biome and 49% of country area (MMA 2006a). The loss of natural
vegetation within the Amazon biome in Brazil was c.440,000 km2 (11.1%) between
1985 and 2019, mostly due to the conversion into agricultural and livestock lands
(Souza et al. 2020). However, in 2019, native vegetation (forest and non-forest)
covered approximately 3.5 million km2 (83% of the total area of the Amazon biome).
More precisely, 1995 and 2004 were the years with the highest deforestation rate
of Amazon biome of the last 30 years, with a loss of 29,100 km2 and 27,800 km2,
respectively, and an average value of about 20,629 km2 year−1. The annual rate of
deforestation was lower in the period 2005–2012, with values of 4600 km2 in 2012,
5900 km2 in 2013, and 10,100 km2 in 2019, which resulted in the highest value in
the last 10 years (Assis et al. 2019). Moreover, forest fires, which are very frequent
in Brazil (Santopuoli et al., 2016a; Assis et al. 2019), continuously contribute to the
deforestation rate (Fig. 17.1).
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Fig. 17.1 Annual deforestation rates and outbreaks of active fire between 1998 and 2020. (Source
Assis et al. 2019)

The Cerrado is the second largest biome in Brazil covering about 25% of the
national territory and presenting a high level of endemism, with native vegetation
covering 1 million km2, more than 50% of the biome in 2010 (MMA and IBAMA
2011) and even more in 2002 which was equal to 60.4% (FAGRO 2007). According
to the data carried out by TerraClass Cerrado Project, in 2013, the natural vegetation
area was about 54% of the total Cerrado. The different values are associated with
the methods adopted, such as the different scales and the minimum mapping size
rather than differences in the biome area (MMA 2015). The Cerrado biome reached
higher values of deforestation rate between 2001 and 2004 with a loss of about
29,000 km2 of native vegetation areas per year, as reported in the PRODES system.
Deforestation in the Cerrado has been gradually decreasing, in 2019 reaching the
lowest value in terms of deforested areas, with 6483 km2 deforested. The deforestation rate decreased by 33% compared to 2010, corresponding with the year in which
the federal government adopted the Action Plan for Preservation and Control of
Deforestation and Burnings in the Cerrado (PPCerrado).
The Atlantic Forest is extended in the south, southeast, midwest, and northeast
regions, covering 15 Brazilian states. It represents the biome with the smallest natural vegetation area and with the highest human population, about 70% of the
Brazilian inhabitants. From 2002 to 2009, about 2990 km2 (0.27% of the biome) of
natural vegetation were lost.
Though the Pantanal is a floodplain recognized by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as a Natural Heritage and World
Biosphere Reserve, the annual rate of deforestation for the Pantanal biome was
638 km2, with a total loss of natural vegetation equal to 4467 km2 (2.9% of the
biome) between 2002 and 2009.
The Caatinga, an exclusively Brazilian biome, lost 16,035 km2 (1.9% of the
biome) between 2002 and 2009. Slightly lower, about 2514 km2 (1.4% of the biome)
was the loss of natural vegetation within the Pampa biome (MMA and IBAMA 2011).
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The drivers of land-use change in the Amazon rainforest are mainly related to
economic opportunities. In some regions, particularly those with indigenous communities, the need for fertile soils and agricultural lands is still significant, often
representing a traditional custom of such communities (Santopuoli et al. 2016a;
Ometto et al. 2011). The paths of change in land use and land cover in the Amazon,
in space and time, are shaped by different actors and institutional arrangements,
which in different socioeconomic, biophysical, and political contexts characterize
the patterns of deforestation and land use (Ometto et al. 2011).
The heterogeneity among Brazilian regions, not only in the Amazon, characterizes the different patterns of land use and land cover and, consequently, impacts on
the deforestation rate in the whole country. Among some factors that promote deforestation, the most impacting are the interaction between agricultural expansion, timber trade, population growth, and the construction of roads and public governance,
all of which can interact in different ways, depending on the temporal and spatial
dynamics of each region (Arraes et al. 2012).
Half a century ago, occupation and, consequently, deforestation, mainly in the
Amazon region, were the result of a developmental and integrationist model based
on occupation policies founded on geopolitics (Alencar et al. 2004). Such a model
can be summarized as integrationist aimed at the rapid opening and expansion of
agricultural frontier areas and road construction, such as Transamazônica and
Belém-Brasília, which connects the southern part with the northern part of Brazil
(Martins et al. 2009). The great challenge that has been faced by Brazil, mainly in
the Amazon region, is the maintenance of ecosystem services offered by the forest
and its complex ecological processes, with the evident need for the growth and
development of populations and communities (Davidson and Artaxo 2004).

17.2.2

Forestry Sector: Products and Market

In Brazil, forestry-based industries comprise several segments, such as cellulose
and paper, corrugated cardboard, charcoal, furniture, and mechanically processed
wood (i.e., sawn wood, reconstituted, plywood, and laminated panels) and higher-
value aggregate products, in addition to several non-timber products (SBS 2008).
According to the national report of forest products (IBGE 2019), the products
related to silviculture (i.e., forest exploitation of forest plantations) and timber
extractivism (i.e., the harvesting of timber from natural resources) between 2016
and 2019 provided an average value of about R$ 20.6 billion. The silvicultural activities only registered a value of R$ 15.5 billion in 2019. The income derived from
cellulose production was the highest among the silvicultural products, with 29.3%
of total silvicultural income, occupying the fourth place in the ranking of the country’s total exports. Wood for other purposes (e.g., furniture industry, shipbuilding,
civil construction, manufacture of pallets, wooden panels, laminate floors, posts)
represented 28.9% of the total forestry sector, being in the second position regarding
the generation of value of the sector. The production of charcoal is the third largest
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generator of value in silviculture, representing 25.2%, followed by firewood with
13.9% and non-wood products with 2.7% (IBGE 2019). The income provided by
timber extractivism reached a value of R $ 4.4 billion in 2019 and was mainly
focused to store roundwood (IBGE 2019).
Though Brazil was the world’s second largest cellulose producer in 2018, following the United States, it was the first in cellulose and timber exports. The export
to China and Europe was 55% of the total exports (IBÁ 2019). Regarding paper
production, Brazil ranks eighth in the world, with 10.4 million tons in 2018 (IBÁ
2019). At the global level, Brazil is eighth regarding the production of wood panels
and sawn wood with 0.2 million m3 and 9.1 million m3, respectively. Regarding the
production of charcoal, Brazil is the world leader, accounting for 11% of all charcoal produced globally (IBÁ 2019).

17.3
17.3.1

Forest Monitoring Programs
Monitoring of Deforestation and Forest Fires

Since the 1970s, through the establishment and strengthening of strategic partnerships, the National Institute for Space Research (INPE), the Brazilian Agricultural
Research Corporation (Embrapa), and the Brazilian Institute of Geography and
Statistics (IBGE), and all federal agencies of the indirect administration, have been
developing technologies and methodologies for monitoring Brazilian natural
resources. These assist inspection and monitoring in areas threatened by deforestation, as well as actions to prevent and fight fire (MMA 2017a). In the last decades,
several efforts were made to develop and define new methodologies and techniques
for mapping and monitoring Brazilian biomes to support policy- and decision-
makers, providing timely and reliable information.
In an attempt to reverse the dependence on obtaining satellite images provided
by equipment from other nations, on July 6, 1988, the governments of Brazil and
China signed a partnership agreement involving INPE and CAST (Chinese Academy
of Space Technology) for the development of a program to build two advanced
remote sensing satellites, called CBERS Program (cbers.inpe.br). This program
made Brazil the pioneer in providing free images from medium spatial resolution
sensors, thus becoming a global example of the scope of Earth observation, by making remote sensing an easily accessible tool. The CBERS Program satellites are
essential for major strategic national projects, such as PRODES, for assessing
deforestation in the Amazon, and DETER, for assessing deforestation in real time,
among other systems. Currently, the CBERS Program presents its sixth satellite
launched into orbit, CBERS 04A.
Currently, there are four monitoring systems (i.e., PRODES, DETER, TerraClass,
and Queimadas) to assess deforestation and forest fire in the Amazon biome.
Moreover, INPE developed a further system called DEGRAD, which was replaced
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by DETER in December 2016. INPE has been monitoring the rate of clear-cut
deforestation in the Amazon since 1988 through the Brazilian Satellite Forest
Monitoring Project (PRODES), providing one of the most consistent maps of deforestation in tropical forest regions in the world (Ometto et al. 2011). PRODES system focuses on monitoring clear-cut deforestation in the Legal Amazon, providing
crucial information for assessing the yearly regional deforestation rate and supporting the government to develop forest policies (INPE 2020). PRODES provides
high-quality data supporting the assessment of the GHG emissions of the forestry
sector, which are necessary to obtain funding according to the UNFCCC, based on
the reduced deforestation rate.
Since 2004, DETER (Real-Time Deforestation Detection system) deals with the
real-time detection of land-use changes in the Amazon biome. More precisely,
DETER is an alert system aimed to support IBAMA (Brazilian Institute of the
Environment and Renewable Natural Resources) in the detection and control of
deforestation and forest degradation, as well as other national and local governments about the use of natural resources. TerraClass system was developed through
the collaboration between INPE and Embrapa, with the aims to provide maps of
land use and land cover of deforested areas belonging to the Legal Amazon in 2004,
2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 (Almeida et al. 2016). Furthermore, in 2008, the
Institute of Man and Environment of the Amazon (Imazon) developed a further
monitoring system, the Deforestation Alert System (SAD), to assess deforestation
in Amazon. Imazon is a nonprofit Brazilian research organization, which, among
other tasks, reports monthly the rates of deforestation and forest degradation of the
Amazon biome. The integration of SAD and DETER products allows an accurate
temporal and spatial evaluation of the deforestation rate in Amazon because they
use different monitoring methods (Fig. 17.2).
Caatinga, Cerrado, Atlantic Forest, Pampa, and Pantanal are part of the monitoring programs started in 2002, through the Project for Conservation and Sustainable
Use of Biological Diversity (PROBIO). Moreover, in 2008, the Ministry of the
Environment (MMA) and the Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable
Resources (IBAMA) signed an agreement to carry out the Project for Monitoring
Deforestation in Brazilian Biomes by Satellite (PMDBBS), with the support of the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). These monitoring activities
aimed to assess the loss of native vegetation of the abovementioned biomes to counteract illegal deforestation actions integrating data from different projects between
2002 and 2011. In 2013, the Ministry of the Environment (MMA) promoted the
union of different public institutions to develop the first version of Mapping of Use
and Vegetation Coverage of the Cerrado: TerraClass Cerrado, based on the methods
defined through the TerraClass Amazon project (MMA 2013).
Recognizing the importance of having periodic information about the forest
cover changes, the Ministry of the Environment established the permanent
Environmental Monitoring Program for Brazilian Biomes (PMABB), through the
Ordinance No. 365 on November 27, 2015. The program involved different agencies of the federal government, dealing with monitoring activities through remote
sensing to promote the harmonization of the monitoring products. This step was
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Fig. 17.2 Land-use cover monitoring systems in Brazil

very important, allowing comparison of maps from different programs and with
different spatial and temporal scales developing official monitoring data on different
forest biomes (MMA 2017a). The program implementation followed three steps:
(1) implementation and monitoring of the Amazon and Cerrado (period 2016–2017),
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(2) implementation and monitoring of the Atlantic Forest (period 2016–2017), and
(3) implementation and monitoring of the Caatinga, Pampa, and Pantanal
(2017–2018). However, there is no record of the progress of the Program, nor the
achievement of the expected results outlined in the second edition of the Strategy for
the Environmental Monitoring Program for Brazilian Biomes published in 2017.
A further important step of monitoring systems is the detection of active fires by
satellite imagery. The monitoring activities aimed to detect the active spot within
the forest fire, to calculate the fire risk, and to map burnt area scars. The platform,
developed and operated by INPE, provides data from several satellites in quasi-real
time, where outbreaks of at least 30 m long and 1 m wide are detected (burned.dgi.
inpe.br).
Land-use and land cover changes in Brazil were monitored by the Brazilian
Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) and by the Annual Mapping of Land
Cover and Use in Brazil project (MapBiomas). However, INGE aims to spatialize
and quantify the land use and land cover of the entire Brazilian territory every
2 years and presents data for the years 2000, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018
(ibge.gov.br). Moreover, in 2015, a new project called MapBiomas was launched
through an initiative of SEEG/OC (System of Estimates of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions from the Climate Observatory), in collaboration with universities, NGOs,
and technology companies, to produce annual maps of land use and land cover in
Brazil since 1985 (mapbiomas.org). The project is implemented by the Google
Earth Engine platform, which offers a wide processing capacity in the cloud,
through extensive machine learning algorithms (Fig. 17.2).

17.4
17.4.1

Mitigation and Adaptation Measures
Preservation and Restoration of Native Forests

In order to promote sustainable forest development by reconciling the use of natural
resources with the protection of ecosystems and to make forest policy compatible
with other public government policies, the National Forest Program (PNF) was created, instituted by Decree No. 3420 of April 20, 2000 (MMA 2000). The program
has broad objectives that range, for example, from encouraging the sustainable use
of native and planted forests, recovering permanently preserved forests, supporting
economic and social initiatives by populations that live and depend on forests, supporting the development of grassroots industries, and even expanding the domestic
and foreign markets for forest products and by-products. The NPF was based on the
participative and integrated processes involving federal, state, district, and municipal
governments, as well as organized civil society (Brazil 2020). For this reason, the
National Plan for the Recovery of Native Vegetation (PLANAVEG) was created as
the main instrument for applying the National Policy for the Recovery of Native
Vegetation (PROVEG), instituted by Decree No. 8972 of January 23, 2017. As
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reported in PLANAVEG, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation are carried
out by the National Commission for the Recovery of Native Vegetation (CONAVEG)
and aim to expand and strengthen public policies, financial incentives, markets,
recovery technologies, good agricultural practices, and other measures necessary
for the recovery of native vegetation of at least 12 million hectares (Mha) by the
year 2030, mainly in permanent preservation areas (APPs) and legal reserve areas
(RL), as well as in degraded areas with low agricultural productivity. PLANAVEG
is based on eight strategic initiatives: (i) sensitization, (ii) seeds and seedlings, (iii)
markets, (iv) institutions, (v) financial mechanisms, (vi) rural extension, (vii) spatial
planning and monitoring, and (viii) research and development, designed to motivate, facilitate, and implement the recovery of native vegetation (MMA 2017b).
Most of the 12 million hectares mentioned in the PLANAVEG are concentrated in
the Amazon and Atlantic Forest biomes with about 76%, while the Cerrado biome
represents 17% and the Caatinga, Pantanal, and Pampa biomes together represent
5% of the total goal. Funding to support PLANAVEG came from different sources,
such as the government’s budget, national and multilateral financial institutions,
funds such as the Global Environment Facility (GEF), bilateral government agreements, donations, the private sector, and foundations (MMA 2017b). Established in
2017, CONAVEG was responsible for implementing the plan through two thematic
advisory groups: one for the practical implementation of PLANAVEG and one for
monitoring vegetation recovery. However, after a few meetings, the groups were
deactivated due to the process of implementing the new structure of the Ministry of
the Environment (MMA) and the process of extinguishing the federal collegiate
bodies. Subsequently, CONAVEG was ended, hindering the implementation of
PLANAVEG, due to the loss of the forum for discussion and coordination of actions
and standards related to the different strategies adopted by the plan (Crouzeilles
et al. 2019).

17.4.2

 inancial Incentive Programs for Forest Conservation
F
in Brazil

17.4.2.1

REDD+ in Brazil

The REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation) program is the most important funding source for promoting the development of strategies for mitigating climate change and protecting tropical forests. In Brazil, the
inter-ministerial working group on REDD + works to negotiate and build a national
strategy based on discussions on four main points: financial architecture, technical
aspects, governance and investment arrangements, and positive economic incentives
(Toni 2011).
The Forest Code (Law No. 12.654/2012) became the main tool for implementing REDD+ in Brazil (Euler 2016), as it provides (i) the mandatory Rural
Environmental Registry (CAR) for all rural properties in order to monitor the
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conservation status of forests; (ii) the institution of the Environmental Reserve
Quota (CRA), a mechanism for offsetting the mandatory maintenance of forest
cover required by law (art. 44, Law No. 12,651/2012); and (iii) the possibility of
payment or incentives for environmental service, in order to present additionally
for national and international greenhouse gas reduction markets (Art. 41, II, § 4 and
§ 5, Law No. 12,651/2012).
In Brazil, the national REDD+ strategy (ENREDD +) was developed between
2010 and 2016 to accomplish the rules established in the Warsaw Framework
(MMA 2016a). The strategy should have met its objectives within 2020, and thereafter it will be reassessed for the next period of implementation. The general objective is to contribute to the mitigation of climate change through the elimination of
illegal deforestation, conservation and the recovery of forest ecosystems, and the
development of a sustainable low-carbon forest economy, to generate economic,
social, and environmental benefits. The implementation of ENREDD+ should support the decentralization of funding derived by the payments for REDD+ results,
promoting the development of a national REDD+ system that acts in an integrated
manner at the federal and state levels (May et al. 2011). Moreover, the National
Commission for REDD+ (CONAREDD+) was established by Decree No. 10,144
of November 28, 2019, to support coordination and monitoring, to improve the
effectiveness of the REDD+ National Strategy, and to prepare the requirements for
accessing to the payments for the achievement of REDD+ results. Resolution No.
6, of July 6, 2017, of CONAFREDD+, defines the allocation of payments for emission reductions within the Amazon biome, highlighting that most of the payments
(60%) were assigned to the states of Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Maranhão, Mato
Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima, and the Tocantins. However, two criteria were
considered for funding allocation: (i) the area of native forests, conservation units,
and indigenous lands and (ii) the deforestation reduction rate. The remaining 40%
of payments were for the federal government, for its efforts to conserve native forests in conservation units and indigenous lands and the reduction of deforestation.
Funding can be directly allocated to the Amazonian states, or through the Amazon
fund of the federal government. For direct funding, each state can define its own
REDD+ results-based payment initiatives, beyond the REDD+ resources that they
already receive through projects supported by the Amazon Fund. The Amazon
Fund, launched in 2009, supports governmental and non-governmental projects in
a diversified manner and aims to promote a sharing of the benefits of REDD+
received by the federal government at different scales and to promote the continuous reduction of deforestation (May et al. 2011). The management of the Amazon
Fund is carried out by the National Bank of Economic and Social Development
(BNDES), which also raises funds in coordination with the Ministry of the
Environment, as well as contracting and monitoring the projects and sustained
actions. Most of the funding came from Norway (the largest contribution) and
Germany. Though to a lesser extent, Petrobrás (Petróleo Brasileiro S.A.) contributes
to implementing projects financed by the Amazon Fund. From the beginning to
2017, the amount of funding received exceeded 1.2 billion dollars (MMA 2019).
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For the first time in 2012, the Forest Code highlighted the importance of payments for ecosystem services (PES) to implement REDD+ in Brazil. Several federation units approved specific rules, to date, and any progresses about their
implementation were reported at the federal level. However, in January 2021, Law
14119 established the National Policy for PES, aimed at contributing to climate
regulation and the reduction of emissions from deforestation and forest degradation.
Besides, it will support and promote the conservation and recovery of native vegetation, wildlife, and the natural environment in rural areas, forests, and forests located
in urban areas, as well as water resources mainly located in hydrographic basins
with critical plant coverage.
17.4.2.2

Financing Climate Change Adaptation

The Forest Code contains principles that detail incentives to promote the protection
and the preservation of native vegetation, which are essential to the restoration and
conservation of the environment (Costa 2016). The National Plan for the Recovery
of Native Vegetation (PLANAVEG) aims to strengthen public policies and financial incentives and presents, among its eight strategic initiatives, the development
of financial mechanisms to encourage the recovery of native vegetation
(MMA 2017b).
One of the main instruments for balancing the sustainable use of forest resources
and the mitigation of climate change is credit for financing forest activities. In
Brazil, to meet the demands of companies, cooperatives, communities, family farmers, peoples, and traditional communities, financial instruments should support forest management, recovery of native vegetation in permanently preserved areas
(APP) and legal reserves, forest plantations for industrial use, forest products, marketing, and working capital (MMA 2016b).
According to the information contained in the Forest Financing Guide concerning the lines in force in the second half of 2016, about 32 lines were available
for funding among programs and subprograms, such as the National Program for
the Strengthening of Family Farming (PRONAF), the National Program for
Supporting the Medium Rural Producer (PRONAMP), the Program for Reducing
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Agriculture (ABC Program), the financing programs offered by the National Development Bank (BNDES), and the Constitutional
Funds. Different financial instruments are available to cover wide situations and
objectives, depending on the size and type of interested organizations or
companies.
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17.4.3

Forestry Production

17.4.3.1

Forestry and Production Incentive Policies

According to Antonangelo and Bacha (1998), the development of Brazilian silviculture can be split into three periods: (i) 1500–1965 before the definition of reforestation incentives, (ii) 1966–1988 testing and validity of reforestation incentives, and
(iii) 1989 to nowadays use of reforestation incentives. Forestry activity in Brazil
began shortly after its discovery, through the exploitation of pau-brasil, which
became the main economic activity carried out in the country (Siqueira 1990). At
the end of the first period, numerous efforts for planting and restoring forest ecosystems started to support forestry activities, even if these efforts were insignificant
compared to the damages that occurred due to the deforestation rate. The few plantations aimed to supply the demand for sleepers and energy for rail transport demand
rubber for the pneumatic industry and tannins for tanneries (Valverde et al. 2012).
Despite this, in the period 1500–1965, there were mainly pioneering efforts to introduce plantations of eucalyptus and pine species (Antonangelo and Bacha 1998;
Santopuoli et al. 2016b).
In the second period, there was a significant development of forestry due to the
growth of forest science, the increasing number of forest professionals, the expansion of forest plantations, and the increased interest in the forestry business
(Antonangelo and Bacha 1998). In 1966, Law No. 5106 of 1966 was established to
support forestry companies, deducting up to 50% of the income tax amount, as they
proved investments in afforestation or reforestation (minimum 10,000 trees per
year), previously approved by the Ministry of Agriculture. The forest plantations
area increased rapidly at the beginning of the second period (1966–1969) with about
310,000 hectares of forest plantations (Hora 2015), which further increased until
1979. Thereafter, there was a slight decrease in the annual average forest plantation
area, as incentives were focused on non-timber species with a consistent reduction
in tree species (Bacha 2008).
The incentive policies were the starting point and one of the main factors for the
expansion of reforestation in Brazil. In the beginning, tax incentives were aimed at
the development of reforestation to supply the already existing industries, consumers of paper and cellulose, and the charcoal steel industry, since, close to these units,
the natural forest reserves threatened the future supply of the industries (Bacha
1991). The policy incentives represented the starting point for the development of
forest plantations in Brazil. They were one of the main factors fostering the expansion of reforestation in Brazil. However, Bacha (1991) highlights that in the long
term, incentives can reduce the companies’ investments with negative impacts on
the forestry and forest ecosystems, and thus it can’t be an isolated factor for economic and industrial policies.
As Hora (2015) points out, the establishment of the Forest Code of 1965 (Law
4771, repealed by Law No. 12,651), the Tax Incentives Law (Law No. 5106 of
September 2, 1966), the creation of the Brazilian Institute of Forestry Development
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(IBDF) in 1967, and the creation of higher education courses focused on forestry in
the 1960s opened a new vision of the Brazilian forest policy.
Currently, the forestry sector in Brazil drives the national economy with a sectorial gross domestic product (GDP) of R$ 86.6 billion, which represents 1.3% of
Brazilian GDP and 6.9% of industrial GDP. These values grew by 13.1% in 2018
when compared to 2017, while the national average represented an increase in the
national GDP of 1.1%, of agriculture and livestock involving only 0.1%, the service
sector 1.3%, and the industry in general by 0.6%. In addition, since 2012, exports of
forest products have grown by 12.3%, and in 2018, the Brazilian forestry sector was
responsible for generating R$ 12.8 billion in federal taxes, corresponding to 0.9%
of the entire collection of Brazil (IBÁ 2019).
The most planted forest genera in Brazil are Pinus and Eucalyptus, being the best
adapted to the edaphoclimatic characteristics, having the highest levels of productivity. In the case of eucalyptus, the first studies were carried out at the beginning of
the twentieth century, when Edmundo Navarro de Andrade started comparative tests
between the genus Eucalyptus and native species (Valverde et al. 2012). In recent
years, forest masses of this kind have been used to produce charcoal for the steel
industry and for the production of cellulose, paper, panels, cleaning products, flavorings, and medicines, in addition to the use of eucalyptus lumber to grow each
day (Valverde et al. 2012).
Between 2000 and 2018, there was an expansion (about 70%) of productive forests (IBGE 2020). In 2018, the total area of planted forests in Brazil reached
7.83 million hectares, of which 5.7 million hectares were occupied by eucalyptus
(72.8% of the total planted areas), 1.6 million hectares (20.4%) by pine, while other
species, including rubber, acacia, teak, and paricá, covered approximately 590 thousand hectares (7.5%). In the period 2009–2018, the surface of the eucalypt plantations increased by 1,013,507 hectares, going from 4.7 to 5.7 million hectares, while
pine plantations decreased by 225,415 hectares, from 1.8 million hectares to 1.6 million hectares (IBÁ 2019). In terms of productivity, Brazil has the most productive
eucalyptus and pine forests in the world, with an average of 35 m3 ha year−1 and
29 m3 ha year−1 for eucalyptus and pine, respectively. In addition to productivity,
Brazil has one of the shortest rotations in the world, when it comes to the time
between planting and harvesting trees, both for eucalyptus and pine (FAO 2001).
Figure 17.3 shows a graph of Brazil’s average productivity and rotation in relation
to other important players in the world.
According to the report of the Brazilian Tree Industry (IBÁ 2019), in 2018, there
were 7.83 million hectares of planted forests in Brazil, within which 36% for the
production of pulp and paper, 29% for round wood, 12% for charcoal steel segment,
10% for financial investments, 6% for wood panels and laminate flooring, and the
remaining for other timber products.
The expectations of the forestry sector are to increase the production of planted
forests to supply the forest products and services market. In addition to the increase
in pulp exports, making Brazil the largest player in the world market, new wood-
based products have emerged, such as immunized wood artifacts, chips, and new
panels (MDF, MDP, OSB) (Valverde et al. 2012).
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Fig. 17.3 Productivity and average rotation of different pine and eucalyptus producing countries
(Source FAO 2001)

The Brazilian Tree Industry (IBÁ) in 2015 carried out a study with scenarios and
trends for the planted forest sector (disregarding some factors), presented in the
National Plan for the Development of Planted Forests (MAPA 2018), with the following projections until the year 2025: (i) the planted area should have an annual
increment rate of 1.2%; (ii) the volume of wood produced would grow at an annual
rate of 3.9%. The National Plan for the Development of Planted Forests presents the
goal of more than two million hectares planted with commercial forests by the
year 2030.
Despite the good expectations of the forestry sector, there are still several hindering factors to the expansion of forestry in Brazil: such as the empirical criticism
without technical-scientific foundations of forest plantations; model of land-based
forest production, concentrating and under extensive monoculture resulting from
the Policy of Tax Incentives for Reforestation (in force from 1965 to 1988) that still
persists; environmental management policies with complex legislation that are difficult to apply; the land policy that inhibits foreign investment in Brazilian land;
precarious and deficient basic infrastructures for the production; legal regarding
constitutional guarantees of property rights and free enterprise; and the scarce
resources and policies aimed at research and development, among other obstacles
(Valverde et al. 2012; Mendes et al. 2016).
17.4.3.2

Agroforestry Systems

In 2012, the Ministry of Agriculture and Supply launched the Low-Carbon
Agriculture Program (Plano ABC) to promote the reduction of GHG in agriculture,
to improve the efficiency in the use of natural resources, and to improve the
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resilience of productive systems and rural communities, including the agricultural
sector in the practices of adaptation to climate change. Among other specific
objectives, the ABC Plan reports the expansion of technologies: recovery of
degraded pastures, crop-livestock-forest integration (iLPF) and agroforestry systems (SAFs), no-till system, biological nitrogen fixation, and planted forests
(MAPA 2012).
In the last years, both the agroforestry systems (SAFs) and the crop-livestock-
forest integration (iLPF) reached great evidence for their efforts to develop scientific research and projects to promote local development and environmental
conservation. Despite SAFs being one of the oldest land-use techniques, currently it
represents a recent frontier in the advancement of research and agriculture (Brant
2015). SAFs are gaining more space every day among agricultural enterprises, in
view of their economic and environmental heterogeneity and for allowing the
exploitation of finite resources in the long term (Steenbock and Vezzani 2013).
The abovementioned Forest Code established general guidelines for the restoration and exploration of legal reserve (RL) areas through SAFs, without distinguishing different SAF types and achievable objectives. In this case, the competent
environmental agency is responsible for establishing acceptable criteria and standards for the restoration, exploration, and management of the RL areas (Martins and
Ranieri 2014). In this context, Miccolis et al. (2019) highlighted that these knowledge and policy gaps, therefore, leave a wide margin for interpretation, leading to
many uncertainties that discourage technicians from making recommendations and
farmers to adopt SAFs in these areas. It is important to highlight that the Forest
Code promotes the use of SAFs for the restoration of permanent preservation areas
(APPs) using exotic species up to 50%, ensuring the maintenance of the ecological
functions of native species.
In 2006, the National Forestry Plan with Native Species and Agroforestry
Systems (PENSAF) was presented as part of the priorities of the National Forest
Program. It established the basic conditions for the development of silviculture
with native species and SAFs, directly providing financial income for rural owners and generating economic, social, and environmental benefits for Brazil (MMA
2006b). PENSAF was valid for 10 years with a budget estimated at approximately
R$ 90 million distributed among information systems, science and technology,
inputs, technical assistance and rural extension, credit, market and trade in forest
products, legislation, monitoring, and control. Despite the existence of a program,
presented as the first federal public policy for SAFs, its practical implementation
is less known, with a lack of documents about the use of financial resources and
achieved results, also because of the changes in the technical staff of government
agencies.
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National Policy on Climate Change

The National Policy on Climate Change (PNMC), instituted by Law No. 12187/2009,
appears to formalize Brazil’s voluntary commitment to the UNFCCC to reduce
GHG emissions between 36.1% and 38.9% of projected emissions by 2020, ensuring that economic and social development contributes to the protection of the global
climate. Considering the Brazilian GDP growth (5% or year until 2020) and the
additional renewable energy demand, the emission of 3236 million tons CO2−eq
within 2020 was estimated.
Subsequently, Decree No. 9578/2018, which regulates Law No. 12187/2009,
fixed the target of the emissions between 1168 and 1259 million tons CO2−eq within
2020. Moreover, the PNMC established sectoral targets for meeting the aggregate
target, the most relevant of which is the 80% reduction in emissions from deforestation in the Amazon, compared to the average verified between 1996 and 2005. At
the time of its approval, in 2009, the PNMC Law represented an enormous role for
Brazil, since few countries had legal instruments to establish their strategies to face
the problem of climate change. In the same year, the National Fund for Climate
Change (FNMC) was created, presenting itself as an unprecedented initiative for a
developing country, idealized to become one of the most important instruments of
politics (Senate Federal 2019).
As one of the instruments of the National Policy on Climate Change, in 2016, the
Federal Government’s National Plan for Adaptation to Climate Change was proposed to support initiatives for the management and reduction of climate risk in the
long term, as established in the Ministerial Ordinance No. 150 of May 10, 2016.
The plan was prepared between 2013 and 2016 by the Executive Group of the
Interministerial Committee on Climate Change (GEx-CIM), as highlighted in the
National Policy on Climate Change (Law No. 12,187/09) and its regulatory decree
(Decree No. 7390/10).
Furthermore, Brazilian governments fixed a new target for the year 2025 according to the Paris Agreement signed at the COP21, established in the Intended
Nationally Determined Contribution (iNDC). At the end of 2015, Brazil submitted
its iNDC proposal and was unique among developing countries in presenting an
absolute target (Brandão Jr. et al. 2018), highlighting reductions in GHG emissions
by 33% within 2025 and by 43% within 2030, compared with emissions in 2005.
Such contributions consist of achieving emission levels of 1.3 GtCO2-eq in 2025
and 1.2 GtCO2-eq in 2030. Between 2004 and 2012, Brazil’s GDP increased by
32%, while emissions decreased by 52% (GWP-100; IPCC AR5), breaking the
trend between economic growth and increased emissions during this period, reducing the per capita emissions from 14.4 tCO2-eq (GWP-100; IPCC AR5) in 2004 to
6.5 tCO2-eq (GWP-100; IPCC AR5) in 2012. The efforts to reduce emissions were
visible with per capita values comparable to those that some developed countries
have considered equitable and ambitious for their average emissions per capita in
2030. However, the per capita values should further decrease to 6.2 tCO2-eq
(GWP-100; IPCC AR5) in 2025 and 5.4 tCO2-eq (GWP100; IPCC AR5) in 2030.
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Fig. 17.4 Net GHG emissions from Brazil in MtCO2-eq between 1999 and 2019. (Source
SEEG 2020)

Figure 17.4 shows the graph with data on sectoral emissions of greenhouse gases in
Brazil between 1999 and 2019 (in millions of tons of CO2 equivalent, MtCO2-eq),
referring to the analysis of Brazilian emissions of Greenhouse Gases and their
implications for Brazil’s climate goals (SEEG 2020).

17.4.5

Forestry Practices for Adapting to Climate Change

Actions and strategies for climate change adaptation can be effectively implemented
if poverty is reduced. According to the definition of IPCC, vulnerability to climate
change is the propensity or predisposition of a given system to be adversely affected
by climate change, including climate variability, extremes, and dangers. To reduce
forest vulnerability and minimize the negative impacts caused by climate change,
adaptation strategies are necessary. To increase resilience and reduce vulnerability,
poverty must be reduced, and nature must be protected and restored (Scarano and
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Ceotto 2015). While adaptation policies primarily address vulnerability and risks,
sustainable development policies aim to reduce poverty through economic growth,
address inequality through the redistribution of wealth, and prevent environmental
degradation using resources sustainably (Agrawal and Carmen We read 2015).
In recent years, ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA), which is based on the use of
ecosystem services to reduce human vulnerability to climate change, has gained
space between managers and researchers as a new approach to tackling climate
change. The benefits of EbA strategies include reducing vulnerability to gradual and
extreme events, maintaining the ecological integrity of ecosystems, carbon sequestration, greater food security, sustainable management of water resources, and an
integrated approach to territorial management, all of which generate multiple economic, social, environmental, and cultural benefits for society (MMA 2016c). In
2016, Brazil launched the National Adaptation Plan, where EbA is the fundamental
part of the plan, even if no spatially explicit subnational priorities were defined in
the plan (Kasecker et al. 2018).
Brazil’s commitment to the iNDC is explicit in its propensity for EbA, as it
states: “The implementation of climate change adaptation policies and measures
contributes to building the resilience of populations, ecosystems, infrastructure and
production systems, by reducing vulnerabilities or providing ecosystem services.”
Though there are still few experiences about the EbA implementation, the few
applications implemented demonstrated the power of this tool due to the great richness and biological diversity of Brazil and the fact that Brazil has a tradition of
community involvement (ICLEI 2014). EbA experiences in Brazil were funded by
the International Climate Initiative (Internationale Klimaschutzinitiative, IKI), the
World Bank, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ),
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), and FGV/GVces (ICLEI 2014).
Sustainable forest management of public Brazilian forests is based on mechanisms to promote forest management through (i) the creation and direct management of national, state, and district forests, (ii) the non-contributory allocation of
forest management rights to local communities, and (iii) contributory forestry concessions in which the right to manage the forest is defined before the bidding process (SFB 2006).

17.4.6

Integrated Fire Management

Fire plays an important role as a tool for agricultural and landscape management
and contributes significantly to the emission of GHG. Historically, fire was used as
a tool for several traditional events in Brazil. Over the years, fire control activities
have become extremely important on a global scale, and the increasing investments
in research, as well as the intensification of fight actions, resulted, for a long time,
in the prioritization of interventions aimed at fire-use restrictions (Toni and Pereira
2015). In Brazil, such as at the global level, for a long time, fire is conceived as a
threat to the human population and natural resources. For this reason, most of the
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fire policies aimed to avoid the use of fire and to promote inspection, suppression,
and prevention actions through restrictive laws (Falleiro et al. 2016). Nevertheless,
the so-called “zero fire” policies commonly led to extensive forest fires, with
duration ranging from a few hours to several days, particularly in the protected areas
of Cerrado biome (Mistry et al. 2019).
By contrast, in the last decade, the use of Integrated Fire Management (IFM)
gained great attention and application in Brazil. Officially, in 2014, the Brazilian
government focused to adopt the concept of IFM, mainly in conservation units and
indigenous lands, to reintroduce fire as a management tool in the Cerrado biome
(Eloy et al. 2019). In particular, to explore and maintain the traditional knowledge
about the use of fire, the first experiences with MIF were implemented in the state
of Mato Grosso, in 2007, focused on the ecological aspects, such as the effects of
fire on animals and fruit plants (Falleiro 2011). The IFM principles consider the use
of fire by local communities to promote, as one of the tools, controlled burning in
the beginning of the dry season for productive and conservation purposes in fire-
resistant vegetation, to create mosaics with different burning periods, and to protect
fire-sensitive vegetation from forest fires (Schmidt and Eloy 2020). The IFM
consists of training residents of local communities as fire management agents to
carry out controlled burning and incorporating ecological knowledge and practices
within fire management (Falleiro et al. 2016). Controlled burning in the protected
areas can be implemented according to the fire management plan, and it is also
regulated by the national forest code. The National Integrated Fire Management
Policy (PNMIF) was developed to reduce the occurrence of forest fires and damages
caused by fire and to fulfill the need to establish a national policy as highlighted by
the Forest Code. PNMIF provides a series of management measures to gradually
replace the use of fire in rural areas, promoting the use of fire in a controlled manner,
especially among traditional and indigenous communities, and increasing their
capacity to cope with forest fires. Nevertheless, the process for PNMIF adoption is
still at the initial stages. In the context of the IFM, tools and methodologies have
been developed to assist management actions in conservation units and
indigenous lands.
The tools that have made a considerable contribution come from remote sensing
data, through methodologies that use spectral mixture analysis (SMA) to map vegetation conditions (green and dry vegetation) and soil detection. This methodology
is very useful in planning IFM actions, as it provides data that is easy to interpret
and apply, which can be assessed by indigenous and local inhabitants through
smartphones and generates information on priority areas for the realization of
FIM. Despite recent advances in fire management policies and practices in protected areas and indigenous lands in the Cerrado and the consequent results in the
reduction of large forest fires, IFM programs are still in an initial stage, therefore
requiring new studies and experiences for the improvement of the IFM in Brazil.
In the Brazilian context, IFM plays a crucial role and is strongly recommended
to integrate, into the management actions, the local know-how for improving the
positive effects of MIF on conservation and resilience of natural ecosystems
(Schmidt et al. 2018).
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Final Considerations

Despite the numerous environmental legal institutions, with detailed and complex
legislation, the various policies to encourage reforestation and restoration of
degraded areas, the extensive protected areas, the technologies of monitoring systems, and the large database of data obtained over decades, among other mechanisms, related to mitigation and adaptation to climate change, more practical actions
are strongly necessary to adopt strategies and techniques for the climate-smart forestry. Despite all the positive factors listed above, especially when referring to
Brazilian environmental legislation, there is still a great difficulty for public authorities to put into practice the actions to reach the policy objectives. These challenges
are exacerbated by complex political frameworks and by continuous changes of
structure and competences of environmental agencies belonging to the federal jurisdiction (IBAMA and ICMBio).
As a consequence, a decentralized setting of responsibility was developed, within
which the federal government distributed the responsibilities to the states and
municipalities regarding monitoring, conservation, and restoration of natural ecosystems and degraded areas through decentralized policies and tools. However, the
federal governments remain mainly responsible for the management of natural
resources, particularly for public lands, which are very large.
In addition, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) operating in Brazil act in a
complementary manner to the actions of the federal government and have thus been
playing an important role in mitigating and adapting to climate change in the country. The actions carried out by NGOs put pressure on the federal public authorities
to improve their transparency mechanisms and improve the quality of results
obtained.
Despite the conflicts that still exist, Brazil is a protagonist and one of the world’s
pioneers in signing international commitments to reduce GHG emissions, such as
the Paris Agreement and the iNDC. This aspect highlights the interest of Brazil to
improve the development and future implementation of mitigation and adaptation
measures. Moreover, Brazil plays an important role at the global level to face climate change, due to the large forest area, the complex forest structure, and richness
of forest biodiversity, across the different biomes, as well as the amount of forest
carbon stock.
The abundance of natural resources, and the interest in more effective management of natural resources, including the restoration efforts of degraded natural
resources, requires the integration of policies, actions, and tools that support timely
monitoring on a large scale. Promoting the use of remote sensing can represent a
viable strategy to support researchers and policy- and decision-makers in limiting
forest damages, improving resilience, mitigation, and adaptation actions. The
harmonization of a large quantity of information, derived from the different
databases and platforms, is a crucial point to address in the future to support the
development of climate-smart forestry.
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